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PREFACE. 

The treatise hereby submitted to the judgment of the public, 

though ushered in as the second edition of that published in 1902, might, 

however, be properly termed a new book. The title excepted, there is 

scarcely a chapter of the former edition which was not changed or 

recast in the present one. Without materially changing the former 

general plan, all unnecessary or clumsy matter has been discarded, 

while some new and, we believe, interesting material has been added. 

This will be found to be more particularly the case with the In- 

troduction, Orthography, and Prosody, each of which has been entirely 

rewritten; with the Syntax, which is entirely new and constitutes the 

most important addition, and with the alphabetical index, which has also 

been added, and which renders the treatise valuable as a book of reference. 

In answer to those who may feel inclined to find fault with 

the present edition for not being more condensed than the previous 
one, we have to say that this has been done on purpose. If a 

treatise of -a language which, strictly speaking, has neither dictionaries 

nor other literature, is to fulfil its mission, it must be grammar, 

dictionary, and literary work at the same time. When the peculiar 
character of the language and the age and class of persons most 

likely to undertake its study are taken into account, certainly, the 

only successful way either to present the language adequately or to 

assist the student materially, is to put forth a treatise which will be 

comprehensive enough to cover the field which a paucity of literature 

has left uncovered. We are conscious, however, that the validity of 

the preceding statement will not be well perceived a priori, and we will 

abide by the opinion of | dissenters ONLY AFTER THEY HAVE 

ACQUIRED THE LANGUAGE. 

The author has here to acknowledge his obligations to Rev. A. E. 

Chenoweth, M. A., of the Methodist Publishing House in this city, 

an earnest Tagalog student himself, for his generous and valuable 

assistance in going over the manuscript, and in revising the final 

proof-sheets and offering such suggestions and making such changes 

as were required to bring the book up to its present improved shape. 

In a word, neither pains nor expense have been spared to increase 

the usefulness and typographic correctness of the issue which is now 

offered to the public, and with this predication the author throws 

himself on the mercy of his readers. 

Manila, P. I.. September, 1909. 





INTRODUCTION. 

: The language which the following pages purpose to illustrate 
is that spoken by the Filipinos of Manila and surrounding provinces, 
extending in every direction from what is called the Province of Rizal, 
to the North, through the central and northern parts of the Province 
of Bulacan, into that of Nueva Ecija; to the east and northeast, into the 
districts of Infanta and Principe on the Pacific Coast; to the west, 
across Manila Bay, into the Province of Bataan; and to the south, 
through the extensive tract occupied by the provinces of Cavite, 
Laguna, Batangas and Tayabas. This language .is known as the 
Tagalog, a denomination which distinguishes it from the Ibanag, 
Pangasinan, Pampangan, Ilocano and Bicol, the names of the other 
five principal vernaculars spoken, in their respective districts, by the 
remaining portion of the Christian population of the Island of Luzon. 

Outside Luzon, Tagalog is also spoken in the adjacent islands 
of Mindoro and Marinduque in the China Sea, and in Polillo and 
some other minor islets in the Pacific. Its influence may also be 
noticed more to the south in the speech of the inhabitants of the 
islands which form what is known as the District or Subprovince of 
Romblon, which are reckoned, geographically and politically, as 
belonging to the Bisayan group. 

On the Island of Luzon, the languages adjacent to Tagalog 
are approximately as follows: On the northernmost border of Nueva 
Ecija is found the Ibanag or Cagayén, a dialect more or less mixed 
with Ilocano, which is spoken throughout the provinces of Nueva Vizcaya, 
Isabela and Cagayan. In the same direction, but somewhat to the 
‘west, is met the Ilocano, spoken in the eastern half of Fangasinan 
and on north throughout the provinces of Union, Ilocos Sur and 
Norte, and somewhat throughout Benguet and the other mountain 
provinces. On the west of Nueva Ecija, Tagalog encounters to some 
extent the Pangasinan dialect, spoken in the western half of the 
province of the same name and, more or less, in the nortbern part 
of Tarlac province. Coming south along the western line of Nueva 
Ecija and also on the same side of Bulacan, the Pampangan is met, 
which is almost exclusively the dialect of the province of that name, 
and also extends up into the southern half of Tarlac province. To 
the southeast of Manila, Tagalog encounters the Bicol, spoken throughout 
the provinces of Ambos Camarines, Albay and Sorsogon. 

The delimitation of the language boundaries of Tagalog, especially 
to the north of Manila, can be made with but very small degree 
of precision, in view of the numerous cases of its encroachment into 
the territory of other dialects, or of other dialects into its own Thus, 
along the banks of the water course known as “Rio Grande de la 
Pampanga,” where it flows through the province of the same name, it 
would be difficult for a stranger to say whether Tagalog or Pampangan 
is the vernacular, as natives know and use indiscriminately the one 
and the other. On the other hand, Pampangan is spoken #n-doors by 
many a native family in southern Nueva Ecija, while there are even 
municipalities in the same province, as that of San Juan de Guimba, 
and partially that of Aliaga, where, owing to ancient scttlements of 
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people from Ilocos, Ilocano comes to be the prevailing tongue. At 
the present time, also, Ilocanos are settling all over the northern portion 
of Nueva Ecija, and thus their tongue may come to be the prevailing 
one over this part of the province. On the southern boundary, a 
remarkable instance of the encroachment hy Tagalog is found in its 
being spoken in and about the townships of Mambulao and Paracale 
of the Province of Camarines Norte, and, therefore, far into the juris- 
diction of the Bicol. The gold mines with which the district abounds 
attracted, from the earliest times of Spanish rule, a current of immi- 
gration of people from “Tayabas, more especially from the town of 
Lucban, who communicated their language to their descendants and 
the other inhabitants. ; 

Beyond its natural bounds, Tagalog is understood by every native 
of average education throughout the Islands. Although the people of 
whom Tagalog is the vernacular, the Tagals, as they are called, are 
essentially one and the same race with the other sections of the 
Christian native inhabitants of the Archipelago, still they form, however, 
the most energetic and cultured portion of the whole population, live 
in the most thickly populated district, and their language is the most 
euphonious, the most homogeneous and the most developed by contact 
with Spanish and the other Philippine tongues. 

Shortly before the collapse of the Spanish rule over the Islands, 
the Tagals came into special prominence by their uprising in 1896, 
followed by outbreaks which almost amounted to a permanent state 
of insurrection against their rulers. After the collapse, by their 
marching in military array through the territory of the other prov- 
inces, by their establishment of the Filipino Republic at Malolos, 
which at once assumed control over all Luzon: and by subsequent 
fighting against the Americans: the Tagals secured a political pre- 
dominance over the other sections of the country which they still 
retain to a large extent, and which is somewhat similar to that which, 
difference of race aside, the Buzis of Celebes, the Kayans of Borneo, 
and the Hovas of Madagascar exercise over the other tribes of 
those islands. 

When, the rebellion having been suppressed, the principles of 
American rule were allowed free play, Tagalog journalism and litera- 
ture were brought into existence to such an extent that, although 
not contributing to the purification and stability cf the language, 
nevertheless did largely contribute to its diffusion, so that the Tagalog has come to be almost the only public vehicle for conveying the native thought. This diffusion is still further promoted by the language having its natural seat and place of cultivation in Manila, the Capital of the Archipelago, where there are centered all the principal official bureaus, Government and private institutions, and other business establishments which draw large crowds of professional men, students and business people from all other sections of the Islands; people who, on finding their local tongues superseded by Tagalog in the transaction of their business, carry back along with them into their respective provinces a disposition ‘which is as the germ which will make Tagalog soon to become the quast official native language from Aparri to Zamboanga. 

According to the census of 1903, the population of the prov- Inces in Luzon and of the other Islands in which Tagalog is” the vernacular, amounted to 1,460,000, a figure neither surpassed nor even reached by any other dialect of those spoken in Luzon. The language spoken by the Christian population outside Luzon, 
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Marinduque and Mindoro is, With the exception of those spoken in 
the Babuyan and Sulu groups, known by the generic term of Bisayan, 
a designation, however, which is geographic rather than linguistic. 
Here, lt is true, a greater population is encountered, numbering over 
three million people; but if the matter is viewed from the standpoint: 
of the unity of language, and the fact is taken into consideration that 
the differences of Bisayan as it is spoken in Samar or Romblon, and 
the same as spoken in Cebu or Mindanao are in some cases greater 
than those which we find between Pampangan and Tagalog for instance, 

‘there may be even some reason for proclaiming Tagalog as the 
language most widely spoken in the whole Archipelago. 

The term tagdlog is by natives applied equally to the people 
and to “he language, and, naturally, offers to the mind the suggestion 
of what its origin may hava been, a point which. hitherto has, by no" 
means, been established. 

__ The difficulty of ascertaining the real origin of the terms by 
which the races ani tribes inhabiting this part of the world are 
designated, may be seen in the barren discussion entered into, and" 
different opinions rendered by so high auhorities on all matters of the 
Malay Archipelago as Marsden, Crawfurd, Abbé Favre and others, 
about the origin of the words malayu and jawi, or rather bahasa ma- 
layu and bahasa jawi, as applied to the Malay language. 

The Philippine philology cannot boast of such eminent champions 
nor could it have had recourse to any historic or literary sources for 
its materials, and, unable to do otherwise, it made the structure of 
the term, and its supposed meaning in relation to certain local cir- 
cumstances, the basis for the theory of the origin of the word. From 
this diving into the waters of the grammatical pond of the language, 
tagalog has emerged as a contracted compound, formed with the prefix 
taga, main'y used in forming compound nouns indicative of the place 
of birth or residence of any person, and the noun élog, “river,” 
thus, taga-ilog contracted to tagdlog, meaning “natives from the river,” 
“borderers,” in reference, it seems, to the Pasig river on the banks 
of which a large portion of the people speaking the language, lives. 

Despite all analogies of form and locality, it is however very 
doubtful that this may be the real origin of the word. It is true 
that the two components taga and ilog exist in the language with 
the above mentioned import, but it is difficult to see any reason 
why they should combine in such an anomalous way for a designation 
of this kind. Although the soldering of a prefix and a root into a 
compound is frequently attended with syncopation and other phonetic 
changes at the point of contact, we fail, however, to discover a single 
instance in which this takes place with the prefix taga, either in Tagalog or 
in Bicol where taga is used not only for the same purpose as in the 
former, but as a verbal particle as well. In point of signification, 
we find taga never applied to the root ilog as a term of general 
designation for people living about any other water course over the 
Islands, as we naturally might be led to expect from the well known 
habit of [Filipinos and generally Malays of settling along the banks 
of rivers and streams The roots having a signification more or less 
connected with that of ilog, to which taga is applied, are: pangpang, 
dalampisig--dalampasigan, ‘“bank;' baybdy--baybayin, “beach,” holo, 
“head,” beginning of a river, ilaya, “upland,” “and generally that tract 
of land lying in the direction of the source of any water course,” and 
uaud, “bar,” “the point where a river enters into the sea.” It may be, 
and is frequently said: tugapangpang, tagadalangpisig - tagada'angpasigan, 
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tagabaybiy—tagabaybayin, tagailaya and tagauaud, to designate people 
issuing from, or residing at, some of the places indicated by the above roots; 
but the genius of the language shows itself averse to the launching 
forth of the compound tagailog, refusing, so to say, to recognize 
the river as affording the basis for the building of any expression 
having anything to do with birth or residence thereat. It may per- 
haps be alleged, with apparent good reason, that the language has 
the compound tagardgat, “seaman,” from dagat, “sea,” which seems 
to contradict the above statement; but we are here on another ground 
and one showing the use of the prefix for a different purpose, namely, that 
or forming frequentative nouns indicative of the person engaged in 
a trade for a money consideration. The sense in tagardgat is not, 
therefore, one in reference to the descent or residence, but one of 
life-support, and one which refers to the person as engaged in the 
sea-faring business for a salary, or as living on the products of the 
sea. The language offers numerous compounds of the same kind with 
roots expressing various ways of getting a-living. Among many others, — 
mention is here made only of tagapagbantdy, ‘sentry,’ “watchman,” 
from bantdy, “to watch, tagapagsding, “cookman,” “person in charge 
of the boiling of rice for food.” 

Tagalog being, for purposes of philological research, merely 
an oral language and the Philippines having only been brought to 
light by discovery and conquest within comparatively recent times, no 
direct testimony, of course, can be adduced in evidence for the 
elucidation of the origin of the names borne by the various tribes 
found living therein, but we may, however, in the absence of any 
other historic data, assume with some degree of confidence that if 
the term tagdlog were ever derived from tagailog in the sense of 
“borderers,” or “people settling’ along the banks of a river:” there 
would not be wanting some tradition recorded by the early Spanish 
friars as to intercourse with their similarly designated neighbors, the 
tagapirang, “those of the plain,” tagabiquid, “highlanders:” etc., of 
the same tribe, as there exist records of their feuds and quarrels 
with Pampangans, Pangasinans, etc. Nor is tagdlog or tagailog in 
this sense a geographical designation which might not have been 
applied with equal propriety to the same or any other people living 
in analogous conditions of. locality throughout the Islands. 

The hypothesis, then, built for explaining the origin of this 
name does not seem to be founded on any solid grammatical, trad- 
itional, or geographical ground. It seems rather the result of em- 
ploying only those means at hand prompted by the exigency of giving momentary solution to a difficult question, thus avoiding the trouble 
or palliating the. inability, of searching elsewhere. 

Beyond this patching of the difficulty, no other researches that we are aware of have ever been made public, either to strengthen or 
to rectify or amend what, in all probability, is an erroneous derivation and the question seems insolvable or one that will baffle all efforts 
to ee it pas ii the means afforded by the resources at home. 

1s only when going into the geograph i 
Malay Archipelago that the possibility Pa itself oe ibe hind 7 ne word tagalog having been received from Java. The terms for “dr, field culture,” and “field,” in the Javanese and Malay languages ka tagal and omd.. The expression tagal-yuda for “battle fell” coonts frequently in Javanese literature. Tagal is also found in Tagalo vith the signification “permanency,” “persisting,” “endurance,” Breck 
ing,” which, notwithstanding its dissit ilarity with that it has in the 
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original languages, may, however, have something to do with the point 
here at issue. Om4 is found, both in Bicol and in Bitayan, with 
exactly the same signification of “rice field.” The suffixing of og 
shown by the Tagalog corresponding word seems to be agreeable to 
the genius of the language in borrowing from the Javanese. The 
cases are numerous in which the Javanese term is tagalized with 
this mild guttural appendage, which, from the frequency with which 
it is found ending genuine tagalog words, we may, thus far, regard 
as an euphonic termination peculiar to the language. 

_ The following is a list of some Javanese words to which the 
ending og or g has been either added or substituted for the final 
consonant on their being adopted into Tagalog. The signification not 
otherwise indicated, is the same in both languages. 

JAVANESE. TaaaLoa. SIGNIFICATION. 

Layar. Layag. Sail of a ship. 
Turu. Tulog. To sleep. 
Kapur. Apog. : Lime, calx. 
Nur. Niog. Cocoa nut. 
Pafiu. Pagong. A king of tortoise. 
Tana. Tanong. To inquire, 
Tabur, Sabog. To scatter. 
Timur. (East). Timog. (South). 

That the people of Java were accustomed for centuries to sail 
forth in parties for predatory or settling purposes to the other Islands 
of the Malay Archipelago, that their fleets even sometimes set at 
defiance those of Portugal in the days of the preponderance of this 
little kingdom, (1) are events noted by Marsden in bis History of 
Sumatra and by other historians of the Archipelago. In connection 
with these migrations and expeditions, Crawfurd (2) mentions a 
number of Javanese names which were given by the emigrating parties 
to the places of their settlements or points of call about the 
Archipelago, and he says that these even extend, and may be 
traced, to the Philippines. Some of the names are taken from 
Javanese geography as, for instance, Mataram, the name of a province 
in Java, which we find transferred to that of a place in the Island 
of Lomboc; others refer to same local circumstance connected with the 
art of navigation, as in the case of Labuhan-aji, in the same island, 
which in Javanese means “King's anchorage.” Names are even found 
which are commemoratory of the event of these settlements as that 
of Kuta-jawa, “Javanese castles,” at the rivers of Dili and Asahan on 
the north-eastern coast of Sumatra, at the first of which, according 
to Crawfurd, a colony of five thousand persons established itself. 
In the Philippines we find as of probable Javanese origin, “Solo” 
(the Spanish Jolo) which is in Java the original name of the place 
which is now Surakarta, or perhaps the Javanese and Malay word 
suluh, a torch, and also the word nila, from the Sanskrit nila, “blue,” 
“indigo,” in reference to the name Maynila, “Manila,” may, the first 

(1) Joko de Barros, cited by Crawfurd as the most authentic and intelligent 
of all the Portuguese historians of India, describes the Javanese expedition against 
Malacca, in January of 1513, scarcely three years after its capture by Albuquerque, as 
consisting of nothing less than 12,000 men with much artillery... ; 

(2) Grammar and Dictionary of the Malay Language. Dissertation, pages 
CCLXXXI-II, 
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syllable, being the Tagalog equivalent for “to have,” which, as in the 

case of Maytibig, Maycauayan, etc., renders self-explanatory all com: 

pounds of this kind. 
Seeing the frequency with which Javanese colonists transferred names 

of places in their own island to those of their settlements abroad, one 

feels even inclined to look to the word Talaga, a corruption of the 

Sanskrit taraga, “a pond," which is the name of a district in Java, 

as affording also the possibility of having given rise to the term 

tagilog. What in some degree seems to lend support to this hypo- 

thesis is the presence, in the part which we may regard as the home 

of tagalism and not far away from the Capital of the Archipelago, of 

such an extensive pond as the Lake of Bay may be considered to be, ° 

which matches well with the original signification of the word. The 

transposition of the last syllable as seen in tagala for talaga is, in 

the same way as the appending of og which has been spoken of in 

a foregoing paragraph of this some chapter, of frequent occurrence 

in the tagalizing of Javanese words. Similar transpositions may be 

seen in the following: Jav. lidah--Tag. dila, “tongue,” Jav. darthi= 

Tag. daliri, “finger,” Jav. topong--Tag. potong, “crown,” and in others. 

The above data, of course, are not intended as conclusive evidence 

of the origin of tagdlog, but only as a tentative effort made in honesty 

to guess at the right derivation of the term. While it is readily 
admitted that further research may disclose facts leading to theories 

at variance with the one here exposed, or even furnishing us with 

absolute certainty, we, however, in the meantime and in view of the 

apparent unreasonableness of the present theory, may look, with some 
degree of assurance, to the.island of Java as the place of the origin 
of the word. 

We are without the direct means of ascertaining the antiquity 
of Tagalog, but we may confidently assume that it is of a very remote 
origin, nay, if what is predicated of it in this sketch proves true, one far 
more remote than Malay, perhaps even more than Sanskrit. What 
seems even more probable is that it did not ‘originate with the 
race that now speaks it. No original monuments, inscriptions or 
any other written records being here available, we must have 
recourse to circumstantial evidence in estimating the epoch of this 
origin What speaks already in favor of a high degree of antiquity, 
according to the standard of Malay philology, is the presence of 
words taken from the Kawi, the ancient language of Java. Kawi 
(1) words are more numerous in Tagalog than perhaps in any other 
language of the Malay Archipelago, the Javanese excepted; but it 
may be objected that they have been imported through the latter 
language at a later period. That this is generally the case, and that 
Javanese was the largest recipient and distributor of the Kawi lexical 
inheritance, is not here denied. The fact, however, of Tagalog having 
in some instances, borrowed from the original source is proved by 
such Kawi words as pad, “leg” and “foot,” the Sanskrit pada, from 
the Kawi padha; olap, “cloud,' from lokap, “cloud,” tigas heat 

“core,” from tyas, “heart,” Land others which are not found in 
Javanese. Among. the Kawi words common to the two languages, 
aydo, “refusing, caring not,” “not choosing,” affords a proof of 

(1) The word cawi, corresponding in orthography to that HA j 

in P. Juan de Noceda's Spanieh-Tagalog Dictionary (see. pago E5, edit. 18603 with the 
meaning gerigonza, “jargon.” There can be no doubt that here the real kawi speech 
is meant, clothed with a signification which agrees well with the poor notic P hich: 

the author, no doubt, had of that Javanese language. e whic 
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Tagalog having drawn words directly from the Kawi and not from 
the Kawi through the Javanese. Under the orthographical scope and 
phonetic character of the two languages, aydo agrees, both in form 
and signification, more with the kawi ayuwa. Had it been imported 
from modern Javanese it would have, then, to appear shaped more in 
accordance with the form ajw in which ayuwa is found in the latter. 

The opinion of Humboldt, bearing on the point of the close 
relation of Tagalog with that ancient dead language of Java, as given 
in his work “Ueber die Kawi-Sprache auf der Insel Java,” may 
find here adequate place. “The non Sanskrit portion (of the Kawi) 
agrees in the most wonderful manner’ with the Tagalog of the Philip- 
pines. This accord will not be found to consist in merely general 
grammatical relations only, but goes deeper into the thought-casting 
methods of the people.” (2nd book, page 28) He even ventures the 
hypothesis of a possible derivation of the structure of Javanese from Taga- 
log, which is by no means improbable (1). At any rate, he is authority 
for the statement that Tagalog is “the most perfect living specimen of 
that Great Malay Polynesian Language which is considered as the parent 
stock from which all the other tongues of the Malay branch have 
sprung.’ This may be true, but not perhaps in the sense intended 
by the great philologist, not, at least, until it is made clear how this 
“Great Malay Polynesian Language’ is to be understood. 

It is not proposed here to discuss further the inmaterial point 
of the antiquity of the language. Tagalog, it will be seen, consists, 
mainly, of an element clearly derived from Malay, and of another which, 
not being traceable to any Malay source, way be regarded as abor- 
iginal. An attempt will be made further on in this outlook to 
collect in tables this Malay and all other foreign elements so as to 
isolate the aboriginal one, and thereby render, by contrast, its 
respective office in the language more manifest. In the comparison 
with each other and with other foreign tongues, such theories will be 
advanced and such data adduced in evidence to show how these various: 
elements came to be soldered into a compact frame, as, it is believed, 
to enable the reader to judge for himself of the remote origin of the 
language. : cite I : 

The Malay race that we see inhabiting, besides the peninsula 
of this name in the southernmost extremity of the Asiatic continent, 
the vast insular region from Madagascar in the west to Easter Island 
in the east, New Guinea excepted, and from Hawaii and Formosa 
in the north to New Zealand in the south, appeals to our minds 
as one that must have accomplished great deeds in the remote past. 
If we only pause to consider that the conquest and possession of 
the immense insular extension which the race, almost exclusively, now, 
occupies and holds, subject to foreign yoke, is the work of the 
Malay effort, we must at once concede to these people some of the 
ability and daring which, in historic times, have made other maritime 

reat. 
POP may imagine the remote ancestors of the present Malays 
coming forth in swarms from the unknown confines of their cradle- 
land in Asia and spreading themselves over the adjacent islands of the 
archipelago to the almost complete elimination of the aboriginal in- 
habitants, possibly by extermination of the latter in their own homes, 
or,. perhaps, by driving them away and locking them up in that 

1) Ni hier Gesagte zusammen, so scheint daraus su folgen, 
dass Pe a Serine seinen Formenbau vom Tag. ableitete. (3rd. book, 
pago 322). ; 2 kg 
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Papuan strongbold of New Guinea, and then again onward and 
onward, in every direction, over the vast Pacific into the innumer- 
able islands of the Micronesian and the Polynesian archipelagos, nay, 
perhaps even into the American continent itself. 

When the distance is measured from Sumatra to Madagascar, 
and from there to Easter Island and Hawaii, covered by these people 
in their ranges over such a vast extension of sea, with the very 
imperfect means we must suppose they possessed at a period leaving 
no traces in history nor any traditions among the race, when the 
extent of skill and human labor put forth for the enterprise is 
fathomed, and the indomitable spirit and length of time which must 
have been required for the adventure and its execution in so vast 
a scale are considered, it is impossible not to feel admiration for 
the people that accomplished this great exploit. Nor can be doubt- 
ed the capacity which the race once exhibited for improvement, 
when we consider to what high degree it imbibed and carried 
out Hindoo civilization in quite historical times, as shown by the 
numerous inscriptions and temple ruins over the Island of Java, 
more especially those of Brambanam, Gunom Prau, and Borobodo, of 
which Wallace, in its reference to the latter, says: (Wallace, The Malay 
Archipelago, page 81) “The amount of human labor and skill expended 
on the Great Pyramids of Egypt sinks into insignificance when com- 
pared with that required to complete this sculptured hill-temple in 
the interior of Java,” while, on the other hand, sparks of the primitive 
energy may partially be seen in later times in the courage with which 
the now almost barbarous Acheenese tribes of the north of Sumatra, 
in the 16th century, bid defiance to, and threatened to everthrow the 
establishments and the maritime power of Portugal in this part of the 
world. : 

But the race is now on the wane, faint with exhaustion after 
the gigantic effort, and seems to have lost in compactness as much 
as it gained in expansion. 

Such a profound observer of the Malay character as Marsden, 
calls attention to the fact of the race‘s decline in the following terms: 
(See History of Sumatra by Marsden) “Malays have an appearance of de- 
generacy. They seem rather to be sinking into obscurity, though with 
opportunities of improvement, than emerging to a state of civil or 
political importance.” 

There can be little doubt that Malays, with their present aversion 
to work and nonchalant disposition, and their imperfect notion of 
honor and equity are rendering even more precarious the inferior 
position they hold among the other races with which they live in 
the same territories their forefathers conquered with personal effort 
and which the latter occupied as masters. 

The intellect and capacity of Malays for the acquirement of 
knowledge seems, on the whole, rather deficient. They are bright in 
youth and show a ready disposition for imbibing knowledge which 
chiefly depends on memory, and for the practice of many manual arts, 
but this early acuteness and quickness of mind ceases with them and 
they become mere automatons, incapable alike of improvement and 
mistake, at an age which finds other races still advancing toward a 
higher development of both mental and physical ability. 

Even in that part of the Malay Archipelago where the race 
has come into early contact with more advanced nations Malays have shown themselves incapable, not only of maintaining the standard 
of the civilization thus acquired, but of preserving such historic relics 
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of same as would have created among them a strong traditional race 
spirit and formed a nucleous of feeling to serve as a basis for future 
national life. They even lost all tradition of the two greatest monu- 
ments of Hindoo civilization, the Kawi language, depositary of all the 
history and literature of the nation; and the temples of Buddha, 
the only records found of a past Javanese grandeur. Raffles (accord- 
ing to Humboldt’s testimony), (1) in 1817, could find only one person 
in the Island who knew something of the language. And it was not 
until 1797 that a Dutch engineer, detailed to construct a fort, discovered 
those architectural temple ruins in the neighbourhood of Brambanam, so 
deeply were they covered with vegetation. a 

Not only in Java do we find the same insouciance of the race, 
but everywhere else. The Malay islander may, on some particular 
occasion, by irresponsible impulse, run amuck and perpetrate the most 
atrocious acts or do the greatest feats of heroism; but, in the main, 
he is an impassive creature. This, with the general absence of vigo- 
rous thought and strongly marked tendencies in his character, and with 
a lack of sound orientation in his aspirations, makes him an easy prey 
of races which, while considered by him as inferior, are of much more 
aggressive and industrious disposition. 

The confidence held by some in his alleged aptitude for self- 
government seems to be misplaced when we see the assiduous care 
he bestows upon his fighting cock, or his chewing of betel, while he 
pays no attention to his crop being encroached upon or taken in payment 
of debts by the cunning Chinese merchant, or his condemned property 
held up for sale by the sheriff, the Malay remaining apparently unconcerned 
in the whole transaction as long as those cherished objects of his affection 
are not interfered with. 

In the Philippines, where, by a policy which seems to be less 
wise than well-meant, the race has been afforded the best opportunity for 
a display of its alleged native qualifications, the cases are frequent of 
either an utter failure in the realization of the expectations held, or 
of the turning of office-tenure into a channel of personal elation or 
in the display of that tricky disposition which, setting aside every 
regard for the public welfare in the discharge of official duties, seeks 
only the satisfaction of such racial prejudices and individual inclina- 
tions as may be calculated to bring the race or the person into 
notoriety or undue prominence. There are, no doubt, instances of 
sound and conscientious discharge of duty, but it would be very 
hazardous to take this as conclusive evidence of the aptitude of the 
race. Despite all past and present training in the Islands, it seems, 
however, certain that the race cannot maintain its unity as such 

against the tendency of the people for intermarrying with other 
races that cannot be incorporated into their own. 
. At any rate, the study of the languages now in use over 

the Islands seems to bear testimony of the race‘s past ability and of 

(1) Obgleich aber das Kawi sich auf diese Weise im Javanischen Puppen- 

spiele in lebendigem Gebrauch erhalten hat, so ist die eigentliche Kenntnies 

desselben doch auf der Insel als erloschen anzusehen. Was bei den Puppenspielen 

hergesagt wird, ist durch alte Ueberlieferung auswendig gelernt, und ebenso die 

hinzugefiigte Javanische Uebersetzung, so dafs der hersagende Dalang kaum etwas 

selbst davon zu verstehen braucht. Dies muss wenigstens daraus schliessen, dass 

Raffles versichert, dass zu seiner Zeit nur ein einziges Individuum als der Sprache 

wirklich kundig angesehen werden konnte. (U. d, K-8. a. d. I. J, 2nd. book, 

pages 6-7). Denn Raffles fand nur einen einzigen Mann, welcher im Stande war, 

den B. Y. (Brata Yuddha) auszulegen, und auch dieser musste doch oft zur blossen 

Errathung des. Sinnes seine Zuflucht nehmen. (Id., 2nd book, page 201) 
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its present decline. Tagalog, the one here considered, shows signs 
of a language in decay, only rescued from complete ruin by Spanish, 
which revived it by furnishing it with new matter to think upon, 
and by the diligence of the Spanish friars, who picked it up from 
its grave, gave it the Roman characters, wrote out its grammar, and 
made it known to the world outside. (1) 

This may be inferred from the lack in its present system of 
certain consonants which there is reason to believe once existed, and from 
the disappearance from the language of a number of verb-building 
particles, the past existence of which is revealed by the fact of their 
being still found therein conglomerated with the root, or in their in- 
dependent verb-building condition in other Philippine tongues. 

The language has only three fundamental vowels which, in 
pronunciation, are expanded into five sounds by a process somewhat 
similar to that of the guna in Sanskrit. The consonant system is 
found to consist of fifteen sounds which may be thus classified: 

STRONG, Min. NASAL. 

Gutturals h 
Palatals c= g 
Cerebrals ng 
Dentals t d n 
Labials p b m 
Semivowels u=W y 
Liquids r I 
Sibilant 8 

The absence of f classes Tagalog among the most developed 
languages of the Philippines, for it is a well known fact that this 
consonant is only found in the ruder languages of the wild tribes and 
in the Ibanag. 

The vowel and consonant systems the languages combines well 
into syllables of a distinct and agreeable sound, the strong and the 
mild labial, and the strong dental, at the beginning of words and 
syllables, combined with the sharp vowels a, 7, u, prevailing. 

The language forms, usually by incorporation in various ways of one 
or more particles with a, generally, dissyllabic kernel or stem, a compound 
which, besides embodying the radical signification, adds some other acces- 
sory relation determining its grammatical office, or the part of speech into 
which it should be classified. Sometimes, too, the word building power 

(1) In a time when the merits and services, in thi 
of these early pioneers of civilization in these Islands are belittled a a An a prejudice, the author may be excused if he quotes here the words in which Humboldt, for his comparison of the Javanese and the Kawi languages, greatly lamented not to find there the valuable and abundant information he found in the works of the Spanish friars. naa und wenn man yon Jaya so ausfiihrliche und ins Einzelne gehende 

thiimlickeiten einzelner Ortschaften herab, ver ti i ierti i Gewissheit entsheiden lassen.” (U, d. K-S Pah AA ‘And further on, speaking of the languages of Madagascar and otitis Crawfurd’s theories, he says: “auch hier sind die Friichte der Griindlichreit und des unermiidlichen Fleisses der Spanischen Geistlichkeit sichtbar. | Ueberall wo sie im 17 und a im 18, Jahrhundert bei Ausser-Europiischen Nationen thitig gewesen ist ‘ett ¢ Hiilimittel, die schon darin einen unschitzbarea Werth haben, dass sie “aNleinal einen sehr grossen Theil i i Gal tide ba ¥ 15) eil der in den Sprachen liegenden Thatsachen enthalten,” 
p 
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of these particles goes far beyond the determination of the radical idea 
Into such modifications of the original meaning as generally require the 
use of adverbs or qualifiers of the same kind in other languages. To 
the process of affixation, that of reduplication and of phonetic change 
are added, which seem to be as the first steps taken by the language 
towards the acquirement of a definite inflectional character, or perhaps 
these are vestiges of its once having possessed a more developed one. 
There is a particle set aside for the expression of the plural with 
nouns; also distinct number forms with the personal and the possessive 
pronouns, one dual, one inclusive and another exclusive; and again 
the process of reduplication, coupled with several others, with the 
interrogative and demonstrative pronouns, and, under certain circum- 
stances, with the verbs as well. 

_ . There is no inflection for gender, there existing only words in- 
dicative of sex, but there is some reason to believe that the language 
had once a kind of inflection for personal nouns and, in a certain 
sense, too, for the expression of person with verbs. 

The verbal ‘conjugative mechanism is of remarkable ingenuity 
and one, as far as our knowledge enables us to judge, not to be 
found in any other Malasian or Polynesian language. Voice is made 
known by particles annexed to the root, and tense is expressed by 
affixation coupled with permutation and reduplication, while mood is 
only indicated by the use of directives or prepositions or by the 
syntactical arrangement. 

The radical element contains no more substantive terms than 
a few which in their crude state may be classified as nouns, ad- 
jectives or verbs; but even in this their primitive condition they may 
be, and are generally, confirmed in their respective characters by as- 
sociation with certain particles. There are few abstract nouns among 
the radicals, but the language affords the means of easily forming 
as many as may be required. 

The same radical element provides, either in a pure or in a 
combined state, one article for common, and another for personal nouns; 
personal, possessive, demonstrative, and interrogative pronouns, and a 
large number of intensives and directives. 

The numerals as well as the system of numeration are mainly 
the same as in the other languages of the Malay Archipelago, from 
which, it is believed, they have been imported; but there is same 
reason to believe that the adoption of the one now in use superseded 
an ancient native system. — 

There is no substantive verb nor any well defined relative pro- 
noun, but there exist various ways of palliating these deficiencies, or 
it may be said that, within the peculiar character and structure of 
the language, such important elements as these are not to it as es- 
sential or necessary as they are to other languages. 

The syntax is free and well adapted for the precision of thought 
and musical cadence. The loose and apparently rough pitched speech 
which we sometimes notice in the native talk seems rather attributable ta 

ignorance, and laziness in the native mind than to any deficiency in the 
language. 

The logic with which the language proceeds in forming compounds, 
‘may be seen in séan=sa+an, “where,” from sa, “in,” “at,” and an, “a 

suffix denoting place,” sino--sit- ano, “who?” from si, “the article of 
personal nouns,” and and, “what?” anoman--ano 4 man, “what(so)ever,” alin- 

man=alin+man, “which(so)ever,”  sinoman--sino-t man, “who(so)ever,” 

from, respectively, and, “what?” alin, “which?” and sino, “who? ' and man, 
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“though,” “although,” etc. Worthy of mention also is the figurative 
sense found in the expression of certain abstract notions. Thus, from 
itang, “debt,” and loob, inward,” the expression wétang-léob, for “grati- 
tude,” is formed; from bonga, “fruit,” “product,” and tolog, “sleeping,” 
bongang tolog, “Aream,' from patid, “parting asunder,” “disuniting,” 
and ca, “a prefix used in forming nouns of companionship and indi- 
cating one only of the parties,” is formed capatid, “brother,” “one set loose 
of those that were tied with the same string.” There are other expres- 
sions of a knavish import as macati ang camdy, literally, “itchy hand,” 
“hand affected with itch,” for “petty thief,’ “pickpocket,' etc. and 
quite a number of euphemisms for such things and actions as it would 
be indecorous to mention. 

The language seems to have undergone little change for centuries.. 
This unchangeability 1nay be explained, on one side, by that immu- 
table character of all oriental institutions, and on the other side, by 
the small progress which the people have made in civilization. No 
important change can be appreciated for the three centuries of which ' 
we are in possession of written specimens and other records, for the 
first religious books composed by the Spanish friars could well serve 
for the present day. The differences found in the language of the 
Lord's Prayer and other forms of prayer between the early and late 
editions are due chiefly to a better understanding of the native idiom 
and not to any obsolescence or archaism in the expression. 

Although the American occupation, with the boundless liberty 
it brought to every manifestation of the native life, did not fail to 
involve and revolutionize the language, putting it into the hands of 
the present innovators by whom it is being converted into an almost 
unintelligible highly elaborate jargon, still we refuse to consider this as 
a practical and permanent move, as it is not the course that the language 
would take of itself if left to the good sense of the common people. 

But with all this apparent stationary character, there must have 
been an epoch, in a very remote past, when the Malay element now 
found in the language did not exist. Other changes must have taken 
place at a later period which we can only presume by certain facts 
which the comparison with the other dialects spoken in the Islands 
discloses. We may confidently assume that the palatal strong sound of 
the English ch, as found still in the words machin, “monkey,' hicho, 
“chewing betel;’ and a few other Tagalog, as well as in certain Bisa: 
yan words, acd the palatal nasal of the Spanish 7, as still found in 
inyo and ninyo, “your(s)” (plural), were formerly more numerous in the 
language. We may also believe that the palatal mild sound of the French 
J, as found in the Ibanag, may once have been common to Tagalog. 

From the consideration of certain words in the languages of 
Madagascar which have corresponding ones in Tagalog, we may also 
infer that the sound of v, now vanished, was used in many words 
and combinations now written with b. We may go back to a time when the language had not yet acquired the guttural sound of h, wanting in the Ibanag, Ilocano, Panpangan and Pangasinan, and when m was m certain words replaced by p, as shown by the present bihasa, “tame,” in,respect to the ancient mihasa. There was, no doubt, a time in which r was used in many words which we find now written with 
l, as the Bicol and Bisayan ordn--Tag. ulan, “rain,” and many 
other words, show. The language shows also signs of having exchanged - 
former labial and liquid consonants for present nasal ones. That - development and permutation of consonant sounds is still going on 
in the language, variations of the following kind in one and the 
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same word seem to prove: lacom=sacom, “to clasp:” tampal--sampal, “to 
slap; dilat-miilat, “to open the eyes;’ igo==bigo, “to hit the mark,” 
saysay =salaysdy, “to explain,” hintdy-zintdy, “to wait,” ete. We are 
unable to determine whether the pluralizing particle in Tagalog, which 
is not found in the Ibanag, is a late acquisition in the latter, or 
a rejection in the former language, but in so far as the particle 
exists neither in Malay nor in Javanese, we may suppose that it has 
been handed down from the language of the aborigines, and traces may 
also be found of a change in the accent being formerly resorted to 
for the expression of the plural. 

"TI we consider, as we ought to do, that Ilocano has not been 
developed to the same degree as Tagalog, we may think of a time 
in the latter when the verbal pasive suffix an, now almost entirely 
cenfined to indicate place, was used to indicate both place and cause, 
and that the prefix y--i was later applied to the latter purpose. Com- 
pare the sentence: “Why do you weep now?” 

in TAGALOG. and in ILOCANO. 

gAnbng ytinatangis mo ngayon? (Ania ti gapo ti paguibitan ita? 

Of those modificative prefixes which are as the exponents of 
the verbal signification, we may consider that taga and para, for 
instance, still found in the Bicol for expressing, respectively, the oc- 
casional, and the frequent performance of an action, and the first of them 
also in Bisayan for the wearing of weapons and of pieces of personal 
apparel etc., were lost to Tagalog together with others which, no doubt, 
once had a separate existence and became later conglomerated with the 
root. Of these latter the following seem to be some: 

PARTICLE IN SIGNIFICATION 

Ba (prefix). Baconot. To be overwhelmed. 
Hi do. Himatay. To swoon away. 
Al (infix). Salaual. Trowsers. 
Tig (prefix). Tigmanoc. Bird used for divining. 
um do. Tumbalic. To turn around. 

These alterations, we may conjecture, have taken place in the 
Malay period, that is to say, after the infusion of Malay, and show 
the gain and loss by the respective languages. The changes ‘and 
other phases of language evolution in that constituent which is the 
primitive and most important portion of the fund contributed to the 
partnership which brought Tagalog to its present condition, we can 
only conjecture from certain tendencies in the language, and from such in- 
dications as mark the course of the development of speech in thehuman mind. 

‘ “The author finds himself greatly embarrassed, both on account 
of personal incompetency and of ihe complexity of the case, for a 
proper classification of Tagalog into one of the three great families 
of languages into which modern philology has divided ‘all forms of 
human speech, if he is to do anything more than mention the 

‘family into which it appears already classified, perhaps too hastily, 
“everywhere in school books. When it is found that all the amount 
of talent and research hitherto employed have failed to give any tolerable 
degree of stability, both in its nomenclature and range, to the present 
system; when the point has not yet been settled of whether the 
actual languages have all sprung from the same primitive source or 
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are of sporadic origin; and so great a confusion reigns as to the real 
meaning and scope of such words as “inflectional,” “agglutinative” 
and “monosyllabic,” in reference to language; he may be. excused for 
not making the attempt. He only asks permission to introduce here a 
brief statement of the affinities which he believes to have detected between 
Tagalog and those two bases of philological classification, the Hebrew 
and the Sanskrit languages, leaving the reader to classify the same, if he 
pleases, according to his particular theories, as Semitic or as Arian, 
or else to cast it into that Allophylian group which seems to have 
been created for the reception of all other languages which are 
imperfectly known and in which Tagalog is included by philologists. 

As in Tagalog, so it is found in Hebrew that when the adjective 
is put before the noun, there is a suppression of the substantive 
verb, or rather of the particle which in Tagalog may be said to 
stand for the substantive verb. The comparative and,. to a certain 
extent also, the superlative, are in both languages expressed in the 
same way. No true relative pronoun is found in either language. 
The nearest affinities of the Tagalog verb seem to be with that of 
the Hebrew and other Semitic languages. The tenses in the two 
are only three, present, past, and future. In Hebrew, as in Tagalog, 
the infinitive and the imperative are alike, the negative imperative 
is expressed by the future, and also sometimes the past tense. In 
Hebrew, too, the participle refers to the three tenses of the verb. 
No real similarity, however, may be said to exist in the phonetic 
system, as no traces are found in Tagalog of the characteristic three 
consonant word-stem of the Semitic languages. Students of Hebrew, 
however, may find some other affinities. 

In the comparison with Sanskrit we find, in the phonetic system 
of the two languages, besides a syllabic alphabet, the three primary 
vowel sourds, the dipthongs @ and du, the absence of the short 
vowel é, the paucity of 6 sounds and the prevalence of the sound 
a (ah). For the modification and expansion of the sound of certain 
vowels, Tagalog uses frequently what may be considered the Sanskrit 
gunation and wriddhition. In the consonant system is found the 
anusvara, which bears close resemblance to the ligament or nasal 
ending peculiar to Tagalog. We may mention too, a kind of. 
wriddhition of the feminine Sanskrit termination 4 into the Tagalog 
termination ay of feminine colloquial pretty names. A dual personal 
pronoun is also found in Sanskrit. The possessive case of personal 
pronouns serves in both languages for the expression of the posses- 
sives. The indefinite pronouns are, in both languages, formed from 
the interrogatives by means of a suffix corresponding to the English 
“ever,” “soever.” Close resemblance exists also between the Sanskrit. 
ayam, v-yam, i-dam (is, ea, id in Latin) and the Tagalog demon 
strative iyan, “that,” “that pear you.” 

.The reduplication, which in Tagalog plays such an important 
role in the conjugative mechanism for discriminating the various 
tenses, is found also in Sanskrit used for one of the aorist forms with 
some verbs of the third class. We find, too, that the suffix in is 
in the latter applied to some of the same various purposes to which . 
it is applied in Tagalog. As noticed by Humboldt, (1) the Sanskrit 
nominal verbs, to which class all Tagalog verbs belong, have a 
remarkable analogy with the Tagalog conjugative form. 

Finally, we find in both languages the same great freedom in 
the syntax. 

~~ (tl). U. d. K-S d. I. J., 2nd book, page 367, 
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Of much greater importance for philology and ethnology, than 
the point of classification, is the question of the real derivation and 
origin of the language, and an attempt wi!l be made in this outlook 
to show that the theory of its Malay parentage, although coming 
from high authority, does not seem to be supported by facis, and 
that its origin seems to be traceable to a far more distant source 
than the present habitat, or supposed past cradle of the race. 

_ Tagalog has been described as a language in decay and such 
it is indeed, but, on the other band, it is a language of very noble 
ancestry and of great philological value for the elucidation of impor- 
tant points connected with the question of population and race in 
this part of the world. This decay is not so much discernible in its 
present relative degree of impoverishment as in the manifold traces it 
shows of a remote flourishing past. Everything seems to point back to 
a language of a high-grade structure and of great power and euphony, 
originally spoken by a class of people who, as far as mental power can 
be measured by language structure, must have attained a high degree 
of civilization. 

Certain well ascertained affinities found to exist in the languages 
spoken, with the exception of New Guinea, from Madagascar to Easter 
Island and Hawaii, together with the occupation of such a vast area 
by a kind of people who, for ethnological purposes, are practically 
one and the same race, led to the belief, or rather to, the supposi- 
tion, of the existence of an ancient parent language from which all 
those now spoken in such a vast region are derived. This ancient 
parent speech is generally designated as the “Great Malay-Polynesian 
Language” and variously subdivided into tbe Malayan proper, the 
Indonesian, and the Polynesian groups, in the first of which Tagalog 
is classed by Humboldt. (U.d. KS d.I J, Indroduction, pages I-II). 

.The assertion of the same derivation for all these languages is 
made in the face of, and rendered consistent with, the theory that con- 
siders Malays as mere colonists in the countries they now occupy, and 
with the existence in these same countries of an autochthonic Papuan 
race whose remnants are still seen in the Philippines and elsewhere. 
This parent language is also described as belonging to the Malay 
stock, that is to say, as the one originally spoken by the Malay 
people, and the possibility of the race having adopted that of the 
aboriginal islanders in some part of the extensive area, has received 
little, if any, consideration. It is much in this way that Marsden 
says: (History of Sumatra, page 35, foot-note) “I have elsewhere. re- 
marked that one general language prevailed, however mutilated and 
changed in the course of time, throughout all this portion of the 
world; from Madagascar to the most eastern discoveries eastward of 
which the Malay is a dialect much corrupted or refined by a mixture 
of other languages.” Favre seems to share Marsden’s opinion, if we 
are to judge from what he says in the Introduction to his Javanese 
Grammar. (1) Humboldt goes even farther in his application of the term 
‘Malay’ to the languages spoken by the race in contradistinction to 
any other of the Negrito or Papuan stocks. After going to some 
length in explaining the inconvenience of adopting the terms. “Poly- 

(1) W. Marsden fut le premier qui remarqua et indiqua ce premier lan- 
gage qui a prévalu dans tout I'archipel, et a meme étendu son influence, d‘un 
coté, jusq‘a Madagascar, et, de l'autre, a la nouvelle Guinée, aux iles de la mer 
du Sud, et méme jusqu'd celles du Pacifique, aux Sandwich, etc. Ce language a 

.regu le nom de grand langage polynesien. (Grammaire Javanaise, Introduction, 
page XX), 3 
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nesian Language” and “Malay Language" for designating the family 
or group of those spuken in the whole insular region, the former, 
‘because it would seem to include also those spoken by the Negrito 
or Papuan race, and the latter, because of the exclusion it seems to 
imply of those of Madagascar and the Philippines which, according 
to him, ought to be considered as belonging to the same trunk, he 
says that he came to the term “Malay Trunk of Languages,” because 
“he thereby had in mind more the people than the language.’ (1) 
'Thus, the belief is prevalent that the various languages spoken by the 
race are derived from this Malay trunk, and that they, therefore, stand 
to it in the same relation that the Romance languages stand to Latin. 

Only Crawfurd, who early in his History of the Malay Archi- 
pelago practically expressed the same opinion as that expressed by 
Humboldt, came later to disclaim any such relationship of. the lan- 
guages of the Malay Archipelago with the alleged parent trunk. He 
wrote a very able dissertation, filling not less than 291 pages of the 
“Grammar and Dictionary of the Malay Language' which he pub- 
lished in 1852, devoted to the comparative study of these various 
languages, but with all this, it does not appear that he succeeded 
in changing the opposite views, as Humboldt's theory still holds 
its ground. It was also that of the author in a less mature state 
of acquaintance with the subject and under the, for him, distressing 
circumstances which led to a hasty publication of the first edition 
of this book in 1902, but he now believes that there exists no 
sound foundation for the theory. 

It is because the immediate or direct derivation of these lan- 
guages from one and the same parent stock, as understood by 
Humboldt, does not seem to be applicable to Tagalog; and because, 
to all appearance, we are here confronted with the case of a small 
part of a large race that speaks a language belonging to a different 
stock than that to which the other languages spoken by the whole, or 
at least by the majority, of the same community, belong, that an 
attempt is here made at showing the different origin of the Philippine 
tongues by going into such a comparative study and statement of 
facts as, in our opinion, may support this hypothesis. 

There can be no valid objections raised against this view of 
the subject, either on historical or on ethnological grounds. The Phil- 
ippine Archipelago is perhaps that portion of the whole insular region 
where the race assumes the most variegated character, and one of 
the few places where living specimens of the aboriginal inhabitants 
are still found. We find in the midst of the Indogermanic language 
speaking nations, a tongue so distinct and peculiar as the Basque; 
and the present race of gypsies speak a jargon which still betrays 
their descent from India. The same case of the descendants of a 
conquering people, as those of the ancient Normans who, upon descending 
from Svandinavia “into Gallic territory, lost their own language and adopted that of the conquered people, may have taken place also 
in the Philippines. As noticed by Crawfurd, (Dissertation, page X) even without going beyond the bounds ot the Malay Archipelago and in the present day, we find, for example, on the West coast of Bor- neo, tribes of aboriginal inhabitants gradually losing their own lan- guages by the admission of much Malay and finally adopting the 

(1) Ich bin aber, nicht nur um einen Ausdruck zu wahlen, der si p . ” 

ig ch on 
TA ae ete: sondern darum bei dem Namen Mulaylacher m geblieben, weil ich dabei nicht an die 8 rache, sondern an das Volk gedacht habe. (U. d. K-S. a. d. L J. 2nd book Dipa 211). 
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latter, so that nothing remains to distinguish a tribe but its name.” 
The reverse of this would necessarily be the case where Malays were 
few in number and mere settlers. They would gradually lose their 
own tongue, adopting that of the dominant race, but at the same time 
communicating to the latter some portion of their own.. 

The present race conditions in these Islands afford no means 
of appreciating separately the aboriginal and the Malay elements of 
Tagalog, for the language of the wild tribes seems to be es- 
sentially the same with that of the other sections of the Christian 
population, and that of the Negrito tribe, which is the only one we 
might suppose to be. that of the aborigines, is either unknown or it 
has lost its value for comparative research. There can be no doubt that, 
although perhaps with some mixture of Papuan blood, the other tribes 
known by the general term of Iyorrotes who are now wild, became so 
from a more advanced state of civilization. As noticed by Humboldt, 
the name Turajas, as applied to certain wild tribes of Celebes, sounds as 
one of unmistakable Sanskrit origin and served once to designate 
one of .the civilized Malay branches; and in the Philippines, too, the 
word Tabania, as applied to a wild tribe in the Calamianes, suggests 
a Malay origin. 

The languages spoken in Celebes, where among the native pop- 
ulation there is found great diversity of race, .are described as con- 
taining a Celebes-Malay element and a Papuan element, which along 
with other peculiarities, found also in the languages of the Philippines, 
give some notion of their probable origin. This fact and that of 
the high degree of civilization which is known to have been attained 
in the past by the Bugis race, together with their alphabet and ancient lit- 
erature, may lead to the discovery of many important facts bearing on 
the point of the relationship of their language and those of the 
Philippines with the others of the Malay and the Papuan stocks; but in 
view of the impossibility of utilizing this source for the present inquiry, 
we must have recourse to the comparison with other languages. 

The plan here followed will aim at separating from Tagalog 
all foreign elements found therein so as to isolate, consider apart, 
and apprecia‘e the importance of, that other element which must be 

regarded as aboriginal; or if it is not admitted to be aboriginal, at 

least it must be considered as primitive, since it is not traceable to 

the Malay or any other foreign source. It may be, however, traceable 
to the Bugis, for there is same reason to believe that the Bugis once 

formed with Tagalog one and the same language. 

But, before going further into the subject, it is believed neces- 

sary to state here clearly what the nature and scope of this inquiry 

will be. It should be well understood that a complete rejection of the 

prevalent theory is not here intended or aimed at, and that the possibility 

is not here denied that the other languages of the Malay Archipelago 

and of the Polynesia, reviewed by Humboldt, may not be directly or 

immediately derived from such a Great Malay-Polynesian Language; 

nor that Tagalog may not stand to the same source in a degree of 

relationship as that in which English and Spanish, for instance, 

stand to Sanskrit. What is here contended is: that Tagalog does 

not stand to Malay in the degree of relationship which Humboldt 

wishes us to believe, or speaking more strictly, that it is not a dialect 

of Malay. But as there is perhaps no term in. linguistic science 

so uncertain of meaning and so arbitrary in “application as the term 

“dialect,” it becomes necessary to fix the boundaries of the signification 

iu wich it is used fur. tie purposes of the prescut inquiry, Tor, in 
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a sense, if the theory of one and the same primitive origin of all 
the languages is accepted, all of them are dialects of the aboriginal 

-one; while, in another sense, it may be even said that every man 

has his own dialect, as he has his face and his other personal 
characteristics which distinguish him, individually, from all his other 
fellow creatures. The term is not used here in tbe narrow sense 
of the special mode of speaking one language peculiar to some 
locality or class of people, as that which is found to exist, for 

instance, in English and Spanish as spoken in Europe and in 
America: nor in that in which it may be applied to the corrupt 
English spoken by the uneducated Irishman or by the average indi- 
vidual of other races in the English Colonies, nor in the sense either 
of the difference found at present to exist between the tongues of the 
various localities or ancient States of Italy and the Toscan or lingua 
volgare which is now the Italian official language, nor, too, in that 
of the diverse forms in which, anciently, Greek was spoken in Athens 
and in 'other parts of Greece or the Greek Colonies, which are des- 
ignated as Attic, Dorian, Ionian, etc. The term is used here in the 
broad sense of a language related to another in such a way that 
the taking away from the offshoot of that portion known as having 
been inherited from the parent, would render it useless as an instru 
ment for the conveyance of intelligible thought. This condition is not 
found in the English with regard to the Latin language. It is quite 
certain that if it were stripped from its Latin. element the language 
would still remain practically the same. This, however, could not be 
done with Spanish, for instance, without rendering its other constituents 
Celtic and Arabic, etc, incapable of being twisted into intelligible 
‘speech. In point of fact, under the actual condition of languages, only 
‘those would be considered as of common parentage which possess a 
common structure, since structure has proved to be a more important 
factor for classification than the raw material. What is, therefore, in- 
tended to show here, is this: that Tagalog is not a dialect of the 
Malay, in the sense in which dialect is here considered; and that 
it could not have been derived immediately from the same source 
as that from which the present Malay is supposed to have been 
derived, also, that its native or aboriginal element is to it what the 
Saxon element is to the present English, and that if the language 
were shorn from the other elements traceable to a Malay source, 
still its efficiency as an instrument of speech would practically remain 
the same. ‘ 

The grounds on which Humboldt built the theory of a com- 
mon parentage of all the languages spoken by the Malay race and 
that of their direct derivation from one and the same parent lan- 
guage, as stated by him, are: (U d. K-S d. I J., 3rd. book, page 
217) “the uniformity in their words, roots and grammatical con- 
struction,” and (chapters 7-10, pages 57 282 of the same book) 
“their accord in pronouns, in numerals, in word-building and in 
word declension.” But as he, however, noticed in Tagalog some- 
thing peculiar and not found in the other languages, which seemed to 
destroy this accord,. he held it to be the grammatical forms and 
relics of those assumed in its origin by the common parent: lan- 
guage. Thus, the same peculiarities which others considered valid 
enough for a new subdivision and the creation of a “Tagalog 
Group of the Malayan Languages,” are by him referred to the 
parent language, and he finds them to be out of use, and replaced by 
circumlocutory phrases and other separate forms of expression in the | 
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present Malay. (1) As the words quoted in the foot note show, he 
did not entirely fail, however, to perceive that these peculiarities might 
warrant the classification of Tagalog in a different group, for he further 
says: (3rd book page 288) “With Tagalog, one believes at first sight 
to have arrived in a new territory. (2) Its value for purposes of 
comparative research in the other languages of the Malay branch he 
places at that of Sanskrit in regard to Greek. (3) - 

Now, if the statements of a retention by Tagalog of the forms of 
the parent language and that of their replacement by circumlocutory forms 
in the present Malay are true, we must, in view of the indisputable 
superiority of Tagalog over Malay, gather up a good lot of philolo: 
gical subtleness to account for the causes which brought about the 
rare phenomenon of the decline of a language just in the place 
where the people attained, the highest degree of culture, and where it 
received the earliest and -most invigorating influence of the contact with, 
and infusion of, other more highly developed ones. It will be impossible 
for Humboldt to indicate in the Malay these circumlocutory phrases into 
which, he thinks, the peculiar forms of Tagalog were resolved. 

‘It is impossible to read the works of Crawfurd and Humboldt 
without feeling admiration for the men who went so deeply into the 
realm of philological research; but, with all due regard for their 
labors, in what respects Tagalog at least, one is led to regret that 
they could not have written on the,spot, but had to depend on grammars 
and dictionaries for their inquiries. Crawfurd, although he discovered 
deviations of Tagalog from Malay, failed to perceive the philological 
value of the language. Humboldt, on the contrary, did perceive the 
value, but, thus far, he failed to classify properly the language. 
Crawfurd was too much influenced by race culture; Humboldt, by 
race unity. The errors found in their books are, in part, of the 
nature of those which are unavoidable when grammars are made 
the only basis of philological research, and in part due to deficiencies 
of the sources from which they drew the data for their inquiries. 
Crawfurd used San Agustin’s, Humboldt, Totanes’ grammar; while 
each of them depended on P. Juan de Noceda’s Dictionary for 
lexical comparison. 

Although such a brief consideration of their works as is re 
quired for the purposes of the present inquiry is to be given in 
further chapters of this outlook, it is well, however, to make here 
a few remarks on that of Humboldt. Had the great philologist 
acquired orally his knowledge of Tagalog, he would probably have 
arrived at different conclusions as to the character and origin of the 
language. At least, quite opposite inferences as his, a reader ac- 
quainted with Tagalog is apt to draw from his profound research 

(1) Denn die Sprache auf Malacca ist gerade die, aus welcher sich der Ge- 
sammtbau des Stammes am wenigsten erschépfend erklaren asst, da diese Sprache 

sich unter allen ihren Schwestersprachen am meisten von grammatischen Formen 

losgemacht, dieselben abgeschliffen und durch umechreibende Redensarten ersetzt 

hat. Aus diesem Gesichtspunkte miiss man den Stamm eher den Tagalischen nen- 

nen. (U. d. B-S. a, d. I. J, 3rd. book pages 210-21)). 
(2) Bei der Tag. glaubt man auf den ersten Anblick in ein ganz neues 

Gebiet zu kommen, 
(3) Die Tagalische Sprache its aber gerade in diesen Untersuchungen von 

der hochstea Wichtigkeit, 1. weil sie eine tiberaus grosse Uebereinstimmung mit 

dem Malayischen zeigt, 2. weil sie unter diesen Sprachen die reichste gramma- 

tische Ausbildung besitzt, und die Grammatik der tibrigen erst aus ihr vollkommen 

verstanden werden kann. Sie steht darin zu ihnen in einem ganz #hnlichen 

Verhiltnifa, als die Sanskrit-Grammatik zur Griechischen:..... (3rd. book, pages 

214-215), 
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made into the language. Very properly he says: (3rd. book, page 

478). “With the dismembering of the language which grammar 

effects, goes away much of what serves to pna the speech in its 

entirety, and often just the finest and most essential portion of it 

is lost.” “Also is found so predominant in the brammar the general 

language type that the special or peculiar one is thereby obscured, 

and by reading the bare grammar one is misled' into classifying as 

kindred languages some of those: which are of a very different kind.” 

And again (2nd book, introduction, page 3). “Nor can the study of 

languages be separated from that of their literature, for the grammar 

and the dictionary show only the dead skeleton, while literary works, 

the live construction, show.” 

It was in this way that such an important factor as the 

Tagalog accent, always imperfectly understood and never well ex- 

plained by the Spanish friars, escaped successful consideration. There 

are found in the book some not important, but very curious lexical 

errors as, for instance, the one which appears in the comparative 

word table of the second volume, in page 249, consisting in givin 

as a synonym of bitquid, “hill,” (Berg) the Tagalog word lagari, “saw, 

he having in this been induced into error by the Spanish szerra, 

which means primarily .“a saw,” and secondarily “a ridge of mountains,” 

another is found in the same volume, page 282, where the Tagalog 

word diquit. “to glue,” “to stick,” is given as the equivalent of “to 

strike (schlagen); because diquit, in the dictionary, is given as a 

translation for “pegar,” pegar in Spanish meaning “to strike,” and “to 

glue,’ “to stick, as well. In page 337 is found dagot (instead of 

dacot. (the wrong spelling is, no doubt, a misprint, for the word is 

rightly spelled in the immediately following compound caracot) as the 

counterpart of “cuff,” “a blow administered with the fist” (Faustchlag); 

instead of that of “handful,’ because in Spanish purada=“‘cuff;” but 

punado—“handful.’’ All of which goes to prove the feeble guidance 

books afford: (1) Other lexical errors which appear in connection with 

theories refuted here will be noticed in the proper place. But, by far, 

the largest and the most serious cause of error is the source from which 

he drew the materials for his work.  Totanes Grammar may be 

considered a good treatise for the clergy; but J. Juan de Noceda's 
Dictionary is, by reason of its very superabundance of lexical matter, 
greatly confusing and misleading for those who never had the occasion 
of hearing natives speak the language. It is also well not to 
lose sight of the intimate and circumscribed character of such books. 
They have been composed, often compulsorily, fur use among indivi- 
duals of the same calling as the author, not in order to initiate them 
in the mysteries, nor to guide them in the acquirement, of the lan- 
guage; but to aid and to complement the knowledge of it they had 
first to acquire by direct observation in their oral intercourse with 
natives. There exists no well-defined scientific plan in their arrangement. 
V'ese grammars are narrow-scoped and aim chiefly at presenting the 
vocabulary mostly required for the dicharge of the sacerdotal business 
of the pupil. The authors, filled with religious zeel and pietism, use the 
Latin terminology in giving the meaning of such terms as refer to 

n 

(1) The reader will easily understand that if these errors are h 
: : . # n° 

tioned it is only for the purpose of illustrating the unavoidable mistakes wich 
even the cleverest scholar is liable to make by depending exclusively on gram- 
mars as his ce pa ig eal these errors are not due to any imperfect 
acquaintance O e writer with Spanish, but to hig imper i i aualoe p ' perfect acquaintance with 
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objectionable or so called vulgar things, for which, however, there are 
euphenisms or unobjectionable forms of expression in every language; 
(1) or they go into avowals of a domestic character; (2) or they burst 
into humorous expresions or other familiarities of speech (3) which show 
clearly that the authors never contemplated the possibility of their 
works being read abroad. 

The misleading character of Padre Juan de Noceda’s Dictionary 
lies in its designed far-reaching scope. On the front page of the 
edition of 1860, it is described as “Compuesto por varios religiosos 
doctos y graves y coordinado por el P. Juan de Noceda y el P. 
Pedro de San Lucar, y ultimamente aumentado y corregido por varios 
religiosos de la Orden de Agustinos Calzados.” (4) The book is 
therefore a compilation of all those which had been previously 
published on the subject. It was issued for the first time in 1754, 
and went through the press again in 1832 and in 1860. The author, 
in the Preface, disclaims any right to the credit which might be 
attributed to him for original autnorship, saying that he profited by 
the labors of those who had worked before him, and goes on point- 
ing the sources from which he derived materials for his work and 
apportioning to each its due share in the aggregate. In order to 
preclude the doubts that might arise as to the accurateness of the 
contents from the fact of some terms therein contained not being 
used or understood by natives, he says expressly that it should not, 
however, be inferred therefrom’ that such terms did not exist in the 
language, “for not all these words are used in every and all places. 
In some communities there will be found some of them in use, in 
other communities, others.’ “This aside from the fact that the 
Tagalog nation consists either of the Comintang, or of the tingues, or 
of the Court Tagals, and it is not possible to concord the words 
used in the highlands with those used in the plains, the natives living 
in the plains being so unlike those living in the woods.” (5) Now 
this Comintang and these tingues, that the Spanish jesuit speaks of, 
require some explanation here. The first Spaniards found the native 

(1) Phrases found in P. Noceda‘s dictionary: “verbum turpissimum,” ‘‘est 
verbum immundum,” ‘‘pars vcerenda mullieris,” ‘natura mullieris cuando es dis- 
formis.” etc. 

(2) Digo yo 4 un indio, en ocasibn de querer sacar ya de la escuela 4 
un hijo suyo, y el chiquillo no querer salir todavia, por no estar perfeccionado 
en la letra (como de hecho me est4 sucediendo actualmente). “If I say to a na- 
tive who is willing to withdraw his sou from echool, and the boy refuses to do so, 
as he is not yet well trained in his penmanship (as, in fact, it is occurring to me 
at this writing).” (Arte de la Lengua Tagala por Fr. Sebastian de Totanes, page 58), 

(3) En varias partes del arte, conoci la dificultad -y levanté la caza, pero 
se me fué, porque no llegué 4 entenderle bien. En el maca potencial erre..... 
“In several parts of the treatise I noticed the difficulty and even drove out the 
.game: but I could not fetch it, for I did not succeed in making it out well. In 
the potential maca I erred... . (Prdlogo. Vocabulario de la Lengua Pampanga 
por Fr. Diego Bergafio, Introduction. Published for the first time in 1731)... 

(4) Composed by several learned and grave members of the. Religious 
Orders and compiled by P. J. de N. and P. P, de 8. L., having lately been 

revised and enlarged by several members of the shoe-wearing Religious Order of 
i stin, 

aa “8 : .... porque no todas estas palabras se usan en todos los pueblos. En 

unos se usardn unas y en otros otras, y que mucho se hallen variadas las voces 

cuando se notan variados atin los misinos juegos de .@llas en muchos pueblos, 

Fuera de que la nacién Tagala se compone ya del Comintang, ya de los tingues, 

ya de los tagalos de Corte, y no es posible concordar las voces de los montes 

con las de las valles, discordando tanto los indios de los valleg ge los indios 

de los montes. 
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population in the Islands divided into clans and tribes of heretogeneous 

variously mixed races and of a very different degree of rudeness. 

Some of them were found to live in communities and were in a 

state of rudimentary civilization, others, isolated in families or clans, 

led a savage life in the woods. The languages spoken by the 

two sections were as different as the people were different in race 

and culture from each other. Ii was the earnest effort of the Spanish 

friars at those early days to bring these wild tribes of tingues Or re- 

montados into the plains and make them settle in communities around a 

church, that they might thus be more easily christianized and watched 

‘over. For this purpose they had to go deeply into their languages 

and the knowledge thus acquired was later incorporated by them in 

grammars and dictionaries. Thus P. Noceda's came to be the melting- 

pot into which tbe residuum of these two diverse languages, together 

with all their localisms, were cast for fusion, and it is just in this 

that both its philological value for the study of the two elements and 

its misleading character for the foreign student consists. One of the 

elements in this mixture is the Malay, or an element, whicb, more 

or less adulterated, we still may trace to the languages of the Malay 

Archipelago, the other, is quite a different element, which, in so far 

as it is not traceable to the above source, we may regard as aborig- 

inal. Both these elements are found coexistent and variously mixed 

in actual Tagalog, sometimes the Malay being the usual or having 

displaced the aboriginal, sometimes the aboriginal being the usual or 

having displaced the Malay, term. As to which of the two elements is the 

predominant one, is a matter for those only who have acquired the lan. 

guage orally to appreciate, according to the frequency or rarity with which 

either the one or the other appears in the speech of natives. The study 

and comparison of both elements, based on the dead and indiferent 

condition in which they are found in a dictionary, is very confusing 

and may lead to entirely opposite conclusions. Despite the intimate 

and narrow-scoped character of P. Noceda‘s Dictionary as described in 

this chapter, and. despite the fact of its being particularly intended 

for use of men whose business it was to adminigter to the religious 

wants of the people of whom Tagalog was the vernacular, it was, 

however, thought necessary, in order to preclude the possibility of the 

misconception to which its motley contents might give rise, to have what 

-was considered to be localisms and archaisms printed in bolder type in 

the Spanish-Tagalog part of the edition of 1860, and to have a notice 

inserted at the end informing the reader of their local or obsolescent 

character. (1) This Spanisb-Tagalog part of the dictionary, we must 
suppose. was the one Humboldt made use of for his research, as 
it was only by his previous knowledge of Spanish that he went 
into acquaintance with Tagalog. Apparently, no notice was taken by 
him of the above mentioned note, or, most probably, such a note 
never appeared in the previous editions of the book, and thus 
Humboldt could mot take advantage of the warning "For every 
Spanish term there are given in the book several Tagalog translations, 
one or more of which were in general use and understood throughout 
the Tagalog community, others were Comintang speech or localisms, 

, (1) NOTA. Con el fin de que no se confundan los principi 
idioma tagalog al ver varias raizes 6 términos tagalos para ee ae cia, 
sin saber cnal-deben usar, re ha creido util poner esta nota aclaratoria para ad- 
vertirles que los términos que estdn con -letra bastardilla son de uso general y 
regularmente los entienden todos, pero los que van con letra distinta 6 son an- 
ticuados, 6 se usan solo en algunos pueblos 6 provincias del tagalismo. 
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while there are others which at present are neither used nor under- 
stood. That the latter were, however, in use among one or the other 
section of the native inhabitants at the early day in which the 
dictionary was composed, cannot well be doubted without impeaching 
the veracity and diligence of the Spanish friars, and when the same 
or the corresponding terms are found in languages abroad or in the 
others spoken in the Philippines, they are of great philological value 

"for determining. the origin of Tagalog. The delusive effects of this 
double vocabulary may be seen in the fact that it served to Humboldt 
and Crawfurd for the building of quite opposite theories, and for 
drawing quite opposite conclusions as to the origin and derivation of the 
language. To show that this aboriginal element is the most substantial 
constituent of those found in actual Tagalog, is one of the purposes 
of the present inquiry. 

The nature and scope having thus been stated which this sketch 
is to cover, it only remains to say what the starting point is for 
the same. That Malays are mere settlers in the countries they now 
occupy, is generally admitted, and it had to be so admitted in view of 
the remnants, which could not otherwise have been accounted for, of 
a former Papuan race still found in some of these Malay countries, 
and of their presence, to the exclusion of any other race, in New 
Guinea. The country of origin of Malays, or the place from which they 
originally emigrated to the Archipelago, has been a matter of much 
speculation; but if the characteristics of the race and the insular con- 
dition of the region they now inhabit are taken into account, their 
descension from the Asiatic continent into Sumatra comes as a neces- 
sary inference. According to Humboldt, Sumatra; according to Crawfurd, 
Java; are the places where that “Great Malay Polynesian Language,” 
the parent stock of all the languages spoken by the aa originated, 
and the focuses from which Malay civilization and Malay language 
irradiated and were disseminated over the vast region now inhabited 
by these people. (Outside those influences which we know, historically, 
to have altered the conditions of civilization and language, and those 
changes which may be traced to the course by which speech is developed 
in the human mind, we are aware of no others that have disturbed 
the philological unity and the original character of the elements 
still remaining of the parent speech in the languages now spoken 
in the two places assigned for its origin. In fact, for the purpose. 

of determining the degree of malayization of Tagalog, there are no 
others to which we may have recourse. Such a brief comparison, 
therefore, of Tagalog with Malay and Javanese as is consistent 
with the bounds of an outlook of this kind, and with the meagre 
knowledge which the author has been able to acquire of those two 
languages, is here undertaken with a view to ascertain, as exactly 
as possible, the degree of relationship of Tagalog to those sourc- 
es. Tables are given hereafter of words of a Malay, Javanese, 

Sanskrit and Arabic origin found in Tagalog, as far as the author 

has been able to detect by going carefully over the “Dictionnaire 
Malais-Francais par L’Abbé P. Favre,” “Grammaire Javanaise,” and 

“Grammaire de la Langue Malaise’ of the same author, Marsden’s 

“Malay Grammar,” and Crawfurd’s “Grammar and Dictionary of 
the Malay Language,” after having added some terms not found 

in the works cf the above writers and rejected others which 

were evidently erroneous; the orthography being, as far as pos: 

sible, the same as that used by Crawfurd in his dictionary. Not 

to swell the lists into undue proportions, all words common to the 
4 
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Malay and Javanese are included in the Malay table, their Javanese 
fellowship being indicated by the sign (J), while Javanese words not 
found in Malay are given in a separate list. In the Malay table, the 

orthography of the Javanese words had, of courze, to be somewhat 
disregarded; but as, for the purpose of this inquiry, only the number 

and the meaning of the words are of value, it is believed that a more 

regular orthography can be dispensed with, inasmuch as the nature of 

the conclusions to be derived from the presence of these words in 
Tagalog would not thereby be affected. 

It being important to show what changes, both in meaning 
and in spelling, the words underwent on their being adopted into the 
language, and in order that it may be seen whether they were imported 
for the expression of new ideas or merely for addition to the vocabulary, 

both their spelling and meaning are given on the Tagalog side, while 
on a fifth column and right opposite the adopted word, the list is 
given of such native words as are found in Tagalog to be synonyms 
of those which have been imported. 

The following is the list of the Malay words, including also those 
which are common to Malay and Javanese. 

Malay. (1) Signification, Tagalog, Signification. Synonyms, 

Ayar. (J) Water. Oyo. Low tide. Tubig. 
Aku. (J) I. Aco. IL 
Angcat. (J) To lift. Acat. To carry. Buhat. 
Angin. (J) Air. Hangin. Air. 
Anak, (J) Child. Anac. Child. 
Anam. (J) Six. Anim. Six. Cala. (obs.) 
Apa. (J) What? Pa. Else. And. 
Api. (J) Fire. Apuy. Fire. 
Ampuh. To overflow... Apao. To overflow. Gunao. 
Ampat. Four. Apat. Four. Ag-yo. (obs ) 
Ampun. Pardon. Ampon. Assistance. Saclolo. 
Ambum. (J) Dew. Ambol. To sprinkle.  Uilig, hamog. 
Ambil. (J) To take. Ambil. To repeat. Coha. 
Arang. (J) Charcoal. Oling. Charcoal. 
Alun. (J) Wave. Alon. Wave. Daloyon. 
Asin. (J) Salt. Asin. Salt. 

j To apply 
Asap Smoke. Hasap. smoke to the ? Tapa. 

: | nostrils. 
Ati. (J) Heart. Hati. Middle. Ibotor. 
Abo. (J) Ashes. Abo. Ashes. Gaboc. 

: ma 2 To end a la a Abis Finished Abas. anit Ka | Tapus. 

Alus. (J) Fine Halos. Fine. 
Ampadu Gall. Apdo. Gall, 
Alaman. Yard. Halamanan. Garden. 
Bayar. (J) To pay. Bayad. To pay. 
Bau. (J) Odour. Baho. Stink. Samyo. 
Bawang. (J) Onion. Bauang. Garlic. Lasona. 
Bakaw.  (J) Mangrove. Bacao. Mangrove. Tangal. 

(1) For the same words written in Arabic, Javanese and Sanskrit, which 
are given here transliterated into the Roman character, see the “Dicti i 

§ J a ictionnaire . 
Malais Frangais par L’ Abbé - Favre,” Manila not affording the means of having 
the same printed in their respective proper characters. 
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7 Malay. Signification. Tagalog. Signification. Synonyms. 

A kind of A kind of Bacung. (J) Pa POON | Bacong. plane. 

Bangun. (J) To arise. Bangon. To rise. Buhat. 
Batu. (J) Stone. Bato. Stone. Dapi. 
Batang. “Stem. Batang. Floating stick. 
Bapa. (J) Father Bapa. Father. Tata. 
Babi. (J) Hog. Babuy. Hog. Pag-il. 
Barang. (J) Any. Balang. Any. 
Bara. Live coal. Baga. Live coal. 

Barung. (J) Booth. bab nara Hut. Dampa. 

Baris. (J) Streak. Barlis, . Streak. Gohit. 
Balu. Widow. Balo. Widow. 
Balik. To return. Balic. Tocomeback. Polds, oui. 
Balut. To wrap. Balot. To wrap. Bogong. 
Basah. Wet. Basa. Wet. Baysac. 
Baharu. New. Bagd New. 
Bini. Wife. Binibini. Lady. Guinod. 
Beluk. To tack. Biloc. To tack. Songsong. 
Bilang. (J) To count. Bilang. To count. Olat. 
Buaya. (J) Alligator. Boaya. Crocodile. 
Buwah. (J) Fruit. Bonga. Fruit. Auoy. 
Bohung. To lie. Bulaan. Liar. Sinongalin. 

Buka. (J) To open. Buca. | pala ey Agtas. 

Bukit. Hill. Buquid. Hill. Borol, linang. 
Buta. (J) Blind. Bota. Blind. Pilacquin. 
Butil. Grain. Butil. Grain 
Budu Pickled fish. Buro. Salt food... Bagoong. 

Bunoh. To kill. Bono. To fight. Bucan. 

Bubu. (J) | a of Bab | Buns, pi oor Yangio. 

Bubung. (J) House roof. Bobong. House roof. Balangcas. 
Down, thehair 

Bulu. tegument of | Bolo. Down. Balahibo. 

animals, 

Bulan. Moon. . Bouan. Moon. Manilong. 

Busor. Bow. Bosog. es 

, Indentation in upping 
Bakam. Cae Hach, | Bacam. | olass. { Acab 

Bakas. (J) Trace. Bacas. Track. Taryac. 

Bankai. (J) Corpse. Bangcay. Corpse. 
Y s 

Bongsu. | tia Gaan Bungs6. child, ge Sangol. 

Badil. (J) Fire arms. Baril. Shot gun. 

Bli. To buy. Bill. Bartering. Bandala, 

Bingtang. (J) Star. Bitouin. Star. 

Bunting. Pregnant. Buntis. Pregnant. 

Babad. (J) Girdle. Babat Eye band. 

Batu-brani. Loadstone. Batobalani. 8 Loadstone. 

Barkas. Bundle. Bala. To fasten. Bogong. 

Brat. (J) Heavy. Bigat Heavy. 

Bras. J) Rice. Bigas. Rice. Loba. 

Balalang. (J) Locust. Balang. Locust Dayupay 
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Malay. Signification, Tagalog. Signification. Synonyms. 

Balikat. (J) 45 50811273 Balicat, Shoulder. 
Balang. Piebald, Balangao. Rain bow. Bahag. 

Chabut. (J) To pluck.  Gabot. pa Boag. 

Chuchuk. (J) To pierce. Tésoe. } pe me $ Bosbos. 

Chuba. (J) To attempt. Suba. To try. Balac. 
Cinchin. Finger ring. Singsing. Finger ring. 8 Simpac. 
Chamburu. Jealous. Guimbolo. Jealousy. Paniboc-hb. 
Charmin (J) Mirror. Salamin. Mirror Bubog. 
Chalup. (J) To dip. Solop. To soak. Babad. 
Dayung. (J) Oar Gayong. Oar. Saguan, 
Dayang. Maid. Dayang. Miss. Dalaga. 
Dawun. (J) Leaf. Dahon. Leaf. 
Dakap. (J) To embrace. Daquip. To seize, Huli. 
Dagang. (J) Trader. Dagang. To trade. Baliuas. 
Datuk. (J) Chieftain. Dato. Chieftain. 
Datang. (J) To arrive. Dating. To arrive. Sapit. 
Dada. (J) Breast, Dibdib. Breast. 
Danau. (J) Lake. Danao. Lake. Laut. 

Dapat. To be able... Dapat. ot permit- pana mang” 

Dapur. Oven. Dapog. Oven Calan. 
Darah. (J) Blood. Dugo. Blood. 
Darat. Continent. Dalatan. TM arable baa dj. Ia nd. nangon. 
Dalam. (J) Palace. Dalam. Palace. 

Tosound with Tosound with Duga. (J) (ha least Doga. tha load Taroc, suboc. 
Duduk. (J) To seat. Loc-loc. To seat. Opo, licmo. 

Dulang. (J) Tray. Dolang. | ka of ta | 1 stoe, 

Dendeng. (J) Wall. Dingding. Pa i ition 
: wall. 

Gading. Ivory. Garing. Ivory. 
A composit- 
ion of resin TI 
and lime to | lb Same Gala-gala. he ued AA Gala-gala. | composition , Capul. 
the botton of asin Malay. J 

_ ships. 
Gigit. (J) To bite. Cagat. To bite. Ocab. Giling. To revolve.. Guiling. To mill rice. 
Gupuh. (J) To hurry, Gupay. To move. Dali Golok. (J) Cutlass, Gloc. Cutlass. Itac. Gulung. (J) To roll up. Golong, To roll Bidbid 
Gatah. Sap. Gata. Sap | ' 
Ganti. (J) To exchange. Ganti To reward Palit Gantung. (J) To hang. Gantong To han L it i 7 F ong. g. auit, sabit. 
Gunting. (J) Scissors. Gunting. Scissors. Gopit. 
iia Multiple. Ganda. a acer 4 Tamo. 
Ganap. (J) Complete. 35338 Ganap, To fulfill. © Tupad. 
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“Malay. Signification. Tagalog. Signification. Synonyms. 

Gilik. (J) To tickle. Quiliquili. To tickle. Galamgam. 
Galang. (J) Bracelet. Galang. Bracelet. Balogo. 
Itik. Duck. Itic. Duck. Papan, bibi. 
Iya. He, she. Siya. He, she. 
Ikat. To tie. Gacot. To tie. Bigquis. 

Ingat (J) NG eee ia Ingat. To heed. Bahala. 

Ipar. (J), es ere | Hipag. Sister-in law.  Diso, baydo. 

Tring. (J) To follow. Iling. | DO, A000MP2- | Sonod, sama. 
Iling. (J) To incline. 8BHilig. To lean. 

Tjao. (3) a UNTI, Hildo. a unri- | Manibalang. 
Itam. Black. Itim. Black. 
Idung. (J) Nose. Ilong. Nose. 
Tris. (J), To shred. Hilis. To slice. 
Isap. (J) To such. Higop. To sip. Haguidhid. 
Impun. (J) To assemble. Ipon. To assemble. Pisan. 
Jaib. To sew. Tahi. To sew. 
Jauh. Far. Layo. Far. | 
Jamah. To touch. Dama To touch. Hipo. 
Jarum. (J) Needle. Carayom. Needle. 
Jalan. (J) Road, Daan. Road. Lansangan. 

( To tie rattans 

Jaling. (J) Fishing net. “Daling. 3 to fishing > Bitana. 
enclosures. 

Space meas- Span. - 
Jangka. (J) "hang £48" 6 Dancal. Tr) (meas-. 

Janggut. (J) Beard. Yangot. Beard. Baang. 

Jarumat. (J) Sewed. Dalémat. To repair. bia ba 

Jaruk. (J) Citron. Daloc. Pickled. Lucban. 

Jarat. (J) Snare. Dalat. To detain. Silo, pocot. 

ores" si : Medicated 
Jampi. Medicine. Dampi. | PAG ag | Tapal. 

Jarang. Scarce. Dalang. pt ta | Labndo. 

Kayu. (J) Tree. Cahuy" Tree. 

Kayit. (J) To hook. Cait. Fishing hook. Taga. 

Kawah. (J) Caldron. Caua. Caldron. Taliasi. 

Kawan. (J) Herd. Cauan. Herd. 

Kaual. (J) Guard. Caual. To watch. Bantay. 

Elder brother. F d i 
Kaka. OI on alan: Cacd. Lule Coya. 

Kanan. (J) Right hand. Canan. Right hand. ok: 

Kapur. (J) Lime. Apog. Lime. Pirali. 

Kami. (J) We. Cami. We 

Kamu. (J) Ye. Cayo, camo. alan i 

Kasih. (J) Affection. Cas). oo Guilio, liyag. 

Kikir. (J) File. Quiquil File Al-al. 

Kita. (J) We. Quita. We. 
Kira. (J) To think. Quila Doubt. Acala. 
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Malay. Signification. Tagalog. Signification. Synonyms. 

kaa To carry un- as To carry un- 
Kilik. | der the arm. | oe der the arm. 
Kilat. (J) Lightning. Quilat, Lightning. 
Kwali. (J) Iron pan. Cauali. Iron pan. Carahay. 

Nail (of the 3 : Kuku.  (J) ) anya ( Coca. Nail. 

Kukuk. (J) | on a ai } Cocooc. Cock'scrow.  Talaoc. 

Kutu. Louse Coto, Louse. Cayomar. 
Kodok. (J) Frog Togac Frog. Palaca. 

A small bean 
A copper mo-) ,,, serving as a Kupong. Hey: j Cupang. weight meas- 

ure for gold. 
Kuping. (J) Ear ring. Cupi. Crooked ear. Hicao. 
Kurang. (J) To want. Culang. Want. Alangan. 
Kurung. (J) Cage. Colong. To cage. Tangcal. 
Kulit. (J) Skin. Panit. Hide. Balat. 

: Hundredth Hundredth 
Kati. part or a? Cati, part of a 

piccul. piccul. 
Kaning. Eye brow. Quilay. Eye brow. 
Kanching. (J) Clasp. Cansing. Gold clasp. 
Kutiah. ph chew. Ngoya. Tochew betel. 

a SCI AN Sapopo, sac- Kandung. (J) pn an on the Candong. To lap. ANg ay 

Keban. Chest. Caban. Chest. | 
ABA A kind of tree. Camoning. A kind of tree. 

apona- 
lea (J) ! Nephew. Pamangquin, Nephew. 

Kampung. To assemble. Campun. To side with. Gutbic. 

Kombali. (J) To give back. Bali. ee ol 
R ankle. 

Kambing. (J) Goat. Cambing. Goat. 
Kambang. (J) A flower, Cambang. To stretch. 
Kambar. (J) Twins, Cambal. Twins. 

Karbau. (J) Buffalo. Calabdo. Buffalo. j gatas Bi 0a mulag. 
Kras. (J) Strong. Galas. To inflame. : Kris. (J) Dagger, Calis. Sword. Tua. 
Laya. To fade. Laya. To fade. Lanta. 

Layang. Swallow. - oe Hg +14 Swallow. Campapalis. 
Laying. Different sata : pei Iy Bag erent. =. Lain-lain. Different. Iba. 

yar. (J) Sail ofa ship. Layag. Sail of a ship. 
Laut, (J) Ocean. Laot. Ocean Vala 
Laki. (J) Male person. Lalaqui. Male person 
uangit. (J) Sky. Langit Sk 
Lada. Black pepper. L JP: a pepper. Lara, Black pepper. 
Lapah. o QO Up A | To cut up a 

carcass. PEP: carcass. 
Si Lalaua, laua- : Laba laba pider. | face t Spider, Gagamba. 
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Malay. Signification. Tagaloz. Significatioa. Synonyms. 

Labi-labi. iu offart! Labilabi, {A Rindofturk) pang, 
pb o for- P Da Past Lalo. naa ! Lampas. 

Lidah. (J) Tongue Dila. Tongue. 
Lipan. Centipede. Olahipan Centipede. Alopiban, 
Lima. (J) Han Lima, Five. Cala. (obs) 

Lela J | Suang wie | Lila. Crucible. Lantaca. 

Lisah. Restless. Balisa. Restlessness. i Ligalig, li 

Lutut. Knee. Tohod. Knee. go 
(An aquatic),, An aquatic 

Lumut. )) plant. | Lémot. i ar 

Luar, ee p Louas. Out. 
| medicinal ' Wild ginger 

Langkwas.  , plant, | Langcods. lani ging 

Langkap. Ready. Langcap. a oe Handa. 

Lunggu. Stocks. Bilango. AAP ve | Pangao. 

Lingdung. Shade. | Lindong. Shade. Anino, lilim. 
Lapas. (J) To untie. Lipas. Elapsed. Alpas. 
Labih. (J) More. Lahi. Excess. Tira. 
Limpah. (J) Liver. Limpa. Spleen. Orilat. 
Lampu A kind of), Ve kind of 
yang. (J) plant Speier es haa) plant. 

Lampin. (J) Tu swaddle. Lampin. | a aling 

Maal. Dear. Mahal. Dear. Mahalaga. 
Mata. (J) Eye. Mata. Eye. Eoliga. 

; : F F ; Panaguipos, 
Mati. To die. Matiy. Dying. 1 Hlaboz 

Manuk. (J) Fowl. Mannc. Fowl. Ibon. 
Manis. (J) Sweet. Tamis. Sweet. Calamay. 

Mamak. a” ia | Mama. Uncle. Amain, 

Masuk. To enter. Pasoc. To enter. Silid. 
Minum. (J) To drink. Inum. To drink. 
Misi. Mustaches. Misay. Mustaches. 

Muda. Unripe. Mura. Unripe. Pa 

Murah. (J) Cheap. Mura. Cheap. 

Mimpi. (J) Dream. Panaguinip. To dream. Arap. 

Mardeka. (J) Manumited. Maharlica. Manumited.  Timaua. 

Nanah. (J) Pus. Nana. Pus. 

Nenek (J) Grandfather. Nono. Grandfather. Amba. 

Nangca. Jack fruit. Nangca. Jack fruit. 
sa a To o th 

Nganga. To gape.: Nanga. | aa : t Hicab. 

Ngamoc. (J) Gnat. Lamoc. Gnat. Nicnic. 

Ngur. (J) Coconut. Niyog. Coconut. 
Furrow. (as 

Ombac. (J) Wave. Hombac. applied to 
billows). 
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Malay. Signification. Tagalog. Signification. Synonyms. 

Pait. (J) Bitter. Pait. Bitter. 
Payung. (J) Umbrella. Payong. Umbrella. 
Paku. (J) Spike, nail. Paco. Spike, nail 
Patut. (J) Suitable. Patot. Usefulness.  Ocol. 

Padi. (J) Rice. Pilay. jUnBU1843-Quinalas 
Panas. (J) Eager. Panas. Fatigued. Hangad. 

IG J) Cleaver Palan = kind of) pungi arang. (J) " 8: blunt knife. 5 gh 
Praw. (J} Ship. Pardo. Ship. Dauong. 
Palu. (J) To beat. Palo To beat. Hampas. 

: To turn)p). (Face turned } 
Paling. } away. Paling © aay: | Lihis. 

To drive Sogasag, . Pasak. (J) | Ha Pasac. Wedge. { DE: a g ca 
Pasang. Flood tide. Pisan. Flood tide Taog. 

Chip or small 
Pihak. (J) Side. Pihac. portion set 

aside, 
A ape | 

Petak. (J)¢ ment in a} Pitac. Separation. 
garden. 

Perak. Silver. Pirac. Silver. 
Pilih. (J) To choose. Pili, To choose. Hirang. 
Pohun. Capital. Pohon. Capital. Batauan. 
Pukat. Drag net. Pocot. Drag net. Lambat. 
Pukul. (J) To strike. Pocol. To strike. Balasbas. 
Pulo. (J) Island. Polo. Island. 

Punai. Green pigeon. Ponay. Green pigeon. | ele ia: 

Puluh. (J) Ten. Pouo. Ten. Toro. (obs). 
Pusat. (J) Navel. Posod. Navel. 

; 7 iTo take in) Sinapopo- Pangku. (J) Lap. Pangco. KATE sapat ! nn 

Panggang.(J) To roast. Pangan. | Et nb net Talibobo. 

Pingan. (J) Bowl, Pingan. Plate.(vessel). Humangar. 

'Panggal. To lop. Poncol. Maimed. f —— qui- 

( The mariner’s The mariner’s | Paduman. (J) compass. | Paraluman. | conrpass, 

ag ind o A kind of Paru. (J) ANO tae Pagong. | BARYA 

Pintu. (J) Door. Pinto. Door. Pinid. 
Pantas. Expert. Pantas. Expert. Sirhi. 
lalala in a Pandan, Pandanus. 

risai. ) Shield. Palisay. Shield. Cal Parchick. To aprigkls; Walo. To sprinkle, Siboy.” 
Rakat. (J) To adhere, Gacot. To fasten. Dicquit. 
Rahun. (J) Poison. Lason. Poison Camand 
Ratos. J) Hund oer (J) undred. Gatos. Hundred. Daan. 
Ribu. (J) Thousand, Libo. Thousand. 
Rusa. Deer, Usa. Deer. 
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Ribah. (J) To tumble. . Guiba. Lo EO PT Obs Ree 
down. pac. 

Rabung. Sprout. Labong. Sprout. 
Rembayan. Buck. Lambayan. Buck. 

Sayang. Pity. Sayang. Pity. Aua. 
Sakit. (J) Sick. Saquit. Sick. Damdam. 
Sagu. (J) Sago. Sago. Sago. 
Mask, T To  besmear , p o sweep. Sapu. with dear: Ualis. 

Sabung. (J) Game cock. Sabong. pna cocks 

Sarung. (J) Sheath Salong. To sheath. Balindang. 
Salah. (J) Wrong Sala.” Wrong. Mali. 

\ Ferrule in 
Salut. (J) To overlay. Salot. the knife, | Pahid. 

; { handle. 
Salin. (J) To transcribe. Salin. Totranscribe. Hipno. 

) Si. (J of personal 
nouns names. 

Siku. (J) Elbow Sico. Elbow. 
Sinar. (J) ni : Sinag. Ray. Anagay. 

: easur p f 
Sipat. (J) rpg nog Sipat. | lang ga Dorol. 

Sila. (J) To squat. Sila. To squat. Tingcayad 

Siser. Comb. Sisil. Flax comb. s 

Suku. (J) One fourth. Soco. Half a pound. 

Sukat. Measure. Sucat. : Measure o 
| length. 

Surung. (N4 a Hota Sulung. Go ahead. Losob. 

Suluh. (J) Torch. Solo. Torch. 
Sulam. (J) Toembroider. Solam. Toembroider. Soot. 

Susu. (J) Dug. Sosd. Dug 
To range in : 

Susun, (J) Layer. Soson. ! layers. Sapin. 

A kind of del- (The Aan 

lesey aneae kind of deli- 
Santan. (J)( out of co- | Santan. pangga 

coa nut and | M J 
alay. 

sugar. 
Sanduk. (J) Ladle. Sandoc. Ladle. Cauot. 

Peer Refuse of the 
Sapah. i "aa pa Sapa. Chewed betel. 

Sapit. (J) Pincers. Sipit. Pincers. Bigting. 

Sumpah. (J) Oath. Sumpa. Oath. 

Sumpit. (J) Narrow. Sumpit. Syringe. 

Simpan. (J) Ta lay. Simpan. To preserve. Tago. 

Tai. (J) Excrement. Tae. Excrement. Dumi. 

Tau. (J) To know. Taotao. To discover. BTalastas. 

Tahan. (J) To abide. Tahan. To stay. Tira. 

Taun. Year. Taon. Year. 

Tail. (J) Tahil. Tahil. Tahil. 

Tartawa. To laugh. Taua. To laugh. Lagaac, ngisi. 
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Malay. Signification. Tagalog. Slgnification. Synonyms, 

Tawar. (J) To bargain. Tauad. To bargain.  Osil. 
Takut. (J) To fear. Tacot. Fear. Alingin. 

I To measure) m, | To measure 
Takar. (J) t by capacity. | Tacal. ( by capacity. » 

Tangan. (J) Hand. Tangan. paa Otis } Quimquim. 

Tangis. To weep. Tangis. To weep... Lohog, luha. 

Tana (J) To ask. Tanong. pra kag 

Tatal. (J) Chipofwood. Tatal. Chip of wood. 
Tanak. (J) To boil. Tanac. To roast rice. Colo. 
Tanam. (J) To plant. Tanim. To plant. 

Tapak.  (J) | bng a Gr | Tapac. Foot print. Palad. 

Tabur.  (J) Na bee tlge Sabog. To sow. | Tia. ppa 

Tarum. (J) Indigo. ’ Tayom. Indigo. 
Tali. (J) Rope. Tali. Rope. Lubid. 

Tasik. (J) Sea Tasic. i ming traot the | Dagat. 

Tiyung. nang oe ! Siyol. To chirp. 

ues m a blow, a hiyip. Hi blow. 
ipis. in. ipis. in. 

Timun. (J) ae ee ae Pocotpocot. 
Timur. bast. “mog. outh. Ibaba. 
Tungan. An insect. Tongao. An insect. 

Tutup. (J) To shut. Totop. a hanga | Ompa. 

Tutur. (J) To inform. Totol. To inform. Toos. 
Tuba. (J) A plant. Tuba. ‘A plant. 
Tuma. (J) Louse. Toma. Crablouse. 
Tulak. (J) To push. Tolac. To push. Ac ral. 
Pan (J) Hala. AA na help. Saclold. 
Agar. ard. igas. ard. Ganit. 

Tangah. (J) Midday. Tanghali. Noon. 
A peculiar , : 

Tangkuluk. form of tur: Tangcoloc. soa of hel- 
ban. 

Tongkat. Staff. Tongcod. Staff. 
Tangkap. (J) To grasp. Angcop. To press. Pisil. 
Tangkis (J) Pushedaway. Tangquil. To pushaway. | Sing LI id, 

singquil, 
5 T p 

Tangga. Stair. i cane Atang Na es Handanan. 
Tunggal. Unique. Tonggali. One by one. Casalay. 
Tatak. ma cut, kasa Tatac. Tocutmetals. Taga. 

o penetrate 
Tatas. | the skin with- - Tastas. To unsew. 

( out wounding | 
Tantu. (J) Certain. Tanto. Certain. Tunay. 
Tanda. (J) Mark. Tanda, Mark. Quintal, tala, 
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Fishing line 
Tonda. To be towed. Tonda. | at the stem |, 

: ( of a ship. 
Tandang (J) To kick. Tindac. To kick. Sicad. 
Tabu. (J) baa cane. Tubo. Sugar cane. Tibos. 

Tabas. a abe To cut out... Caingin. 
Tabus. (J) To ransom.  Tubos. To ransom.  Baui. 

Tampuh. (J) To fall upon. Tampol. i paa reak 

Tumpuk. (J) To heap. Tompoc. Heap. Bongton.* 
Tumpang. (J) To lodge. Tumpang. Lain over. Patoloy. 
Tampar. (J) Slap. Tampal. Slap. Sontoc. 
Tumpas. (J) Extirpated. Tapus. Finished, Lipol. 
Timba. (J) Bucket. Timba. Bucket. Tauing. 
Tumbuh. (J) To grow. Tubo. To grow. Olar. 
Tambak. (J) Dike. Tambac. Trench. Cali. 

Tumbak. (J) Spear. Tomboc. | ba a wih Sibat. 

Timbang. (J) To weigh. Timbang. To weigh. 
Timbun. (J) To pile Timbon. To pile. Patong. 
Timbul. (J) To float. Timbolan. Buoy Lutang. 
Tra. Stamp. Tala. Mark. Quintal. 
Taraju. (J) Scale,balance Talaro. Scale. 
Trus. (J) Through. Taos. To Pierce. Limpas. 
Talinga. (J) Kar. Tainga. Ear. 
Taluk. Cove. Looc. Cove Sogod. 
Talan. To swallow. Lonlon. To swallow. BB Lagoc. 
Talor. Kgg. Itlog. Egg 
Utus. (J) To send Otos. To order Sugo. 
Utac (J) Brain. Otac. Brain. 
Upah. (J) Wages. Opa. Wages. Himagal. 
Ubi. (J) Yam Obi. Yam 
Ubat. Gunpowder. Obac. Gunpowder. 
Uban. (J) Grey hair. Uban, Grey hair. 
Urat (J) Root. Ogat. Root 
Usir. (J) To pursue.  Osig. To pursue, 8 Habol. 

To bear be- To bear be- 
Usung tween two - Osong tween two |Touang 

with a pole. j with a pole. a 
Untung. (J) Gain Ontong. Luck. Paquinabang 
Ujan “ (J) Rain. Olan. Rain Onds 
Utang (J) Debt. Otang. Debt — Pa eka 

Unus (J) To draw. Honos | NG aa | Hango. 

Urup. (J) To exchange. Holip. To replace. Palit. 
Ula (J) Head. Old Head 

The following is a list of the exclusively Javanese words found 
in Tagalog. 

Javanese. Signification. Tagalog. Signification. Ful 

Asu. Dog. Aso. Dog. aa bana- 

Ari. King. Hari. King. 
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Javanese, Signification. Tagalog. Signification. Synonyms. 

Aran. Name. Ngalan. Name. 
Aju. Do not. Aydo. To refuse. -Houag. 
Banar. Just. Banal. Virtuous. Tapat. 
Bacha. To read. Basa. To read. Lalos. 

x Hide of an Shell of a 
Balulang eral Bololong. | ena: 

Buri. Rear. Huli. Rear. Licod. 
Dariji. Finger. Daliri. Finger. Galamay. 
Garis. To scratch. Galis. Itch. Dosdos. 
Gawe. To do. Gaua. To do. Magano. 
Galapung. Flour. Galapong. Rice flour. 

Jampi. Medicine Dampi. | era Tapal. 

Jarang. Scarce. Dalang. Rare, scarce. Labnao. 
A kind of 

Kopyak. Skull. (cap). Copya. | etnies Calo. 

To be cur. To mereh-3 
Laku. i sari Laco. arid: ( Balfuas. 

Machan. Tiger. Machin. Monkey. Baculao. 
Pitu. Seven. Pitd. Seven. Manapit. 
Pari. Skate fish. Pagui. Skate fish. | Paol. 
Salaka. Silver. Salapi. Silver money. 
Talu. Three. Tatlo. Three. Mampat 
Turu. To sleep. Tolog. To sleep. Gopiling. 
Uchap. To speak. Usap. To talk. Sahi. 
Wolu. Fight. Ualo. Fight. Saga (obs). 

The following is the list of Sanskrit words in Tagalog which, 
probably, found their way into the language through the Kawi and 
the Javanese. For the purpose of better appreciating the orthographical 
changes, the form which may be considered that of the original 
spelling is given together with that of their Malay spelling, it being 
necessary, of course, to put cach in the Roman character. 

Sanskrit. Malay. Signification, 
Aniya : 

Anyaya. | in Ly (J) Tyranny. 

Masa. Amas (J) Gold. 

Asa. Asa. Hope. 
Hari. Ari. Sun. 
Arga. Arga. Price. 

Kaca. Kacha. Glass. 

Kuta. Kota. Fort. 

Koti. Keti. Ten mill- 
ion. 

Kasturi. Kasturi Musk. 

Sa | Kasumba Safflower. 

Gaja. Gajah. Elephant. 
Cukra. Chuka. Vinegar, 
Cinta. Chita, Feeling. 

Tagalog. 

Anyaya. 

Amas. 

Asa. 
Arao. 
Halaga. 

Casa. 

Cota. 

Cati. 

Castoli. 

Casubha. 

Gadia. 
Suca. 

Sinta. 

Signification, Synonyms, 

a as Dahas, tam- 
palasan. 

Sixth part 
| of a tahil Guinto, 

of gold. 
To hope. Tiuala. 
Sun, day. Bayan. 
Price. 
Glass bra- ) 
celet. | Bobog. 

Fort. Moog. 
| Ten mill- 
/ ion. 
Musk. 

Saffron. Dilao. 

Elephant. 
Vinegar. Lala. 
Love. lbig. . 
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Sanskrit. Malay. Signification. Tagalog. Signification. Synonyms. 

mik The sweet 
ampa- scented Campaka. ! ko } Champaka. Sampaga. champaka 

flower. 
Casta: . RE Cacana, rita Charita. Story. Salita. Story. i saysay. 

A name of Agenda] 
Jambu. Jambu. certain? Dambo. woe ad 

| fruit. fruit. 

Xantavya  Tabek. Greeting. Sangtabi. To respect. Aba. 
Tivra. Timah. Tin. Tinga. Tin. 
Tamraka. “'Tambaga. Copper. Tumbaga. Copper. A pp 
Talaka Talaga. Pond. Talaga. Pond. 
Daya. Daya. Trick. Daya. Fraud. 
Deva. Diwa. A god. Diua. Spirit. 
Divi. Duwa. Two. Dalaua. Two. 
Dupa. Dupa. _ Incense. Dupaan Censer. 
Dosa. Dosa. Sin. Dusa Penance. 
Dusta. Dusta. False. Dusta. To curse. 
Wana. Panah. Bow. Pana. Arrow. 
Puti. . Putih. White Puti. White. Busilac. 
Parixa. Preksa Toinquire. Tocsd. To tempt. 
Parapata. Parpati. Pigeon. Salampati. Pigeon. 

Baga. Bahage. To divide. Bahagi. ee Tombahi. 

Vyaya. Biyaya. Expenses. Biyaya. Gift. 

Abyaca. Biyasa. DI "att Bihasa. | NN | Damag. 

Vija. Biji. Seed. Binhi. Seed. Batag 

Visa, Bisa. Poison. Bisa. Poison. kia abo 

; One of the 

Battara. Batara ae ies Bathala. God. 

gods. 

paa ndaga- Bandaari. Steward. [ Ki aa Steward. 

Varrta. Brita. News. Balita. News. Dao. 

Mana. Manah. Relic. Mana. es | Bobot. 

Manikya.  Manikam. Gem. Manic. Pearl seed. 

Masa. Masa Time. Masa. Time. Panahon 

Mega. Mega. Cloud. Bigha Cloud. Ulap. 

Muka. Muka. Face. Muc-ha. Face...” an 

Mula. Mula. Beginning. Mula. Beginning. Dia I 

Laba Laba. Profit. Laba. Profit. aa.” / 

3 : Ten thous: 
Laxa Laksa. ae | Lacsa. | apn, ka 

Sama. Sama. Fellow. Sama. = oe Calagoma. 

Sutra. Sutra. Silk. Sutla. Silk. Husi. 

Saxi, Saksi. Witness. Sacsi. Witness. 
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Sanskrit, Malay. Signification. Tagalog. Signification. Synonyms. 

Sadya. Sadiya. Prepared.  Sad-ya. To prepare. | ina la 

Sajja. Sanjata. Weapons.” Sandata. Weapon. Sapiao 

Sandi. Sandi. Joint fandig. Any joint. | pA maang 

Tulasi. Sulasi. Sweetbasil. Solasi. Sweet basil. 

The following is the list of the few words of Arabic origin 
found in Tagalog, having evidently been introduced through Malay, 
and showing the slight degree of influence which Mohammedanism had 
in these Islands. 

It is well to note that the term ribu, “thousand,” is also given 
in the Malay Javanese table. “This is on account of its doubtful 
origin, for while Crawfurd in his dictionary gives no indication of 
what it may be, Favre, on the contrary, believes it to be Arabic. (1) 
Utar, “nerve,” will also be found in the Malay table, because it 
may be that it was through Javanese and not through Malay it has 
been introduced. 

Arabic. Signification. Tagalog. Signification. 

Utar. Nerve. Utac. Brain 

To sit cross-leg- 
Inkiyad. Pi obe: P an ingcayad, ) ged.(the respect- 

ience. tingcayad. ful posture in 
church). 

Apium. Opium. Ampion. Opium. 
Arak. Liquor. Alak. Wine, liquor. 
Hahi. Divine. Lahi. Nobility. 
Taksir. Sluggish. Taksil. Dull, stupid. 
Ribu. (10,000). Libo. (1,000) 
Lezat, Po Lasap. To relish. 

: easuring strin : To mark out with 
Bipat or Ot ag z Sipat. a line 
Surat. Writing. Sulat. Writing. 
Sujud, To prostrate. Lohor. To kneel down. 

E ( Amen, peace be 
Salam. | to you (a salu- Salamat. Thanks 

_ tation). 
Seluar. Trousers. Salaual. Trousers: 
Hukum. Judge, judgment. Hécom. Judge. 
Heya. Timidity. Hiya. Blush, ashamed. 
Zauj. Married party. Asaua Married party. 
Alimun. Occult science. Alimoan. Awful, dark place 
_ _ Before going further into an examination of these lists, attention 
is invited to the fairly general accord which the result shows with that 
given hy Crawfurd, despite both having been obtained by quite different 
processes. The totals are: (2) 

(1) Aucun dictionaire ne donne I'étymologie de ce mot malais: mais on trouve en Heb. ribbo, d’ou probablement l'Ar. ribu. C'est 1A qu’il faut aller cher- cher l'origine du ribw. malais, II faut remarquer cependant qu’en Heb. et en Ar., il signifie dix mille. (2nd vol., pages 435 36.) 
; (2) The Tagala Dictionary, with its appendices, contains 16,842 words among which I can detect no more than 442 that are foreign, belonging to the following languages: Malay. 113, Javanese 27, common to the Malay and Javanese “59, Sanskrit 33, Arabic 7, Persian 2 and Telinga 1. (Crawfurd, Dissertation, page cxiv). 
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Common 
to Malay 
and Java- 

Malay. nese. Javanese. Sanskrit. Arabic. 
As given 
by Craw- 
furd. 113 259 Bi 33 7 
As given 
here. 121 263 24 53 11 

More in 
Craw- 
furd's. 3 

More here. 8 4 20 - 10 

The character and description of the words which are common to Tagalog on one side, and to Malay, Javanese, Sanskrit and Arabic, on the other, deserve special notice. The pronouns and numerals ex- 
cepted, the greater number of the remaining words consists of nouns, the part of speech most liable to the invasion of foreign terms, being, for the most part, the names of natural objects; a few adjectives and 
verbs. There is .no particle among them nor any other word indis- pensable to the construction of a grammatical ‘sentence. For the 
meaning of the majority of the borrowed terms there are found na- 
tive synonyms in the language; otbers, as angin, “air,” apuy, “fire,” bituin. “star, langit, “sky; etc., which refer to the great objects of 
external Nature, are only a proof that the imported words replaced 
native ones, since the language of the rudest people cannot be sup- 
posed to have been destitute of such terms Nor can it be supposed 
either that the primitive inhabitants, even in the earliest period of 
their language, did not possess terms for the designation of such 
primary notions and actions as “leaf,” “tree,” “face,” “blood,” “to 
drink,’ “to plant,” etc. At any rate, we find native terms for 
some of these things in other tongues of these Islands. The former 
existence of some others which appear in the lists as having’ no 
native synonyms, we may logically infer from their necessary associa- 
tion in meaning with certain others still found in the language. We 
cannot conceive of the absence of a native word for “lightning,” 
which must have been superseded by the borrowed Malay word quidlat, 
when we find in the language the native term lintic, “thunderbolt;” 
nor for the imported hihip--hiyip, “to blow,” when the native word 
bubulusan, “bellows,” exists; We find the absence of a native 
synonym for the borrowed term itlog, “egg, incompatible with the 
presence of the aboriginal one halimhim, “to brood,” “to batch,” that 
of a native synonym for the imported olo, “head,” with the pre. 
sence of pogod, ‘to behead,’ etc. If this and the probability of the 
Malay intruders having put out of use some native terms without 
supplying substitutes therefor are taken into account, we may even 
be justified in believing that the language gave away more lexical 
matter than it received from such sources. 

Of course, we must not expect to find all the words, which 
are given in the list as native synonyms for those borrowed, in 
general use at the present day; but all of them are given in Noce- 
da's Dictionary and we cannot doubt their former existence in the 
language, 
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With the exception, therefore, of personal pronouns, numerals, 

the particle si. and the adverb pa, for most of which, however, there 
exist native synonyms, all other borrowed terms are of the nature 
of those which have no power to change the character of the lan- 
guage, nor do they add appreciably to its lexical stock. They have 
no syntactical value and, in other respects, they fall short even of 
the importance of French words in English or of Arabic words in 
Spanish or Portuguese. The Malay lexical element, therefore, although 
numerous enough, is, however, extrinsic and unessential. 

It may be objected that the words here given are not all; 
and we know well this to be the case. We are, however convinced 
that for whatever others might be detected, the language will furnish 
synonyms in the same proportion and that, therefore, the above con- 
clusion would thereby still remain practically unshaken. 

We must not, however, stay exclusively by lexical comparison, 
but rather go into the other departments of grammar. A language should 
not be considered as an aggregate of words, but as an assemblage 
of forms. The study of the grammatical construction leads deeper 
into the language, and accord in grammatical forms is -the most 
reliable evidence of parentage. But, as forms are fewer than words 
the purposes for which thought communication is established are 
essentially the same throughout mankind, the probability is here 
greater of coming across forms apparently common, and the risk is 
also greater of classifying as kindred, languages which in fact have 
sprung from different trunks. 

The comparison with Malay is here first taken up and will 
cover, briefly, the same points which, more extensively, were covered 
by Humboldt in his inquiry. As already stated, these points are: 
a general uniformity of their words, roo's and grammatical con- 
struction; or more specifically, their accord in the pronouns, in num- 
erals, in word building, and in worddeclension. On this suppossed 
accord is founded by him the theory of the direct derivation from 
one and the same stock of all languages spoken by the Malay race. 

But before going further into the examination of the grammatical 
forms, it is well first to compare briefly the alphabet and the phonetic 
character of the two languages. 

The Malay alphabet is described as consisting of the six vowels: 
a, é, 6, 1,0, u; a, 6 2, 0, w, having generally the sound they have in 
Spanish, and the sound of é and é corresponding with that of the same 
vowels in French. The vowel system of the Malay affords no appre- 
ciable deviation from that of the Tagalog, except perhaps in the 
presence of a flat @, corresponding, it seems, to the Javanese pepet, 
which is not found in Tagalog. The sound, however, of this and 
the other vowels is but very imperfectly marked in Malay, not so 
much owing to any special tendency in the language, but owing rather 
to the application to the same of the Arabic character, for here, too, 
exists good reason to believe that the three-vowel system of Tagalog 
is also at the basis of that of Malay. 

Greater difference exists in the consonants, which may be better 
appreciated by contrasting the iwo systems: 

Malay bj, cb 1, ge hy j, kd, m, n, ng, fi, r,s. t We vi 
Tagalog  b, a, @ ti, ~ ete] = ee Pee 

In Tagalog, there are wanting the ch, j, and #. Rr, which 
also appears to be wanting, is found included in the ambiguous sound 
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of d, the latter being used as initial and final, r as liquid and me- 
diai, or as initial ot any other than the first syllable in the word. 
The sound of the Malay ch is described to be that of the same con- 
sonant in the English word “church,” that of j the same as the 
English d in “soldier,” and that of 7 the one which this consonant 
has in Spanish. The sound of ch is still found, though not frequently, in 
Bisayan, and in the Tagalog words machin, “monkey:” hicho, “chewed 
betel,” the first of which is the Javanese machan “tiger,” that of 7, 
in the Ibanag. The sound represented in Malay by # is found in 
Tagalog, aside from Spanish words, in inyo and ninyo, “yours,” “to 
you” (plural), as the proper way of pronouncing the combination ny, 
but with no character for it in the alphabet. ibis seems to indicate 
that the language once made greater use of these Malay sounds, but 
later fell back to the primitive system. 

By far the greatest difference in the consonant system of the 
two languages is found in the sound of h, which in Malay is described 
as that of a simple aspirate, while in Tagalog it is a guttural, or, if 
this be not admitted, a very strong aspirate.. 

In the phonetic character there is found some fair accord in 
what respects the prevalent dissyllabic form basis of the radicals, and 
in the general accentuation of the penultimate syllable; (monosyllabic 
roots are, however, much more numerous in Malay, and words accented 
on the last syllable much more numerous in Tagalog); but the accord 
goes no further. As noted by Crawfurd (Dissertation, pages cviii-cix), (1) 
the case of syllables ending in a consonant, neither a liquid nor a 
nasal, is of more frequent occurrence in Tagalog than in Malay, and 
he mentions the frequency with which g is found ending a syllable 
in the former. Words beginning with the guttural or strong aspirate 
consonant h are not found in Malay, while those beginning with ng 
are more numerous in Tagalog than in Malay. He could count only 
fifteen words in the latter which begin with this .guttural nasal 
consonant. Were he better acquainted with his subject, or had he ever 
heard Tagalog spoken by natives, he would not then have failed to note 
the prevalence of the endings ay and oy, nor would he have failed 
to mark them as distinctly belonging to the language in view of the 
fact of the important use to which, the former especially, are put. 

Another prosodial Tagalog peculiarity to be noted in the com- 
parison with Malay is the infrequency with which the liquids 7 and 
r are found in the former coalescing with other consonants. In no 
genuine Tagalog word that we know of appears any of these two 
liquids combined with another consonant and a vowel in -the first, 
while it is very rarely found in the last, syllable of a word. This 
absence of a combination which is frequently met with in Javanese, 
and, although not so frequently, also in Malay, does not seem, how- 
ever, to be due to any well-defined repugnance of the language for 
syllables of this kind, nor to any deficiency in the native organ, for 
claro, trabajo, gracia, and similar Spanish words are tagalized with- 
out any change of the consonant sound and also easily pronounced 
by natives. But, curious enough, Tagalog, when borrowing from the 
Malay or the Javanese, refuses to allow these combinations to become 

naturalized without first having them expanded to two syllables by 

(1) Crawfurd shows himeelf poorly acquainted with the Tagalog and the 

Spanish alphabets when he says: (page CV-CVI). “It has, (Tagalog) however, the 

consonants v and jf, sounds unknown to the Javanese and the Malay, although I 

strongly suspect that the character called by the Spanish writers v is really no 

other than the English w.” A 
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inserting between the other consonant aud the liquid a vowel of the 
same kind as that found in the original term, in the way the 
Mal. dli=Tag. bili, “to buy,” Mal. praw--Tag.pardo, “ship,” etc., show. 
The accord, therefore, which is claimed to exist in the phonetic 
character of the Tagalog and the Malay does not seem to be such as 
to support the theory of a common immediate derivation of the two 
languages from one and the same parent stock. 

Having thus reviewed the differences in the alphabet and in 
the phonetic character, the comparison is now carried over to the 
other departments of the language. 

That certain necessary accord must exist in the form and mean- 
ing of the words acquired by a language with those of the language 
from which they have been acquired, is only obvious. One can see 
this accord in English with regard to the numerous words borrowed, 
either directly or indirectly, from Latin, without thereby the relation 
in which it stands to that source being in the least altered. The 
value which, for the support of the theory of a direct derivation of 
Tagalog from Malay, is to be attached to the number and class 
of most of the words given in foregoing lists, has already been 
estimated. To the personal pronouns and numerals found therein, 
more value, no doubt, should be attached, and it was in consideration 
of this that Humboldt has made of each class of these words a basis for 
his inquiry, but while acknowledging their greater importance, still 
we may be permitted to mention the substantive character of these 
words which brings them nearer to the nature of nouns than to that 
of prepositions or directives. The mere accord of the personal pro: 
nouns in two different languages does not seem, however, to afford 
sufficient reason to regard them as having sprung directly from one 
and the same trunk. The case may be cited of the English “I! and 
“thou,” and the Spanish “yo” and “tu,” both of which are traced, 
through the Latin and Greek “ego” and “tu”, “eyo” and “ov,” to the Sans- 
krit aham and tvam, notwithstanding the fact of the different degree of 
relationship in which the two languages stand to Latin. Humboldt himself 
(3rd book, page 257) discovered that the Malagasi ahe, ahi, which 
is the form of the objective case of the personal pronoun deprived 
of the initial 2z, is the same as the Sanskrit aham, and he believes 
(2nd book, page 33) that the point as to whether or not the Kawi 
borrowed personal pronouns directly from Sanskrit requires further- 
investigation. Even he once thought of the Kawi twan being iden- 
tical with the Sanskrit twan, (1) and he surely would not have changed 
his conclusions had he found this to be the case. 

But, aside from the above facts, it does not appear that there exists 
the general accord which is predicated of the personal pronouns in 
the two languages. As far as structure is concerned, we found that 
the ending yo of tayo, one of the forms of the Tagalog first person 
pronoun in the plural, and of cayé the form of the second person 
pronoun, also in the plural, could not well be accounted for by 
Humboldt, nor, as far as our knowledge goes, could they yet be 
related or traced to any other language of those spoken by the race. 
That yo in cayé and not ca belongs to the radical, and is, therefore, 
the more important of the two portions of the word, may be seen 
in the fact of its persistency in inyo and ninyo, the forms of the 
possessive case. 

(1) 2nd book, page 33. 
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As the forms of the personal pronouns are more numerous in 

Malay than in Tagalog, in order to render the differences more per- 
ceptible to the eye, those of the one and the other language are 
shown side by side in the following table: 

TAGALOG. “MALAY. 
Person. Singular. Plural. Singular. Plural. 

Aku, daku, 
ku; hamba, 
sahaya--s a- 
ya, beta, pa- 
tek, guna. 
Angkaw, di- 
kaw, deng: 
kaw, kaw: tu- 
wan-tuan. | 

Iya, ia, dia, ) 
iniya,--inia, + Marika-itu. 
fla. | J 

Ist. Ace. | Cami, tayo, Kata. kara. quita--cata. 

2nd. Icao, ca. Cay6, camo. Kamu, mu. 

3rd. Siya. Sila. 

Of the Tagalog pronoun of the second person in the singular, 
ca is the form which “cdo generally assumes when coming after the 
verb. Of the three plural forms of the first person pronoun, cami is 
exclusive, tayo inclusive, and quité or cat4, dual. On the Malay 
side, we find that daku is an euphonious form, and ku a contraction, of 
‘aku; all the others, which more or less mean “slave,” “servant,” are 
forms of submission which also serve for the plural, with segala, “all,” 
“every one,” or any other word indicating plurality, added. The 
simple plural forms are kami and kita, the former corresponding 
exactly in meaning with its Tagalog counterpart, kit4, however, cor- 
responding, not with quété but with tayo, in Tagalog, although its 
meaning in Malay corresponds with that of the same form in other 
languages of the Philippines. In a way similar to that found in 
the Malay pronoun of the first person, dikaw, dengkaw are the eu- 
phonious, kaw the contracted, forms of angkaw; twan—tuan being the 
submissive form which likewise is used for the plural with the addition 
of some word indicating plurality. The simple plural form is kamu, 
with its contraction mw, corresponding with the, but locally used 
Tagalog form, camé, and with the general one used in Bicol and 
Bisayan. For the full and well fixed Tagalog form siyd of the third 
person pronoun in the singular, there are found the loosely spread 

forms iya, ta, dia, iniya, iia, and fa in Malay; while for the Ta- 

galog plural szlé, there exists no proper corresponding form in Malay, 

the singular forms with the word orang, “people,” or the expression 
marika-itu, “these people here,” serving to palliate the deficiency. 

When comparison is made of the clean, compact and well-defined 

forms of the Tagalog personal pronouns and of their power for the 

expression of every shade of meaning in respect to person, number 

and case, with the broken, dispersed and ambiguous forms of those 

of the Malay, faint and purposeless in their reference, the mind 

receives a first impression of the superiority of the Tagalog forms 

over those of Malay. For, the fact must be apparent to any 

unbiased mind that the Malay personal pronouns could not well 

develope the power of expressing case and number, inasmuch as | 

case is dependent on their position with regard to the noun, and 
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number on their association with certain other words. One feels, 
therefore, somewhat amazed at Crawfurd's opinion to the effect 
that: “The nearest approach of the ‘lagalog grammar to the Ma- 
lay and Javanese, in so far as the mere words are Concerned, 
exists in the personal pronouns,” (Dissertation, page CXIII) for it is 
rather: “the widest difference” that he should have said. This is the 
more surprising as in the Grammar (page 25), speaking of the Malay 
personal pronouns, he says: “With exceptions to be presently named, 
the pronouns like the nouns, are devoid of number, of gender and 
of case, a statement which, except in respect to the gender, could not 
be applied to the Tagalog pronouns. He was not, it seems, in a 
position to appreciate well, not only the far greater syntactical value 
of the Tagalog personal pronouns, but also the weight which in the 
differentiation is to be attributed to the ending yo, a distinctly aboriginal 
element, found in the first person inclusive plural, and in the second person 
plural, pronouns; and to the 4 and si found in the first syllables of 
ican, siya and sila, which are peculiar Tagalog word-building prefixed 
particles. As to yo, sufficient has already been stated. As to 2, it is found by 
Humboldt, or rather by his.continuer, Buschmann, (3rd book, page 797) that 
it forms the basis of the third person pronoun in the languages of the San- 
skrit family. It is also found that in Tagalog it forms the first syllable 
of the demostrative cto, cyan, while the sound o of icdo may be related 
to that of the demostrative of the far away object, yaén, and to the adverb 
of the terminus @ quo, doon. Si is a prefixed particle also found in 
Malay before nouns, as in si kuda, “the team horse,” but usually 
before those of persons, to denote familiarity or contempt. It is, 
besides, found in si dpa, “who?” szanu, “such a one.” This particle 
is in Tagalog the article indicating personality and is never used with 
common nouns, except with those indicative of persons standing in 
the nearest degree of relationship to the speaker It is likewise found 
in 4sino?, “who?” and in this, therefore, may be said to bear the greatest 
analogy in the use to that it has in the Malay; but the analogy goes no further. . 
Far trom denoting familiarity or contempt in Tagalog, it denotes, on 
the contrary, such a great respect for the person in comnection with 
whose name or title it is used, as even to embody a reference to the latter 
being unique in kind and exclusively belonging to the speaker. This 
may be seen, for instance, in the omission of the possessive pronoun 
in the phrase si ama “(my) father,” “the father (of mine), and in 
the fact that if anybody were addressed or referred to in ‘this way 
who was not the speaker's real parent, the expression would be 
understood to be one of an ironic kind or one lacking in respect. 
But where the particle is used in a way not the slightest approach 
to which can be found in any other language (except, perhaps, in the 
ma of the language of Hawaii and of those of New Zealand, or, perhaps 
in the ilay--iley of the Malagasi) of those spoken by the Malay race, 
and which recalls to memory the Greek expression xai oi TEPI aDTOV 
is in the plural sind (sinda in Bicol, sira in Bisayan) which, in so 
far as it requires association with a noun, is distinctly an article 
indicative of companionship, so that the expression ani Movin de: 
solia the et of Martin being in the singular, will be understood as ie ane ki Martin together with his associates in any other 

The Malay kita, although not differing i FE p 
same pronoun in Tagalog, differs, however, widely ee fe bt Quiti-catd is but seldom used in Tagalog in the nominative case, 
and when so used, it is decidedly dual, for it means, “thou and I 
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alone” and not “all of us,” as it is the case in Malay. Quiti-z-catd, 
while still retaining its dual character, is more frequently used as 
referring to the speaker in the possessive, and to the person spoken 
to in the nominative, case, with verbs in the passive and in sen- 
tences tbe subject of which is the second person pronoun in the 
singular and the agent that of the first person pronoun also in the 

2 
gk It would not be possible in Malay to say “thou (art cudgeled) 

(by me)” in the same way as in Tagalog. The construction in Malay, 
as far as our acquaintance with this language enables us to know, 

1 a 3 
No be this: angkaw dipukul-ku, while in Tagalog it would be: 

1-3 
hinahampas quit4--cata, which shows well the different meaning and 
use of the Tagalog pronoun. Crawfurd did not fail to record these 
differences, (1) but unable to account for them in any other way, he 
gives it as his opinion that Malays and Javanese probably borrowed from 
Tagalog these forms of the pronouns. Just what way this could be 
done he leaves the reader to conjecture, although such a borrowing 
as this would seem to go against his theory of the inferiority of 
Tagalog and ot a focus of Malay civilization which, irradiating 
from Java, extended itself in every direction over the whole Indian 
Archipelago. His opinion, therefore, although coming from such 
a high authority in matters pertaining to the Indian Archipelago, 
will have no effect in changing or otherwise altering the course of 
the present inquiry. 

It will be seen that certain forms of some Tagalog personal 
pronouns and certain elements of others bear close resemblance or 
are even identical with the same in Malay; there are, however, forms 
of the Tagalog personal pronouns and certain elements in others 
which are dist netly aboriginal. This fact tends to show that the 
language here, as elsewhere, while adopting in some cases the Malay 
form, retained, however, the original meaning, declension, use, etc.; 
or perhaps, if we are to judge from what is still found in other 

Philippine tongues, it first adopted them and then fell back again 

to the primitive pronouns, (2) The accord shows itself most in 

the first and second person pronouns in the singular. It falls short, 

however, of the one that we find to exist between the Spanish yo and 

me, the English Z and me, and the German ich, mir and mich, which are 

not languages sprung immediately from the same trunk; while the 

differences in others, in the declension, and in the use and meaning 

of all, mark them as distinctly aboriginal words and do not seem to 

warrant the assumption of having been directly derived from the same 
source as those of the Malay. 

The forms of the possessive pronouns in Tagalog, as in most 

(1) The Tagalog dual pronoun, and pronoun of the first person plural ex- 

cluding the person addressed, have no such meaning in Malay and Javanese in 

which they can be used as singulars. or plurals, although, perhaps, more frequently 

as the latter. (Dissertation, page CXIIL.) i: 

(2) That in the Philippine Archipelago, as it is at present and has for 

long time past 'been constituted, there exist wholly aboriginal forms of personal 

pronouns, the Tiruray, a dialect spoken by a tribe in the southwestern coast 

of Mindanao Island, proves. The personal pronouns therein are: beguen, u “CG 

beem=go, “thou,” been--en, “he,” “she,” betom--tom, “we,” “both of us, ,bequey 

==guey, “we,” not “ihou and 5,” beto--to, “we” (dual,) begom--gom, “ye; berro 

=ro “they,” 
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other languages, are either the same with, or derived from, the gen- 
itive case of the personal pronouns, and, therefore, if this were also the 
case in Malay, it would suffice to refer to the differences found in 
the personal pronouns of the two languages, and, then, to draw the same 
conclusion, but Malay has not succeeded in developing any possessive 
pronouns, a deficiency which the language palliates by placing the per- 
sonal pronoun after the noun of the object possessed, or by using words 
belonging to other parts of speech, as punya--ampunya, “owning,” a 
fact which, independently from any other, shows clearly enough its 
inferiority in respect to Tagalog. i 

A more substantial accord than in the personal, will be found 
to exist in the demostrative, pronouns of the two languages, and, to all 
appearance, at least, the influence of the Malay seems to be here pre- 
dominant. Still, there exist certain features both in the form and in 
their application which go to impair this accord and seem to indicate 
that the Tagalog aboriginal element refused, here too, to be displaced. 

The following table shows these pronouns in the two languages: 

TAGALOG. MALAY. 

This here. This. That, (nearyou) That, (faraway.) This. That, 

Dini. Ito--yari. Tyan. Yabn. Ini. Itu. 

Speaking properly, the Malay im is not found at present in 
Tagalog. That it, however, once existed in the language, is proven 
by the obsolete variations din? and iri, by subsisting in identical 
form in the verb parind, “to come here,” which is still in use, and by 
existi g also, with the same signification, in the Bicol language. The 
Tagalog yari, now oksolescent, is not found in Malay among the 
demonstratives, but it is probably the jadi of the latter, and dadi 
of the Javanese, languages, meaning “to become.” The meaning of 
the Malay 2mz is, therefore, divided into two accessory ones in Tagalog, 
namely, dini and itd; dini indicating greater proximity than it0. On 
the other hand, it may be seen that ito in Tagalog does not point 
out the far away object, as it does in Malay, but it has the meaning 
of #ni in the latter language. It is found, as already stated, in Bicol, 
however, with the same signification as in Malay. Another peculiarity — 
of Tagalog, as far as tlhe demunstrative pronouns are concerned, and 
one not to be found in Malay, nor even in English, is that of the 
division it makes of the wide range of meaning found in the Malay 
itu and in the English that, into cyan, for the reference to an object”. 
lying nearer to the person spoken to than to the speaker, and yadn 
for reference to an object far away from both interlocutors, as is 
also the case in Spanish with ese and aquel. Another difference 
worthy of notice is that of the impossibility of using the Malay 
demonstratives substantively, as can be done in Tagalog, they being, 
in this sense, replaced by the personal pronouns in Malay. It 
does not seem that the comparison of the demonstrative pronouns 
requires any further discussion, for a sufficient number of facts, it 
is believed, has been brought to light to show their accord and disa- 
aoe a the fue oy and to enable the reader to judge 
as to the degree of affinity and as to th i 
the point here at issue. 7 a ee ee ee a 
; The long struggle a language carries on before it succeeds 
In acquiring a clean separate term for the expression of the relative pronoun, 1s a well known fact, as is also known the circumlo- 
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cutory means and the other parts of speech, which, until then, it 
uses. and has recourse to for the purpose. It is not surprising, 
therefore, to find in Tagalog no specific term or particle exclusively 
set aside for the relative pronoun, nor to find the Malay yang used 
to perform, besides the function of the relative. some of those which 
are assigned to the definite and indefinite article in English, and also 
to find it associated with the personal pronouns for the expression of 
that which, what, and similar terms which in English include both the 
relative and the antecedent as well. That the Malay yang has not 
reached the full development of a relative pronoun, that it is rather the 
definite article, may be seen in the fact that it cannot be employed 
as an interrogative and in that of its being used as a translation 
of the English article. 

‘To the ends for which the comparison is here made, it would 
be sufficient to record the fact of the lack of accord of the relative 
pronoun in the two languages and then to draw conclusions: but, the 
superiority of Tagalog over Malay having often been spoken of in 
this sketch, and finding this matter of superiority intimately connected 
with the point here at issue, itis thought convenient to say something about 
a seeming deficiency in Tagalog which might lead the reader to believe 
that in tbis point the language shows itself inferior to its alleged sister one. 

It has already been mentioned how awkwardly the Malay yang 
fills the office of a relative, and it is well to say that the functions 
performed by the relatives in Malay and other languages possessing 
a word coined for. the purpose, are in Tagalog entrusted to certain 
euphonic particles called ligaments, which are intended for the 
linking in various ways of mutually related words and sentences 
to each other. The deficiency, then, which one may be inclined to 
believe as a result of the lack of a specific term, is thus palliated 
in such an efficient way as, most probably, the Malay yang could 
not effect. But this manner of expressing the relative in Tagalog is 
neither exclusive nor indispensable. The language possesses other 
means, not found in the Malay, nor, to our knowledge, in any other 

language of the Indian Archipelago, the Malagasi excepted, which 

practically dispense with the use of the above particles. The Tagalog 

verbs, it will, be seen, can assume certain forms which, associated 

with the article, may be used in the way of participial nouns, 

and include a reference both to the indirect object of the sentence, 

as the antecedent of some relative pronoun, and to the relative pronoun 

as well. It will be seen that in such expressions as ang ydinaquip, 

“the thing with which something was seized,” the sense of the words 

“with which” is included in the signification imparted by the prefix 

y; and that in ang pinaghanapan, “‘the place in which something 

was looked for:” the sense of “in which” is included in the significa- 

tion imparted by the suffix am, which, it may be said, performs the 

functions of our relative, and thus the lamguage shows, here also, its 

superiority over the Malay. ; ? 
In most European languages the interrogative, are found to 

be the same as the relative, pronouns; but as Tagalog is not provided 

with relative pronouns in tbe sense of our European languages, 

it follows that interrogatives had to be imported or manufactured at 

home. This latter the language did and accomplished in a very 

satisfactory manner. It does not appear, however, that Malay has’ 

ever used its relative as interrogative, nor that it has been very suc- 

cessful in coining terms for this kind of pronouns, as shown by the 

following table of the interrogative pronouns In the two languages; 
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TAGALOG. 
MALAY. 

mn GP ee 

jAno?, “what? ’ “which?” galin?, “which?” Apa?, “what?” siapa? 

one?” (discriminative), gsino? “who?” “who?” 

Siapa is in Malay formed as sino in Tagalog, from si, “a particle 

used prefixedly with nouns,” and apa, “what,” and thus, si tapa, 

“who?” and the Tagalog pronoun, from si, “'the article of personal 

names,” and zand?, “what”? thus, sirano--contracted gsino?, “who?” 

In the same way as sino? in Tagalog, stapa is in Malay used 

for persons, but it can also be used adjectively in the latter, as 

siapa orang itu? “what (who) person is this?! shows, while it 

cannot be so used in, Tagalog, the Malay apa, used for things, 

corresponding with the Tagalog and. In Malay, therefore, a proper 

discriminative interrogative for persons and things as the Tagalog 

alin? “which?” “which one?” is wanting, and the words nama, “name”, 

and mana, “where?” have to be resorted to for palliating this def 

ciency. It appears that the Malay interrogative pronouns are invariable 

in their reference to number, and incapable, therefore, of assuming the 

reduplicative plural form of the Tagalog ones. This, together with 

the absence of a discriminative interrogative corresponding to the English 

“which?” “which one?” and with the dependence in which they stand, 

in Malay, to other parts of speech for precise reference, place them 

below the same in Tagalog, and render their accord with the latter a 

somewhat precarious one. . 

The following is the list of those other pronouns, generally termed 

reflective, indefinite, distributive, etc., which are found in the two 

languages: 

TAGALOG. MALAY. 

Sarili, “self,” iba, “other,” anomin, Diri, sendiri, kendiri, “self,” layin, 

alinmin, sinomin, “what(so)ever,” “otber,” apabarang, barangmana, 

“which(sojever,”’ “who(so)ever,” ba- “what(so)ever,” “which(so)ever,” ba: 

lang na, “any,” bdua,t, isa, “each,” rang-stapa, “who(so)ever,' barang, 

“every.” “any, tiydp, masing-masing, sasatu, 

sasaorang “each,” “every.” 

The closest resemblance, it will be noted, in this kind. of 

pronouns, is between the reflective for “self” and the indefinite. for 

“any’ in the two languages. The Malay layin is found in Bicol with 

the same meaning ‘he Tagalog indefinite pronouns anomdan, alinman 

and sinomdn, corresponding with which there are in Malay but loose | 

round-about expressions, are formed from the interrogatives just in the 

same way as in English what it ever--anot man, etc.. Although the 

value of this kind of pronouns for comparative research is less than 

that of those of the other classes, it deserves, however, to be noticed 

that here also the aboriginal Tagalog element shows itself as predominant. 

The comparison of the pronouns is here closed and deviations 

enough, it is believed, have been noticed to show that the accord on 

this point of Tagalog and Malay is not such as to warrant their 

classification as sister languages. 

_ The point coming next, of those covered by Humboldt's in- 

quiry and one of the bases for bis theory of a common parentage 

ot all these languages, is the accord which, he claims, they all show 

in the expression of the numerals. 
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Numerals are described to be the most abstract thing of the 
human mind and one not to be affected by any other surroundings. 
Thus, it has been suggested that the systems of enumeration, in the 
languages of two different peoples, is a more solid basis of compar- 
ison of their languages 

If numerals do not vary in expression in the same degree 
with other kind of words, it is because, of all words, they are 
those which most obstinately “maintain their identity of value. 
Of course, it is a well known fact that not all of them maintain 
this unity of expression with the same obstinacy. The expression of 
the unity, for instance, varies in relation to the different kind of objects 
with which it is considered associated, while, on the other hand, 
the wide range of dispersion which the numbers “three” and “seven” 
have attained is well known. 

While admitting, generally, and for purposes of the comparison 
here made, the truth of the above statement, still we may be per- 
mitted to draw some distinction between this tenacity of numerals 
considered as words or language elements, and their tenacity con- 
sidered as ciphers, or arithmetical elements, of the people into whose 
language they have been adopted. The European system of numer- 
ation has been taken from the Arabs, but in Spanish, the European 
language which has borrowed most largely from the Arabic, the 
numbers are designated by terms derived from the Latin language. We 
may confidently assume that this would never have been the case had 
not the nation had a well developed arithmetical system into which. 
the numbers were deeply fixed and established before the infusion of 
Arabic terms. With rude nations or with those that, although 
not entirely uncivilized, have made no appreciable advance in, 
mathematical science, the contrary takes place, and we have a 
good example thereof in Tagalog and in the other tongues spoken in 
these Islands. Though the native systems of numeration and 
the names by which the numbers were known, were, we must suppose, 
strongly fixed in the people’s mind, they easily gave way to those 
in Spanish, and we find at present these native systems superseded 
by the Spanish one to such a large extent that innumerable people 
who are wholly unacquainted with the latter, make use, however, 
of the Spanish numerals in all their countings. This impairs the 
reliability of the numerals as a basis for comparing the different 
languages spoken by uncultured tribes, and the comparison in other 
respects does not show the full accord which is claimed to exist in the 
system of numeration of the Tagalog on one side, and that of the 
Malay and the other languages spoken by the Malay people, on the 
other. The numbers in Tagalog and in Malay which offer the greatest 
importance for comparison are brought side by side in the follow- 
ing table: 

ENGLISH. TAGALOG. MALAY. 

One. Isa. Sa-satu. 
Two. Dalaua. Duwa. 
Three. Tatlo. Tiga. 

Four. Apat. Ampat. 

Five. Lima Lima. 

Six. Anim. Anam. 

Seven. Pito. Tujuh 

Eight. Valo. Dalapan. a 
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ENGLISH, TAGALOG. MALAY. 

Nine. Siyam. Sambilan. 

Ten. Pouo, polo (local) Sa-puluh. 

Eleven. Labing isa. Sa-blas. 

Hundred Sang daan. Sa-ratus. 

Thousand. Sang libo. Sa-ribu. 

There exists, it may be seen, identity only in the number 

“five,” and resemblance in those of “four,” “six,” “ten” and 

“thousand.” All the others may be regarded as entirely different or 

as containing some aboriginal Tagalog element. The Malay sa, seems 

practically to be the same with the the Tagalog isd, but the fact 

should not be lost sight of, however, that the ¢ of the first syllable, 

which we have already noticed in dedo and in other words, is also 

here a Tagalog element. Isa has a substantive character, while the 

Malay sa-satu, which according to Humboldt may be a corruption 

of sabatu, is used adjectively, as its meaning “one pebble” seems 

to indicate, and may be referred to saro in Bicol. Buschmann, Hum- 

boldt's continuer, has attempted (3rd. book, page 265) to explain 

the Tagalog dalaui as a reduplication of dua or lua, saying that 

the last a seems to be “enigmatic” (rithselhaft), but, thus far, no 

one can see for what purpose such a reduplication could have been 

done, and we have good reason to regard this numeral, although ori- 

ginally derived from Sanskrit, as one containing, in its new form, 

an aboriginal Tagalog element. The Tagalog tatlo is referred by 

Humboldt to the Sanskrit tri and has, therefore, no value for the 

comparison here made with Malay. The term for “eight,” in Ta- 

galog walo, is referred to the Javanese wolu, wbile that for “nine,” 

siyam, is clearly an exclusively Tagalog one. Among the terms for 

high numbers, the Tagalog ddan, “hundred,” is not found in any 

other language of those spoken by the race, a singularity which 

has been acknowledged by Humboldt. (1) To its meaning, “way,” 

“passage,” some ethical idea, no doubt, was attached by the people, 

and Buschmann’s argument, therefore, referring it (3rd book, page 765,) 

to the word dahon, “leaf.” is without the least foundation. ‘The other 

terms for high numbers, lacsa, (10,000), and yota, (100,000); have 

been borrowed from the Sanskrit and have, therefore, no value for 

coniparative purposes. 
In the counting of those tribes that have adopted the decimal 

system of numeration, the manner in which they express the number 

“eleven and “nine” is of importance for ethnological and philological 

research. The form labing isd in Tagalog is peculiar and dissimilar 

from that used in Malay. In the latter the ending blas may be 
considered as a suffix corresponding to the English “teen.” In the 

Tagalog labing std, labi is the aiverb “more,” and the meaning comes 

to be “one more,’ “one in excess”, (than, or of “ten” understood). 

In the Malay sambilan, “nine;’ sa, the first syllable, is the term used 
for the unity, and bilan is, according to Crawfurd, the word ambel 
“to take,” the meaning, therefore, being “one taken” (from “ten 7 
understood). Thus the Malay “nine” is formed by subtraction from 
the Tagalog “eleven,” on the contrary, by addition to, “ten.” 

Humboldt (3rd. book, pages 277—278) has attempted to explain 

in the same way as the Malay sambilan the formation of the 'Taga- 

(1) Das Tag. daan sheint ein ganz anderes Wort zu sin. (31d. book, page 262,) 
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log siyam, but there is not the slightest foundation for such an 
identity of formation of the number in the two languages, and siyam, 
thus far, still remains a genuine Tagalog word. 

As a proof of the ease with which, in the counting of rude 
tribes, new systems are adopted, it may be mentioned that, in 
Father Francisco de San Jose's time (about the middle part of the 
17th century), the forms may catléng isa for “21,” may caliming 
isa for “41,” etc. were still in use. The same was the case still later, 
in Fr. Gaspar de San Agustins time, (1703) while some other 
methods were also used, showing a lack of fixedness which made 
him exclaim: “But Tagals are, in the manner of counting, fickle 
and poor arithmeticians.” (1) These forms cannot well be identified 
with the special Malay one salikur and sanbilang-likur, “21” and 
“29,' for the latter is in Malay applied only to the numbers between 
20 and 30, nor with the other tangah-tiga puloh, “25,' for, the con- 
struction and meaning are different in the two languages, that of the 
Tagalog being “there is one for three, for five score etc.,” and that 

: of Malay, “half of three score.” The form cagsaré, for “Il, is still 
used in the Bicol. 

Although the above noted discrepancies may appear sufficient 
to sbow that the accord which exists in the Tagalog and Malay. 
numerals is not of such a kind as to support the theory of their 
common parentage, it still remains to he noted that, to all ap 
pearance, the adoption of that part of this system of numeration 
which we may regard as having been taken from the Malay, super- 
seded a native one. In Noceda's Dictionary, on treating of the 
word Isain, the following passage is found: “Their ancient manner of 
counting was thus: Isai, “one,” Duuain, “two,” Mampat, “three,” 
Agyo, “four,” Tondong, “five,” Cala, “six,” Manapit, “seven,” Saga, 
“eight,” Bulair, “nine,” Toro, “ten.” (2) Also is found in the same 
dictionary (page 25) the expression sang bahala, for “100.000,000,” 
which is perhaps the same as the Javanese sa-bara. 

The differences found in the form of expression of the car: 
dinals in the two languages are, of course, also found in the other 
numerals. In the forming of the ordinals, it is to be noted that here 
also, the prefix i--y, found in icdo, isd, etc., is prefixed in Tagalog 
to the Malay ka, and that, therefore, the Malay kalima, “fifth,” for 

instance, despite its similarity of form, is very different from the 

Tagalog ycalimad. The term for “first,” in Malay pdrtama, is taken 

from Sanskrit, while the Tagalog und is a native word. 
It does not appear, then, from a comparison of the numerals 

in Tagalog and in Malay, that there exists any solid ground for 

believing them to be one and the same language, or languages having 

sprung directly from the same trunk. bg ; ; : 

The next point, covered by Humboldt's inquiry, on which he 

bases his theory of an immediate derivation of all these languages from 

one and the same ‘parent stock, is the alleged accord in the word- 

building of them all. In speaking of the grammatical forms we have 

already mentioned (see page XL) the possibility of coming across 

apparently identical forms in two different languages and the risk 

(1) Pero los Tagalos en el contar, son varios y malos aritméticos. (Gram- 

mar, chapter VI, parag 2.) on, tees . 

(2) Antiguamente contaban asi. Isain, uno. Duain, dos. Mampat, tres. 

Agyo, cuatro. Tondong, cinco. Cala, seis. Manapit, siete, Saga, ocho. Bulair, 

nueve. Toro, diez. (Dictionary, page 169). 2 
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which the searcher is liable to incur of erroneously classifying them 

as sisters to each other. 

The first item mentioned by Humboldt (3rd: book, page 280) 

of accord in the word-building of the two languages, is that of 

the formation of abstract nouns from verbal or adjectival roots. 

Tt is a fact that both Malay and Tagalog make use of the prefix, 

Mal. ka--Tag. ca, and the suffix, Mal. an=Tag. an-han, for the purpose. 

This accord may be seen, for instance, in the Malay ka-mati an, and the 

Tagalog ca-matay-an, ‘“‘death;’ from, respectively, mati and matdy, “to 

die.” but we do not find mentioned by Humboldt the fact that: this 

manner of forming abstracts is not exclusive in. Tagalog, and that, 

coupled thereto, the language has also the form with the verbal prefix 

pagca, thus, pagcamatay=camatayan, “death.” In the comparison of the 

two languages and in connection with the attempt here made at sepir- 

ating from all foreign elements in Tagalog, that other element which is 

regarded as aboriginal, reference has often been made to the language 

having sometimes adopted the Malay term and. rejected the Malay 

formation, and sometimes, on the contrary, of adopting the Malay word- 

building method and rejecting the native term, etc. Here, it seems, while 

the language adopted the Malay method, it, however, preserved at 

the same time its own. Nor can the Malay suffix an, when used 

without the prefix ka, be identified with the same in Tagalog. In 

Malay it forms nouns expressive of the action, in Tagalog nouns 

expressive of the place or instrument for the action, of the verb. 

This may be seen in the Malay minuman, “what is drunk,” “the 

kind of drink.” and the Tagalog inuman, “the drinking vessel.” 

It is to be regretted that Humboldt did not mention other 

noun-building processes of Tagalog which are not found in Malay and 

cannot be fully described in a sketch of this kind. The reader is 

referred to the proper chapters in the Grammar for further acquain- 
tance with this subject, as only the brief notice. of some which is found 
in the following table, can be given here. 

Part. Root. Signification. Compound. Signification 

‘Ca. Sama. Accompanying. Casama. Companion. 
ay Hapon. Afternoon. Cahapon. Yesterday. 
Ki Potol. To break. Capotol Bit. 

In.. Sulid. To spin. Sinulid. Thread. 
Na Ama. Father. Inaama. Godfather. 
Mag. Ama. Father. Magama. Father and child 
KO Nacao. Stealing. Magnanacao. ‘Thief. 
Man. Sulat. Writing. Manunulat. Writer. 
Mapag. Biro. Jest. Magpabiro. Jester. 
Pan. Tali. Tying. Pantali. Tying rope. 

The adjective building Tagalog prefix ma is not found used 
for this purpose in any other language of the Malay people, the 
Malagasi excepted. In Malay, adjectives, except those formed with 
the verbal prefix ber and a noun, as ber-bud:, “wise,” from budi, 
“wisdom,” are distinguishable from the nouns only by their position. 
Thus, putih ,kayin means: “the whiteness of cloth,” and kayin putih, 
“white cloth,” while in Tagalog the expressions are, respectively, ang 
caputian nang cayo, and ang cayong maputi, a fact which shows the 
Tagalog construction as being that of a language which has attained 
a greater development than that of Malay. : 

N 
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Neither in Malay ror in any other language of those spoken 
by the race, nay, perhaps not even in any other spoken in. the 
world at large, is there anything identical with the Tagalog verb, a 
near approach to which is found only in that of the languages of 
Madagascar. “The review which is intended to give to this part of 
speech in the present outlook will be found further on in the chapter 
devoted to word-declension, and in the comparison of same with that 
of the Javanese language, the verb-building processes in the two lan- 
guages being here only considered. 

It will be found that in both Malay and Tagalog the verb 
in the infinitive, or rather in the second. person of the imperative, 
may be a radical or a compound word, and that radical verbs are 
fewer in comparison with those formed from other parts of speech 
by the application of particles. 

As far as comparison can be made here, some hint of the 
verb-building processess in the two languages is given in the 
following table: 

TAGALOG. . MALAY. 

Root Soay, “dispute.” Root Bantah, “dispute.” 

Part. Verb. | Kind. |Signification.| Part. Verb, Kind. | Signification. — 
To be en- 3 

F Ber-ban- To be in 
Ma- Ma-soay. |Intrans. nt Ber= tali Neut. dispute. 

-Um- |S-um-oay.[Of act. |To dispute|Mem- pig :ban- | Of act. To dispute. 

» >, both .|Mem-ban- To contra- 
Mag- Mag-soay.|Trans. parties, Mem-i. tabi, Trans ict oa 

Magpa- To cause|Mem—|Mem-ban- o dispute 
Magpa- ee wats: dispute. | kan tah-kan. Cals. over. 

To dispute|M e m--|Mem-ban- To dispute 
Man=—  (|Man-oay |Freq. | frequent-| and re-| tah-ban- | Freq. Frequently 

ly. dup. | tah. | 
Mem— \ 

M To disputelin the 
Mag-an. a8 -80-IReflect.| with each|second|Bantah- 

ayan! other. |me m -| memban- 
h : To be con-|ber and| tah. To disput 

min. Baha Pass. |tradicted. re d of aaa Ib HIPON 

Pag-in Naga Do (int.)|Do, intens.|7:. 01 [Ber ban. other. 

Kat To contra-or, Jer-| tah-ban 

Y- Y-soay. '|dict be-|red. of| tahan. | 
: Pass. | cause of. |the rad.| 

“o pacha To b - -| Loe. |To contra-}7-_ |Di-ban- o be con- 

Pag-an. a 7 baa. dict at. Di tah. | Pass. tradicted. 

This is what is required in order to show the verb-building process- 

es in the two languages; but the verb in Tagalog may adjoin other 

particles and assume other significations, and has, besides, a much more 

complex conjugative mechanism which there 1s no room in a sketch of 

this kind to describe, so the reader is, in this connection, referred 

to the extensive view of the subject which is given in the Grammar, 
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To the ends for which the comparison is here made, it may suffice 
to say that the accord in the verb-building processes of Tagalog 
and Malay lies only in both languages generally requiring the asso- 
ciation ot certain particles to develope the verbal power from the root. 
The particles employed for the purpose and the sense which they 
impart to the action of the verb are generally different in the two languages. 
The Malay verbal particle mem, with its various forms me, meng, men, 
and meny, which seems to be somewhat similar in structure to the Ta- 
galog mag, is used in Malay to form verbs of action, while the form- 
ation of this kind of verbs is generally intrusted in Tagalog to the 
particle um. The particle of intransitive verbs is in Malay ber, and in 
Tagalog ma, also all other particles and senses imparted, as the table 
shows, differ in the two languages. The dissimilarity appears to be 
greater in the particles used in each language for the passive voice. 
The Malay passive particle is di, sometimes ber and ter, and is 
always a prefix, the Tagalog particle is in, either prefixed, infixed or 
suffixed, alone or associated with other particles. The suffix 7, it will 
be seen, is in Malay used to form transitive verbs; while i=y is in 
Tagalog a prefix forming a special kind of passive and imparting 
senses very different from the one it imparts in Malay. It will be 
an error to identify the Malay suffix kan with the Tagalog an. Kan 
s used in Malay to form causative verbs; an, in Tagalog, to form a 
special kind of passive. This aside from the fact that there is some reason 
to believe that kan is the Malay preposition akan suffixed to the verb, 
while an in Tagalog cannot be traced to any such origin. 

In Malay the use of the various inseparable particles is mostly 
confined to the written language. They are but rarely used in speech, 
and there is greater reason for believing that the simple radical was 
once found sufficient for all ideas of a rude people, than for believing 
with Humboldt that these particles have been originally more nu: 
merous and became later, either conglomerated with the root, or replaced 
by other separate forms of expression. 

The comparison of the word-building methods in Malay and 
Tagalog might be carried further to the other parts of speech, but 
no other points are covered by the review which Humboldt gives to 
the subject in the third book, pages 279282. Thus far, the accord 
which is claimed to exist on this point between Malay and Tagalog 
does not seem to be such as to warrant their classification as lan- 
guages derived immediately from one and the same parent stock. 

Less than the space of one page is devoted by Humboldt to 
show the accord of these languages in word-declension, the fourth 
and last basis for his theory. He commences by saying: (3rd. book, 
page 282). “Also the comparison of the scanty word-declension 
found in these languages shows by remarkable accord their close 
parentage, and especially that of Malay with all the other remaining 
languages.” (1) This is the point in which, most probably, Tagalog 
students can hardly concur with the great philologist. Our own opin- 
lon 1s to the effect that, had not Tagalog shown any other deviations 
from Malay than that which is found to exist in the word-declen- 
sion of the two languages, still it would be entitled to be classified 
as a distinct language and one of a distinct parentage from Malay. 

Word-declension’ or “word inflexion ’ (Wortbeugung), as under 

(1) Auch die Vergleichung der wenigen Wortbeugun welche diese Sprachen besitzen, zeigt durch auffallende Uebereinstimmungen ihre ah ' R : namentlich die der Mal, mit den iibrigen, : ROVER AN 
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stood by Humboldt, cannot be properly said to exist in any of the languages spoken by the Malay race, but least of all can this be said of the present Malay language The only thing found in Malay which may be termed, with some degree of propriety, inflexion or declension, is found in the contracted possessive case, and in the simple plural, forms of the personal pronouns; in the occasional re- duplicative plural with nouns, and in the verbal forms, that is to say, in the enlarged form which a root assumes by adjoining a particle which gives it a verbal signification. The interrogative kah, which is frequently used suffixed to the verb, has no definite verbal 
character, for it is used also in connection with all other classes of words. 
As to the personal pronouns, it has already been said that kw and 
mu, although generally affixed to nouns and verbs for the possessive 
case, are also used as nominative forms, or rather as forms for 
every case with or without a preposition preceding, and that the 
plurals kita, kami, kamu are also used for the singular. In fact, for the plural in Malay, the same forms of submission which were given 
as singulars in the table are used with segala, “all;’ or some other 
word indicating plurality, added. As to the reduplicative plural form 
with nouns, it is found that it is only occasionally used, and that 
the use of any of the adjectives bunak, sakalian, “many,” “all,” ete. 
or of a numeral, is more frequently resoried to. As to the verbal 
forms, it has just been said that their use is almost entirely confined 
to the written language, and that they seem to be a late acquisition, 
not the relics of a former stage of development in the language. 
Generally speaking, therefore, it may be said that there exists no 
declension or inflexion at all in Malay. I 

If there is a language, among those spoken by the Malay 
people, of which it can be said with any degree of propriety to be 
inflective, such a language is the Tagalog. It is quite certain that 

none of the others went so far in the way of acquiring a definite 
inflexional character, and Humboldt himself seems to acknowledge this 
fact in the statement he makes and which is given in this outline. 
(pages XX-XXI, and foot-note 1) 

Tagalog has an article of common and proper nouns of things 
with declension in the singular, and another of personal nouns 
with declension, both in the singular and in the plural. Nothing of 
the kind is found in Malay. All the pronouns are inflected and 
have case forms, the demonstratives for the singular, all others for the 
singular and the plural, personal pronouns having, besides, two forms 
in the possessive case. Superlatives of a certain kind and diminu- 
tives, the latter especially, are formed from the root by reduplication 
and affixation, that is to say, by an internal modification of the 
word which, if not properly inflexion, is, however, the first step taken. 
in the direction of acquiring one. There is no inflexion for gender, 
it is true, but the attempt made by the language at providing itself 
with gender forms may be seen in the use to which the endings ay 
and oy, when tagalizing proper nouns of persons, are put, after the 
terms having been: made adaptable to the phonetic character of the 
language by certain other changes in their structure, ay being applied 
to the name of the female, oy to that of the ‘male, person. 

In his review of the Tagalog ke Humboldt cae kak book, 
349, parag. 42). “No Tagalog verb contains in itself any indication 

at pena? (1) are degree of truth which may be attached to the. 

(1) Kein Tag. Verbim enthalt die Ardeutung der Personen in sich, 
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preceding statement depends largely on what. ideas one entertains 

about inflexion, and on what construction one places on the writer's. 

words “in itself.”  Humboldt, surely, never pretended that whatever 

is found of inflexion in Tagalog should have attained the degree of 

development which it attained in Latin, for instance, nor could he pre end 

either that the Spanish friars of the sixteenth century should have 

the same philological knowledge and the same ideas about inflexion. 

as he had in the nineteenth. It is a fact that they were not wholly 

successful in the adaptation of the Spanish alphabet to Tagalog, nor 

in the manner in which they attempted to express by the accent 

linguistic peculiarities which would have been better expressed by other 

orthographical signs. The facts are: that the second person pronoun in 

the singular has in Tagalog two forms, “cdo ani ca, the former being 

used alone or before, and the latter being used after, the verb: that 

in tbe possessive case this and all other pronouns have two forms, 

one prepositive and the other postpositive. Now, if it is considered 

that the forms of the possessive case are those by which the agent of. 

the action expressed by the verb in the passive voice is indicated, 

that ca, the postpositive form of the second person pronoun singular. 

in the nominative, and the postpositive forms of the possessive case 

of the same and the other pronouns are generally monosyllabic, and, 

therefore, shorter than the prepositive ones; one cannot refrain from 

asking: For what purpose these double, monosyllabic, postpositive forms 

but for that of being suffixed to the verb? And what else was required 

but that the first Spanish friars should have written, for instance, 

naparitoca, instead of naparitd ca, “thou camest here,” (pa)patayinco,. 

instead of (pa)patayin co, “I will kill it,” ibigaymo, instead of ibigdy- 

mo, “give it” etc, to have, here also, what is generally called inflexion 

in other languages? In fact, this has been done by them to some 

extent in the writing of the Ibanag and the Pangasinan, and was 
also dene in Malay with ku, mu, tia, by those who later transliterated 

the language into the Roman character. That the presence of these 

shorter forms could have no other purpose but that of affixation, the 
language shows clearly in the fact that it leaves the postpositive 
construction without any ligament or tying particle of those it requires 
in the case of any other two words mutually related and following each 
other. Thus, in the case of a prenositive construction of the examples given 
above, it could not be said: icdo naparitd, but redo ay naparito; aquin 
(pa)patayin, but aquing (pa)patayin; iyd ybigdy, but iyong ybigdy. In 
the active voice it is found also that the postpositive construction is 
the one more generally used. That Humboldt himself has somewhat 
taken the same view with regard to the suffixing nature of these 
postpositive forms of the possessive case of the personal pronouns, the 
following passage seems to indicate. (2nd book, page 124). “The Tagalog 
annexes io the passive form, in cases when the agent is expressed by 
a pronoun, the same always in the genitive, and where this genitive 
becomes a contracted suffix, in this form. One is thereby compelled to 
consider the passive form as a substantive connected with the suffix of 
the possessive pronoun.” etc. (1) He acknowledges (3rd book, page 373) 
that the man conjugation is founded chiefly on phonetic changes. (2). 

; (1) Die Tagalische fiigt der Passivform, wenn die handelnde Person durch . 
ein Pronomen susgedriickt wird, dasselbe immer im Genitiv, und wo dieser Genitiv ' 
zum clase er suba wird, in dieser Gestalt an. Man wird also dadurch gezwun- 
gen, die Passivform als ein mit Suffix des Besit ails Ha zpronomens verbundenes Subst. 

(2) Die eigenthiimlichkeit der 3. Conjug. (man) beruht grosstenthei _ 3 ; eils auf 
der mit ihr verbundenen Bucbstabenyergaderung, und ist cooler phonetigh. 
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Humboldt refuses in another part of his work (3rd book, page 
346) to regard these postpositive forms as suffixes; because, he says, 
“In the case of a genuine suffix, the accent changes. from a radical 
paroxytone to an oxytone compound,” thus giving to understand that 
no such change takes place in Tagalog. In this he is somewhat 
mistaken, for there exists the oxytoning of the compound with many 
imperatives. 

Proceeding with the review of the Tagalog verb, he immedi- 
ately says: (3rd book, page 349, parag. 43). “Neither is the number 
connected with the person indicated in any other way.” (1) Still this 
is true only with certain conditions. We have seen in the preceding 
paragraph that by affixation of the postpositive forms of the personal. 
pronouns it would be possible to give a certain kind of person and 
number inflexion to the Tagalog verb in the passive voice. This, 
however, could not well be done in the active voice, for here the 
nominative is the case required, and as a double nominative form is found 
to exist only in the second person pronoun singular, the use of the personal 

- pronoun with all the others may, therefore, appear indispensable for 
the expression of number. The language, however, which frequently 
leaves the subject understood, has also in this point taken a first step 
to, the acquisition to a definite verbal number form. Among the 
numerous verbal particles there is one, magsi, that, it will be seen, has no 
other province than that of expressing multitude of subjects and is not 
used in the passive, and that the particle mag denotes, too, sometimes, 
the plural, and sometimes, the dual number. Most frequently, however, 
nga, the pluralizing particle manga in disguise, is introduced to denote 
plurality, so that, for instance, nagadral will denote that somebody or 
some people is or are studying; but nangagadral will denote that it is 

neither I, nor thou, nor he, but that it is we, or ye, or they that are 

studying, without the use of a plural noun or pronoun being required. 

The above particles refer to the subject, but the language has, besides, 
a verbal particle, magca, to denote the multitude or plurality in the 

object. Thus, the expression may itang ang alila co, will simply 

indicate that “my servant owes some money,” but nagcacatitang ang 

alila co will indicate that he “has many money debts, that he is 

deeply in debt.” Speaking of the Tagalog verb, Humboldt admits in 

another place (3rd book, page 395) that number is sometimes denoted 

by the conjugation or by the verbal particle. (2) 

Whatever may be said in this respect of Tagalog applies with © 

equal force to the other languages of the Philippines whose unity 

and common parentage have been called in question only by Craw- 

furd. We find that the Bisayan, or rather the Panayano, has 

gone further in the differentiation of number with the verb, for in 

the passive, we find, for: instance, that guimbihat co, means: “it was 

made by me,” and guimpamihat namon, “it was made by us.” As 

an attempt to tense differentiation in the same tongue, by rejecting the. 

reduplicative process, the forms nagabihat- nagbubuhat, “I work,” ‘ma- 

gabihat---magabubihat--magbubihat, “I shall work’ may be mentioned. 

But where the wide stride made by Tagalog in the way of 

acquiring a definite inflexional conjugation is shown, 1s in the peculiar 

forms the verb assumes for the expression of voice and tense. 

(1) Ebensowening wird der mit der Person verbundene Numerus auf andere 

Weise angedeutet. 
(2) Er. wird im flectirten Verbum durch das Pronomen angedeutet. Bigbeilen-- 

aber wird er auch durch die conjugationsform angegeben. 
8 
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This inflexional conjugation, or rather tendency to acquire inflexion, 
is understood to be the attempt a language makes at providing itself 
with new or more precise grammatical forms by soldering ready-made 
stems with meaningless particles, or with sounds, into one compound, 
and then, at having the latter altered by enlarging or otherwise 
changing its internal structure, in order to add some accessory or at 
modified signification to the radical idea. Whether the alteration takes 
place at the beginning, at the middle, or at the end, or whether at two or 
at all these points at the same time; that is to say, whether prefixes, 
infixes, or suffixes, one or two at the same time, are used for the 
purpose, the attempt is not impaired; nor even when there is found in 
the language a separately coined word for whe expression of the same 
accessory or modified idea which the internal modification has added 
to the compound. 

Tagalog, in this respect, far surpasses any other language of 
those spoken by the race, and in some of its complex grammatical 
forms, perhaps even the Sanskrit itself, it being a matter of doubt whether 
the language should rot be classified as belonging to the Sanskrit family. 

To show how the language proceeds in pressing a number of 
accessory ideas into one grammatical form, the demonstrative ito, 
has here been selected for the purpose. Ito at once suggests a primi- 
tive form, to, no longer found in the language, combined with the 
actual prefix y=1. 

We have therefore: 

RADICAL. 

Ito. 

Diversification of the radical signification. 

Nominal and adjectival. Verbal and adverbial. 
Ito, “this.” D-ito, “here.” 

Primary verbal compound. 

Pa-r-ito. 
“to come here.” 

Pa-r-ito-hin. Y-(ca)-pa-r-ito.. - Pa-r-ito-han. 
“To be ordered to place “To come here on ac- “To come here to pay 

oneself here.” count of.” a visit to.” 

Secondary verbal derivative. 

Mag-pa-r-ito. 
“To order to come here.” 

- Pag-pa-r-ito-hin. I-(ca)—pag—pa—r—ito. Pag—pa—r—ito—han. 
“To be ordered tocome “To order to come here “To order to come here 

here.’ for the sake of.” to pay a visit to.” 

Potentialization of the secondary verbal derivative. 

Maca—pag—pa—r—ito. 
“To be able to order to come here.” 

Maca—d—um—it6 =maca—r—ito. Maca—pa—r—ito. 
“To be able to place gneself here.” “To be able to come here.” 
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Maca—pag—pa—d—um—ito. 
“To be able to order to place one- 

self here.” 
Na-d-um-ito. 

“To have been able to place oneself 
here.” 

Na--pag-pa-d-um-ito. 
“To have been able to order to place 

oneself here.” 
Na-y-pag-d-ito. 

“To have been able to be placed 
here.” 

Na-y-pag-pa-d-ito. 
“To have been able to order to be 

placed here.” 

LIX. 

Maca--pag-pa-r-ito. 
“To be able to order to come here.” 

Na—pa—r—ito—hin. 
“To be able to be ordered to place 

oneself here.” 
Na—pa—r—ito—han. 

“To be able to come here to pay 
a visit to.” 

Na—pag—pa—r—ito—hin. 
“To be able to be ordered to come 

here.” 
Na-y-ca-pag-pa-r-ito. 

“To be able to order to come here 
for the sake of.” 

Na—pag—pa—r—ito—han. 
“To be able to order to come here to pay a visit to.” 

. These are only the forms corresponding with the English in 
finitive, and they. must still undergo other changes for the expression 
of tense. Thus, we have: 

Y-qu-in-a-pa-pa-r-ibo. ; 
“To come here for the sake of.” (present ) 

Y—ca—pa—pa—r—itd. 
The same as above. (future). 

Na—pag—pa—pa—r—ito—han. 
“To be able to come here to pay a visit to.” (present.) 

None of these particles is found to exist, either as a sub- 
stantive word or as a directive in the language, nor can they be 
separated from the verb as is the case with the separable particles 
in German. They have the same properties the zero has in our 
system of numeration, are without significance if alone, and highly 
significant if combined with the radical. 

Those passive forms of the Tagalog verb which are formed 
with the particles in--hin and an--han are, in the infinitive, impera- 
tive and future, inflective in nearly the same sense this can be 
said of Latin. Thus, Lat. am-or--Tag. sinta—hin, sinta-han, Lat. am- 
abor--Tag. sisinta hin, sisinta-han, etc. The other tense forms consist 
in phonetic change and in reduplication, that is to say, in certain 
internal modifications in the structure of the radical or the compound, 
'and thus the process is one which approaches nearest to the inflective 
as it is understood of the Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin languages. It 
is mainly this that renders Tagalog quite a different language from 
all others with which it was intended to classify it as being allied or 
sister thereto. None of the others spoken by the race uses this process, 
and outside the race, it is found that those having in their conjugative 
mechanism reduplication, use it for the past tense. Only Tagalog uses 
reduplication for the present and the future tenses, and in this it shows 
itself more logical then the others; for if with reduplication continuance 
or further development of the action is indicated, these ideas agree 
more with the present and with the future, than with the past, 
tense. Humboldt acknowledges this singularity of Tagalog in various 
places of his work. Speaking of verb tense-forms, he says: (2nd 
book, page 153). “The Tagalog is in this the most regular; it is 

the only .one. which uses the reduplication of syllables for the ex- 
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pression of tense.” (1) In another place, (2nd book, page 79) he 
says: “In Tagalog the expression of tense by a change of letters 
and by reduplication forms in this point an exception.” .(2). It 
seems, therefore, that some inconsistency exists between his views of 
the matter as contained in the preceding remarks and what is found 
further on, when, speaking of the Tagalog language, he says: (3rd, 
book, page 316). ‘In the grammatical form and at the first glance, 
it seems as if the dissimilarity (of Tagalog) from the other languages 
were exceedingly great. In the essentials of it, however, one soon. 
discovers that the accord here is one even more remarkable. The 
common characteristic of the word not altering for declension or 
conjugation, and that of the expression by particles of the adjoined 
modifications are here the same, and such is also the case 
with the soldering of these particles at the beginning of the 
word.” (3) And again (pages 288289). “It (Tagalog) possesses long 
and ingeniously elaborate forms, and has a grammar complex and 
difficult of reviewing. But upon closer examination, is found, here 
also, the same system of the Polynesian language; looseness of iuflexion 
and expressiou of the grammatical relation by separate particles.” (4) 
Now, these views of the great philologist are somewhat difficult to 
understand. That there are case forms in the two articles, and in the 
personal, demonstrative and interrogative pronouns, that all of them, 
except the article of common nouns and the demonstrative pronouns, 
have also plural forms, that the passive voice, in many cases, is 
expressed by a particle adhering to the end and not to the begin- 
ning of the root, has been shown, it is believed, in this and former 
chapters of this outlook. Humboldt, it seems, could not well under- 
stand the nature of these particles, nor accurately appreciate 
their importance and office in the language. For him this particle 
word-building system lies at the basis of all these languages and is 
the form which they all have originally assumed, the particles having 
been later worn away and replaced by other separate forms of ex: 
pression. His theory in this point is, that Tagalog has more than 
any other preserved the form of the parent language, and that 
these particles, therefore, are liable to be discarded in a more 
advanced stage of development. With all due regard for an 
opinion coming from such a high authority, we beg to say that 
facts seem to point out a different course. The decay which we 
appreciate in Tagalog is largely due to its comparatively present 
particle impoverishment. It is a fact that these particles are less 
numerous in‘ other Philippine tongues which are known to be in a 
stage of development less advanced than Tagalog. [Every particle 
going out of use is a net loss to the language. “That this is the 

_ , (1) Am regelmassigsten ist auch hierin die Tag. Sprache; sie ist die 
einzige, welche die Sylbenverdopplung zur Tempusandeutung gebraucht. 

(2) Im Tag. macht die Bezeichnung der Tempora durch Buchstabenverin- 
derung und Reduplication hiervon eine Ausnahme. , (3) In der grammatischen Form scheint zwar auf den ersten Anblick der 
Unterschied gegen jene iiberaus gross, im Wesentlichen mimmt man aber bald 
die, noch merkwiirdigere Uebereinstimmung wahr. Der allgemeine Charakter, 
dass das Wort sich nicht verindert, um declinirt oder conjugirt zu ‘werden, und 
dass die ihm beigegebenen Modificationen durch Partikeln ausgedrtickt siad, ist 
auch hier der nAmliche, und ebenso die Anheftung dieser Partikeln an den 
Anfang des Worts. 

(4) Sie besitzt lange und ktinstlich gebildete Formen, und hat eine schwer 
zu tibersehende, verwickelte Grammatik. Allein genauer untersucht, findet sich dasselbe System der Polyn. Sprache wieder, Flexionslbsigkeit in Declination und Andeutung der grammatischen Verhiltnisse durch abgesonderte Partikeln. 
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Case, the particles taga and para which we must suppose once existed 
in the language, since they are still found in other Philippine ton- 
gues, will show. Taga is in Bicol the particle forming verbs denoting 
the occasional, para, the frequentative, performance of an action. It 
is possible, therefore, to say in Bicol: 

2 1 2 3 2 1 2 3 
i esa aco. nagpa(para)strat aco 

3 2 1 
“I write occasionally.” “I (am) (constantly) (writing).” 

And it will be equally possible to say the same by means of adverbs 
as in English, 

1 2 3 1 2 3 
nagsusitrat a (cun boot cun minsin)  nagsusitrat acd guiraray 

3 2 
“I write occasionally.” “I am constantly writing.” 

While in Tagalog it could only be said: 
1 2 3 1 2 3 

bihirang sungmustilat aco parating sungmusilat ac 
bt 2 3 2 an 2 

“T seldom write.” “I am constantly writing.” 

and we cannot conceive of Tagalog being more developed, in this 
point, than Bicol, because it possesses but one of the two different 
forms found in the latter for the expression of the same idea. We are 
aware, however, of a theory in language science to the effect that gram- 
matical forms are more numerous and synthetic in proportion as we ap- 
proach the origin of the language, and that these, later, are resolved into 
briefer and more analytic forms and expressions; but we contend that the 
theory is not applicable to Tagalog, for, here there are found both 
the one and the other form. Thus, the apparently cumbrous form 

1 2 3 : 
(maca) (pagpa) (rito) of the foregoing examples (see page LIX) 
can be resolved into the simpler and more analytic one, similar to 

1 2 3 1 
the same in the English language; mangyari magotos parito, “(to be able) 

2 3 
(to order) (to come here:)' and equally so for the others there given 
and all similar compounds. We find something of this kind in the 
English language, when we say, for instance, “to overdo” instead of 
“to do too much,” and we cannot see why the language should be 
more developed if it possessed only one of the two forms. 

As to Humboldt’s theory of the word in Tagalog undergoing no 
change for conjugation, a characteristic, according to him, which renders 

its origin and parentage to be the same as that of Malay and the other 
languages spoken by the race; in so far as the Tagalog tense-forms are 

concerned, and in regard to-the influence which this may have for pur- 
poses of language differentiation, we believe that the fact of saying in: 

Tagalog. Malay. 

magsusilat aco aku @ndak surat 
for 

“T shall write,” 

cuts as wide a difference in the degree of relationship of the two langua- 

ges, with regard to the supposed parent language, as the fact of saying in: 
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Spanish. English. 

Yo escribire I shall write 

Italian. German. 

Io scriveré Ich verde schreiben 

cuts between Spanish and Italian on one side, and English and 
German on the other, with regard te the Latin scribam. 

The comparison of Tagalog with the Javanese is now taken 

up; but in order to avoid the unnecessary length which a direct 

comparison as that made with Malay would require, and in view of 

the fact of frequent identity or close analogy of the Malay and the 

Javanese, it is thought convenient to use occasionally the comparison 

of these two languages as a point of reference for the comparison 

with Tagalog. On points, therefore, where identity or resemblance is 

said to exist of the Malay and the Javanese, the reader should under- 

‘stand that the same differences which have been noticed between 

Malay and Tagalog, exist, too, between the latter and the Javanese. 

Beginning with the alphabet, we find that the vowel system 
is essentially the same in both languages. As in Tagalog, so in Java- 
nese the sound of é (taling) and 4, those of o and w, are frequently 
interchanged or confounded with each other. The peculiarity most 
deserving to be noticed of the Javanese vowel-combining system and 
one in which it shows the widest deviation from Tagalog, is the 
absence of the diphtongs ay and aw, which are of so frequent occur. 
rence in the latter. 

It is far beyond the scope of the present sketch to go into 
the intricacies of the Javanese alphabet. It is only to be noted that 
its present complex and highly elaborate arrangement in which, although 
not disposed in the metrical order of the Dewanagri, still the in- 
fluence of Sanskrit is manifest, seems to be the .continuation or per- 
fection of an ancient simpler writing character, in which, probably, 
not only the Javanese, but also the Malay were written. This ancient 
Javanese alphabet, there is some reason to believe, was the same as, 
or very similar to, the ancient Tagalog one. If the fact of all 
‘syllables in Javanese beginning with a consonant, and the one of 
syllables in Tagalog frequently beginning with a vowel or being 
otherwise complex, are taken into account, the lack of something as 
the virama in the Tagalog alphabet and its inadequateness for express- 
ing the sounds of the language, suggests the belief that this ancient 
alphabet could have been invented for the Javanese language only. 

The same general accord which is found to exist in the 
vowel, exists also in the consonant, systems of the two languages. 
The presence of the consonants ch, 7 and #, and the absence of the 
strong aspirate h, which in Javanese may be said to be a mere sign 
for the eye, render the differences with Tagalog the same as have 
been appreciated of the latter with Malay. As noticed by Crawfurd 
(Dissertation, page xix) the phonetic character of the Javanese, | 
although it much resembles that of the Malay, still shows some con- 
siderable differences. The pronunciation of the Javanese is less soft 
than that of the Malay and, therefore, comes nearer to that of 
Tagalog. Another difference affecting the pronunciation is the greater" 
recurrence of nasal sounds and of the sound #, and the more frequent 
coalescence of | and r with the other consonants and a vowel in the 
syllable. It has already been noticed (see page XLI) that Crawfurd could 
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count in the Malay dictionary only 15 words beginning with ng; but he himself has counted no less than 590 words beginning with this nasal in Javanese, and in this, therefore, the latter shows greater analogy to Tagalog. The fact that the fusion of two a's into one is frequently 
found in Javanese, while it is seldom, if ever, found in Tagalog, is to be reckoned as a difference in the two languages. 

The greater accord existing in certain points of the phonetic 
character of Javanese and Tagalog over the same of the latter and the Malay is, it may be seen, counteracted in other points so that, 
in the main, the amount of difference comes to be the same or nearly 
the same as that appreciated of these latter two languages. So far 
as the phonetic character is concerned, the same inference must, 
therefore, be drawn, there seems to exist no real ground for the 
belief that Tagalog and Javanese are languages sprung directly from 
the same trunk. 

As to the pronouns, it is found that there are in Javanese not 
fewer than 20 forms for the pronoun of the first, and 12 for that 
of the second, person, owing to the fact that there are forms which 

_belong to the popular, and to the ceremonial, language, while others 
have been taken from the Kawi or recondite language of the Island: 
but of all these, however, the only forms common to Javanese and 
Malay are: aku, ku and mu. Considering the numerous forms for the 
pronoun of the first and of the second person, it is remarkable that 
the Javanese has no proper form to express that of the third person, 
for dewe in the popular, and piyambak in the ceremonial, language 
mean strictly “self.” The forms of submission, here too, serve for the 
plural as in Malay. Thus, kawula, abbreviated kula, for example, 
means “slave or servant” as well as “I and “we.” 

The differences having been noted which exist between the 
Malay and the Tagalog personal pronouns in the chapter devoted to 
the comparison of these two languages, no further data are here 
required to be adduced in evidence for showing that the accord 
found to exist between the Javanese and Tagalog personal pronouns 
is even poorer than that found to exist in those of the latter and 
of Malay language. Ra a tan 

In the same way as in Malay, possession in Javanese is indi- 
cated by putting the pronoun representing the possessor after the 
noun of the thing possessed. However, in the expression of the 
possessive case with nouns, and coexistent with the Malay method, is 
found the more advanced process of putting the particle ing between 
the noun of the object of possession and that of the possessor, as 
in Tagalog. 
a “The. somewhat more substantial accord which was said to exist 
(see page XLVI) in the demonstrative, over the personal, pronouns 
in Malay and in Tagalog is found to be even greater in those of 
the Tagalog and the Javanese; for in the latter is found a charac- 
teristic ¢ sound for the designation of the near, an a sound for that 
of the distant, and an w sound for that of the middle, object, which, 
although do not coincide, correspond, however, better with the same 
in Tagalog, as may be seen in the following table: 

ENGLISH. “This. That (near you) That (far away.) 
TagaLoa. Ito, ini, yari. Tyan. Yaon. 
JAVANESE. Iki. Iku. Ika. 

The demonstratives in ‘Tagalog, it has been remarked, can be 
used both as substantives and adjectives. In Javanese, the above 
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forms are used as adjectives, and the forms maku, kae and kiye in 
the popular, wahu, puniku and puniki in the ceremonial, language 
are used as substantives Of course, these and- the other Javanese 
pronouns are likewise devoid of gender, number and case, as in Malay. 

The terms sing in the popular, ingkang in the ceremonial, and 
kan in either, language serve in Javanese to render the relative pro- 
noun, but, the same here with these words as in Malay with yang, 
tbe Javanese terms have no definite relative character nor well fixed 
office in the language, they being also used for the same purposes 
for which the definite article is used in English and in most other 
European languages. 

As it is generally the case with any other words in Javanese, 
the interrogatives have forms for the popular, and for the ceremonial, 
language, but in every other respect they do not, upon the whole, 
differ, especially those used in the common language, from the same in 
Malay. “Sinten in the ceremonial, and sapa in the popular, language. 
correspond with the Malay srapa, and the term in the popular lan- 
guage: is formed in the same way as this last is formed in Malay, 
while the term punapa in the ceremonial, and apa in the popular, 
language correspond to the same form in Malay. As in the latter, 
so in the Javanese the interrogative for persons is used adjectively, 
and all of them are, besides, used as merely a mark of interrogation. 

As to the other pronouns, we have seen that the reflective 
for “self,” dewe and piyambak, are used as substitutes for the pronoun 
of the third person. The form for the indefinite “any” is, as in 
Malay, barang, and that for the English distributive “each,” although 
peculiar in itself, offer no interest for the purpose of this comparison. 
No compound pronouns are given in Javanese. 

The accord, then, found to exist of the pronouns in Javanese 
and Tagalog is, the demonstratives excepted, either the same as, or 
even smaller than, that found to exist between the same in Tagalog 
and in Malay. Thus far, it does not seem to be such as to support 
the theory of both languages having been derived directly from the 
same parent stock. 

That the differences in the comparison of the numerals may 
be more easily appreciated, the forms of expression for the same in 
Malay and in the popular Javanese language are offered to view in 
the following table: " 

ENGLISH. MALAY. JAVANESE. 
One. Sa, sawatu, suwatu, Sa, sawiji, siji. 

satu. 
Two. Duwa. Loro, roro. 
Three. Tiga. Talu. 
Four. Ampat. Papat. 
Five. Lima. Lima. 
Six. Anam. Nanam. 
Seven. Tujuh. Pitu. 
Fight. Dalapan, dulapan. Wolu. 
Nine. Sambilan, salapan. Sanga. 
Ten. Sa-puluh. Puluh. 
Eleven. Sa-blas. Sawalas. 
Twenty. Duwa puluh. Rongpuluh. 
Twenty-one. Duwa puluh-satu. Salikur. 
Hundred. Ratus. Satus. 
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The difference which one may be iuclined to appreciate in the 
expression of the unity is not a real one. The true numeral is sa 
in both languages, but the unity in Malay is considered in reference 
to batu, “a pebble,” while in Javanese the reference is to wiji, (the 
Tagalog binhi) “a seed.” The form loro=roro for “two,” offers some 
deviation from the general form dua. For reckoning the numbers 
between twenty and thirty, the Javanese has a nomenclature of its 
own not found in Tagalog, and only occasionally found in Malay. 
In adopting the widespread Malay decimal system of numeration, 
Tagalog inclined more to the Javanese, than to the Malay, nomen 
clature for the numbers “three,” “seven” and “eight.” It also inclined 
to the Javanese in rejecting the numerous Malay adjuncts. The 
cardinals in Javanese are adjectives and not nouns as in Malay, and 
so in the construction they follow the noun instead of preceding it. 

The ordinals are formed with the prefix ping, of which no 
traces are found in Tagalog, sapisan, “first,” being formed somewhat 
irregularly. 

The comparison of the numerals in Tagalog and in Javanese 
discloses the fact that there exists a greater accord of the cardinals 
in the two languages than that which is found to exist of the same 
numerals in Tagalog and in Malay, but in the ordinals it is found 
that Tagalog inclines more to the Malay system, in so far as it uses 
a prefix which, although containing a native element, is the same 
as that used in Malay. To the fact, however, that the numbers from 
eleven to twenty are formed in Tagalog in a manner different, both 
in word and in sense, from the same in Malay and Javanese, is 
accorded more importance for comparative research than that which 
may be attached to any degree of accord existing in the mere structure 
of tbese words. Nor isit necessary to state again here the reasons we 
have for believing that the importance of numerals in this connection has 
been somewhat overrated, or to go further into arguing the case in order 
to conclude that the accord in this point is not such as to make 
the two languages appear as derived directiy from one and the same 
trunk. What is found peculiar in the Tagalog numerals has been 
already stated, and the reader is referred to the proper chapter for 
any additional data he may require. 

As to the word-building methods of the two languages, we find that, 
the noun-building one of k(e)a +root+an is common to both. The same 
as in Malay, we have in Javanese kamurahan in the popular language, 
meaning “liberality,” from murah, “liberal.” But Javanese has other 
noun-building processes (none, however, corresponding with the Tagalog 
pagca +root) which, in this point at least, brings it nearer to Tagalog. 
The signification of the Javanese nominal compound is sometimes 
identical with, sometimes different from, the same in Tagalog. 

Examples of identity are: 

Tagalog. Signification. Javanese, Signification. 

Pag-gaua. The doing. Pang-gawa. The conducting. 
coon Bathing place. Pa-(ajdus an. Bathing place. 

Nacao-an. Thing stolen. Begal-an. Thing stolen. 

Examples of dissimilarity are: 

‘ The kaaga p Butcher: 
Pa mogot. | inakumant. Pa-fiambeleh. utcher 

Anac-an. Brood, litter. Anak-an. Doll. 
9 
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The greater andlogy which the preceding facts show to exist 

in the noun-building processes of Javanese and Tagalog over those 

ot the latter and Malay, is of importance, for, as the above com: 

pounds are, for the most, derived from verbs, similar analogy will 

be found to exist in the verb-building methods. The fact, however, 

that Javanese has no adjective building particle, and that adjectives, 

therefore, are, as in Malay, only known by their position in regard 

to the noun, greatly impairs the value which, for purposes of parentage, 

might be attached to affinities of this kind. : 

As in Malay, so in Javanese a word, be it a noun or a. 

pronoun, is determined to the signification of a verb by the application " 

of particles, and tense is expressed by adverbs or modals, the 

Javanese auxiliary for the past being wus, which corresponds 

to the Malay sudah, talah, etc., and those for the future, arip and 

bade, which correspond to mau and andak in Malay; but the 

verb in Javanese deserves, however, more careful consideration than 

the same in Malay, as it shows greater analogy with the same part 

of speech in Tagalog than that which has been noticed with Malay. 

Not that there are in Javanese the numerous verbal particles found in 

Tagalog, nor even all those which are found in Malay; but there 

are some which there is some reason to believe Tagalog has borrowed 

from the Javanese language. 
The particles which the Javanese popular language has in 

common with in Malay, are: 
-U. 

The suffixes | -ake. | for transitive verbs. 

The prefixes [ ag for the passive voice. 

A proper Javanese particle is the prefix a- for transitive verbs. 
The particles which the language has in common with Tagalog, 

are: The infixes, m, preceded by the swku, thus forming -um-, for 

neuter verbs, and -in-, for the passive voice. The particles which 

Javanese has in common with Malay and the peculiar Javanese 

prefix a- have no value for the comparison here, but the others 

which the language has in common with Tagalog have an importance 

that can hardly be exaggerated. 
Tagalog is found to contain a greater number of verbal par- 

ticles than any other language of those supposed to be of the 
same parentage. These particles, it will be seen, begin all of them, 
except one, with m, and have two forms, one beginning with m 
for the active, and another, generally beginning with p, for the 
passive voice of the verb. The particle which makes the except 
ion in this general accord of m-beginning prefixes is wm, which, 
besides, has no proper form for the passive voice. Over and above 
its oddity of form, the particle has in the language no definite office; 
it sometimes intrudes upon the functions assigned to other particles, 
or is itself vague or arbitrary in its application, as the wm-verb has 
frequently the same meaning as the mag or same other m beginning 
one. Everything seems to indicate its exotic and superfluous character, 
and thus the particle might well be discarded without great loss to 
the language It may be, however, that casual observers find that um 
is necessary for the formation of certain intransitive verbs and for 
others which denote acquisitive acts, alleging, perhaps, that in the case 
of roots of an ambiguous import as alis, “moving,” bili, “bartering;” 
etc., from which intransitive verbs or verbs denoting an acquisitive action, 
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on one side, and transitive verbs or verbs denoting actions of an alienatory pa a on the other, are formed, as: umalis, “to go away:” bumili, “to buy,” 
and mag alis, “to take out,” magbili, “to sell,” etc., the action denoted by 
the um verb could not well be expressed otherwise, but if the genius 
of the language and the methods it employs with other similar 
roots are carefully considered, it will soon be found that, as in 
the case of magiitang, “to borrow a great deal,” and magpatitang, 
to lend,” from itang, “debt,” if um did not exist, the forms would 

be magalis, “to go out,” magpaalis, “to take out:” magbili, “to buy,” 
magpabili, “to sell,” etc. In fact, natives say: magpasial, for “to 
take a walk,” magcomprar, for “to purchase,” from the Spanish pa- 
sear and comprar, which have the same meaning as wmalis and 
bumili. It is also true that outside Manila, in districts where 
little or no use is made of the particle, people say nalis, 
nam-blili for “gone out,” and “purchased,” and in the Bisayan, the 
using of um or ma is altogether voluntary. As the particle is neither 
found in Malay nor in 'any language of the others reviewed by 
Humboldt, the Malagasi excepted, we may assume that it was imported 
from Javanese into Tagalog. 

Even greater importance than to the presence of um, is to be attached 
to the presence of the passive particle in. Although Tagalog has two more 
particles for the passive voice of the verb, still -in. is the principal, 

.as it enters into the composition of certain tenses with the other two. 
It is to be noted carefully that -in- is in Javanese always an infix, 
while in Tagalog it is sometimes a prefix, sometimes an infix, and 
sometimes a suffix. That it cannot become a prefix in Javanese is 
explained by the fact that im- requires a vowel with which to be 
combined and as no word in the language begins with a vowel. the 
particle finds no means of application as a prefix. The fact that it 
cannot become a suffix, lies in the different nature of the Javanese con- 
Jugation from that of the Tagalog, and is of importance in the 
present comparative study. In--hin (in Ilocano en, in Pangasinan mi, 
and in Bicol and Bisayan on and un) is in Tagalog suffixed for the imper- 
tive and for the simple future, but as in Javanese the imperative is 
formed in a special way by appending the vowel a to the verb, and 
as the future is, as in Malay, expressed by adverbs or modals, the particle 
also here finds no use as a suffix. In point of fact, no feature can 
show better than this the peculiar character of the Tagalog verb, for, 
as an, the other Tagalog passive particle, is suffixed in, the impera- 
tive and in the simple future, so the language, on importing the 
Javanese infix -in-, used it as a suffix for those two tenses. Py 

In the comparison here made of Tagalog and Javanese no 
notice, of course, is taken of Humboldts hypothesis of a possible 
derivation of the structure of the latter from the former, or of what 
seems more probable, Crawfurd’s opinion, of Javanese having borrowed 
pronouns and, possibly, some other words and forms from Tagalog. 
Both these conjectures may be well grounded, but in so far as the 
fact cannot be historically verified, we refuse to have this element 
of doubt introduced into the present inquiry. Nor has it been allowed 
to be influenced by what Humboldt says (2nd book, page 123) of 
the Javanese having borrowed from Tagalog and not Tagalog from 
the Javanese, the particle in. (1), His opinion on this point would 

(1) Die Passivform durch Einschiebung des im ist dem Jav. mit dem 
Tagalischen gemeivschaftlich. Der Ursprung scheint aber in dem letzteren zu 

liegen, weil die Form dort weiter entwickelt und mit zwei anderen, ganz ibnlichen 
in Verbindung gebracht ist. 
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be entitled to more consideration than the above two conjectures, 

had he not indicated in another part of the same book (page 198) 

that this and the particle wm had been handed down from the Kawi. 

At any rate, if this supposition proves true, no further proof is 

required for accepting Crawfurd’s opinion to the effect that what- 

ever is found common to any two of these languages, they have 

acquired by long interchange between themselves, not that they have 

received it from a third language. 

Having in foregoing chapters referred to the peculiar character 

of the Tagalog verb and somewhat indicated the importance which, 

for purposes of comparative research, we attach to whatever has 

anything to do with this part of speech, the reader will, perhaps, 

feel inclined to regard the presence in Tagalog of two verbal particles 

which, in all probability, have been taken from Javanese, as an 

indication of a probable common origin of both languages. We 

fully realize the importance of this fact, and we even should be 

driven to admit of one and the same immediate parentage, were 

it not for the fact that these two particles, although very important, 

are not essential to Tagalog The indefinite character and superfluous 

office of the particle wm have already been mentioned, and it is only 

pertinent to quote here what Totanes (Arte de la Lengua Tagala, page 

41, § 140), writing one hundred years ago, says about this point: 

“It is only to be noticed that in the mountain region the use is 

very frequent of only the root with na prefixed, for the present 

tense of this kind of verb,” (wm). (1). The passive particle in is 

much more necessary; but it is not, however, indispensable. The 

language possesses other forms and means of expression which, though 

with loss, it is true, practically dispense with its use. Not to men- 

tion the frequency with which the other two passive forms, with the 

prefix y and with suffix an, take the place of that formed with in, 

by referring to what is the direct object of the verb in the active 

voice, the method, frequently resorted to, of using na for the present 

and the past, and ma for the future, tense, prefixed to the root or to 

the passive verbal compound, and the use of the root, or of the latter 

prefixed with ma, for the imperative, is employed as a substitute for 

the form with zm. Thus, the forms (ma)tangap co, natatangap co, natangap 

co, matatangap co, “be it, it is, was, will be received by me,' may 

be, and are frequently used, for tangapin co, tinatangap co, tinangap 

co, tatangapin co: and pagalis mo, napagaalis mo, napagalis mo, ma: 

pagaalis ino, “be it, it is, was, will be taken out by thee,” may be 

used for (pag)alisin mo, (p)in(ag)aalis, (p)in(ag)alis, (pag)aalisin mo. 
One may be inclined to find in the occasional use of an for 

the passive voice in Javanese some analogy to the same suffix 
in Tagalog; but in so far as tbis is the case only in poetry and 
seems to be done rather for euphony’s sake than for any word- 
building purposes, we may assume that the resemblance to the 
same Tagalog passive particle is merely accidental. 

In the word building methods, then, especially in verb-building, 
the Javanese shows greater affinity to Tagalog than that which has 

been noticed of the latter to Malay, but as those elements ard forms 
which we may suppose Tagalog borrowed from Javanese, although 
important, are not, however, essential to the latter, since if they 
were taken away still the language will be available as an in 

(1) Solo hay que notar que en los montes usan mucho d i e sdlo la raid 
con za, antepuesta para el presente de esta especie, (um). ma 
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strument for the conveyance of thought, we may conclude that the two languages are not related in the same degree as Italian and Spanish, for instance, are to each other. 

In Javanese, the imperative excepted, it is found that word. declension in other respects is the same or nearly the same as that which has been noticed in Malay, the grammar in both languages being formed on the same general principal of the expression by prepositions of the relation in nouns, the formation of the verb by the annexation of particles, and the absence of any inflexion for gender. As in Malay, there is, properly speaking, no article in Javanese and, therefore, no 
declension of this part of speech, as we have seen to be the case with Tagalog. Pronouns are likewise devoid of case endings and generally of plural forms, these latter, in what regards the personal pronoun, even to a greater extent than the same in Malay. In the Javanese verb, it is found that the formation of the imperative is effected by what may 
be regarded a true inflective process, which is not found in Tagalog, the appendage of a to the verb. (1) This and and the presence of the 
infixes -wm- and -in- made Humboldt believe (3rd book, page 321) that 
Javanese has, more than any other, the appearance of an inflexional 
language. (2). We should readily concur in this opinion of the great 
Writer, if there were found in Javanese present and future inflective 
tense forms, and if tbe language had case and plural inflective forms 
for the article and for the pronouns, as the Tagalog has. In what 
regards those forms which both languages have in common, the 
comparison shows, here as elsewhere, that Tagalog, while borrowing, 
if it really ever borrowed, words, forms and methods from the Jav- 
anese and the Malay, has however, preserved its own. Such words, 
forms and methods as appear to be peculiar to itself are essential 
to the language. Without them, a sentence could not well be con- 
structed and their elimination would certainly result in destroying the 
efficiency of the language as a vehicle of thoughi. We must, therefore, 
conclude that Tagalog is a language different from the other two 

To the comparison just made between Malay, Javanese and Tagalog, 
on those points covered by Humboldt's inquiry of the same and the 
other languages spoken by the Malay race, a few notes on syntax 
are added here, which, it is believed, may go to strengthen the 
theory of the different origin, and of the superiority, of Tagalog. 

- Nothing can better expose to view the true character of a 
language than its syntax, and nothing can show better the different 
constitution of Tagalog from Malay and Javanese and its superiority 
over these two languages than syntax comparison The syntactical 
value of words in Tagalog is not dependent on their position with 
regard to other words in the sentence, as it is largely the case with 
the same in Malay and Javanese, but in their form or in the pre- 
position which precedes them and makes known what their office is in 
the sentence. An adjective will always bean adjective, a possessive 
always a possessive, whether coming before or after the noun, or 
after the object of possession. In no case is the agent or the sub- 
ject made known by the place it occupies with relation to the verb. 

(1) Traces of a process similar to this here mentioned, however, may be 
found in the inquisitive long sound ah? and eh? uttered by Tagals after the verb, 
and in the tense-building methods of other Philippine tongues. f 

(2) Sie hat auf der einen Seite durch die Einschiebung des in und um 
und durch die Lautverinderung des Verbums, die sich nicht deutlich als die 
Folge eines angebjagten Prafixes darthut, den Schein, den flectirenden Sprachen 
naeher zu stehn, 
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The distinction between the adjective used as epithet and the same 

used as predicate is made clear by employing certain endings or 

separate particles not to be found in the other two languages. 

Thus, ang marinung na tauo, or, any taudng marunung means: “the 

wise man,” while ang taud ay marinung, means: “the man is wise." 

It is in this way that the lack of a specific term for the expression 

of the copulative verb is counterbalanced and the notion of “being” 

is conveyed in quite as clear a way by ay as it is by ada and jadi 

in Malay, or by ana and dadi in Javanese, or even sometimes-in Latin 

as the following passage taken from the Bible (First Epistle of St. Paul 

to the Corinthians, chapt. 4, vers. 10.) shows. 

Nos stulti propter Christum, vos Cami ay manga mangmang dahil 

autem prudentes in Christo; nos cay Cristo, nguni,t, cayo,i, marurd- 

infirmi, vos autem fortes; vos no- nong sa paquisama cay Cristo; cami 

biles vos autem ignobiles, (where ay mahihina, nguni,t, cay6,i, mala- 

sumus and estis are understood)  lacds; cayé,i, may capurihan, data- 

poua,t, cami ay may capulaan. 

The presence in Tagalog of a pluralizing particle and that of one 

article of common nouns, and another of proper nouns of persons, and the 

greater syntactical value of the Tagalog adjectives, pronouns and verbs over 

the same in the other two languages have already been mentioned. 

It is also to be noticed that among the various ways of forming the 

comparative of equality and the superlative in Tagalog, that of 

affixation is preferably resorted to. 
Although reduplication is mainly found in language to be a 

sign of rudeness, Tagalog employs it, however, in smaller degree than, 

and for purposes different from, Malay and Javanese. The way in 

which it is used for the expression of tense, is tantamount to an 
inflexion, and it rarely affects the whole word, but the first two 

syllables and most frequently only the first syllable of the root or particle. 

But the most peculiar syntactical elements in Tagalog are 

the ligaments, that is to say, certain particles adhering to the first, 

or placed after the first, of two words between which some gram 

matical relation exists. The relation between the thing possessed 

and the possessor is expressed by a preposition; the one between: 
the verb and the subject or the agent, when the latter follows the 
verb, and that of the predicate and the subject, when the latter 

precedes, are expressed without any ligament or other directive; all 

other relations require the use of the ligaments. Their office in the 
sentence may be seen, for instance, in the expressions: alinmang 
taud magcasala sa Dios, “every man sins against God,” and alinmang 
taudng magcasala sa Dios, “any man who sins against God," itong 
babaye sinisinta co, “I love this woman,” itong babayeng sinisinta co, 
“this woman whom I love,” iydng manga taudng maya(ya)man, 
“those rich people,” iyang manga taud ay maya(ya)man, “those people 
are rich.” Humboldt (3rd book, page 291) says: “The ligament 
connecting method, on the other hand, seems, in all the Malay 

family of languages, peculiar only to the Tagalog.” (1) 
The second peculiar syntactical element lies in the rela- 

tions which the passive forms with y and an of the verb in 
Tagalog establish with their subject. These forms, not found in any 

(1) Die Verkniipfungsmethode scheint iibri i 
Sprachstamm allein eigenthiimlich zu sein, | AA 
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other language spoken by the Malay race, except in the Malagasi, 
where they are very properly designated by the French grammar- 
ians as the relative forms of the verb, show the peculiarity of, gen- 
erally, taking as subject the thing which stands in the grammatical 
relation of indirect object or any of its divisions in the Latin or 
European contruction, and of embodying the relation established by 
the preposition and by the relative pronoun as well. It is in this 
way that the paucity of proper prepositions in Tagalog is palliated. 
Such a brief hint of the construction with these forms as can here 
be given will be found further on in the comparison made between 
the Malay and Javanese construction. 

As a result, therefore, of the existence of this peculiar syntactical 
element and of the high degree of expression found in the others, the 
Tagalog syntax is one of much greater freedom than that found in any 
other language of those supposed to be of the same parentage. 

The loose and unconnected structure of Malay and Javanese admits 
of very little inversion and, consequently, of very little variety. The gram- 
matical relation in those two languages depending largely on the position 
of the words, the construction comes to be a rigid one and allows no 
transposition of the various elements without otherwise forming a mere 
jumble from which it would be impossible fo extract: the meaning. 

Humboldt (2nd book, page 173) referring to San Agustin's 
Grammar says: “Tagalog leaves generally the adjective to precede 
the noun, but it also does the contrary and possesses other special 
means to make its relation with the substantive known.’ (1) It is only 
natural, since a word in Malay and Javanese is determined to the 
condition of a noun or an adjective by juxtaposition that it can assume 
one only of the two, but not the two positions. Thus, “big house,” is in. 

Tagalog. Malay. Javanese. 

Malaquing bahay, or, Rumah besar. Omah gede. (2) 
bahay na malaqul. 

Did not besdr and gedé mean both “big” and “bigness” in, 
respectively, Malay and Javanese, they, then, could be put either 
before or after the noun, but there being no different form for the 
substantive and for the adjective, their meaning the one or the other 
must be made dependent on their position with regard to other words. 
In Tagalog there exists, generally, a different form for each of these 
two kinds of words; thus, lagui=calaquihan, “bigness,” malaqui, “big,” 
and the adjective, therefore, can take any of the two positions without 
the syntactical relation which it is intended to establish being thereby 
impaired. No one, we believe, will fail to perceive the superiority, in 
this point, of Tagalog over the other two languages. aca 

The same dependence on the position is found to exist in the 
case of two nouns. Note the construction in the three languages 
of the phrase, “The king’s palace:” 

Tagalog Malay, Javanese. 

Ang dalam nang hari, or, Astafia raja. Kadaton raja, or, kada- 
ang sa haring dalam, tong raja. 

1) Die Tagalische Sprache Jldest des Adjectivum gewdhnlich vorausgehen, 
thut see auch ae Gegentheil, und besitzt Mittel, die Verbindung desselben mit 
dem Subst. noch besonders kenntlich zu machen. I ma 

(2) This is in the popular language: in the ceremonial language, it will be griya 
ageng, where the construction is the same, only the form of the words being different. 
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In Javanese, it is true, there exists the method of inserting a 
particle between the two words, similar to that found in Tagalog, but 
in no case can the Tagalog construction of putting the noun of the 
possessor before that of the object of possession be used in either of 
the other two languages. No one, we believe, will fail to perceive 
the superiority, in this, too, of the Tagalog metbod.” 

Humboldt, speaking of the various ways of using the person 
of the verb, says: (2nd book, page 162) “Moreover, it is worthy 
of notice that in Tagalog the pronoun follows the verb while in Java- 
nese, and regularly in Malay, precedes it.” (1) Humboldt should have 
said that in Tagalog the pronoun, or rather the subject, may come 
either before or after the verb, which is not the case in any of the 
other two languages. Compare the sentence, “I eat,” in: 

Tagalog. Malay. = Javanese. 

Aco,i, cungmacain, or, Hamba santap. Aku mangan. 
cungmacain aco. 

Over and above the greater flexibility, in this respect, of the Tagalog 
construction, it deserves to be noticed that cungmacain is the form 
which cumain assumes for the present tense, while santap and man- 
gan are the same form with the infinitive, a fact which shows well 
the greater syntactical value of the Tagalog verb 

Of course, this freedom is much greater for the construction of the 
sentence with the verb in the passive voice. The careful attention of the 
reader is invited to the rendering of the following complex sentence: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 7 
This letter (is written) by me upon this table 

9 10 11 12 13 14 

with this pen to--for my father. 

Tagalog. Malay, Javanese. 

1 2 3 2 1 3 4 3 45 2 1 
Itong sulat (ay sinusulat)| Surat ini tertulis oleh Tinulis dak serat iki 
45 6 7 5 6 8 6 8 7 
co (sa ibabao) nitong| sahaya di-atas meja| sa-duwur papan iki 

8 a 11 7 9 11 10 9 11 10 
lamesa nang panulat| ini dengan kalam ini! sambi kalam iki 

10 12 13 14 12 14 13 12 14 13 
(na itd) sa aquing ama.| papada bapa-ku. karana bafu-ku. 

We understand that the Malay and the Javanese construction 
could not well be changed, while the sentence in Tagalog will admit 
of the inmumerable constructions which the synopsis hereafter shows. 

Before showing these manifold forms of “construction in Tagalog, 
it is necessary to give some idea of certain peculiarities of the lan- 
guage, without which the reader cannot well understand the mat 
ter of the freedom in the syntax which it is intended here to 
illustrate. The nominative case form of the common article is ang, 
that of the demostrative pronoun for the near object, is ito. If ato 
comes before the noun no article is to be used, for the demonstrative 
is understood to take its place; but if it comes after the noun, the article should then be used before the latter. Thus, in the above 

(1) Es ist tibrigens merkwiirdig, dass im Tag. das Pro . de hfolgt, da es im Jay. und eigentlich Mal. ihm vorangeht, gon ne ern 
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sentence, to say: itong silat is the same in meaning as to say: ang silat 
na (1) itd, and this latter construction being necessary for the illustration 
below, in order to indicate the same an a will be added to the 
number borne by the noun. ‘Thus, 1-2=2a-1, or in the words of 

2 2a 1 
the sentence, itong silat--(ang silat) (na(1)itd). The oblique cases may 
be indicated, either by the demonstrative, or by the article applied to 
the noun. Thus, nitong lamesa--nang lamesang itd, and, nang panilat 
(na(1)itd)-enitong panilat, or, in numbers, 7-8--8a-7, and 11a-10—10-11. 
The possessive case of the personal pronouns and, therefore, the 
possessive pronouns derived therefrom, it will be remembered, have 
two forms, one prepositive and the other postpositive. Thus, to say: 
sinusilat co is the same in meaning as to say: aquing sinusilat, two 
different constructions which will be indicated by adding the letter b to 
thenumber borne by the prepositive, and the letter c to that of the 
postpositive, form. In this manner we have in the sentence, sinusilat 
co=aquing sinusulat, and, sa aquing ami=sa ami co, or, in numbers, 
3 (4 5(c))-(4 5(b))3, and, 13b-14--14-13c. Thus, we have: 

English. | 1 3J4|5|6|7 8|9 [|10|11|12|13|14 

3 (4-5c) |6|7|8|9 |11a| 10|12 |13b| 14 
The construction l 
may also be: | 2a | 

aor) |3|a[2|5fo l5 fo fofolofo lo 

2 

Tagalog. | 1 | 9 

1 > » » » » » » » » » 

2a | 1 » |» » » » » » » » » 

rs (4-5c) | 1 | 9 » > » » > » » » 5 

9 a 1 » » » » » »: 

1|2|3| #69 [6 | salt)» |] >] >] >] 

» 3 >» » » DIN 

6 7 8 

Still the sentence might begin with: (Sa ibdbao) nitong lamesa 

etc., and the other elements might be constructed in the KU various ways 

9 11 
3 KE ar Da ak. ele co a 

of the synopsis: or it might begin with: Nang panilat- ato and again 

other Hanna might be turned into the other various positions of the table, 

12 13 14 ; : 

or, finally, with: Sa aquing ama and the same various constructions as 

(1), Na, here, is a ligament. 
10 
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for the other two. No examples of the same are given, not to tax too 
much the attention of the reader. 

The preceding synopsis shows only the Tagalog sentence con- 
structed with the verb in that kind of passive which resembles most 
the same in the English language: but, as it has been already hinted, 
‘the verb in Tagalog may assume two other forms in the passive, and 
'the reference, then, is not to what is the direct object of the verb in 
the active voice, which, in the passive, is the grammatical subject, 
that is to say, to “this letter,” but to some division of the indirect 
object, which, in the above sentence, may be, for instance, the person, 
“my father,” the instrument, “this pen,” or the place, “this table.” 
Thus if it be intended to lay more stress on “this table” than on 
any of the other elements in the sentence, “this table,” then, should 
be made the grammatical subject and put in the nominative case, 

7 8 
with the verb used in the passive of an, saying: Itong lamesa 

3-6 (4:5) 1 2 o 11 10 12 13 14 
(ang pinagsusulatan) co nitong silat nang paniilat ito, sa aquing ama. 
The sentence cons'ructed in this way will admit. of the same trans- 
positions which were explained for the one constructed with the verb 
in the general passive. But he action of writing may also be 
considered in reference to the person, the sentence constructed with 
“my father” as the grammatical subject, and the verb used in a 

13 14 
different form of the same an passive, saying: (ang aquing) ama,fi, 

3-12 45 1 2 6 8 7 9-10 
ang sinusulatan) co niting silat (sa ibabao) (nang lamesang) itd, nitong 

11 
:panilat. Still here the construction admits of the same transpositions 
which have been explained. Or, finally, the action of writing may be 
‘considered as to the instrument, the sentence constructed with “this 
pen” as the grammatical subject, and the verb used in the passive 

10 11 3-9 45 1 2 6 
of y, saying: Itong panilat (ay ysinusilat) co nitong silat (sa ibabao) 

7 8 12 13 41 
nitong lamesa sa "aquing amd. Here too, the transpositions may be the 
same as those given in the synopsis, which, practically, amounts to a 
number of constructions almost inexhaustible. We believe that no 
further data are required to show the dissimilarity of Tagalog from, 
and its superiority over, Malay and Javanese. 

We will not drop the comparison here made of Tagalog with 
‘the Malay and the Javanese without calling’ attention to certain ethical 
expressions and peculiarities in the latter two languages which one 
might expect to find also in Tagalog, did the latter stand in the 
degree of relationship in which it is claimed it stands’to those sources. 
We find, for instance, that in Malay and, although in a smaller 
degree, in Javanese also, there exist what is called numeral adjuncts, 
that is to say, certain specific or technical terms used in counting as 
co-efficients to the numerals, the term being selected according to the 
class to which the object belongs. Thus, Malay employes the follow- 
ing terms: Orang, “man,” for persons, ekor, “tail, for animals; 
buah, “fruit,” for fruit, ete; biji, “seed,” for round objects, halei, lei, 
“fibre,” for tenuous objects as feathers, etc, batang, “stem,” for long 
objects, and others, each for some other different thing. In Javanese 
we find lembar for large flat objects; ler for hair, feathers, etc., as 
in Malay led, and hiji for the same kind of objects for which, dz 
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is used in Malay. In Javanese, too, there are collective numerals, in 
ae a way as “dozen” in English for 12, so in Javanese for 7, 

, ete. 
Another feature to call attention to is the fact that in Malay 

there is one set of adjectives, laki-laki, “male,” perampuan, “female:” 
for distinguishing sex in man, and another set, jantan, ‘male; betina, 
“female; ' for distinguishing sex in the lower animals. In Javanese 
these adjectives are for both man and the lower animals as in Tagalog; 
but instead of one for each gender, we find lanang, driya, kakung and 
jalar for the masculine, and wadon and ostri for the feminine. 

_ The fact that in Tagalog there are native terms for the ex- 
pression of the four cardinal points has an important bearing ‘on the 
theory of its supposed Malay derivation; for these points would not 
fail to be designated in Tagalog by words taken from the Malay system 
if the Malay element were found to be predominant in the language. 

The following are the terms for the four cardinal points in: 

English. Tagalog. Malay. Javanese. 

North. Hilaga. Utara. Lor. 
East. Silangan Timor. Wetan. 
South. Timogan, ibaba. Salatan. Kidhul. 
West. Calonoran. Barat. Kulon. 

The Malay timor and the Tagalog timogan are, probably, in 
reference to the island of Timor. This name was given by Malays 
to the island, because it lies eastwards. in the direction from Java 
and Sumatra, while Tagals used timog(an) for “south,” because it is 
to the south that the island lies in the direction from the Philippines. 

In Tagalog there is not found in the same degree that kind 
of abstraction or generalisation practiced in Malay, which results in 
classifying a number of objects under one head and then to use 

some epithets for the other individuals of the family. So, for instance, 

the Malay name for “a rat’ is fikus, (1) but it is equally so for “a 
mouse” with the epithets “large,” “small,” added, according to whether 

“rat” or “mouse’’ is meant. In Tagalog there exists a distinct word 

daga, bulilit, respectively, for each of the two individuals. Jdrak is. 

in Malay a generic term for the “citron family,” and the word with 

an epithet for each is equally applied to “the citron,” “the orange,” 

and “the lemon:” but in Tagalog there exists a specific term, respect 

ively, lucban, dalandan, dayap for each of these varieties, with an 

additional term, cabiyao, for “the sour or wild orange” 
Deviations of this kind, it is believed, are not without value- 

in showing the different origin of Tagalog and its superiority over 

the other two languages. : 

It only remains to say something about two other foreign ele- 

ments found in Tagalog which, although having no bearing on the: 

question of origin, still the reviewing of same may serve to show: 

the importance of tbat other aboriginal or native element, the isola- 

tion of which is intended in the present inquiry. We, thereby, mean 

Chinese and Spanish. By reason of its insignificance, no review would 

have perhaps been made here of the first_of these elements, were it not: 

for the fact that such high authorities as Prof. Dr. Reinwald Brandstetter: 

(2)'and Humboldt himself think they have detected traces of a monosyllabie 

(1) Icus, in Bicol, means “cat.” 

(2) “Tagalog: und Malagasen,” a pamphlet, Luzern--1902. 
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origin and of a monosyllabic tendency in the language. The first 

of these writers believes that certain final sounds occurring with a 

number of roots are suggestive of one and the same meaning; but 

the examples he brings forward do not bear out his assertion. He 

mentions, among others, the endings hot, in hothot and singhot, as sug 

gestive of the action of “sipping,” boc, in aboc, gaboc, alaboc, boc-boc, 

as suggestive of the notion of “dust.” That the action of sipping 

could rather be identified with other endings, if the theory of endings 

suggestive of certain meanings were true, the following terms show: 

haguirguir, hachac, higop, “to sip,” hithit, sipsip, soso, “to suck.” 

That the ending hot is found with words having a meaning different 

from that which it is claimed that it suggests, sabot, “vow,” cahot, 

“to slide” sohot, “to appease,” and many others, show. The same 

may be said of the ending boc. It is found in faboc, “bucket,” 

pasoc, “to enter,” saloc, “ladle,” etc., the meaning of which has noth- 

ing to do with the idea of “dust” It has been already indicated 

(see pages XIV-XV) that development and permutation of consonant 

sounds are still going on in the language, and these forms, then, may 

be variations of the same word, while hothot, hithit, sipsip and sosi 

may be considered as onomatopceias. 
Humboldt also, in the chapter he devotes to the monosyllabic 

origin of every language (pages cccciv-cccevii of the Introduction 

to his work), imagines he finds in the recurrence of certain syllables, 

traces of a monosyllabic tendency in the language He says in this 

respect: (first book, Introduction, page ccccii). ‘In the Malay lan: 

guages, after taking off the affixes, frequently, nay, most frequently we 

might say, a dissyllabic radical remains which, in its grammatical rela- 

tion to the construction, is not further divisible. There, too, where 

it is a monosyllable, it is then frequently, in Tagalog even usually, 

reduplicated. The dissyllabic structure of these languages is, on this 

account, often mentioned. A further dismemberment of the radical 

word has, to my knowledge, hitherto never been attempted. I have 
made the attempt myself, and alihough I have not succeeded in properly 
accounting for the real nature of the elements of all these words, I 
am, however, convinced that, in a great number of instances, each 
of the two united syllables can be traced to a monosyllabic stem in 
the language, and that the reason for the union can be explained. 
Now, as this comes to be the case despite our deficient means and 
incomplete knowledge, so we may well therefrom conclude the greater 
extension of this principle and the monosyllabic origin of these lan- 
guages.” (1) It is greatly to be regretted that Humboldt did not 
furnish us with a sample of any monosyllabic Tagalog stem which has 
been reduplicated for the purpose of rendering it conformable to the 
general dissyllabic structure of the language. As stated elsewhere, we 

Mm In den Malayischen Sprachen bleibt, nach Ablisung der Affixa, sebr 
hiufig, ja man kann wohl sagen meistentheils, ein zweisylbiger, in grammatischer 
Beziehung auf die Redefiigung nicht weiter theilbarer, Stamm iibrig. Auch da, wo 
derselbe einsylbig ist, wird er hiufig, im Tagalischen sogar gewohnlich, verdoppelt. 
Man findet daher éfter des zweisylbigen Baues dieser Sprachen erwibnt. ine 
Zergliederung dieser Wortstimme ist indess bis jetzt, soviel ich weiss, nirgends 
vorgenommen worden. Ich habe sie versucht; und wenn ich auch noch nicht 
dahin gelangt. bin, vollkommene Rechenschaft iiber die Natur der Elemente aller 
dieser Worter zu geben, so habe ich mich dennoch tiberzeugt, dass in sehr vielen 
Fallen jede der beiden vereinigten Sylben als ein einsylbiger Stamm in der Sprache 
nachgewiesen werden kann, und dass die Ursache der Verbindung begreiflich wird. 
Wenn dies nun bei unsrea unvolletandigen Hiilfsmittela und unsrer mangelhaften 
Kenntniss der Fall ist, so lifst sich wohl auf eine grossere Ausdehnung dieses 
Princips und auf die urspriingliche Einsylbigkeit auch dieser Sprachen .schliefsen. 
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a Ha know that the language ever affords any monosyllabic sub 
stantive stem. All monosyllabic words therein found are meaningless, 
a the dissyllables consisting of two equal components are rather to 

| e considered as onomatopeias. He further mentions quite a number 
of words, but there is no room in this sketch to review them all, 
and thus, only the term labas, “out,” “outside:” will be here con- 
sidered. Labas is by Humboldt divided thus: labas, and lab is the 
syllable which he thinks to be suggestive of the meaning “out”, and of derivation from a monosyllabic language. Labis, as pronounced 
ab present, should be divided la-bas and not lab-as: but admitting 
that lab-as is the original and correct division, and that the pronun- 
ciation la-bds is only due to the influence of Spanish, lab in lab-as, 
should be considered as an anomaly. Were it the normal form, 
lab, then, would not fail to appear in some tongue of those spoken in 
these Islands, which it does not. The term in Bicol, is goua, luas, (1) 
in Bisayan, gauas, in Ilocano, ruar, auay, in Ibanag, tal, lauan: 
in Pangasinan, ouay, and in Pampangan, luwal. Louwal is another term 
for “outside” in Tagalog: and Humboldt uses it (3rd book, page 621) 
for the purpose of showing the accord of adverbs in Tagalog with 
those in Malay and Javanese. It is just in this latter place that he 
should have used labas and not loual, for loual is rather a noun than an 
adverb. He traces the first syllable of lab as to lab-lab, “swamp:” and the 
second to ds-as, “to rub away,” but one fails to see what the reason for 
this may be. Lab is not found as a prefix in any language of the 
Philippines, the only case in which, within the word-building methods 
of thees languages, such a derivation might appear as possible, and in 
default of this, it has first to be proved that it once existed as such 
in Tagalog or in some of the other tongues of these Islands. These are 
not, however, the only errors found in connection with the term. Labds 
is given by him as the equivalent of “semen suis ipsius manibus elicere.” 
The source from which he drew this fanciful equivalence is not 
stated, but we may assume that it was some book of those composed 
by the Spanish friars, although not Noceda's Dictionary, certainly 
not the, edition of 1860. In the latter, among the uses of labds, is 
found (page 151) the following phrase: “pinalabasan mo ang ca- 
taoan mo, “est habere pollutionem” ” The translation of this ex- 
pression, as given in the dictionary, is indirect, for the direct one 
should have been “habuisti pollutionem,” since pinalabasan is past 
tense, and the whole expression must be one used in inquiring at the 
confessional. In other books there are given for the same thing 
the expressions: nilabasan cayd ang cataouan mo nang marumi, lina- 
basan ca nang putiputi, but Humboldt seems to believe that the 
idea of self pollution lies in labds, which is not the case. In the 
above expression this notion lies in cataoan, “body,” marumi, 
“dirtiness,” putiputi, “semen.” The expression is intended as a 
euphemism and is such as only a native could have used in con- 
versing with a Spanish friar to avoid the punishment which the 
using of the crude term would probably bring upon him. Speaking 
with his fellow countrymen he, then, would use busisi or liglig, and 
not labés. This is another instance of the errors liable to be in- 
curred in by using grammars as the only means of determining 
the character of a language. 

(1) Lowas, “out,” is found in Noceda's Dictionary (page 195) as the form for 
“out” used in the Comintang (Gomintang was the name of the region the provinces 
of Laguna and Batangas now occupy, and also that of the dialectical variation of 
Tagalog as spoken there in the early days of Spanish rule). - 
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Now, if by the monosyllabic tendency said to exist in Ta- 

galog is to be understood that form which some believe speech has 

assumed as a first stage in its development, no objection will be 

here raised. If, however, direct derivation of Tagalog is meant from 

some Mongolian source, we may be permitted to say that no other 

language of those spoken by the race shows itself more adverse to - 

cast thoughts into a monosyllabic mold, nor does any other make 

greater sacrifices to preserve its dissyllabic character. A root which 

is to he reduplicated, is reduplicated in full if it is dissyllabic, and only 

in its first two syllables if it is polysyllabic. In the formation of pretty 

little names, where there are always both suppression and addition of 

certain syllables in regard to the simple root, the formation is invariably 

made in such a way as to have always a dissyllable resulting. Although 

euphony and smoothness of pronunciation are things very fastidiously 

attended to in Tagalog, they are, however, often sacrificed to syllabic 

quantity. The contraction of the compound, so frequently used in 

the language, has no other purpose than the preservation of its 

dissyllabic character. Thus, from nipis, “fine,” nip san, “rendered 

thinner” and not nz pi-san is formed: from a-sin, “salt,” as-nan, “salted” 

and not asi-nan is formed; etc. cases in which, it may be seen, 

the purity of the syllables mi and a has been sacrificed for the 

sake of a dissyllabic compound. Although Tagalog has this dissyllabic 

character in common with the Malay and the Javanese, attention 

was called to the fact that monosyllabic words are more numerous 

in the latter two languages. No substantive word and no directive 

of those which can stand alone in the sentence is in Tagalog 

monosyllabic Even the negative and afirmative adverbs, which in 

most other languages are monosyllabic, are dissyllabic in Tagalog. 

If any of these dissyllabic words, as, for instance, baga, hindi, etc. 

is, after the native fashion, shortened into ba and di, and these 

say: di po and not di alone. It is to this aversion of the language 

for monosyllables that the insignificant or entirely lacking influence 

exercised by Chinese thereon is to be attributed. Tagalog yielded 
easily to Spanish, a language with which, the polysyllabic character 
excepted, it has nothing in common; but it has sternly resisted the en- 
croachment of Chinese, refusing to amalgamate or intermix with it, and this 
only by reason of the monosyllabic character of the latter. Chinese people 
have, from the earliest times of the Spanish conquest, settled in great 
numbers throughout these Islands and intermarried with native inhabitants; 
yet, there are certainly in the language not more than the odd dozen 
of Chinese words which have been collected in the following table. 

Chinese. Signification. Tagalog, Signification. 

Tcha. Tea. Cha orsa. Tea. 
Pi-sau. Knife. Pisao. Small knife. 

To propel a boat by To propel a boat by 
Liu means of an oar at? Liolio. means of an oar at 

the stern. the stern. 
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Chinese. Signification. Tagalog, Signification. 

(A loosely twisted pith ; ; 3 (Pith of a tree serving Tient-sim. Sees ee tae al Tientsin. | as wick for cocoa-nut 
lamps). oil lamps). 

(A kind of paste made 
into a slender worm- i A kind of Chinese Tan-hun. like form, used for Sotanjon, vermicelli. 
soup). 

(A kind of vermicelli 
Mi ki. used for a sort of ) Miqui. Do. do. do. 

pastry). 
Mi-soa™- Do. do. Misua. Do. do. do. 

A kind of cake or é 
Pan-sit. | eres made of miqui, | Pansit. A kind of cake thus pag called. misud, etc.) | 
So-si. Key. Susi. Key. 
Xengkeh. Clove. Sangqui. Chinese anise. 

Terms used only in some districts, especially by Chinese mestizos. 

Int-tia”: His or their father. Intia, Father. 
In-ma. Godmother. Ima. Mother. 

a the : : grandmother’s sister, In-po. Aunt. Iapa: and extensively any 
| old woman.) 
The grandfather's 
| brother, and exten- 

sively any old man). 
Sister-in-law. (More 

roperly, the wife 
Inao. Dt the first-born 

brother). 
The brother, third in 
age. 

The sister, third in 
age. 

In kong. Their grandfather. ingcong. 

Ing so. Sister-in-law. 

Sam -ko. Third brother. Samco. 

" Sat - chi Third sister. Sansi. 

Spanish is the only foreign Aryan element found in Tagalog 
and stands to it in the same relation that Sanskrit stands to Java 
nese, or Arabic to the present Malay. In what large degree Spanish 
revived Tagalog by furnishing it with new lexical matter has already 
been indicated. To what extent did Spanish revolutionize the Taga: 
log prosodial character may be seen in the different methods of 
syllabification found in the early grammars composed by the Spanish 
friars, as compared with the same found in those of a later period, 
and in the different pronunciation of certain words by natives living 
in the highlands or in secluded districts, as compared with that of natives 
living in Manila or in other townships 8 Such words as big-at, tab-a, 

_dag-is etc. are now generally pronounced bi-gat, taba, da guis, etc. 
. The number of Spanish words introduced into Tagalog is very 

great, but is not easily determinable, as it largely depends on the will 
and on the more or less complete acquaintance of the speaker with the 
language. The actual number, however, of Spanish words incorporated 
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in the language which are understood by the whole population is 
very trifling when compared with the number made use of by people 
with a pretense to literary or scientific education. Most of these 
Spanish words were used from necessity; but some, which are syno- 

nyms of native terms, from caprice and the passion of imitation 
aided by the structure and assimilative character of the language, 
which allows a ready introduction of foreign terms. Among the 
terms incorporated and thoroughly or partly understood by common 
and professional people are those incident to the Catholic religion, 
which were introduced by the Spanish friars, for here there could be 
neither refusal to the admission of same nor supersedure of native 
terms. In conversation, Spanish words are often used in ignorance 
or for a useless display of acquaintance with foreign or infrequent 
words. The Spanish words used in the written language are generally 
the same as those used in speech; but, in fact, any number may still 
be introduced at the will or caprice of the writer with the probability, 
however, that many of them will not be understood by the general 
reader and often, indeed, not even by the writer himself. 

It is not here intended either to exhaust the number of Spanish 
words in Tagalog or to go deeply into a matter that is treated more 
at length in the Grammar, where every Spanish word used therein has 
been noted and explained, and rules for their proper use are given. It 
is only as an illustration that we subjoin the following table of some 
terms borrowed from Spanish. 

Spanish, Signification. Tagalog. Signification. 

Dios. God. Dios. God 
Virgen. The Holy Virgin. Virgen. The Holy Virgin. 
Espfritu-Santo. Holy Ghost. Espiritu-Santo. Holy Ghost. 
Manzana. Apple. Mansanas). Apple. 
Topar. To butt Topa. Sheep, ram. 
Caballo. Horse. Cabayo. Horse. 

Clog. (a kind of 
shoe worn bud Chapin. people in the Sapin. Shoe. 

16th. century.) 
. To confess to the : i Confesarse. priest. Compisal. Ca kahi 

Filosofia. Philosophy. Pilosopfa. Philosophy. 
Vaso. Glass, tumbler. Baso, or vaso. Glass, tumbler. 
Misa. Mass. Misa. Mass. 

, Castila. (Corrupt- ad Espatiol. { cs ae Span- f tan ot bag Sp, ia Span- 
a — Castilla), ) 19: 

Peso. Dollar. Pisos, misos. Dollar. 
Tabaco. Tobacco. Tabaco. Tobacco. Padre. Father, priest. Pare. Father, priest. 
Cura. Curate. Cura. Curate. 
Padron. Census. Padron. Census. 

And now that the review or the apportion to their respective - sources has been made of all foreign elements found in Tagalog, it will be well to pause-a little and consider the quality and quantity of what remains in the language. That the remaining portion should 
belong to the language of the aborigines, whoever they may have been, » comes as a necessary inference or as a temporary or working hypothesis, 
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serving as standpoint for further research, or may be held in suspense 
GO it be verified or disproved by other 'facts. To this Has 
elong, more or less entirely, the articles, and in so far as these 

serve to establish the relation of case with nouns the prepositions as well; the pluralizing particle; the pronouns; certain peculiarities of 
the system of numeration; the conjugative mechanism; the word- building and declension methods; and the entire syntactical f Tha ai "aa 5a yntactical frame. 
l Sinews, the ligaments, the articles, the prepositions and con. 
Junctions, all smaller words which serve to knit and bind the larger 
into sentences belong, therefore, to this aboriginal element. This 
element, then, is the basis, not the superstructure, the core, the ra- 
dical constitution, so to say, of the language. Tt is this element 
that causes Tagalog to be a different language from the Malay and 
the Javanese, for in so far as it is composite or mingled, as it must 
freely be admitted to be, it is only such in respect of its words not 
in respect of its construction, inflexions, and, generally, grammatical forms, 
The frame work is aboriginal, only a part of the filling in is foreign. 
These facts seem to prove: First, that Tagalog is a Philippine born 
language. Second, that the people with whom the language originated 
must have attained a tolerably advanced state of civilization. And 
third, that their descendants or continuers in the use of language 
not only did not maintain the civilization of the parent people but 
have even fallen into the lower condition in which they were found 
by the Spaniards. : 

_ As a matter which some student may perhaps consider worthy 
of investigation, and by reason of whether it has some bearing on 
the point here at issue, such a meagre information as is found in 
Humboldt's work about the relics which are found of an ancient 
or recondite language in the traditions and rites of the Malay people 
is given here before closing the chapter. In the first book, Introdue. 
tion, page III, the following passage is found: ‘Among them (Malays), 
is found, in several places, fragments of a sacred language which 
even they no longer understand, and the custom of restoring to life 
obsolete expressions on certain solemn occasions speaks, not only of 
exuberance, antiquity and profundity in the language, but also of 
attention to the changeable designations of the objects in the course 
of time.” (1) In reference to what Crawfurd says in his work “History 
of the Indian Archipelago,” we find the following in Humboldt (3rd 
book, page 314): “According to Crawfurd, there seems to exist among the 
Bugis an ancient recondite language, still known to few, which he 
compares with the Kawi and the Pali.” (2) And in the same book, 
page 295, speaking of the languages of the South Sea Islands, he says: 
“In many of those Islands there exists a sacred language, no longer 
at all understood, which must be considered as.no other than the one 
which was formerly spoken.” And in a foot-note appended to this 
words, it is said: ‘Chamisso, in the 3rd. vol. of Kotzebue’s voyage 
of discovery, page 45. Mariner (JI. 217) gives a sample, but a very 
small one, of this language, as it is still used in funeral services. 

(1) Man findet bei ihnen, an mehreren Orten, jetzt ihnen selbst ‘unver- 
standliche Bruchstiicke einer heiligen Sprache, und der Gebrauch veraltete Ausdriicke 

‘bei gewissen Gelegenheiten feierlich ins Leben zurtickzurufeo, zeugt nicht bloss 

von Reichthum, Alter und Tiete der Sprache, sondern auch von Aufmérksamkeit 

auf die im Laufe der Zeit wechselade Bezeichnung der Gegenstinde. 
(2) Es soll, nach .Crawfurd, unter den Bugis eine verborgene, alte, noch 

von Wenigeh gekannte Sprache geben, welche er mit dem Kawi und Pali vergleicht. 

dk” 
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There are found therein easily recognizable Tagalog words which are 

still in present use.” (1). pe 

It will be highly desirable that some one, better qualified than thé 

author for researches of this kind, should inquire into the relation which 

the matter in the above quotations may have with this aboriginal . 

Filipino language which has been so often spoken of in this outline. 

Such a review of the work of Crawfurd as was said (page XXI), 

would be given herein, follows: Crawfurd, as already stated, published 

in 1852 his “Grammar and Dictionary of the Malay Language” in two 

volumes, the first of which contains a Dissertation and the Grammar, 

and the second, the Dictionary. It was in the Dissertation that he 

went into a comparative study of the Malay with the other languages . 

of the Malay archipelago, and, among those spoken in these Islands: 

with the Tagalog and the Bisayan, using, for the comparison of Tagalog, 

as already indicated, San Agustin’s Grammar and Noceda's Dictionary. 

As was to be expected of this great authority in matters pertain- 

ing to the Indian Archipelago, his study is a very able one in 

respect to the languages of. the western portion of Malaysia, the 

Malay and Javanese especially. That part, however, In his Disserta- 

tion devoted to Tagalog and Bisayan shows that bis acquaintance 

with the same was much poorer than that evinced by Humboldt. 

Aside from what he says in refutation of the theory of the Malay 

parentage of the two Philippine tongues, there is little more that a 

Tagalog student may share with him in his other views. His discovery 

of this different parentage, however. seems rather the result of an act 

of compliance with a hypothesis laid down a priori, than a conclus- 

ion arrived at as the result of a logical deductive process. His 

review abounds in errors, both of expression and of appreciation, 

beginning with that of referring to the language as the Tagala, be 

cause it is so named by the Spanish friars merely as a matter of 

grammatical agreement with the feminine noun lengua, “tongue,” in 

Spanish. On this particular point, he says: (page cv) “The Tagala . 
may be considered the principal language of the island of Lugon. 
The native word is Tagalog and is, as usual in such cases; the 

name both of the nation and of the language.’ He then pases over 

to the alphabet, in the description of which he commits the error 

mentioned in the foot-note of page XLI. Speaking of the ancient 

Tagalog alphabet (2) he says: (page cvii) “The Tagala alphabet is still 
in use in a few parts of the island of Lucon, although the Spaniards 

(not, I think without reason) discourage ib ....... ” "That this ancietit 

“alphabet could never have been used for any practical purposes, no 
written native specimen of same, besides, having ever been produced, 
is explained in the chapter devoted to Orthography. in this book. 
In pages cviii—cix, Crawfurd examines, with various fortune, the 
Tagalog phonetic character, and in the comparison which he makes 

of same with those of the Malay and the Javanese, there are found 
accurate remarks, some of which have been noted when treating 
of the same subject in this outlook. The grammatical structure. of 
Malay and Tagalog is next by him compared, (pages cix—cxiv) and 

_ a) Auf mehreren der dortigen Inseln giebt es eine, jetzt durchaus unver- 
stindliche, heilige Sprache, die man sich’ doch auch nicht anders, als ehemals 
gesprochen, denken. (1) Chamisso, im dritten Bande von Kotzebue's Entdeck- 
ungsreise ”. 45, Mariner (II. 217) giebt eine, doch sehr kleine Probe dieser 
Sprache, wie sie bei Begrabnissen gebraucht wird. In dieser befinden sich einige 
leicht kenntliche noch heute gebrauchliche Tagalische Worter. E 

(2) See description of this alphabet in the “Orthography.” 
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AIDbUEn he -appreciates, upon the whole, properly the -differences etween the two languages, still there are some errors, both in his eonception of Tagalog, and in his nomenclature. Referring to the latter, he says: “The adjective, which in composition follows the noun..... As far as our knowledge enables us to say, such a rule as this, Crawfurd could find in no Spanish-Tagalog grammar, certainly not in San Agustin’s. If this were true, the adjective, then, in Tagalog would differ from the same part of speech in Malay only in the form, but although l6 can take the position that Crawfurd assigns to it after the noun, still, that of coming before the same is far more common. Nor can any reason be assigned for Crawfurd having misquoted San Agustin in this and in other matters. Instead of ascribing the con- sonant / to Tagalog (see again foot note, page XLI), the Spanish writer, on the contrary, calls attention to its absence from the language in 
the following words: “f, x, z and strong r are not found in- this 
language.” (1) As to the position of the adjective, nothing is said in 
San Agustin, nor was it necessary that he should say anything on 
this point, inasmuch as he wrote in Spanish and for Spaniards who 
Were conversant with -Latin, and it was understood, therefore, that 
the position of the adjective was in “Tagalog the same as in those 
other two languages, but Crawfurd should not, however, fail to have 
noticed the two examples, “ang taudng magaling" vel “ang magaling 
na tauo,” “the man good,” or, “the good man,” found among 
others, in the short chapter which the Augustinian friar devotes to 
the. subject. 7 ; 

Crawfurd goes on saying: “There is but one demonstrative; 
itu, “this” or “that.” ” It is not easy to see how Crawfurd. .came 
to this belief It was not, certainly, by any omission or mistake in 
San “Agustin's Grammar. In Chapter Ist, Parag. 6, is found the 
following: “Adjective and demonstrative pronouns.’ “Ito, Yaon, Iyan," 
of which he gives the declension. It is not surprising, therefore, .that 
Crawfurd conceived an erroneous opinion of the inferiority of Tagalog; 
for there is perhaps. no language in the world which does not possess; 
at least, two demonstrative pronouns, and two adverbs of place; 
Tagalog possesses three, one for “this,” and two for “that,” having, 
besides, some intermediate ones and traces, moreover, of the numerous 
others still found in the Malagasi and, to some extent, in the Bisayan 
(Panayano) and the Ibanag as well. 

In his review of the Tagalog verb, Crawfurd -has this much 
to say:’ “The Tagala verb is in itself sufficiently complex and has 
been made to appear more so by the the vain efforts of the Spanish 
grammarians to. force it into a parallel with the Latin........ ye 
“There are no means of distinguishing between the transitive and in- 
transitive verb, as in Malay and Javanese. ...........:. “The optative and 
subjunctive modes (sic) are formed by the auxiliary nava (naud is 
the correct spelling) which is described as equivalent in meaning to 
the Latin “utinam.” ” 

There is perhaps as much of truth as of error in the 
above statements. We agree with Crawfurd in believing that the 
Spanish. ecclesiastics, San Agustin, however, less than others, allow- 
ed themselves to be too much influenced by Latin in writing 
the grammars .of the :tongues spoken in. these JIslands; but their 
conception of the verb could hardly be poorer than Crawfurd’s, 

(1) No so halla en esta lengua f, 7%, zy r “fuerte. Compendio del ‘Arte 
de la. Lengua Tagala, Proscdia. Capitulo VLU-2, . .. pg ck) a : 
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even admitting that that of the former was never the clearest; for it is a 
fact that the nature of the Tagalog verb has been rightly and thoroughly 
understood only by Humboldt. What Crawfurd.says of the language 
not affording the means of distinguishing between transitive and in- 
transitive, causal and passive verbs; of time being expressed by the 
application of inseparable particles, without mentioning the peculiar 
feature of the reduplication of syllables; his giving of matulug instead 
of matutulug as the future tense of tulug, “sleeping,” his statement..to 
the effect that there is only one word for the expression of mood; and 
then saying that the an (by him written na) passive.is that of most 
general application, shows well how superficial his knowledge of the 
Tagalog verb was; while, on the other hand, errors (whether misprints 
or misconceptions, no one knows) in the spelling, as #kan for icdo,. 
sayu for sa iyo, ningu for ninyo, sa ingu for sa inyo, etc., render his 
nomenclature disagreeable to every reader acquainted with Tagalog. 

In what he says of the optative and subjunctive moods being 
formed by naud, (this word is by no means an auxiliary) he does 
not misquote his Spanish guide, for it is so stated by the latter. It 
is true that naud may be used for a kind of optative mood in 
Tagalog, but it is not the only word, as there are others, both for. 
this and for the true subjunctive or conditional mood, and the fact 
tbat San Agustin did not mention them is probably due to the ex- 
cessive compendiousness of his Grammar. 

After reviewing the Tagalog verb, Crawfurd concludes: 
“From this sketch of Tagala grammar, it will appear that there 

is very little in common between it and the grammars of the Malay 
and Javanese. In Tagala, the relations of the noun are expressed 
by a class of articles appropriated to the purpose, and in the Malay, 
Javanese, and other languages of the West, by prepositions, as .in the 
modern languages of Europe. In the Tagala, a plural is formed 
by a specific particle appropriated to this special purpose; in Malay: 
and Javanese, by ordinary adjectives expressing plurality. Gender 
is expressed, in Malay, by words expressing the sexes, of which 
there is one set for man, and a distinct one for the lower animals, 
In the Tagalog there is but one set, equally applicable to both.” 

Crawfurd, next, examines the Tagalog personal pronouns, and 
makes. remarks, some of which have been mentioned in this sketch 
(see pages XLIV and XLV), and then he brings the matter to. a 
close by saying: 

“In the Tagala verb, there is hardly anything to remind us of 
the Malay or Javanese. We miss in it the forms of these two lan- 
guages for marking the intransitive, the transitive, causal and passive 
verb. Time is expressed, in Tagala, by inseparable particles:-in Malay 
and Javanese by auxiliaries which are adverbs. In Malay and Javanese, 
mood is expressed by several different auxiliaries, and in Tagala 
also by the same means, there being, but one word, and that differ- 
ing entirely from any of those used in the two western :languages.” : 
_ ““It does not, then, appear, from a comparison of the phonetic 
character, and grammatical structure of the Tagala, with “those of 
Malay and Javanese, that there is any ground for ‘fancying them 
to be one and the same language, or languages sprung from'a 
common parent, and only diversified by the effects of time: and 
distance.” |U ; a ; 

The preceding conclusions, though arrived at through a chain 
of partially misconceived facts, and through a somewhat defective 
reasoning, are, in the main, sound and acceptable. What follows, im: 
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mediately and subsequently, is plainly a mistake; but it must be said 
in justification of Crawfurd that he was induced into error by the 
misleading signification rendering method used in F. Juan de Noceda's 
Dictionary. 

In pages cxix-cxx, he says: 
. “The languages of the Philippine Islands may be described, 

not as copious, but wordy. In the state of society in which the: 
natives of the Philippines were formed, ideas are considered more 
in concrete than in abstract, and by an importance being attached 
to trivial matters, a profusion springs up, which, in a more advanced 
state of society, are considered unworthy of retention, or which, if 
retained, would only be productive of perplexity and distraction.” 

Crawfurd's assumption to the effect that a profusion of specific 
terms in a language is the natural growth of a rude state of civili- 
zation is somewhat strange, and seems to call for further proof than 
his bare assertion. It may be compared to the one which an agri- 
culturist would make if from the presence of a thick bushy under- 
growth in a primeval forest, he would conclude the barrenness of 
the soil. As to the deduction, necessarily to be made from his 
statement, of the specific being first and then the generic term, and 
that, therefore, “Peter” was earlier than “man,” “oak,” ‘than “tree,” 
“first,” than “one,” etc. in the human mind, aside from being con- 
trary to sound reason, is not supported by the history and the early 
use of similar terms in the English language. The instances are 
numerous of a term at first of a generic signification, being later 
restricted to mean some more specific thing. We have, for example, 
that all food was once called meat, and it is not infrequent to find 
it so used in the Bible, while meat is now restricted to mean a 
particular kind of food. The same contraction of meaning under- 
went the once more general terms of weed--herbs, corpse=body, vo- 
yage=journey of any kind, starve (from the German sterbenJ=“to die 
any kind of death,” etc.. We are told, however, of a force in every 
language working in a contrary direction, which expanded the former 
meaning of “polite” to that of the present “polished,” etc.; but the 
instances here are much fewer and have little promise for the future 
of the language and for that of the people who speaks it, for it 
is certainly a process of decomposition which, if allowed to go on 
unchecked, will eventually bring the language down to decay and 
ruin. That a process of this kind was going on in Tagalog at the 
time in which it came in contact with Spanish, is, perhaps, con- 
ceivable, but the language, having been revived by. its association 
with, that of the rulers, and having since been reduced to the 
principles of grammar, has later recovered and has been brought up 
to its present state of development. - a 

a Crawfurd next goes into to the examination of that portion of 

the Bisayan vocabulary which can best support his theory, emitting 
opinions which there is no room here to refute, and then, he: says: 

|. “In Tagala there are 12 names for the cocoa-nut, including its 
different ‘varieties, and ‘conditions as to maturity and preparation for 

use. Of these, one only is Malayan, the word miug, which is ob- 

viously’ a corruption of “ur, the Malay, but not the Javanese, ~ name 

for the coco-palm. In the same language, there are 11 words to 

express the verb “to boil,” and 75 for the verb “to go.” In this 

language also there are 17 words to express the various actions of 

bearing or carrying, one of which ouly is Malayan, as “io carry 
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on the head,” “to carry under the arms,” “to carry between two,” 
2 “to carry a child,” etc. 

The misleading character of the language books composed by 

the Spanish friars, especially that of Noceda's Dictionary, having been. 

often referred to in this outline and made accountable for the errors 

committed by Humboldt 

as to the origin and derivation of Tagalog, 

advantage of this opportunity for 
was led into the erroneous 
fruit, by giving here, 
in the words, the matter 

the Tagalog-Spanish portion, pages 467-463, 

edition of 1860. 

. Dictionary. 

Coco 
Coco 
Coco 
Ee 
Coco 
todo pangosin. pc. 

Coco hecho jarro. Panabo. pe. 

tierno. Boco. pp. 
caido bognoy. pc. 
grande en que beben. lombo. 

Coco como. taza. panabyaban. pc. 

Coco tierno. cacaloyin. pp. 
Coco pequefio que se come con cas- 

cara y todo. tabal. pp. 
Coco. Niog. pe. 
Coco que sirve de jarro. hongot. 

pe. 
Cocos pequefios de cdscara dulce y 

blanda. tapyasin. pp. 
Cocos dulces que se comen con su 
Ccascara. tamysan. pp. 

- Of the equivalents in bold 

que se come con cascara y 

and Crawfurd, and for their opposite theories 
the author now . takes. 

showing practically how Crawfurd. 
belief of these 12 names for the cocoa-nut: 

as exactly as possible, both in the type and 

pertaining to this subject as found in 
of Noceda's Dictionary, 

Translation. 

Tender cocoa-nut. Boco. pp. (IN) 
Dropped off cocoa-nut. bng noy. pe.(L) 
Big cocoa-nut, out of which people: 

drink. lombo. pc. os 

Cocoa-nut, eatable along with the 
shell. pangosin. pc. - Ka 

Cocoa-nut made into a jar. Panabo pc. 

( Cocoa-nut in the way of a cup. 

l panabyaban. pc. 
Tender cocoa-nut. cacaloyin. pp. 
Small cocoa nut, which is eaten along, 

with the rind. tabal. pp. 
Cocoa nut. Niog. pe. Ho? 
Cocoa nut, serving as a jug. ho- 

figot. pc. | 
Small cocoa-nuts, the rind of which 

is sweet and soft. tapyasin. pp. 
Sweet cocoa-nuts, eatable along with 

the rind. tamysan. pp. 

type (which are also so printed in 
the Dictionary for the purpose mentioned on page XXIV, text and 
foot-note) only bognoy and lomb6 are at present understood, the 
former in the same signification of “dropped off,” “fallen cocoa nut 
fruit,” and the latter in that of a “drinking-vessel,' this merely 
because the shell or nut, after scraped clean is mainly devoted to 
this purpose. But considering the manner in which natives, aided 
by the special character of the language, make application of certain 
actions to the places or instruments on which or with which the 
action in performed, we may trace pangosin to pangés, “to suck 
sugar-cane,” and consider that the term might have been applied 
to such specimens of the cocoa-nut fruit as the tenderness of which 
‘would allow of performing therewith the same action as performed 
with. the sugar-cane. Tamysan is not a radical but a grammatical form, 

. Ll 2 
ARE. apa a sense of application. .Tamis-an means, properly, 

“sweeten-ed.” It is. also given in the Spanish-Tagalog: portion of the 

_ (1) ppzzpendltima producta, or having the accent on the penultimate syllable; 
pc=pentiltima ‘correpta, or having the accent on the last syllable, a. “Ga 
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Eictionary (page 323) and described: “cocos dulces que se comen con la cascara. Es comintang.” (1). 

Of the equivalents in regular small type, buco is a term of ge- neral designation for the “bud” of every fruit or flower: panabo is, 
as lombo, any drinking-vessel, or, more strictly, for it is not a radical, 
but a grammatical form, any “contrivance for drawing water from 
a source,” and it has nothing to do with the cocoa nut, except by 
reason of the frequency with which the nut of this fruit is made 
into a drinking-vessel or a baling out instrument. Speaking properly, 
therefore, there is only one word, .niog, for “cocoa-nut’ in actual 
“Tagalog. The other five, panabyaban, cacaloyin, tabal, hongot, and 
tapyasin, given in the Dictionary, which, we must suppose, were 
once in use, and among which there might be one or more for the 
fruit, are to be considered as belonging to that aboriginal language 
which has been referred to so often in this sketch, and the inference, 
in this case, is that the native term was displaced by the Malay one, 
and not, either that the coco-palm was introduced by Malays, or that 
there was no term for the fruit in the language. 

The case of the 12 names for the cocoa-nut was selected from 
among the various others mentioned by Crawfurd, because it is the 
one of easiest explanation, but what is said above of the misleading 
character of Noceda's Dictionary, and of Crawfurd's mis-understanding, 
apply equally to the latter's other assertions about the action of 
“going,” “boiling” and “carrying” in Tagalog, and to those he 
makes about others in the Bisayan as well. Crawfurd's statement as to 
the 75 names for the action of going is the more strange, as for this 
action there is in Tagalog no radical term, and the word used for 
the purpose is only a grammatical form. One may easily realize to 
what a small number could be reduced the 75 names for “to go” if 
the Spanish jesuit had only used a nomenclature and form of expression 
‘more precise in his Dictionary, saying, for instance, vadear, cruzar, “to 
ford,” “to cross,” instead of ir d4 la otra parte, “to go to the other 
side,” acompanar, “to accompany,” instead of ir dos juntos, “to-go two 
together,” buscar, “to seek,” instead of ir & buscar, “to go for,” “to 
go to seek,” etc., etc. 

Crawfurd's next assertion is to this effect: 
“But the most advanced of the nations of the Philippines have 

each of them a native literature; and in the Grammar of Fr. Gaspar 
de San Agustin a sketch is given of the Tagalog poetry.” : 

It. would be greatly satisfactory to have some specimen of this 
pre-‘Spanish native literature and poetry, produced by Crawfurd; for 
no one else ever found the slightest trace of them. The sketch to 
which he refers as given by San Agustin is, doubtless a reproduction 
of the answers given orally by -natives to questions as to the way in 
which meter and rhyme were by them understood. At any rate, of the 
poetry morsels given by San Agustin in his Grammar, some have been 
committed to writing or composed by the Spanish friar, and others, 
as he himself declares, were composed by Father Herrera, both being, 
for the most part, on topics connected with the Catholic religion. 

With such a poor and scanty array of facts and knowledge, 
Crawfurd (pages cxxii-cxxvii) goes into the comparison of Tagalog with 
every .other Philippine tongue of which he has perused a grammar or 
a dictionary. : :He speaks of the Pampangan and of the language of 

(1) Sweet cocoa-nut fruit. of which the pulp is eaten together with the 
shell, It is used in the -Comintang: , 
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Iloco, but eventually he sticks to the Bisayan for his comparison. Of 
the Bisayan he says: That the phonetic character corresponds letter 
for letter with the same in Tagalog; that the cases of nouns are the 
same in both languages, the articles of common and proper nouns 
being identical; that the plural of the Bisayan noun is formed by 
an appropriate word which is tbe same as in Tagalog, that gender 
is expressed in Bisayan by the very same two words signifying 
masculine and feminine in Tagalog; that the Bisayan pronouns are 
the same as, and are declined as in Tagalog; that the demonstrative 
pronouns are the same in the two languages; that the Bisayan verb 
is formed on the same principle as the Tagalog and nearly by the 
same terms; that there exists no substantive verb in both languages; 
that tense and mood are in Tagalog and Bisayan expressed, not by 
auxiliaries, but by inseparable particles, which are generally the same 
in the two languages; and that the passive verb and the verbal noun 
are also formed by inseparable particles in Bisayan and in Tagalog. 
‘Everybody, we believe, will conclude from the above identities the 
community of the parentage and derivation of the two languages; but 
Crawfurd does not, for he ends by saying: 

“Judging, then, by the identity of the phonetic character of the 
Bisaya and Tagala, and the close parallel which runs through their 
whole grammatical structure, we might be disposed to come, at once, 
to the conclusion, that they are mere dialects of a common tongue. 
This is, however, opposed by the stubborn fact that the great majority 
‘of their nouns, adjectives, and especially particles are wholly different.” 

In support of this view, he then gives the following list of 
what he calls particles in the two languages, saying: 

“TI shall exhibibit a few of each of these classes of words as 
examples, beginning with the particles:” 

ENGLISH TAGALA. BISAYA. 

Before. Bagu Atubangan. 
Towards. Daku. Nayun, dapit. 
Instead of. Pasabali. Satungud. 
Acording to. Diyata. Saling, subung, ingun. 
Without. Vala. Sauala. 
Whither. Saan. Hain. 
Hither. h Ditu. Dini, dinhi. 
Above, up. Taas. Ibabau,. itaas 
Near, Babau. Talutug, kuta. 
Far, Palak. Halagu. 
Whilst. Gunaguna. Sauala-pa. 
“Then. Nuon, nuun. Sadtu. 
Late. Hapun. Olaie, hapun. 
Thus. Gayun. Siling sini, subang-sini. 
Slowly. Dahan. Hinai-hinai. 
Also. Naman. Sabungman. 
“Much. Dami. Maramu, dagaya. 
Little. -Dahan, ikii ayu ayu Diiit. 
Enough. Sukat. Ayau, sarang. 
Even. Pa. Pa. 
Perhaps. Lamang. Aikan, bala, naha. 
No. Di. Dili, indi. 
Ooly, but. Kundi. Di. 

It is a matter of much disappointment “for » those :who have 
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admired the profundity which Crawlurd showed in his research into 
the other languages spoken in Malaysia and into the history and 
ethnology of the Malay Archipelago, and of regret for those who have 
the Philippine philology at heaft, to find him so poorly prepared to 
pass qualified judgment on the character and origin of the languages 
spoken in these Islands. 

.. “With the exception of pa, limang and di in the Tagalog, pa, 
dili--indi and di in the Bisayan, column, which may be said to be 
particles in the sense in which “particle” is understood by Crawfurd, 
all the other terms are either compounds and even phrases, or sub- 
stantive words, the latter being susceptible of becoming verbs and 
of being conjugated in the respective languages. Thus, diyata is 
a compound of dit+yata; namin, of na;man; cundi, of cun+di, 
both elements of which exist also separately in the language. Bayo, 
means “new” in Tagalog, and Crawfurd himself gives it in the list 
immediately following of adjectives in the two languages, atubangan, 
given by Crawfurd as its Bisayan counterpart, means “presence,” and 
sa atubangan, “in the presence of, that is to say, “before” in ref- 
erence to place, while bago, means “before” in reference to time. 
Both daco and dapit are given in Noceda's Dictionary as the equi- 
valents of the Spanish “hacia'--English “toward,” but dapit has been 
omitted by Crawfurd in the Tagalog column, and given only in that 
of the Bisayan. 8 Pasabali (the right spelling is pasubali) means, “to 
except,” “to exclude,” but “neither “instead of,” nor anything in 
connection with the idea of a substitute Satwngod (it is important to 
note that in what Crawfurd gives as one word there are two, sa and 
tungud), which appears in the list as the Bisayan counterpart for “in- 
stead of,” offers similar strange wandering of meaning. Tungud is in 
Bisayan a word of wide signification. It means “to belong to,” “to 
be in front of,” “to assign,” “to lie,” and has, by extension, the con- 
ditional import of ‘‘were it not for,” “toward,” etc, but it is not found 
that it can ever be made to correspond with “instead of” in English. 
Diyata means in Tagalog “therefore,” “if so,” and out of the three 
words saling, subung, ingun, given by Crawfurd as equivalents of the 
English “according to” in Bisayan, only subung and ingun are found 
in the language. Subung is used only in Iloilo, and ingun means, “to 
imitate,” “to do as,” having only by extension the signification of “as,” 
“like,” “according to.” “ald is in both languages the term by which 

“negation of the existence” is expressed, and its correspondence in 
signification with “without” is more a matter of ethics than of gram- 
mar. Making application of the negative import a NG wala, it es 

3 1 : 
be said: (ang asong) ualang buntot, (“the dog) (having no=without) tail,” 

and we may in this way consider that wald is the equivalent for 

“without,” but we are not to reckon this in the comparison as a 

sign of a different parentage of the two languages. Saiiald, given 

by Crawfurd in tbe Bisayan column, is not one word, but two distinct 

words, sa and wala, having somewhat the meaning of the English 

phrase “at a time when there was not.” : 

Not to swell this Introduction to the size and character of a 

grammar, further examination of Crawfurd's table is here omitted, but 

the reader may rest satisfied that similar errors exist in the other words 

of his list. ; , 
Crawfurd has made a basis of his comparative system and a 

condition for discovering the common origin and derivation of any 

two languages, the accord of both in the prepositlons, a it is a 
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matter of surprise to see that he has omitted to use this method 
for his comparison of Tagalog and Bisayan. Had he done this, or 
rather, had he been in a position to do this properly, he would then 
have fallen upon the touch-stone for ascertaining the unity of the 
Filipino tongues. ; : ; 

_ "Of prepositions in the sense in which this word is applied to 
the European languages, only the following are found in Tagalog: 

Ang, for the Hoe uve Case Sigua; ) 56 common nouns oF proper 
nang, » 9 possessive ,, ” nouns of things. 
sa, » n” Objective sa er | 

Si, » n nominative ,, pi 
ni, 4 «95 possessive  ,, 5 of proper nouns of persons. 

cay, noo” objective ” ” 

Sind, no a a Plural) oe complex personal names 
HAN... a AP BN sa ia indicating companionship. 
cand=quind, ,, ,, objective ni SG 

All the other directives or particles called prepositions in our 
languages are in Tagalog words belonging to other parts of speech, 
which are used either alone or in connection with the preceding particles 
for the other relations which may exist between two nouns. Thus, 
casama, “companion,' is sometimes used for “with,” sa loob, “in the 
interior of,” from loob, “the inside,” for “in, “within,” sa harap, 
“in the presence of,” from harap, “front,” for “before,” but the true 
preposition in the latter two cases is sa and the adjuncts are merely 
completive terms. Now, these particles are, with some variation of 
form, common to all the languages spoken by the Christian native 
inhabitants in these Islands. 

It may perhaps be asked how languages said to be of such a 
complex structure, and for which such a high superiority over Malay 
is claimed, can get along well with this paucity of such important 
elements as prepositions are considered to be. They, however, do, 
and this fact is the most important characteristic of their common 
parentage and of their dissimilarity from the Malay, the Javanese and 
the other languages of the Malay archipelago. It is with the prepositions 
in Tagalog as with the relative pronoun, only on a much larger and 
more important scale. The above directives are mainly to be used in 
sentences the verb of which is in the active voice; but it must be 
borne in mind that the use of the one or the other voice of the 
verb is not arbitrary in Tagalog. The active voice is to be used 
when the action is represented in abstract, or as in reference to an 
indeterminate object If the reference is to a determinate object, 
or if time, manner, place, instrument, cause, etc., is to be denoted, 
the verb in Tagalog should be used in the passive voice. It is then 
that those Tagalog verbal passive forms which generally refer to ‘the 
instrument, cause, place, etc., for the action, connote the relation which 
is the province of the preposition to establish in other Janguages. 
It will be seen, therefore, that while, for example, bumili, means “to 
buy,” that is to say, “the act of a person who buys,” ybili, means 
“to buy with,” and “to buy in behalf or for the sake of,” accord- 
ing to the nature of subject; and that, on the other hand, bilihan, 
contracted into bilh4n, ineans “to buy from.” Huménap, is “to 
look for, but yhdnap, is “to look for with,” while hanapan 
is “to be searched for on a person,” paghanapan, “to look for 
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at,” and so on for other relations in innumerable other cases. (1) The touch-stone for ascertaining the unity of the Filipino tongues 
is, therefore, the verbal mechanism. Neither are they, nor could they be, different languages because of what Crawfurd says of dissimilarity in 
that class of their words which he calls particles or prepositions. 

That the articles and the verbal particles are essentially the 
same in all the tongues spoken by the Christian native population in 
these Islands, the following abbreviated table of verbal active, and verbal 
passive particles, and articles will show: 

VERBAL PARTICLES. ARTICLES 
Active. | Passive. ‘ 

Trans, | Intrans. Persons. Things. 

Un, : : | ea Tagalog. |Mag. ma na, In An|I | Si | Ni | Cay | Ang |Nang] Sa 

Mag, |Ta,la, 
Ibanag. |Mang.|ma,| In |An|I | Si | Ni tac-| Y | Na | Ta 

map- cua 

Ag, |P4: 
mang, R «la A lm Ilocano. + ami Um. |En|An|I| Ni | Ni [Quen Iti | Ti | Iti 
man 

Pangas. |Man. | Na. [En |an|T| Si |Non | Ed [3274 Na | Ka 
Pampang.|Man. aed In |An| I | I [Nang Can | Ing | Ning Ang 

Bicol. CURE Na, On /An; I JSi-su Ni | Qui | Ang | Nin bang 

jas R : Can= Sing- Bisayan |Maga. Ma,na,|O? An|1I| Si | Ni oe Ang - ae te Sa 

These languages, moreover, agree in phonetic character; in 
grammatical structure; in elementary words, and in the great majority 
of all other words; in the conjugative mechanism; and in the syntax. 
Natives speaking these various tongues are able, with very little 
practice, to understand each other, (2) which is never the case with 
any other two languages of those sprung from a different trunk. : 

When it shall be ascertained that the particles of the Philip- 
pine languages or those words without the help of which a gram- 
matical sentence cannot be formed, and that the verbal particles and 
the conjugation are not essentially the same throughout them all, 
then, but not until then, these tongues may be considered as 

ngi sprung from different sources. 
nia Hina remains now to review what Crawfurd says (pages 
exxvi-cxxvii) about the words of the languages of the western portion 
of the Indian Archipelago in Tagalog, and of the place which they 
have and influence which, he thinks, they have exercised in the 

a erhaps, derive some clearer notion of what is here 
Kisiiod ee oe the abaka borne by the compounds pinagsusulatan, 
sinusulatan, and ysinusdlat in the examples given on page na Na A eee 

(2) It will, perhaps, be well to except from this genera Pict of in gain 
bility the Ilocano and the Ibanag tongues, which although, no doubt, aprung Du 
the same branch as the Tagalog, show, however, greater deviations frcm their other 
Filipino sister languages. 
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language. After commenting on the character of the words which 
‘Tagalog borrowed from Malay, and after assuring his readers that in the 
majority of cases in which the Malay word is found without a synonym 
in Tagalog, the borrowed word is a generic term, Crawfurd says: 

“The absence, in the two leading Philippine languages of such 
generic terms as these now enumerated, indicates a rude state of 
society and language among the Philippine islanders previous to their 
intercourse with the more advanced nations of the western part of 
the Indian Archipelago, and points, at the same time, to the cause, 
which gave rise to the introduction of a considerable class of Malay 
and Javanese - words.” 

Further on in his Dissertation (page cexxviii), in an. attempt 
at showing the importance of the Malay element in the languages 
spoken in these Islands, is found the following list. 

English. Tagala. Bisaya. Malayan. 

Dog. Asu, ayam. Iru, ayam. Asu, j. 
Hog. Babiii. Babiii. Babi, m ; bawi, j. 
Domestic fowl. Manuk. Manuk. Manuk, j. 
Goat. Kambing. Kanding Kambing, m. 
Buffalo. Karabau. Karabau. Karbau, m.; kabu, j. 
Elephant. Gadia. Gadya, garya. Gajah, s. 
Duck.” Itik. Ttik. Itik, m. 
Cat. Pusa. Kuring. Kuching, c. 

He, then, says: “Among these words there can scarcely be 
said to be any that are not either Malay or that have not come 
through the Malayan, nor can I find that any of them have native 
synonyms.” Aside “from the fact that in the above list ayam is a 
synonym of asu, and that there is also a Malay term for “cat,” 
in the list below the synonyms are given for the other Malay 
terms, kambing and gajah excepted, which Crawfurd could not find 
in Tagalog. 

English. Malay. Tagalog. Synonyms. 

Dog. Asu. (1) Aso. Ayam, banagan. 
Hog. Babi. Babuy. Pag-il. 
Domestic fowl, Manuk. Manuc. Ibon. 
Buffalo. Karabaw. Calabao. Anuang, damulag. - 

" Duck. Itik. Itic. Papan, bibi. 
Cat. Kuchin. Pusa. Coting. 

Crawfurd's conclusion is to the effect that, since there are no 
‘synonyms in the language, all the domestic animals denoted by the 
Malay words were imported into the Philippines, and he includes 
therein also the elephant, which is known, both in Malay 'and 
in Tagalog by a name taken from Sanskrit. In the same 
way as that for domestic animals, he gives lists for words 
‘of plants, metals, for terms relating to the mechanic arts, to the 
art of navigation, etc, in order to show that a rude state of civili- 

(1) Asu is given in our lists (see on page XXXV) as an exclusively 
Javanese word, while in the above table Crawfurd gives it as one common to the 
Malay and the Javanese, but he himself describes it: in his Malay Dictionary 
(page 10) in the following way: “Asu. (J) Toe dog. lt is used in the Malay only 
-in ‘the word gigi-asu, “the dog or canine teeth.” ; 

gn 
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zation must have prevailed in these Islands prior to the infusion of Malay, 
and to show also the influence exercised by the latter over the language. 

Of course, we cannot go into the examination of all his lists 
without trespassing upon the limits fixed for this outline: but the reader, 
here too, may be sure that errors similar to those which have been 
noticed in the preceding paragraphs run throughout them all. Nay, one is 
even led to believe that Crawfurd has taken advantage of the double, 
vocabulary in Noceda's Dictionary to create in the reader's mind the 
impression of a poverty of generic terms in Tagalog, by giving, 
sometimes the obsolete or native, and omitting the usual or Malay 
word, and by giving, otber times, the latter and omitting the native 
term. In the long lists of pages ccxxxii-cexxxiii, this has been done 
in the case of duga, “to sound,” alagouac, “tide,” sauo, “anchor,” 
words no longer understood in Tagalog, but contained, however, in Noceda's 
Dictionary, and, apparently, given by Crawfurd for the purpose of show- 
ing that these terms had to be imported from Malay, a thing which 
could not have been done if the usual native terms tfaroc, taob, and 
sipit had been given, while the vocabulary was turned the other way 
in the case of bondoc, “mountain,” where the giving of biquid would 
show derivation from the Malay buqutt. 

Specimens as these exhibited in his work by Crawfurd seem 
to be mere selections of the words of that kind which may best 
serve his hypothesis. 

As to the character and importance of the words which Ta 
galog borrowed from Malay sufficient, it is believed, has been said 
elsewhere in his sketch as to dispense with further comment again 
here. As to Crawfurd's assertion of the Filipino tongues being devoid 

of such generic terms as the lack of which indicates a backward 

state of civilization of the inhabitants of these Islands prior to their 
intercourse with the more advanced nations of the western portion 
of the Indian Archipelago, the following lists of exclusively Tagalog 
terms may perhaps be of use in contradicting his statement. 

Adjectives: 

Good. Bad. Mabuti. Masama. 

White. Red. Busilac. Mapula. 
Pretty. Ugly. Mariquit. Pangit. 
Hot. Cold. Mainit. Malamig. 
Long. Short. Mahaba. Maicli. 
Great. Small. Malaqui, daquila. Maliit. 

Miscellaneous terms: 

Water. Earth. Tubig. Lupa. 
Man. Woman. Taud. Babaye. 
Body. Soul. Cataouan. Caloloua. 

Hand. Mouth. Camay. Bibig. 

Life. Property. Buhay, Ari. 

Honey. Fish. Cotton. Pulot. Isda. Bulac. 

: Brother Brother-in-law. Capatid. Baydo. 

Banana. Wax. Saguing. Pacquit. 

Terms relating to the moral and intelectual powers: 

‘Memory. Understanding. Alaala. Bait. 

‘Will. Reason. Loob, ibig. Catuiran. 
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Terms relating to social condition. 

Master. Slave. Panginoon. Alipin. 

Lineage. Nobility. Angcan. Lipi. 
Law. Tyranny. Otos. Cabagsican. 

Terms relating to the art of war. 

War. Conquest. Baca. Digma. 

Enemy. Ally. Caauay. Campi. 

Captive. Corsair. Bihag. Moso. 

Terms for the designation of metals: 

Iron. Steel. Bacal. Patalim. 

Cast steel. Copper. Binalon. Tangso. 
Gold. Ore. Guint6. Tumbaga. 

Terms for the designation of agricultural implemenfs. 

Plough. Yoke. Sodsod. Singcao. 

Hoe, Mound. Panghucay. Pilapil. 

Terms relating to house-building, cloth-weaving, fishing, etc. 

Tile. Thread. Tisa. Sinulid. 
Net Casting-net. Lambat. Pocot. 
Warp. Woot. Hanayin. Hiliguin. 
Shuttle. Needle. Sicuan, bolos. Cardyom. 

Chisel. Adze. Locob. Daras. 
Plane. Saw. Catam. Lagari. 

Terms relating to the art of navigation. 

Prow. Stern. Doong. Huli. 
Paddle. Helm. Saguan. Oguit. 
Flood. Ebb. Taog. Cati. 
Mouth of a river, bar. Uaua. 
Sound-lead. River. Sea. Panaroc Ilog. Dagat. 
Cove. Storm. Looc. Onos. 

It has already been noticed that the four cardinal points are 
known by native and not by Malay terms. 

Verbs: 

To write. To cast, found. Titic Tunao. 
To use. To give. Gamit. Bigay. 
To ascend. To breathe. Acquiat. Hinga. 
To sow. To seek. Sabog. Hanap. 
To swim. To take out. Langoy. Alis. 
To know. To walk. Alam. Lacad. 
To hear. To smell. Dingig. Amoy. 
To weave. To sew. Habi. Tahi. 
To see. To look at. Quita. Tingi. 
To bathe. To play. Ligo. Laro. 
To remember. To wish. Alaala, Ibig. 
To caress. To please. Liyag. Guilio. ~ 

It seems well not to let the review of Crawfurd’s book go 
without giving here the words with which he closes his inqniry into 
the Philippine tongues, a 
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“The Spanish writors on tho languagos of tho Philippines inform 
us that the Tagala alphabet las been borrowed from that of tho 
Malays. This is, however, the mere assortion of men who had not 
attended to tho subject, or, in a word, who really knew nothing at 
all about it. Tho Malays, as already stated, have at present no 
native alphabet; and the Tagala alphabet is poculiar and bears little 
resemblanco to any native written character of the nations of the 
western part of the Archipelago These writers further assure us, 
without showing any evidence for their beliof, that all the Philippine 
languages aro but dialects of a common tongue, which they tell us 
is the Malay, as the lonie, the Attic, and Kolian, are dialects of Greek; 
the Spanish, Portuguese, and French, dialects of Latin; and the North- 
orn languages of Europe dialects of Gothic. All this is asserted of lan- 
guages of which little more than a fortieth part is Malay, and which, 
in other respects, have hardly anything in common with the Malay.” 

“But wo have a similar, although not tho same opinion from 
a different and far higher authority. The illustrious philosopher, lin- 
guist, and statesman, the lato Baron William Humboldt, has in his 
large work on the Kawi of Java, expressed tho opinion that the 
Tagala of the Philippines is the most perfect living specimen of that 
Malayan tongue, which, with other writers, he fancies to have been 
the parent stock from which all the tongues of tho brown race in 
the Eastern Archipelago, the Philippines, the islands of the Pacific, 

and even the langungo of Madagascar have sprung. 1 cannot help 

thinking that this hypothesis, maintained with much ingenuity, must 
have originated in this eminent scholars practical unrequaintance 
with any language of the many which camo under his consideration, 

and that had ho possessed the necessary knowledge, the mere running 

over the pages of any Philippine dictionary would have satisfied him 

of the error of his theory. [ conclude, then by expressing my con- 

viction, that as far as the ovidence yielded by a comparison of the 

Tagala, Bisaya, and Pampanga languages with the Malay and Javaneso 

goes, there is no more ground for believing that the Philippine and 

Malayan languages have a common origin, than for concluding that 

Spanish and Portuguese are Semitic languages, because they contain 

a few hundred words of Arabic, or that the Welsh and Irish are 

of Latin origin, because they contain a good many words of Latin; 

or that Italian is of Gothic origin, because it contains a far greater 

number of words of ‘Teutonic origin than any Philippine language 

does of Malay and Javanese.” 
After this, it becomes necessary to give the words of San Agustin 

which have elicited such a sharp criticism on the part of the English 

writer; “I have availed myself of all of them (the grammars com 

posed by other grammarians — before him) and of some on other 

tongues of these Islands, for, cortainly, they are not altogether diverse 

tongues, but rather dialects of one and the same language, which 

is said to be the Malay; as it is the case in Greek with the dia- 

lects Attic, Ionic, Holic, and the common Greek, in Latin, with HG 

Italian, Spanish, Portuguose and French languages; and in the North, 

with the dialects of the Gothic or Teutonic language.” (1) As to 

i de lenguas de estas Islas, porque 
(1) De todos me he valido, y de otros ¢ ngi iya a ’ 

totalmente diversss entre si, sino varios dia ectos de una misma 

ea, Nona Hab ser la Malaya; como en la Griega los dialectos Attico, Jonico, 

Eolico, y comin. Y de la Latina las lenguas Italiana, Espafiola, Portuguesa y Fran- 

cesa, 'y en el Norte los dialectos de la lengua Godt 6 Teutonica. San Agustin. 

Compendio del Arte de la Lengua Tagala. Prologo. 
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the alphabet, he says: ‘Finally, I will give here their ancient system 

of writing, at present used in the Comintang (provinces of Laguna 

and Batangas) and elsewhere. The characters, they have learned from 

the Malays, and are seventeen.” (1) That Crawfurd should have thus 

rebuked the Spanish grammarians (or rather Father San Agustin, for 

no other before him ever treated of the subject) for entertaining, in 

1703, an opinion as to the derivation of Tagalog, which, in 1852 

everybody entertained but Crawfurd, and which, even at the present 

day is, perhaps, entertained by everybody except the author of this 

book, seems really too hard. Nor does it seem fair to treat the 

passing remark of the Spanish friar in the way of an assertion or 

in that of the exposition of a theory, as. Crawfurd does. — in 

As to the Tagalog alphabet, Crawfurd is, certainly, in the 

wrong. The charge he brings forward against the Spanish writer is 

based on a gratuitous assumption; that of San Agustin's ignorance 

of Malay being written in the Arabic character. Now, this cannot with 

a shadow of truth be supposed of any Spanish friar of the seventeenth 

century in this part of the world, when Spain was still engaged in war 

and league with tribes to the south of Luzon, and ecclesiastics were, 

mainly, sent, in preference to civil officials or civilians, on errands of 

peace and treaty to those places where the Malay language and the 

Malay writing character were used as the general means of commu- 

nication. But least of all can this be supposed of San Agustin who, 

besides his vast philological knowledge, was twice appointed provincial 

of his order, and as such could not fail to be present at the Govern- 

ment councils where all matters of war and peace with other Malay 

tribes were treated. Neither was Humboldt ignorant of this, when in 

his letter to Mr. Jacquet he said: “I entirely agree with you, Sir, as 

to the Bugis alphabet. The consonants are nearly the same as in 

the Tagalog alphabet...” (2) nor was Favre ignorant either, when, 

speaking on this subject he says: “Mr. W. Humboldt's opinion seems 

to, solve almost the point; for, in his letter to Mr. Jacquet about the 

alphabets of the Asiatic Polynesia, he believes that the one of the 

present Sanskrit might well be the perfection of an ancient alphabet; 

to which the first alphabets of the Asiatic Polynesia, such as the 

Tagalog, Bugis, etc. belong.” (3) The reference here is, therefore, 

to an ancient alphabet which must have existed, in which, probably, 

both Malay and Javanese were written, beforé acquiring their present 

systems, and also the one referred to by the Spanish frear could be 
no other. Crawfurd himself, in the passage just quoted, says, “The 
Malays, as_already stated, have at present no native alphabet...”, thus 

implying that they, once, had one. Crawfurd's criticism of San Agustin 
is, therefore, unjust, and seems to be a striking instance of that 
aberration into which the human mind is liable to fall when, influenced 
by prejudice, it finds it necessary to derive facts from the hypothesis 
and not to derive the hypothesis from facts. 

(1) Por ultimo pondre el modo, que tenian de escribir antiguamente, y al 
presente lo usan en el Comintan (provincias de la Laguna y Batangas) y otras par- 
tes. Los cardcteres son aprendidos de los malayos, y son diez y siete, Prosodia 
Parrafo 6. 

. (2) Je suis entierement d'accord avec vous, Monsieur, sur Ialphab-t des 
Bugis, Les consonnes sont a peu pres les memes que dans l'alphabet tagala..... 

; (8) L'opinion de M. W. de Humboldt semble presque résoudre cette ques- 
tion, car, dans sa lettre a M. Jacquet sur les alphabets de la Polynésie asiatique, 
il pense que le sanscrit actuel pourrait bien étre le perfectionnement d’un ancien 
alphabet, auquel auraient appartenu les premiers alphabets de la Polynesie asiatique 
tele que le tagala, le bugis etc. Favre. Grammaire Javanaise. Introduction, page X. 
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; Crawfurd's greatest error was that of the Tagalog alphabet 
being of local invention, a belief which, as far as our knowledge goes, 
no other writer shares with him. For the matter of the relations of 
the Tagalog alphabet with other alphabets of those used in Sumatra 
and Celebes, the reader is referred to what is said in the Orthography, 
as nothing else is thought necessary to say here against this view 
of the English writer. It seems only pertinent to mention that if 
alphabets are invented to meet the requirements of the languages to 
which they are to be applied, and that if due consideration is had of 
the phonetic characters ot Tagalog on one side, and of Malay and 
Javanese on the other, such an alphabet as the Tagalug could have 
been invented only for one of the latter two languages. 

On the charge of “practical unacquaintance” which Crawfurd 
makes against Humboldt, the author is the person least qualified to 
pass competent judgment, for, of the numerous languages reviewed by 
both writers, he is acquainted only with Tagalog. Nor be it under- 
stood that he makes any pretence to special authority in the latter, but 
Humboldt's profundity and Crawfurd's superficiality must be apparent, 
not only to the Tagalog scholar, but also to the common reader, not- 
withstanding the fact that Crawfurd, to all appearance, succeeded, and 
Humboldt erred, in classifying properly the language. Both of them 
wrote admirable works, that of Humboldt, in almost every respect, that 
of Crawfurd, also excellent as to the languages of the Malay Archipelago, 
the Malay and Javanese especially. To say the same as to his research 
into those of the Philippines would be greatly satisfactory, but the 
errors here are too gross and too flagrant to be overlooked. Crawfurd’s 
accomplishments in the ethnology and history of the Malay Archipelago, 
and his philological research into the Kawi, the present Javanese and 
the Malay are much more meritorious and free from error. In con- 
sideration of this and in honor of the memory of this great writer, it 

might appear fair to pass more leniently on him; but we do not know 
that any other scholar ever embarked on a controversy for determining 

the character and derivation of a language, as Crawfurd did for Taga- 

log, so lightly ballasted with real knowledge and so heavily loaded 
with arrogance, ; Da 

The last attempt in this sketch will be at tracing the origin of 

the language, or rather, at marking an orientation of the course in 

which to steer for landing at the place from which, probably, it ori- 

ginally sprung. : ; 
The rare phenomenon has been mentioned of such a peculiar 

language as the Basque, shut up in the midst of Indogermanic langua- 

ges; and to all appearance, we are here confronted with what seems 

to be, if not an identical, at least a similar case. One is naturally 

led to believe that the closest affinity of Tagalog might be with some 

Chinese dialect of those spoken over the vast empire within such a 

short distance from these Islands, or else to find the language in closer 

relation than it stands to those spoken in and about that part of the 

Indian Archipelago in which, it is believed, Malay has originated; but, 

strange enough, the closest affinity here is with the languages spoken 

in the far away island of Madagascar, a fact which may lead to im- 

portant discoveries as to the origin and race of the primitive inhabitants 

of these Islaads, if some other genius uses the Tagalog for the same 

purposes that Humboldt used the Basque language. 

In several parts of his work, to quote. which would be too 

prolix, Humboldt calls attention to these affinities in the grammar of 

the two languages; but the deficiency, by him frequently es 
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of, in the means at hand for the study of the Malagasi at the time in 

which he wrote, made him believe that the similarity found in the two 

languages so widely separated, was another proof of the derivation from 

one and the same parent language of all those spoken by the Malay race 

The matter has since received the attention of some distin- 

guished writers among whom Mr. A. Marre, and Prof. Dr. Rein- 

wald Brandstetter, of Luzern should be mentioned. The author has 

been fortunate enough to secure a copy of each of the little pam- 

phlets, “Des Noms de Nombres en usage dans la Malaisie et dans 

la Polynesie,” “Proverbes, Maximes et Conseils traduits du Tagalog,” 

and “Madagascar et les Philippines,” written by the first of the 

above mentioned gentlemen and addressed to the Royal Academy of 

Sciences at Turin: and one copy of the “Precis théorique et pratique 

de Langue Malgache,” by Mr. Gustave Julien, Paris—1904. The author - 

has also been able to peruse the excellent pamphlet “Tagalen und 

Malagasen,” Luzern- 1902- composed by the other above mentioned 

writer, Prof. Dr. Reinwald, and a copy of the “Grammaire Malgache 

redigée par les Missionnaires Catholiques de Madagascar" --1853 - ,from 

which and from the work of Humboldt he could draw the data 

offered in the following pages. To quote from among these various 

sources the one from which, in each case, the data have been derived 

would be proper. This, however, the author is unable to do, not 

only because of the tediousness which would result therefrom, but 

because he has no longer at his disposal the pamphlet of Prof. 

Reinwald, having only been able to peruse it hurriedly for a few 

hours and take some notes, nor can any other copy of it be 

obtainable in time to be utilized for the present edition of the book. 

This is the wore to be regretted and the quoting of the source the 

more required in this case, as it is, mainly, from this excellent pamphlet 

that the largest portion of the comparative matter has been taken. 

In the foregoing comparison with the Malay and the Javanese 

languages, the aim has been to show all that Tagalog has peculiar to 

itself, that is to say, items not found in any of the other two languages. 

In the comparison, which is to follow, of Tagalog and Malagasi, the 

aim will be to show all that the two languages have peculiar to 

themselves, leaving out whatever other matter they have in common 

with Malay or Javanese. Thus in the lexical comparison, such 

words given in the lists of pages XXVIXXXVIII as are common 

also to the Malagasi, will be here omitted, and the list only given of 

those found exclusively in the latter and in ‘Tagalog. (1) Before doing 

this, however, it is believed necessary to say something concerning 

the Malagasi alphabet and the Malagasi phonetic character, with a 

view to show certain peculiarities and phonetic changes without which 

the analogy, in most cases, of the words found in the two languages 

could not be well understood by the reader. 
The Malagasi alphabet is described as consisting of the following 

Vowels. 

a, pronounced as the same letter in the English word “far,” 

e, ” ” ” ” ” moon ” ” “bells” 

1=Y, ” Hon ” ” Doon ” ” “bill,” and the adv- 

erbial termination ly; 

0, B ” t9 ” ” wooh ” ” “move,” and, em- 

phatically, as that of the same in “doll.” 

(1) Crawfurd, in pages clii-clvi of his Dissertatio', gives a list of 165 
Malay and Javanese words found in Malagasi, ss bai 
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The sound of 4 is, in speech, repeated after g, ng, h, k and nk. 

The reader will not fail to note that although the characters ' 
are not exactly the same still the vowel sounds are in Malagasi es- 
sentially the same as in Tagalog. 

__ Following the above plain of calling attention to those features only 
which are exclusively common to the two languages, the fact is here to 
be mentioned of both having practically the same dipthongs. Thus, 

Tagalog ay, ao oy==uy 
Malagasi ; at, ao ot, dipthongs which, 
speaking strictly, are found neither in Malay nor in Javanese. 

The simple consonants are in Malagasi seventeen: 
b, d, f, h & L m nn, P, p, rn, tf, having, 

virtually, the same sound as in English, and 

g, which is pronounced as the same letter in the English word “get,” 

ho o ne 3 somewhat as tz in the German word katze; 

a ko cab m as the some letter in the Spanish word mio, 
8, io sa na sn sh in the English word “she,” 

2, ” ” ” ” J ” ” ” ” “John.” 

A matter of difficulty, it seems, in, Malagasi words consists 
in the pronunciation of the complex consonants tr, dr, ntr, ndr, which 
is described as scarcely perceptible, that of tr being nearly the same as 
that of the same combination in the English word “traveler.” Another 
peculiarity of the pronunciation in Malagasi is that of the final syllable of 
words ending in vowels, dipthongs and nasals, being frequently dropped 
in utterance. The consonant system of the Malagasi shows, therefore, 

greater deviations from that of the ‘Tagalog than those which have 

been noticed of that of the latter from those of the Malay and the 
Javanese; but this may be due to the influence of a South African 

element in the languages of Madagascar. This dissimilarity in the 

consonant systems of the two languages, especially caused by the pre- 

sence of the above complex consonants and by that of an f in Mala- 

gasi, has a corresponding influence over the phonetic charater of both, 

with the result that, in certain cases, the composition of syllables in 

Malagasi is such as is never found in Tagalog, and that the dissim- 

ilarity in the orthography and sound of the words common to the 

two languages is frequently so great that their identity could not be 

recognized but for the meaning. 

The following itemized statement of phonetic changes is given 

for the purpose of enabling the reader to understand better the affinity 

of the words of the two languages appearing in the list which is 

later to follow. 
Vowels. 

Malagasi a--Tag. a, as in Malag. manga--Tag. manga, “mango,” 

sometimes== ,, 4, 9 » Hi vava= ,, bibig, “mouth,” but 

frequently dropped at the end as in Malag. orana--Tag oldn, “rain.” 

Malagasi e--Tag. 4, as in Malag. rekitra--Tag. dicquit, “to glue,” but 
A 3 wn 

sometimes= ,, @ 9, 5 a Je » paa, “leg, and a 

"aa GG Na 5 teno= ,,  titnao, “to dilute. a 

Malagasi 0-5 ,, @0, 5, ‘5 bingo= ,, pingcao, “crippled;’’ but 

1 
‘ “ 

sometimes ,, YY, o afo-- ,, apty, “fire. 

In other cases, freely "interchanged with uw as in Tagalog. 
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Consonants and Combinations. 

” 

h=Tag, c=qu, as 

no ” qs; 

ZEN 9 

pn ” Y, 

v= 4, VE 

no vy l, 

E3 |; t, 

v= ,, a 

no LE! d, 

O a d, 

= ” vie 

VE Ju b, 

n= . Ng, 

y=» 4, 

ny nd, 

I= 5) t, 

= 5, gc, 

ina= ,, in, 

At the end, 

Malag. ka =Tag. c, as 
” tra= ” Py oy 

na Basi ” n, ” 

y = LU a, ” 

” 

19 

in 

in Malag. hoho=Tag. coco, “nail.” 
» horana= ,, gilang, “grown up.” 

. ogatra= ,, ugat, “vein, 

p7 zari= ,, yari, “finished.” 
4 aroz- ., ago, “to defend.” 
i" aribo= ,, libo, “thousand.” 

M fotsi= ,, puti, “white.” 
sotro= ,, soro, “ladle” 

a5 PE 

Ja , tritry-- ,, dibdeb, “breast.” 

Ki lela-- ,, “dila, “tongue.” 

Ra Fr afo= ,, apity, “fire.” 
Mm vato= ,, bato, “stone.” 
,, anarana = ,, ngalan, “name.' 
Ki finas ,, prying, “cicatrix.” 
3 jony= ,, pinay, “turtle.” 
a andro= ,, (rao, “day.” 
., tandra= ,, tandd, “mark.” 
ki dimy = ,, lima, “five.” 
k toko= ,, tongco, “tripod.” 
» imbona= ,, impon, "'to be together.” 
., Soratrana = ,, sulatan, “written upon.” 
nm. enima-- ,, animin, “divided into six.” 

of words it is found: 

Malag ofaca--Tag. opac, “bark.” 
” 

LE 

” 

atrika= ,, harap, “in front.” 
alona= ,, alon, “billow." 
dimy= ,, lima, “five.” 

The following Tagalog sounds vanish sometimes in Malagasi: 

After 

in Tag. bagi=Malag. bao, “new,” 
. aying = 
»  lar6= 
» SUMp Az 
» panhic= 
» bagsay = 
» layag= 
» layas== 
» lipas = ye 

maina, “to be parched with heat,” 
laolao, “to play,” 
ompa, “oath,” 
anika, “to go upstairs;”’ 
bivey, “harpoon," 
lay, “sail,” 
lay, “fugitive,” 
lefa, “to pass off.” 

the preceding account of the changes in sounds, the 
reader will be in a position to perceive better the affinities between 
the Malagasi and Tagalog words given in the following list. 

Malagasi. Tagalog. Signification. 

Vaoka. Bohoc. Hair. 
Vava. Bibig. Moutb. 
Volo maso. Pilik mata. - Eye-brow. 
Fe. Paa. Leg. 
Nify. Ngipin. Tooth. 
Aty. Atay. Liver. 
Vity. Binti. Calf of the leg. 
Hatoka. Batoc. Nape (of the neck.) 
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Malagasi. Tagalog. Slgnification. 
Felaka. Palad. Palm of the hand. 
Vovo-maso. Bobong nang mata. Eyelid. (Eye-roof). 
Volo. Buto. Down, hair. 
Fihirifana. Pilipisan. Temples. (of the forehead) 
Vavy : Babaye. Female. 
Hima- Quima. Large shell. 
Goaka. Quac. Raven. 
Oranga Olang. Sprawn. 
Tsatsaka. i Sasac. A small lizard. 
Olitra. Olay. Worm. 
Totoka. Toca. Bill of a bird. 
Hara. Cala. 'Tortoise-shell. 
Manga. Manga. Mango. 

Tsabo. Sabog. To scatter seeds. 
Bory=vory. Bola. Froth. 

Kotroka--koroka. Colog. Thundering. 
Falafa. Palapag. Hurdle. 
Sotro. Soro. “Spoon. 
Fanapaka. Pangapas. Sickle. 
Akalo=halo. Halo. Rice-pestle. 
Lamba. Lambon. Robes. 
Fotaka. Putic. Mud. 
Zoro. Suloc. Corner, angle. 
Haty. Galis. Itch. 
Malaky. Malicsi. Swift. 
Matavy. Mataba. Fat. 
Vao. Bago. New. 
Bingo. Pingcao. Crippled. 
Fompona Ipon. ‘lo assemble. 
Mandro Mambo. To bathe. 
Sara. Dala. To take to. 
Rekitra. Dicquit. To glue, stick. 
Maha, lala. Quilala. To be acquainted with. 
Safotra. (To cover.) Sapot. (Sbroud.) 
Raratra. Ualat. ; To disperse. 
Lilitra. Lilie. To twine. 
Antena. Hintay. To wait. 
Voatra. Buhat. Doing, lifting 

Teno. Tunao. To cast, to found. 

Kohokoho. Cocooc. To cackle. 
Tritra. Hilis. To hew. — 

Hilana Hilig. To bend, to incline. 
Akatra. Acquiat. To ascend. 
Leha. Lacad. To walk. 

Rekitra, kiky. Cagat. To bite. 
Lango. Langoy. To swim. 

Ala. Alis. To take out. 

Tindri. Tindi. To press. 

Aina. Hinga. To breathe. 

Homok-omoka. Momog. ee Cue ey 

Sioka ‘Pasiyog. To hiss. 

Hita. Quita. To see. 

Fandra. Parang. The plain. 
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Malagasi. Tagalog. Signification. 

Vovo. Bobon. Well, fountain. 

Diavolana. (Moonlight) Liuayuay. (Dawn.) as 

Alina. Dilim. Night, dark. 

Maraina. Umaga. Morning. 

Tavo. Tabobog. Pumpkin. 
Salohy. Saliy. Far, spike of -corn. 
Vano. Binoy. Hawk. 

Lolo. (Butterfly, spirit.) Caloloua. (Soul). 
Bibilava. Bibirangin. A kind of snake. 
Vazana. Babang. Cheek. 

Vody=fory. Pouit. Anus. 

Try. Hili. Ravy — 
Poly. Sulid. To spin. 
Ohy. Hiicay. To dig out. M 
Farafara. Palapala. Scaffold (for building.) 
Dima. Limas. To bale out. 
Hara. Caya (inst. for hunt.) Hunting. 
Oza. Hugis. To cleanse. 
Dio. Ligo. To bathe. 
Lalao. Laro. To play. 
Abily. Alipin Slave. 
Raha. (Brother or sister) Daga. (Aunt). 
Baba! Bapa! Oh how pretty! 
Haba! Abia! Oh! 
Va. Baga, ba. (cont). The interrogative adv. 

The preceding list, with exception of the particle va and the 
interjections haba and baba, affords, it is true, no instance of any 
word of the kind of those which are indispensable to the construction 
of a grammatical sentence, and it is well to say that the affinities 
between Malagasi and Tagalog are least to be sought in the lexical 
comparison. Attention will be called only to the ethical relation found 
in connection with the meaning of some of the words in the two lan- 
guages, for, in our opinion, both philologists and ethnologists have 
bitherto shown undue disregard for this kind of terms in their resear- 
ches into the languages and race characteristics of rude tribes. Even 
Humboldt who went so deeply into determining the origin of the. 
primitive inhabitants of Spain and the tract they occupied on the 
Iberic Peninsula by using the Basque language in connection with 
names of places, neglected, almost entirely, to use this method for the 
inquiry he made into the languages of the people inhabiting this 
part of the world. This, however, is perhaps the best source of 
evidence where the direct testimony of history is wanting. If it 
were possible that a physical cataclism should sever direct inter- 
course between this part and the other continents of the world, or 
to drain off all source of historical record without, however, extin- 
guishing life and language, still the word Jesucristo in Tagalog, or 
words as Nueva-Vizcaya, San Bernardino, etc. would tell a tale of 
a past Christian Spanish influence, Ethical relations of this kind the 
English “to steal away’’ and the German “wegstehlen,” the English 
“to carry away” and the Italian “portare via,” etc. show. 

In this connection names of places commemoratory of some bisto- 
rical event are of the highest value. It is to be regretted that the names of 
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places in these Islands, those imposed by the Spaniards or taken 
from Spanish excepted, have little or no ethnological or philological 
value. Jhe majority refer to some natural product abounding in tbe 
locality, and such as, for instance, Meycauayan, “abounding in reed- 
cane,” Maytibig, “abounding in water;’ etc, are self explanatory. 
Others of the same kind are radicals and less expressive, as: Anti- 
polo, “a tree,” (artocarpus communis); Calamba, “a kind of stalk-streaked 
reed-cane,” Lipa, “'nettle,” Lucban, “citron; ete. Others refer to 
some local circumstance, bearing on the location or on the con: 
dition of the place, as Caloocan, “cove, or place abounding in coves;” 
Tanauan, “summit, or place commanding an extensive view,” Malate, 
“marsh;’ Mahayhay, “leveled place;’ etc. There are others which 
we may suppose to be commemoratory of some event, as Binango- 
nan, “place of the lifting, Nagsugbi, “dived:” Pinamalayan, “place 
ot sorrow” etc., but there existing no tradition or legend attached 
to the names they are, therefore, without philological value. 

The words coming next in ethical significance are the inter- 
jections, when they are not monosyllables or mere screams, as con- 
necting two peoples in the expression of feeling better than any 
other kind of words. Of these we find two very important instances 
in the list, Malag. baba--Tag. bapd(a), and Malag. haba - Tag. abda. 
The presence in Malagasi of the particle va, corresponding with the 
Tagalog ba--baga, is also of importance in the comparison, for it is, in 
both of them, tantamount to the sign of interrogation in our languages, 
which in Malay and Javanese is expressed by other means. 

Of the other terms in the list, the Malagasi lolo, “butterfly,” 
“spirit, corresponding with the Tagalog caloloua, “soul;’ and the 
Malagasi vavy-- Tagalog babay(e), (1) “woman,” “female,” deserve spe- 
cial notice. The Malagasi lolo appears in radical shape, while the 
Tagalog caloloua is, in all probability, a compound of the kind of 
ca :roottan in a somewhat corrupt form. ‘The signification is by 
Prof. Reinwald referred to the spiritualism found in the primitive 
religion of the Malay Polynesian people. As an ethical word, the 
Malagasi vavy=Tagalog babaye) has an importance which can hardly 
be exaggerated. In reference to the allegorical construction placed by 
the human mind on words for such things, persons, and actions 
as the conception of which varies according to the ideas of the 
different nations and races, we may mention the different relation in 
which the term for designating the female individual passed from 
Latin into the Romance languages. The Latin terms are mulier, 
Jemina, and domina, but in the Spanish mujer, the consideration is 
to the genus; in the French femme, to: the sex; while in the 
Provencal dona, still found in the Catalan or Limousin = dialect, 
and perhaps also in the Spanish dona and duena, the consideration 
is, more or less, to the social rank and to the position of the 
individual in the matrimonial union. In Malay, only the conside- 
ration to that state of dependence in which the female, is found 
to the male individual in Oriental institutions is attached to the 

term.  Perampuan, “woman,” ‘“female;’ is not in Malay a radical 
or simple term, but a compound of the kind of per + root + an. 
The root is ampu, “upheld,” “sustained,” ‘“‘protected;’ corresponding, 

(1) A notorious error is found in Favre's French Malay Dictionary (2nd 
vol., page 194) consisting in identifying the Malay word bint with the Tagalog babay(e), 
instead of identifying it with binibixi, “gentlewoman, “lady,” the reduplication 
here, as in the,case of nono, “grandfather:” tata “father, mosmos “spoiled child; 
and other kindred and colloquial names being suggestive of affection or respect. 
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it seems, to the Tagalog ampon, “protecting,” and thus, Mal. per-ampu- 

an--Tag. in-ampon-an, “the one under protection” Despite the fact of 

Tagalog possessing the same radical word and analogous noun-building 
method, neither this nor any similar compound exists for the designa- 
tion of the female individual of mankind, it being also strange that 
nothing, so far as our knowledge goes, of the word babaye or of its 
allegoric meaning is found in any of the languages of the western portion 
of the Indian Archipelago. It is only in the languages of Madagascar 
that both the term and the allegory are found. In the Malagasi 
Grammar compiled by the Catholic missionaries it is said that when 
in Malagasi “things are spoken of which consist of two parts, the 
stronger or principal of the two is designated by ny lahy ny, and the 
weaker or secondary, by ny vavy ny. Thus, fangarinan-part, from 
harina, “sugar-mill,” ny lahimpangariiiana,” the upper crushing cylinder, 
ny vavimpanarinana, “the lower stone or cylinder. (1) 

In the personal pronouns it is found that only those of the 
first and second person singular, aho and hianao in Malagasi, seem 
to offer some resemblance in the form to their Tagalog counterparts 
aco and icdo; but the peculiarity of the Malagasi personal pronouns 
should be mentioned of having all of them plural and case forms as 
the same in Tagalog. In the comparison with Malay attention was 
called (page XLIV) to the existence in Tagalog of the article or pronoun 
of companionship sind, and it is, well to note again here that the 
nearest approach to it is found in the Malagasi zlay=dley. In both 
languages it is found that the possessive pronouns and the possessive 
case of the personal pronouns are alike. 

The demonstratives are much more numerous in Malagasi than 
in Tagalog, for, in the former, there is one for each of the various 
degrees of remoteness in the object and for referring to the same as 
being in or out of sight. The fact most deserving notice is that 
of these pronouns being made plural by insertion of the syllable re 
in Malagasi, a thing which in Tagalog can only be done by using 
the pluralizing particle. Traces, however, of the numerous Malagasi 
demonstratives are found in the Tagalog adverbial forms dihdn, dayt, 
nandiyan, etc; in the Ibanag, and in that variety of Bisayan which is 
spoken in Panay. The tact is also to be mentioned that the demons- 
tratives are in both languages related to the adverbs of place. 

The numerals are in Malagasi much the same as in Malay 
and Javanese and offer, therefore, no greater importance for the 
comparison. A feature, however, which is of value in appreciating 
the affinities between the two languages is the fact that the term for 
the expression of the unity in Malagasi is not sa, as in Malay and 
Javanese, but isd, as in Tagalog. The importance which, for purposes 
ot comparison, is. to be attached to the presence of the prefix z in the 
formation of this numeral and in that of the ordinals has already 
been mentioned. Another feature bearing on the point of the affinity 
here under consideration, is found in the manner for the counting’ of 
the numbers between “ten” and “twenty' which is the same in the 
two languages, except in the equivalent of “ten” being expressed in 
Malagasi, while the same is understood in Tagalog. Thus, Malag. 
iray kambin ny folo- Tag. labing isa (sa pouo) “one in excess” (of ten) 

(1) En parlant des chcsea composées de deux pieces, la plus forte ou la princi- 
pale s‘appelle ny lahy ny, et la plus faible, ny vavy ny, Examples: Fangarinan-pari 
de harina, “moulin a brocher la canne;” ny lahimpangariiiana, “le cilindre supé- 
rieur qui écrase, ny vavimpanarifiana, “la pierre inférieure.’ Grammaire Malgache 
redigée par les Missionnaires Catholiques de Madagascar, page 67, chapter 247. 
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For the ordinals Malagasi uses the prefix faha, while Tagalog uses 
the prefix ica. In this, also, some analogy may be found, for the 
Malagasi faha corresponds to the Tagalog paca which, in the latter, 
may be considered as the nominal form of maca, a prefix used in 
forming adverbial numerals. 

The adverb in the two languages affords little ground for 
comparison. It is only well to say again here that adverbs of place 
are, in both, formed from the demonstrative pronouns. Thus, Malag. 
ity =Tag ito, “this,” Malag. ety - Tag. dito, “here.” and so on for the 
others. The prefix in Malag. ha='lag. ca is found used in both lan- 
guages for certain adverbs indicating past time, as seen in Malag. 
halina- Tag. cagabi, “last night,” etc. 

The affinities between Tagalog and Malagasi are chiefly in tbe 
grammatical forms. Those word-building Tagalog processes. not found 
in Malay and in Javanese are, generally, found in Malagasi. Beginning 
with the abstracts it is found that, besides the widespread Malay and 
Javanese method of ka, in Tagalog ca, and in Malagasi ha root + in Malay, 
Javanese and Tagalog, an, and in Malagasi, ana, Malagasi possesses also 
the special one of Tagalog pagca =Malagasi faha t root, not found in the 
other two languages. Thus, Malag. fahalina--Tag. pagcalalim, “depth.” 
The method, Tagalog pa + nasal +root—Malagasi fa + nasal--root is used 
for nouns of instrument and is in both languages attended with the 
same phonetic changes at the point of contact of the prefix and the root. 
Thus, in Tagalog, we have panilat, “pen,” from silat “writing,” and in 
Malagasi, fanjaitra, “needle,” from zaitra, “sewing.” The Tagalog method 
mapag+root, used for frequentative verbal nouns indicative of the 
person who indulges in certain questionable acts, may be identified 
with the Malagasi m+pa+nasal+root. Thus, we have in Tagalog 
mapagacsayd, “squanderer,” from acsayd, “waste,” and in Malagasi 
mpanasa, “washer,” from manasa, “to wash.” 

Adjectives in Malagasi are, as in Tagalog, simple. or compound. 
The adjective-building prefix ma is not found in any other language 
outside the Tagalog and the Malagasi Thus, Malag. matavy--Tag. matabd, 
“fat.” Adjectives are also formed in both languages from the verbal 
passive forms, as seen in Malag. lelana=Tag. dilaan, “charlatan,” 
from Malag. lela=Tag. dila, “tongue,” in Malag. vavina--Tag. babayinin, 
“effeminate,” from Malag. vavy =Tag. babay(e), “woman.” In both lan- 
guages, too, adjectives of a certain kind are formed by using the term 
by which possession is indicated before a radical denoting in abstract an 
assimilable quality. Thus, Malag. mananjara z- Tag. may palad, “happy,” 
from Malag. zara - Tag. palad, “happiness.” The diminutive sense of 
adjectives is expressed by the reduplication, in Tagalog, of the radical, 
in Malagasi, of the whole compound. Thus, Malag. maintimainiy “Tag. 
maitimitim, “blackish;’ from Malag mainty=Tag. maitim, “black.” 

But, by far, the most important affinities are in the verb-build 

ing processes of the two languages. The radical is sometimes in both 
a verb by itself, as the Malag. tonga z Tag. giling, “to come from,” shows, 

but, most frequently, however, the verb is formed from roots belonging 

to other parts of speech by the application of particles All these 
verbal particles begin with m in the two languages and this consonant 

changes to Malag /--Tag.p for the passive voice, they, besides, being 

in both, generally, the same and also used for the same or analogous 

purposes. 
It is a mark of common parentage and one more than any 

other indicative of closer affinity in languages of the Tagalog type, 

that of the use of the same particles for the expression Wa verbal 
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relation and for the formation of identical or analogous kinds of verbs 
or of analogous actions. ; 

The peculiarity to be noted first is that of phonetic changes, 
similar to those in Malay and Javanese, of the initial consonant of 
the radical in the case of certain kinds of verbs, occurring also in 
Malagasi and Tagalog. Bearing in mind that Tagalog c=qu, t, p=Ma- 
lagasi h, t, f, we have in: 

Tagalog. Malagasi. 

Coha - moha, “to take,” tocsd--mocso, Hay--may, “to burn,” tamy=mamy, 
“to cross-examine,” pdsoc—=miasoc, “to sweeten; faty=maty, “to 
“to enter,” die.” 

A more important feature of analogy is found in the fact of 
both languages requiring the use of the verbal prefix beginning in 
Tagalog with p and in Malagasi with / for the verb which denotes 
the subordinate action whenever two verbal prefixes combine for ex- 
pressing different actions or for denoting an action more complex than 
the one found in the simple verb. Thus, we have that Malagasi ma- 
noulouz- Tagalog magbago, “to renovate,” and that it changes to Mala- 
gasi mampanoulou-- Tagalog magpapagbago, for “to. cause to renovate.” 

In the comparison of the verbal prefixes in the two languages 
it is found that the Tagalog verbal particle um, about the origin and 
use of which enough has been said in the comparison with Javanese, 
has also an equivalent in the Malagasi om, although the importance of om 
in the latter language is much less thau that of wm in Tagalog. 
As an instance of the analogy of the particle in the two languages, 
the Tagalog cumain and Malagasi homana, “to eat,” is mentioned. 

The Tagalog verbal particle mag may be identified with the 
Malagasi mi, used for the formation of, generally, transitive verbs in 
both languages. Thus, we have in Tagalog, magsabi “to say,” and in 
Malagasi mikapoka, “to strike.” It deserves to be noticed that Tag. 
mag--Malag. mi agree in forming correlative parties-meaning compounds, 
a kind of complex noun in the signification of which there is included a 
reference both to the principal and to the secondary party, with the 
difference, however, that in Tagalog mag is prefixed to the noun of the 
principal, and mi in Malagasi to that of the secondary party. Thus, 
we have in Tagalog, magama, “father and child,” with mag prefixed to 
the noun of the principal party, amd, “father,” and in Malagasi, mianaka, 
“parent and child,” with mi prefixed to the noun of the secondary party, 
anaka, “child” [Mi is found in that dialectical variety of Bisayan which 
is spoken in Cebu and also sometimes in the Bicol tongue. 

The verbal prefix ma is used in Tagalog for intransitive verbs, 
and it is also so used, though not so frequently, in Malagasi. Thus, 
we have in Tagalog, matdcot, “to be afraid,” from tadcot, “fear” and 
in Malagasi, matahotra, ‘to become frightened,” “from” tahotra, “fright.” 
In other respects the Malagasi ma, sometimes contracted into m, shows 
analogy with the Tagalog man in both prefixes being used for verbs 
the action of which denotes the use to which certain instruments are 
put by the agent. Thus, in Tagalog, mamiuas, from biuas, “hook;” ' 
and in Malagasi, maminta, from vinta, “hook:” “to fish using a hook" 
in both languages. 

; Man, the verbal prefix which in Tagalog is used, for various 
kinds of verbs, is found in Malagasi used also for verbs denoting 
actions of the same various kinds as in Tagalog. It is well to note 
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that the same phonetic changes in the initial consonant of the root 
to which the particle is applied take place in the two languages, as 
he following table given by Prof. Reinwald, shows: 

- Tagalog. Malagasi. 

Reot. Compound. Signification, Root. Compound, Signification. 

Sulat. Manulat Sain. Soratra. Manoratra. To write. 

: 5 To wear an | ,, | To wear an 
Tapis. Manapis apron. Fafy. Manatfy. } apron. 

Pocpoc. Mamocpoc. To strike. Fofoka. Mamofaka. To strike. 
Bonga. Mamonga. To fructify. | Vony. Mamony. To blossom. 

The verbal prefixes, Tagalog maca=Malagasi maha are used in 
the two languages for causal and potential verbs, a striking instance 
of similarity. Thus, Tagalog macabihay--Malagasi mahavelonne, “to 
give, to impart life; and Tagalog macamatday--Malagasi mahafaty, “to 
cause death,” Tagalog macasaquit, “to cause pain;’ from saquit, “pain,” 
and Malagasi mahafaly, “to make merry,” from faly, “merry.” 

Although there exists in the form little similarity between the 
Tagalog verbal prefix magpa and the Malagasi infix amp, still there exists 
analogy in the use of these particles in the two languages, for they 
are in both applied to form causative verbs, and verbs which refer to 
the action as performed by an agent other than the subject. Thus, in 
Tagalog, magpadald dito, “to order to bring,” from dala, “to take to,” 
and in Malagasi, manpanghaterre, “to order to bring,” from aterre, 
“to bring.” 

There exists some analogy between the Tagalog verbal prefix maguin 
and the Malagasi miha. Maguin is used to form verbs the action of which 

denotes the conversion of a thing or a quality into another. Miha is used 
toform verbs the action of which denotes change or gradual evolution 

in the condition of the subject, corresponding to ‘“devenir” in French 
and to “to become” in English, it being applied both to substantives 
and to adjectives. Thus, we have in Tagalog, maguinhdyop, “to be 

converted into a beast,” from hdyop, “beast,” and in Malagasi 

mihabiby, “to become a beast,” from baby, “beast.” ; 

The most significant feature of affinity is in the particles 

used for the passive voice of the verb in the two languages. In 

the comparison with the Malay and the Javanese, attention has been 

called to the importance which, for purposes of differentiation, is 

to be attached to the presence of peculiar passive forms In Tagalog, 

and to the wide separation which this fact indicates between it and 

those two languages, reference having also been made to the force 

these facts have against the theory of a common parentage of them 

all. Now, if the above views are correct, and if their scope has not 

been overrated, then the more force this fact is considered to have 

against the theory of a common parentage of Tagalog, Malay and 

Javanese, the more force will be attributed to the same for the 

support of the theory of a common parentage of Tagalog and those 

languages with which, as the Malagasi, it has these passive forms 

in common. The prefix i--y, the prefix, infix and suffix in, and 

the suffix an used in Tagalog for the various passive forms of 

the verb, correspond to the infix m and the suffixes ma and ana in 

Malagasi, being also found in the latter as a contraction of ina 

-and used for the imperative. As to the forms ina and ana, they 
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may be regarded as identical with im and an in Tagalog, the final 
a of the Malagasi suffixes being mute or elidible, while, on the other 
hand, ina and ana are still found in inahédlog for thindlog “fallen,” 
casalanan for casalaan, “sin,” and in other Tagalog compounds. There 
would be also identity as to their use in both languages, were it 
not for the fact that in Malagasi, 2, rejects ina and is used only for 
the imperative, while y= in Tagalog requires im in the present and 
the past and is used with any other tenses. That y=2 was once 
also in Tagalog suffixed to the imperative, the occasional use of 
bucasi instead of bucsdan, “open it;’ patayi, instead of patayin, “kill 
it,” seems to indicate. The fact of ina being in Malagasi only a suffix 
and that of in being sometimes a prefix, sometimes an infix and 
sometimes a suffix in Tagalog, is due to differences in the conjugative 
mechanism of the two languages In the comparison we have: 

e 

Tagalog. Malagasi. 

Verb. Passive. Signification. Verb. Passive, Signification. 

Magsulat. Sinulat. Written. Manoratra. Sinoratra. Written. 

Maghaba. Habain. Tobe long: Malava. Halavaina. To be length- 
ened. . ened. 

F To be ins- To be indi- Magturo. Tortan. AN Manoro, Manoro. cited. 

The passive suffix ina and the infix in have not in Malagasi- 
the same fixedness which their counterpart in has in Tagalog. They 
sometimes become hina, ona, na, no, on, etc., according to the ter- 
mination of the root to which they are applied. The suffix hin for in 
is used in Tagalog with roots ending in an aspirated vowel, while 
on is in other Filipino tongues the passive particle which corresponds 
with in in Tagalog. 

The Tagalog instrumental passive with the prefix yzi is 
not found in Malagasi, for, the reference to the instrument is in the 
latter expressed by ana. The same thing is still found in a few in. 
stances in Tagalog and frequently in the other Filipino tongues more 
the north in Luzon. (1) The analogy here seems to be with the 
Malagasi prefix a (Malagasi a, it has been shown, changes sometimes 
to Tagalog 4) which is used for a kind of passive very similar to that 
for which y=7 is used in Tagalog. The following comparison of the 
translation in Tagalog and in Malagasi of the English phrase “beat 
the dog with the staff,” will show this analogy in a clearer way. 

Tagalog. Malagasi. 

Yhampas nang aso ang tongcod. Akapoca ny alika amin ny tehina. 

That in Tagalog, 4 is occasionally suffixed to the imperative has been 
already indicated 

Malagasi seems to have two other verbal passive prefixes, vao 
and tafa, for which no counterparts are found in Tagalog. On in- 
quiry it is found that vao is somewhat the modern form assumed by 
the passive with in, and that tafa is a particle used rather for reflect- 
ive verbs than used for the passive voice. What is more important 
than this for the point of the affinity between the two languages 

(1) An instance of this is given in the example on page XV, 
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is the fact that these here called middle passive, and by the French 
grammarians relative, forms of the verb are in both used for, practically, 
the same purposes. Asin Tagalog, so in Malagasi these forms are emp- 
loyed whenever the sentence contains, besides a direct complement, some 
other referring to the purpose, means, instrument, time, place, manner, 
reason, etc., of the action. The verb in these passive forms dispenses 
in both languages with the use of adverbs, prepositions or circumlocutory 
ways, Imparting a wonderful concision ito the expression. In both, too, 
these forms palliate the lack of true relative pronouns and conjunctions, 
for, it will be seen, they connote the sense which in English is 
expressed by ““where,” “within which,” “upon which,” “with which,” 
“for,” “in order that,” “of which,” “by whom,” “by what,” “because,” 
“with whom,” “in what,” “for which,’ “by which,” “by means of,” 
“for the reason of which,” “that is the reason why,” etc., their em- 
ployment being, not optional, but necessary in many cases. This is 
the most striking feature of affinity in both languages and one more 
than any other suggestive of their common parentage, as it would not 
fail to appear in some of the others which are supposed to be sister 
to these two, if the theory of the derivation of them all from one 
and tbe same parent language were true 

. To render the comparison of the verb complete it only 
remains to review the conjugative mechanism in the two languages, 
and in order to show at a simple glance the greater analogy which 
exists, also here, than that which has been noticed in the comparison with 
the Malay and the Javanese, the Tagalog and the Malagasi methods 
are brought face to face in the following table taken from the pamphlet 
of Prof. Reinwald: 

Root. Tagalog silat--Malagasi soratra, “writing.” 

Tenses. Tagalog. Malagasi. 

Imperative. Manulat. Manoratra. 
Present. Nanunulat. Manoratra. 
Past. Nanulat. Nanoratra. 

Future. Manunulat. Manoratra. 

The general analogy in the conjugative methods of the two 
languages is tha of their inflection resembling character The tense form, 
it may be seen, is in both a single compound word and not a phrase 
consisting of the verb and a separate auxiliary word or adverb, as 
in Malay and in Javanese. The closest and most important analogy 
lies in the change of the initial m of the verbal particle into m for 
the past tense, a tense-building process which, as already shown, is 
found in neither of the above mentioned languages. 

In the use of the reduplication of syllables for the present and for 
the future tense, Tagalog stands alone; but it seems that, even in 

this particular point, Malagasi shows some more affinity with Tagalog 

than any other language of those supposed to be of the same paren- 

tage. Prof. Reinwald believes that the reduplicative tense-building pro- 

cess is not altogether unknown to the Malagasi, and he thinks to find 

traces thereof in the compounds loloha, “to carry on the head;’ ma- 

nonofy, “to dream,' as distinguished from the imperative forms man- 

doha and manofisa 
For the future tense Malagasi uses, among others, the prefixes 

ha and ho, while Tagalog employs the reduplication. The dissimilarity 

in this point would not be so great it the comparison were made 
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with other Philippine tongues, with the Ilocano, for instance, where the 

suffix fo is used for the same purpose, or with the Tiruray, where the 

same tense is formed by affixation of fo. 

The form of the imperative, or rather the indefinite form of 

the verb is sometimes used also in Tagalog, as in Malagasi, for the 

present tense, while it is more frequently so .used in Bisayan and in 

other tongues of these Islands. 
In the passive voice it is found that the insertion of in is in 

Malagasi, as it is generally also the case in Tagalog, used for the past 

tense, and that it frequently dispenses with the use of the prefix no 

or of the auxiliary efa in the former language; while, for the future, 

ho is used before the verb. In what is called the verbal relative 

forms Malagasi prefixes a for the present, m for the past, and h for 

the future, tense. The Malagasi tense-building method in the passive, 

then, offers greater dissimilarity from that of Tagalog than that which 

has been noticed in that of the active, voice. 

The comparison of what may be considered to be the word- 

building methods closes here, and it only remains to append some 

notes. on the syntax of the two languages. Notwithstanding the 

close affinities in other departments of the grammar of the two, 

Tagalog still shows in the syntax its superiority over the Mala- 

gasi. There is in the latter a definite article, ny, and what may be 

considered an article or a particle, 7, of proper nouns of persons, 

as in Tagalog, and another, ra, not found in the latter, but there is 

no declension of these articles in Malagasi. The form ny is without 

change, both for the nominative, and for the possessive case, as may 

be seen, for instance, in the phrase ny tompo ny trano, “the owner 

of the house:” where the first ny is in the nominative, and the last 

in the possessive case; while in Tagalog the construction would be 
3 4 1 2 

as a the English language, ang (may ari) nang bahay, “the owner 

(of the) house” Nor does this deficiency fail to be noticed by the 
native inhabitants of Madagascar, for, the most intelligent Hovas con- 
sider it sometimes necessary to use the reduplication (and this shows 
that reduplication is the first step to the acquirement of inflexion) 
in order to mark the possessive, saying: ny trano ny ny vahinis, 
“the house of the foreigners.” The article 2 is sometimes prefixed 
to proper nouns of persons to indicate equality or familiarity, and 
sometimes to those of places, two different forms of usage in whieh 
it differs from the Tagalog si. The other personal article, ra, which 
expresses more respect, corresponds better in sense with the Tagalog 
si, although it differs from the same more widely in the form than 
the other. In Noceda’s Dictionary is found, however, the word lacan, 
no longer in use at the present time, as the equivalent of the Spanish 
title don, and it may be that it corresponds to the Malagasi ra. 

Nothing corresponding with the Tagalog pluralizing particle 
manga is found in the Malagasi, nor is the reduplication used for 
number, as it is sometimes the case in Malay and Javanese with nouns, 
and sometimes, too, in Tagalog with adjectives, the plural in Malagasi 
being only indicated by employing words which have independent 
significations not strictly compatible with the use made of them to 
denote plurality. 

The fact must be noticed of both languages having no true 
copulative verb anc no real relative pronoun. The means to which 
Tagalog resorts for. palliating the deficiency, as to the copulative verb, 
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are, however, superior to those resorted to by Malegasi for the 
same purpose. In the latter, “to be,” both as a copulative and as 
an intransitive verb, is more frequently left understood than in Ta- 
galog, as it may be seen in the following illustration: 

English. Tagalog. Malagasi. 

1238 4 Ll s3: a a Rk 9 
The boy is intelligent. Ang bata,i,mabait. Hendry ny zaza. 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 d 4 1 2 

The: house is here. Ang bahay ay dito. Eto ny trano. 

The impersonal “there is,” “there are,” etc., is in both languages 
expressed in a similar way, the Tagalog may and mayréon corresponding 
to the Malagasi misy. 

Of relative pronouns, Malagasi has only zzay, used both for 
persons and things. As in Tagalog, so in Malagasi, the special verbal 
passive forms dispense with the use of the relative pronoun. 

For the relation of possession with nouns Malagasi uses various 
means which may be considered as middle between those used in Ta- 
galog and those used in Malay. The final vowel of the noun representing 
the object of possession is changed or dropped, or a nasal is added 
thereto according to certain rules. In this manner the relation of possession 
is, neither entire y marked by the juxtaposition as in Malay, nor is it 
marked by the use of a preposition as in Tagalog; but the Malagasi 
method, however, approaches more of the Tagal g than of that used 
in Malay. This is shown by the numbers above the words in the 
following phrase: 

English. Tagalog. Malagasi. 

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
The clothes of the Ang damit nang manga 1 2 34 5 

5 5 Ny akanjo-n ny zaza. 
children bata 

Although the means used for the comparative in Malagasi are, 
upon the whole, analogous to those used in Tagalog, still there are 

some differences which it is well not to leave unnoticed, as they 

.show the superiority of the Tagalog methods. For the comparative 

of equality Malagasi uses adjectives signifying “as,” “like,” etc, as in 

Tagalog: but nothing is found of the other prefix comparative building 

Tagalog method. Thus, we have: 

English. Tagalog. Malagasi. 

cal 2 3 
p Be, od (Ang MANGA bata,i, r a : 

The children are equally ( para-para--magcapares) S a y hendry ny 

eee maba ba)it, or, (sing- ankizy. 

magcasin g)bait. 

For the comparative of superiority with an adjective Malagasi 

uses the reduplication, while Tagalog uses either adverbs, or the 

syntactical arrangement, or both these ways. See these various methods 

illustrated- in the following comparative sentence. 
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English. Tagalog. Malagasi. 

12 3 45 
Itd,i, mabuti, iya, 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
Tbis is good, that is (mabuti nito), or, 1 3 4 6 

6 I 2 3 4 5 Ity tsara, io tsara-tsara, 
better. itd,i, mabuti, iya,i, 

6 
(lalong mabuti), 

where, in Tagalog, mabuti nitd, means “good than this,” and lalo, “more.” 
The presence in Tagalog of certain euphonic endings or con- 

nec ives called ligaments, intended for the linking of words and sen- 
tences to each other, has been recorded (see page LXX) as another 
peculiarity of the language, but Prof. Reinwald believes to have dis- 
covered traces of the same or very similar ligatures also in Malagasi, 
and he gives the expression ranon orana, “rainy water,” which he 
describes as consisting of (rano: (ligament): orana). In treating of 
the method used in Malagasi for expressing the relation of possession 
with nouns, we have come across (see the example ny akanjon ny 
zaza in the preceding page) an instance of this kind, in wbich there 
seems to exist as a rudimentary form of what is called ligament in 
Tagalog: but it does not appear that the Malagasi appendage has 
ever the force of a relative pronoun, as it is the case with the Ta 
galog ligament. 

Of the other parts of speech serving as directives for the cons 
truction of words into sentences, there are very few in both langua- 
ges. The number of true prepositions and conjunctions is small, the 
majority of these being words belonging to other parts of speech, or 
directives appearing in the complex form of prepositional expressions 
That the two languages can better than any others get on well without 
such important elemevts for the expression of intelligible thought as 
these directives are considered to be, has been shown in speaking of the 
middle passive voice, or relative form of the verb. The prepositions, 
sa-cay in Tagalog, and amy in Malagasi are found to stand each for 
“to,” “with,” “by,” ‘in,’ “at,” “from,” “among,” “upon,” “against,” 
etc, in the two languages, in fact, for these and whatever other pre- 
positions are in English used with the objective case. 

In the almost unbounded freedom of the syntax Tagalog still 
remains unique, but the rules for the construction of the sentence show 
a relative degree of freedom in Malagasi as well. The subject in the 
active sentence may come before or after, most frequently, however, 
after, the verb in the two languages: while the construction in sentences 
with the verb in any of the various passive forms is the same in both. 
See this illustrated in the following sentences, the subject of which 
is, in Tagalog and Malagasi, printed in italics. 

English. Tagalog. Malagasi. 

R Cungmacain nang bigas 
The oxen are eating ang manga baca, or, Homan vary ny omby, or, 
rice. ang manga baca,t,cung- my omby homan vary. 

macain nang bigas. 

Naquiquita co na ang Hitako sahady ny tram, 
bahay, or, ang bahay or, ny trano sahady 
ay naquiquita co na. hitako. 

The house is already 
seen by me, 
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The pronoun subject of the passive sentence, that is to say, the agent of the verb, is in both languages put in the possessive case. _ The adjective used as predicate comes in Malagasi after the subject, while in Tagalog it may come before or after. See this in the following sentence, in which the predicate is in the two languages printed in italics: 

English. Tagalog Malagasi. 

These people are | a ge one sta, maputi, or, maputi itong | Irety olona mafutsi. 
manga tauo. ) 

The interrogative sentence is in both languages indicated, not 
by the syntactical arrangement, but by the use ‘of an interrogative 
word, in Tagalog bagd=ba and in Malagasi va. 

But, by far, the most peculiar syntactical feature and the one 
which binds the two languages together as much as it separates them 
from all others, lies in the word, clause or sentence which denotes 
the instrument with which, the time or place in which, the reason 
for which, etc., the action is performed, being put in the nominative 
case in both languages and made the grammatical subject of the 
sentence, when the verb is used in some of the forms of the middle 
passive, or relative voice. In the following illustrations, the Malagasi 
being taken from Julien’s Grammar, the printing in italics is used in 
the three languages to indicate the element which is the grammatical 
subject of the sentence in Tagalog and in Malagasi. 

English. Tagalog. Malagasi. 

It is for me that the( Acé ang ypinagtatabds 
tailor cuts out a suit; nang mananahi nang 
of clothes, ( isang pananamit. 

It is with sharp-edged' Ang gunting na hasa 
scissors that the tailor} ang ytinatabds nang 
cuts out my suit of) mananahi nang aquing 
clothes. pananamit. 

: Ang sahig ay ang lu- . 
It is on the floor that | f Ambo ny rihana no 

the tailor cuts out my | lie fotoeh nang andidian ny mpanjai- 
: nang mauanahi nang : 

suit of clothes. aquing pananamit. tra ny akanjoko. 

Ang paglamig nang pa- 
nahon ang siyang yti- | Mangatsiaka ny andro 
natabis nang mana- ) na andidian ny mpan- 
nabi nang isang pana- | jaitra akanjo ho ahy. 
namit sa aquin. 

) Andidian ny mpanjai- 
| tra akanjo aho.” 

f 

} Hety maranitra no andi- 
dian ny mpanjaitra ny 
akanjoko. 

It is on account of 
cold weather that the 
tailor cuts out for me 

a suit of clothes. 

The same analogy exists in the two languages in regard to 
the participial nouns derived from the above passive, or relative forms 
of the verb, as the following illustrations show: 

English. Tagalog. Malagasi. 

Ka Oba to kill aa Ang itac na ypatdy. baa antsy amonoana 

The knife with which . a Ny antsy namonoana 

pao aki pan aa AG a hamonoana e knife with whic : 4 
it will be ‘killed (Ang itac na ypapatay. {°F 

15 
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The comparison between Tagalog and Malagasi closes here. The 

cases of analogy found in the two languages are not perhaps so nu: 

merous as those found between Tagalog, on one side, and Malay and 

Javanese on the other, but the quality and importance of the affin- 

ities existing between the two languages surpass anything found 

in the comparison with any other language of those spoken by the 

Malay people, which has hitherto been made an object of research. 

Most of what is peculiar to Tagalog, both in the lexical and in word. - 

building departments of grammar, is found also in Malagasi. Although 

in the comparison of the two languages, special attention was 

called to certain analogies found in both and not found in any 

other language of those spoken by the race, and particular stress has 

been laid on the peculiar common features of the middle passive or 

relative forms of the verb, and on the change of m to m for the 

past tense, still the real importance of these peculiarities can only be 
properly appreciated by the reader after he has made himself familiar 
with the language. These affinities are not explicable by any principle 

we can appeal to as habitually at work in the human mind, and when 

the fact of the singularity of these methods and that of their being 
used exclusively in the Philippine and Madagascar islands are properly 
estimated, we may with perfect logic and with some degree of con- 
fidence conclude the common parentage of the two languages, the long. 
distance of the two countries from one another notwithstanding. 

Malagasi is described as consisting of a Malay or, if this designation 
is objected to, of a Polynesian element and another element which is traced 
to tne African group of languages of the Bantu family. It is stated that the 
languages of the Bantu group have a complex structure and an elaborate 
grammar much above the requirements and intellects of the people who 
speak them. The comparison of Tagalog with these languages, and then 
with those spoken in New Guinea may disclose facts of great ethno- 
logical and philological value. It is to be expected that an earnest 
research into these languages may be attended with important results, as 
everything seems to indicate that Tagalog is of South African origin. 

As Tagalog and Malagasi, then, cannot be traced to Malay, and 
as the supposition of the two languages having spontaneously sprung 
up in the minds of the inhabitants of such isolated and remote 
islands is both unnatural and absurd, it follows that intercourse and, 
therefore, migration must have existed. There remain, then, two dif- 
ficult questions for solution respecting which rational conjectures only 
can be offered. How could the languages and the aboriginal inha- 
bitants of these Islands find their way into the island of Madadascar, 
or, conversely, how could the inhabitans of Madagascar and their 
languages find their way into these Islands? Crawfurd, and Humboldt 
with him, believe that the connection originated from the Malayan, 
and not from the African side, an hypothesis which, however, may 
be too rash. The other question is: At what epoch, then, could such 
an event have happened? This last question can be answered by 
saying that it must have happened at a very remote epoch in the 
history of man. 

As the subject is one of the greatest importance for the ethno- 
logy of this part the world, we cannot well refrain from giving here 
Crawfurd s views on the subject, as contained in pages celxxvi-celxxvii 
of his Dissertation. As his work has now become rare and a mere 
reference would be of difficult substantiation by the reader, the author 
may be accorded some excuse for this his last quotation from the 
work of the English writer. He says thus: 
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pa sail aa only. to attempt some explanation of the manner 
ri jhe i "pa “ANQUBEag, and consequently, the tribes that spoke 
Mads eee T Aa eee a far, and to tbem, unknown, island of 
Baa i nake the same assumption here that I did in 

pting account for the dissemination of the Malayan languages 
over the islands of the Pacific. It was assuredly neither commerce, 
religion, nor conquest that engaged the Malayan nations in the enter- 
prise, for they have never been known to go beyond their own shores 
in pursuit of such objects.” 

“Madagascar is about 3000 miles distant from the nearest part 
of the Malayan Archipelago. Monsoous or periodical winds, blow be- 
tween them to the south of the equator; viz, the southeast and north. 
west monsoons; the first in Austral winter from April to October, which 
is the dry and fair season of the year, and the last in the Austral 

summer, from October to April, which is the rainy and boisterous season. 
The southeastern monsoon, with which we are chiefly concerned in 
this enquiry, is, in fact, only a continuation of the trade wind that 
blows in the same direction with it, to the south of the equator. A 
native vessel, or a fleet of native vessels, sailing from the southern 
part of Sumatra or from Java, must, of course, sail with this monsoon 
in order to have the least chance of reaching Madagascar. Undertaking 
the voyage, however, such vessel or fleet would have a fair wind all 
the way and the sailing distance from the Straits of Sunda would 
be 3300 miles. Making only at the rate of 100 miles a day, a vessel 
or a fleet of praus would reach the eastern shore of Madagascar in 
33 days.” 

“But it may be asked how Malays or Javanese, who never quit 
the waters of their own Archipelago, could come to contemplate such 
an enterprise. I suppose the adventurers to have been composed of 
one of those strong fleets of rovers that, in all known times, have ranged 
the seas of the Archipelago, and which do so, from one extremity to 
the other, even at the present day. I suppose them, while either in 
quest of booty or adventure, to be driven into the southeast monsoon 
or the trade wind by a tempest. Unable to regain the shores of the 
Archipelago, they would, from necessity, and after some struggle, put 
before the wind, and make for the first land. That land would be 
Madagascar, for there is no other. In civilisation, the adventurers 
would be superior to the natives; their numbers would be too few for 
conquest, but their power, from superior civilization, might be adequaie 
to secure a compromise. They would settle-amalgamate with the in- 
habitants, and convey some instruction to them, along with a portion 
of their languages. It is not necessary to limit such an enterprise to 
the single adventure of one nation, for in a course of ages there may 
have occurred several accidents of the same description. One, however, 
might have ‘sufficed, for the roving fleets of the Archipelago, like our 
own bucaneers, have crews of several nations among whom several 
languages would be spoken, but the most general the Malay and Javanese.” 

“A fleet that had been more than a month at sea, going, it 
knew not where, is not likely to have saved any domesticated animals, 
even supposing it originally to have had such, and consequently, we 
find no domestic animal with a Malayan name in Madagascar. It is 
not only possible, however, but highly probable, that from its stock 
of provisions, it would save a few grains of rice, a few coconuts, 
and a few capsicums, perhaps even some yams and mango-seed, and 

all these in the Malagasi language bear, as already mentioned, 
Malayan names, and these only.” 
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We cannot but believe that this hypothesis is brought forward 
in an honest desire of giving solution to a momentous question; but at 
the same time, we cannot help thinking that too much reliance has 
been placed on the monsoons, as to its execution, and that it is too far 
scoped as to its effects. The case of a Malay vessel or of a fleet 
of praus sailing in the northern, then driven by a tempest into the 
southern, hemisphere, then caught by the Austral southeastern mon. 
soon, then putting before the wind, and lastly reaching the shores 
of Madagascar must have been very rare in the history of mankind; 
but it is one which, however, in the course of ages may not appear 
as impossible. That the adventurous enterprise should have been 
attended with the results Crawfurd puts to its credit may appear as 
somewhat more questionable. We have heard of lepidopteri being 
blown out to sea, of migratory birds having dropped a seed in their 
flight, and of branches or seeds being taken by the Gulf Stream, that 
gave rise to the existence of an insect, or to that of a plant in a spot 
where it, otherwise, would never have existed; but it would be the 
first case ever recorded of a tempest-driven crew landing at such a 
remote and large island as Madagascar is, and communicating so great 
a portion of their language to the aboriginal islanders. But we are 
here confronted with circumstances even more puzzling than those 
mentioned by Crawfurd which rendered necessary his invention of 
a fleet of praus and a tempest for explaining the contact of the 
inhabitants of the western portion of the Indian archipelago and of 
their languages with those of Madagascar, in the greater distance 
of the Philippines and the greater affinities of the Philippine languages 
with those of the African island. And it must again be asked. How 
does it happen that there are now so few affinities found between 
Tagalog and Malay, while there are so many, and these of so much 
importance, found, between the tongues of the Philippines and those of 
Madagascar? How could intercourse have existed between these two 
countries far more widely separated than Sumatra and Madagascar? 
On which side did it originate? In what era did it take place? 
Although the question is one of the most important ever brought 
forward for determining the ethnological characteristics of a race, let 
us not, however, allow ourselves to be carried away by our fancy 
in trying to solve this intricate problem. Let the geologist, the 
ethnologist, and the philologist, by means of their respective sciences 
search for such facts as may clear up the mystery which envelopes 

‘the past of one of the most charming and most beautiful portions 
of the world. 
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Tagalog is now written in the Roman letter int Spaniards and to the Spanish alphabet only one Ba naa be added to suit the peculiarities of the language. The earliest Spanish friars, however, refer to a native writing system which was still in use in the Islands at the time of their arrival, and which is described as consisting of the following seventeen characters, viz: 

SUBSTANTIVE VOWELS, 

aS a 3 Ga 

A-a. Eezli. O-0-U-u. 

CONSONANTS. 

DO T ah 3owa 
Bah Cah Dah Gah Ngah Hah Lah 

7! Mo DW WY 7 o 

Yah Nah Pah Uah Sah Tah Mah 

VOWEL MARKS AS APPLIED TO TO THE LETTER B. 

Beh-bih. Boh=buh. 

In this system, as noticed also by Crawfurd, every consonant 
was a syllable ending with the vowel a (pron. ah), which was under- 
stood, or inherent in, and followed it. There were two vowel marks 
consisting in dots to be placed above or under the consonant. These 
vowel marks were for e-7, (pron. a-ee), if placed over; and for o-w, 
(pron. oh-oo), if placed under the consonant, and had the effect of 
superseding or taking the place of the inherent a. 

The system seems in this point to have been, though inversely, 
influenced by the Arabic alphabet as applied to Malay, for here, too, 
there are but three substantive vowel characters: one for a, another 
for e-i, and a third for o-w, all other intermediate vowel sounds being 
indicated by marks or diacritical points, for example, the kesrah and 
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dammah=dlammah of the Arabic called by Malays, respectively, baris 

di-bawah: “the stroke beneath”, and baris di-adap, the stroke before 

or in front. (1) 
The scope of the three substantive vowels was that of serving 

as initials, or, if medials or finals, to express the last vowel of the 

diphthongs. 
Considerable discrepancy is found in the accounts given as to 

the direction of the writing, some saying that it was from below upwards, 

some from right to left, while others say that it was from left to right. 

What seems most probable is that the direction, originally, was, as in 

the Malay, from right to left and that it changed to from left to 

right after the arrival of the Spaniards, in conformity with the usage 

in the Spanish, Sanskrit, and Javanese languages 

Crawfurd speaking of this alphabet winds up his remarks about 

it by saying: (Dissertation, page cvti). “The Tagala alphabet, then, has 

all appearance of an original and local invention; and, at all events, 

there is assuredly no evidence to show that it has been derived from 

a foreign source.” Notwithstanding this broad assertion by Crawfurd, 

we find that, besides the above mentioned vowel marks for e-t and o-u 

being analogous to those in the Malay system, there exists a resemblance 

of form between the Tagalog nah and yah and the same characters in 

Malay, together with resemblances of form in other characters not corres 

ponding in the two systems, which seems to indicate that the Arabic 

alphabet has not been strange to the invention. We further find that 

the character for 6 in Tagalog is the same as in the Batak, those for 

p and n, nearly the same is in the Bugis, systems. These resemblances 

are _between identical characters, but there exist also resemblances in 

dissimilar characters of the alphabets of these languages. For instance, 

b, 1, and t in Tagalog resemble, respectively, h g and ng in Bugis; 

and h in Tagalog resembles a in Batak. Besides these, there are other 

similarities of a more substantial nature between the Tagalog system 

on one side and that of the Batak and all other Sumatran systems on 

the other, and even greater ones between Tagalog and Bugis, all of 

which practically precludes the possibility of the system being purely 

a local creation without rela ion to any foreign source, for no such ana- 

logies as these seem to happen as the result of chance or accident, 

nor as that of any common tendency inherent in the human mind. The 

similarity between the Tagalog alphabet and that of the Bugis is not 
limited to a mere resemblance in the form and general arrangement 
of the characters, but goes farther into affinities in other departments 
of the language that point to an ancient and intimate connection between 

the two nations. 
; The Bugis alphabet consists of twenty-three characters, of which 

eighteen are simple and the remainder compound, being combinations 
of the consonants nk, mp, mr, ch, and nch. It has a substantive a, but 
lacks the substantive characters for the vowels e-i and o-w of the Ta- 
galog system, possessing, on the other hand, three others for the con 
sonants, jy, » and # not found in the latter. There are vowel marks 
agn UN ae u, a for the termination ong, five mark points 
a na e Bugis alpha et is, therefore, more complex and less imper- 
ect than was the Tagalog, but the fact should not be lost sight of that 
besides the Bugis alphabet now in use, another obsolete one exists which 
is still to be found in some ancient manuscripts. 

(1). See the application of these two marks to the Mal inding, “ 
wall”, bunting, “pregnant”: in Marsden's Grammar, page 17.” AN 
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In both systems the vowel a is inherent in every consonant, and vowel 
marks existfor those of the other yowels, the Bugis possessing five, as 
above stated, there being distinct marks for c, and, and o and w, with 
an additional one for the ending ong, three more, therefore, than in 
Tagalog. In the latter, however, there were substantive characters for the 
sounds ezvand ow when initials, which in Bugis can be expressed only 
by applying to the substantive vowel a the marks for these various 
sounds in the same way as it is done to the consonants; while in 
Tagalog no such vowel dots were applied to isolated vowels, for the 
two additional vowel characters were supposed to supply their place. 
The most striking feature of the alphabets of the two languages, and 
one which rendered them more defective than even some of those of 
the ruder languages of Sumatra, lay in neither affording any mark 
for eliding the vowel a and causing the syllabe or the word to end 
in a consonant. This lack of an eliding sign is less injurious to the 
Bugis language, where no consonant, nasals excepted, can follow an- 
other without the intervention of a vowel, than could possibly be the 
case to Tagalog, which contains numerous words that terminate in con- 

sonants that are neither nasals nor aspirates. The liquids, r sometimes, 
and 1, frequently, coalesce with other consonants and a vowel in the 
same syllabe, and as there existed no contrivance in the alphabet to 
point out when this did or did not occur, it is not easy to see how 
certain words could find proper means of expression in writting. or 
how they could come to be understood if written. On the other hand, 
the same and other consonants, often occurred as medials and finals, 
and the absence of a mark for eliding the inherent vowel and for sep- 
arating the sound of the consonant from that of the vowel could only 
add to the confusion Nor did the alphabet possess any means of 
palliating these deficiencies such as are found in those of the languages 
of Sumatra, the Rejang for instance, which, besides having a mark for 
eliding the inherent vowel, another to signify an a following the 
inherent vowel, two others for the nasals » and ng, has also a dist- 
inct character for the aspirate following a vowel. A mark for ng would 
have been especially useful in Tagalog to express the same ending 
which, it will be seen, plays so important a role as ligament and 

relative pronoun. Lacking these and other substantial elements, the 

alphabet was practically a useless design, or, in the words of Fr. Gaspar 
de S. Agustin, “it was a writing as easy to read as it was difficult 
to understand, because the reader must guess at the pronunciation 

and meaning. To show this, the two examples which he gives, and 

which are also reproduced by Crawfurd, will suffice. A word or syll 

able consisting of the two consonants b and ¢, the inherent vowel 

being understood, would make bata only in any .of the languages 

of the western portion of the Indian Archipelago, but in Tagalog it 

might be read also as hatag, bantay, hatar, batac, banta, batay, in all, 

seven different ways. Two letters 7 which, with a dot over each, should 

express lele or lili, might also be read as lilim, lilap, dilis, linin, lilic 

and lilig, making eight different modes of pronunciation, because the 

alphabet afforded initial, but not medial or terminal consonants. It is 

well further to observe that the sounds given as those into which, by 

reason of such an imperfect system, the two characters could be read 

are not accidental combinations, but, on the contrary, fixed words of 

the language, having all of them independent and widely differing 

significations. ne 
It is not possible to conceive how such a pitiable system of 

writing as this could ever have been adapted to a language of such a 
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complex phonetic character as that of Tagalog and have been made 

available for the conveying and recording of thought. In all probability, 

it was never made use of for any practical purposes, being rather in 

the way of a toy than in that of a useful tool, as it could never have 

been so easily eradicated and superseded by the Spanish one, had it 

ever acquired any appreciable hold on the native mind. History, thus 

far, seems to lend support to the belief that it was not a real alpba- 

bet, for, as far as our knowledge goes, not a single inscription, not a 

genuine specimen written with its characters has ever been produced. 

Classed organically, the native consonants are as follows: 

Labials. b, p, m, u. 
Lingual. IYA 
Dentals. d, t. 
Palatals. C, g. 
Guttural. h. 
Nasals. m,n. 
Cerebral nasal. ng. 
Liquids. lr. 
Sibilant. 8. 

To these native consonants the Spaniards added the following: 
ch, f, 2, Il, ii, d, v, x, and z of their own system, with the view that 
the Spanish words which have been adopted might thus find proper 
means of expression, and, in some cases, that certain rules of the Span- 
ish orthography be fulfilled. In so far as the pronunciation of native 
words is concerned, nearly all these added consonants might be dispensed 
with, they being frequently reduced to or substituted for others of 
the native system, but a correct etymology renders their preservation 
indispensable. 

The language is, therefore, written with the twenty-seven letters 
of the Spanish alphabet, plus one, the ng, which is peculiar to Tagalog. 
They are, as in English, divided into vowels and consonants, the for- 
mer being the usual five of our language, and the latter twenty-three, 
including the semivowel y. 

In the order of the Spanish alphabet, these are represented by 
the following characters: 

A-a, B-b, C-c, Ch-ch, D-d, E-e, F-f, G-g, H-h, Li, J-j, LA, LI, M-m, N-n, 
N-fi, Ng-ng, O-o, P-p, Q-q, R-r, S-s, T-t, U-u, V-v, X-x, Y-y, Z-z. 

The sound 
of the five vowels A-a, E-e, 1-1, O-o, Uu, 
corresponds nearly with 
that of the same letters 
in the English words: Far, Yes, Mill, Oh, Rule, 

the sound of a being uniform and incapable of interchange with 
that of any of other vowels. The sounds e and z on one side, and 
those of o and w on the other, having in the original native alpha- 
bet but one character each to represent them, are often confounded 
in pronunciation and largely interchanged so as to suit euphony or 
the speakers taste, 7, however, being much, and u somewhat, more 
prevalent. The preference for the sound of 7 over that of e may be 
attributed to Tagalog having been, in this point, influenced by the 
Javanese ceremonial language, where, as it is known, a scale of as- 
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cending respect exisis which consists in the substitution of the low 
or broad vowels for the high or sharp ones, ending in 7 as a climax. 

This confusion will be found to exist only in the spoken language, 
for, if written, e, will always be pronounced as e in “bed”, or a in 
“dare”, 7, asdin “mill”, or ein “me”; o aso in “or', or a in “ball”; u, as 
w in “bull”, or oo in “foot'. The interchangeability, therefore, here said 
to exist is to be understood as meaning that the signification of the 
word is not affected by the writing or pronunciation with one or the 
other of the two interchangeable vowels, except in a few instances 
of words in which the spelling has been fixed and of others which 
show a preference for one or the other of the two sounds, with ap- 
parently no precise rule for the use of either. A distinction can be 
made only with relative certainty in case of words borrowed from the 
Javanese, where there are separate and distinct charac ers for each of 
these vowel sounds. Properly speaking, therefore, the elemental vowel 
sounds in Tagalog are only three, a, 7 and u, and it is this paucity 
that accounts for the expansion given to the sound of the last two 
vowels, for the wide space lying between a and w, which in other 
languages is divided into, at least, as many as five different sounds, 
is here divided into only three, and no misconception can arise from 
pronouncing one way or the other. 

Of the consonants, those borrowed from Spanish are here first 
given some consideration, preliminary to that of their sound, to 
show the changes they undergo when changed to their cognate 
affinities of the native system. 

In writing Spanish words, natives have {wo courses open to 
them: that of using the same orthography of the original language, 
and that of effecting such alterations therein as are necessary to ex- 
press the words with the characters afforded by their own system. If 
the latter course be adhered to, certain commutations or reductions of 
the Spanish sounds to others of the native system must then take 
place, without which that harshness of sound will be produced which 
is so carefully avoided by these people. 

The rules (which will be found also applicable to such English 

words as may, in future, pass into the language), relating to the pas- 

sage of Spanish words into Tagalog may be here, therefore, briefly stated. 

The dental aspirate sound of the Spanish ch is changed to the 
sibilant one of the Tagalog s, or to the softer one of sh, the latter 
being especially adapted to the native organs though there exists no 
character for it in the language. Thus, muchacho, “boy”, changes to 

musaso or remains unaltered, and is then pronounced in a way sharing 

equally of the two sounds. R 
The labial and dental sound of the Spanish / changes to the 

labial one of the Tagalog p, and thus, for instance, Filipinas, “Philipp- 

ines”: comes to be written and pronounced Pilipinas. — 

The strongly guttural sound that 7 has in Spanish is changed, 

if at the middle of the word, to the softer one of the Tagalog h, and 

thus, for instance, trabajo, “work”, “labor”, may be written trabaho. If 

at the end, or at the beginning of the word, / changes to the sibilant, 

and thus, reloj, “clock ’; and jabén, “soap”', are written relos, and sabon. 

The palatal sound of the Spanish IH changes to the lingual one 

of the Tagalog y, and thus, for sila, “chair ', natives use siya. 

The palatal nasal sound of the Spanish 7 is even more than 

that of ch agreeable to the native ear. It is practically the sound of 

ny in the Tagalog word inyo, “yours” (plural). It is to this combination 

of two consonants that natives have recourse for expressing this Spanish 
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peculiar sound, as may be seen, for instance, in writing panyo, “kerchief": 

for paro, “cloth”. mo. nd I 
The Spanish character q, or rather the combination qu, which has 

the same sound of c before a, o or u, buta different use, is’ generally 

preserved and only by natives unacquainted with its proper use in 

Spanish is sometimes changed to c, they writing, for instance, cerido or 

qerido, (pron. keh-rée-daw) instead of querido, “beloved” 

V-v is pronounced by most Spaniards as b, an impropriety in 
which they are also followed by natives. Thus, for instance, they 

write bino for vino, “wine', etc.. ; 
The palatal and sibilant sound of the Spanish « is variously 

written in Tagalog. Most frequently, however, it is changed to that of 
the sibilant s. In this way, examen, “examination”; may be spelled in 

Tagalog either esamen=egsamen or ecsamen. 
The dental lingual sound of the Spanish 2 is softened into the 

sibilant one of the Tagalog s, and thus, zapato, “shoe”, is written sapato. 
There are other permutations of one consonant for another even 

in those which are common to the two languages, a liquid for another 
liquid, as, for instance, 2 for rin lugal for lugar, “place”, of a liquid 
for a nasal, as l for n in sondalo for soldado, “soldier”, and of the 
dental d for the liquid 1, too, in this latter instance. 

Changes as well take place in the Spanish vowels e and 1, o 
and u, the sound of which natives perpetually confound, (never, how- 
ever, that of a), there existing marked preference for those of 4 and 
u. So they write quiso for queso, “cheese”, cumpisal for confesar, “to 
confess’ ; etc.. 

Spanish words appear sometimes in the plural form, or are used 
with the article prefixed to them, and it is in this way that we find 
pisos for peso, “dollar ; lamesa for mesa, “table”, natives believing that 
the spelling with s and with la is that of the simplest form of the 
respective words. Very often, on the contrary, thes of a Spanish word 
in the plural is dropped and the singular form is used with the pluraliz- 
ing particle manga to indicate the plural. So they say, ang manga 
americano for los americanos, “the Americans”: etc.. 

H-h has in Spanish no perceptible sound and is therefore sup- 
pressed in Tagalog to preclude the possibility of being pronounced, as 
it would necessarily be the case, if preserved, in the latter. Thus, hora, 
“hour”, is written oras, etc.. Suppressions of the vowel e also occur, 
as, for instance, in pusta for for puesta, “stake”, “wager”: multo for 
muerto, ‘cadaver’; “spectre": etc,. 

It only remains to be noticed that all Spanish words passing 
into Tagalog are considered by natives as radicals and as such are made 
by them to conform to the rules of their grammar, which some- 
times require that the initial consonant of the radical be changed or 
elided with certain particles which are applied to the latter for the 
formation of derivative compounds. Changes of this kind are exhibited 
in the words manabaco, “to raise tobacco”: or “to deal in tobacco”, from 
tabaco, “tobacco”, mangabayo, “to ride": from caballo, “horse”: etc.. 
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PRONUNCIATION. 

Vowels: Although what has been said above of the vowels 
may appear sufficient to give the student a fairly accurate idea of 
their sound, for the purpose, however, of acquainting him as thoroughly 
as possible with the matter, it is here repeated and some examples 
given which, together with the method of syllabification, respelling and 
accentuation employed, will, it is believed, enable him to overcome the 
difficulties of pronunciation likely to be encountered in his task. 

A-a is by far the most important and prevalent of the vowels, 
having uniformely the sound of the same letter in the English words, 
“harm”, “father”. It sometimes appears as the only vowel of the. 
word, and its uses as such and as initial, medial and final may be 
seen in the following words: abala (pron. ah-bah-lah), “occupation”, 
aso (pron. dh-soe), “dog', banta (pron. bahn-ta), “design”; bata (pron. 
bah-tah), “child”. 

E-e, if written, should always be pronounced as the same letter 
in “bed”, “tell”, “pen”. This vowel occurs but rarely as a medial or a final 
and never as an initial in genuine Tagalog words. This is on account 

“of its sound which natives avoid as much as possible and is by them 
considered very disagreeable. Even in the few words in which it is 
retained, the pronunciation with e or with 4 is so wavering as to render its 
use almost superfluous. The following words are given here as examples: 
tae (pron. t4h-eh), ‘excrement’; maseilan (pron. mah-say-lahn), “prudish”; 
babae babaye (pron. bah-bah-eh-bah-bah-yeh), “woman”, “female '. 

Ti is the sound which finds so much more favor with natives 
over that of e. For the two e-i there was, as explained, but a single 
character in the native alphabet. This sound has been before des- 
cribed as nearly corresponding with that of the same vowel in “mill”, 
but is perhaps more accurately represented by that of e in “eve”, or ee in 
“feet”, there existing a good deal of latitude in the manner in which 
it is pronounced by native people. It is frequently found as the initial 
letter forming, alone, the first syllable of the word; as medial between 
consonants; and as final of any word or syllable, in which it is preceded 
by a consonant. If final and preceded by a vowel in the same syllable, 
it has then to be written y as is the case too in Spanish. The following 
examples will illustrate its sound, positions and change. Ibig (pron. 
eé-big), “to wish"; minsan (pron. mean-sdhn), “once”, galis (pron. gah-leés), 
“itch': pili (pron. pee-lee), “to choose”, bagay (pron. bdh-gy), “matter”, 
cahuy (pron, cah-hooe), “tree”. 

0-0 is pronounced as the same letter in “oh”, “oft”, not as in “hot”, 
“got”, but the sound may be expanded so as to include every gradation 
lying between the same and that of w in “full”. 0-0 is more frequently 
found as an initial than w, either forming by itself or contributing to 
form the first syllable of the word, and also ending the last syllable 
of the radical, in which latter position it generally changes to w in 
the derivative or compound formed by the appendage of a suffixed part- 
icle. As medial in the syllable, either between consonants, or between 

consonants and vowels, and as final of any otber syllable than the last 
in the word, o is not found so frequently as w, except in cases where 
a precedes, for here a preference seems to exist, the ending ao, both 
of the syllable and of the word, being considered more ee than au. 
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The following examples are given to illustrate the matter: olap (pron. 
vh-lahp), “cloud”, orlot (pron. or-loht), “rebound ; olo (pron. ohi-oh), 
“head”, loto, (pron. loh-toe), “cooked ', bondoc (pron. bohn-doke) “mount- 
ain” bouan (pron. bo-ahn), “month', baon (pron. bah-dhn), “the grave", 
calabdo (pron. cah-lah-béh-oh), “buffalo”. 

U-u is the other alternative sound, in some cases predominat- 
ing over that of o, of the third and last vowel character of the 
native alphabet, being that of the same letter in “bull”, or that of oo 
in “foot . As medial in the syllable or the word, w occurs more fre- 
quently than o, for, as above said, the latter, when final in the rad- 
ical, generally changes to w in the derivative or compound before a 
suffix, as seen, for instance, in oluhan, “bolster”; from olo, “head". 
U-u is always initial if followed by 4 and forming with the latter 
the first syllable of the word. It is also found, although not so fre- 
quently, as an initial under the same conditions as o, and, more fre- 
quently than this latter, as medial in the syllable and final of syll- 
ables other than the last of the word. Examples: uica (pron. ooi-cah), 
“language”, ubi (pron. od-bee), “yam”, unsiami (pron. oon-sedh-mee), 
“sickly”; cundi (pron. coon-dée), “but”; babuy (pron. bah-booy) “hog”; 
tubo (pron. too-béh), “to grow”. 

Consonants: Bb sounds as in English and occurs as initial 
and final, never as medial in the syllable. Examples: banig (pron. 
bah-nig), “mat”, taba (pron tah-bih), “fat ', dibdib (pron. deeb-dib), 
“breast”, habla (pron. hah-blah), “accusation”. 

C-e occurs either before a, 0, w and any of the liquids 1 or r, 
or at the end of the syllable or the word, in any of these two posit- 
ions having the same palatal sound only that it has in English before 
the same vowels and consonants. It is, however, but rarely found 
coalescing with the liquids and any of the vowels, and this never in 
the first syllable of genuine Tagalog words. Examples: cagat (pron. 
cah-gaht), “to bite’; cogon (pron. coh-gohn), “thatching straw”: cun 
(pron. coon), “if”, “when”, sacd (pron. sahcah), “after”: lucban (pron. 
look bahn) “citron”, itac (pron. ee-tick), “knife”. 

Ch-ch. This double consonant is found only in Spanish words, 
where it is to be pronounced as the same letter in “church:” but nat- 
ives make no attempt at its pronunciation, softening its sound into 
that of sh and even into that of s. Examples: chino (pron. she-noh), 
“chinese”, chapa (pron. chah-pah), “chip”. 

D-d. It is not so dental in Tagalog as in English. Its sound is 
nearly that of the same consonant in the word “draft”: but it becomes 
more and more cerebral as it is placed forward in the word until 
at the end it vanishes into that of r with which it is confounded 
and, in fact, used indiscriminately by natives. As initial, d is 
exclusively used, (rito, “here': riyan and roon, “there”, are however 
frequently used for dito, diyan, and dion) and generally too at the 
middle when preceded by a consonant; but the initial or final 
d of the radical generally changes to r in the compound, if 
by virtue of the prefixing or suffixing of particles, its position in the 
word becomes that of a medial between vowels. Thus, for instance, dito, 
“here”, but parito, “to come here”, palad or palar, “happy”, but ca- 
palaran, “happiness”. If the initial d becomes medial with a consonant 
preceding, no change then takes place: dala, “conveying”; magdala, 
“to convey”; etc.. The other uses of the consonant may be seen in dugé, (pron. doo-gde), “blood”, bondoc (pron. bohn-doke), “mountain”, capatid= 
capatir (pron. cah-pah-ti(d)=r, “brother”. 

Ff is a letter wanting in all the cultured languages of the Ma- 
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lay Archipelago and, among those of the Christian population of the 
Philippines, found only in the Ibanag and in most of those spoken 
by the wild tribes of the whole Archipelago. Jf occurs but in words 
of Spanish origin and is generally converted into p, as f is a sound 
which natives and other Malays are unable to pronounce. (1) This 
conversion may be seen in words like Pilipinas for Filipinas “Philip- 
pines”; pecha for fecha, “date”: etc.. 

G-g has in Tagalog the same sound as it has in English before 
a, 0, uw, Or a consonant, and never that of j. as it generally has with 
us before e and “. Examples: gatas (pron. gah-tahs), “milk”, daga 
(pron dah-gah), “rat', bigat (pron. bee-gaht), “heavy”; dagdag (pron. 
dahg-dahg), “to add”, bigla (pron. bee:glah), “sudden”. That the pal- 
atal sound g has before a, 0, w may be preserved before e, 4, and 
make it sound as in “get”, “gift”, wu should be inserted, as it is done in 
Spanish, « in this case being silent (2) and a mere sign of pronun- 
ciation as in the English words “guess”, “guilt”, but natives often fall into 
the impropriety of omitting the w and of writing, for instance, ginto 
instead of guinto, “gold”, ginoo instead of guinod, “lady”, etc.. The 
student is hereby cautioned against this practice which, under the rules 
of the Spanish prosody and orthography here as elsewhere in Tagalog 
not to be departed from, renders the sound of g a strongly guttural 
one very unlike the one this consonant ought to have. 

Much greater care should be exercised in pronouncing the g of 
the particles mag, nag and pag as distinctly as possible, so as to avoid 
confusion with the other particles ma, na and pa which impart a 
different, nay, in many cases, quite a thoroughly opposed sense, and 
too much heed cannot be recommended in view of ‘the many striking 
mistakes to which any disregard on this point may give rise. Among 
innumerable others, the following words are, it is believed, well cal- 
culated to give the learner a good idea of the importance of rendering 
the sound of g as distinctly heard as possible. 

infli ‘ He wh tained 
oe cee Ang nacasigat. | as i anga Ang nageastigat. 

The defendant. Ang nasasacdal, The plaintiff. Ang nagsasacdal 

To appear. Mapaquita. To show. Magpaquita. 

The thing con- : A 
nagload. Ang patago. The concealing. ng pagtago. 

Whenever any particle ending in g is to be prefixed to a root 
beginning with #, the hyphen between the two letters may be used instead 
of the insertion of wu. Thus, the compound formed, for instance, from 

ibig, “wish”, and pag may be written pag-ibig or paguibig, “to wish”. 

Very frequently g, preceded by m, occurs at the end of syllables 

@) F-f is found in the languages of the island of Madagascar, especially in 

radical words, but it generally changes to p in the compounds. It is also found 

in the Gadang, a dialect spoken by the inhabitants in and about the townships of 

Echagiie, Carig and others of the southern portion of the province of Isabela on 

i i ith that of Nueva Vizcaya. 

o a - a in which the ab which is inserted between the g and any 

of the vowels e or i sounds, both in Spanish and in Tagalog, but | then the 

crema or dieresis (“) should be used. If, for instance, the word “uica, language 3 

is in Tagalog to receive the prefix mag, thus forming the compound magilica, “to 

pronounce”: the crema over the # is in this case necessary, for, otherwise, this 

vowel which is pronounced in the radical would come to be silent in the compound, 
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and words in Tagalog. When at the end of a word, ng may be 
an integral part of it or a mere euphonic ending, in both cases g 

having the mild, but still perceptible, sound it has in “dignity”, “signal” 

and similar English words. Examples: silang (pron, sec-lang), “to 

rise” (the sun); baling (pron. bah-ling), “to stagger”. 

Hh is rather a guttural than an aspirate consonant, but its 

sound does not differ from the one it has in English. It occurs 

only at the beginning of the word or syllable, always before a vowel, 

and never in the position in which it should have been an aspirate, 

that is to say, at the end of the word with a vowel preceding. (1) 

Examples: halaga pron. (hah-lah-gah), “price”: halayhdy (pron. hah-ly- 

hahy), “to put linen to dry”, 
J-j is found only in Spanish words if no alienation from 

the original orthography is meant. Its sound is the strong harsh 

guttural of the German ch, which, as above said, natives commute 

to that of h. J-j, although in pronunciation may be softened, is gen 

erally preserved in the orthography of proper names, as José (pron. 

hoh-say), “Joseph”; Jesis (pron. hay-siss), “Jesus”, etc.. 

L-l sounds as in English and is found as initial, medial and 

final. As medial, it is sometimes found coalescing in the same syll- 

able with another consonant and a vowel, but never in the first syll- 

able of genuine Tagalog words. Examples: locsd (pron. loks-6h), 

“jumping”: talaba (pron. tah-lah-bah), “oyster”, solsol (pron. sohl-sohl), 

“to goad’; cambal (pron. cahm-bahl), “twin', saclit (pron. sah-clitt), 

“sling”. 
Till is a consonant peculiar to the Spanish language and, 

therefore, to be found only in words borrowed from it. Its sound 
resembles that of the same combination in the English word “brilliant” 
but is, as already said, changed to that of y by natives. Examples: 
llave=yabe (pron. lyah-beh=yah-beh), “key”, mantequilla=mantiquiya (pron. 
mahn-tay-kih lyah-mahn-tee-kih-yah), “butter” 

Mm corresponds with the sound of the same consonant in 
English. It is found as initial and final, never as medial, of syll- 
ables or words. Before b and p, m and not m should be used. 
Examples: mahal (pron. mah-halil), “dear', salamat (pron. sah-lah-matt), 
“thanks’; gdtom (pron. géh-tom), “hunger”, sambit (pron. sahm-bitt), 
“mourning”; tampal (pron. tahm-pahl), “slap”. 

N-n has in Tagalog the same sound as in English, occurring 
at the beginning, at the middle and at the end of the syllable or the 
word, and is written m before bh and p. Examples: nécao (pron. ndh- 
cah-oh) “stealing”, bangca (pron. bang-cah), “any specimen of small 
craft, tanda (pron. tahn dah), “mark”, ddan (pron. dah-ahn), “road". 

Nv. This is another consonant peculiar to the Spanish, which 
is found in Tagalog only when words borrowed from that language 
appear written in the original orthography, for, if the same are Tag- 
alized, are then written with ny by natives. Its sound is a palatal 
nasal, the nearest approach to which is found in that of the letter n 

(1) The fact that h is frequently found preceded by a vowel at the end 
in Malay words when written in the Roman character (in which position it is 
silent and only used for the purpose of rendering the vowel aspirate), and that of 

this consonant never being a final letter in Tagalog, constitutes a defect in the 
latter chargeable to those who first made application of the Spanish alphabet to 
the language. The propriety of using h at the end in certain words to mark the 
aspiration of the last vowel does not seem to have appeared to their minds, nor 
did they seem to realize the necessity of writing, for instance, gandah and not 
ganda, and sabih and not sabi for the formation of such derivatives as cagandahan, 
sabihin, etc., thus doing away with one of the greatest difficulties in the language 
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in English when it is followed by the vowels zo, as in the word “onion”. 
N-ii occurs only at the beginning of syllables other than the first of 
the word. Examples: Espanaz-Espanya (pron. ess-pahn-yah), “Spain”; 
Los Banos (pron. loss bahn-yohs), “Los Barios” (a town). 

.. NG ng. This is the most peculiar Tagalog consonant and one for 
which there exists a distinct character in all the languages of the 
Indian Archipelago. Its sound is a nasal cerebral one approaching that 
of ng in “kingly”, or that of the final n in the French word “bien ', and 
is produced by strongly expelling the breath towards the roof of the 
mouth, so that a portion of the air should come forth through the 
nostrils. The student will do well, however, to have it pronounced 
by a native. 

In writing this consonant the tittle above g or above and midway 
the two characters should not be forgotten, for, otherwise, doubt may 
arise as to whether the ng or the combination mg is meant, to show 
which the two words manga, (divided thus ma-nga), “a particle used in 
Tagalog to signify the plural’; and manga, (divided thus man-ga), “mango”, 
will suffice. Ng-ng comes only at the beginning of the syllable or the 
word always followed by a vowel. Examples: ngayon (pron ngah-yon), 
“now”, sangd (pron. sang-ah), “branch”. When the ending ng belongs 
to the word, it changes to ng before the vowel of the particle added 
to the radical, as, for instance, in cagalingan, “soundness”, from galing, 
“sound” 

P-p has the same sound as in English and occurs only as initial 
or final. Examples, para (pron. pah-rah), “like”, pacpac (pron. pack- 
pack), “wing”, daquip (pron. dah-kéep), “to seize”. 

@q. This is another Spanish consonant which is always follow- 
ed by a silent u, qu being used for a purpose analogous to that for 
which gu is used before e and ¢, that is to say, for the indicating before 
said vowels of the hard sound which ce has before the others a, o, 
u, as in the English words “antique”, “conquer ', etc.. Examples: quebrada 
(pron. kay-brdh-dah), “wreck”, quilala (pron. key-lah-lah), “acquaintance”. 
In inserting w between q and e or 7, no departure is made from the 
Spanish orthograpical rules, but, as already indicated, owing to ignorance 
on the part of the natives, and to a different use of q in Spanish 
when Tagalog first began to be written, still q alone and not qu is 
used by some and is found employed in ancient books and dictionaries. 
Thus, quibo, is written gibo, quildabot, qilabot, etc.. 

R-r has the same sound as in the English word “very”. This 
consonant is frequently confounded with d, the native alphabet pro- 
viding but one character for the two sounds. As initial, d, is almost 
exclusively used, at the end of the word d or r may be used, but 
the writing with d is to be preferred. At the middle, r is used 
between vowels, d, between a consonant and a yowel, 

R-r is even more rarely than / found as liquid coalescing 
with another consonant and one of the vowels, and this never in the 
first syllable of the words. (1) Examples: marahil, (pron. mah-rah- 
heel), ‘perhaps’; lacad-ldcar (pron lah-cad-lthcar), “walking”, toro 
(pron. toh-roh), “pointing out”, acrds (pron. ah-crahs), “to go the shortest 
way.” 

(1) It is .even doubtful whether r ever coalesces at all, for perhaps such 
words a4 acrds, may be considered as divided thus ac-rds, and it seems as if the 
influence of Spanish only would render it pronounced a-crds, or it may be that 
the word in its present form is but a contraction of some ancient one with a 
vawel elided. 
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Ss has in Tagalog the sound it has in the English words 

“gin”, “this”, never that of the English z, or that of s in “these”. It 

occurs as initial or final, not as medial in the syllable. Examples: 

siya (pron. see-ydh), “he”, “she”, basa (pron. basah), “wet”, pinsan 

(pron. peen-sdhn). “cousin”, labas (pron. lah bass), “outside”. The 

sound of the Spanish consonants c, before e or i, and z before the 

others, a lingual one stronger than that of the English th in the word 

“thing”, is, as indicated before, changed to that of s. Thus Spanish 

words as cebolla, Ciceron, Lazaro, Zoilo, zueco, etc. come to be Tagalized 

into sibuya. Siseron, Ldsaro, Soilo, sueco. 
T-t sounds as in English in the word “tape”, and occurs only 

at the beginning and at the end of words and syllables, never at the 

middle of the latter. Examples: tanay, (pron. té-nie), “true”, “real”, 

cotcot (pron. cott-cott), “to excavate with the claws”, patay pron. (pah- 

tie), “dead”, at (pron. att), “and”. 
U-u, like y, performs in Tagalog the double office of a consonant 

and a vowel, being a consonant at the beginning of words and syllables, 

and a vowel in any other position. As a consonant, its sound is the labial 

one of the English w in “way”, and it would have been probably so written, 

were it not for the fact that no such character is found in the Span- 

ish alphabet. It may be considered as occurring only at the begin- 

ning of words and syllables always followed by a vowel. Examples: 

uacas (pron ooah cass), ‘consummation’; wicd (pron. ooed-cah), “language”, 
baua (pron. bah-ooah), “every”: tua (pron. eé-ooah), “poniard". 

V-v is another consonant borrowed from Spanish, to which 

Spaniards and natives alike give the sound of the labial b. It oc- 

curs only at the beginning of words and syllables, and is still re- 
tained in certain names of places as, for instance, in Cavite (pron. cah- 
beé-teh), “Cavite”, Nueva Vizcaya (pron. noody-bah bith-cah-yah), “Nueva 

Vixcaya”. 
X-x, another of the consonants borrowed from the Spanish 

language, is also rarely used in Tagalog. Its sound in Spanish is, 
as in English, one that may be represented by that of the combinat- 
ions ks or gs according, respectively, as to whether it is followed 
by a consonant or by a vowel; but natives make no attempt at its 
true pronunciation and have substituted for it that of s. X-x 0c 
curs but at the beginning or at the end of the syllables. Examples: 
Alix=alis (pron. dh-licks=dh-lees), “Alix” (the name of a street), auxi- 
lio=ausilio (pron. aoo-gseé-lioh=aoo-seé-lioh), “help”, “assistance”. 

Y-y, as a’ consonant comes only at the beginning of the syll- 
able or the word, always followed by a vowel, both of which must 
then belong to the same syllable, for, although at the beginning, if 
alone and forming a syllable by itself, it is then a vowel and should 
be written 7. (1) Yy as vowel, not as consonant, comes at the 
end of the syllable or the word and must in this position be pre- 
ceded by another vowel. Its sound is the same as that it has in 
the English word “yes”. Examples: yacap (pron. yah-cahp), “embrac- 
ing”, diyata (pron. dee-ydh-tah), “therefore ', baybdy (pron. by-by), “beach”. 
It has already been said that y Tagalizes the Spanish J, as is illus- 
trated in sibuyas for cebolla, etc.. 

Z-z has also been taken from Spanish into Tagalog and is the 
last consonant in the alpbabets of the two languages. As initial of 

(1) Yy, Ii, a Tagalog verbal passive particle, although forming by it- 
self the first syllable of the compound when prefixed, is, for a eachiig = arpases 
only, written y and not ¢ throughout this grammar, 
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the word or the syllable, z always occurs in Spanish before a, o, u, 
and has therein the same sound of c before e, 7, that is to say, that 
of the English th in the word “thing”, but, as natives find this sound 
rather unnatural, they generally soften it into that of the sibilant. 
Z and not s is however used in Zambales (pron. tham-bdh-less), “Zam- 
bales”; Zamboanga (pron. tham-boh-dhn-gah), “Zamboanga”: La Paz (pron. 
lah-path), “La Paz”, and other names of place. 

The native sounds of the Tagalog, it will have been noticed, can 
be expressed with ease and precision by the Spanish characters, and 
the Spanish alphabet, with but one trifling addition, was made to cor- 
respond letter for letter with the native one. Thus Tagalog is indebted 
to Spanish for that fairly accurate accord of the spoken and the written 
languages which exists in the latter and renders the writing and pro- 
nouncing of both languages such an easy matter for learners to grasp 
and to master. 

This benefit those only can properly appreciate who have ever 
undertaken the acquisition of any of the Malay insular languages written 
with other alphabets, whether native or foreign. The student of 
Malay, Javanese, etc., must determine beforehand whether he intends, 
either to speak, or to write the language only, or whether both objects 
are embodied in his aim, and, in the latter case, the difficulty of ob- 
taining any fluency in reading the native character or of acquainting 
himself with any of the arbitrary foreign systems of transliteration 
employed often appears so great as even to discourage him from making 
a beginning. The learner of Tagalog, on the contrary, can, from the 
first lesson, know how to write properly any native word he never 
heard before, if it be distinctly pronounced. 

The fact must be apparent therefore, to any unbiased mind that 
the using of the Spanish alphabet, even if it were abstruse or misapplied, 
in the way above described for more than three centuries as a vehicle 

for the expression of the native sounds, could not fail to give the orthog- 

raphy of the language that degree of fixety which seemed practically 

to protect it against disturbances from outside. This, however, did 

not prove to be the case. A portion of the native element, whose 

pedantry, since 1900, has been exercised in framing all kinds of inde- 

pendent systems, has found means to destroy this fairly settled sta- 

bility of their own language by substituting & and w for, respectively, 

c and u, and by introducing some other fanciful novelties, thus caus- 

ing serious confusion for the reading and understanding of all former 

literature, on the one side, and for the composing of new books, on 

the other. The new spelling has been adopted through ostentation by 

some; by others, strange to say, through fear of appearing apathetic 

in what is considered as a patriotic duty; by all, however, through 

unconsciousness of the harm such novelties are causing to the language. 

We are far from believing the Tagalog orthography as irre- 

formable, but would like to see that such changes as may be neces- 

sary be made in accordance with linguistic principles and not from 

caprice and political prejudice. 

Thus the language is, in this respect, now In a state of con- 

fusion and doubt, and it is difficult to say at this writing whether 

the new fashion will become more widespread and general, but 

even in the case of its early collapse, students can hardly fail to 

come in contact with specimens of it. In order to enable them to 

understand such deviations, it is thought convenient to give here some 

more precise information as to what these modernisms consist in, by 
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exhibiting in the table below a number of words written in this so 

called modern orthography and comparing them with same as written 

throughout in this book. 

Words. 

As written by modifiers. As written in this Grammar. Signification. 

Araw. Arao. Day. 
Ikaw. Icao. Thou. 
Huwag. Houag. Do not. 
Ag. Ang. The. 

g. Nang. Of the. 
Kina. Quina. To them. 
Kanya.” ” Caniya. Him, her. 
Dalawa. Dalaua. Two. 
Tawag. Tauag. Calling. 
Gawin. Gaoin. Done. 
Ikalima. Ycalima. Fifth. 
Kay. Cay. To (him). 
Wika. Uica. Language. 
Bigian. Biguian. Given to. 
Ginto. Guinto. Gold. 
Diyos. Dios. God. 

The preceding table does not cover perhaps all forms of these 
modernisms in use, nor can it be said with any assurance that other 
innovations may not spring up in the future, due to the spirit of 
presumption which pervades a portion of the native mind; but it is 
believed that whatever others may. exist or may he invented in the 
future will be so much on the lines of the above ones as to be easily 
understood by the student without further explanations to be given. © 

Special Remark. 

Students consulting Spanish-Tagalog dictionaries should not for- 
get the indiscriminate use of some letters; e and 7, o and wu, c and 
s or q, d and r, y and 7, y and Ul, f and p, gue, gui, and ge, gi, 
qu and g. When a word is not found written with any of these 
characters, an attempt should be made to guess at its cognate affinity, 
and to seek it elsewhere. In such dictionaries only radical words are 
arranged alphabetically, and as in the case of certain derivatives the 
initials of the radical are sometimes changed or elided, care should be 
taken, therefore, first to separate the root from all particles with which 
it may have been combined, and then to restore or to replace, as 
the case may be, such initial letter or letters as may have been changed 
or elided, so as to arrive at the unmodified crude radical word. 
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PROSODY. 

Ba If the discussion of Prosody is taken up at this early stage, 
it is only for the purpose of acquainting the student with the accent 
and method of accentuation employed, for no meter or rhyme con: 
sideration is or can be intended with a language possessing no poetry 
and scarcely any prose compositions. 

The pronunciation of Tagalog, although soft enough and, at 
any rate, much softer than that of any of the other languages spoken 
more to the uorth in Luzon, is however not so soft as that of Malay, 
a language in which, as a rule, no consonant can follow another 
without a vowel coming between, while in Tagalog two or three 
consonants may come together coalescing with one or more vowels in 
the same syllable, and labials, nasals, dentals and palatals also occur 
as finals in the syllable or the word, thus bringing forth a phonetic 
character that comes nearer to that of Spanish and Javanese than to 
that of Malay. 

The pronunciation, however, is not so rough as the study of 
the written forms may lead us to believe, for freedom of syntax does 
much in softening it, and the roughness too is largely reduced by 
various other contrivances in speech, so that no one who ever heard 
Tagalog spoken by fairly educated natives will fail to classify it as 
one of the smoothest languages in the world. 

Although trisyllabic and polysyllabic roots are not wanting, 
the language is however mainly dissyllabic. When a root is found 
to consist of three of more syllables, it may be presumed that the 
word is either some ancient derivative no longer used as such, or that 
the last syllable was elidible in the language from which it originally 
sprung. Whatever may be thought of the theory of a monosyllabic 
origin, the fact is, however, that no uncontracted self-significant Tagalog 
'word is found to consist of only one syllable. 

No Spanish grammarians have ever attempted to turn away from 
the prosody of their own language in explaining that of Tagalog. It 
seems as if they had proceeded on the theory of a common proso- 
dical character, or with an aim to the unification, of the two languages, 
for, a few remarks on the accent excepted, no further consideration is 
given in their grammars to the remaining prosodical matter, thus implying 
that all other Spanish rules of pronunciation were equally applicable to 
Tagalog. To speak of an identity of the prosody in the two languages 
would certainly be to say too much, but still no sound reason seems to 
exist here for departing from the rules in Spanish, in view of the 
close similarity in the phonetic character of the two languages. These 
rules, modified however in the way which it is considered to suit 
Tagalog peculiarities, are, therefore, hereinafter stated: 

Division of Syllables. 

When a consonant comes between two vowels,. it joins the 

second vowel. Examples: a-b4 “oh”: ba-ta, “child”. Combinations 

of a labial or a palatal and a liquid between two vowels may be 
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considered as coming under this rule. Examples: i-cli, “shortness’ > 

gra-cia, (Sp.) “grace . 

Exceptions: ; 

a). Radicals ending in an aspirate vowel, in so far as their last 
syllable is concerned. Examples: basa “to read", ha-lag-d, ‘value’. 

b). Dissyllables consisting of two equal portions. Examples: 

ac-ac, “notch”, ol-ol, “mad”. 

When two consonants come between two vowels, to each vowel 

a consonant is joined. Examples: dun-tis “pregnant”, hin-hin “quiet”. (1). 

When three consonants come between two vowels, the two first 

consonants are joined to the first vowel. Examples: dang cal “span” 

(length measure), bang-ca, “vessel”. 
Every final consonant joins the preceding vowel. Examples: 

ta-on, “year”, lo-oc, “cove”. 

Deviations trom the above rules should be marked with a 

hyphen. Examples: bal-on, “well”, “fountain”, muc-ha, “face”, bu-lac- 

lac, “flower”, pag-ga-ud, “doing”, etc.. 

Composition of Syllables 

A syllable in Tagalog may consist: 
a). Of a single vowel, as a in a-ca-la, “to guess". 
b). Of one vowel and one consonant, or conversely, as im in 

in-sic, “chinese”, ha in haba, “length”. 
c). Of one vowel between two consonants, as pan in pan luc, 

“to go upstairs’. 
d). Of one vowel and two consonants, provided one of the 

latter be not a liquid, as ang in ang-cam, “race', “ancestry”. 
e). Of one consonant, one vowel and two consonants under the 

same conditions as in d)., as ling in ling-cod, “to wait upon”. 
f). Of two consonants and one vowel, one of the former being 

a liquid, as cla in ba-cld, (2) “astonishment". 
Words consisting of two equal portions are excepted, as seen in 

bu-lac-lac, “flower”. 
g). The same combinations as in f). followed by a consonant, 

as clar in ba-clar, “fishing enclosure”, crot in si-crot, “a kind of game 
played with pebbles”. (3). 

h). Of one consonant, one vowel and two consonants in certain 
conditions to be explained under the accent, as locs in locs-0, “jumping”. 
This last division may not appear unquestionable, but, at all events, 
this seems the best means of marking the aspiration of the final vowel of 
the radical and of thus indicating the formation of certain compounds, 
a thing the importance of which can only be appreciated by the stu- 
dent when he comes to speak the language. 

(1) Derivatives in which any of the prefixes mag or pag enters, if followed 

by a vowel, as, for instance, magdral, pagdral, may be considered divisible ma- 

ga-ral, pa-gd-ral, or mag-d-ral, pag-d-ral. The former is more in use now-a-days 

and shows the influence of the Spanish prosody; the latter is more congenial 

to the language. 

(2) Another instance of the influence of Spanish. (See foot-note page 13). 

(3) Combinations f). and g). are not found in the first syllable of genuine 

Tagalog words. 
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Diphthongs and Triphthongs. 

The, coming together of two or three vowels is frequently 
encountered in Tagalog, but it should be clearly understood that only 
in certain cases the vowels thus joined can be said to constitute a 
diphthong or,a triphthong. The vowel sounds as to their diphthongal 
power may be divided into two classes; weak and strong. Weak 
vowels are 7 and 4; strong vowels are a, o and e. No combination 
of the strong vowels among themselves can be made into a diphthong 
or a triphthong, but each of these vowels is pronounced separately 
from the others and forms then a syllable by itself. Any com- 
bination of the weak vowels between themselves will form a diph- 
thong; that is to say, the sound of the one so coalesces with that 
of the other that both sounds are pronounced in but one emission 
oft he breath. 

Diphthongs may also be formed by combining a strong vowel 
with an unaccented weak one, because the accent prevents the fusing 
of the two vowels into a diphthong, thus causing each vowel to belong 
to a distinct syllable. 

. Within the scope of the prosodical character of the language, 
a triphthong can only be formed by the weak vowel i being twice 
combined with the strong one a, but other triphthongs may exist in 
words of foreign origin which have been adopted in Tagalog. 

The weak vowel w of the diphthong uo is often dropped by 
native writters, only the strong o remaining. In this way they 
write poo for pouo, “ten; dao for bauo, “widow; etc. but if due 
consideration is paid to the fact that uw, in these cases, is to take 
the place of the liquid 7 as exhibited in polo and balo (the same 
Words in Malay and Bisayan) which has been elided in passing into 
Tagalog, there seems to exist no sound reason to warrant such a 
dropping. 

Tagalog diphthongs are, therefore: 
ay, in baybay, “beach”. 
oy, » taboy, “to drive”, 
uy, 5 babuy, “pig”. 
ia, » qutapo, “an aquatic herb”, 
to, » gutlo, ‘affectionate’. 
ua, » tdua, “laughter”. 
ut, » wica, “language”. 
uo, » bauon, “victuals". Na bg 

A triphthong may be considered to exist in Biay, “a native 

colloquial little name for Mary,. avd similar combinations. 
Ay is a favorite diphthongal ending, which there is every reason 

to believe has been taken from the aboriginal language. 

The Accent. 

atement be made that nowhere in Tagalog is the accent 

or alts kanya ee so strong and distinct as in the languages of arte 

The accent is in Tagalog a rather difficult thing, and t bai 

follow a vain phantom who seek to prescribe exact modes of accent- 

uation for words regarding the pronunciation of which even ae 

are not agreed and in which the accent may vary from one lecality 
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to another. The experience of the Spanish friars sufficiently proves 
this; there are words in their dictionaries written with no less than 
three different sorts of accent. 

The use of the accent isin the mean time being made a matter 
of much arbitrary practice. 

The written Spanish accent indicative of the syllable upon which 
a particular stress is laid has been somewhat injudiciously applied to 
Tagalog. Some grammarians go so faras to admit of seven different 
manners of accentuation; some, four; and some others, three; which they 
represent by (|) acute, (') grave, and circumflex, (°). There are 
even others who use only either the first or the first two; while 
most writers do not seem to acknowledge any, for, whatever they may 
think thereof in theory, they, at least, use none in practice, leaving 
rather to the reader's presupposed knowledge to pronounce in the proper 
way or in the manner that may best suit the local peculiarities. The 
fact is that the Spanish accent has been carried away from its province 
in an attempt to explain linguist peculiarities which could have found 
better means of expression by other orthographical signs. 

But all these apparent inconsistencies and intrincacies of accent 
and pronunciation owe their difficulty to the rules by which the 
Spanish friars attempted to define them and vanish with practice in 
the language, for it was intended to explain certain modifications of 
the vowel sounds by a character which in Spanish is solely employed 
for the purpose of marking the vowel of the syllable on which a 
particular emphasis is to be laid. 

What constitutes the real difficulty is the fact that the accent 
is in Tagalog sometimes made dependent on modifications of the ori- 
ginal meaning (somewbat as in “to record”, “the record” and other 
English words) and on the emphasis with which the speaker wants to 
draw attention to particular words in his speech. So, when natives 
want to speak emphatically, they use the accent on a syllable on 
which it would not be otherwise. It is for this purpose that the 
accent is frequently changed with the imperative by rendering the 
last syllable of the word conspicuous, and students. should not, 
therefore, be either surprised or discouraged if they find the same 
word sometimes accented one way and sometimes another in the 
grammar, for, apart from what has just been said of a change of 
sense and indication of emphasis, in some cases even natives could 
not well say which is the accented syllable of certain words. 

The omisssion of accent marks may find some excuse in the case 
of natives writing to each other, where a thorough familiarity of both 
parties with the language can be safely relied upon to remove any 
doubt as to the meaning intended; but it becomes so necessary for 
guiding students and beginners, as even to justify the author in 
creating a system of accentuation if one were not already in existence. 

The Spanish accent, therefore, will be used throughout this 
book to indicate the vowel of the syllable where a particular emphasis 
is placed. This is not, like the one of which we shall speak later 
on, a conventional sign, and the student is recommended to preserve 
it and to use it in his writing of the language. 

The resorting to the Spanish system of accentuation may per: 
haps be thought by some to afford no adequate means for the purpose 
of explaining prosodial Tagalog peculiarities; but, on the other hand, 
to go into the intricacies and difficulties, only known to those who 
made the attempt, of the jesm, teshdid, hamzan, westa, meddah, angca 
and all other orthographical distinctions used in Malay, or to go back 
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to the systems of the Spanish friars, could only give birth to confus- 
lon in the student's mind and render his task even more wearisome. 
We find the Spanish system of accentuation to possess greater means 
of adaptation to the language than those more complicated systems 
which were invented for a class of languages with which neither Spanish 
nor Tagalog has any radical connection. 

The necessity, or, if this is nor admitted, the advantages at 
least, of the use of this accent may be seen among many others, in 
the following words: gatas, “milk”, and gatas, “path”: galing, “source”, 
“origin”, an galing, “sound”, “healthy”; tayo, “we”, and tayo, “erecting": 
etc., where only by using accent marks can it be indicated, in the 
written language, which of the two words expressible with the same 
letters is meant. 

By this method and by paying attention to the foregoing rules, 
students, it is believed, will be assisted in the attainment of a desirable 
pronunciation. It should be noticed, however, that there exists, both 
in pronunciation and in writing, much latitude in the use of the accent, 
and that learners may find these and other similar words either unac- 
cented or otherwise accented in other books. 

Two of the most important word-building particles, it will be 
seen, are the suffixes in and an. Reference has already been made 
to the radical often ending in an aspirate vowel, and it has been ex- 
plained also that h, the consonant which in Malay is appended to the 
vowel in the same position, in order to denote the aspiration, has been 
omitted in Tagalog for centuries past since the language came to be 
written with the Roman character. The first Spanish grammarians 
evidently believed that this aspiration of the vowel could be indicated 
better by what was called acento breve grave by some of them, and penil- 
tima producta grave by others (1). The h, which in such a position 
as the one referred to above, should be silent in the radical, being 
then a mere sign of the aspiration, detaches itself from the vowel and 
becomes the initial consonant of the last syllable, which it contributes 
to form with the above mentioned suffixed particles in the compound. 
In this position h recovers the guitural sound it has at the beginning 
of a syllable, as it is not then a sign but a real consonant. See 
this illustrated, for instance, in the Malay, manah, Tagalog, mana, 
“inheritance”, and their derivatives: Malay, ca-manah-an, Tagalog ca-ma- 
na-han, “portion allotted”; the Malay, murah, Tagalog, mord, “cheap”, 
and derivatives: Malay, ca-murah-an, “liberality”, Tagalog, ca-mora-han, 
“nsult”, “injury”, “wrong”. ; 

As a consequence of the omission of h in the radical, it becomes 
necessary to replace it in the compound, and, that this may be 
done, the suffixes in and an are, therefore, to be written hin and 

han. In speaking, the pronouncing of the last vowel sound detached 
from that of all other letters in the radical, may be considered to 
mark the aspiration sufficiently, but this is by no means the case in 

writing, and there existing no sign to guide the reader as to this 
important point, the author has thought it convenient to use the 

Greek note of breathing or grave accent (') for the purpose. This 

mark is even more- essential than the other in guiding the student 

in his task, especially if he is to acquire the language unassisted; as 

he could not otherwise know how a great many compounds were to 

be formed; but it is, however, a conventional sign and it may be used 

or not as the student may wish. 

(1) See Iatroduction to the Dictionary of Padre Juan de Noceda 
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A few examples, it is believed, will suffice to warrant the: 
adoption of this mark.  Basd, “soaking”, basain, “wet”, basa, “read- 
ing”, basahin, “to be read”, sama, “wicked”, casamdan, “wickedness”, 
sama, “accompanying”, casamahan, “company”. 

There are Tagalog words in which the stress of the accent is 
on the last syllable, but in the great bulk, however, of radical words 
the accent is on the penultimate. The only radicals found in which 
the stress of the accent is on the antepenultimate are some of those 
ending in ao, as drao, “day”, calao, “hornbill” (a bird), etc., where 
the ending ao forms no diphthong, the words being pronounced and 
divided thus: 4-ra-o, cé-la-o. 

When particles are prefixed to the radical, the accent of the 
latter is preserved in the compound, as, for instance, in umdrao, “to 
be sunny”, from “rao, “sun’; pagcasilat, “penmanship”; from sulat, 
“writing '. The accent of the radical is likewise preserved in the 
compound even in the case of particles being suffixed when the stress is 
in the last syllable of the radical, as, for instance, in upoan, “seat”: from 
upo “sitting” , casamdan, “wickedness'', from samd, “wickedness”. In the 
case of particles being suffixed to radicals, or prefix-built derivatives 
otherwise accented, a prosodial change tben takes place, by which the 
accented syllable should keep in the compound the same relative 
position it kept in the radical, the accent advancing one syllable for 
the purpose. Thus, from silat, “writing; is formed su-ld-tan, 
“writing paper, from d-ra-o, “day, is formed ca-a-rd-o-an, “an- 
niversary', etc.. 

Method of Accentuation. 

Directions for the understanding of the method of accentuation 
adopted in this work follow: 

For the proper use of the acute accent, words are divided into 
two classes: grave and acute. Grave words are those in which 
the stress of the accent is on the penultimate, acute words, those in 
which the stress of the accent is on the last syllable. 

Unaccented words ending in a vowel or in m or s are to be 
pronounced grave. Unaccented words ending in a consonant (n and 
s excepted) are to be pronounced acute. Any deviation from the 
above rules will be marked with accent marks. ; 

Examples of unaccented grave words are: acala, “to think”; 
bayan, “town”, gatas, “milk”, gaui, “gait”. Examples of accented 
grave words are: gamit, “use”: dlac, “arrack”. 

Examples of unaccented acute words are: bondoc, “hill”; quddlat, 
“lightening”. Examples of accented acute words are: api, “offence”, 
bucds, “open”, salamin, “looking-glass”. 

The few Tagalog words in which the stress is on the ante- 
penultimate syllable will always be accented, as nacao, “stealing ': hicao, 
“ear ring”, etc.. 

The last syllable of radical words the final vowel of which is 
found thus marked (' ) should be pronounced acute in a peculiar way. 
The vowel, as it were, detaches itself from the preceding portion of 
the word and has the aspirate sound it would have if it were follow: 
ed by h, a consonant with which it is found appended in Malay 
and other kindred dialects. Thus, words as bato, “stone”, sabi, “saying ; 
etc; are to be pronounced as if they were written batoh, sab-ih. 

For the proper accentuation care should be taken in the case of 
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words ending in ng to discriminate between this ending as an integral part of the word and the same as the euphonic connective some hint 
of which Is given in the sequel. Thus, in balitang tinay--tinay na 
balita, “authentic news”: and balitang na timay=tinay na balitang, “ge- 
nuine balitang, (a measure of surface), the first word, it may be seen, 
is the unaccented grave one balita, ‘news’; linked to the adjective 
tinay, and it would have to be accented if the ending ng belonged 
to the word In the case of balitang, ng belongs to the word and 
accent marks are here used, because, 1f unaccented, the stress would 
then be on the last and not on the penultimate syllable. In the 
same way and for a similar purpose, accent marks are or are not used, 
respectively, in salamin mahal, “precious looking-glass”: bayang malaqui, 
“large town". 

Words ending in y or in two vowels are accented on the vowel 
of the syllable bearing the stress. This is done with a view tc 
avoid any doubts which may arise in the student's mind from the fact 
that y is sometimes a vowel and sometimes a consonant, and as a 
means to show when the two vowels form a diphthong and when not. 

The accent in relation to the structure and meaning of words. 

Some knowledge can be derived with regard to the accented: syl- 
lable of a word by considering its structure and meaning. As gen- 
eral rules which, of course, admit of many exceptions, the following 
are given: 

Acute words are: 

a). Radicals ending in a consonant, both syllables, or the last 
two syllables of which are equal or similar in their formation. Exam- 
ples: camcam, “to take away“; tastds, “to unsew", bulac-lac, ‘flower; 
calisquis, “fin of fishes‘; haloquipquip, “folding of the arms“. 

b). Radicals and derivatives the last two syllables of which end 
in ay; as baybay, “beach; talaytdy. “to circulate’. 

c). Radicals and derivatives ending in a consonant preceded by 
one vowel and two consonants; as tampal, “slap'', baloctot, “intermingled". 

d). Emphatic imperatives; as patayin, “kill it, hampasin, “whip 
him", 

e). Contracted verbal forms; as dalhin, “carry it; bucsdn, 
“open it”. (1). 

Grave words are: 

a). Polysyllabic radicals ending in consonants and consisting of 
two equal dissyllabic parts, as gonamgonam, “to muse”, galanggdlang, 
“reverence”’. ; HO 

b). Dissyllabic radicals ending in vowels and consisting of two 
equal parts; as coco, “lukewarm”', caca, a colloquial word for “eldest 

brother“. No rule can be given for words not comprised in the 
above divisions. As for the meaning, words denoting celerity are, 

generally, acute, as lipad, “to fly“; tandn, “to run away . Those im- 

porting motion in quite a general sense are acute or grave according 
to the degree of acceleration in the action. Thus, lumdcad is grave and 

. . 4 ] . 

1) The comparatively rough phonetic character of the language may largely 

be aiba to this fact; for a syllable which would be pure in the regular com- 

pounds dalahin, bucasan, becomes impure in the contracted derivatives in order to 

satisfy to the leaning the language shows for dissyllabic words. 
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means “to walk” in the natural way; while maglacad, which means 

“to walk much”, “to walk swiftly”; is acute. Words denoting slowness 

are generally grave, as tiguil “to cease hinto, “to stop’, “to halt”. 

Peculiarities. 

Under certain conditions to be explained in the grammar, words 

having mutual dependence are linked to each other by means of cer- 

tain connectives adhering thereto, or placed between them, either to 

suit euphony, or to establish particular relations. The particles 

made use of for this purpose are g, suffixed to words ending in n, ng, 

affixed to those ending in one or two equal vowels, and na, placed 

between those ending in a consonant (n excepted), or two different 

vowels and the following word to be linked thereto. . 

Ay-ai, y-i, are likewise connectives used between words establish- 

ing some verbal relation, generally so, between the subject and the verb. 

The illustrations hereafter will convey to the student such a 

notion of the matter as may be sufficient for him to understand the 

effice of these particles, at this early stage. Bayan, “town”, mala- 

qui, “large; bayang malaqui, “large town, mabuti, “good”, tauo, “man, 

“person; mabuting tauo, or, tauong mabuti, “good fellow‘; malicot, 

“naughty”, anac, “son or daughter", malicot na anac, OY, anac na ma- 

licot, “naughty son, or daughter‘; bondoc, “mountain; mataas, “high'5 

ang bundoc ay matdas, “the mountain is high". 

Att is sometimes a connective used between causal conjunctions 

and the word following, as in di aco parordon, sa pagea,t, ac0,?, may 

gaud, “I shall not go there, because I have business". 

Some words undergo certain’ contractions on account of briefness 

or euphony. In ay, and at, for instance, a may be dropped when 

the word immediately preceding ends in a vowel. When it ends 

in n, both the n of the word and the a of the connectives may be 

dropped, the practice in such a case having been established of 

the putting of the ¢ or y-i remaining of the connectives between two 

commas, (1) as in gabi,t,drao, for gabi at drao, “night and day“; 

carununga,t, cabanalan, for carunungan at cabanalan, “wisdom and 

virtue; si Pedro,i, mabuti, for si Pedro ay mabuti, “Peter is good”; 

iyd,t, mahaba, for iyin ay mahaba, “that is long“. 

Reading and Pronouncing. ' 

Every letter (w between g and q and e or i excepted) having, 
whatever its position, the same unvarying sound, it follows that the 
reading of Tagalog comes to be a simple process, consisting in giving 
to each letter its proper sound, that is to say, the one assigned to 
it in the chapter devoted to the orthography, and thus pronouncing 
each syllable phonetically. 

Students who attempt to acquire the language unassisted should 
endeavor, before passing on in the Grammar, to acquaint themselves 
fully with the foregoing remarks, and then to read and pronounce 
aloud repeatedly and as correctly as possible the following. 

(i) This seems to be but an extension of the comma or apostrophe, which in 
Malagasi is used for the purpose of indicating a pause in speech, and also for replacing 
the substantive verb and avoiding ambiguity, | 
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Trans. one (a) rice measure, but (is placed) at the 

READING AND PRONOUNCING EXERCISE. 4 

Tag. Ang pangaral sa bundoe. 
Pron. Ahng pah-nga-rahl sah hoon-doke. 
Trans. The sermon on the mountain. 

Tag. Cayo ay siyang asin nang lupa: ngunit, 
Pron. Cah-yoe eye Bsee-yahng ah-seén nahng lod-pah: ngod-nee't 
Trans. Ye are just salt of the earth: but 

Tag. cun ang asin ay tungmabang ay and 
Pron. coon ahng. ah-seen (eye toong-mah-bing) eye  ahn-oh 
Trans. if the salt (become savorless) then what 

Tag. ang ypagasin. Uala nang and pa man 
Pron. ahng  ee-pah-gah seen. Wah-lih nahng ahn-sh pah man 
Trans. the wherewith to salt. (It) hasnot of what more ever 

Tag. cabuluhan cundi upang ytapon sa. labas 
Pron. cah-boo-loohihn, coon-deé oopahng  ec-tihipohn sah lah-bahs 
Trans. value except for to be thrown to the outside 

Tag. at yacapan nang manga tauo. 
Pron. aht ya-cah-phan nahng mdh-ngah tah-woh. 
Trans. and. to be trampled upon of (by) the (plur.) people. 

Tag. Cayo ang ilao nang sanglibutan. 
Pron.  Cah-yoh ahng  ee-lah-oh nahng sahng:-lee bob-tahn. 
Trans. Ye (are) Bs the light of the whole rounduess (world) 

Tag. Ang isang ciudad na natatayo 
Pron.  Ahng eess Ghng thew-dahd nah nah-tah-tah yoe 
Trans. The one city that stands erected 

Tag. sa ibabao nang isang bundoc ay 

Pron. sah ee-bah bah oh. nahng  eess-dhng boondoke eye 
Trans. at above of (on) one (a) mountain so 

Tag. hindi maytatago. 
Pron. heen-de6 mah-ee-tah-tah-goh. 
Trans. not can be hid. 

Tag. At hindi pinaniningasan ang isang 

Pron. Aht heen deé pee nah nee-nee-ngah-sahn ahng eess-dhng 

Trans. And not is set in flames the one (a) 

Tag. ilauan at ylinalagay sa ilalim nang 

Pron. ee-laoo dhn aht ee-lee-nah-lah giy sah ee-lah-leem nahng 

Trans. light and is being put in under of 

Tag. - isng tacalan, cundi sa lalag-yin * nang 

Paa. Basi yan tah-cah-lahn, coon-deé sah lah-lahg yahn nahng 
stand of the 

4 
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Tag. ilao at lungmiliuanag sa lahat” nang 
Pron..  ee-lah oh aht lung-mee-leewih-nahg sah lah hatt nahng 
Trans. light and shines to all of 

Tag. manga na sa bahay. 
Pron. — mah-ngah nah sah bah-high. 
Trans. the (those) that (are) in the house. 

Tag. Lumiuanag na gayon ang inydng ilao sa 
Pron, Loo-mee-wdhnahg nah gah yohn ahng een-yohn  ec-lah-oh sah 
Trans. Let shine then so the your light in 

Tag. harap nang manga taud upan maquita nila 
Pron.. hahrahp nahng mah-ngah  tah-woh oo-pahn mah-keé-tah nihl-d 
Trans. front of the (plur.) men so that may be seen of them 

Tag. ang inyong manga gauang mabubuti at 
Pron. ahng. een-yong. mah-ngah gah-wing  mah-boo-boot-eé — aht 
Trans. the your the (plur) works good and 

Tag. canilang purihin ang inyong Ama na na 
Pron. cah-neel-dng poo-rec-heen ahng eenyong ah-méh nah nah 
Trans. their (by them) to be honored the your Father that is 

Tag. sa langit. 
Pron. sali lah-ngeet. 
Trans. in heaven. 
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THE GRAMMAR. C 

Preliminary Remark. 

The most obvious division of Tagalog words would be into roots 
and compounds; but we are however induced, from a consideration 
of the advantages that attend the employment ofjknown and current 
terms, to conform to that which is generally adopted for the study 
of our European languages rather than to attempt to create a new 
one. We, therefore, will treat of the same parts of speech as are 
recognized by Western grammarians and will endeavor to show those 
Tagalog words or expressions which may be considered to correspond 
therewith. 

FIRST LESSON. UNANG PAGARAL 

THE ARTICLE. 

The nearest approach to the English definite article “the”, in 
the singular, is found in the Tagalog particle ang. Ang, it will be 
seen, not only corresponds with the English article, but stands, also, 
for a relative pronoun, and even sometimes has the force of a caus- 
ative conjunction. It is used only before common, abstract, and 
proper nouns of things. Proper nouns of persons (personal names) 
take in Tagalog, contrary to the English usage, their proper definite 
article st. As for other proper nouns, natives say: Ang Pasig, ang 
Pilipinas, ang Maynila, ang Cavite, ang Noviembre, etc.. “The Pasig”, 
“The Philippines”, “Manila ’, “Cavite”, “November”, etc.. The indefinite 
article a or an may be expressed in Tagalog by the numeral adjective 
isa, “one”, : 

The (sing.) Ang. 
Sir. Po. 

| gMayréon ca po? (indeterminate). 
Hayo you? (gNa sa iyd baga? (determinate). 

( Oo, po, mayroon aco, or, acd,i, may- 
Yes, Sir, I have. ' roon. (indet.) 

(Na sa aquin po. (det.) 
I have. (some.) Mayroon. 
Have you any hat? éMayréon ca pong sambalilo? (1) 
Yes, I have a hat. Oo, mayroon acong sambalilo. 
Have you my bread? gNa sa iyo baga ang tinapay co. 
Yes, I have your bread. ' Oo, na sa aquin ang tinapay mo. 

Common, abstract, and proper nouns of things in the singular, 

possessive pronouns and clauses serving as subject to a sentence, are 

generally preceded by the particle or article ang. 

(1) Corruption of the Spanish word sombrero, “hal”, 
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The subject of a sentence, whether a noun or pronoun, may be 

placed either before or after the verb it governs, as may best suit 

euphony or emphasis. : 

Mayroon and its root may are constructed between two nomin- 

atives, Mayroon may be used alone, may always requires some 

object of possession following. ; 

“To have", as an active verb, followed by a noun in an inde- 

terminate sense, is translated by may or mayroon. If the noun which 

is in English the direct complement of the verb “to have” is deter- 

minate in sense, “to have ' is then translated with na and the objective case 

(ablative of place or locative) of the noun or personal pronoun which 

is tbe subject in English, thus, na sa aquin ang tindpay mo, means 

literally: “your bread is with me". Sa is sometimes used before 

cay, in connection with the so called dative of acquisition. 

Sufficient illustrations for the majority of cases to which the above 

rule is applicable follow, that the: student, from the outset, may thus 

get accustomed to this peculiar form of Tagalog construction. 

What.? gAno?, gano baga?. 

Which?, which one? FAlin?, galin baga?. 

Who?. gSino?, gsino caya?. 
Andng lamesang mayréon ca? 

What table have you? eee lamesa ang na sa iyo? 

I have your (thy) table. | Ra: IA a } ang na sa aquin. 

Which has?. (indet.). gAling mayroon? 

Do: (determ.). éNa sa alin?. 

Who has?. (indet.). gSinong mayrdon?. 

Do. (determ.). éNa sa canino (baga)?. (1). 

Which king has money? (Aling haring mayroong salapi?. 

Which bishop has my letter? éNa sa aling obispo (baga) ang sulat co?. 

My king has money. Mayroong salapi ang hari co. 

Your (sing.) bishop has my letter. Na sa obispo mo ang aquing sulat. 

Who has some water? gSinong (caya) mayroong tubig?. 
Who has your (sing ) salt?. eNa sa canino baga ang iyong asin?. 

The rule as applied to the interrogative and, when obtaining in 

the objective case, is, by reason of the indetermination of this pronoun, 

a somewhat variable one, both expresions jandng lamesa ang na sa iyo? 
and ganong lamesang mayroon ca? being used, with a tendency however 
to the latter becoming proponderant. 

Numeral adjectives are not considered as determinative, unless 
they themselves are otherwise determined by some word having a 
determinative character. Example: Mayroon acing dalawang paco, 
“T have two nails’; ang dalawang paco ang na sa aquin, “I have 
the two nails’. (Literally, “the two nails are with me’’.) 

Properly speaking, the interrogative sense is not indicated in 
Tagalog by any sign or particular manner of construction, but by the 
employment of such words as bagd, (2) caya, etc., their use being 

(1) Sa canino is the locative case of sino. For declensions, see Sixth Lesson. 
(2) Baga will freyuently be met with written and pronounced ba. Notice 

should be taken of the common native habit of shortening words by dropping 
syllables, sometimes at the beginning, sometimes in the middle, and sometimes at 
the end. In this fashion, they say: ba for bagd, la for lamang, Tanis for Esta- 
nislao, dapowa for datapowa, etc, much in the same way as we say colloquially: 
sad” for “advertisement”, “Frisco” for “San Francisco”, “Bros” for “Brothers”, 
its for “citizens”, etc.. 
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optional. The interrogative signs taken from Spanish are, however, largely used, and should be placed both at the beginning, (inverted) and at the end of the sentence. The tone of the voice, alone, may sometimes mark the interrogation sufficiently, 

Table, Lamesa. (1) 
Meat, flesh. Laman, (Tag.); carne, (Span.). Salt. Asin. 
Sugar. ( Asical. (corruption of the Spanish word 

i azicar). 
Water. = Tubig 
Paper (writing paper. Sulatan, (Tag.); papel, (Span.). 

’ (written upon. Sulat. 
My, mine, or, of me. (possessive). Aquin, (prepositive); co, (postpositive). Thy, thine, or, of thee, (poss.); ) eee a in your, yours, or, of you, (poss.) -Iyd, (prep.); mo, (post.). 
(in the singular.). ) 
My hat. { Ang sambalilo co, or, ang aquing sam- 

balilo. 
My table. Ang lamesa co, or, ang aquing lamesa. 
Your (sing.) bread. Ang tinapay mo, or, ang iyong tinapay. 

| ang sambalilo co? 
Have you my hat.? eNa sa iyd paa a aquing samba- 

lilo? 
a : Oo, po, na sa ( ang sambalilo mo. 

Yes, Sir, I have your hat. { aquin. (ang iyong sambalilo. 
:Na sa iyo baga ( ang lame ? 9 Ka yo baga ( ang sa mo Have you your table. (or caya) ( ang iyong lamesa? 

( ang lamesa co. I have my table. ‘Na sa aquin : 
( (ang aquing lamesa. 

The king. Ang hari. 
The bishop. Ang obispo. (Span.). 

( Ang lamesa mo. 
ae | Ang iydng lamesa. | 

What.? (nominative). cAnd?, sand baga? 

I have your table. t ang na sa aquin. 

The above illustrations show that the possessive pronouns and 
the possessive case of the personal pronouns are alike and have two 
forms, one prepositive and the other postpositive. 

The relative character of ang may be seen in galing sambalilo 
ang na sa iyo?, ang iyong lamesa ang na sa aquin, and similar sentences. 

FIRST EXERCISE. 

Have you any bread.? Yes, Sir, I have some bread. Have 
you my bread.? I have your bread. Have you the meat.? I have 
the meat. Have you your meat.? I have my meat. Have you the 
salt?. I have the salt. Have you my salt.? I have ycur salt. Have 
you the sugar.? I have the sugar. Have you the water.? I have the 

(1) The Spanish word mesa used with the article la. In adopting Spanish 
words, natives sometimes preserve the article and sometimes the s of the plural, 
which they believe to form a part of the word, 
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water. Have you your water?. I have my water. What paper have 

you.? I have my paper. Which table have L? Thou hast my table. 

Which king has sugar.? Your king has sugar. Which king has my 

hat.? My king has your hat. Which bishop has water.? Your bishop 

has some water. Which one has my paper?. My bishop has your 

paper. Who has some money.? I have some. Who has my bread.? 

You have my bread. 

SECOND LESSON. YCALAUANG PAGARAL. 

GENDER. 

Inflexion for gender is unknown in Tagalog, and the sexes are 

generally distinguished by the addition of such words as lalaqut, 

“male;” babaye, “female,” in the case of living beings. The following 

are the only cases in which gender is expressed by different words: 

ama, “father,” ind, “mother,” amain--mama, “uncle,” ali, “aunt,” coya= 

caca, “eldest brother,” ati--ate, “eldest sister,” binata, “lad,” dalaga, 

“oirl.” tandang, “young cock,” dumaraga, “pullet,” “young hen,” baydo, 
“brother-in-law; hipag, “sister-in-law.” 

John. Ortiz, Si Juan. Si Ortiz. 
Mr. Robinson. Si Sefior Robinson. 
a | Si Sefior Branagan. 

LAng Sefior Branagan. 
P (Si Doctor Martin. 

Or: Mari lAng Dr. Martin, 

Mr. Branagan. 

Christian names and surnames in the singular and nominative 
case require the particle s4 before them. When used with titles, they 
may be preceded by the same particle or by that of common nouns, 
according to whether stress is laid on the name or on the title. 

The father. The mother. Ang ama. Ang ina. 
The brother. Ang capatid na lalaqui. 
The sister. Ang capatid na babaye. (1). 
Eldest brother. (first born.) Coya, caca. | oui 
Eldest sister. Ati, ate. J (colloquial names). 
My eldest brother. Si coya, si caca; ang coya co, ang caca co. 
My eldest sister. Si ati, ang ati co. 
My father. My mother. Si ama. Si ina. 

The article s4 of proper personal nouns may be used also 
before common nouns to indicate living beings unique in kind and 
pertaining to the speaker, it carrying in itself the idea of possession 
with regard to the speaker without the use of the possessive 
pronoun being required When animals are named after persons 

_ (1) When in the language of Madagascar things are spoken of, which 
consist of two elements, that considered as the feebler of the two is denoted by 

vavy. This is probably the origin of the word babdy-babaye. 
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or bear Specific appellations by which thev are known, such nouns. may likewise take si in the nominative. “Tous, of a horse known as Babieca, may be said, si Babieca. The use of si in reference to a person who is not an intimate relation of the speaker is mockery. Thus, to say, for instance, si nono co ecto, “thou art my grandfather”: when the person addressed is not the true relative, would be under- 
stood to be a joke. 

Thou, you, (sing). Icio, (prep.) ca: icao po. (polite 
House. Bahay, ka oi 
Rice-field, farm. Buquid, or, buquir. 
Book. Libro, (Sp.); aclatan. (Tag.) 
Power, authority. Capangyarihan. 
Force, strength, violence. Cabagsican, calacasan, capilitan. 
God. Dios (Sp.), Bathala. (Tag.) 
Lent, Boolian { Dahon, (Tag.); pohas. (corr. of Sp. 

(word hoja, “leaf.) 

lcéo is used alone and precedes tke verb; ca, follows it. 

The house of John. Ang bahay ni Juan. 
John’s house. Ang cay Juang bahay. 
The power of God. Ang capangyarihan nang Dios. 
God's power. Ang sa Dios na capangyarihan. 

The leaf of the book ee dahon nang libro. 
Ang sa librong dahon. 

Book-leaf. Dahon libro. 
Love. Sinta. 
Loving. (pres. participle.) Pag-ibig. 

Common and proper nouns of persons in the possessive case are 
immediately preceded, respectively, by the particles nang or sa, ni or 
cay; sa and cay being used when the object of possession comes 
after the possessor, as seen in ang capangyarihan nang Dios, ang sa 
Dios na capangyarthan, with the remark however that the former is 
more largely used. 

In nouns common to both genders, the distinction of sex is 
made by adding lalaqui, “male”, for the masculine, babaye, “female”': for 
the feminine. 

Dios is used as a common noun. 
Compound nouns in which one of the members qualifies the 

other are generally formed in Tagalog in a manner contrary to that | 
of English, viz: by naming first the principal noun and secondly the 
qualifier, the ligament generally, and sometimes the article, as seen above, 
being employed for the purpose. 

Declensions. (1) 

The particles used in place of articles are declined thus: 

(1) For a better understanding of this matter, we consider the English ob- 
jective case divided into dative case (indirect object), accusative (direct object) and 
ablative, as in Latin, and the ablative case subdivided into causative, locative and 
instrumental, 
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ARTICLE FOR COMMON, AND PROPER NOUNS OF THINGS IN THE SINGULAR, 

Nom. The. Ca 
a, nang, ng. 

Poss. Of the. (contract). (1): 

Dative. To, or for, the. Sa. 

Obieol Acc. The, Nang, sa. 

Dia Abl | Causative and locative. In, by, at, the. Sa. 

" (Instrumental. By, through, with, the. Nang. 

ARTICLE FOR PROPER NOUNS OF PERSONS, IN THE SINGULAR. 

Nom. (2). Bip 

Poss. Of. Cay,, ni. 

Object. (all its divisions). To, at, in, by, with, etc.. Cay. 

DECLENSION WITH A COMMON NOUN. 

Nom. The. Ang. 

Poss. _ Of the. Sa....or, nang. 

: es Te a ad bka oe. sa. sandata. 

Object | Apl Jlocative. In, at, the. Sa. 
| (inst. By, with, the. Nang 

DECLENSION WITH A PROPER NOUN OF PERSON. 

Nom. Peter. Si Pedro. 
Poss. Peter's, of Peter. Cay Pedrong.... ni Pedro. 
Object. (all its divisions.) Peter, by, to, etc., Peter. Cay Pedro. 

1 

Not to have (active verb), not nadi 
possess, there is (or KAN hot, (in- , Uala. 
definite). 
To have (active verb.), there is (or } ng ; 
are). ay, mayroon. 

( Uala acong lamesa. 
LAco,i, ualang lamesa. 
| gUala baga sa iyo ang carne, or, la- 
N mangcati.? 

I have no table. 

Have you not the meat. 

There is some salt. May asin, mayrdong asin 
There is no sugar. Ualang asucal. 
He, or she. Siva. 
Is there any paper on the table.? #Mayroon bagang papel sa lamesa?. 
There is no sugar in the water. Ualang asucal sa tubig 
Is there any house on the farm? gMay bahay caya sa buquid.? 
There is none. Uala. 
Have you the leaf of the book? 4Na sa iyd baga ang pohas nang libro.? 
I have it. (indeed). Na sa aquin nga. 

(1) Nang is contracted into ng. Such abbreviated form, although frequently 
met with in other books will not be found in this grammar, as it would be de- 
structive of the prosody and the student might be thereby misled into a false pro- 
nunciation of this important particle. 

(2) There is no equivalent in English. 
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May is used without any ligament. (1) As for mayroon and uala, when they come before a pronoun, the nominative of the sentence, the ligament, which ought to have been used with same, passes over to the pronoun. If the nominative comes before, the ligament may be employed. jMayrbon cang papel? Uald acing papel. Otherwise: eloio,t, mayroong papel? Acb,i, ualang papel. 
.Nga is an intensive or completive postpositive particle largely used In Tagalog, which carries the sense to its most complete ex- preslon, as in, na sa aquin nga, “I have it indeed,” uala aga, “there is absolutely none.” It should be carefully distinguished from na. 
The foregoing phrases show that when the subject in a sentence 

comes before the verb, the verbal ligament ay-i should be placed between. No ligament is used in the contrary case. 

SECOND EXERCISE. 

Has my father any salt? He has none. Have you a mother?. 
I have. Has the king any sister? He has none. Has the bishop 
any brother? He has. Has John any water? John has some water. 
Has he any house? Certainly, he has a house. Has God any power? 
Yes, indeed, he has power. Has God love for man? Yes, God 
has love for man. Is there any book at your house? Yes, at my 
house there is a book. Has your mother’s love any power? Yes, 
indeed. Which book have you? I have Peter’s book. What farm has 
your father.? He has the king’s farm. What has Peter? Peter has 
John's book. Has he not my sugar? He has it not. For whom is 
the table? The table is for my father. Have you not any money? 
I have no money. Have I not Peter's meat? You have it not. 

THIRD LESSON. YCATLONG PAGARAL 

NUMBER, AND THE ADJECTIVE. 

A definite plural number is expressed in Tagalog by the use of 
the particle manga, a plural cardinal numeral, or such collective 
numeral adjectives as pdua, lahat, dilan, “all.” Sometimes, however, 
the number remains indefinite and should be gathered from the 
context When there is nothing to show whether singular or plural 
is meant, the noun may generally be assumed to be in the plural or 
used in the partitive sense. 

The. (plural). Ang manga, mga. (abb.) (2). 
You (plural), ye. Cay6; cay6 po. (polite). 
We. Tayo, cami, quitd=cata. 

(1) See Lesson Fourth. , a 
(2) Manga, is often abbreviated into mga; but for the same reasons as 

explained for ng in the first note of the preceding lesson, such abbreviation will 
not be used in this grammar. 5 
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They. 
No. Not. 
Do not. (prohibitive). 
Clothes. Looking glass. 
Money, silver. 
Understanding, judgment. 

Tar TagaALo6 LANGUAGE, 

Sila. 
Hindi, uala. Di, hindi, dili. 
Houag. 
Damit. Salamin. (nang muc-ha). 
Salapi, pilac. 
Bait, cabaitan, pag-isip. 

Anything which is good, the idea ) Buti (root-word) j g 
of goodness. 

Good. (adj.). 
Anything bad, the idea of wickedness 
Bad. (adj.). 
Anything pretty, the idea of prettiness 
Pretty. 
Anything beautiful, the idea of beauty. 
Beautiful. (adj.) 
Ugly, wicked. 
Anything old. 
Old. (in age.) (adj.) 
Man, person, creature. 
Dog. Child. 
Horse. 
Mare. 
Judicious, prudent. 
The looking-glasses. 
The men, the persons, the people. 
My brethren. 

My children. 

(Latin homo ) 

Thy looking glasses. 

The old person. 

The good (judicious) child. 

The good horse. 

The beautiful woman. 

The pretty dogs. 

The ugly mares. 

One. 
One 
Two 

Two. 
person, a person. 
children. 

(Ang 

Mabuti. 
Sama. (root word). 
Masama. 
Diquit. (root word). 
Mariquit. 
Ganda. (root-word). 
Maganda. 
Pangit, lupit. 
Tanda. (root-word). 
Matanda. 
Taud. 
Aso. Bata. 
Cabayo. (corr. of Sp. word caballo). 
Cabayong babaye. 
Mabait. 
Ang manga salamin. 
Ang manga tawo. 
Manga capatid co. 

aquing manga bata. 
manga bata co. 
iyong manga salamin. 
manga salamin mo. 
taudng matanda. 
matandang tauo. 
batang mabait. 
mabait na bata. 
cabayong mabuti. 
mabuting cabayo. 
babayeng maganda. 
magandang babaye. 
manga asong mariquit. 
manga mariquit na aso. 
maririquit na aso. 
asong maririquit. 
manga asong maririquit. 
manga maririquit na aso. 
manga cabaydng babayeng 

pangit. 
Ang manga pangit na cabaydng 

babaye. 

Isa. Dalaua. 
Isang tawo. 
Dalauang bata. 

Common nouns and adjectives are put in the plural by using the. 
particle manga, to be placed between that which indicates the relation 
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of case and the noun or any attribute thereof. If however a possesive- 
pronoun 1s used in the prepositive form, manga is then inserted be- 
tween the _particle expresiye of the case and the pronoun, and is: 
dropped with the cardinal numerals, as seen, respectively, in ang 
aquing manga bata, and in dalawing bata. Nouns in the vocative 
case (nominative of address) or in apposition drop ang in the plural, 
as, for instance, In manga capatid co, “my brethren,” caming manga ame 
ricano “we, Americans.” 

The adjectives formed by a root-word and the prefix ma may 
also be put in the plural by repeating the first syllable of the root 
if such syllable consists of one or two letters, and the first two 
letters thereof if consists of more, the use of manga being optional. 
As to this reduplicative form without manga, it will be well to say 
here that it points out rather intension that plurality, and that the one 
with the particle is more to be recommended. 

The nominative case of the first person pronoun has three forms 
in the plural: tayo, cami, quita-catt.. Tayo, should be used when both 
the speaker and the person addressed are included in the notion: 
cami, when only the speaker is concerned. Thus, an American speak- 
ing to a native must say: tayo,i, mamatiy “we are mortal,” mortality 
beiog a condition common to both, while in the case of a quality 
not sbared by natives as, for instance, wealth, he should say: caming 
manga americano,i, mayaman, “we, Americans, are wealthy.” Tayo and 
cami, although distinctly plural, are, however, used for the singular 
by royal or highstanding personages when they address inferiors. 

Quiti=cata is exclusive, or dual; as exclusive, it means, you 
(thou) and I alone, as dual, it is possessive with regard to the speaker 
and nominative with regard to the person spoken to. This peculiar 
sense it developes with a verb in the passive form when the agent is the 
pronoun of the first, and the subject that of the second, person, both 
in the singular, as seen, for instance, in hahampasin quitd=catd, “thou 
shalt be whipped by me;’ “I will admnister thee a whipping.’ 

A root isa primitive word which denotes but the simplest idea 
of a thing, a quality or an action, and depends for its more precise 
signification, or for the development of its original meaning, on its 
position in the sentence, or, more frequently, on the particles which 
are prefixed, infixed or suffixed thereto. These primitives, which are 
for the most dissyllabic, form, so to say, the raw material, while particles 
are the mortar used for the building of speech. Particles constitute, 
therefore, the living and most important element in the language. 
A thorough knowledge of the language and the perspicuity of style 
depend almost entirely on the proper use of particles. The indefinite- 
ness of the meaning as found in some roots is not such, however, 
as to prevent their classification as nouns, adjectives and verbs, in so 
far as the primitive, in its crude or simple form, may sometimes be 
used as noun, adjective or verb without a particle. It may be said, 
therefore, that there are nominal, adjectival, and verbal roots. Roots 
possesing substantive force may be made to mean a quality by pre- 
fixing the particle ma, as seen in the above instances, they being 
thus converted into as many adjetives. Roots having an adjectival force 
may be, and generally are, expressed without any elaboration, as seen 
in pangit. Ma is, therefore, the prefix most frequently used to form 

adjectives from substantive roots Adjectives are also formed from verbal 
roots by employing other affixes in several ways to be explained in 

subsequent lessons. ka hens gd 
The illustrations in the vocabulary show that adjectives in. Ta 
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galog may come before or after the nouns they qualify, here, too, 

euphony affording the reason for their employment in one way or 

another. 

Declensions. 

THE ARTICLE IN THE PLURAL. 

Nom. The (plural) Ang manga. 
Poss. Of the ” Nang manga, sa manga. 

lace To, or, for the ,, Sa manga. 
. Ace. The pi Nang manga, sa manga. 

ka [locat. and In, at, f te., th Sa manga 
LAbI. , causat. Bie Bi ANOTO, CDs, PUP Ha 

Par By, with, etc., the. Nang manga. 

DECLENSION OF A COMMON NOUN IN THE PLURAL. 

Nom. The. Ang. 
Poss. Of the. Nang, sa. 

Dat. To, or, for the. Sa. 
pa The. Nang, sa. 

Object. | (locat and From, in, J Pat a ca ee houses. Sa manga bahay. 

| | instrum- With, by, from, Nang. 
ental. the. 

DECLENSION OF A NOUN IN THE PLURAL WITH AN ADJECTIVE. 

Nom. The. Ang. 
Poss. Of the. Nang, sa. 

Dat. To, or, for the Sa. (manga asong 
pe The. ugly ; Nang, sa. | pangit. 

Object locat.and In at, dogs | | manga pangit 
eek} AGA causat. from, etc., the, Sa. (na aso. 

| "Jinstrum- With, by, etc., 
| ental. the. Nang. 

Proper nouns have no plural. It is however a peculiarity of 
Tagalog that proper nouns of persons be preceded by sind, the 
plural of si, not when persons bearing the same name are meant, 
but when the principal person, the one who is as the head of the family 
or association, is to be represented together with his or her intimate 
relations or whith those connected with him in other respects. Sind is 
declined as follows: 

Nom. Sina. 
Poss. Nina, cana, quina. 
Object. (all its divisions.) Cana, quind. 

Thus, for instance, “Jane and her family” (or persons in any 
intimate connection with her) is declined as follows: 

Nom. li ( Sina. ) 
Poss. pa > Jane and her people. | Nina,cana, quina, > Juana. 
Object. (all its divisions.) ) (Cana, quind. 
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Edward and his people. Sina Eduardo, 
The farm of Thomas’ family. Ang buquid nina Tomas, ales : Ang cané Tomds na btiquid. 

stor Coy. Sind Astor. 
To Russell & Coy. Canang Rusel. 

THIRD EXERCISE. 

Have we understanding? Yes, we have. Have they any good clothes? No, they have none. Have you (plur.) any Ba acne 
glasses? Yes, we have some bad ones Have I your pretty horses? 
Yes, you have them. Have the judicious children my beautiful dogs? 
Yes, they have your beautiful dogs. Have they my fine books? No. 
Which hats have we? You have Peters hats. Has John my old 
brothers’ good horses? He has them not. Has Peter's father my 
children’s old horses? He has them not. Have old people love for 
children? Yes, Sir, they have love for children. Have John’s family 
any good houses? No, they have no good houses, but (1) they have 
some pretty farms. What farms have Peter's family? Peter's family 
have beautiful farms. Have they the ugly houses of John’s family? 
They have not the ugly houses of John's family. Are there any books 
on the tables? There are no books on the tables. Have your sisters 
any old dogs? No, they have no old dogs. 

FOURTH LESSON. YCAAPAT NA PAGARAL. 

THE LIGAMENTS, AND THE RENDERING OF THE VERB “TO BE” 

As has been indicated in foregoing chapters, the Tagalog language 
is distinguished from Malay and other insular languages by the 
employment of certain endings or separate particles intended to link 
words, clauses and sentences to each other. The proper use of such 
connectives or linking-particles is more a matter of practice than of 
theory, as euphony, in many cases, determines whether they shall be 
used or not. 

Hereafter we give such explanations as may be useful at this 
stage; but this matter being both so important and abstruse, we refer 
the student to the last lesson in the grammar, where some further 
rules are given on the subject. 

The mutual relation between a substantive and its qualifying 
word should be indicated by a ligament suffixed, or placed after 
whichever of the two words comes first in the sentence. According 
as the first of these, whether the substantive or the qualifying word, 
ends in m, one or two different vowels, or a consonant (n excepted), the 
ligament employed should be g, ng, or mna, respectively. Examples: 
batang malicot, or, malicot na bata, “naughty boy,” itdng isa, “this other,” 
iyang dalauang libro, “those two books,' ganong taud?, “what person”, 
drao na malinao “clear day’. 

(1) But, cunds. 
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The subject, be it a noun or a pronoun, of an active affirmative 

sentence should be linked to the verb by means of ay:i, when the 

subject precedes the verb, but not when this order is inverted, 

Examples: Aco,i, pungmapdsoc, pungmapdsoc aco, “T enter’; ang dbo,i, 

hungmuhuni, hungmuhuni ang ibon, “the bird sings". 

Two clauses having mutual connection skould likewise be linked 

by ay-i. Example: Cum dumating si Pedro ay umalis ca, “if Peter 

arrives, go away". 

A clause serving as subject of an active affirmative sentence 

should be linked to the verb in the same way, when such clause pre- 

cedes the verb, but, ordinarily, not when this order is inverted, 

as: ang pag-ipig sa Dios ay nacapagpuri sa tauo, or nacapagpupuri sa 

taud ang pag-ibig sa Dios, “to love God ennobles man ’, or, “it ennobles 

man to love God”. However, the ligament may be preserved even 

when the subject follows the verb, when for the sake of greater em- 

phasis, the verb is preceded by a relative pronoun, or used, in Tagalog, 

in the participial sense, as: ang nacapagpuri sa taud ay ang pag-ibig 

sa Dios, “what ennobles man is to love God". 

In compound active sentences the principal and the secondary 

sentence are linked to each other by means of at-t, when a conjunction of 

cause is used, as: hindi aco nacababasi, sa pagca,t, wala acing salamin, 

“T cannot read, because I have no spectacles ’. 

When an interrogative word is used to start a sentence, the 

verbal ligament is replaced by the nominal one, which, in this case, 

stands for the article or the relative pronoun, as: jsinbng nagndcao”, 

“who stole?:” sanbng sabi mo? “what do you say? ,, literally, “who is 

he who stole,” “what is that which you say?,” it being indifferent 

to say sinong or sino ang nagndcao?, anong or and ang sabi mo?; 

The latter forms are however preferable,’ as being both more idiomatic 

and more empathic. 

The ligaments are not generally used before monosyllabic words 

or expletive particles, nor before the particles serving to establish the 

relation of case, for example, damit sa drao drao, “daily wearing apparel ’, 

lalaqui man, babaye man, “be it man or woman’; ang caloualhatian 6 

gloria baga, “bliss, that is to say, glory’; 76,2, cand-quind Pedro, 

“this is for Peter and his family ’. 
The ligament is also dropped before the possessive pronouns if 

put after the nouns they qualify, as, salapi niya, caniyang salapi, 
“his or her money". 

The numeral adjectives drop the ligament when they come 

before the restrictive prefix ca, as in dpat cataud, “four persons only”, 

No ligament is used between the subject and the verb if the 
former is preceded by some negative or prohibitive particle, for instance: 

Di aco cungcumacdin, “I do not eat”, houag lumdcad, “don't walk" 

houag sabihin, (1) “don't say it’; hindi cami magnandcao, “we are not 

thieves.” 
; The verbal ligament may also be dropped for euphony’s sake 
if the word serving as the subject ends in 1. Ex.: Ang pantali napatid, 
“the tying-rope parted”. 

We have said elsewhere that the a of ay and at may be 
dropped when coming after words ending in a vowel, and that if 

(1) If however howag is followed by the pronoun, the ligament should be 
used. Ex; houag cang lumacad, “don’t walk”: houag mong sabihin, “do not say it.” 
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they end in n, both the » and the a may be dropped. This is not 
generally the case when at and ay are followed by a monosyllabic word 
as, for instance, in sa cagalingan at sa cabanalan, “for goodness and 
virtue ; ang caloldua, ay sa Dios, “the soul is for God’. 

The preceding remarks refer to ligaments considered as euphonic 
characters; but they may, too, stand for the substantive verb and 
for the relative “that” and “which” and cannot then be dropped. 

For the rendering of the verb “to be” into Tagalog, the student 
will do well first to pay close attention so the following expressions: 

Na. (and a name of place in the local 
abl. case). 

Na. (and an adverb of place) 
Na cay. (and a name of person). 
Na canA-quina. (and a collective per- 

sonal name), 

To be at, to be in, etc.. (in the | 

sense of to dwell, to reside, to 

live at, to find one's self at). 

To be. (copulative verb). Ay,i, nga, baga, g, ng, na. 

At home, to be at home Sa bahay, na sa bahay. 

At church, ,, ,, ,, church Sa simbahan, na sa simbahan. 
S la (Sp. lah eb: bdhioOlecc. gp sx. BEROO] pa (Sp.) or escuelahan, na sa 

Here. Dini, dito. 

| indicating a place near the) 1); 

There: person spoken to. [Din 

indicating a place faraway) -. 

There. i Cor both interlocutors. $ Doon. 

To be here. Narini, narito. 

To be there. (yonder). Nariyan. 

To be there. (far away). Naroon. 

Where.? gSaan? 

is he? 

Where a } gNasdan?, gsdan nardon.? 

wo |e | 
Where is my eldest brother.? eNasaan baga si coya?, or, ang coya co? 

F Na sa bahay siya. 

He is at home, Siya,i, na sa bahay. 

Where is your mother.? gSdéan nardon ang ina mo.? 

She is with Henry. Na cay Enrique siya. 

She is at church Na sa simbahan siya. 

She is at Docot's family. Na cana Docot. 

Not to be at. Uala sa. 

Mamma, Nandy, nanay, inang. (colloquial). 

Papa. Tata, tatay, tatay. (colloquial). 

Is it you.? élcao baga.? 

Oh! yes, it is you. Abda!, icdo nga, icdo nga pala. 

Is iy)? papa at the farm. (or coun- j Na sa buquid baga ang tatay mo.? 
ry 

No, Sir, he is not at the farm, he , Di po, uala siya sa buquid, na sa 

is in the forest. ! gubat siya. 
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“To be”, whenever it asserts presence, is rendered by na and a 
noun of place in the local ablative case, or by prefixing na to any 
word demonstrative in character, as seen in na sa bahay, narito. 

Gold. Silver .Steel. Guinto. Pilac. Patalim. 

Iron. Wood, lumber. Bacal. Cahoy or cahuy. 
Cbrystal, glass, (matter). Cotton. Bubog. Bulac. 

Ring. Pen. Singsing, Panulat, (Tag.), pluma (Sp.) 

Ang ama co,i, mabuti. 

My father is good. , Mabuti ang ama co, (better), ang aquing 
ama,i, mabuti. 

My sister is beautiful. Ang aquing capatid na babaye ay 
maganda. 

Is his brother bad, wicked. gMasamaA baga ang caniyang capatid? 

His brother is bad, but mine is good. , Ang capatid niya,i, masama, nguni,t, 
(judicious). t ang aqui,i, mabait. 

Is their ring a gold one? gGuint6 baga ang canilang singsing ? 
Yes, their ring is a gold one, Oo, ang singsing nila,i, guinto. 

Whenever “to be” is the copula and has no other value than 
to assert some attribute of the noun, it is not translated in Tagalog by 
any specific word, but the meaning may be conveyed in several ways. 
If a noun or an adjective is used as the predicate of another noun 
or of a pronoun, it is enough to insert ay between them to indicate 
the copula: ang amd co,i, mabait “my father is prudent’. As ay-i 
is not, generally, used in interrogative sentences when the subject comes 
after the verb, the copula is then expressed by some expletive or 
completive particle; sguintb bagd iying singsing? “is that a gold 
ring?” “Sometimes the ligaments or the arrangement of words serve 
to express the same relation of copula, as when a relative pronoun is 
understood. For instance: ang banal na tauo, “the virtuous man", or, 
“the man that is virtuous”. 

FOURTH EXERCISE. 

“Vhere is your father? My father is at home. Where is my 
brothers son? He is at church. Where is their daughter? Their 
daughter is at church Where is our son? Our son, is at school. Is 
the child here? No, the child is not here, he is in the country. Are 
your sister s children there. (yonder)? My sister's children are not there. 
(yonder.). Where are they? They are at home. Is it he? It is he. 
Is it you? (plural). It is not we. Are my mother's brothers there? 
My mother's brothers are not there, they are at John's. Is the moun- 
tain over there? Yes, it is over there. Is your ring a gold one? No, 
it is a silver one. Is your table a wood one? No, my table is a 
glass one. Have your bishops any iron rings? No, they have no iron 
rings, they have some gold rings. 
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FIFTH LESSON. YCALIMANG PAGARAL. 

DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS. 

Declensions are hereafter given of all the Tagalog demonstrative 
pronouns. They can be used both adjectively and substantively: when 
used adjectively they generally precede the noun. 

Declensions. 

Nom. This. Yari, yeri. Ito. 
Poss. Of this. Dini sa, nirf. Ditd sa, nito. 

Dat. To,or,forthis. Dini sa. Dito sa. 
‘ Ace. This. Dini sa, nirf. Dito sa, nito. Object. 1 : ) 

ocat. and At, in, upon, Dini Dit’ 
Abl ( causat. etc., this. a nh 

'linstrum- By, with, | Niri Nito 
ental. etc., this, Pola ie 

NEAR. FAR. 

Nom. That. Iyan. Yaon. Yon. 
| Diyan sa, Doon sa, biga Poss. Of that. naa. niyaon. | Niycon. 

Dat. To,or,forthat. Diyan sa, Doonsa. Niyéon. 
Diyan sa, Doonsa, Niyéon,or, 

Object. Ace. That, Pee niyaon. niydon. 
locat.and In, at, upon 

Abl. | causat. etc., that. 
instrum- By, with, 
| ental. etc., that. 

') Niyan sa. Doonsa. 

| Niyan. Niyaon. ae ar, 

In the possessive and direct object cases the particle sa, which 
precedes nouns and other determinative words, follows the demons- 
trative pronouns, the reason being that it refers to the thing pointed 
out and not to the pronoun. The possesssive with sa should be used 
in answering a question, as: zcanino baga itong sapatos?, “whose shoes 
are these,? dito sa bata, “this boy's.” The two forms of the possessive 
case should be used in the way and in the cases already explained 
for those of the personal pronouns. 

This person. Itong taud, itong taudng itd. JAD NO 
: 4, f Niyang bata, niyang batang iyan, diyan sa Of that child, that child s.| ee ae cake | 

{Déon sa obispo, ddon sa obispong yaon. 
(emph.) 

Th Itong manga taud, ang manga taudng itd. 
peairgrt, (paraan). “Itong manga taudng itd. (emph.). 

, Diyan sa manga asong carne. 
Those dogs’ meat. ree carne niyang manga aso. 

To, or, for that bishop. ) 

| 
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a Doon sa manga bata. 
To, or, for those children. 1 Déon sa manga batang yan. 

,Niyadn manga libro. 
Those books. (object.) (Niyaén manga librong yaon. 

It will be well to note the inflective character of the declen- 
sion of Tagalog demonstrative pronouns, which causes the relation of 
case to be expressed by the pronoun if it comes before the noun, 
and by the latter if the pronoun comes after. Thus, “that boy's 
book,” is translated: ang libro niydng bata, or, ang libro nang ba- 
tang iyan. 

Straw. 

Thread. 

Stocking. 
Half. 
Fork. 
Leather. 

Shoe, boot. 

Wool, down. 

Ribbon. 

The Earth. (the world). 

Earth. (matter). 
Land, beach. 
Gun. 
Something, anything; any. 

Have you anything. 

I have something. 
Nothing, not anything. 
I have nothing. 
The cloth. 
Soap. 

What (what thing) have you? 

I have your steel pen. 

What (indet.) have you.? 
I have some bread. 
Wine, any kind of liquor. 
Coffee. 
Tea. 
Cheese. 

My candlestick. 

String. 
Tying-string. 
Something, anything good. 
This. 
That. (that near you.) 
That. (far from the interlocutors.) 

Guinlican. 
(Sinulid. (root-word, sulir, “to spin“; 

sinulid, “spun”). 
Medias. (Sp.) (plural). 
Calahati. 
Tenedor. (Sp.) 
Balat, (Tag), cuero). (Sp.) 
(a (Tag), sapatos. (corr. of Sp. 

w. zapato). 
Balahibo, (Tag.), lana. (Sp.) 
agb (corr. of Sp. w. cinta), galon 

(Sp.). 
,; Ang lupa, ang sangcalupdan, sang- 
t daigdigan. 
Lupa. 
Cati, catihan. 
Baril. 
Anoman, balang na..., 

;éMayroon cang anoman?. 
tgaMay anoman ca? 
Mayrdon, mayrdong anoman acd. 
Vala. 
Uala acéng anoman. 
Ang cayo. 
Sabon. (corr. of Sp. word, jabon). 
| (And baga ang na sa iyd ? 
Andng mayroon ca? ; 

1 Ang iyong plumang patalim, or asero 
( (Sp. acero) ang na sa aquin. 
¢Anodng mayroon ca? 
May tinapay aco. 
Alac. 
Café. (Sp.), cape. (corr. of Sp. café). 
Sa. (Chinese). SA 
Quiso. (corr. of Sp. word queso). 

{ Ang aquing candelero. (Sp.) 
( Ang candelero co. (Tag.); sasangan. 
Lubid, labir, tali, pisi. 
Panali.(root-word, tali, “tying ’); pantali. 
Anoman mabuti. 
Yari, yeri, itd. 
Tyan, yan. 
Yaon, yon. 
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This kanil. \ Yaring libro, yaring librong yari, itbng 

libro, itong librong ito. 
That table. (near you). Iyang lamesa, iyang lamesang iyan. 
That church. (far away), j Seong simbaban, yoong simbahang 
The neighbour. Ang caapidbahay. (1) 
Neighbours. Magcaapidbahay. (two). 
Crown. Potong, or, putong. 
Palace. Palasio. (corr. of Sp, word palacio). 

The particle in prefixed to a root beginning with a vowel or 
inserted between the first consonant and vowel of those beginning 
with a consonant, or consonants, forms a new word, which may be 
considered as a substantive participle, indicative of the result of the 
Aeron: Thus, from sulid, “to spin”: sinulid, “what has been spun”; “the 
thread”. 

Sang is a collective particle which if prefixed to a root indi- 
cative of a divisible thing, expresses, with the suffix an, the whole 
contents thereof. Thus, from lupa, “earth”: sangcalupdan, “the world" 
“all the inhabitants thereof.” 

When may is used for “to have”, it must be followed by the 
thing possessed. 

“No,” in response to a question with the verb “to have” is 
generally translated by wald, in response to other questions, hindi is 
generally used. 

Pan, prefixed to a root indicating a manual action, forms the 
instrument which serves to execute it. Thus, from silat, “to write:” 
panulat “pen,” tali, “to tie,” panali “tying-rope.” The change of s and 
t into n will be explained in further lessons. 

As to the above demonstrative pronouns, yari--yeri and ito 
stand for “this,” yari-yeri being less in use than 1b. Iyan, yaén- 
yon, stand for “tbat,” 4ydn, pointing out a thing near the person 
addressed, and yaén-yon pointing out objects far away from both inter- 
locutors, They are made plural either by introducing manga between 
them and the noun, or by placing them inmmediately after the noun, 
at the end of the phrase, with manga, of course, preceding, as seen 
in: itong manga tawo, and, ang manga taudng itd, “these people.” Ta- 
galog employs the repetition of the demonstrative pronouns in the 
nominative after the noun to render them emphatic. 

Ca is one of the most important prefix particles and is used 
in several ways. When ca is prefixed to nouns or verbs denoting, 
respectively, persons, or Collective reciprocal actions, it indicates one 
of the corresponding ‘parties. If the compound so formed is prefixed 
by mag, it becomes then plural without requiring the employment ot 
manga, which can, however, be used, and indicates two, at least, of 
the parties, as seen in magcaapidbdhay. 

FIFTH EXERCISE. 

; ‘Have you my gold ribbon.? I have'it not. Have you anything.? 
T-have nothing. Have you my steel pen.? I have it not. Which pen 
O, A compound of apir, “to join, bahay, “house‘; and ca, particle indicating 
companionship and restricting the senge to one alone of the corresponding parties. 
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have you.? I have my good silver pen. What have you.? I have 

nothing. Have you my steel or my silver pen.? I have your steel 

pen. Have you my soap.? I have it not. Have you my candlestick.? 

I have it not. Which candlestick have you.? I have my gold candle- 

stick. Have you my string.? I have it not. Have you my good wine.? 

I have it not. Have you that book.? I have it not. Have you. that 

meat.? I have it. Have you anything good.? I have nothing good. 

What have you pretty.? I have the pretty gold ribbon. Have you any- 

thing ugly.? T have nothing ugly; I have someting fine. What have 

you fine? I have the fine dog. Have you your glass pen.? I have 

it not; I have your fork. Has he this or that crown.? He has this, 

he has not that. Have my sisters the clothes of these children.? They 

have not these children’s clothes, they have those of their brothers 

Is that pen for that man.? That pen is not for that man, it is for 

those women. 

SIXTH LESSON. YCAANIM NA PAGARAL. 

INTERROGATIVE PRONOUNS. 

Declensions of the Tagalog interrogative pronouns, gand? “what.” 

‘which?’; galin,? “which?, (discriminative), and gstno?, “who”? follow. 

The first two may be used as adjectives and may be preceded by the 

article ang; sino, (1) can neither be used as an adjective nor expressed 

with the article. (2). 

Nom. What? (And? gang and? 
Poss. Of what? ” g5a and?,.... 
Object. (all its divisions). What? cSa and? 

Nom. Which.? cAlin? gang alin? 
Poss. Of which? eSa alin?..... 
Object. (all its divisions) Which? éSa alin? 

Nom. Who? gSino? 
Poss.. Of whom, whose? gCanino?, gnino? 
Objective. (all its divisions) Whom? gSa. canino? 

4Sino? is exclusively used for persons and rejects the article. The 
form jnino? of the possessive case is to be considered as but an aph- 
eresis of jcanino?, a shortening according to the fashion referred to in 
the second note to the First Lesson. It should only be employed as 
an additional confirmatory inquiry when the answer to the question 
originally put has not been heard or understood. Thus, suppossing that 
an inquiry has been made to this effect: jcanino baga itong damit?, 

; O) In all probability, sino is but a contracted compound embodying the part- 
icle si and the interrogative ano, as is likewise the case in Malay with apa, “what; 
siapa, “who, 

(2) On the southern boundaries of Tayabas Province, it is not uncommon 
to hear natives say: sinong tauo, thereby bestowing upon sino an adjectival character. 
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“whose clothing is this?,” and that the answer, for instance, “that boy's” 
“diyan sa batang iyan, was not understood, and that thereby a second 
inquiry, “whose?,” “whose do you say”, becomes necessary, this reasurance- 
seeking “whose” should be rendered by gnino? 

The plural is formed in various ways: the pronoun is repeated, 
or the particle manga is inserted between the pronoun and the noun, 
or both the repetition and manga may be used, as illustrated hereafter: 
gSinosino?, gsinong manga?, gsino-sino ang manga,? “who” (plural), ano-and?, 
anong manja,? gano and ang manga? “what, ? galin-alin?, galing manga? 
galin alin ang manga,? “which,?” “which ones? 

These pronouns, it may be said, find no use for the accusative 

case, the Tagalog interrogative sentence either carries along with it 
the verb “to be” understood, or is constructed in such a peculiar way 
as to require some of the other cases. 

Who (plural) are those a yaong taud? 
men? (people). éSinong manga taud yaon? 

Whose (plural) are those rings? gCanicanino (1) iyan manga singsing? 
eSa canicanino baga yadn manga sam- 

balilong yaon? 
(Ano anodng singsing na itd? 
¢Anong manga singsing na itd? 

| ¢Alin-aling payong ang na sa iyo? 
| gAling manga payong ang na sa iyo? 
Ang sa comersiante manga candelero 

ang na sa aquin. 
Ang manga candelero nang comer- 

siante ang na sa aquin. 
6Sa alin-aling manga bata itong ma- 

Pi +49 

For which children are these nails? Baa saa bata itong manga 

_pacong itd? 

For whom (plural) are those hats? j 

What rings are these? 

Which urabrellas have you? (2) 

T have the merchant’s candlesticks. 

The posessive case with sa should preferably be used in ans- 

wering a question. 

Alin, may serve for persons and things; and, only for things. 

Who are you? (sing.) gSino ca? (baga)... 

Who are they? eSino-sino (baga) sila? 

What do you want? (sing.) gAnd ca?, gand ca baga? 

Wh . 9 jgAand ca ditd,? gand ca dito?, gnag- 
at are you doing here a Napaan TO 

What is his business here? gAand siya déon,? gnagaand siya roon? 

What do you wish? icka gAnong ibig mo? 

I wish. fc. Ibig co. 

You (sing.) wish. Ibig mo. 

(1) It is a general rule that the reduplications of syllables or words, which 

occur so frequently in Tagalog, do not pass beyond, respectively, the second letter 

or second syllable thereof. Thus, canicanino, instead of eaninocanino, since canino 

is three-syllable. | ; ; _ 

(2) Although the English interrogative obtains hera in the accusative, its 

Tagalog counterpart fails to agree with it; “to have”, both in the determinate and 

indeterminate senses, as already said, requiring 10 Tagalog ta be constructed bet- 

ween two nominatives. 
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He or she wishes. Ibig niya. 
We wish. Ibig natin, ibig namin. 
You (plural) wish. Ibig ninyo. 
They wish. Ibig nila. 

Ibig, in this sense, is a passive and invariable verb for to 
“wish”, “to desire.” 

Natives avoid using the third person pronouns in reference to 
things. They generally repeat the noun or try to construct in such 
a manner as to render it unnecessary to use the pronoun. Examples: 
emabuti bagi ung libro?, “is the book good?,” mabuti nga, “it is good,” 
“certainly, it is,” instead of mabuti siya. 

Ang mapagcalacal, mangangalacal. 
The merchant, the tradesman. (from caldcal. “merchandise”), ang 

comerstante. (Sp. comerciante). 

no taga Pransia, ang pransés. (corr. 
The Frenchman. of the Sp. words Francia and 

francés.) 
Umbrella. Payong. 

Panbucas nang prongo, (Tag ); tirabuson. 
Cork-screw. (corr. of thie op. sae GA a 
Carpenter. Nail. (iron spike). Anloague. Paco. 
Hammer. Pamocpoc. (root, pocpoc, “to strike"), 
Beer. Serbesa. (corr. of the Sp. word cerveza,) 
Ink. Honey. Tinta. (Sp.). Polot, pulut. 
Walking stick. Tongcod, tungco or tungcor. 
Thimble. Needle. Dedal. (Sp.). Carayom. 
Pin. Aspiler. (corr. of the Sp. word alfiler). 

Orasan (corr. of the Sp. word horas, 
Watch. | and an to denote the place where 

hours are marked.) 
The Englishman. | NG aes (Sp): ang taga Inglate- 

Sheep, ram. Tupa. (corr. of the Sp. topar, “to but.”) 
Mutton. Laman nang topa. 
Butter, lard. Mantica. (corr, of the Sp. word manteca.). 
Button. Boton, (Spanish) or, bitones. 
Bed-sheet, quilt. . Comot. 

| ( Man. (always postponed). 
Neither......nor. ) Hindi man.. ...hindi man, or, hindi rin. 

Hindl.......... hindi naman. 
Naa man, icdo man. 
Hindi man acb, icdo ay hindi rin. 

Have you the needle or the pin.? Aa baga ang cardyom 6 ang 

I have neither the needle nor the | Uala sa aquin ang cardyom man, ang 

Neither I nor you. 

pin. aspiler man. 
Who.? (sing.). gSino,? gsino baga? 
Who has? (indet.). | Sinong mayroon,? gsino ang may 

‘ r0on,? gsinong may? 
Who has? (det.). Na sa canino? (baga). 
Knife, cutlass. Itac, (Tag.); cuchiyo. (Sp.). 
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Who has any knife? Bein cage ana tray star? | ( Sinong mayroon itac 
Who has the knife? éNa a cane ang itac? 
The man has a knife. Ang taud ay may itac? 
The man has the knife. Na sa taud ang itac. 
Purse. Sopot--supot. 
Who has the purse? eNa sa canino ang supot ? 
The woman has the purse. Ang supot ay na sa babaye. 
Who has it? gNa sa canino baga? (ang suput). 
Peter and John have it. Na cay Pedro,t, cay Juan. tang stiput). 
Or. O, (Sp./, cun. (Tag ). (little used). 
Hither... ...... or. Maguin.......... maguin. 
Ba -Ibccainant or. NG csacine man. 
Hither by night or by day. Maguin sa gabi maguin sa Arao. 
Fither at home or at church. Maguin sa bahay maguin sa simbahan. 
Best aaon Sou Lalaqui man, babaye man; maguing 

lalaqui, maguing babaye. 
What countryman are you? 
What is your country? 
My country is Spain. | Castila acd; acé,i, castila. 
I am a Spaniard. Taga Espaiia acd; aco'i, taga Espana. 

1 gTaga sadn ca? (baga). 

: Espanol, (Sp.); castila. (corr. of the Sp. 
= panied word Castilla.) 
Of what country are those people? eas caya yaon manga taubng 

Those people are Chinese. Yaong manga taud ay manga insic 

Those people's country is China. | Yaong manga taudng yad,i, taga Song- ' song. 
Glass. (tumbler). Vaso. (Sp.). 
Rice. Bigas. 
Ganta. a measure about 1/25 of the Gal 
Peck. | English bushel. sp 
My house is a nipa house. Ang aquing bahay ay pauid. 

The particle mapag, prefixed to verbal or substantive roots, forms 
the frequentative noun for whatever the root means. Man, under the 
same conditions, forms a verbal noun indicative of what a person is 
engaged in customarily. f 

Taga, placed before sdan or before the name of a place or country 
denotes origin. 

An, affixed to a root, denotes place, or the thing or person on 
which or on whom the action is accomplished. 

The custom exists in certain localities among natives to represent 
the active subject again at the end of the sentence by the third person 
pronoun. Ang taud ay may itac siya, “the man he has a knife,” 
yabng manga taudng yab,i. manga insic sild, “those people they are 
Chinese.” The student is hereby cautioned against this manner of 
expression which, although not entirely ungrammatical, should be used 
sparingly. 

Wood house. Bahay na cahoy. 
Gold ring. Singsing na guinto. 

| Plumang patalim, asero. (Sp. word 
Steel pen. ) aber. 
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Compound English nouns one of which expresses the matter a 

thing is made of, are generally expressed in Tagalog by means of the 

ligaments, the noun expressive of tbe thing preceding that of the matter, 

as seen above. 

One glass of water. Isang vasong tubig... 2 

Two gantas of rice. Dalauang salop na bigas. 

The relation between the vessel and the contents is likewise ex- 

pressed by the linking particles. 

Clothing for children. Damit sa manga bata. 
Writi 1 ( Lamesang quinasusulatan, lamesa sa 

riting-table. | pagsulat. 

Compound nouns, one member of which denotes the use for which 
the other is intended, are generally formed by inserting the particle 
sa, which is also used as a traslation of the English preposition “for”. 

SIXTH EXERCISE 

Has the king the glass or the steel pen? The king has 
neither the glass nor the steel pen. Which pen has the bishop? 
The bishop has the fine pen. Have you the stocking?  I have 
neither the stocking nor the pin. Has the Englishman the cork- 
screw? The Englishman has neither the cork-screw nor the needle. 
Is the mercbant here? No, he is not here. Has the Frenchman 
my umbrella? He has not your umbrella. Is the cork-screw on 
the table? The carpenter has it. Who has the hammer? ‘The 
carpenter has neither the hammer nor the nail. Which merchant 
has any beer? The merchant of my town has two glasses of beer. 
Whose ink is that? It is my brother's. What honey have the 
Englishmen? ‘he Englishmen have some good honey. Which 
walking-stick has your mother’s daughter? My mother’s daughter 
has no walking-stick at all, she has her thimble, her needle, her pin 
and my watch. Are there any sheep in Spain? Yes, there are some. 
Is mutton good? It is very good. Who has my mother’s bed-sheets? 
Peter has them. Is my knife made of iron? ' No, it is made of steel. 
For which person is that purse? That purse is for my sisters. 
Are you Spaniards? ' Yes, we are Spaniards. Who have my rice? 
The Englishmen have it Is that ganta yours or my son's? That 
ganta is neither yours nor my son’s. Where is John? John is not 
here, he is either at church or at school. Is he not at home? He 
is at home. What is your (pl.) country? Our country is France. 
What countrymen are those people? They are from this country. 
Are those people Chinese? ‘They are not Chinese. This house is 
not a wood house. Those looking-glasses are not silver. These rings 
are not gold. What are you, gentlemen? We are carpenters, 
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SEVENTH LESSON. YCAPITONG PAGARAL. 

PERSONAL AND POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS. 

Declensions are given hereafter of all the Tagalog personal pron- 
ouns from which the possessives are derived. That of the first 
person has three forms in the plural: tayo, cami, quiti--catd, “we.” 
Tayo is used when the person addressed is intended to be included, 
and is therefore the only pronoun to be used with the first person 
plural of the imperative. Cami, on the contrary, like the royal “we” 
in English, excludes the person addressed, and is therefore the correct 
pronoun to use in prayers addressed to the Deity. Quité—=cata, is 
very little used in the nominative case; it is rather dual and partakes 
of the possessive case. These pronouns afford the only distinction in 
number which exists in Tagalog, the sort of plural formed, as already 
indicated, by reduplication, excepted. 

Declension of the personal pronouns. 

FIRST PERSON. 

SINGULAR. 

Nom. L Aco. 
Poss. Of me. Aquin, (prep.); co, (postp.). 
Object. Me. (all div. of the object.). Sa aquin. 

SECOND PERSON. 

Nom. Thou. You. Tedo, (prep.), ca, (post.). 
Poss. Of thee. Of you. Iyd, (prep.); mo, (postp.). 
Object. Thee. You. (all div. of the obj.). Sa iyo. 

THIRD PERSON. 

Nom. He, she, it. (1). Siya. (1). 

Poss. Of him, of her, of it. Caniya, (prep.), niya, (postp.). 

Object. Him, her, it. (all div. of the object.) Sa caniya. 

FIRST PERSON. 

PLURAL. 

GENERAL PLURAL. 

We. (both the speakers and 

Nom. the persons spoken to in-? Tayo. 

cluded.) : ; 

Poss. Of us. (of all of us). Atin, (prep.), natin, (postp.). 

Object. Us. (all div. of the object.) Sa atin. 

(1) Siya, “it.” is not generally applied to inanimate things, unless the 

latter be personified as is sometimes the case in fables, proverbs, etc.. 
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RESTRICTIVE PLURAL. 

( We. (the persons spoken to not / aai 

Nom. |“ included). aan . 
Poss. Of us. Amin, (prep.); namin, (postp.). 

Object. Us. (all div. of the object.). Sa amin. 

DUAL. 

Nom. We. (thou and I alone). Quita. 

Poss. Of us. Canita, (prep.); ta, (postp ). 

Objeet. Us. (all div. of the object.). Sa canita. 

ANOTHER DUAL. 

Nom. We. Cata. 

Poss. Of us. Ata, (prep): ta, (postp.). 

Object. Us. (all div. of the object.). Sa ata. 

SECOND PERSON. 

Nom. You. (ye). Cayo. ; 

Poss. Of you. Inyo, (prep.), ninyo, (postp.). 
Object. You. (all div. of the object.). Sa inyo. 

THIRD PERSON. 

Nom. They. Sila. 
Poss. Of them. Canila, (prep.); nila,-(postp.). 
Object. Them. (all div. of the object.). Sa canila. 

Personal pronouns, like possessive pronouns, have two forms in 
the possessive case. Aquin, iyo, caniyd, amin, canitd, inyd, canild, are 
prepositive, that is to say, precede the noun, and the verb when the 
latter obtains in any of the various passive forms; co, mo, niyd, natin, 
namin, ninyo, ta, nila and the correlative quitd (as dual) follow it. 
The nominative ca is likewise put after the verb in active affirmative 
sentences. The two forms quitd and caté are used indiscriminately. 
If, however, an adverb, especially a negative or prohibitive part- 
icle, is used to start a sentence, whether declarative or interrogat- 
ive, the above postpositive forms of these pronouns take their place 
before the noun or the verb. Sufficient illustrations follow to acquaint 
the student with this peculiarity. 

Hindi co ari itd. 
Houag mong patayin. 
Hindi niya sinabi. 

| Hindi { natin 

This is not my property. 
Do not kill it. 
He did not say so. 

He is not our father. ; 
namin 

Houag ninydng gaoin. 
Di nila quinatha ang libro. 
Houag cang paroon. 
Hindi co ina siya. 
éHindi vinyd baga canaganac sila? 
éCailan ca paririto? 
ésadn ca baga nacatacbd?” 
Ditb ca umopo. 

| ama siya. 

Do not do it. (plural). 
They did not compose the book. 
Do not go there. (sing.) 
She is not my mother. 
Are they not your relatives? 
When will you (sing.) come here? 
Where didst thou run? 
Sit down here. 
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Sometimes, too, the postpositive forms are, for the sake of 
euphony, placed before the pronoun, especially so when the latter is 
immediately preceded by an adjective, as, for instance, in: ang masipag 
natin cababayan si Guindong Manalo, “our industrious fellow country- 
man Mr. Manalo.” 

As already stated, the Tagalog possessive adjective pronouns and 
the possessive case of the personal ones are alike, the former preserv- 
ing, with regard to the noun, the same position the latter keep with 
regard to the verb. Ang aquing bahay--ang bahay co, “my house,” 
aquing ibinigay--ibinigay co, “I gave it.” Unlike their English equival 
ents, they are preceded by the article of common nouns and declined 
and made plural in a similar way. The same restrictive and dual 
senses existing for amin, atin, canitd, and namin, natin, ta, as 
personal pronouns, exist too for them when employed as possessives. 
Thus, from the expresion: nacadating na ang ating amd, “our father 
has already arrived,” used by any of two boys speaking to each other, 
we may conclude that both interlocutors are brothers. Compare further 
in the Lord’s prayer the rendering of the phrase: “Our Father who 
art in Heaven,” amd naming sungmasalangit ca, where the use of 
natin would seem to be basphemy. 

Our children. (one of the parents) | 
speaking to the other.) 

Do. (speaking to strangers.) Ang 

My hands. ee 

Your (sing.) fingers. ae 

His or her eyes. ee 

Our sister. (brothers or sisters speak- 
“ing to each other.) j Ang 

Do. (speaking to strangers.) Ang 

. Ang Your (plur.) silk clothes. | Ang 

Ang 
Their knives. | Ang 

j Ang atin manga anac. 

aming manga anac. 

aquing manga camay. 
manga camay co. 

iyong manga daliri. 
manga daliri mo. 

caniyang manga mata. 
manga mata niya, 

ating capatid na babaye. 

aming capatid na babaye. 

inybng damit na sutla. 
damit ninydng sutla. 

canilang manga itac. 
manga itac nila. | 

The possessive absolute pronouns are expressed by the prepositive 

forms of the possessive case preceded by the article. 

Mine. Ang 

Yours, thine. ave 
His, hers, its. : ng 
Ours. (sing.) Ang 

Yours. (of both of you.) \ Ang 
‘ Theirs. j Ang 

aquin. 
iyo. 
caniya. 
amin, ang atin. 
inyo. 
canila. 

The dative case with the article is also used for this purpose. 

Thus, ang sa canild, may be employed for “theirs,” etc.. 
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Girl, maid, lass. Dalaga. 

Youngman, bachelor, lad. Binata, bagong tauo. 

Tailor, Manananahé, (Tag.), sastre, (Sp ). 

Baker. Panadero, (Sp.), magtitinapay. (Tag ). 

Silk. Sutla, (Tag.), seda, (Sp.). 

Gown. Quimon, (Tag.), bata. (Sp.). 

: Sisiu, manoc na sisiu; poyo. (corr. of 

Whicken. Sp. word pollo.) 

Pencil. Lapis. (corr. of Sp word, lapiz). 

Friend. Caibigan, catoto. 

Intimate friend. Key. Casi. Susl. 
Chocolate. Sicolate. (corr. of Sp. word chocolate.) 

Trunk, chest. Caban. 

Bag, sack, basket. Bayong, bacol, batelan. 

Lady, younglady, mistress. Maguinod, guinodng babaye. 
Bottle. Bote. (corr. of Sp. word, botella.) 

Peasant, countryman. Magsasaca, magbubuquir. 

Servant. Alila, lingcod. 

Kinsman, relation. Camaganac, hinlog. 

There, thither. Doon. 

To go there, thither. Paroon. (active and passive.) (1). 

To sit down. U=opo (root); umupo. (active.) 
Saying, to say, to tell. (something). Sabi (root), magsabi, sabihin, (passive). 
Talk, to speak, eating, to eat. Osap (root); mangosap. (active). Cain, 

cumain. 
To speak, to pronounce, vocable. Uica. (root), magiiica (act.), salita. 
Sowing, to scatter seeds. Sabog, magsabog. 
To do, to make. (something). ha a gaoin. (contracted pass. 

To go to the farm. Pasabiquid, mapasabuquid. 

If pa is prefixed to an adverb of place, the verbof motion in the direct- 
ion indicated by the adverb is formed, when prefixed to a noun of place, 
sa should be inserted between, that the verb of motion towards such a 
place may thus be formed, as seen in: paroon, pasabiquid. 

Reference has been made elsewhere to the existence of verbal 
primitives or roots possessing of verbal force, and it will be well to 
say here that they are fewer in number than those considered to be 
of a substantive or and adjectival character, and that verbs in Taga- 
log are mostly formed from nouns, from adjectives, and from any 
other parts of speech. 

A verbal root expresses a state or condition of being and sometimes, 
too, it denotes that a subject is put in such state, thus corresponding 
to the passive sense “The notion of being, or action, as contained 
in the root, is vague, but a notion of a more distinctive character, as 
well as the accessory ideas of tense, mood, voice, etc. are dependent 
on the application of certain particles. 

Coming now back to the preceding examples in the vocabulary, it 
is true that some notion of “sitting, ’ “saying,” “conversing,’ etc. is cont- 
ained respectively, in the roots upo, sabi, 6sap, etc., and that the same 
may, under certain circumtances or in incorrect speech, be expressed 
by the simple root, but only when they appear in the form of umopo, 
magsabi, mangosap, etc,, have they acquired a definite verbal character. 

(1) In Tagalog intransitive as well as transitive verbs may assume a 

passive form. 
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Peter is writing. 
These seats (chairs) were made by | Tibag manba-upoad painaag 68 

me, 
Let John sit down there. 
Buy me this trunk. (In Tagalog ) 

let this trunk be bought). 
Buy (for) me that silk gown. 

(Tag. let etc. be bought), 

The servants are eating mangoes. | 

The farmers are sowing rice. 

Si Pedro,i, sungmusulat. 

Umopb diyan si Juan. 

Bilhin mo sa aquin itong cabang itd. 

t Ibih, mo acd niyang quimong sutla. 

Ang manga alila,i, cungmacain nang 
manga. 

Ang magbubuquir ay nagsasabog nang 
palay. 

The subject, be it a noun or pronoun, of an active sentence is put 
in the nominative case: if the Tagalog sentence is a passive one, the agent 
should be put in the possessive case. 

What else should I say? 
He and I. (both of us). 
You (sing.) and John. (both of you). 
He and theirmother. (both of them). 

gAnd pa ang sucat cong sabihin? 
Cami niya. 
Cayo ni Juan. 
SilA nang canilang ina. 
Cayo nila. 
Sila nang caniyang pangindon. 
Mag-ina ni Jesus. 
Si Alfredo nang caniyang manga anac. 

You (sing.) and they. 
He and ,his master. 
Jesus and His mother, 
Alfred and his children. 

When two personal pronouns or a pronoun and a noun join in 
an active sentence, the personal pronoun, be it singular or plural, may 
be put in the nominative case and in the plural, and the noun or the 
other pronoun in the possessive case of the proper number. The 
orderly arrangement of first, second and third person should be kept, 
as it would be a fault to say: sild mo instead of cayo niya, to indicate 
“he and you.” The same peculiarity exists when a collective or 
companionship noun formed with mag is coupled to a personal name, mag 
being always associated with the noun of the principal corresponding party. 

These forms of construction peculiar to Tagalog are, however, 
obsolescent and are being replaced by the more natural ones of the 
Western languages. 

From the demonstrative pronouns, the following largely used ad- 
verbs of place are derived: 

{ (indicating a place very): 
| near to the speaker). | Dinh: 
itt a a place equi- 

Here. 

distant from both laro | DH: 
locutors.). | 
{the pa a place nearer 

“Here. 

to the person spoken tot Divan 
then to the speaker.) 

There. 

There. | 

To come here. 

(indicating a place far 
from both interlocutors). Dian. 

Parini, parito. 
(motion to the place where ) 

To go there. te person addressed | Pariyan. 
stands). 

Do. do. ing place.) 
Do. (to some far away ly- | Paroon. 
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SEVENTH EXERCISE. 

Has this man the pencil? He has it not. “Have I the choco- 

late? You have neither the chocolate nor the sugar. Has my friend 

your stick? He has not my stick, he has my umbrella. Is your 

house pretty? Our house is not pretty, but it is good. What is 

that you have in your hands? What I have in my hands is a 

pencil What is that they have in their fingers? What they have 

in their fingers are rings. What have I on my eyes? It is spect- 

acles that you have on your eyes. Have we a soul? All of us 

have a soul. Where is the girl? The girl is at home. Who 

is the father of this young man? The father of the young man 

is the tailor. Who has the baker's silk? My sons have the baker's 

silk. Where are her chickens? Het chickens are at the farm. Who 

has our friends’ pencils? Nobody. Are they our friends? They 

are our intimate friends. Who has my relative’s chocolate? His 

friend has it in the trunk. Where is the lady’s bag? The lady’s bag 

is not here. Where is the chest-key? The peasant has it. What 

are those bottles made of? Those bottles are made of glass. Have 

you any male servant? I have no male servant, what I have are 

two female servants. Are your relations at church? No, my rela- 

tions are not church, they are in town. Where is the church? The 

church is on the mountain. Is that lady his mother? She is not 

his mother. Are we good friends? We are good friends. Who 

are your friends? I have no friends. Are John's. relations your 

friends? They are my friends. Buy him (for him) this gown. 

What is my friend doing? He is conversing with your children, 

Who made these tables? (Trans. by whom etc.). The carpenter 

made them. (Trans. they were made etc). What is my sister 

doing? Your sister is eating bread. 

EIGHTH LESSON. YCAUALONG PAGARAL. , 

THE SUBSTANTIVE. 

Substantives are either primitive or derivative, the former being 
those which in their original signification are substantives. A diffi- 
culty which attends the classification of Tagalog words into various parts 
of speech, according to the system applied to European languages, 
consists in the number of words which, while yet unmodified by 
particles, are either verb or substantive, adjective or adverb, according 
to the context, or, more generally, according to particles which precede 
or are prefixed to them. 

The noun, as a rule, undergoes no change to denote number, 
gender or case, the latter being expressed, as in English, by preposi- 
tions. Those denoting a quality in abstract are mostly formed from 
primitive adjectives, by prefixing ca and suffixing am or han thereto; 
as, from banal, “virtuous; cabanalan, “virtue,” from daquild, “great,” 
“excellent,” cadaquildan, “greatness,” “excellence,” bago, “new,” cabaguhan, 
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“newness.” Some roots as, for instance, diinong, “wisdom,” buti, “good- 
ness,” dumi, “filthiness,” etc., are by themselves abstract, but how faintly 
this property is marked thereon is shown by their readiness to put on 
the helmet and buskin of the abstract compounds, and generally to come 
forth in the more complex array of carunungan, cabutihan and ca- 
rumihan, without thereby however losing their character of true ab- 
stract nouns. 

The formation of nouns is sometimes attended with certain 
changes, either in the particle or in the first syllable of the root, 
in order, as it would seem, to render the coalescence with the par- 
ticle more agreeable to the ear. 

Substantives in Tagalog are formed from all parts of speech, 
but especially from adjectives (adjectival or quality roots) and verbs. 

The present lesson is intended to illustrate some of the most 
usual ways to form nouns, and to indicate others which the learner 
is not yet in a position to understand well at this stage. 

Substantives used in a general sense take the article in Taga- 
log. ‘Riches are mere vanity,” ang cayamana,2, waling caboluhan. 

Clean, pure; purity. Malinis, calinisan. 
New. Old, worn out. Bago, Luma. 
Crashed, broken into pieces. Basag. 
Entire, whole, sound. Boo. 
Cat. Uncle. Pusa, Amain. 

Aunt. White thing. Ali. Puti. (root). 
White. (adj) Black thing. Maputi, Itim. 

Black. (adj.) Maitim. 
Great, large thing. Laqul. 
Great, large, grown up. (adj.) Malaqul. 
Great, excellent, remarkable, cons- Daquila. 

picuous. 
Virtuous. Banal. 

Sound, health, kindness. Galing, cagalingan, 

Wisdom. Dunong, or, donong, carunungan. 

Wise. (adj.). Marunong... 

Whiteness. Blackness. Caputian. Caitiman. 

Greatness, growth, bigness. Calaquihan. ! 

Greatness, excellence. Virtue. Cadaquilaan. Cabanalan 

Abstract nouns may be formed by prefixing ca and suffiixing 

anhan to the root. 

Divinity. Pagcadios. 

Manhood, humanity. Pagcatub. 

Manhood, masculineness. Pagcalalaqui. 

Womanhood. Pagcababaye. 

Wisdom, learning. ability. (in) Pagcadinung. 

essence.) j 

The prefix pagca may likewise form abstract nouns, especially 

‘of common and proper nouns or adjectival roots expressing attributes 

of mind, the nouns so formed partaking more or less of the verbal 

character, 
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Accompanying, companion. Sama, casama. 

Embarking, fellow-passenger. Sacay, casacay, 

Aiding, assistant. Tulong, catulong. 

: ( quarrelling-person, 
Quarrelling, | enemy. Auay, aaa 

Teaching, school-mate. Aral, caaral. 

Like. similar, coequal Para, capara. 

( face-resembling ma 
Face, | person. Muc-ha, camuc-ha. 

If ca is prefixed to a root denoting an idea of association, fe- 
llowship, reciprocity or likelihood, a verbal noun indicating one of 
the mutual parties is thus formed. If two of the mutual associated 

parties are to be meant, mag should be prefixed to the associative noun 
already formed, as shown in the following illustrations: 

Two companions. Magcasamb. 
Married couple. (husband and wife). Magasdua. 
Two brothers or sisters. Magcapatid. 
Two brothers-in-law. Magbayao. 
Two sisters-in law. Maghipag. 
Two friends. Magcaibigan. 

If three or more of the corresponding parties are to be expressed, 
and this kind of composition is resorted to, ca, then, should be repeated, 
if the noun is not dual in character, and the first syllable of the 
root if it is only formed with mag. 

Three or more brothers or sisters. | Magcacapatid. 
Three or more companions. Magcacasama. 
Three or more brothers-in-law. Magbabayao. 
Three or more married couples. Magcaasaua. 

In common nouns denoting ‘correlation of consanguinity or mutual 
dependence, mag is prefixed to that of the principal correlative party 
to express his or her association with the secondary corresponding 
party. 

Father and son. Magama. 
Mother and daughter, Mag-ina 
Master and servant. Magpanginoon. 

If more than one of secondary associated parties are to be 
expressed, the first syllable of the principal one should be repeated. 

Father and children. Magaama. 
Mother and children. Mag-iina. 

Mag is also prefixed to one of the associated parties when it 
is coupled to a proper personal noun, but then the latter should be 
put in the possessive case. 

Jesus and His mother, Mag-ina ni Jesus. 
George and his son. Mag-ama ni Jorge. 
Mary and her father. Mag-ama ni Maria. 

An-hin, if suffixed to a substantive root indicative of a natural 
product, the noun of the place for such product to be found, is 
formed. ' 
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Paddy, rice field. Palay, palayan. 
Cocoa-nut, 7“ cocoa-nut plantation. Niog, niogan, 
Sugar-cane, sugar-plantation, Tubo, tubohan. 
Plant, garden. Halaman. halamanan, 
Stone, quarry, Bato, batohan. 

If ca is _prefixed to these first derivatives, the second derivative 
thus formed will be more collective. 

Rice-field. Tract abounding with. “8H Palayan, capalayan. 
Plantation of 
plantain-trees. | Do. do. Saguingan. casaguingan. 

The same suffix forms, with verbal roots, the place where the 
action is performed. 

Bath, bath-room. Paligo, paliguan. 
Cell, sleeping-chamber. Silid, siliran, or silid. 
Dancing, ball. Sayao, sayduan. 

From verbal roots, too, nouns indicative of the instrument for 
the perfomance of the action are formed by prefixing the particle 
pan, which generally becomes pa before b, p, s, t, and pang before 
a vowel. In roots the first syllable of which begins with c or d, 
not only these consonants are dropped, but also the last letter of the 

. the particle changes to ng. 

Striking, hammer. Pocpoc, pamocpoc. 
Writing, pen. Sulat, panulat. 
Shaving, razor, Ahit, pangahit. 
Boring, auger. Butas, pamutas. 
Tying, rope. Tali, panali. 
Clinging to, hook. Cauit, pangauit. 

In a way peculiar to Tagalog, verbs in any tense or voice, or 
verbs indicating the various changes the action undergoes, may be 
used as nouns by merely substituting ang for the noun or pronoun 
representing the agent. As this matter properly belongs to the verb, 
only a few hints are given here, and the learner is referred to furth 
‘er explanations in the corresponding chapters. 

The entering. Ang pumasoc. 
The giving. h Ang pagbibigay. 
Bia he who is actually | Ang ungmadral. 

The student, he who studied. Ang nagaral. 
The future purchaser. Ang bibih. 
The sold commodity, the thing 

which is being sold. : 
The seller, he who has been a seller. Ang nacapagbill. 
The walking, the manner of walk- } : 

ing, the gait. Ang HaBcaleca 

What is being prohibited. . Ang ypinagbabaual. 
Rain wet, rain damaged, the thing 

that has been damaged by the > Ang inolanan, ang pinagolanan, 
rain. 

| Ang ypinagbibih. 
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Went. (thither). Naparoon. 

Came here. Naparitd, naparini. 

( (to the place where 

Went there. the person address- | Napariyan. 

ed stands). | 

Went home. Napasabahay. 
( (marking present | 

To be going } "notion to a distant 3 Napapardon, or, naparordon. 
there. ( ( place). 

To be going Into town. Napapasabayan, or, napasasabayan. 

mata asaan bana ( Napaparitd, or, naparirito. 

br Nal : | Napaparini, or, naparirinl. 

Father-in-law or mother-in-law. Bianan. (lalaqui or babaye). 

Son or daughter-in-law. Manugang. (do do). 

Short, little, small. Maliit, munti. 

Nobody, no one. Uala sinoman, isa ma,i, uala. 

Buffalo. (animal). Calabdo, damulag. 

Bird. Copper. Name. Ibon. Tangsdé. Ngalan, pangalan. 

Broom. Foot. Mouth. Ualis, pangualis. Paa. Bibig. 

Somebody, some one, anybody, ) Sinoman bilang ha laud 

any one, whoever, whosoever. | 
Any, anything, whatever, what- / 

soever. | 
Whichever, whichsoever. Alin man, alin mang bagay. 
How much?, how many? (when a 

number is inquired after). 
How much? (when measure is } uae 

inquired after). ana 

Anoman, anomang bagay. 

| gMagcaand? gIlan?, gilan baga? 

LI 

An interrogative pronoun followed or suffixed by the adverb 

man is thereby converted into an indefinite one. 

EIGHTH EXERCISE. 

Did your uncle go there? My uncle did not go there, it is 
my aunt who went there. Did your wife's friend come here? He: 
did not come here, he went home. Did Alfred and his master, go to 

your house? They both went to our house. Where are John’s two 
companions? They went to town. Did they go there? Yes, they 
went there, and the three brothers Cruz are coming. Did not Peter 
and his father go to the country? Peter and his father did not go 
to the country, they went to church. Are the wife and the husband 
going there to the forest? They are going to the town. Is your 
clothing new or old? My clothing is old. (worn out). Are their 
looking-glasses entire (sound) or broken? They are are not broken, 
they are worn out. Are my mother's sister's cats white or black? 
My mother's sister's cats are neither white nor black. Is your sister's 
virtue great? My sister's virtue is great. Is the wisdom of God, 
great? The wisdom of God has no equal. Who are wise? The 
sound are wise. Is the purity of our souls a beautiful thing? The 
purity of our souls is a beautiful thing. Who are fellow-passengers? 
Peter, John and Mary are fellow-passengers. How many companions 
are you? George and I are companions. How many enemies came 
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here? No enemies came here. Are Mary and you alike in face? 
Yes, Mary and I are alike in face. How many brothers are they? 
They are two brothers. Are you master and servant? Yes, we are 
master and servant. Are you father and son? No, we are not father 
and son. Are they sisters-in-law? Yes, they are sisters-in-law. Are 
they friends? No, they are not friends. Did John and his brother 
go into the forest? John and his brother did not go into the forest, 
they are at school. Did the father and his children come here? ‘lhe 
father and his children did not come here. Did Jane and her 
mother go to church. (mass)? No, Jane and her mother went to 
Cavite. Who is at home? No one. Where did my uncle’s buffalo 
go? Your uncle’s buffalo went into the fields. Did his bird go into 
your father's-in-law house? No, it went into my son’s-in-law. What 
is your name? My name is Anthony. Where is my servant's broom? 
Your servant's broom is not here. Is your foot well? It is not well. 
Where are the teeth? The teeth are in the mouth. Has anybody 
gone to Iloilo? No one has gone there. Has Mary's brother her pen? 
Her brother has not her pen; but he has her letter Has the 
carpenter the steel hammer? He has not the steel hammer, he has 
his brother'sin-law razor. Who has the carpenter's auger? The black- 
smith has the carpenter's auger. Has the tailor my son's tying rope? 
The tailor has not your son’s tying-rope; but he has your book. 

NINTH LESSON. YCASIYAM NA PAGARAL. 

RELATIVE PRONOUNS. 

As in the case of the substantive verb, there is no specific 
word in Tagalog for the relative pronoun; but ang and the linking 
particles sometimes, and sometimes the mere arrangement of words, 
serve to perform the functions of relatives, much in the same way 
as that which has been explained for expressing the copula, and after 
the manner the English relative is understood in phrases like “the 
man you saw”, “the boy coming here,” e'c.. (1). The use of the 
relative pronoun in Tagalog generally reyuires its antecedent to be 
preceded by the article. 

The illustrations in this lesson will convey to the student further 
enlightenment on the subject. 

That, which, who, whom. (relative. ! Na, ng, g. (linking particles). 
‘ pronouns). 

What, that which, the one which. Ang.............. , ang na. a 
The man who is coming here is Ang taudng napaparitd,i, ang aquing 
my father. ama. 

(1) 1t may perhaps give the leirner some clue as to th is seeming anomaly 
to say here that every word and every relation between words carry along with 
them in Tagalog, respectively, the substantive verb and the relative pronoun under- 
stood. It is in this way that Europeans speaking the langua ge when using, fur 
instance, the word aso,and the expression batang mulicot are led to believe that 
they say; “dog”, “naughty boy”, whoa thay really say: “to be a dog,” ‘the boy that 
is naughty.” 
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This woman whom you love is Itong babayeng sinisinta mo,i, capa- 
my sister. tid co 

The letter which you wrote to me. Ang sulat na ysinulat mo sa aquin. 
What I have is my sister’s-in-law Ang na sa aquin ay ang payong nang 

umbrella. aquing hipag. 
That. (conjunction). Na. 
Tell John's son to go into the “Sabihin mo sa anac ni Juan na pa- 

country. sabuquid siya. 

Do not tell him that I am here. Sa nee sabibie SA. Gaul. NG 

In the preceding examples the English relative pronoun is express- 
ed by the ligaments, which, in this case, cannot be suppressed. 

Students must understand that the mere replacing of the verbal 
ligament by the nominal one or by ang, with the objective case before 
a verb, is a sure indication of the existence of a relative pronoun. 
Attention should be paid to the difference of sence in the following phrases: 

That man is coming here. Iyang taud ay napaparito. 
The man that is coming here.... Aug taudng napaparito............... 
You love this woman. Ytong babayeng itd,i, sinisinta mo. 
This woman whom you love. Ytong babayeng sinisinta mo. 
You wrote the letter to me. Sinulatan mo aco. 
The letter that you wrote to me. Ang silat na ysinulat mo sa aquin. 

I have my sister's in-law umbrella. Na sa aquin ang payong nang aquing 
hipag 

What I have is my sister’s-inlaw Ang na sa aquin ay ang payong nang 
umbrella. hipag co. 

Street, road. Lansangan, daan. 
Way, thorouhgfare. Daan 
Highroad. Carsada. (corr. from Sp. word cdlzada.) 
et a disposition, inward im agandang dob, calooban. 

Memory, recollection. Alaala. 

Gratitude, gratefulness, obligation. f Yng Na loob. (lit., debt from the, 

Noble, precious, dear. Mahal. 
Rascal, impudent fellow, cruel. Tampalasan, tacsil. 
Stone. Stone quarry. Bato. Batohan. 
Head. Bolster. Old, Olonan, onan. 
Cousin. Pinsan. 
Cocke | Tagapagsding, cosinero. (corr. of Sp. 

: ‘ ( Word, cocinero). 
Ox or cow. Baca. (corr. of Sp. word, vaca.) 
But. (conjunction). eee datapdua, nguni, subali, alin- 

Other. Iba, isa. 
Another, one more. Isa pa, iba pa. 
Foreigner. Taga ibang lupain. 
Stranger... Taga ibang bayan. 
Sea. Dagat. 
Seaman. Tagardgat, magdadagat. 

for papers.) cartera, (Sp.), supot Pocket-book, porfolio. 
n nang sulat. 

[ir nang sulat. (lit., hiding-place 
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Garden, orchard, Plant. Halamanan. Halaman, pananim. 
Corn, Grain. Butil. 
Granary. Tambbobong, camalig. 
Principal, head, leader, lord, ) Guin: I aristocracy. | uinod; caguinoohan. 

... In the above instances ca and an are used to form nouns in: 
dicative of the place where the thing or matter referred to by the 
root is to be found, and, in the case of persons, the collective noun 
which considers them as an entity or a body. 

Hair. Forehead. Buhoc. Nod. 
Lip. Neck. Labi. Liig. 
Shoulders. Orphan. Manga balicat. Olila. 
Strong. Feeble, weak. Malacas. Mahina. 

This one, this other. Itong isa, itdng iba. 
That other, that over there. Iyang isa, iyang iba. 

Isa-itbng isa, circumscribes more the number of things, among 
which the one pointed out is, than itong iba,. etc.. 

Is this stone for this house? jang baong HG], aio sa bahay na ; t ito baga? 
No, it is for that other, that AG Hindi, diyan sa ish. 

there. 

Is this bread for that child? j elibng bag ay na Ho, doon, sx balang: 
yaon 

It is for that other. Doon sa isa. 
Before (adv.), a while ago. Cangina, dati, sandali lamang. 
Afterwards, by and by. Mamea, mamaya-maya. 
Yesterday. Cahapon. 
The day before yesterday. Camacalaua. (pa). 
Some days ago. Camacailan Arao. 
Just this morning. before in the) Canginang umaga. 

morning. j 
When? gCailan? 

Camaca is a plural prefix which indicates as many past days' 
as are expressed by the root to which it is joined. 

Three days ago. Camacatld. 
Ten days ago. Camacapduo, macadaluanpouo. 

“To be”, not having a specific expression in Tagalog, the rela- 
tion of tense is generally conveyed by some adverb or word expressive 
of time if not otherwise inferred from the context. Now-a-days, ho- 
wever, the expressions: naririto, naririyan, naroroon, for the present - 
tense, are employed. 

We were yesterday in the country. Cahapo,i, camf nardon sa buquid. 
Were they here at our town some ¢Camacaildn pa,i, naritd baga sila sa 

days ago? Boe "la n ” 
paga ¢Cailan baga ang ama nang iyong 

When. Ma AA oe an bianang lalaqui naroon sa bahay 
father at your son's-in-law / nang mantigang mong lalaqui? 
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He was there this morning. Nardon siyd canginang umaga. 

Maey are ever Mary's household t gAlila ca baga sa dati nina Maria? 

Yes, I was formerly their servant. Oo, aco,i, alila nila noon dati. 

: NariyAn--papariyAn ca baga sa sim- 
Will you be at church? i é bahan mamaya-maya? 

I shall be there. Aco,i, nariyan—=papariy4n mamed. 

He will soon be Mary s husband. SiyA mamea ang cay Mariang asdua. 

The above instances are intended to give the student a hint 

as to how the use of adverbsof time may sometimes dispense with the 

employment of the proper tenses of the verb, and are in every respect 

grammatical; but they are not idiomatic speech. and the same expressions 

wouldbe better rendered in Tagalog by converting nouns into verbs 

and conjugating them in a way which will not yet be understood by 
the learner at this stage of the work. 

NINTH EXERCISE. 

Whose are these trees? My father’s. Whose do you say? My 
father’s. Whose children are those? Mine. Wuich gun has he? He 

has his own. Was your wife on the street yesterday? She was there 
the day before yesterday. Was any body on the road? Nobody was 
on the road. Has man a good disposition towards God? Yes, man 
has a good disposition towards God. What is memory? Memory is 
a power of our soul. Has my mother-in-law an ox? She has two 
oxen. Has the foreigner some of these plants in his garden? No, 
he has not any of these, but he has others. Is the sea large? The 
sea is large. Where are the seamen? The seamen are at the garden of 
our neighbour. Have they any grain? They have no grain. What 
have they in their pocket-books? They have money therein. Where 
are your granaries? My granaries are at the rice-fields. Where are the 
aristocracy of this town? The aristocracy of this town are at church, 
How many plants have you in his garden? I have no plants in his 
garden. Was his hair black? His hair was black. Where are located 
the forehead, the lips and the neck? On the head. Is the orphan boy 
strong or weak? 'Heis weak. Isthat man coming here your brother? My 
brother is the one going there. Are those letters for your father? The 
letters for my father are those on thetable. Is that one the woman whom 
you love? The woman I loveis my mother. What shall I say to my 
sister? Tell your sister not to go to Iloilo. Shall I tell them to go 
into the country? Do not say that. Which of these two books is for my 
cousin? The new book is for your cousin, this other is for your son. 
Is that bottle for this child? No, it is for that other. Did you go to the 
garden before? I didnot go there. When did John come here? ‘It was 
some days ago that John came here? Did your sister’s-in-law mother 
go into towa yesterday? She went there the day before yesterday. 
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TENTH LESSON. YCAPOUONG PAGARAL. 

INTENSIVES. 

The sense of nouns, adjectives and verbs is in Tagalog very 
frequently intensified, either by the reduplication, sometimes of a 
syllable or syllables, sometimes of the entire word, or, by the employ- 
ment of enclitic particles, or by using both these ways. 

In addition to the above, there are other independent particles 
and expressions which intensify the sense of the preceding word, 
these corresponding closely in meaning to “certainly,” “indeed,” 
“most,” “exceedingly,” “own,””' “self” and similar English terms, though 
some of them may be considered as expletives and are sometimes un- 
translatable. A few have already appeared in foregoing lessons and 
others will appear in their proper places, but it seems advisable 
however to acquaint the student with them at this early stage in 
view of the fact that natives make a very extensive use of them, as 
they give force and precision to what they say. 

Although other words and expressions may be rated as inten- 
sives, only the following are here considered: bagd, cayd, mona, 
mandin, namin, nanga, nga, ngani, pa, pald, po, rin, sarili, siyd, siya 
nga and siyd naud. All of them, except sarili, come immediately 
after the word the sense of which is intended to intensify. 

Bagd and caya are the well known interrogative particles, the 
latter being the more emphatic. Bagd merely inquires, in cayd there 
lies the implication that the inquirer's opinion is known to the opposite 
party and concurrence therein is required. 

Are you, perchance, John's uncle's gIcao baga ang anac nang amain ni 
son. Juan? 

What!, are you, perchance, a king? Ay and, hari ca caya? 

Bagi may be used in an affirmative sense as an alternative 
conjunction, serving as explanatory to the preceding word or sentence, 

as in: 

Bliss, that is to say, the glory of Ang caloualhatian, gloria baga nang 

God. Dios. 

Baga may likewise be used in a conditional or dubitative sen- 

tence, it being then an expletive term rendering the expression round 

an euphonic. 

(Cun cayd nga,i, sungmisinta--ungmi- 

If you, then, love your parents. ibig sa inyong manga magulang, or, 
cun cayo baga .. 

Cayé may be used in the secondary clause or sentence as a 

coordinate causative conjunction. 

He had to tell me something, that May sasabihin siya sa aquin, caya na- 

is the reason why he came. parito. 
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Mona may be parsed as an adverb of time, but is used exple- 
tively in a way for which there exists no exact equivalent in English. 
Tt nearly corresponds to the German “nur” or its corresponding English 
“only” in phrases like: “only, do say it, please”, etc. 

Only wait. Hintay ca mona. 
D0: Mi kanang yet. Houag mona. 

Mandin, nanga, nga, ngani and din or rin correspond all of them 
to “yes indeed,” “most certainly,” “absolutely” “self,” and similar Eng- 
lish expressions. 

Why! Is it you? glcdo baga? 
It is I myself. Aco nga. 

How! was it the women who stole? | Pa babaye Ka pala. ang 

Yes, the very women themselves. | manga babaye din, or, nga, 

Even they themselves did. Sila nga, mandin. 
tis you, indeed, itis you yourselves. Cayo nga, cayo ngani. 
I myself. Aco rin, aco din, aco nga. 
They themselves. Sila rin, sIlA nanga. 

Naman, as an intensive, isa word of which it is difficult to give 
the right signification, but it ishoped that the examples which follow 
may convey to the student a fairly accurate idea of its meaning and uses. 

Ti a native goes into a store for some commodity and finds the 
price thereof exorbitant, he, in all probability, will give went to his 
opinion, saying: mahal namdn. If the arrival of some one becomes 
uncertain or is despaired of and a native is consulted on the matter, he 
will reasure him, thus seeking his advice, by saying: darating namin. 
If two natives enter into a controversy over some question, he who 
assumes that he has the better of the argument will wind up his 
remarks and put a stop to further altercation by saying: icdo namin. 
Thus, naman comes to be somewnat analogous to such English words 
and expressions as “also,” “too,” “anyhow,” “all the same,” “into the 
bargain,’ “forz-with all that”, etc., used either expletively as connecting 
the sense to mental reflections, or as an intimation that the speaker 
refrains from further comment only for the sake of peace. 

Pa means “yet,” “still,” “even,' when these English adverbs are 
used to denote that such a result as the one in question was not to 
be expected. 

Even the teacher could not under- Di nacatalastés ang maestro, at gicdo 
stand, and you can? pa? 

Over and above my having fur") gi Wak cea aah ka . a 
nished him with clothes and ( Siyd:b pinaramta,t, pinacdin co, itd pa 

food, still this reward? | ang ganti? 

Pala is also interrogative and is used in the sense of the Eng- 
lish conjunction “then,” “therefore.” 

So then, was it you that cried? Icdo baga pala ang nag-iyac? 

Po, the contraction of poon, “lord,” or, more probably, the Malay 
intensive pun, which natives use profusely, is the equivalent of the 
English “sir” and like this is only used in the vocative case. 
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Yes, sir. Oo, po. 
No, sir, Di, po. 
You, your lordship. Icdo po, cayo po. 
As you like. Icao la po. 

Sarili is used adjectively for the English “own” and comes be 
fore, not after the noun. 

Taas tim. with my own eyes ,Naquita co siya nang aquin sariling 
: ( mata. 

I paid it out of my own money. ep a co nang aquin sariling sa- 

Siya, the third person pronoun in the singular, is used as inten- 
sive in a sense which includes those of the demonstrative and the 
relative. When so used, it comes to be as an emphatic means of 
recalling to memory the subject of the sentence, and refers to persons 
and things both in the singular and in the plural. 

Joseph, it was he who stole. Si Jose, siya ang nagnacao. 
My mother, it was she who wept. Ang aquing ina, siyA ang nagtangis. 

Drunkness is what killed him. j Ang calangohang siyang ypinatay sa 
caniya. 

You yourself is what I said. Icao nga, siya ang nagsabi aco. 
It was the Spaniards who discov- Ang manga castila ang siydng tungmo- 

ered America. clas=nacatuclas nang lupain America. 

Siya, as an intensive, somewhat corresponds with all genders and 

numbers of the English reflective pronoun when used adjectively in 
reference to nouns. 

The blacksmith himself made it. Ang panday bacal, siya ang gungmauad. 

The aunt herself returned it back. Ang ali siyAng nagsaoli. 
Ang cayamana,i, siyang yquinasamd 

Wealth itself caused his ruin. NO, 

Siya nga, “just so”, “just that way”, denotes an absolute coinci- 
dence in views or opinion with what has been previously said. 

Look here, is it in this manner that Tingnan mo, ¢ganitd baga ang pag- 
_ mats can be made? .gaua nang banig? 
Just that way. Siya nga? . 

Siya naud is optative and stands for “amen,” “may it be so,” 

“may God grant it,” etc.. 

May he arrive in peacel. Dumating naud siya nang bandyad!. 
Sites in order that we may thus .. nang macamtén naming ang calo- 

attain the glory of God, amen. ualhatiang nang Dios, siya naud 

The full force of the preceding idiomatic words and expressions 

can only be. appreciated on learning the langaage and hearing them 

used by the natives. 4 
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Though I, even I, Aco man. 
Toough Peter came here. Naparito=pumaritd man Si Pedro. 
Although a mau be virtuous. Banal man ang taub. 

Man is a postpositive particle which circumscribes the sense 
of the word preceding in an oppositive sense. 

Is it, by chance, their father that gCanilang ama cayA yaong taudng 
man who is coming here? napaparito? 

Yes, indeed, it is he himself. Siya nga. (pala). 
Was it he... that...? gSiya baga ang...? 
How ! how now, arethey, then, here Ay ano, naritb nga baga sila sa 

in town? bayan? 
Most certainly. Oo, ngani, 00, nga, siya nga. 
Is that true? éTotod baga iyan? 
Yes, indeed, it is absolutely true. Totoong totod, totod nga, totod mandin. 
Why, is it you who say so? (Ay and, cayé nanga ang nagsasabi? 
Of course, it is we. Ay and, cami nga 
Ts this your child? gltd pala ang anac mo? 
It is. Siya nga. (pala). 
Ohl how tall! jAbaal, malaqui--mataas nga. 

ylyang babayeng iyan nga baga ang ? ae eas Is that the same woman you love? bi ace 
paaa 

The very same. Siya rin, (nga). 

Week, a week. Isang lingo. 
Seven. Twelve. Pitd. Labing dalaua. 
To mention. Turan, magturan 
In the middle. Na sa guitna. 
Moon, month. Bouan. 
January. Enero. \ 
February. Febrero \ 
March. Marzo. 
April. Abril. 
naig Mayo. 
une. Junto. : 

July. Tule (Spanish). 
August. Agosto. 
September, Septiembre. 
October. Octubre. 
November. Noviembre. 
December. Diciembre. 
The: mouth 0t March. | Boudng Marzo, or, boudn na Marzo 

| ang ngalan. 
Year. Taon. 
Have you the letter which my gNa sa iyo baga ang sulat nang aquing 

‘brother had? capatid?, or, na na sa aquing capatir? 
I have not the letter which your Uala sa aquin ang sulat nang capatid 

brother had. mo, or, na na sa iyong capatid. 
I have the letter which they had. | ai na na sa canila ang na sa 

Which horse has he? gAling cabayd ang na sa caniya? 
When possession is meant, the English personal pronouns iu 

relative clauses, or discriminative sentences may be rendered in 
Tagalog by the possessive ones, the verb “to have” remaining un- 
translated as seen above. 
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Monday. Lines. 
Tuesday. Martes. 
Wednesday. Miércoles ‘ 
Thursday. Tueves. (Spanish). 
Friday. Viernes. 
Saturday. Sabado. 
Sunday. Lingo (corr. of Sp. word, Domingo). 
The beginning. Ang mula. 
The middle. Ang pag-itan, paguitan. 
The end: |Ang catapusan (time), ang hangan. 

( (time and place). 
The trunk of a tree. Ang pono. 
Branch. Color. Sanga. Culay. 
Dark. Yellow. Madilim. Madildo, dilao. 
Red. Mapula, pula 
What?, what then? (in a tone of). Pa 99 

surprise). Na cea 

TENTH EXERCISE. 

What tree is that? Tuis tree is oak. (molauin). Are its leaves large 
and beautiful? Certainly Whose sons are these children? They 
are my sons. And that one, whose son is he? He is my friend's. 
How many months are there in a year? There are twelve months 
in a year. Name them. January, etc... How many days are there 
in a week? There are seven days in a week. Name them. Sunday, 
etc... What month is this? The month of April. Will you be here in 
the month of April? I will not be here in the month of April. I will 
be here in the month of July. When do you go to the farm? I go (will 
go) to the farm on Thursday. Are you not in town on Tuesdays? I am 
in town on Sundays. When do you (will you) go to Manila? I go to 
Manila on Saturday. Is he going to church on Sunday? He is going 
to church on Sunday. What day is this? (to day). Itis Friday. When 
do they go to the garden? They go to the garden at the commence- 
ment of the week. What is the last day in the month? The end of 
the month is Wednesday. What month is at the end of the year? 
The month at the end of the year is December. What color is 
the trunk of that tree? The color of the trunk of this tree is red. 
Is it not yellow? No, it is brown. Is the day dark? No, it is 
not dark. What day is at the middle of the week? Thursday 13 
at the middle of of the week. What then? Nothing at all. 'Why!, 
Is it that there is no God here on Earth? Yes, indeed, there is 

one God here everywhere. Why! Is it the brother of Peter who 
went there? It was he himself who went there. What! Are you 
here? Of course, I am here. Then, is God great? Of course, He 

is great. Is it you then, who are there? Of course, it is I. Is it 
you yourself who went to Manila in October? I myself went there. 

Who stole some books? It was the women who stole some books. 

Where is God? Wherever you go, there is God. Is that true? It 
is true. Have you seen John at church? No, sir, although he may be 
in town, he does not go to cburch. Is that which he is saying true? 

It is the very truth, sir, I myself saw it with my own eyes. 
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ELEVENTH LESSON. YCALABING ISANG PAGARAL. 

NUMERAL ADJECTIVES. 

Cardinal Numerals. 

The numerals in Tagalog are exceedingly simple. They always 
precede the noun. 

Cardinal numbers, from eleven to nineteen inclusive, are formed 
from the digits by preceding the latter with the particle labi “more,” used 
as a coefficient. Multiples of ten up to ninety inclusive, have the 
termination pouo, “ten,” (polo, the word for “ten”, in the Bisayan and 
Bicol dialects being also used in several places ). Intermediate num 
bers are formed simply by adding the units. Above one hundred, 
isang daan, and “one thousand,” isang libo, the numbers proceed with 
equal regularity: 326, tatlong ddan, dalauing pouo,t. anim; 2,641. da- 
lauding libo, anim na raan, dpat na pdwo,t, isd. 

Certain terms for high numbers have been borrowed from the 
Sanskrit language and have been, as in Malay and Javanese. misapplied 
to Tagalog, namely: lacsé, (Sansk. laksha, 100.000.), and yota, (Sansk. 
ayota, 10.000.). The numbers represented by these words in Tagalog 
are: isang lacsd-sang lacsd, “ten thousand,” isdng yota-sang yota, “a 
hundred thousand,” sangpouong yota, “one million.” 

To express a quantity which approaches what in English is 
called a round number, it is sometimes convenient to state the latter 
qualified by the figure in which it is deficient, using the word cilang 
=colang, “less”, “save,” as is done in the old-fashioned phrase “forty 
stripes save one.” Thus, instead of isang ddan siyam na pouo,t, walo 
“one hnndred ninety eight,” the phrase célang nang dalaud sa dala- 
uang ddan, may be used. 

The student will do well to acquaint himself with the Spanish nume- 
rals, for they are largely made use of by natives in counting 

One. Two. Three. 
Four. Five. Six 
Seven. Eight. Nine. 
Ten. Eleven. 
Twelve. Thirteen. 
Fourteen. Fifteen. 

Ish. Dalaua. Tatlo. 
Apat. Lima. Anim. 
Pitb. Uald. Siyam. 
Sangpduo. Labing 
Labing dalaua. Labing tatlo. 
Labing apat. Labing lima. 

isd. 

Sixteen. Labing Anim. 
Seventeen. Labing pito. 
Fighteen. Labing ualo. 
Nineteen. Labing siyam. 
Twenty. Dalauang pouo. 
Twenty-one. Dalauang pouo,t, isd. 
Thirty. Tailbng pduo. 
Thirty-two. Tatlong pduo,t, dalaua. 
Forty. Apat na pduo. 
Forty-three. Apat na pouoot, tatlo. 
Fifty. Limang pouo. 
Fifty-four. Limang pouo,t, Apat. 
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Sixty. 
Sixty-five. 
Seventy. 
Seventy-six. 
Fighty. 
Fighty-seven. 
Ninety. 
Ninety-eight. 
One hundred. 
One hundred and nine. 
Une hundred and twenty. 
Two hundred. 
Two hundred and fifty. 
Three hundred. 
Three hundred and sixty-nine. 
Four hundred. 
Five hundred. 
Six hundred. 
Seven hundred. 
Fight hundred. 
Nine hundred. 
One thousand. 
Eleven hundred. 
Two thousand. 
Nine (thousand. 
Ten thousand. 
Thirty thousand. 
Seventy thousand. 
One hundred thousand 
Two hundred thousand 
One million. 
How much? (inquiring as to price). 
Price. 
How much is the price of that? 
Six dollars. 

Anim na pouo. 
Anim na pouo,t, lima. 
Pitong pduo. 
Pitbng pouo,t, anim. 
Ualdng pouo. 
Ualdng pouo,t, pito. 
Siyam na pouo. 
Siyam na pouo,t, ualod. 
Sang ddan, isang daan. 
Sang daa,t, siyam. 
Sang daa,t, dalauang pouo. 
Dalauang daan. 
Dalauang daa,t, linang pouo. 
Tatlong daan. 
Tatlong daa,t, anim na pouo,t, siyam. 
Apat na daan, Apat na rdan. 
Limang daan, 
Anim na daan. 
Pitong daan. 
Ualong daan 
Siyam na dian. 
Sang libo, isang libo. 
Isang libd,t, isang daan. 
Dalauang libo. 
Siyam na libo. 
Sang lacsd, isang lacsd 
Tatlong lacsa. 
Pitdng lacsa. 
Sang yota, isang yota. 
Dalauang yota. 
Sang pduong yota, sang angao angao. 
aMagcand? 
Halaga 
éMagcand ang halaga niyan? 
Anim na piso. (Sp. peso). 

Cardinal numerals may be preceded by the article in a deter- 
minate sense, as in English. Ang tatlong pisos na ybinigay co sa iyo, 
“the three dollars I gave you.’ 

Labi, which precedes the digit numbers to form the first denary, 
means “more,” and.is linked to the number. In the same way the 
different parts of a complex numeral are linked to each other by 
means of the ligaments. If the number is not a round one, att 
comes before the last expression of the quantity, and not, as in 
English, before the denaries. 

Only, but. 
Only one. 
Only two. 
The only. 
A hundred only. 

Lamang. 
Isa lamang, iisa. 
Dalaua lamang, dadalaua. 
Sang pduo lamang, sasangpouo. 
Sang daan lamang, sasangdian. 

A number may be restricted in sense in the common way by 
the adverb, lamang, or by repeating the first syllable or the first two 
letters thereof if consisting of more than two. Lamang should be used 
after the numeral the sense of which it is intended to restrict. 
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Ordinal Numerals. 

Ordinal numerals are formed from the cardinals by prefixing to the 
latter the particle ica--yca, the first being altogether, and the three following 
somewhat, irregular in formation. Cardinal nnmerals beginning with 
a drop it to form the ordinal. Ordinal numerals are generally preceded 
by the article as in English. 

To precede, to go before. Ona, pangongona. 
The first. Ang naona, ang una. 
The second Ang ycalaua. 

, third. » ycatld. 
» fourth. » ycapat. 
., fifth. » ycalima 
» sixth. » ycanim. 
» seventh, » ycapito. 
» eight. » yeauald 
» ninth. » ycasiyam. 
» tenth. » ycasangpouo. 
» eleventh. » ycalabing isa. 
» twelfth. » yealabing dalaua. 
» twentieth. » yeadalauang pouo. 
» thirtieth. sn yeatlong pouo. 
» fiftieth. » ycalimang pouo. 
”  eighty-ninth » ycaualdng pouo,t, siyam. 
» hundredth. » ycasangdian. 
» thousandth. » yeasanglibd. 
» ten thousandth. »  yeasanglacsa. 

3.84384, | ” yeatlong libd, ualong daan, dpat 
( na pouo,t, tatlo. 

In complex numbers only the first and most embracing one is 
made ordinal in Tagalog, contrary to the English practice. 

The very first. Ang caonaonahan. 
The last. Ang hull. 
The very last. Ang cahulihulihan. 
The very first man was Adam. Ang caunaunahang taud ay si Adan. 
Oh! my God! I, the very last | Oh! Dios co!, aco, ang cahulihulihan 
among sinners. ( nang manga macasalanan. 

. The extreme ordinal numerats may be intensified in Tagalog by using the prefix ca, the suffix am and the reduplication of the root. 

Much. (num. adj.), many. Maram}. (from dami), 
Very much, a great deal, a great ) M many. ( araming marami. 
The majority, the most. Ang caramihan. 

Lahat, ang lahat. 
Enough. (adv). aa na, husto. (corr. of Sp. word, 

Justo), 
More than. (a cardinal number 

following). 
More than eight. Labis sa uald, higuit sa uald, 
More. (comparative). Lalo, lalo pa. 

Labis sa, higuit sa. 
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More (adv.), still, even. Pa. (always postponed). 
All mer are not #irinous. | ae oe na taud ay hindi manga 

nal. 
You have said enough. Sucat na ang sabi mo. 

\ gLalo ca pang mataas sa canyang ca- A Her i 9 : re you taller than bis brother? patid na lalaqui? 

I am taller than he. Lalo acong mataas sa caniya.. 
Has their father any more chickens? Pe NG STAN MAO KANG ? sisiu: 
He bas still more. Siya,i, mayroon pa. 
Now. (at present). Ngayon. 
Some, few. llan. 
Only a few. Ilan limang, iilan, or iilan lamang. 

Ildin, may likewise be made ordinal, being as quantiéme in French; 
der, die, das, den wievielste(n) in German, by prefixing ica--yca 
thereto. 

What day of the month is today?  Ilcailang arao ngayon nang bouan? 
To-day is the thirteenth Icalabing tatld ngayon. 
What place (in order) have they? gleailan baga sila? 

Manga, before a cardinal numeral imparts a seuse of indet- 
ermination. 

\ ¢llang bayong ang na sa canila?, o7, 
7v mayroon sila. 

ARTE . | Manga dalauang pouo, or, isang dala- Some twenty of them, about twenty. | uang péuo, 

How many bags have they? 

Manga, although plural, may, in this sense, be used for singular. 
-\bout one peck (ganta) of rice. Manga sang salop na bigas. 

Manga, alone, and not ang manga, comes before nouns in the 
plural when they are used indefinitely or in a partitive sense. 

Houses. Manga bahay. 
Men, people. Manga tauo. 

ELEVENTH EXERCISE. 

63.—128.—215. —519.—631.—911.—1.342.—3.000.—7.894.— 10.614. 
—25.813.—37.018.—70.800.—100.526.—362. 214 —836.565.—1.232.036.— 
3.434.608. What is the price of that cheese? Three dollars. How 
many houses has your father? He has none. Has your sister many 
looking-glasses? She has twenty. Have your parents all the rings? 
They have not all. How many children has the brother of Anthony? 
He has seven. Are all of them pretty? Three are pretty, the others 
are ugly. How many brothers has your uncle? My uncle has five 
brothers. How many of them are male? (1). Three of them are 

(1) In Tagalog, as heretofore explained. capatid includes both brothers 
and sisters. 
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male, the others are female. Has my aunt .nany trees? She has 
some. Where are the two brothers-in-law? They are at Cebu. How 
many women were there yesterday? A great many. Are there no 
books at home? We have many at home. Are there many dogs 
there? There are only a few. How many cats has my cousin? 
He has only one. Are there twenty birds at your farm? There 
are more than twenty. Where are they? They are on the branches 
of trees. Who told you there are many churches in Manila? My 
friends told me so. How many souls have we? We have only one 
How many fingers are there on your hand? Tbere are only four. 
Where, then, is the other? Well, then, the other is hidden. How 
many trees (trunks) are there in this garden? There are a great 
many. How many of them have branches and how many have 
none? Those not having branches are only a few. Who was the 
first man? The first man was Adam. And the first woman? Eve. 
What place in order has your sister at school? She is the fifth in 
order. What number have you? I have the 638th. Are you per- 
chance a great personage? JI am the last of men. Are all men 
bad (wicked)? No, only some of them are wicked. Are all women 
in your town judicious? The majority are judicious. Have you 
more than three pens? J have more than sixty. Is your friend 
older than his brother? He is taller, but he is not older. Have 
you still more sons? I have two more. What day of the week is 
to day? Today is Tuesday. And what day of the month was yes- 
terday? Yesterday was the 25th. How many dollars (about how 
many) have you? I have some thirty dollars. 

TWELFTH LESSON. YCALABING DALAUANG PAGARAL. 

NUMERAL ADJECTIVES. (continued). 

Adverbial Numerals. 

The adverbial numerals are formed by prefixing maca to the card 
nals, the first being altogether, and the second and third somewhat, 
rregular. 

Once. Twice. Minsan. Macalaua. 
Thrice, three times. Macaitld, macatld--macatatlb. 
Four times. Macaapat. 
Five Macalima. 
Six ya Macaanim. 
Seven mi Macapitd 
Eight is Macauald. 
Nine Na Macasiyam. 
Ten si Macasangpouo, 
Eleven Mm Macalabing isa. 
Nineteen Hi Macalabing siyam. 
A hundre  ,, Macasangdaan. 
A thousand ,,” Macasanglibd, 
How many times?, how often? ¢Macaildn? 
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The restriction in sense my be made by repeating the first two 
letters for minsdn, and the first syllable of the particle for the others, 
besides the common way of using lamang or both lamang and the re- 
petiton. 

Once only, only once. Miminsan. 
Twice only, only twice. Macalaua. 
Ten times only. Mamacasangpouo. 
A hundred times only. Mamacasangdaan. 

These same adverbial numerals are used in some localities to 
denote multiplication, in the same way as the suffix “fold” in English, 
macalaud lalong malaqui, “twofold (doubly) greater or large.” 

#Nacaildn? is used by some people for gmacailan? Properly 
speaking, (nacaildn? expresses past time and gmacaildn? present or 
future: ¢Nacailan cang nagcasala?, “how many times did you commit 
sin?” ¢Macailin cang paparbon? “how often will you go there?” 
Beses (corrupt Spanish word for veces), (times) is sometimes used. 
gllang beses?, “how many times?” “how often?” 

How many times did you come ¢Nacailan—macaildn naparitd ca caha- 
here yesterday? pon? 

Twice. Macalaua. 
How often does your sister go (gMacailan bagang nagsisimba ang ca- 

to mass? patid mong babaye? 
Every Sunday. Lingo lingo. 

Distributive Abstract Numerals. 

These are formed by repeating the entire cardinal numeral if 

dissyllabic, and its two first syllables, if polisyHabic, without any ligament. 

One by one. Isaisa. 
Two by two, two at a time. Daladalaua. 
Three by three, three at atime. Tatld tatlo. 
Four ,, four, four ING ey Apat apat. 
Five ,, five, five se Be Ns Lima lima. 
Ten ,, ten, ten ea, Gs Sangpouo sangpouo" 

Labi labing dalaua. Dozen ,, dozen,a dozen ,, ,, ,,, 
cllan ilan?. How many at a time? 

Thousand by thousand. Sanglisanglibd. 

Hundred by hundred. Sangdasangdaan. 
Every day. daily. Arao Arao. 
Every hour, hourly. Oras oras. 
Every month, monthly. Bouan bouan 
Every year, yearly. Taon taon. 
Every week, weekly. Lingo lingo. 
Every Sunday. Do. do. 
Every Tuesday. Touing martes. 

Every Saturday. Do. sabado. 

“The half” is expressed by ang calahati. 

Partitive Numerals. 

The other partitive 

numerals in the singular are expressed by the ordinals with the 

article, the word bahagut, “share, 
> o st 
“portion; being optionally used at 

10 
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the end. For tho plural, the cardinals are used, the partitive, in the 
nominative case, and that indicative of the parts into which the unity 

is considered divided, in the possessive, with bahagwi following: 

The half. Ang calahat. 

The third. Ang ycatlong. (bahagui). 

The tenth. Ang ycasangpduong bahagui. 

Three fourths. Tatlb nang dapat na bahagui. 

The seven eighths. Ang pitd nang ualong bahagui. 

Distributive Determinate Numerals. 

These are formed by prefixing tig to the cardinals and by re- 
peating the first syllable from five upwards. 

One to each one, one each. Tig-isa 
Two to every one. Tigalaua. 
Three 54 * Tigatlo. 
Four pa a sg Tigapat. 
Five NN Ng pr Tiglilima. 
Six RN ss a Tigaanim. 
Seven Ni an a Tigpipito. 
Fight Hi NN p Tiguaualod. 
Nine a 9 NN Tigsisiyam. 
Ten FA nt Hi Tigsasangpduo. 
Eleven pi p pa Tiglalabing isa 
Twelve  ,, Hi is Tiglalabing dalaua. 
A dozen ,, Tig-isang dosena. (corr. of Sp. docena). 
How many to every one, at how 

many every one? 
How? In what manner? ¢Paand? 
How is, are? gMaanod? 

@Tig-iilan? 

Tig may also come before cardinal plural numerals indicative 
of the fixed or stamped value of a thing, without any repetition of 
syllable. Thus, “five dollars coined piece,” may be expressed, salaping 
tiglimang piso, “fifteen cents stamp,” seyong tiglabing limang sentimos, 
although na is more in use. In the southern provinces, tig serves to 
express the season in which anything occurs or is proper to be made: 
tigani, “harvest season,” tigpamdhao, “breakfast time.” 

The distributives for unities of price measure, etc are formed 
by prefixing man to the root-word of the standard unity, the first letter 
of the root undergoing the same changes as have been explained for 
the nouns of instrument in the Fighth Lesson. 

Bushel. Caban. 
Twenty-five cents value. Cahati. 
Twenty-five pound weight. Aroba. (Sp. arroba). 
One ounce weight of gold. Tahil. 
Half a real, $0.06, 4 Sicolo, sicaualo. 
One real. Sicapat. 
Half a dollar. Salapi, isang salapi 
Inch. Sandali, sang dali. 
Handbreadth measure. Dangcal 
Dollar. Piso. 
Farthing. Belis. (corr. of Sp. word maravedi). 
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At one bushel _ 
$ 0.25 
25 pound weight 
one ounce gold weight» 
half a real 
half dollar 
one real 
one inch 
handbreadth 
one dollar 
one farthing 

Hr 

The body. 
Time, weather, occasion. 
Opportunity, awaiting an op- 

portunity. 

Fine weather. 

Rough weather 
At dawn, morning; early in the 

morning. 
To-morrow morning. 
In the morning. 
Mouse. Rat. 

Louse. Louse, crablouse. 
Pig, swine. Sow. 
Boar, wild boar. 
To give, give. 
Gave. 
The giving. 
To be given. 
How many times did yougive bread? 
Seven times 
How many at a time to be given? 
Five at a time. 
Do you go to church every day? 

No, I go to church only once a week. 

Does he come here every Friday? 
No, he comes here every Sunday. 
How many to be given each? 
Two dozen to every one. 
Give (sing.) one bushel per head 
Give (plur.) 25 cents per head. 
How much money shall I give to 

each one? 
Give one real per head.. 
Shall I not give at the rate of one 

dollar to each? 
How is the weather to-day? 
The weather is fine. 
Is not the weather rough? 
Certainly, it is rough. 
When do you go to Parafiaque? 
To-morrow morning. 

per head. 

75 

Mangaban. 
Mangabati. 
Mangaroba, 
Manahil. 
Manicolo. 
Manalapi. 
Manicapat. 
Manandali, mandali. 
Manangcal, mandangcal. 
Mamiso. 
Manbelis. 

Ang cataoudn. 
Panahon. 

) Capanahonan. 

| Mabuting panahon, magandang 
nahon. 

Masamang panahon. 

pa: 

Omaga. 

Bucas nang umaga. 
Sa umaga. 
Daga, bulilit. 
Cutd. Toma. 
Babuy. Anacan, inahin. 
Babuy damo. 
Magbigay. (indet.). 
Nagbigay. (indet.). 
Ang pagbibigay. 
Ibigay. 
éMacailan nagbigay ca nang tinapay? 
Macapito. 
éllang ilan baga ang pagbibigay? 
Lima lima. 
éNapasasasimbahan ca baga Arao Arao. 

( Hindi, napapasasimbahan aco mimin- 
( san lingo lingo. 
éNapaparitd siya baga touing viernes? 
Hindi, napaparitd siya lingo lingo. 
éTig-ilan baga ang pagbibigay? 
Tigalauang dosena. 
Mangaban ang ybigay mo. 
Mangahati ang ybigay ninyo. 
gTig-ilAn baga ang ybibigay cong 

salapi? 
Manicapat ang ybigay mo. 

Daga. 

| j gElindi baga mamiso ang ybibigay co? 

coe baga ang panahon ngayon? 
Ang panaho,i, mabuti. 
gAng panahd,i, hindi baga masama? 
Masamang totoo. 
gCailan ca pasasa Parafiaque? 
Bucas nang umaga. 
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Does your father come here in the gAng ama mo baga,i, napaparitd sa 

morning or in the evening? umaga 6 sa gabi? 

In the evening. Sa gabi. 

TWELFTH EXERCISE 

Which book have you? I have the first. And where is the 
second? My brother has it. Is not October the ninth month of the 
year? No, Sir, October is the tenth. How many times did your 
child purloin? Only once. Did your uncle go three times to the 
garden? He went to the garden only once. How do you give your 
books? I give them one by one, but my master gives them three by 
three. Do you go to school every Thursday? I go there every day. 
How many hours are you at school in the morning? I stay there two 
hours. What day of the week do not your children go to school? 
They do not go to school on Sundays. How many pens did you give 
to every one? I gave seven pens to every one. How many did you 
say? I said seven pens. How much rice does their father give 
them? Their father gives one ganta eacb. And their uncle? Their 
uncle does not give them even a farthing each, their aunt gave them 
once 25 pound weight each. Is the weather fine in the month of 
October? The weather is rough in the month of October. Whea will 
you go to the garden? I will go there to-morrow morning. Are 
there many mice in your house? There are very few. Are there rats 
at your farm? There are rats and birds. Has your son any lice in 
his head? He has ‘none, but in his clothes there are crablice. Have 
you many swine? I have only only a boar and a sow. 

THIRTEENTH LESSON. YCALABING TATLONG PAGARAL. 

DEGREES OF COMPARISON. 

Comparative of Equality. 

The comparative of equality is formed in several ways, accord- 
ing as to whether a quantity, a quality or a thing is to be compared. 
Before going however into further explanations about the matter, the 
student should first become acquainted with the following words and 
combinations used for the purpose. 

\ Para, sing, casing, macasing, ¢a, gan- 
ga, pares, capares. 

Hs kakanan, ae ae nl, parang; sing, casing, magca- 
sing. (prefixed to the root). 

( Ga, (prefixed to the root of the adverb, 
) YO ios kapayat as. and ea, prefixed to the root of the 
( quality). 

As much....... as. Capara, caparis, capantay, magcasing. 
As many........ a8 jCapara, capares, capantay, parapara, 

t magcapares. 
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As I. Para co. 
As my brother. Para nang aquing capatid. 
As he. Para niya. 
As Alfred. _ Para ni Alfredo. 
As my cousin. Para nang aquing pinsan. 
As stone. Para nang bato, parang bato 
As this... Ganito, gaitd, para nito. 
sasak as this. Ganito ca .., gaitd ca..., para nito ca... 
eee ee Ganiyan, gandon, para niyan, para 

{ niyon. 
ro ae hae ( Ganiyan ca..., gandon ca.., para ni- 

yan ca..., para niyon ca... 
As these. Ganga nitd, para nitong manga itd. 
ere as these. Ganga nito ca. . 
As those. Ganga niyan, ganga noon. 
aes as those. Ganga niyang ca..., ganga noon ca... 

The comparison of quality is formed either by prefixing sing 
or casing to the root expresive of the quality, or by placing para 
after the adjective in full, with the possessive case of the thing or 
person serving as standard, at the end; the inflective formation being 
preferable. 

Si Pedro,i, singdinong (or casingdu- 
Peter is as wise as John. ) nong) ni Juan. 

( Si Pedro,i, marunong na para ni Juan. 

Itong cdhoy na itd,i, singtigds (or ca- 
singtigas--catigAs) nang bato. 

Itong cahoy na itd,i, matigas na para 
nang bato. 

This wood is as hard as stone. 

If an idea of assemblage is to be expressed, casing with the 

prefix mag may be used. The same sense is expressed by sing and 
the repetition of the first syllable of the root. 

Richard and his father are equally Ang magama ni Ricardo,i, magcasing- 

wise. dunong. 

Richard is as wise as his father. l a a ve 

For comparing two things, magcasing may be used between the 

nominative case of the one and the possessive of the other, or they 

may both be used in the nominative with magcasing following. 

Ang tindpay at ang dlac ay magcasin- 

dami, or, caparis nang alac ang dami. 

Ang manga itac casingdami nang ma- 

nga panulat, or, magcapara sing- 

: dami. 

As many khiyon ka pens. | Ang manga itac at ang manga panulat 

ay magcasingdaml, or, magcasinda- 

mi ang itac at ang panulat. 

Ang tinapay magcasingdami nang lac. 

As much bread as wine. 

Pares, capares, magcapares, may be used before the adjective 
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when both objects compared have been previously expressed, the 
prefix ca imparting a sense of companionship or likeness. 

Ang manga bata nang amain co at ang 
sa manga aquing pinsa,i, magcaca- 
paris nang taas, or, casingtdas nang 
manga andc nang aquing manga 
pinsan. 

My uncle's children are as tall as 
my cousins’. 

Ga is prefixed to the possessive case of the demonstrative 
pronouns, thus forming adverbs or adverbial comparative expressions; 
and if the comparison is made with an adjective, the latter takes ca, 

So, in this manner; so, as this. Ganitd, gaito. 
So, in that manner, as that. Ganiyan, ganoon. 
As large as this. Ganito calaqul. 
As old as that. Ganiyan catanda. 

Ga is also prefixed to the interrogative pronouns and and alin 
in the nominative when the extent of a quality is inquired after. 

To what degree is she virtuous? éGaand siya cabanal--banal? 
To which is it equal in beauty? aGaalin cariquit? 
It is pretty like that. Ganiyan cariquit. 

When ga or gaya is prefixed to a verb, it imparts a sense 
of mockery or ludicrous imitation of the action. 

As if you were selling, you pretend 
are selling. 

As if he were weeping hard 
Feigning he was weeping a great deal 

anagbibih ca, gayang nagbibili ca 

~~ —_—~ 

G 

- Ganagtatangis siya, or, gayang, etc.. 
_— 

Ganga may be employed as plural. 

As these. Ganga nito. 
As those. Ganga niyan, ganga noon. 
See as these. Ganga nito ca. .., 
sanag as those. Ganga niyan ca....., ganga ndéon ca ..... 

The comparison of quantity may be made by expressing the 
two objects compared in the nominative case with magcapares or magca 
pantay and the root of - quantity prefixed with ca at the end, the 
translation being literally “such a thing and such a thing are equal 
in quantity.” The possessive case of a proper noun may be used 
for the possessive pronoun. 

My brother has not so many books Ang aquing capatid ay ualang ganitd 
as these. caraming libro. 

My uncle has as much ink as my Ang tinta nang aquing amain at ang 
father nang aquing ama magcaparis---mag 

casingdami. 

Capara may govern the possessive case, or the nominative of a 
common noun. Parapara is generally used to denote plurality 
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Jewel, jewelry. Comb. Hiyas, alhaja. (Sp). Suelay. 
Ear. Work. Tainga. Gaud, pag-gaua. 
Eyelash. Wrist. Pilicmata. Galang-galangan. 
Flower. Bulac-lac 
Ankle Bocd nang paa, bool, sacong, 
Armpit. ; Quiliquili--caliquili. 
Rich, wealthy. Riches, wealth. Mayaman. Cayamanan. 
State, condition. Lagay. 
Is he well? gMabuti baga ang lagay niya? 

THIRTEENTH EXERCISE. 

You and your son are well? We are well. Has your male 
cousin any flowers in his garden? Yes, Sir, he has many flowers. 
Has he any other plants? Yes, Sir, he has other plants. Who have 
big houses? The wealthy have big houses. Are there any good 
houses in your town? Yes, Sir, there are some good houses. What 
other things have you? We have some oxen. Have you much 
more money? My baker has a great deal more. Has he more paper? 
He has more. Has the sailor as much coffee as tea? He has as 
much tea as coffee. Has this man as many friends as enemies? 
He has as many of the former as of the latter. Have they as 
many shoes as stockings? They have no stockings. Is my brother's 
hat as pretty as mine? Your brother's is as pretty as yours. Are 
you as wise as my uncle? I am not so wise as he. Is John as 
virtuous as my sister? They both are equally virtuous. Is that 
crystal as hard as stone? Stone is not so hard as this crystal. Is 
iron as white as silver? Iron is not as white as silver. Is ink es 
black as this? My ink is as black as that. Is my father’s steel as 
good as our uncle's? Both of them are equally good. Are these 
dogs as beautiful as those? These are not so beautiful. Is bread 
thus made? Yes, in that manner. ‘To what degree is my father 
old? Your father is as old as mine. To which degree is my aunt's 
servant wicked? He is as wicked as a thief. How pretty is my bird? 
It is pretty as a flower. Is Anthony as judicious as I? Both of 
you are judicious. What does he wish? He wishes to feign as if he 
were weeping hard. Are they as red as those? ‘They are as red as these. 
Is your jewelry as precious as my sister's? My jewelry is not so pre- 
cious as your sisters's. How many combs have you? J have two. Is 
your ear as black as my nose? It is as black as your wrist.” Where have 
you your ankles and armpits? My ankles are at my feet, my armpits 
(at) under my shoulders. Are Cruz’s family rich? They are rich. 
To what degree are they wealthy? They are wealthy asaking. Is your 
brother-in-law well? He is well. Are farmers as strong as villagers? 
Villagers are not so strong as farmers. Is the tailor as wealthy as my 
aunt's sister-in-law? Your aunt’s sister-in-law is as wealthy as the tailor. 
Are Americans as industrious as Natives? Natives are not so indus- 
trious as Americans, but they are as good seamen. Are women as tall 
as men? Men are not so beautiful as women, but women are not so 
tall as men. 
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FOURTEENTH LESSON. YCALABING APAT NA PAGARAL. 

DEGREES OF COMPARISON. (continued). 

Comparative of Superiority. 

The simplest way of forming the comparative of superiority in 

Tagalog is to put the object with which the comparison is made 
in the ablative case (locative) by the use of the prepositions sa or 

cay. (1). “Virtue is more precious than riches,” ang cabanala,t, mahal sa 

cayamanan, “Peter is richer than John,” Si Pedro,t, mayaman cay Juan, 

“my brother is taller than I,” ang capatid co,!, matdas sa aquin, but it 

is both more idiomatic and more emphatic to insert the adverbs lalo, 

“more:” pa, “still,” or lalo pa, “more still,” between the things com- 
pared, with the same construction. Thus, ang cabanala,i, lalong mahal 
sa cayamanan, Si Pedro, mayaman pa cay Juan, and ang capatid co 
lalo pang matdas sa aquin, express better the comparative of superiority. 

Labis and labis pa may likewise be used instead of lalo. Pa, alone, 
is used only in comparing a quality, lalo pang, both with substantives 
and adjectives. 

| Lalo... (the substantive) sa. 
More (and a substantive)... than. 31,710 pa (the substantive) sa. 

[ (The adjective).......... sa. 
p ! Lalo (the adject ).......... sa. 

More (and an adj.).... than, | Lalo ba (the adj.) .......... sa. 
(The adj.) pa sa. 
PalOokiasasaaidaass sa. 
Lalo pa... sa 

a Poy ey stuesunts than Pao niet« dean nat sa 
Labis sa. 
Labis pa............. sa. 

More gold than silver. Lalo ang guinto sa pilac. 
More water than wine. Lalo pang=pa ang tubig sa alac 
The countrymen have more oxen Ang manga magsasaca,i, mayroon la- 

than the villagers. long baca sa manga tagabayan. 
My father has more bread than Ang ama co,i, mayroon lalo pang tina- 

butter. pay sa mantiquiya. 

You have more money then I {Tete mayrdon lao, pang pile, sa 
But the Judge has more than either Nguni,t, ang Hocom, mayroon pa sa 

of us. ating lahat. 

Virtue is more precious than wealth. a aa ang cabanalan sa caya- 

( Si Juana,i, lalo pang bata sa aquin, or, 
(better). Si Juana,i, bata pa sa 
aquin. 

Jane is younger than I. 

(1) Cay sa is sometimes employed, even when a common and not a prop- 
er noun follows, for the purpose of rendering the sense clearer (see First Lesson), as, 
for instance, in: mahal ang puri sa buhay, “honor is more precious than life,” but 
as the expression in Tagalog, if accosted in this manner, might give rise to mis- 
conception, mahal ang puri cay sa buhay may be used to make it clear that here 
a comparison is intended. 
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My sisters are poorer than they. } ve igor cong babaye,i, duc- 

I am shorter than my cousin. Maliit pa aco sa aquing pinsan. 

Siya,i, lalo pang cayomangui sa cani- 
yang capatid na lalaqui, or, (better). 

Siy4,i, cayomangui pa sa caniyang ca- 
patid na lalaqui. 

Ang manga lalaqui malacds pa sa 
manga babaye. 

Lalo pang maganda ang manga babaye 
Women are more beautiful than sa manga lalaqui, or, (better). Ang 

men. manga babaye maganda pa sa ma- 
nga lalaqui. 

She is swarthier than her brother. 

Men are stronger than women. } 

The absolute comparative of superiority is frequently expressed 
by the positive or simple degree of the adjective when this latter 
bas been left understood in the first member of the sentence. 

Of (between) both of us, which is Sa ating dalaua, galin baga ang maru- 
the wiser? nung? 

Thou art the wiser. Icdo ang martinung. 

| Comparative of Inferiority. 

The comparative of inferiority, both for quantity and quality, 
is generally formed by reversing the terms. The adverbs célang “less,” 
and alangan, “insufficient,” may also be used in this respect, as seen 
in the following comparative sentences. * 

It should be noticed, however, that célang has the force of a 
direct negative, as: cédlang nang bait, “injudicious,” “not judicious,” 
colang nang pilac, ‘‘penniless.” a 

Ang manga americano,i, lalong masi-. 
Natives are less industrious than pag sa Tagalog, or, ang manga Ta- 

Americans. galog ay alangan nang sipag sa 
manga americano. 

( Ang cayamanan nang manga Tagalog 

/ 
Natives’ wealth is less than Ame- ay alangan sa cayamanan nang ma. 

peek nga americano. : 
Lalong marami ang manga babaye sa. 

manga lalaqui, or, ang manga lala- 
Men are fewer than women. qui cilang nang dami sa manga 

| babaye. 

The Superlative. 

The superlative relative degree is formed in the same way. as 
the comparative of superiority, the article preceding the comparative 
adverb, and the word lahat or any other completive term closing the 
sentence. - 

gSino sino ang lalong mayaman? 
ino sino ang mayaman sa lahat? 

| Alin ang lalo pang marunong sa atin?" 
(Lit., the wiser of a ish 

Who are the richest? 

Which of us is the wisest? - 
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Which of them is the most indus- gAlin sa canila ang masipag sa lahat? 

trious? t (Lit., the industrious over all.) 

, | Ang anac co ang lalo sa canila. 

By BANAS LO INO ( (Lit, the more of them.) 

Absolute superlatives are formed in several ways. The simplest 
way is that of using some of the following adverbs: 

Very, much, exceedingly. Lubha, masaquit, labis, totod. 

Extremely. Di sapala, di hamac, di palac. 

Of these, those that are simple in structure, may come before 
or after the word they qualify, the compound ones, after it 

Lub-hé and labis have a sense of excess somewhat as the En- 
glish “too' or “too much,” masdquit, a sense of plenty as when “hard” 
is used in English adverbially. “Totoo is a term ot assurance, the 
others are adverbial expressions, meaning “not paltry,” “not calculable.” 

( di hamac. 
| Banal siya di sapala. 

: : di palac. 
She is extremely virtuous. 

: SA Obes) aa totodng. | siyang banal. 
ba j labis. 

God is extremely wise Ang Dios ay totodng (or lubhang) ma- 
runong. 

Peter is very ill. Lub hang maysaquit si Pedro 
Ang canilang anac na babaye ay labis 

nang ganda. 
Ang caniyang pangindon ay mabagsic 

Their daugther is very beautiful { 

{ na masaquit. 
His master is very cruel. 

Heaven is exceedingly high. Ang langit ay mataas na di sapala. 

The king's crown is very precious. (Ang pétong nang Hari ay mahal na 
di hamac. 

Honesty is much. esteemed. Ang capuriha,i, totobng minamahal. 

Another way of forming the absolute superlative is by repeating 
the adjective in full and inserting the proper ligament between. 

Very red. Mapulang mapula. 

Extremely black. Maitim na maitim. 

The plural of superlatives is formed by employing the pluralizing 
particle for the simple adjectives, and either by using the particle or 
by repeating the first syllable of root, for those prefixed with ma. 

( jManga masipag na masipag na dalaga! 
Most industrious maids. Masipag ma Nono ma dalag 

Very ugly dogs. Manga asong pangit na pangit. 
Ang manga mabu'ing mabuting man- 

sanas. 
Pie CRETE NO apples Ang mabubuting mabubuting .man- 

sanas. 

The adjectives may also be made superlative by repeating the 
root (or its two first syllables), ca being prefixed, and an or han 
suffixed. 
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Deep, profound. Malalim. 
Very deep, most profound. Calalimlaliman. 
Sweet. Very sweet, sweetest. Matamis. Catamistamisan. 
Wholesome Maguinhaua. 
Very wholesome. jCaguinhaguinhauahan, or, maguinha- 

t uang maguinhaua. 

Superlatives or superlative expressions may be formed in a less 
simple way, by using a negative word and any comparative term 
denoting equality, contention or fellowship before the possessive case 
of the root denoting the quality, the literal translation being “matchless.” 
“unrivalled.” 

Capara. 
Matchless. Capares. 

Catulad. 
Unrivalled. in. Di, ualang ( Cauangis. 

Cahambing. 
Imcomparable. Cahalimbaua. 

Capantay. 

nang.” 

jItbng bulac-lac na itd,i, ualang capa | 
( ris nang ganda. ; 
Si Haring Ricardo,i, ualang naging 

capantay nang tapang nang unang 

This flower is machless in beauty. 

King Richard was unrivalled in | 
bravery. panahon. 

Kindred, relationship. Camaganacan, cahinlogan. 

Consanguineous relation. Cadugo. 

Relation by affinity. Cabalay. 
The skies, Heaven. Langit. 
Coal. Carbon (Sp ); uling na bato. (Tag.). 

Charcoal. Star. Oling. Bitouin. 
Custom, habit, temper, Sick. Asal, ugali. Maysaquit. ET 

; Mansanas. (corr. of Sp. word man: 

Apple: tl gana.) 

Painter. Pintor, (Sp.); manhihibo, (Tag). 

Picture, painting, image. Larauan. 

The roof. Ang bubong 

The roof of the house. Ang sa bahay na bubong. 

The thatching straw. Ang pauid 

The thatching straw plant. Ang nipa. ang sasa. 

Nipa-plantation. Sasahan. 

Cruel, bad-tempered. Prayer. Mabagsic. Dasal. 

FOURTEENTH EXERCISE. 

Has vour servant a good broom? He has one. Have ‘the 

husbandmen ee of these or of those bags? They have none of these 

nor of those. “Who has a good trunk? My brother has one. | Has, 

he a leather or a wood trunk? He has a wood one. Has the carpenter 

many iron nails? He has many. Who has some guns? The Amer-, 

icans have some. Have you the wood hammer of the lea or 

that of the Englishman? 1 have neither. What is more precious than 

wealth? Virtue. Who is the greatest of all? God. Who are 
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ounger than my brothers? Your uncle’s children are younger. Am 

{ psa than Peter? Yes, he is taller than you. Which of these 

ce flowers is the prettiest? The prettiest is that one on the table. 

“Who are stronger than women? Men. Are buffalos less swift than 

orses?’ They are less swift. Are Americans fewer than natives? 

They are more. Is the neighbour's brother your relative? He is 

hot my consanguineous relatiou, but he is my relation by marriage. 

How many people are your kindred composed of? They consist of seven 

male and four female relations. Do virtuous people get into Heaven? 

Only virtuous people get into Heaven. Is coal different from charcoal? 

Yes, coal is different from charcoal. Are there many stars in the sky, 

by night-time? Yes, there are a great many. Is your male cousin good 

tempered? No, he is cruel. Is your mother sick? No, she is well, but he 

painter is sick. How much is the dozen of those apples? Twenty cents. 

Has your aunt many pictures in her house? She has three pictures in her 

house. Of what material is the roof of your neighbor’s house? The roof 
of my neighbor's house is of thatching straw What is the plant of 
thatching straw. Nipa. Are there any nipa fields in your province? Yes, 
there are some. Where is your master? He is at church. Is he cruel? 
No, be is not cruel, he is kind. What prayer is that? Our father: 
(The Lords prayer.) How many persons are there? There are three, 
John, Alfred and Richard. Which is the wisest? The wisest is John. 
Which is the eldest? The eldest is Alfred. Which is the whitest? 
The whitest is Richard. Which of your sisters is the most beautiful? Jane 
is beautiful, Mary is more beautiful; but Clara is the most beautiful of 
the three. Oh! Clara is very beautiful. Are Americans very indus- 
trious? They are extremely industrious. Is honey very sweet? Yes, 
honey is very sweet. Are buffalos ugly? Yes, indeed, they are ex- 
ceedingly ugly. What animal is very swift? The horse is very swift. 
Are birds swifter that horses? Yes, birds are swifter than horses., 
Are natives very swarthy? No, they are not very swarthy. Are your 
eyelashes very black? They are very black. Is the sea deep? The 
sea is very deep. Are apples wholesome? They are very wholesome. 
Are birds swift? Birds are matchless in swiftness. Is your father 
virtuous? My father is matchless for virtue. 

FIFTEENTH LESSON. YCALABING LIMANG PAGARAL. 

DIMINUTIVES. 

It has been said in the preceding lesson that the reduplication 
of an adjective in full and the using of the proper ligament between 
forms a kind of superlative. Now, the repeating of the root of a 
oe adjective without any ligament serves to express the di- 
minutive. 

ae lazy; a little idle, somewhat Matamad; matamadtamad. 
azy. 

Savory, tasteful; a little savory. Masarap; masarapsarap. 
Sour, sourish. . Maasim, maasimasim. 
Salt, salted, saltish, brackish. Madlat, maalatalat. 
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Rapid, fleet: moderately speedy. j Matulin, malicsi, matulintulin, malicsi. 
(lies). 

Rough, uneven; rather rough Magaspang, magaspanggaspang. 
Is the del Rosario family's servant ¢Masipag baga ‘ang alila nina del Ro- 

industrious? sario? ' 
No, he is rather lazy. Hindi, siya,i, matamadtamad. 
What is sourish? gAnd baga ang maasimasim.? 

These oranges are sourish. libng manga dalandén ay massi- masim. 
- Do you wish to have a little water? Ibig mo baga nang caunting tubig.? 

T do not wish to have any, because Aydo aco nang tubig, sa pagca,t, ma- 
it is saltish. alatalat. 

The preceding is the inflective form to lessen the meaning of 
, an adjective, but munti, caunti, “small,” “little.” before or after the 

word, may likewise be used. Caunti is more used as an adverb. 

A little cotton. Caunting bulac. 
A small book. (at munting libro, isang librong 

munti, 
This milk is pretty good. Itong gatas na itd,i, mabutibuti. 

Common nouns may be made diminutive by repeating the root and 
using the affix an or han. The term thus resulting is not only a di- 
minutive noun, but it is moreover applicable to any graphic represen-. 
tation of the thing, and, in many cases, the sense imparted is one of 
contempt or derison of the original meaning. 

Little bird or painted figure of a \ Tbonibonan 
bird. i 

Little person, abject fellow, or | 
painted representation of man, ( Tanotauchan 
manikin. 

Petty king, ringleader, one who in / 
: Hariharian. play personates a king. 

Physician, person who cures. Mangagamot, (Tag), medico, (Sp.). 
Quack, medicaster. Medimedicohan. (1). 

Panga tt 9 | (Na sa canino baga ang cay Mariang: Who has Mary's little prayer book? ,-libepho mani na dasalan” > 

I have it. Na sa aquin. 

Colloquial pretty names of persons are largely in use among na- 
tives, and although, in some cases, the original name has been so dis- 
torted, as not to preserve a single letter of the simple, the most usual 
way is, however, to pronounce the last tw) syllables and to change the 
last vowel to oy for male and to ay for female persons. 

Francis Frank. Francisco. Isco. Quicdy. 
Frederic. Fred. Pederico. Icdy 
Mary. Mag. Marta. Biangue. 
Margaret. Madge. Margarita. Titay. 

(1) The student should carefully note thatin reduplicating a syllable or a” 
word, the 'reduplication does not pass beyond, the second letter of the syllable, 
and the second syllable of the word, 
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Monosyllahic and dissyllabic personal names are not generally 
made diminutives. = 

There are other suppletory ways of lessening the meaning of 
substantives, one of which, especially for the abstract ones, is with may 
before and with din after the abstract. 

He is pretty well off ; Siyd,i, may cayamanan din. 

ee slightly Ang ina co,i, may calacasan din. 
i] . 

Verbs are very frequently made diminutive in Tagalog, as will 
be seen in subsequent lessons. 

But (adv.), only. Lamang, bocor 
But. (prep.). Bocor, tangi, liban. 
I have but one friend. Mayroon acong isang caibigan lamang. 
All of them came here but me. Naparitd silang lahat tangi sa aquin. 
Too much, too many. Labis, lubhang marami. 
You have too much wine. Cay6,i, mayroon Alac na labis. 
They have too many books. Sila,i, may lub-hang maraming libro. 

Lara, paminta. (corr. of Sp. word 
Pepper, pimeenta). 
Vinegar. Vein or root. Suca. Ugat. 
: Lalamunan (root-word, lamon, “to 
LE swallow). 
Brains, marrow, pith. Utac 
Nerves. Manga litid. 
Cocoa nut oil. Langis. 
Tinaja, large earthen jar about 20 j 

gallons in capacity. | Tapayan. 
Well, any hole dug in the ground 

to get at fresh water. Balon 
Shirt. Baro. 
Beast, any animal whatever. Hayop. 
Dead. Deceased people. Patay, namatay. Nangamatay. 
Priest, curate, parson. Ha (Sp): pare (corr. of Sp. word 

padre, “father.”). 
Priest, minister of God. Cahalili nang Dios. 
Baby, infant. Sangol 
Impudent, unchaste. Impudence. Mahalay. Cahalayan. 
To belong to, to agree to, to fit, Oca] 

to suit, to bear towards. } COL, 

Our soul is to God, our body to Ang ating calolbua ay sa Dios (din) 
earth. naoocol, ang ating cataoud,i. sa lupa 

(naoocol). i 

FIFTEENTH EXERCISE. 

How many shoes has your wife? She has only two Who is 
lazy? The female servant is a little lazy. What is the most tasteful 
fruit in the Philippines? The pineapple; but ‘the banana is 'some- 
what tasteful. Is this water salt water? No, it is only ‘saltish. Are young 
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chickens fleeter than hens? Chickens, while they are still small, are only a little fleet. Is that apple tasteful? It is rather insipid. Will you have some bread? JI wish to have some. Do you not wish to go to school? I wish to go to church, but my friead Frank does not. Have you a good deal of money? I have only a little. How is that milk? This milk is sourish. What is that picture? That picture is that of a bird. Are there many figures in that picture? This picture has twenty figures. Is his brother a physician? He is only 
a quack. What is that painted on that picture? It is a house. Is your baker well? He is sick. Is he very sick? He is pretty nearly 
recovered. Did they all go to church’ this morning? No, they all 
went there but him. How many gods are there? There is only one. 
How much money has the priest? The priest has too much. “What 
is that you have in that bag? It is paper. Does he wish to haye 
some vinegar? He does not wish to have any, for he has a sore 
throat. Where are roots? Roots of trees are in the earth. What are 
brains? Brains are the roots of nerves. Is there any cocoa-nut oil in 
that tinaja? There is none, this tinaja is empty. Where is there any 
water? There is water in the well. Is your father dead? Yes, my 
father is dead. Where are now the souls of the dead? Those of 
virtuous people are in Heaven, those of the wicked are in Hell. What 
is a priest? A priest is a minister of God. What is impudent? There 
are many actions that are impudent. Are beasts and men alike? No, 
beasts and persons are different, beasts bear towards earth, men bear 
towards God. 

SIXTEENTH LESSON. YCALABING ANIM NA PAGARAL. 

THE VERB.-----UM VERBS. 

Verbs in Tagalog, as most other parts of speech, are either 
primitive or derivative, the former are those which in their original 
signification are verbs, the latter are formed from primitive verbs sub 
stantives, adjectives or any others parts of speech by the addition of 
prefixes, suffixes or both, or by the insertion of particles. The derivative 
verbs may be subdivided into primary or secondary according to whether 
the root is combined with one or several particles. 

Primitive verbs are for the most dissyllabic in structure and may 
be either transitive as bigdy, “give,” or intransitive as tblog, “sleep,” 
but a transitive sense may be given to an intransitive verb and vice- 
versa by the application of particles. 

The root is sometimes ambiguous as dral, “instruction,” bili, 
“bartering:” itang, “indebtness,” from which are formed both the transitive 
verbs “to teach,” “to sell,” “to lend,” and also the neuter verbs or rather 
those which, although not strictly intransitive inasmuch as they admit 
of an accusative, are nevertheless considered by natives in the light 
of intransitives, as, “to learn,” “to buy,” “to borrow.” 

The verbal particles are numerous, but one and the same root 
does not take them all, because some are to it useless and there are 
others the sense of which conflicts with the signification of the radical, 
Their.role in the verbal play is not confined to express the subordinate 
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ideas of mood, tense, etc., but goes farther into modifications of the 
action reaching, the object and forcing it into special syntactical arrange- 
ments generally requiring the use of adverbs, prepositions and round- 
about expressions in other languages. 

These particles are not only prevalent in proportion as the style 
is terse and correct, but they are even in a certain way essential to 
the conveyance of fairly intelligible thought; and thus, we want again 
to remind the student of and to impress him on the importance of this 
subject, a right understanding of which will give him the mastery of 
the language. 

The particle to, expressive of the English infinitive, the prefixes 
and suffixes a, ab, ant, di, er, ee, en, or, etc., and the terminations ing, 
ed which accompany verbs and verbal nouns in English, however-sense 
imparting they may be, fall far short of the significance of the Tagalog 
particles. 

That the student may have an idea of the modifying power of 
these particles, we subjoin a paradigm showing the manifold meanings 
they impart to the verbal root dral, (idea of knowledge, teaching) which 
has been selected for the purpose. 

Root—Aral. 

SENSE. PARTICLE. | DERIVATIVE. | MEANING. 

The action applied to 
others. (objcctive/Um. Umaral. To teach. 
action). 
Do. to one’s self. a (subjective action). Mag Magaral. To learn, to study. 

Habitual or mercenary 
action, customary per | Man Mangaral. To preach, to lecture. 
-formance. 
Potential. (object. action) Maca..  |Macadral. . |To be able to teach. 

Do. (subject. ,, }} 5, Macapagaral. non nu o study. 
7 ” ” ” ” preach Do. . eee a mi Macapangaral. ie KAN 

Causative. (object. ,, )} Magpa. |Magpaaral. , order ,, teach, 

7 bi : i ” ” ” learn, Do. (subject ee a Magpapagaral. study. a 

E h bi a Fa ” ” ” ’ preach a (habit Ra No a Magpapangaral. CA 

nterference, meddling , m8 .,meddle with teach- 
with. (object. action). Maqui. Magaaral. ing. 
Do. do. (subject. act.)  ,, Maquipagaral. |,, do with studying. - 

Do. do. (hab. eo Gg Maquipangaral. aa ka preaching 
tea i : cturing. Craving. jobject «| Pa. Padral.. |, ask for ae . 

Do. (subject a a Papagaral. » crave for study. 

Do. (hab. ie) na Papangaral. » ask for preaching 
‘ ; ; j or lecturing. 

Multitude. (subject. ,, ) Magsi. Magsiaral. ,, teach by many. 
Do. (subject. ,, )| ,, Magsipagaral. |,, learn ,, , rr 

Do. (hab. | Magsipangaral. |” preach or to lecture 
; I by many. : 

Earnestness (obj. B ,, ) Magpaca |Magpacadral. , teach earnestly. “ 

Do.” (subj. |, ] uw |Magpacapagaral|,, learn | 
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SENSE. PARTICLE. DERIVATIVE. | MEANING. 

Earnestness. (hab. act.)|] Magpaca 
ral. 

Objective, causative and 
potential actions com- 
bined. 

Subjective, causative and 
potential actions com 
bined. 

Habitual, causative and 
potential actions com- 
bined. 

pagpa 

pa and pag. 

pa and pan. 

Maca. pag- |Macapagpapag 
Aral. 

| 
Magpacapanga |To try to preach or lec- 

ture well. 

Maca and |(Macapapagpa- ,, be able to order to 
aral. teach. 

,, be able to order to 
study. 

Maca, pag-[Macapagpapa.',, be able to order to 
ngaral. preach. 

Verbal nouns expressive of every shade of meaning, mood or tense 
the verb can express may also be developed by placing the article be- 
fore the derivative thus formed, as shown in the following table. 

PARTICLES. COMPOUNDS. SIGNIFICATION. 

Pag. (prefixed). 2 Ang pagaral. 

Do. (pref. and the 
repetition of the first ; Ang pagaaral. 
syllable of the root.) 

An. (suffixed). { Ang aralan. 

Ang yaral. Y. (pret.). 
nee Ang ungmaral. Ungm. (pref.). 

Pag. (prefixed and repe- ) 
tition of the first syll. - Ang pagaaral. 
of the root). ) 

Mag. (pref.). Ang magaral. 

) 
Pag. (prefixed and an | lan. 

suffixed). |Ang pagaralan 

Ypag. (prefixed.) Ang ypagadral. 

Mang. (and repetition 
of the first syll. ot Ang mangangaral. 
the root). 

"Ypinang. (prefixed san 
repetition of the first 
syll. of the root). | 

Pinang. (pref., repetit- 
ion of the first syll. | 
of the root and an | 
suffixed). J 

Ang ypinangaaral. 

Ang pinangangaralan. 

The lesson (looked upon 
as to the teacher), the 
lesson given. 

the pupil), the lesson 
taken. 

The person to whom in- 
struction is given, the 
pupil, the scholar. 

What is taught. 
The teacher. 

The learning, the studying. 

The student. 
The book from which in- 

struction is derived, or 
the matter which is the 
object of study. 

| 
l 

| The reason for studying. 

The master, the professor, 

| the lecturer. 

( What is preached, the 
| subject of a sermon. 

[ 

| 
k 

The pulpit, or the person 
to whom something is 
preached, the audience. 

The root could still be brought to yield further modifications 

of the original meaning by the application of other particles, thus form- 

ing so large a number of additional derivatives as to astound the. 
12 

[a (looked upon as to" 

| 
( 
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learner and make it clear to him the ease with which he can have 

command of a great many words witb but a few roots, if he only 

knows how to employ these particles intelligently. 
The above illustrations also show how two or more particles can 

combine with and be applied to the same root, and how the action denoted 
by the latter receives the modification which is the province of each 

particle to impart, as seen, for instance, in macapangaral, maquipagdral, 

macapagpapagaral, etc. There is still an apparently insignificant, 

but, in fact, a very important change brought to light by these com- 

binations of two or more particles, to which special attention on the 
part of the student is earnestly invited; that is, the substitution of p 

for the initial m of all subordinate verbal particles, in such combina- 

tions as macapagdral, “to be able to study;’’ magpapagdral, “to order 

to study, maquipagdral, “to meddle with learning,” magsipagdral, “to 

learn by many,” macapangaral, “to be able to preach,” magpapangaral, 
“to order to preach,” maquipangdral, “'to meddle with preaching,” mag- 
sipangaral, “to preach by many,” in respect of their simpler deriva- 
tives: magaral, “to learn,” and mangaral, “to preach.” 

As this matter is so important, and one not to be disposed of 
with a passing thought, it is believed necessary to go to some length’ 
in trying to explain this peculiarity, so as to aid the student in using 
and understanding these combinations of several particles, and thus 
to enable him to understand that idiomatic language which is even a 
matter of difficulty for many natives. 

The fact to be borne in mind, is this: that when two or 
more particles combine with the same root, not all of tbem hold 
an equal rank nor stand on the same level with regard to the 
thought conveyed, and that two, or, at least one of them, must be, 
subordinate to some other considered transcendental or determining, 
and which, for this reason, takes its place at the head of the com- 
pound thus formed. There are particles which can be only trans- 
cendental, or modificative, but never subordinate, as: maca, magsi, in, 
respectively, macapagpapagdral, “to be able to order to study,” macadral, 
“to be able to teach,” and magsipagpadral, “to order (by many peo- 
ple) to teach, ' magsipagdaral, “to learn by many.” There are others 
that are either transcendental, or subordinate, as, for instance, magpa 
in magpanagdral, “to cause to learn,” where the subjective action 
denoted by mag-pag is subordinated to the causative denoted by 
magpa, and in macapagpadral, “to be able to order to teach,” where, 
on the contrary, the causative magpa becomes the subordinate part- 
icle of the potential maca. There are others that are always, either 
subordinate only, or both, subordinate and modificative, the former 
being those which, like the English particle to, are necessary to change 
the root into a verb expressive of the primary or unmodified action of 
the special kind which is the province of the particle to denote. 

Verbal particles have two forms of expression, one for each 
voice of the verb. Now, it is this transcendental particle which causes 
all others associated therewith to appear in the passive form, and 
hence the change referred to above. A practical demonstration of 
the process by which this change is made, follows, and it is to be 
hoped that the student may thus successfully grasp the matter...” 

If, for instance, out of the idea of learning lying dormant in the 
root dral, the determinate one of the receiving of instruction into the 
mind by the subject is to be developed, the prefix mag should be 
applied to the root for the purpose, thus forming the compound mag- 
@ral, The particle, mag, in this case, is not only necessary to change the 
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‘root dral into a verb, (a condition which it did not possess before 
-or that it only possessed in an undeveloped state), but it is also 
essential tg denote the sense of receiving instruction into 6ne's mind, 
inasmuch as any other particle that might have been applied to dral 

"would fail to impart this signification. Now, if this action is to be 
"rendered subordinate to some other, to the potential for instance, the 
particle maca, is to be prefixed; but, as the language requires that 
‘the action which is the complement of a determining verb be ex- 
‘pressed in the passive (or it may be that pag is the true verbal particle, 
mag being only conjugative), the second derivative thus formed comes 

-out in the shape of macapagdral and not in that of macamagdral, as 
‘the student would naturally imagine if he, were not instructed of the 
-change. The same is the case, too, for Any other additional particle 
with which the transcendental or determining one may come. to be 
‘combined, as seen, for instance, in macapagpapagdral, etc., and if the 
learner fails to discover any trace of this change in compounds as 
macaaral, maquidral, macapagpadral, it is because these refer to the 
-objective primary action, that is to say, to the action with um, the 
‘only verbal particle which has not a corresponding one for the 
expression in the pasive. 

Thus further, to render the foregoing more manifest: 

4. To be able, (potential action)--Maca. 
2. To order, (causative action)-- Magpa. 
3. To study, (primary action)--Mag. 

—1— mg Be 
Potential particle; Causative particle, Primary particle, Root. 

(trascendental) (subordinate) (subordinate) 
Maca - pagpa - pag - aral. 

“(To be able) (to order) (to study). 

In a like manner, third rank compounds as macapagpabili, “to 
be able to order to buy:” macapagpapagbili, “to be able to order to 

sell.” from bald, “bartering,” macapagpaalis, “to be able to order to go 

eut;’ macapagpapagalis, “to able to order to take out,” from alis, 

“going out,” etc. can be formed. Although these forms are not 

usual owing to the abstraction of mind they require, they are Rowever 

grammatical and highly illustrative of the method to be followed in 

the formation of other less complex and more usual compounds 

Conjugation. 

The dis:inctions of mood and voice apply but imperfectly, and 

those of person and number not at all, to the Tagalog verb. As 

‘to the moods, the infinitive and the imperative are _ alike, while 

the subjunctive is but very indistinctly marked and is made dep- 

endent on the use of certain conjunctions with the corresponding ten- 

ses of the indicative. ‘Ihe various voices or manners for the verb 

to express the action in relation to an agent that executes it are in 

Tagalog manifold and come to be the result of applying the specific 

particles and processes required by each of these different forms of 

conjugation,’ no auxiliary or modal being used for the purpose. Only 

the use of a noun or pronoun can make the person and the number 

of the verb known. 
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+. .. The tenses are: the present, the past and the future, without 
the intermediate ones that are recognized in more developed lan- 
guages, of which an aproximate idea can however be giygn by using 
the verb in connexion with some modificative particle or adverb of 
time. As the language affords nothing in the way of those auxiliary 
verbs and signs which play so important a part in the English con- 
jugation, all these Tagalog tenses are necessarily simple in structure, 
and they are formed by a combination of certain changes in the 

"verbal particle with the reduplication of a portion either of the latter 
or of the root. 

Although the Tagalog tense-building process secures an ortho- 
graphical discrimination nae enough for the tenses to be distinguished 
at sight from each other, Tt is not to be inferred therefrom, however, 

‘that a distinction of an equal degree of perspicuity exists too in mind 
‘as to the sense. Were not that indefiniteness which throughout in 
"Tagalog is the most characteristic feature of the language to apply here, 
‘it would be sufficient, for making this lack of precision manifest, 
to notice the ease with wh ch natives render these tenses interchange- 

able with each other, and to see the frequency with which they use 
the verbal root, coupled to some expression of time, for every tense. 

General Rules. 

The two following are commended to the attention of the student 
as applicable ‘to all Tagalog verbs, (wm and pa verbs, because here no 
initial m exisis, being an exception to the first; pa verbs always, 
and maca verbs, sometimes, being an exception to the second rule.) 

First. The initial m of the verbal particle changes to m for the present 
and the past tenses. 

Sreconp. Either the first syllable of the root, or the second of the 
particle, if the latter consists of more than one, should be re- 
duplicated for the present and the future tenses. 

Primordial active verbal particles. 

Before any others, the following three verbal particles should 
be first considered. 

Um, for verbalizing in a transitive, in an intransitive, but vol- 
untary or conscious, and in an inchoative sense; but in the 
case of a transitive sense, when the action is viewed in special 
reference to the subject. 

Mag, for verbalizing in a transitive, reflective and reciprocal sense, 
but, for thé transtive sense, when the action is viewed in 
special reference to the object, and in the case of intransitive 
verbs expressing voluntary actions, when intension is to be denoted. 

Ma, for verbalizing in an intransitive, but involuntarv sense, and in 
one expressive of a state or condition of being. 

Although the foregoing distinctions as to the senses imparted 
by these particles are founded on the obvious tenor of the language, 
yet, many exceptions to the rules will be found, which are mostly 
accounted for by the different light in which certain actions are cons- 
idered by natives. 
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UM VERBS. 

. When um is used to form a verb, the particle is prefixel to the root, if the latter begins with a vowel and inserted between the first consonant (or consonants) and the first vowel, if the root begins with a consonant, Thus applied, the particle forms the indefinitive or infinitive tense and the imperative of the verb. ‘To form the present tense, um, but better ungm, is prefixed or inserted in the manner above stated and the first syllable of the root is reduplicated. 
; The past tense (present perfect and past indefinite) is formed by simply prefixing or inserting um (better wngm) without any redupli- 

cation of syllable. 
; The simple future (future indefinite tense) is formed by the first 

syllable of the root being reduplicated, without using the particle. 
The means of expresing in Tagalog a pluperfect and a future 

perfect tense with the same particle of the infinitive are extremely 
defective, or it may be said that they are wanting at all; and thus, 
these two tenses could have been properly omitted here. Not to de- 
part however from the plan first established of reducing the grammar 
of the language to the standard of the English, we shall make use 
of the prefixes mnaca, for the pluperfect, and maca, for the future 
perfect tense, which may be said to give the most approximate idea 
of these tenses posible within the idiom of the language. But as 
naca and maca cannot be used with verbs of a certain kind without 
intruding into the functions of other verbal particles and thereby 
causing confusion, the additional way of expressing these tenses by 
the use of the completive adverb na after the corresponding simple 
ones will be coupled to that mentioned above with naca and maca.- 

The conjugative mechanism, both in English and in Tagalog, 
affords no means for the expression with a single word of the French 
or Spanish imperfect which, as it is well known, refers to a past 
action as going on, or as being simultaneous with some other past 
action. This tense, which is rendered in English by the past tense of 
the verb “to be" and the present participle of the principal verb, as: “I 
was writing when he came,” is-indicated in Tagalog by using the verb 
in the present, coupled with some adverb.of time, much in the same 
way as has been explained with regard to the past tense with mayréon. 

Neither in Tagalog is there any simple means of expressing that 
form of the verb which refers to the action as going on at the 
moment in which it is spoken of, mor that which represents the 
action as not accomplished yet or as being in progress, and thus, 
the assumption can be made that the expression: acd,i, ungmdaral in 
the paradigm below, may mean equally: “I theach” (just now),. and 
“I am teaching.” f t 

Students are again reminded of the fact that the subject in 
Tagalog may come either before or after the verb, that element of 
these two being emphasized which comes first in the sentence, and that 
if the subject comes first the ligament ay--7 should be placed between. 

As for the reduplication of the first syllable of the.root, it is 
Scarcely necessary to say again here, that if it consist of more than 
two letters, only the first two should be taken for reduplication. If 
it consists of a vowel and a consonant, only the vowel is repeated, in: 
the present and future tenses. For instance: acyat “to ascend,” ung- 
maac-yat siya, and not, ungmacac-yat siyd, “he ascends.”’ 

When u is inserted between g and e or 7 to soften the sound of 
g, it is not, then, reckoned as a letter for the effects of reduplication, 
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as in: guinhaud, “growing well,” “recovery,” acd,t, gungmiguinhaud, 

instead of, gungmuiguinhaud, “I am getting well. This applies also 

to the liquid consonants in the few cases In which they are met with 

combined with another consonant and a vowel in the first syllable of 

the root: and, thus, trabajo, for instance, makes nagtatrabajo, and not 

nagtratrabajo, although both forms are m use, however. 

Two roots, dral and silat are hereafter conjugated by um to 

fully illustrate the explanations given above. 

CONJUGATION. 

Infinitive. 

‘To teach. Umaral. 

Present indefinite tense. 

I teach. Aco, i, ungmaaral, (1). ungmadral aco. 

‘Thou teachest. Icao, ,, ng NN ca. 

‘He, she, it teaches. Siya, ,, na Pr siya. 

We... teach. tat |S it ee 
‘You, ye pi Cayo, ,, M m cayo. 

They. is Sila, ,, M aa sila. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

I taught, have taught. Aco, i, ungmaral, ungmaral aco. 

Thou taughtest, hast a Tedo, ,, a a ca. 

He, she, it taught, has aa Siya, ,, M na siya. 
Tayo, ,, ag t tayo. 

We ap BBE? re a Eat 
‘You, ye mw nG ‘i Cayo,,,° 4; ba cay6.. 

They OMS Ng Sila, ,, Ca ig Sila. 

(1) While modifiers have gone to great lengih in devising crthographical 
innovations which, for the most, are unsuitable and unadaptable to the language, 

the obviousness of writing ungmadral instead of wmadral has not yet, at their "hands, 

received any consideration. When, however, the reason here assigned of the con- 

venience of establishing an orthographical distinction between the tenses wculd not 

seem justifiable enough, that of the adaptation of the spoken to the written 

language would be considered sufficient for a spelling of these words in the way 

Tere recommended. It only suffices to make a native translate into Tagalog 

the English word and phrase «teach» and «I am teaching» for the ear to perceive 

at once a scund which may be articulated thus: w-md-ral, in the former, and 
ung ma wral, with distinctly nasal pronunciation, in the latter, case, : 
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Pluperfect tense. 

J had taught. ee i, nacaaral, nacadral aco. 
7 rar ungmaral na, ungmdaral na  ,, 

Thou hadst __,, ke ” ” iG ca. 
Doon pa Ra 4p ca na. 

He, she, it had ,, (Siya, ,, ” is siya. 
” 33 ” pb! LA] na ” 

Tayo. tayo. 

We ce Hi es NOD BO BO cama 
Cami, ” ” ” ” a! | a 

You, ye ng pa ) Cayo, ” ” 9 cayo. 

They ba CA { Sila, ,, o. sa sila. 

Future indefinite tense. 

I shall teach. Acé, i, adral, adral aco. 
Thou wilt ” Icao, ” ” ” ca. 

He, she, it will a Siya, ,, i. Ki siya. 
Tayo, tayo. 

We shall ” { Cami, ” ” ” | cami. 

You, ye will " Cayo, ,, bi if cayo. 
They ” ” Sila, ” ” ” sila. 

Future perfect tense. 

jAcé, i, macadral, 8 macadral aco. 
I sball have taught. ku k adral na, adral na  ,, 

7 pAGAG, a, a pi ca. 

Thou wale: X ab "Aag car mi di F gy Heh 
MISA Siya, 5,» is siya. 

He, she, it will uy ki ” ” ” ” ” ” na LE] 

{ aa tayo. 
ami,” ” y cami. 

We shall Ha ” { Tayo, tayo. 
Cami, ” ” ” ” ” j cami, 

5 Cayo a 2, cayé 
You mill ‘i a | ia iw "o 

Sila sila. They M p ss j , ” ” ” 

: Imperative. 

Teach. (thou). Umaral ca. 

Let him, her, it, teach. ” siya. 

Let us Ki n tayo. 
Teach. (ye). ” ae 

(ye) sila. Let them. teach. 
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N 

To write. 

I write. 
Thou writest. 

Tur TaGAL0G LANGUAGE. 

He, she, it writes. 

We write. 

You, ye ,, 

They a 

I wrote, 

Thou wrotest, 

have written. Aco, 

He, she, wrote, has 

We . 

You, ye ,, 

They 3 

I had written. 

Thou hadst ,, 

He, she, it had ,, 

We PE] bb] 

You, ye ED 

They 3 ” 

I shall 
Thou wilt 
He, she, it will 

We shall 

You, ye will 
They 5 

Infinitive. 

Sumulat. 

Present indefinite te:ise. 

Acé, i, sungmusilat, sungmusilat acd. 

Icdo, ,, 9 
Siya, ” ” 

Tayo, 
| Cami, ” bi 

Cayo, ” ” 

Sila, 12 II 

Future indefinite tense. 

at 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

hast 5 Tedo, ,, ” 

” Siya, ” 5 ” 

Tayo 
have af | Cant” ” 

” DD Cay6, ” 43 

PB] 1? Sila, ” 33 

Pluperfect tense. 

| Aco, i, nacasulat, 
nay bare sungmulat na, sungmulat 

j Icdo, ,, i 

l ot 49 PE] pak 

hi Siya, ” ” 

l ” PE] AF LE] 

Tayo, 
Cami,” ” 
Tayo, 
Cami, ” PE ” 

| CayG, i, +5 
ay LEI PR] PE] 

Sila, 17 PR] 

” 

ca. 
siya, 

j tayo. 
. | cami, 

cay6. 

sila. 

i, sungmulat, sungmulat aco. 

nacasulat acd. 

na 
ca. 
» Na. 

siya. 
nas, 

(aya 
cami. 

j tayo. 
” cami. 

cayo. 

sila. 
” ” 

Acé, i, susulat, sustilat aco. 
Icdo, ,, 

Siya, ,, 
| Tayo, 
| Cami,” 

Cayo, ,, 
Sila, ,, 

HY "ca. 
siya, 
tayo. 
cami, 
Cayo. 
sila. 
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Future perfect tense. 

I shall have written. | 4°% i macastilat, macastilat acc 
f non susulat na, susulat na aco. 

Thou wilt sa sa Tcao, ” ” ” ca. 

tg! F LA bl DR] LE] ” na. 

He, she, it will ,, ,, } Siya, a n siya. 
Kc 43 3? vy sn ” na PE] 

| Tayo, \ tayo. 
We shall ,, 4 ene? " N ( cami. | Tayo, { tayo. 

| Cami, ” a, sa ” (cami. 
You, ye will , ,, | Gayo, ,, a ” cayo. 

a! ” LE: LB Y ” 33 

They Doon n ls. is Z ala 
( PR] PB] 33 31 ¥P LA 48 

Imperative. 

Write. (thou). Sumulat ca. 
Let him, her, it write. Hi siya 
Let us KA Pi tayo. 
Write. (ye). ie cayo. 
Let them write. pa sila. 

The imperative lacks the first person singular and it requires 
the pronouns to be put after it. 

Verbals. 

Um verbal nouns are formed by prefixing pag to the root. Thus, 

The teaching Ang pagaral. 
The writing. Ang pagsulat. 

The Subjunctive. 

The subjunctive mood is in Tagalog, as in English, merely a 
syntactical one, the conjunction or any other special particle, and not 
an inflection, expressing the mood. The following two postpositive 
particles are, among others, the fittest to express the conditional (fu- 
ture consequent tense) and the past tenses. 

Should, would. (signs of the condi- 
tional tense.) 

I should like to write, but I bave Ibig co sana,i, sumulat, nguni,t, uala 
no pen. acong panulat. ct cbral didi 

If he would teach, I should go there. ee pe fails disin ay parordon 

| Sana, disin. 

The following are likewise conditional particles and expressions 
used in connection with the subjunctive mood. 

If, whether Cun. 
Were it not for. Dangan, cundangan. 
As if it were. Cun sana sa. 
Provided. Lamang. 
Provided not, unless. Houag lamang. 

13 
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The following particles have a dubitative sense. 

It may be, maybe, mayhap. Sacali, baga sacali, cun baga sacali. 
Perhaps. Marahil. 
Lest. Maca, baca. 

The following have an adversative unconditional sense. 

Though, although , Man, bagaman, cahit, cahima,t,, bista, 
| bistat. : 

In spite of, despite. Man, matay man. 
Happen what may. Sucdan. 
In spite of, for all that. Matay, matay man. 
Although not. Di man. 

The four main moods, infinitive, imperative, indicative and 
subjunctive generally recognized in Western languages have been here 
considered, but traces of an optative mood in Tagalog may also be 
found in the use of the following particles: 

( Naud. siya naud, cahimanauari, ma- 

Mola -ba- tod,-atnensl |. anong, haringa, mahanga, upan din. 
It would be better.! Di nga salamat, mahanga. 

jMahanga,i, magcamit ca nang mabu- may attend your enterprise. ting capalaran.! 
May you have a good luck.! 
That thou mayest attain the object Upan din macamtan mo ang hiva- 

Would to God that a good success | 

of thy endeavors.! hambo mo! 
Nee Gadd tees 4 {Cahimanauari tolongan ca nang Pang- 

y : | indon Dios.! 

As a division of the imperative mood, a prohibitive or negative 
mood formed with the adverb howag may likewise be mentioned. 

Do not run. (sing.). Houag tumacbo. 
Don't do it. do. Houag mong gaoin. 

The following wm verbs may be conjugated by the student, 
for practice, like umdral and sumilat. 

Drinking, to drink. Inom-inum, uminum. 
Asking, to ask for. Hingi, humingi. 
Reading, to read, Basa, bumasa. 
Entering, to go in, to enter. Pasoe, pumasoc. 
Running, to run. Tacbo, tumacbo. 
Qutside, to go out, to come out. Labas, lumabas. 
Barter, to buy. Bill, bumili. 
Kating, to eat. Cain, cumain. 
Walking, to walk. Lacad, lumAcad. 
Arrival, to arrive, : Dating, dumating. 
Departure, to leave, to go away. Alis, umalis. 
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SIXTEENTH EXERCISE. 

_Do you teach Tagalog? Yes, Sir, I teach Tagalog. What 
was it he was teaching yesterday? What he was teaching yes- 
terday was English. Did we write any letters last Sunday? We 
wrote many. When have they written any prayers? They have 
written some these past days.. When will their father write? He 
will write the day after to-morrow. Had you read any letter when 
my sister arrived? When your sister arrived I had already read a 
letter. What did they say to their children? They said to them, 
read. Would he drink some water had he any? He would not drink 
any water, had he some wine. Has the tailor asked his mother for 
anything? He asked her for some bread. Had I some books, would 
you wish to read? Had you some books, it may be that I should 
read some. If he would go into town, would he enter his aunt's 
house? If he would go into town, he would perhaps enter his 
aunt's house. Shall I run? Do not run in such a manner, lest 
your father may arrive. Would you go out if the weather were 
fine? Were not the weather bad, I should perhaps go out. Would 
you buy any pens even if your master come? Yes, I should buy 
some pens though my master come. Will you eat much boiled rice 
next Sunday? Though I may have a great deal I shall not eat 
much. Which is better, to run or to walk? To walk is better 
than to run. When will the bishop arrive? The bishop will 
arrive tomorrow; his visit is only once a year. Will you go 
away? In spite of bad weather, I shall go away. Shall I already 
have read when my son arrives? When your son arrives, you will 
already have gone away. , 

SEVENTEENTH LESSON. YCALABING PITONG PAGARAL. 

MAG—PAG VERBS. 

As hinted elsewhere, every active verbal particle, wm excepted, 
has its corresponding one for the passive. 

In conjugating mag verbs in the active voice, the m of the particle 
changes to nm in the present and in the past tense, the first syllable 
of the root being reduplicated for the present and for the future in 
accordance with the general rule. Before applying naca and maca to 

form, respectively, the pluperfect and the future perfect, care should 
be taken to use the particle of the passive form, saying nacapagdral, 

nacapagbili; macapagdral, macapagbili, and not nacamagdral, nacamagbili, 

macamagdral, macamagbili, as explained in the preceding lesson, maca 

being but the potential modificative verbal particle mentioned there, 
which changes to vaca for the past tense. ee 

Um and pa verbs have, so to say, conjugations of their own, 

which differ, however, but little from the others: the conjugative me- 

chanism in the mag verb furnishes an example for all the remaining 

Tagalog verbs. 
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The conjugation of mag with the roots dral and bili follows, 

to exemplify the instructions given above. In these paradigms and 

in others io follow, it has been deemed convenient to adjoin a set of 

other verbal compounds of the same roots as are conjugated, with a 

view to gradually preparing the student for the more difficult matter 

of the verbal passive forms. 

Verbal compounds. 

To buy. Bumili. 

The thing bought. Ang bilhin, nabili. 

The money with which to buy, the ) 

wherewithal and also, the person - Ang ybill. 

for whom the purchase is made. | 

The person from whom sometbing | Ang bilhan, nabilhan. (contractions.) 
is bought. 

Buying, purchase. Pagbili. 

He who could make a purchase. Ang nacabili. 

He who buys by wholesale, or is | 
customarily engaged in buying. | 

The reason for having bought. Ang ypinamili. 

The persons from whom. (if many). Ang manga pinamilhan. 

Ang namimili 

The buying of a single article in } Na 

wholesale quantity. (Ang pagimi 
To sell. The thing sold. Magbili. Ang ypagbih. 
The person to whom. Ang pagbibilhan. 
What has been sold. Ang ypinagbih. 
The place where. Ang pamimilihan. 
The two bargaining parties. Avg magcabilihan. 

CONJUGATION. 

Infinitive. 

To learn, to study; to sell. Magaral, magbih. 

Present indefinite tense. 

I learn, sell. Nagaaral, nagbibili. aco. (1) 
Thou learnest, sellest. 6 na ca. 
He, she, it learns, sells. tg Bi siya. 

We learn, sell. Pa NG | laya. 
t cami. 

You, ye ” ” ” an cayo0. 

They a na na sh sila. 

(1) The student is already aware that the subject, be it a noun or a pro- 

noun, may come before the verb, with the verbal ligament between: acd,i, nagadral, 

acé,i, nagbibili. To avoid unnecessary prolixity, we use only the form in the illus 

tration, which is, on the other hand, both the most common and the most idiomatic, 
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Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

I learned, sold, have learned, sold. Nagaral: nagbill. aco 
Thou learnedst, soldest; hast sa pa . is ca. 
He, she, it learned, sold; has a ia ao a siya. 

We api » have Sa sy sa i | tayo: 
/ cami. 

You, ye ” ” na PE! 33 ” ” cayo. 

They ” LE PE ” ” ” ” sila. 

Pluperfect tense. 

I had learned, sold. Nacapagaral, nacapagbill; nagaral na, nagbili na aco. 
Thou hadst ,, NA a Ka 4 43 » CA ,, 

He, she, it had ” ” ” ” ” ” » na siya. 

T ; \ tayo. 
W e ” H ” s a ” ” at 13 i cami. 

You, ye yy ” ” ” ” ” yo cayo. 

They ” ” PE ” ” ” ” 33 2 sila. 

Future indefinite tense. 

I shall learn, sell. Magadral, Magbibili aco. 
Thou wilt > » » > ca. 
He, she, it will o > > > siya. 

We shall 5 > > » | kaa 

You, ye will » » » » cayo. 

They’ > Ni > > > sila. 

Future perfect tense. 

( Macapagaral, macapagbili,... 
I “shall have learned, sold. i Magadral na, magbibill na aco. 

5 » » ca. 

Thou wilt > » » Fi Ni » ( > na. 
» . 

He, she, it will » i 2 eg < 3 : N Br. siya. 

» » 

tayo. 

We shall > » > RA ? : 8 RK 

» » » cami. 

5 R | » » ) 5 

You, ye will o » nog a N , > , cays. 

\ » i 
They » » » » | ' Nd N s j sila, 

Imperative. 

Learn, sell. (thou). Magaral, magbili ca. 
Let him, her, it learn, sell, 2 » siya. 

Let us » » » > tayo, 

Learn, sell. (ye). > » cay, 
Let them loarn, sell, » a sila, 
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Verbals. 

The verbal nouns for this second particle are formed by prefixing 
pag to the root and repeating the first syllable of the latter. 

The leaining, selling. Ang pagaaral, pagbibili. 

Students should be careful to distinguish wm from mag verbal 
nouns by not failing to use the reduplication of the first syllable of 
the root and rendering it as distinctly pronounced as possible, for the 
same difference existing here in the meaning, exists too for other 
particles with which these latter my be combined. Thus, ang pag- 
aral, “the teaching,” ang pagadral “the learning,” ang pagpadral, “the 
ordering to teach,” ang pagpapagadral, “the ordering to study;” etc.. 

The following roots may be conjugated by the student like 
magaral and magbili. 

Account, consideration, to think. Isip, mag-isip. 
Gift, to give. Bigay, magbigay. 
Wish, to desire. Nasa, magnasa. 
Outside, to take out. Labas, maglabas. 
Departure, leave, to take away. Alis, magalis. 
Load, to carry, to bear. Dala, magdala. 
Do, to bring. Magdala dito. 

\ diyan. To take to, to convey. Magdala baton 

Remittance, to send. t . . 

Conveying, to convey to. j Hatid, maghatid. 
Order, to order. Otos, magotos. 
Situation, to place. Lagay, maglagay. 

Soon, forthwith. Madali, pagdaca. 
Afterwards. Saca, mameéa. 

: ‘1 | eSino bagang nagsabi sa iyd na ang Who told you your friend was sick. |” iyong eaibiga,i, maysaquit? 

! Cun gaand ..... ...ay siya. 

j Cun gaano ang panginoon, ay siya rin 
lt ang alila. a : 
Cun gaano ang pagbibigay mo,i, siya 

rin ang ibibigay sa iyo, or, ang pag- 

As the master, so the servant. 

As much you give, so you will be 

pivot bibigay sa iyo. 
Still, even, yet. (adv.). Pa. 
Already. No longer. Na. Vala na. 
Have you still a grandfather? éMayréon pa po cayéng nono? 
No, Sir, I have no longer a grand-) (rr... 5 aCe. ; (Hindi, po,) uala na.acéng nono. 
And have you still a father? gAt ama, mayroon pang cayo? ” 
No, Sir, neither have I a father. Vala po, uala rin acéng ama. 
Neither, not either. (adv.). Hindi rin, uala rin. 
Why? gBaquit? gbaquin? gat and? 
Because. Sa pagca,t,, at, dahil sa, ang. 
Herb, grass. Scissors. Damo. Gunting. 
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Unhusked rice, paddy. Palay. 
Plate (shallow vessel). Pingan. 
Several, few. lilan, cacaunti. 
Dish. (plate). arcs NGA (corr. of Sp. word bandeja 

k “salver.”) 
Penknife. 5 As. Lanseta. (corr. of Sp. lanceta.) 
Now. Formerly. Ngayon. Noong una. 

SEVENTEENTH EXERCISE, 

Does your baker buy or sell bread? He sells bread, but he 
buys wood. Does your master do anything in Manila? He is learn- 
ing English and teaching Tagalog. Do you think (intend) to give 
something to the poor? I give them no money, because I have very 
little; but I desire to have a great deal and then I will give them 
bread and clothes. Why do our daughter’s-in-law brothers wish to 
go out? They wish to go out, because they are going to their father's 
to take out some plates. When do the Docot's family think (intend) to 
leave? They all will leave to-morrow in the afternoon, for they wish to 
take away some unhusked rice from their mother's farms. Where do 
you take money? I bring some here, because I intend to buy some 
masonry houses. How much of it does Peter take there? He does 
not take any now, he took a thousand dollars some days ago. Does 
your neighbour take something to his children? He takes some rice 
to them. Why do you order John to go to mass every Sunday? 
Because I remember that to go to mass is a commandment of God. 
Where did they put any dishes? They put somein the garden. What 
do you say? I order thee to go forthwith into the garden and bring 
some grass here. Have you still many friends? No, Sir, I have very 
tew now, the majority of those I had formerly are dead. What is 
that you have in your hand? It is a pair of scissors. .Have you 
another pair? No, I have only a penknife. 

EIGHTEENTH LESSON. YCALABING UALONG PAGARAL. 

CA 
MA MA VERBS. 

The particle ma, (ca and ma in the passive) is the mark of a verb 
which expresses a state or condition of being and is therefore mainly 
used to form intransitive verbs. In many cases, however, ma expre- 
sses, not merely a state or condition of being, but has even a possessive 
force, as in mabithay, “living,” “having life,” matdcot, “bearing, “having 
fear.” It is necessary to say, however, that the intransitive sense as 
denoted by ma never permits volition on the part of the subject, and 
that if the ma verb denotes a state or condition of being, the subject 
must experiérice and not perform the action. In the case of ma-being 
applied to,a root from which a transitive verb can be developed, or 
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if not a transit've, an intransitive one of those which express an action of 
a voluntary kind, the, agent. if animate or rational, must be unconscious, 
and incapable of volution, if animate. It is thus tbet any action, no 
matter how subjective it may be, originating in an act of the free will 
of the agent. and any state or condition of being that is voluntarily 
experienced by the subject, cannot be expressed by the ma. verb; and 
that, on the contrary, transitive verbs in the conjugation of which um 
and mag particles are used when deliberate or conscious acts of the 
agent are to be meant, may admit of ma if the same are to be re- 
presented as the result of chance, fortuity or unconsciousness on the part 
of the agent. 

In the conjugation with ma, both the regular change of the first letter 
of the particle, and the reduplication of the first syllable of the root 
take place as in mag verbs. The pluperfect and future perfect tenses 
cannot be formed, respectively, with naca and maca without a miscon- 
ception arising as to whether the active or the passive is meant, a 
confusion which happens, because ma is also the passive particle for 
maca, and thus, only the form with na, or pa after the past and simple 
future tenses should be used. 

Two roots, patéy and tolog are hereafter conjugated with ma, to 
further illustrate the matter. 

Verbal compounds. 

To die. Mamatay. 
The dying, death. Ang pagcamatay, ang camatayan. (1) 
The cause or time of. Ang ycamatay. 
The place where. Ang comatayan, (1) ang quinamatayan. 
The person whom another's death ) pa feed 

affects | Ang mamatayan. 

ia lo, ie pretend to die or to Magmamataymatayan. 

To sleep. (status) Matolog. 
To go to sleep, to sleep purposely, 

to go to rest. ( Tumolog, magtolog. 

Sleeping. 'Pagcatolog, pagcatotolog-pagcacaiolog" 
The cause. Ang ycatolog, ypagtolog. 
Dull, sleepy person, one who sleeps | M 1 LAKAN. | Mapagtolog, matologuin. 

Sleeping-room. Tologan. 
To allow to sleep. Patolog. 

CONJUGATION. 

Infinitive. 

To che, To sleep. Mamatay. Matolog. 

(1) Note carefully the accentuation: camatayan, “death,” camataydn, “death 
place.” 
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Present indefinite tense. 

I die, sleep. Namamatay, natotdlog aco. Thou diest, sleepest. . T ca. He, she, it dies, sleeps. di sa siya. 
We die, sleep. J bago a : cami. 
You, ye ” ” Hi sa cayo. They 5 a = a sila. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

I died, slept; have died, slept. Namatay, natolog aco. Thou diedst, sleptest; hast i. Fe ‘i ki ca. He, she, it died, slept; has a ng bs i siya. 
We ! tayo. 

) ” have ” ng ” ” cami. 

You, ye ” ” ” ” LU ” ” cay 6. 
They ry led “ag ” ” ” ” sila. 

Pluperfect tense. 

I had died, slept. Namatay na, natolog na, or, pa aco. 
Thou hadst » » » > » » ca na. (1). 
He, she, it bad » » » » » » na siya. 

We > > » » » NI » » | Al 

You, ye "> » » » » » » » cayo. 
T hey » » » » » » » » sila. 

Future indefinite tense. 

I shall die, sleep. Mamamatay, matotélog aco. 
Thou wilt 5 > 5 > ca. 
He, she, it will “y > > » siya. 

We all og 4 3 ” YET 
You, ye Will > » » » cayo. 

They » » » » 5 sila. 

Future perfect tense. 

I shall have died, slept. Mamamatay na, matotdlog na aco. 
Thou Wilt "4 pa sin ” ” ” ca Des, 

He, she, it will ,,  ,, xi re oi a na siya 
| tayo. 

We shall ” PE] ” ” ay a o { cami. 

You, ye will bara ” ” ” ” ” cayo. 

They ” Yn ” P3 LE] tt ” 38 sila. 

(1) Na and pa should be placed after the monosyllabic pronouns and before 
the pollysyllabic ones, in affirmative sentences. 

14 
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Imperative. 

Die, sleep. (thou). Mamatay, matolog en. 
Let him, her, it die, .,, Ri zi slya. 
Let us a ag fe tayo. 
Die, a. (you, FO) Hi eayo, 

sila. Let them die, ,, 

Verbal 

The 
net 

nouns. 

ea . ets 
"im verbal nouns are formed by prefixing paged to the 

root, pagcaca is also used; sometimes, without any appreciable difference 
in meaning, sometimes, imparting an intensive sense. 

Ang pagcamatay. 
Ang pageatolog, ang pagcacatolog, 

The dying, death. 
Sleeping, the sleep. 

The following roots are given for the student to practice the 
conjugation with the particle ma. 

Hunger, to be hungry. Gotom, magotom. 
Thirst, to be thirsty. Ohao, maohao. 
Fear, to be afraid. Tacot, maticot. 
Shame, to be ashamed.” Iliya, mahiya. 
Cold, to be cold. Guindo, maguinito. 
Heat, to be warm. Init, mainit(an). 
Joy, to be glad. Toua, matoun, 
Saduess, to be sad, sorry. Hapis, lumbay, mahapis, malumbay. 
Burning, burn; to burn away. Sonog, ningas, masonog, maningas. 

Tt seems, it appears. 
Tt seems like a person. 
It seems as if he wore coming here. 
Tear, to tear. 
Cut, to cut. 

into pieces as glass 

Tila, dina, 
Tila taud, dfua ay law. 
Tila napaparito siya. 
Guisi, gumisi, pilas, pumilas. 
Potol, magpotol. 

; | Magbasag. 
[ 

a . | ware. 
To break "P| into splints AS, Maabali 

CU. timber. KANG 
NO part. (active) (speaking | Niaga, ..mugingal 

To mend, Magtapt. 
To pick up, to find. Magpolot. 
To try to, to intend. 
To look for, to seek. 
Path. 
Elapsed, past. 
Since (conj.), whereas. 
Dried, faded. 

Magbanta, magacala, maglicn. 
Ilumanap. 
Landas. 
Lipis na. 
Yamang, yayamang. 
Tuyo, lanta. 

Track, trace, vestige. Bacats. 
Mango. Guava. — Manga. Bayabas. 
It is warm It is cool. Mainit. Malamig, maguinao, 
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How cld are you? kgb] Ga pete eur ( eIcAo,i, mayroon ilan cayang taon? 
How much is this stuff? éltong cayo,i, magcand? 
At one dollar the yard, ae ang bara. (corr. of Sp. word 

Good morning, good day. Magandang arao. 
Good afternoon, good evening. Magandang hapon. 
Good evening, good night. Magandang gabi. 
At noon. At mid-night. Sa tanghali. Sa hating gabi. 
Banana. Fruit. Saguing. Bonga. 
Banana plantation. Saguingan. 
The fruit of the plane tree is) Or ere Dr tartetal. P | Ang bongang siguing ay masarap. 

Bamboo cane. Rice-ear. Caoayan. Ohay. 
Every one, each. Baua,t, isa, balang isa. 
For the every reason that they are Sa pagca,t, sila,i, mayayaman, palalo 

wealthy, they behave haughtily. ang canilang Asal. 
All, every. “Tanan, dilan, paua, dila-dila na. 
All manta Ss oe an or, ang tanang 

Every kind of fruit. Ang dilang bonga. 
All of them white. Pauang mapuputi sila. 

Lahat and tandn refer to individuals, ang dilan to the kind. 
Pdua is generally used in relation to an adjective. 

Own, self. My property. Sarili. Sarili co, ari co. 
Towards. Patongo. 
Also, likewiga, ax wall. a ae placed after the word 

Is it likewise you who spoke? a cae i NOOR 
When. (referring to past time). Nang. os 

EIGHTEENTH EXERCISE. 

How is your friend? It seems as if he were sleeping, but I think 
he is dying. Had you slept this morning when my sister arrived? No, 
I had not yet slept. What does a person who is profoundly asleep look 
like? A person who is profoundly asleep looks like a cadaver. Who 
among you are hungry? None (not even one) among us is hungry, 
but everybody is thirsty. Why are your female neighbours afraid? 
They are afraid, because their father is very sick and they fear that 
he may die. What did you therefore do, that you are so ashamed? 
Sir, I am ashamed, because it is now one month that I did not attend 
mass. Is Jane, the failor’s sister, cold? She .is not cold, she 
seems to be cold, but, on the contrary, she is warm Why are , 
their children glad? They are glad, because their father intends to 
take them all to Manila. Is your curate sad? He is sad, be- 
cause very few people go to mass on Sundays. Whose are the houses 
that burn away? The houses that are burning belong to your friend, 
Jane's uncle. Who tore away your shirt? Nobody tore away my shirt, 
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it seems as it it were torn, butit is only cut out. Is his aunt willing 
to break into pieces all the plates, glasses, bottles ang tinajas? No, Sir, 
she only wishes to break the tinajas, but she did not think to break 
all the other things. Why does not the servant bring here the cane I 
gave him yesterday (last) night? He is afraid and ashamed to come 
here, because he broke the cane into splints. Who parted this string? 
John's servant's aunt parted that and many other strings. Are you 
mending something there? [| am mending shirts and shoes. Does 
a virtuous man try to seek something? A virluous man tries to seek 
the path (the way) to Heaven. Is the water in the sea warm or 
cool? The water in the sea is cool. How old is already your eldest 
sister? She passes already thirty-six years. What price is rice sold at 
at present? It is sold at five dollars the bushel. What do you say to me? 
I say to you good morning, because it is morning now, when noon is 
past, I shall bid you good afternoon; and then when night comes in 
I shall say good evening up to mid-night. Which do you consider as 
the best of all fruits? J consider the banana the best fruit; but some 
people say the mango is the best fruit of all. What is the rice plant? 
Rice is a plant that has an ear. Is man to die? All men will die, all 
plants will be burnt (faded, dried) and all the stars will be extinguished, 

NINETEENTH LESSON. YCALABING SIYAM NA PAGARAL. 

THE PASSIVE VOICE. 

The forms of conjugation given in foregoing lessons are not the 
most usual in Tagalog. They are the vague expression of actions 
abstract in notion and somewhat indeterminate as to object, manner, 
place or purpose. When the action bears upon a determinate object 
or special purpose, Tagalog verbs generally assume other forms of 
conjugation called passives, though they are rather to be considered 
as verbal case nouns which are made by the reduplication of a syll- 
able, capable of expressing tense, and with which more is sometimes 
said than is possible with the Kuglish verb. These so-called passives 
are three, but one of them is common to the other two. Not all 
roots, however, admit freely of the three forms, although most trans 
itive verbs and all those expressing an action by which the subject 
draws something to himself, do. Nor is it to be thought that they 
can be used indiscriminately with a verb admitling of all three, for 
it is just in their being properly and distinctly employed that the 
real difficulty of mastering the language consists. 

They are developed from the verbal compound, (in the case of 
um verbs, from the verbal root,) by using in various ways the part 
icle in-hin to form an unmodified passive, and by associating in, nev- 
er hin, with the prefix y on onc side, and with the suffix an-han 
on the other side, to form, sometimes, the same unmoditied passive 
above mentioned; and sometimes, a special passive to which certain 
circumstances of instrument place, etc. have been added. (1) As 

_ (1) The Tagalog particles inhin, an-han seem to be but the Malagasi 
passive Increments #na-ana, in which the a is mute or elidible; and yi the like verbal 
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the component particle plays so important a part in distinguishing one form from the other, we have, as a matter of expediency, adopted the designations of, in, y, an passive in reference to the same In passive, the first of these forms here considered, is used in reference to a subject in the nominative, which is generally the di- rect complement of the verb in the active voice, and is not only the prevalent. form, but is too the most analogous to the English passive, being, like this, inapplicable to intransitive, or rather to what is by natives considered as intransitive verbs It is used with all causative verbs and with the largest portion of the intransitive ones; here too, due allowance being made for the light in which Tagalog views the performance of certain actions. It will be well to state here that verbs of giving, selling, instructing, and the like are just those which are deprived of this kind of passive, a feature most likely to strike an European mind, when it is considered that these verbs require two complements in most other languages. 

In may be prefixed, infixed or sufflxed, hin, is always suffixed. 
When in-hin is applied to form the passive of um verbs, in is prefixed to the first vowel of the root, or inserted between the 

consonant and the first vowel, for the simple present and the past 
tense. Jn or hin, as the case may be, is suffixed to the root in the simple future and imperative, hin being only applied to roots ending 
in a gravely accented vowel The first syllable of the root should 
be reduplicated, in the regular way, for ihe simple present and the 
simple future tenses. 

To form the pluperfect and the future perfect tense, na and 
ma, the passive forms for naca and maca, should be, respectively, 
prefixed to the verbal root, this besides the suppletory way of using 
the adverb ma after the respective simple tenses. 

The same as in the active, the subject in the passive form 
may, indiscriminately, come before or after the verb, here, also, the 
verbal ligament being introduced when the subject comes first: ang 
ale anui,t, iniibig co, or, iniibig co ang aquing ama, “my father is loved 
y me.” 

“As said elsewhere, the Tagalog passive sentence requires the 
agent to be put in the possesive or genitive case, and it is to render 
this peculiarity more noticeable to the student's eye that the arrangement 
exhibited by the paradigms below and all others to follow has been adopted. 
Now, if the agent is represented by a pronoun, either form of the 
possessive case may be used, the prepositive, of course, before, and the 
postpositive, after, without the verbal ligament, as seen in the examples of 
the conjugation below, the latter construction being, however, more idiom 
atic and usual. If the agent is represented by a noun or a sentence, the 
postpositive form should only be employed, saying, for instance, intibig 
m Pedro si Juana, or, si Juana,i, iniibig ni Pedro, “Jane is loved by 
Peter,” guinaganti nang Dios ang pagbibigay nang limbs sa mahihirap, or, 
ang pagbibigay nang limbs sa mahihirap ay guinaganti nang Dios, “to 
give (the giving ot) alms to the indigent is rewarded by God 

Malagasi passive increment, that is only to be considered as the abbreviation of tne 
first two, The most important difference as to their use in the two languages, 
consists in the Mafagasi instrumental form with ana-an rejecting the passive 
iocrement ina-in, when in Tagalog these two particles join to form a special 
kind of passive. A wider difference takes place with the Malagasi i, for, besides 
parting company with ina-in is only used in the imperative, while the same 
particle in Tagalog requires the association of in .for the present and the past, 
and is used with every tense. 
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Two um verbs, umibig and gumanti, are hereafter conjugated in 
the in passive form to fully illustrate the foregoing instructions. 

Verbal compounds. 

To wish, to want, to love. Umibig. 

Wishing. Pag-ibig. 

To be loved (willingly, cheerfully), 
to be wished. 

To reward, to give an equivalent for. Gumanti. 

Rewarding. Pag-ganti. 
To be rewarded, to be given pi CanGhia 

equivalent fer. ' 
To reward with. Jganti. 

To substitute for, substituted for. Pag-gantihan, napag-gantihan. 

\ Ibig-in--ibiguin. 

CONJUGATION. 

Infinitive. 

To be loved.” Ibig-in--ibiguin. 

Present indefinite tense. 

. is or are loved by me. Aquiug iniibig, iniibig “co. 

» > » » thee, you. Iyong > > mo. 

» poo. » him, her, it. Caniyang 5 > niya. 
p ia mp? j Ating » » aa 

; ! Aming » » namin, 

.? poo? >» ye, you. Inydng » » ninyo, 
» po » » them. Canilang 5 > nila, 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

: was, were, has, hast,havebeenlovedby me.  Aquing inibig, inibig co. 

» » » » » > ” “LTvong » » 1 lyou, j1yong > mo 

( him, | 
» > ed » » sher, ,Caniyang » 5 niya 

(it. | 
» » » N y N a ‘5 us § Ating > » natin. 

t Aming » » ) namin. 
» » » » » » » \ ye, l One i "You. fInyong >» >» ninyo. 
2 » » a » DI ¥ - them, Canilang o » nila. oe 
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Pluperfect tense. 

... had been loved by me.  Aquing nalbig, inibig na, naibig, inibig co na. 
» > >. N | thee, "Iyong > » > > >» m Lyou. J jas NG 

him, 
» >» 5. 5 sher, (Caniying 5 >» > » na niya. 

it. 
bo Ja o Ah ce | Ating. io 6 a jain 

| Aming namin, 
e p » > » » pag (Inyong > > > > >» » ninyo. 

. > N > » them. Canilang 5 > » 3 >» » nila. 

Future indefinite tense. 

.. Shall or will be loved by me. Aquing iibiguin, (1), iibiguin (1) co. 
tth 

LE ” 3? 33 pA 1 panang t Inydng LEI LA! mo. 

( him, ‘ me 
3 PE 33 ” ” 1 her, it. t Caniyang ” ” niya, 

sess j Ating (natin. 
n SN 1 u t Aming ," 4 ( namin. 

a LE] ” ” y ! Bi t Inyong LP ” ninyo. 

eae 2g AS SE? NG .. them. Canilang  ,, k nila. 

. 8hall or will 

have been lov- 

Future perfect tense. 

Aquing maibig, ifbiguin na; maibig co, iibiguin co na. 
ed by me 

| thee R ..do do do ,, : an | Iyong Ri 7 3 » mo » mo ,, 

him, - ero 
hg mia sagt a a Caniyang ,,, m mi » niya, ,, na niya 

ity 'N 

| Ating (natin, ,, ,. (natin. 
» 93 99 oy US. | Aming n3 we a mR ( namin. 23). hh | namin. 

e, ) ; pane a2 
1 If IN 97 i a ( Inyong ” ” ” » NINYO, ,, ,, ninyo. 

DAR 1b NI NG them. Canilang ” ” ye ” nila, 49 nila. 

Imperative. 

Let.... be loved by thee, you. Iyong ibiguin, ibiguin, mo. 
po yy: him, her, it. Caniyang ,, x niya. 

” ” LE] ” us. Ating Pa ” natin. 

” ” 2 ” ye, you. Inyong ” ” nnyo. 

” ” ” ” them, Canilang 3d Ub nila. 

(t) U is here inserted for prosodical reasons to indicate that g bas not 
the guttural sound. The word may also be written iibig-in, 
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Verbal. 

'The state of being loved. Ang ibiguin. 

Infinitive. 

To be rewarded. Gantihin. 

Present indefinite tense. 

.. is, are rewarded by me. Aquing guinaganti, guinagaati co. 

pagan 46 a , thee, you. Iyong m » mo. 
atl oA Ka ., him, her, it, Caniyang  ., » niya. 

mo Ating 35 » \ atin. 
ea ” ” Aming An . (namn. 

Mee oso Hi » ye you. Inyong Rt »  ninyd, 

eds ab Ra ., them. Canilang a » nila. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

.was, wast, wert, were, has, hast, / 3 : : 
have been rewarded by me. (Aquing guinanti, guinanti co. 

..do do do do do do ,, thee, you. Iydng F ki mo. 

ca aap phd, her,it Caniyang  .. .- niya. 

| Ating. 3 »  {natin. 
mo ca kko aire. cage 493) US. h s = : : 

( Aming ” » (namin. 

-» ov on oo oo Ye, you. Inyong. ., » ninyo, 
. 3 13] ” ” ” ” ” them. Canilang ” PE nila. 

Pluperfect tense. 

.had hadst been! z : ; R 

rewarded by me. | Aquing naganti, guinanti na; naganti co, guinanti co na. 

thee 
dodo do do do], ise | Iyong ‘i 3 a » mo, ,, mona. 

jp 

sd ga Oe ban Caniyang es a . niya, ,, na niya 
“tit. 

Pee \natin, ,. ,, fvatin. 
a AG Pee en nt ja "Inamin, ,, ,, namin. 

ou , ae . 
a 45 H na ” Ft ( ' Mnydng w DE ” Hr ninyo, 4r 43 ninyo. 

saa them. Canilang ,, ” . » nila, ,,,, nila. 

Future indefinite tense. 

. shall, shalt, will, wilt be rewarded ) 
by me. ( Aquing gagantihin, gagantihin co. 

mon n ” ” thee, you. Iyong 35 ” TAO 

no» 5 n him, her, it. Caniyang  .,,.... o hiya. 
| Ating ” natin. 

yoo nm ” » US. Fx 
1 

| Aming na » (| namin. 

eb Aro (two px FB, YOUs Inyong di » ninyo. 
#9 ” ” them. - Canilang bi K nila... 
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Future perfect tense. 

.. Shall, shalt, 
will, wilt have 
baenrewarded | Aquing maganti, gagantihin na: maganti co, gagantihin co na, 

by me. 
thee,!.. .. d0 do.,| you (Iyong n 2 if » mo, ,, mo na. 
him, | ; 

Don aot , Caniyang Ng Ni ” ” niya, » nha niya, 
it. 

pa ( Ating \natin, ,, ,, | natin. 
*) 3h N e = , j ki PBB - | Aming n , "(namin,,, ,, / namin. 

ye P . ee 
a oe Inyong , a mo ga MF, gg. Gp HAY 
» nnthem. Canilang  ,, ci sg » nila, ,, ,, nila. 

Imperative. 

Let.... be rewarded by thee, you. Iydng gantihin, gantihin mo. 
ok IGAN si »» him, her, it. Caniyang ,, pi niya. 

Thesis K » US. Ating na KA natin. 
kl ia 7 » ye, you. Inydng Hr m ninyo. 

fae? anan a a ka .. them. Canilang  ,, _ nila. 

Verbal. 

The state of being rewarded. Ang gantihin. 

The following um verbs are offered for the students practice 
in using the passive conjugation. 

To buy, to be bought. Bumili, bilhin. (cont.). 
To catch, to be caught. Dumaquip, daquipin-dacpin. (cont.). 
To write, to be written. Sumulat, sulatin. 
To do, to make; to be done, made. Gumaud; gaoin. (cont). 
To taste, to be tasted. Lumasap, lasapin, 
To smell, to be smelled. Umamoy, amoyin. 
To sight, to spy: to be sighted. Tumanao, tanaoin. 
To feel, to touch, to be touched. Humipo, hipoin. 
To call out to, to be called. Tumauag, tauaguin. 
To answer, to reply; to be replied ) . , to. (the person). ; Sumagot, sagotin. 

To ask, to inquire: to be asked, ) , me 
inquired about. (the person). p Pinanang; kanangin. 

To receive, to accept; to be re- a : 
ceived. : Tumangap, tangapin. 

What is your servant writing? gAno ang sinusulat nang iyong alila? 
He is writing the letters you gave Sinusulat niya ang manga sulat na ybi- 

him this morning. nigay mo sa caniya can ginang omaga. : aa oa : 
What is Frederic doing there? | ca t0E gumagana diyan: ni Pede 

Frederic is doing what his master Guinagaud ni Pederico ang yniutos 
. ordered him to do. nang caniyang panginoon sa caniya. 
a ba 15. 
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To keep company to. Sumama. 
To accompany each other. Magsama. 
To be put together. Pagsamahin. 

Person standing for | are god } Inaama. 

, mother, god- wee 

n ” UN! ie a } Iniina. 
3 ba ,, son, godchild. Inaanac. 

= NN » brother. Quinacapatid. 
jaane or) 

- ‘i mother-in- : Binibianan. 
| law. 

Whom are you calling for? gSino ang tinatauag mo? 

I am calling for my servant, who Tinatauag co ang aquing alila, na pa- 

is never at home. rating uala siya sa bahay. 

Nephew, niece. Pamangquing lalaqui, babaye. 

NINETEENTH EXERCISE. 

What is being tasted by you? The oranges that my friend 
gave me are being tasted by me | Which of these two flowers will 
be smelled by my uncle’s niece? The white flower will be smelled 
by your uncle’s niece. What is the seaman on the lookout for? He 
is on the lookout for his ship. Was my godchild touched by the 
physician? It was touched by the physician, and the latter said that 
its sickness is not a serious one. By whom am [ called? Thou art 
called by your wife. Why is not our servant called by her? Your 
servant went out, that is the reason wby you are being called. Whom 
is the teacher replying to? (Who is being replied to by the teacher?) 
The teacher is replied to by the pupil. Who will be inquired about 
by my nephew? The priest will be inquired about by your nephew. 
Had my book been accepted when I was rewarded by thy father? 
Your book had been accepted by my father before you were rewarded 
by him. Who is loved by my sister? Her godmother is loved by her. 
What has been bought by my mother? The mipa house has been 
bought by her. Is the footpad (robber) caught? He has already been 
caught. Will this prayer be written by anybody? That prayer will be 
written by me. 

' 

TWENTIETH LESSON. YCADALAUANG POUONG PAGARAL. 

THE PASSIVE VOICE. (continued.) 

Although mag verbs have pag for the passive, this particle is 
however dropped with most of them, the wm verbs passive form of 
conjugation being generally common to both the wm and the mag ones. 

_ When pag is retained, in cases and for purposes to be ex- 
plained in subsequent lessons, im is inserted between p and ag, thus 
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forming pinag, for the present and the past tense; and the same, or hin, is suffixed to the root for the imperative and the simple future. The first syllable of the root should be reduplicated in the regular way for the present and the future tense. 

Two mag verbs, magalis and magsama, are hereafter conjugated in the in passive voice to illustrate the forms both with and with- out the particle. 

Verbal compounds. 

To take out; to couple, to join, to] Magalis; | 
, sort, to mate. magsama. To be taken out, to be matched. Alisin or yalis, pagsamahin. The actions of taking out, sorting. Ang pagaalis, ang pagsasama. Companion, company. Casama, casamahan, samahan. 

CONJUGATION. 

Infinitive. 

To be taken out. Alisin. 

Present indefinite tense. 

is or are taken out by me Inaalis co. (1) 
"Boom on” n thee, you. n mo. 
9? ” ” ” ” ” him, her, lt. ” niya. 

{ natin. ‘ us. say. ‘Hl : yoy ” ) ” a 
‘namin, 

” ” ” ” ” ” ye, you. ” ninyo. 

” ” LU DN ” ” them. LE] nila, 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

. was, Were, has, have been taken out by me. Inalis co. 
7 LE ” Lal ” PR] pk ” thee, you. elt ” mo. 

” 33 wid PE] ” ” D ” him, her, it. 3% niya. 

natin. 
” vy ba ” PE] LB] 3? bai us. PE] namin. 

” ” ” ” ” ” cy ne ye, you. ” ninyo. a 5 ae pi M » ” them. Mi nila. 

Pluperfect tense. 

.had been taken out by me. Naalis co, inalis co na 

’ i shee, ” mo, LU mo ” ” ” ” ” 3 you. 

him, - ei 

” ” 33 LEI ” her, pe niya, ” na nly . 

it. 3 ; 
jnatin. ,, ,, | natin, 

ni a ap ab. di, UG Na ‘namin, ,, 9, | namin, 

” ” ” ” ” ye, you. ” ninyo, ” ” ma 

nila. LE LA! LU ” 9 them. ” nila, LEI PB 

iti dents are already 1) The prepositive form has been here suppressed, Stu 
jastioled that the "one made use of in the paradigms is far more common, 
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.. shall, will have 

. do do do do do ,, 

Let.... be taken out by 

The state of being. 

To be joined. 

. shall, will be taken out by 

is, are joined by me. 

Tue Tagalog LANGUAGE. 

Future indefinite tense. 

me. Aalisi 
a, Fh thee, you. ng 
... im, her, it. ,, 

33 ” us. ” 

LE ” ye, you. ” 

PK ” them. ” 

Future perfect tense. 

been taken = Maalis co. 
out by me. 

» thee, you. pa mo, 
,, him, her, it. pa hiya, 

ane | natin, 
ae » Inamin, 
» ye, you. 45 ninyo, 

., them. » nila, 

Imperative. 

thee. Alisin. mo. 
| him. ) ae 
(her, it. | ei Ja: 

us. natin, 
ye, you. ninyo. 
them. nila. 

Verbal. 

Ang alisin. 

Infinitive. 

Pagsamahin. 

Present indefinite tense. 

n co. 
mo. 
niya. 
natin. 
a 
ninyo. 
nila. 

aalisinco na. 

PE mo pi 

» na niya. 
ap » (natin. 
pa » (namin. 
KG » Ninyo. 
ss » nila, 

Pinagsasama co, 
thee, vou. mo. 
him, her, it. niya. 
Wig: B jnatin. 

(namin. 
ye you. ninyo. 
them. nila. 

Present perfect and past Indefinite tenses. 

.... Was, were; has, have been joined 

ee . oe 

oe ee 

by me. Pinagsama co. 

thee, you. a mo. 
. him, her, it. n niya, 
ag. i natin, 

(namin. 
ye, you. NG ninyo. 
them o nila. 
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Pluperfect tense. 
... had been a by me. Napagsama co, 

117 

pinagsama co na. 
. thee, you. mo. mo .. 
. him, her, it. niya, ha niya. 

, Me ( natin, \ natin” 
( namin, “namin. 

. ye, you. ninyo, ninyo, 
. them. . nila. nila. 

Future indefinite tense. 
... shall, will be joined by me. Pagsasamahin co. 
ko M8 HC a a MEG, NOD mo. 

. him, her, it. niya. 
pa \ natin. 

( namin. 
ye, you. ninyo. 
them. nila, 

Future perfect tense. 

.shall, will have been joined 
by me. Napagsama co, 8 pagsasamahin co na. 

..dododo dodo . thee, you. mo, ! mo ,, 
: .. him, her, it. niya, na niya. 

nG { natin, | natin. 
a ( namin. “namin. 

.... Ye, you. ninyo. ninyo. 
., them. nila, nila 

Imperative. 

Let Ai ng thee, you. Pasamahin mo. 
5 him, her, it. niya. 

us. natin. 
ye, you. ninyo. 
them. nila 

Verbal. 

The state of being joined. 

The following mag verbs are offered for the student's practice 
in using the passive, 

To dress, to put on clothes, 

be put on, 
To tell, to say, to be said. 
To carry, to be carried. 
rp p R 
To putin order, to arrange, to disen- | Maghusay: husayin. 
tangle, to be put in order. 
To put in front of each other, to be | 
put in front of each other. 
To wrap up, to be wrapped up. 
To steal, to be stolen. 
To praise, to be praised. 
To explain, to be explained 
To cut, to be cut. 
To join, to gather, to heap, 
throng, to be gathered, etc. 
To draw nearer, to be drawn nearer | 
to each other. 

ka Magdamit, damtin, 

Ang pagsamahin. 

(cont.). 

Magsabi, sabihin, 
Magdala, dalhin. (cont). 

| Magtapat, pagtapatin. 

Magbalot, balotin. 
Magnacao, nacaoin or pagaacaoin, 
Magpuri, "purihin. 
Magsaysay, saysayin. 
Magpotol, potolin; or, potlin. (cont.). 

sal | Magtipon, tiponin. 

Maglapit, paglapitin. 
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To attain. Magcamit. 
Vessel or ship of any description. 8 Sasac-yAn. 
Bank, border. Beach, shore. Dalampasig. Baybay. 
Long. Short. Mahaba. Maicli. 
Large, broad. Wide, extensive. Malapad. Maloudng. 
Straight, narrow. Maquitid, maquipot. 
Tight. Maquipot. 
Fish. Isda. 
Right. (place) Left (place). Canan. Caliua. 
What shall J say to John? (Ano baga ang sasabihin co cay Juan? 

Tell him that I am calling for him. aag Dao sa GADIJA NG INAIKUAL CO 
Enough! (interject.). Siya! 
It is already enough. Siya na! 
Enough ! Do not speak any longer. Siya na ang salita ! 

TWENTIETH EXERCISE. 

When will the carpenter take away the lumber he bought some 
days ago? It will be taken away by him to-morrow. (He will take 
it away tomorrow). Why has it not been carried away by him already? 
Because it was sorted by him in boards of an equal length and 
breath. Is it yet being sorted? No, it was already sorted. By whom 
will this shirt be put on? That shirt will be put on by our neighbor's 
daughter. Why isit not put on by her mother? It is not put on by 
her mother, because it is short and tight for her. Will that which 
you explained to me yesterday morning be stated by me (shall I 
state etc.) to your brother-in-law? Be it said by you to him. (Yes, 
say it to him). When do you wish that it be said by me (do you 
wish me to tell it) to him? Be it told by you (tell it) to him, after 
my going away. What is being brought over (here) by the man who 
was at the beach? The fish that has been stolen by our tailor's boy 
is being brought over (here) by him. Where is it being carried by 
him now? It is being carried by him to the bank. When will 
the money I gave to your mother-inlaw be brought by her? (When 
will your mother-in-law bring me the money I gave her)? It will be 
brought to you by her next week. (She will bring it to you etc.). 
Which books are to be put in order by the servant: yours or 
those of your teacher? Both mine and my teacher’s are to be (will 
be) put in order by the servant. What was done by the baker's boy 
(did the baker's boy did) before in the morning? The clothes in my 
wardrobe were put (he put) in order by him. How (in what order) 
do you wish the pictures in Jane’s room to be put? I wish (it is 
my wish) that they be put facing each other. Are the seats as well 
to be put in front of each other? Yes, let them be put in front 
of each other by Peter. What was stolen yesterday in the garden 
by our boy? My sister’s flowers were stolen (he stole) by him; they 
were first taken by him and then wrapped in a piece of cloth. 
Have some other things ever been stolen by him? The money on 
the table or in my pocket has often been stolen by him. How is 
it, then, that he has been so often praised by you? He has been 
praised by me at a time when I was not yet aware of his being 
a thief. What are those people praised for? Those people are 
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. praised for their (on account of their) sanctity, What is explained by 
parents to their children? Those things are explained by parents to 
their children which the latter do not yet understand. What is 
being cut up by the cook? The meat that is to be cooked is being 
cut up by the cook. Which nails have been cut this evening by the 
carpenter? All the nails that he took out from the partition wall 
have been cut by him this evening. What is thrown in heaps by 
the farmers? The rice ears are gathered up by farmers. What is 
being gathered by you (thee) there? The fruit of my master's orcbard 
is being gathered (piled) by me What has my husband said to the 
boy? He said to him that all beds in the bed room be drawn 
nearer to each other. Do you wish to say something to me about 
the Pasig river? The Pasig river is not a wide, but it is a beautiful 
water course, on its banks, both right and left, stand nipa houses, 
most of which have a small orchard or garden. 

TWENTY FIRST LESSON. 

YCADALAUANG POUO,T, ISANG PAGARAL. 

INSTRUMENTAL PASSIVE MIDDLE VOICE. 

In the preceding two lessons what may be considered the real 
Tagalog passive form of conjugation, as assumed by the main verbal 
particles um and mag (ma, the particle for intransitive verbs not ad- 
mitting of the in passive form) has been exhibited; and sufficient. it 
is believed, has been said to enable the student to gather some fair 
idea of its structure and marked peculiarities. The examples, both 
in the paradigms and in the exercises, are rendered by the English 
passive, but this has been done more as a matter of uniformity than 
of identification, as they cduld be better rendered with the English verb 
in the active voice. The fact is that the use of the passive voice 
in Tagalog is not, like in English, a matter of choice, but is made 
dependent on certain circumstances surrounding the direct object of the 
verb in the active voice. Hence, while every Tagalog active sen- 
tence can be rendered with the English verb in the passive voice without 
the sense being much impaired, not every English active sentence can, 
however, be rendered by its corresponding active in Tagalog witbout 
a distortion of sense being caused. 

The Tagalog passive sentence differs syntactically from the English 
one only in that the agent is, somewhat as in Greek, expressed in the 
possessive case, for in wbat regards the grammatical subject, this is, in 
both languages, expressed in the nominative. This subject, which 
is in English the direct complement or accusative of the verb in the 
active voice, may be, in Tagalog, either the same accusative, or some 
of the other divisions of the objective case. The in Tagalog passive 
voice is the one corresponding best in syntactical arrangement with 
the English one, inasmuch as the grammatical subject is in the nom- 
inative both in the one and in the other of the two languages; but this 
statement is not applicable to all verbs which in English are transitive. In 
other words: English transitive verbs, if, of course, they have proper counter- 
parts in Tagalog, can, in the latter, assume a passive form; but not all of 
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them admit of the in passive form, although most do. — For such 
English transitive verbs as cannot find means of expression in the 
in Tagalog passive form, recourse is had to the passive middle 
voices, one of which it is the purpose of the present lesson to illustrate, 
Now, these suppletory or middle voices, which, sometimes, like the 
in passive, are used in reference to a grammatical subject which is 
the direct complement of the verb in the active voice; are more fre- 
quently used, however, in reference to a subject indicative of certajn 
attributes of instrument, cause. place, etc., and it is a matter of consider: 
able difficulty for beginners to know which of these forms is to be used 
and for what purpose. As the subject is one of the greatest import- 
ance, it is deemed necessary to devise some means by which the dif- 
ficulties may be obviated which the student is most I'kely to encounter. 
in discovering the proper passive form to be used in each particular 
case. In trying to clear the way for him to be able to discriminate 
and select the right passive, a system of expression has been resorted 
to which, while preserving, in its abbreviated form, the greatest analogy 
to the English and Tagalog idioms and dispensing with longer explan- 
anatory forms, will, it is believed, serve well this intended purpose. 

The device here adopted for this expression will be found merely 
to consist in this: 

Where a passive voice is to be indicated in Tagalog analogous 
to the English one, the verb will be used in the passive on the English 
side of the vocabulary. Thus, 

To receive, to be receiveil. Tumangap, tangapin. 
To give, to be given. Magbigay, ybigay. 
To look at, to be looked at. Tumingin, tingnan. (cont ). 

By the foregoing arrangement, the student must understand that 
the grammatical subject in reference to the verbs in the passive “to 
receive,” “bo give’ and “to look at,” is tho same both in English and 
in Tagalog, or, in other words, the direct complement of the verb “to 
receive’ in the active voice, in the passive, is, to be referred to, in 
Tagalog, by am; that of “to give,” by 4: and that of “to look at,” by an. 

Where the y middle passive voice is used in reference to the 
instrument with which, or the means by which, the action is performed, 
this will be indicated by using the English verb in the active form 
coupled to the prepositions “with,” “through,' or any other which may 
appear suitable to denote the instrument or means, according to the 
nature of the action, in English, and where y is used to denote the 
reason, cause, motive, etc., by the English verb in the active form coupled 
to “by reason of,” “because of,” or such other expression as may best 
suit the kind of action. Thus, 

To seize, to seize with. Dumaquip, ydaquip. 
To reach, to attain; to reach, to at) Uardbut 
tain through. | Umabub abut: 
To praise, to praise because of. Magpurl, ypagpun. 
To die, to die of, from. Mamatay, ycamatay. 

The preceding arrangement or manner of expression is used to 
indicate to the student that in constructing the Tagalog sentence with ~ 
this form of passive, the instrument, means, or the reason, as the case 
may be, is to be putin the nominative, that is to say, is to become 
the grammatical subject, no matter if the reason, motive, etc., is 
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represented by a sentence; for here, too, the using of the article serves to indicate the subject. See an example of this in the following sentence: ‘My brother-in-law praises his master, so that he may be given the money he has asked from him”, or, more in acordance with the Tagalog idiom: “the reason for my brother-in law to praise his master is just that he may be given the money, etc., ang ypinagpuri nang bayo co sa caniyang pangindo,i, ang siyd,i, big-yan (or, ang abigdy--ang pagbibigay sa caniya) nang salapi hiningui niya sa caniya, or, hiningui niya nito. = wate passive is also sometimes used in reference to the so called ‘dative of acquisition, a grammatical case which generally comes after the English preposition “for”. To indicate this, the verb will be used in the active voice coupled to the same preposition, as: 

To buy, to buy for. Bumili, ybih. 
Buy for me. Ybili mo aco. 
To cook, to cook for. Magloto, ypagloto. 
Get cooked for him. Ypagloto mo siya. 

Where the an middle passive voice is used in reference to the 
attributive dative or indirect complement of the sentence, this will 
be indicated by using the English verb in the active voice with the : 
preposition “to,” and where the reference is to -the locative, that is 
to say, to the place for the performance of the action, it will be 
denoted in English by using the verb in the active with “at, “In, ’ 
“upon,” etc., as may best suit the kind of action. 

An sometimes refers to the place, person or thing indicating 
the origin or source of supply from which something is drawn. 
This will be indicated by the English verb in the active coupled to 
the preposition “from.” The following words and phrases are believed 
to illustrate the matter: 

To give, to give to. Magbigay, big-yan. (cont.). 
To conceal to conceal in. Magtago, pagtaguan. 
To stop, to stop at. Huminto, hintuan. 
To buy, to buy from. Bumili, bilhan. (cont.). 

Students should not consider the plan here adopted of using 
the English verb in the active coupled with certain prepositions to 
translate the Tagalog passive as merely a fanciful or arbitrary ar- 
rangement, but as one being closely allied to the sense that it is 
thereby intended to impart. 

With regard to the use of said prepositions, it should be borne 
in mind that same are inherent in the above mentioned passive forms, 
and that if the latter are employed in reference to any grammatical 
subject other than the one in reference to which they ought to be 
used, such prepositions should be expressed. Students, it is believed, 
will thereby the aided and much time spared in their trying to find 
out the right passive to be employed in each particular case. 

The passive voice, as above said, may, in the majority of cases 
assume a verbal instrumental form which, it may be said, corresponds 
to the instrumental ablative case of nouns, by prefixing the particle 
y4 (1) in all tenses, (except the pluperfect and the future perfect), 

(1) It has been deemed necessary to use y instead of 7 throughout this 
grammar whenever the instrumental passive voice is to be indicated, for, otherwise, 
the student could not well know in the case of compounds like ma ynalagdy, 

1 
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to the verb in the in passive form. For the present and the past 
tenses, y-i is to be prefixed to the same im passive ones -of um 
and mag verbs (when the latter drop pag), for the imperative, to 
the verbal root, and for the simple future, to what would be the regular 
in passive with in-hin dropped. With those mag verbs in which pag is 

retained, yi is to be prelixed to the verbal passive compound in the 
imperative and in the simple future. For the pluperfect and the future 
perfect tenses, the peculiarity is to be mentioned of the particle y-i 
being inserted between the passive prelixes na and ma and the verbal 
root, or the verbal passive compound, according, respectively, to whether 
the verb is a wm one, or a mag one which drops pag in the passive, 
or whether it is a may verb in which pag is retained. 

This form, as above said, is sometimes used in reference to a 
subject in the nominative, which, as in the case of the in passive 
form, is the direct complement of the verb in the active voice, and it 
is then that it bears the greatest possible analogy to the English pass- 
ive. Most commonly, however, it forms a peculiar Tagalog voice, 
gramatically, but not logically, a passive, pointing out the instrument 
with which, the reason, cause or means by which the action is performed, 
such instrument, reason, cause or means thereby becoming the gram- 
matical subject of the sentence and being put in the nominative, especially 
when the sentence includes, besides a d'rect complement, another indirect 
one expressive of any such instrument, etc.. 

It is the passive form to be used in reference to the direct 
object of such verbs as in English require two complements, and 
with those denoting moral or material acts by which the subject gives 
up or parts with something; for, as it were, the performer is in Ta- 
galog considered to be passive in relation to such actions as make 
him relinquish the control of something, either materially or morally, 
the thing or thought thus relinquished or parted company with being 
considered as -the reason for such actions and thereby becoming the 
grammatical subject of the passive sentence. 

In the y-i passive conjugation of the three verbs which is 
given hereafter to practically illustrate the above instructions, the form 
is used in reference to the instrament in one case, and in reference 
to the direct complement in the other two, of which one is of a mag 
verb preserving the wm verbs passive form, and the other of a like 
verb in which pag is retained. 

Verbal compounds. 

To be seized. Daquipin. 
To allow ones self to be cought. Magpadaquit. 
To be ordered to be seized. Ypadaquip. 
To be thrown away. Ytapon. 

Do. (intensive.) Y pagtapon. 
To throw upon. Taponan. 

Do. ([intensive.) Pagtaponan. 
To give notice to. Pagbalitaan. ni 
To be reported. Ypagbalita, ybalita, ypagmalita. 
To have, to be in possession of , M : 

news, to be aware of. \ agcabalita 
To report to each other. Magbalitaan. 
To go out in search of news. Maquibalita. 

inalis, etc., which of the two passives in ur i was meant. The reason having thus 
been explained which led the author to depart somewhat from the regular spelling, 
he will be glad to see that students write 7 and not y this Tagalog particle. (See 
also in the Orthography, footnote, page 14). : mi 
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CONJUGATION. 

Infinitive. 

To seize with. Ydaquip. 

Present indefinite tense. 

I seize with. Ydinadaquip co. 
Thou seizest ,, ka mo. 
He, she, it seizes 5s ,, da niya. 

We seize as ” | meni. 
( namin. 

You, ye ” ” ng ninyo. 

They 3 . na nila. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

I seized, have seized with. Ydinaquip co. 
Thou seizedst, hast _,, Ki p mo. 
He, she, it seized, has “3 re Ka niya. 

We x DA 4 ox nG AATA 
You, ye 33 LB ” #3 bib ninyo, 

They ” » Bom » nila. 

Pluperfect tense. 

I had seized with. Naydaquip co, ydinaquip co na. 
Thou hadst ,, a i mo, mo na. 
He, she, it had eh, ois Pi niya, na na niya. 
W \ natin. » \ natin. 

" na Ni ni ig ( namin. pi .. / namin. 
You, ye ms ka a si ninyo, a .. ninyo. 
They sa ki 4 a nila, nl » nila 

Future indefinite tense 

I shall seize with. Idadaquip co. 
Thou wilt  ,, B a mo, 
He, she, it will ,, aa mi niya. 

natin. 

We shall ,, My a namin. 
You, ye will ,, m Ar ninyo, 
They " 7 ng "nila. 

Future perfect tense. 

id shall have seized with. Maydadquip co, Ydadaquip co na. 

‘Lhou wilt #3 33 YI 39 mo, x) mo ag: 

He, she, it will  ,, Hi ki a niya, + na mia 
( natin, pa », ( natin. 

We shall, » ” uy (namin,  ,, ! namin. 

You, ye will ,, a Rt ri ninyo, ni » inyo. 
They ‘3 < #: # na nila, N » nila, 
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Seize (thou) 
Let him, her, it seize 

.. us 
Seize (ye) 
Let them 

Tar TagaLoGa LANGUAGE. 

Imperative. 

Ydaquip mo. 
niya. 
natin. 
ninyo. 
nila. 

Verbal. 

The action of seizing with. 

To be thrown away. 

Ang ydaquip. 

Infinitive. 

Ytapon. 

Present indefinite tense. 

is, are thrown by me. 

» 

» 

» 

3 

thee, you. 
him, her, it. 

us. 

you, ye. 
them. 

Ytinatapon 
>» 

> 

> 4 
> 

> 

co. 
mo. 
niya. 
natin. 
namin. 
ninyo. 
nila. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

» 

» 

» » 

» > 

. was, were; has, have been thrown by me. 
» thee, you. 
f him, her, 
a ite ' 

> US. 

>» you, ye. 

» them. 

Pluperfect tense. 

.. had been thrown by me. 

3? 

. shall, will be thrown by 

> 

Naytapon co, ytinapon co na. 
thee, you. » mo, > mo > 
him, her, it. > niya, » na niya 
dg Rh ( natin, , | natin. 

( namin, namin. 
you, ye. » ninyo, >: » ninyo. 
them. » nila, » » nila, 

Future indefinite tense. 

me. Ytatapon co. 
, thee, you. mo. 
. him, her, it. a niya. 
.. us, j natin. 

Pa ( namin. 
» you, ye. a ninyd, 
», them. nila, 

Ytinapon co 
> mo. 

» niya. 

| natin. 
namin. 

> ninyo. 
> nila. 
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Future perfect tense. 

. shall, will have been thrown by me. Maytapon co, ytatapon co na. 
a y yy ” ” ” ay thee, you. KA mo, 45 mo 12 

” ” ” ” 35 ” him, her, it. ” niya, », na niya. 

" ( natin, natin. oe ” ” ” ” ” ” Ss. ” ! namin yO namin 
3 . ed 

Boo ” ii yi . yOu, ye. » DMYO, ,,,, ninyd. 
bi gg a Pa na ., them. » nila, no nila, 

Imperative. 

Let .... be thrown by thee. Ytapon mo. 
bd acd ees » o him, her, it. N niya. 
PE ma a KU ” ” us. ” natin. 

sabi kaaway ag » n YOU, Ye. »  minyd 
Kee ee Fe ., them. BI nila. 

Infinitive. 

To be reported. Ipagbalita. 

Present indefinite tense. 

..is, are reported by me. Ypinagbabalita co. 
a 2 > » thee, you. » mo. 
sai oD » » him, her, it. » niya. 

natin. 
oa » » » US. » . 

namin. 
od » » you, ye. » ninyo. 
a » » them. » nila. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

.. was, were; has, have been reported by me. Ypinagbalita co. 
» » » » » » » you, thee. » mo. 

» » » > » » » him, her, it. > niya. 

| natin. 
» » » » » » » US. » i namin. 

vee 2D » » » » » » you, ye. » niyo. 

sano B > » » > » » them. » nila. 

Pluperfect tense. 

:. had been reported by me. Naypagbalita co, ypinagbalita co na. 
gi ” ” ” ” thee, you. ” mo, pb] mo. Pa 

a pa 3 , him, her, it. ka niya, » ma niya. 
( natin, natin. 

: ” ” ” PE us. 93 | namin, ” ” namin, 

Kan i s Rs » ye, you, nG ninyo,  ,, » ninyo. 
them. ka nila, mi » nila, 
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Future indefinite tense. 

-, shall, will be reported by me. Ypagbabalita co. 

O gp NG is thee, you. ‘a mo. 

east! a * ,» him, her, it. ha niya. 
( natin. 

” ” nI ” ” us. PE l namin. 

” M4 as . ye, you. na ninyo. 

them. as nila. 

Future perfect tense. 

.. shall, will have been 
reported by me. Maypagbalita co, ypagbabalita co na. 

"a " . thee, you. 2 mo, ng mo ,, 
” na AN, ” him, her, it. ” hiya, ” na hiya, 

| natin, natin. 
Dn "BA ” s5 MB, pa (namin, ” “/ namin, 

” sg ” » you, ye. Ton ninyo, ” ” ninyo. me a 
Hi 3 n them. i nila, wep Ma. 

Imperative. 

Let.... be reported by thee. Ypagbalita mo. 
ey ee bn ., him, her, it. a niya. 
ROTOR Rt Pi » Us. N natin. 

BA Ka » ye, you. mi ninyo. 
NAB AAP kr » them. ‘3 nila. 

Verbal. 

The state of being reported. Ang ypagbalita. 

The student is required to conjugate in the y- passive form 
tbe following verbs, the element which is in each to become the 
subject of the sentence being indicated by using on the English side 
those forms of expression which have been adopted for the purpose. 

To give, to be given. Magbigay, ybigay. 
To sow, to scatter seed: to be sow- Mayas) ate: ib sh 

BO ba 6. seatiered: t aghasic, yhasic, magsabog, ysabog. 

To place, to be placed. Maglagay, ylagay. 
To kill, to kill with. Pumatay, ypatay. 
To buy, to buy with, to buy for. / Bumih. vbih 

(for the sake of) Pecan ot a 
To flagellate, to flagellate with. Humampds, yhampas. 
To sew, to sew with. Tumahi, ytahi. 
To weep, to mourn; to weep, to / stots ee 

mourn because ot. , Tumaugis, ytangis. 

To consent to, to consent to by) Pina 4 
magan of j umayag, ypayag. 
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To be glad, to rejoice, to rejoice ) sah ‘ 
Ee ATT :j Matoua, ycatoua. 

To bear, to suffer, to bear for) Maatii Nag 
the sake of. | Magllis, ypagts. 

To use, to wear; to be made use of. Gumamit: gamitin. 
Deer. Snare. Usa. Silo. 
Want, necessity. Coachman, driver. Cailangan, cochero. (Sp). 
Fine, slender, thin. ‘Trousers. Manipis. Salaual. 

TWENTY FIRST EXERCISE. 

What is being made use of by the carpenter to make tables? 
He makes them with a hammer. What has my sister cut out the 
cloth for my shirt with? She has cut it out with these scissors. 
What has that deer been caught with? It has been caught with a 
snare. What has the boy done before in the morning on his way 
to school? He threw away his pen. Why did he throw it away? 
The pen was worn out, that is the reason why he threw it away. 
What would be given by your uncle to me, if I should give him 
some books? If you would give him some books, he would perhaps 
give you some money. Is this money given me by my mother? 
This money is not being given you by your mother, but the trousers 
I have put there on the table are being given by her to you. For 
what does our farmer want this paddy? It will be sowed by him 
in his farm. Where has our boy placed the ring I gave him yester- 
day in the afternoon? He put it into your trunk. Which of these 
two knives has the cook killed the fowl with? That large one over 
there which he bought some days ago at a Chinese shop on San 
Jacinto street (was that which he killed it with). What money has 
John bought so big a house with? He bought it with the money 
which one of his uncles gave him. For whom has he bought it? He 
bought it for his mother. What is being ordered by our master? 
He orders (It is being ordered by him) the coachman to be cudgeled. 
What shall I cudgel him with? You must cudgel him with this 
rattan. Which needle will the tailor sew your buttons on with? 
Let him sew them on with a needle thinner than that he used last 
time. Why is this boy crying out, here? He cries out, because he 
is given nothing to eat. What is the reason for Mary to have con- 
sented to marry the Chinese merchant? The fact of her parents 
being indebted to him, was the reason for her to have consented to. 
What is it that makes your servant to rejoice? What causes his 
joy is that his master will take him to Manila. Why do you bear 
those grievances?. I bear them for God’s love sake. 

‘ 
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TWENTY--SECOND LESSON. 

YCADALAUANG POUO,T, DALAUANG PAGARAL. 

4 

LOCAL PASSIVE MIDDLE VOICE. 

The passive voice may likewise assume a verbal local form 
which sometimes refers to the dative and sometimes to the local ablative 
of nouns. This kind of passive, it will be seen, also refers some- 
times to the direct object of nouns. 

The conjugation is made by suffixing an or han, as the case 
may be, to the root or compound in all the tenses. The in passive 
particle is preserved throughout, except where it is a suffix, that is 
to say, in the infinitive, imperative, and simple future, where in or hin 
is dropped and replaced, respectively, by an or han. 

Sentences with a verb in the local passive form are constructed 
by putting the person or place, the [English indirect object, in the 
nominative. In cases where the an-han passive refers to the direct 
complement, it is this, of course, that should be put in the pominative. 

While further explanations will be given in the proper place, 
the attention of the student is for the moment called to the following 
paradigms of four verbs, in the conjugation of which the an passive 
is used each in reference to one of these four different subjects, 

Verbal compounds 

To borrow. To borrow from. Umutang. Utangan. 
Do. on account of. Yutang. 

To be deeply indeb ed. Magcautang. 
Tobe .. . to. Pagcautangan. 

Do. .. . by reason of. Ypagcautang. 
To lend. ‘To be lent. To lend to. Magpattang. Ypagutang. Pautangin. 
To give. To be given. Magbigay. Ybigay. 
To go about giving. To be given ) 

in a continuous way. j 
Cover, lid, screen Tayuip 
To place oneself between so as to 

thereby hide some thing. 

Mamigay. Ypamigay. 

| Tumaquip. 

To cover oneself. Magdaquip. 
To cover. To be covered. Magdaquip. Dacpdn. (cont.). 
To put. To be put. Maglagay. Ylagay=ypaglagay. 
To order to put. To order to be) M laga put, j Magpalagay. Y pagpalagay. 

CONJUGATION. 

Infinitive. 

To borrow from. Otangan. 
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Present indefinite tense. 

I borrow from. Inootangan co. 
Thou borrowest  ,, pa mo. 
He, she, it borrows ,, g niya. 

We borrow  ,, C pana. 
( namin. 

You, ye " ia " ninyo. 
They ‘i Hi 4 nila. 

Present perfect and pst indefinite tenses. 

I borrowed, have borrowed from. Inotangan co. 
Thou  borrowedst, hast a m mo. 
He, she, it borrowed, has sa Hi k niya. 

We ” have ” ” ” HARD, namin, 
You, ye ” ” PE! ” ” ninyo. 

They ” ” ” ” ” nila. 

Pluperfect tense. 

J had borrowed from. Naotangan co, inotangan co na. 
Thou hadst Na B 33 mo, 2 mo na. 
He, she, it had sg ba a niya, 7 na niya. 

natin, natin. 
We ” ” ” ” ( namin, ” ” namin. 

You, ye ms m ra pa ninyo, a ka ninyo. 

They ” ” ” ” nila, ” ” nila. 

Future indefinite tense. 

I shall borrow from. Ootangan co. 
Thou wilt » » » mo. 

He, she, it will » » » niya. 

natin. 
We shall 5 > » Hathi 

You, ye Will > » » ninyo. 
They » » » > nil. 

Future perfect tense. 

I shall have borrowed from. Maotangan co, ootangan co na. 

Thou wilt » » » » mo, » mo » 

He, she, it will » > > » niya. >» na niya. 

f natin, natin. 

We shall o : : > (namin, namin. 
You, ye will » » » » ninyo, » » ninyo. 

They » » » » » nila, » » nila. 

Imperative. 

Borrow (thou). from. Otangan mo. 

Let him, her, it borrow ,,, T niya. 
Let us ki a Ng natin. 

Borrow (ye). si x ninyo. 
Let them borrow ,, 7 nila. 

17 
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Verbal. 

The action of borrowing from.—Ang otangan. 

Infinitive - 

co na. 
mo ,, 

na niya. 
n | natin. 
» ( namin. 

ninyo. 
nila, 

” 

” 

co na. 
mo ” 

niya. 
natin. 
| namin. 
ninyo. 

To give to. Biguidn-big-yan. (cont.). 

Present indefinite tense. 

I give.” to Binibiguian co. 
Thou givest ,, = mo. 

He, she, it gives ,, si niya. 
5 ( natin. 

We give” ,,, 7 | namin. 

You, ye 1. Ki Re ninyo. 

They ” ss 7 nila. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

I gave, Shave given to. Biniguian co, 
Thou gavest, hast ,, ,, a mo. 
He, she, it gave, has oe Fe niya. 

natin. 
We ” have ” ” ” mamin. 

You, ye o ik we a 7 ninyo. 
They ” af oy ” 33 nila. 

Pluperfect tense. 

I had given to. Nabiguidn co,  biniguidn 
Thou hadst ,, ,, ca mo, Ni 
He, she, it, had .,  ,, a niya, Ng 

We PR] ” nI Le] eee LE] { namin. 
You, ye » el ae a ninyo, a 

They YI ” DD ” nila, PE 

Future indefinite tense. 

I shall give to. Bibiguidn co. 
Thou wilt sa. tt ba mo. 
He, she, it will Ba. a aa niya. 

We shall” ,, ,, H natin, 
namin. 

You, ye will 7 F a7 ninyo. 

They an ” ” PE] nila. 

Future perfect tense. 

I shall have given to. Mabiguidn co, bibiguian 
Thou wilt LE] LA 8T ” mo, ” 

He, she, it will ,, re a niya, ., na 

We shall .. wh Cg § natin, ” 
: { namin, ms 

You, ye will ” ” ” ” ninyo, ” ” 

They ” ” ” n ” nila, ” ” nila. 
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Imperative. 

Give (thou) _ to. Biguidn mo. 
Let him, her, it give ,, " niya. 

» US ni ja ; $5 natin. 
Give (ye) m Hi ninyo, 
Let them give ,, pi nila. 

Verbal. 

The action of giving to. Ang biguian. 

Infinitive 

To put upon. Paglaguidn. (cont.). 

Present indefinite tense. 

I put upon. Pinaglalaguidn. co. 
Thou putest  ,, ba mo. 
He, she, it puts a Hi niya, 
WG put H n f natin. 

( namin. 
You, ye a Na sa ninyo. 
They 3 is ss nila. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

I put, have put upon. Pinaglaguidn co. 
Thou putest, hast ,, i +3 mo. 
He, she, it puts, has  ,, Hi niya 

. ( natin. 
We put, have ,. i ” i nami. 

You, ye ” ” ” ” ” ninyo. 

They 2 DD LE YI as nila. 

Pluperfect tense. 

I had put upon. Napaglaguidan co, pinaglaguian 
Thou hadst ,, na ng mo, sa 

He, she, it had ,, a Pr niya, no na 
\ natin, ” 

We LE ” ” DE / namin, ” pr 

You, ye mO GG Cap ni ninyo, sa si 
They ” ” ” ” nila, 33 

Future indefinite tense. 

I shall put upon. Paglalaguidn co. 
Thou wilt ,, Ki as mo. 
He, she, it will ” » ” niya. 

natin. 
We shall ” ” ” i namin. 

You, ye will ,. si y ninyo. 
nila, They 
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co na. 
mo ,, 
niya, 

j natin. 
( namin. 
ninyo. 
nila. 
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Future perfect tense. 

I shall have put upon. Mapaglaguian co, paglalaguian co na. 

Thou wilt 33 3. ” ” mo, ” mo ” 

He, she, it will ,, ,, 3 5 niya, » na my 
| natin, » fnatin. 

We shall ,, on N (namin, ? pagana 

YO, PG BAN yg agn Ng ‘a ninyo, so a Minyd, 
They La! ” La! yr ” nila, ” LE nila, 

Imperative. 

Put (thou) upon. Paglaguidn mo. 
Let him her, it put ,, Fa niya. 

» US ” ” ” natin. 

Put (ye) na H ninyo. 

Let them put ,, 3 nila. 

Verbal. 

The action of putting upon. Ang paglaguidn. 

Infinitive. 

To be covered. Tacpan. (cont.). 

Present indefinite tense. 

.1s are covered by me. Tinatacpan co. 
gia. fa? ng » thee, you. Ao mo, 

” ” ” ” him, her, it. ” niya. 

natin. 
” ” ” ” us. ” | namin. 

9m m » you, ye. s5 ninyo. 
” ” ” ” them. ” nila. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

.... was, were; has, have been covered by me. Tinacpan co. 
m a ib ” a ,, thee, you. i mo. 
ipo ce ih N #3 » him, her, it. i niya. 

LE! 23 ” Ts 21 5 bd 34 us. PE] een 

” a ” ” so ” ” you, ye. ” ninyo. 

nao Sim kr. ta ie Na ., them. ba nila. 

Pluperfect tense. 

had been covered by me. Natacpan co, tinacpan co na. 
» » » » thee, you. » mo, > mo,, 

>» » » him, her, it. » niya, >» na niya. 

AA » BI » US. j natin, » NG natin. 
| namin, » / namin. 

vo 9 » » you, ye. » ninyo, » 5. ninyo. 

Garin A9 » » » them. » nila, » » nila. 
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Future indefinite tense. 

. shall, will be covered by me. Tatacpin co. 
» > > > » thee, you. » mo. 
» » » » » him, her, it. » niya, 

» » » » >» US. » f natin. 
{ namin. 

» > > » » you, ye. » ninyo. 
» » > > » them. » nila. 

Future perfect tense. 

. shall, will have been covered by me. _ Matacpan co, tatacpdén co na. 
» » » » BI » \ thee, mo » 

you. ’ mo » 

him, 
> » » > » » Cher, » niya, » na niya. 

it. 

» » » > » >» us. > ee mine lag ( natin. 
namin, (namin. 

> > > » » » you, ye. » ninyd, » » ninyd. 
NS >» 9 » > » them. > nila, >» » mila. 

Imperative. 

Let .... be covered by thee. Tacpén mo. 
re > » him, her, it. 5 niya. 
Bb swa » » US. >» natin. 

Po sew ® » » ye, you. » ninyo, 
Wo kia > » them. » nila. 

Verbal. 

The state of being covered. Ang tacpan. 

The student should conjugate the following roots in the local 
passive form, in reference to such subject and for such sense as are 
indicated by the forms of expression used on the English side. in 
accordance with the plan adopted for the purpose. 

To receive, to receive from. Tumangap, tavgapan. 
To buy, to buy from. Bumili, bilhan. (cont.) 
To steal, to steal from. Magnacao, pagnacauan. 
To sing, to sing in honor of. Magauit, pagauitan. 
To perceive, to note; to be per-) ma, ; 

ceived, to be noted. N Magmasid; pagmasdan. (cont.). 

To restore, to give back; to restore ) ! fi Te wa li 
te, to give back to. f Magsaoh, PADIKAN pagano lan. 

To say, to tell; to say to, to tell to | Magsabi; pagsabiban, 
To look at, to be looked at. Tumingi, tingnan. (cont.). 

To open, to lay, to throw open; to) Magbucas; bucsan. (cont.). be opened. _ : j 
To scour, to be scoured. Humugas, hugasan. 
To rub, to be rubbed. Cumoscos, coscosin—=coscosan. 
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Where is my hat? 

I threw it into the garden. 

To which child did you give that 
money? 

I gave it to Peter, the son of our 
neighbour. 

Where has your daughter been 
wounded? 

She has not been wounded, but, on 
the contrary, she wounded her 
brother on the head. 

Whom are you writing to? 
I am writing three letters to my 

mother. 
To go upstairs. 
Grand-father 

Great-grand-son. 

Grand-son. 

Great-great-grand-son. 

Quill. 
Countryman, fellow-citizen. 
Seed. Wire. 

Widower, 

Owner. To protect. 
To stand To spring to one's feet. 
To setup. To consume. 

widow. 

Tuer TagaALoG LANGUAGE. 

2Sdan naroon ang sambalilo co? 
Ytinapon co sa halamanan, pinagta- 

punan co ang halamanan, ang hala- 
manan ang pinagtapunan co. 

cAling bata ang biniguidn mo niyang 
salaping iyan? 

Si Pedro, ang anac nang aming caapid- 
bahay, ang biniguian co. 

gSdan sinugatan baga ang anac mong 
babaye? 

Siy4,i, hindi nasugatan, cundi bagcus, 
sinugatan niya sa old ang caniyang 
capatid na lalaqui. 

éSino baga ang sinulatan mo? 
Sinusulatan co si ina nang tatlong 

sulat. 
Pumanhic, manhic. 
Nono=nuno. Apo: 

j Apo sa tuhod. (literally, grand-son from 
the knee). 

Apo sa talampacan. (lit. grand son from 
the foot plant). 

Bagiits. 
Cababayan. 
Binghi. Cauat. 

( lalaqui. 
| babaye. 

May ar. Umampon. 
Matayo. Tumayo. 
Magtayo. Umobos. 

Bauo--balo 

TWENTY SECOND EXERCISE 

From whom does the merchant borrow his money? He does not 
borrow it from anybody, he buys goods from other merchants, but he 
borrowed yesterday some money from one of his countrymen. Who 
is he whom the baker will borrow money from? He will borrow some 
from his uncle's carpenters. Had you already borrowed any money from 
Peter when I arrived here? No, when you arrived here, I had not yet 
borrowed anything from Peter. Whom shall I borrow from? Borrow 
from your aunt, Whom have you stolen this book from? I stole this 
book from nobody, it was given me by my sister. How often did you 
steal anything from your parents? Three times. How much ata time? 
Twice, twenty—five cents; and once, one dollar. What do you wish 
me to note? I wish you to note this I am teaching (showing) you. 
What is it? That happiness here on Fearth soon passes away. Who 
will sing to-night? Alfred’s daughter will sing to-night. In whose honor 
will she sing? She will singin honor of her father. Where did the 
servant put that cheese? The table was the place where he put it. 
To whom did their brother write? It was his children to whom he 
wrote. In which house do you wish to go upstairs? It is in your house 
that I will go upstairs. What is your father’s father? My father’s fa- 
ther is my grandfather. And your grandfathers son’s son? He is his 
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grandson. And your father's grandson? He is his great-grandson. And 
your father’s great-grandson? He is his great-great-grandson. Is your 
remale cousin still married? No, sheis already a widow. From whom 
has my countryman received the bird in that cage which is singing 
so wel? He received it from no one, he bought it from a Chinese 
owner of a shop on San Jacinto street. From whom does the Phil- 
ippine Archipelago buy the rice that is at present consumed therein? 
She buys it from people doing business in Saigon. Has not your co- 
chero's wife told you that their son has stolen a pair of shoes from the 
neighbour on the right? Yes, the cochero's wife told it to me, and I 
ordered the pair of shoes to be restored to the rightful owner. Are 
you looking at the big house which is being erected by the bishop, 
your protector? Iam not looking at the house which is being erected by 
the bishop, but at the room that is being opened by a man standing up at 
the door. Have you looked at the plates which the cook scoured last 
night? I have, and fifteen plates out of the thirty-six he scoured are 
broken (nabasag), have been broken (consciously or intentionally) 
(binasag) What did he rub them with? He rubbed them with some 
tree leaves. Well, let him rub them more carefully in the future. 

TWENTY-THIRD LESSON. 

YCADALAUANG POUO,T, TATLONG PAGAARAL. 

USE OF THE VERBAL PARTICLE UM. 

Um is the chief verbal particle to express the unreciprocated act 
of the agent, either towards himself or towards others, when the action is 
not modified in number, manner or time, or otherwise changed from 
its simplest sense. When applied to a root having a definite verbal 
character as, for instance, cain, “eating,” ldcad, “walking,” etc., it 
forms the verbs of action, cumain, “to eat,” lumdcad “to walk," 
but these, however, should not be confounded with those we design- 
ate by the name of transitive verbs in English. The latter are 
such as the action of which passes, or is supposed to pass, over 
to an object, which is other than the subject. The Tagalog 
verbs of action, on the contrary, being chiefly considered in relation 
to the subject, do not require any object, although they may admit 
and take one. Some of them correspond to the English neuter verbs, 
but they do not, however, denote a state or condition of being, but 
rather such an act as (and this is very important) emanates from 
the free will of the agent. When applied to a root expressive of 
the operation of such physical forces as are to be found in Nature 
and which does not admit of human or willful agency, as, culog, 
“thunder;” ulan, “rain,” tne action is viewed in relation to the power 
by which it is produced and not in relation to the eftect produced, 
nor to the matter or thing affected thereby. 

When applied to a root of an abstract quality as dimong, “wisdom,” 
the verb resulting will express the assimilation of said quality by the 
subject, and hence, duminong, “to grow wiser.” 

If the root is ambiguous and passiye in sense, the wm verb 
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will denote the acquisitive action; and thus, from palit, “exchange,” 

pumalit, “to receive in exchange for.” If it is of such a kind as 
to imply correlation between the parties, it will then denote that 
action only which is the province of the agent to perform to induce 
the other party into tbe correlative one, and thus, from duay, “quarrel- 
ing;” umduay, “to assail.” If in the root the sense of a change of place 
exists, that verb is formed which expresses the motion which the 
subject brings to pass as a result of a conscious effort of his will, 
and not that of the application of the motion to some external object. 
Thus, from lapit, “nearing,” lumdpit, “to approach.” 

When applied to a root of instrument, the wm verb, as in the 
case of a verb of motion, will express the working with such ins- 
trument, not the effect which is the result of its application to a 
matter of thing. Thus, from, licop, “gimlet,” lumicop, “to bore.” 

If the root is an adverb, its combination with um will form 
a verb which indicates an action allied in sense to that which is 
found in the adverb. Thus, from lalo, “more,” lumalo, “to exceed.” 

The preceding general remarks are supplemented with the 
following itemized statement of actions to which the particle is applied. 

Roots denoting qualities capable of being assimilated by the 
agent through a slow process, may be conjugated by wm to indicate 
the conversion when still in progress. Um is, therefore, the particle 
used in forming the so called Latin inceptive or inchoative verbs in sco. 

The shirt is becoming white. | Pungmuputi ang baro. 
(whitens). 

The flower became red. (reddened). Pungmula ang bulac-lac. 
The water will become cold. Lalamig ang tubig. 

, Nacainit ang sabao, (better) ungminit 
The broth had become hot. ; 

( na ang sabao. 

Peter will have grown tall. ae ka a pene eae 

The patient is slowly recovering. Gungmagaling ang may saquit. 
yAng pamangquin cong babaye tung- 

n Hap lt matamad, or, naguiguing tamad. 
Natives are becoming industrious. Ang manga Tagalog ay sungmisipag. 

My niece is becoming lazy. 

Priests are growing cowards. Ang manga pare,i, dungmodouag. 
The women will become wise. Dudunong ang manga babaye. 
This string is becoming long. Itong lubid na itd,i, hungmahaba. 
Americans will grow richer. Yayaman pa ang manga Americano. 

Some adverbs capable of an inceptive meaning may be like- 
wise conjugated in this sense. 

(Luvgmalalo ang cabanalan ni Maria Mary's virtue is surpassing Jane's. 
Ll sa cay Juana. 

Actions through which the agent gains control of something. 

To buy. To overtake, to come at. Bumili. Umabut--umabot. 
To take. To receive, to accept of. Cumuha. Tumangap. 
To borrow. To come across, to find. Umotang. Sumompong. 
To go out to meet, to meet some 

body, to welcome. 
To catch, to plunder. Humuli. 
To seize. To filch, to purloin. Dumaquip. Umomit. 

t Sumalobong. 
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Voluntary acts of motion. 

Torun. To leap. Tumacbo. Tumalon. 
Tojump To flee. Lumocsd, Tumanan, tumacas. 
To walk. To swim. Lumacad. Lumangoy. 
To stop. To cease. Tumahan. Humimpay. 

Purposely performed acts of posture. 

To stand up, to spring to one's feet. Tumindig. 
To lie down. To lean on. Humiga. Humilig. 
To crouch, to stand on hands and) AGA N Tumouar. 

To place oneself face downwards. Dumapa, tumaob. 
To place oneself on one's back. Tumihaya. 
To place oneself with ones face 
ahead, to place oneself in front of. 
To place oneself on one’s side. Tumaguilid. 

! Tumapat. 

The steady progress in self-producing, up-growing processes,- if 
represented as continuous and not intermitent or recurring, when 
their full development has not yet been accomplished. 

To put forth shoots. Sumibol. 
To be growing up. (plants). Tumubo. 
To bud. To sprout Umusbong. Sumupling, 

Atmospheric occurrences, provided the root word does not begin 
in b. 

To be windy, to be blowing. Humangin. 
To rain, to be raining. Umulan. 
To thunder, to be thundering. Cumulog. 
To lighten, to be lightening Cumidlat (1). 
To strike. (lightening). Lumintic. 

Astronomical transitions when not otherwise expressed and the 
change is represented as going on, provided the root does not begin 
with b. 

To be growing light, to be sunny. Umarao. 
To be growing late. (to take an 

afternoon luncheon). 
To be growing dark. Gumahi. 
To rise. (the sun or any other lum , 

inous body). ] 
To set, to be setting (any luminous \ 

heavenly bodies), to launch into, Lumubog. 
to dive. 

To set, to be setting, to get (some 

! Humapon. 

Sumica!, sumilang. 

Lumonod. one) drowned. re 
To be growing dark. Sumilim, dumilim. 
To eclipse. Lumimlim, Jumaho. 

(1). The student will easilv understand that the root-word of all these 
verbs is that part which remains after taking away the verbal particle, and that 
q is ‘changed into c before a, o, u. Thus the root of cumidlat is quidlat. 

18 
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Destructive and inflictive acts purposely executed. (1). 

To kill, to extinguish. Pumatay. 

To destroy. Sumira. 

To set fire to, to commit arson. Sumonog. 

To lay waste, to exterminate. Lumipol. 

To wound. To pinch. Sumugat. Cumorot. 

To cudgel, to whip. Pumalo. 

To break into pieces. Bumasag. 

To split, to break into splints. Bumali. 

Controllable or uncontrollable, but consciously performed, acts of 

the bodily functions, and life-supporting actions. 

To weep. To sob. Tumangis. Humibic. 

To laugh. ‘To sneeze. Tumaua. Bumabin. 

To blow one's nose. To eat. Suminga. Cumain. 

To drink. To spit. Uminom. Lumura. 

To bite. To swallow. To glut. Cumagat. Lumamon. Lumagoc. 

° 

TWENTY—THIRD EXERCISE. 

Who is growing wealthier? The merchant is growing wealthier. 
Has the stuff of my rousers become shrunken? No, on the contrary, it has 

stretched out. Who is growing older? My father is growing older. 

Is Anthony’s son growing taller? No, he is not growing taller, but he is 
becoming stronger. Have Tagals become wealthier? No, they have 
not yet become wealthier. When will they become wealthier? When 
they will become more industrious. Has your sister received already 
the letters? She has not yet received the letters. What are Americans 
buying? They are buying lands. Who has borrowed money? This 
man has borrowed money. Whom are you going to meet? I am going to 
meet my uncle. Did you catch any mouse? I caught one. Why do you 
purloin money? I do not purloin, it is the servant who purloins. Why is 
your daughter running? She is running, because she vishes to catch a bird. 
What is their brother doing? He is leaping into the sea. Why are the 
children jumping? They are not jumping, they are only walking? Does 
the sailor know how to swim? He knows how to swim. Why do you 
not cease sleeping? Because I went to bed at midnight. yesterday How 
are the plants in your garden now? They shoot, and the trees on the 
bank of the river are budding. How was the weather yesterday?  Yester 
day, it rained, thundered, lightened and flashed, and the sun did not shine. 
Where are you going at present? Iam going home, because it is grow- 
ing dark and the moon will not shine before mid-night. Why does 
your brother kill birds, exterminate plants, wound swine, break plates 
and split canes? Because he is cruel, he 1s often whipped by my fath- 
er. Why is the child crying? Because he has been pinched, just a 
eee ago, he was laughing while eating, drinking, and swallowing 
ruits. 

_ (1). TE what causes destruction is an inanimate agent, the root is to 
be conjugated with maca. Ang lindol ay nacasira sa Simbahan, “the earthquake 
destroyed the church. ' I 
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TWENTY-FOURTH LESSON. 

YCADALAUANG POUO,T, APAT NA PAGARAL. 

USE OF THE VERBAL PARTICLE UM. (continued). 

In actions implying mutuality, the acts of the agent upon 
others when such action is not reflected back by tbe latter, are ex- 
presed with wm. 

To keep company to, to lead, to 
conduct persons. 

To chide. 
To speak to, (but not to converse). 

to bring up a law-suit. 
To withdraw, to separate one person 

from another. 
To join to. 

! Sumama. 

Umauay. 

! Umosap. 

| .Humiualay. 

Pumisan. 

The acts of our senses, if they are consciously done by the 
agent, provided the first letter of the root be not bd. 

To hear, to listen to. 
To look for, after. 
Tolook at. To feel, to touch. 
To smell. To taste. 

Dumingig, — 
Cumita. 
Tumingin. Humipo. 
Umamoy.  Lumasap. 

Bodily actions when performed upon another person and not 
upon the subject. 

To cure others. 
To shave others. 
To whip others. 
To comb others. 
To cut another's hair 
To wash another's face. 
To scratch others. 

Gumamot. 
Umahit. 
Humampas. 
Sumuclay. 
Gumupit. 
Humilamos. 
Cumamot. 

Roots denoting weapons, tools or instruments, if conjugated by 
um, express the handling or playing therewith. 

To drum. To shear. 
To spear, to dart. To stab. 
To adze. To plane. 

Gumimbal. Gumunting. 
Sumibat. Umiua. 
Dumaras.. Cumatam 

. , . . ww 

The roots are: guimbal, “Arum," gunting, “scissors,” etc. 

Finally, by um are verbalized the actions of the agent upon 
others, his own motion in actions which, although intransitive, are 
consciously or voluntarily perfor ned, and those by which the agent draws 
something towards himself So, gumamot, means “to cure others,” 
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while mag-gamot is “to cure oneself; lumabas, from labas, “outside,” 
is “to go out;’ but maglabas. is “to draw. out” something. Though 
“to go out” is an action of an intransitive kind, it admits, however, of vol- 
ition and therefore takes wm; matisor, “to stumble,” is an act 
importing motion and of an intransitive kind, but is not a voluntary 
one and cannot, on this account, be verbalized by um. Umabot ex- 
presses the reaching of something by the agent for himself, magabot is 
his handing of something over to others. .Pumalit-malit, “to exchange 
for; the action considered as to theact of the subject in receiving; 
magpalit, “to exchange for”, the action looked upon as to the act 
of the subject in giving up. 

Sa, “in”, “at’, or, better to say, the locative case of a noun 
of place, may take wm to denote permanent stay thereat. Na sa points 
out to an occasional or transitory; sungmasa, to a permanent, stay. 

God is everywhere, or, oneverything. Anz Dios ay sungmasalahat. 
Jesus Christ is in Heaven. Si Jesucristo,i, sungmasalangit. 
Americans settle down in the Phi- Ang manga Americano,i, sungmasa 

lippines. Pilipinas. 

Um is never applied to a root beginning with m, partially, 
because the coming together of the two labials could not well be 
pronounced, and partially, because verbal roots wish m may be con- 
sidered as contracted wm verbs coming from, or molded after the 
Javanese language, with the vowel w suppressed. Some roots begin- 
ning with b and p (two consonants which are frequently found con- 
verted into m in that language and are too sometimes in Tagalog), 
may assume a Javanese form and be conjugated in a somewhat 
devious manner consistent, for the most, however, with the regular 
form. Some other roots, it will be seen, show the same or similar 
deviations, either by reason of euphony, or by reason of some advance 
in the sense they may thus acquire over that they have when ap- 
pearing in the regular form. 

As already said the passive forms of wm and mag verbs are 
alike whenever the change in the action expressed by the verb, 
with the one or the other of these particles, is not such as to 
require the using of pag, the passive particle for mag. 

Bring out some food. (general 
boiled rice). 

Take out this nail. Alisin mo itong paco. 
| Pagalisin (or, better, ypaalis) mo iyang 
( manga larduan. (or cuadro, Sp.). 

ly | Magalis or maglabas ca nang canin. 

Order those pictures to be taken out. 

Passional circums ances of the subject expressed in the active 
voice of the verb by mu, may be conjugated in the wm verbs passive 
form, to express the purposely performed causative action. 

Tana ee \ Natatacot si Juana, si Juana,i, nata- 
( tacot. 

Frighten her, make her fear. Tacotin mo siya. 

The horse is hungry. | Nagogotom ang cabayo, ang cabayo,i, ; ; | nagogotom. 
Starve it, make it feel hungry. Gotomin mo siya. 
Why did your sister allow the gBaquit baga indhao nang iyong capa- 

poultry to perish from thirst? tid na babaye ang manga manoc? 
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The infinitive of this form is fre quently used substantively. 

No admittance, entrance is pro hibited. Ypinagbabaual ang pumasoc. 

To buy is an easy thing for those ‘ ; who have tlc wherewithal Ang bumill ay magaan sa maybill, 

TWENTY—FOURTH EXERCISE. 

Who accompanies you? Nobody accompanies me now, just a 
moment ago, I acompanied John, who was speaking to his sister, she 
joined Peter, who was scolding his friend. Is your female cousin 
doing something? She smells flowers and tastes fruits. Is the 
servant of Peter doing something? He is combing the children. Who 
will beat the.drum? My son will beat the drum, while his friend 
shears horses. What will you do with that spear? I will spear boars. 
Who stabbed Magellan? Natives of Cebu stabbed him. Are the carpent- 
ers doing something? Some of them are adzing, some others are planing. 
Where is Our Lord God? God is everywhere and His precious Son is in 
Heaven at His right. Why did not your servant take out any seats? 
He is taking some out, but he has already taken out these tables. Do 
you want anything else? Yes, order him to take out all the plates 
that were on the table before. What shall I do to the dogs? Frighten 
them, for the cats are hungry and fear them. Why does my master 
chide me? He chides you, because you cause the dogs to suffer thirst 
and the cats to starve. 

TWENTY-FIFTH LESSON. 

YCADALAUANG POUO,T, LIMANG PAGARAL. 

IRREGULARITIES IN THE CONJUGATION OF UM VERBS. 

“As said in the preceding lesson, certain wm verbs may deviate 
from the regular conjugation and assume forms which are considered 
more euphoaious than the regular ones. This will be found to be the 
case with most dissyllabic verbal roots beginning with a vowel, or with 
b, c-q, p and t, in any of which cases, is prefixed to the vowel; 
b, c-q. p, t, change to n, g being adjoined in the case of c=g; for the 
present and the past tense; m comes before the vowel, and the above 

mentioned consonants change to m, for the imperative; but the regular 
form may likewise be used. 

Sometimes, it is not a consideraiion of euphony, but rather the 

necessity of drawing a distinction between the simple and the intensive 
senses, that causes certain wm verbs to appear in his irregular form, 

in view of the impossibility of mag, the intensifying particle, being 

applied in cases where same is employed to change the subjective, 

or the acquisitive action, as expressed by um, to the objective, or sur 
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rendering ohe denoted by mag. Let the root tacbo be taken as an 
example: tumacbo, “to run,” (simple sense) magtacbo “'to run," either by 
many people or, if by a simple person, in some vigorous way or for some 
purpose. Here there is nothing to prevent mag of playing freely its 

"intensifying role, for both the action with wm and the one with mag 
are of the same nature. The case, for instance, with alis and bili 
will be very different, on account of umalis and bumili expressing actions 
of a different kind of those expressed by magalis and magbili, a 
difference which prevents mag from displaying its intensive power. When 
it happens that mag is thus debarred from rendering intensive the 
action expressed by the wm verb, recourse is had to man pan, the part- 
icle of frequentatives, for intension, and it isin this way that we have 
nanalis, namimili, etc, a suppletory intensive means which is but a 
palliative form of the man-pan form of conjugation. 

Two verbs are hereafter conjugated in this irregular way to show 
the above deviations. 

Infinitive. 

To return, to go back. Umoult. 

Present indefinite tense. 
Pret OMB G 

I, thou, he, ete, we, you, they, Nonoui aco, ca, siya, tayo, cami, cayo, 
return, ete.. sila. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 
PEA LE CEN 1 

T, thou, he, etc, we. you, they re. Noui aco, ca, siya, tayo, cami, cay, 
turned, etc: have, etc. returned. sila 

Imperative. 
eye Atel. Y- 

Return, let him, etc., us, them return. Moui ca, siya, tayo, cayo, sila. 

Infinitive. 

To go for, to fetch, to call for. Cumaon. 4 e 
22 RTT Rae 

Present indefinite tense. 

I, thou, he, etc., we, you, they Nangangaon aco, ca, siyd, tayo, cami, 
fetch, etc.. sila. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

T, thou, he, etc., we, you, they Nangadn aco, ca, siya, tayo, cami, 
fetched; have, etc., fetched. cay6, sila. 

Imperative. 

Fetch, let him, etc., us, them fetch. Madn ca, siya, tayo, cayo, sila. 

Infinitive. 

To part a line. Pumatir. PIF TETE Ga 
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Present indefinite tense. 

I, thou, he, etc., we, you, they, Nanatir aco, ca, siya, tayo, cami, cayo, 
part, etc.. sila. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses 

I; thou, he, etc., we, you, they Natir aco, ca, siya, tayo, cami, cayo, 
parted, etc.; have, etc., parted. sila. 

Imperative. 

Part, let him, etc. us, them part Matir ca, siya, tayo, cayo, sila. 

Infinitive. 

To tempt. Tumocso. 

Present indefinite tense. 

I, thou, he, etc., we, you, they Nonocsd acd, ca, siya, tayo, cami, cayo, 
tempt, etc.. sila, 

Present perfect and past Indefinite tenses. 

I, thou, he, etc, we, you, they Nocsd acd, ca, siya, tayo, cami, cayo, 

tempted, etc., have, etc., tempted. sila. 

Imperative. 

Tempt, let him, etc., us, them tempt, Mocsb ca, siya, tayo, cay6, sila. 

The student should conjugate the following verbs in the pre- 

ceding irregular form, which they all admit. 

To captivate. Mihag, bumihag. 
KN ae to go backwards, to fall | Mirong, umirong. 

To go for water. Miguib, umiguib. 
To sting, to peck. Muca, tumuca. 
To gather flowers. Mitas, pumitas, cumitil. (nang bulac-lac.) 
To take the lead, to overrun. Muna, umuna. 

Some trisyllabic and polysyllabic verbs having initial letters as 
above, are conjugated with the particle man and they will be treated 
in the proper place. 

Verbal roots consisting of two or more syllables, with pa prefixed, 
show even more striking conjugative peculiarities. Um disappears 
entirely, pa is dropped in all tenses, except in the pluperfect and the 
future perfect, and is replaced by ma in the future and the imperative, 
and by na ih the present and the past tense. Here tbe second and not 
the first syllable is reduplicated in: the proper tenses, as shown in the 
following paradigm, 
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Infinitive. 

To conquer, toovercome, to vanquish. Panalo, manalo. 

Present indefinite tense. 

I, thou, he, ete., we, you, they Nananalo aco, ca, siya, tayo, cami, 
conquer, etc.. cayo, sila. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

I, thou, he, etc., we, you, they Nanalo acd, ca, siya, tayo, cami, 
conquered, have, etc., conquered. cayo, sila. 

Pluperfect tense. 

I, thou, he, etc., we, you, Nanalo na aco, ca na, na siya, tayo, cami, cayo, sila. 
they had, etc.,conquered. Nacapanalo ,, ,, maa ta aa. oN 

Future indefinite tense. 

I, thou, he, etc., we, you, they, shall, Mananalo aco, ca, siya, tayo, cami, 
elc., conquer. cayo, sila. 

Future perfect tense. 

I, thou, he, etc., we, you, they 87 Mananalona acc, ca na, na siya, tayo, cayo, sila. 
shall,etc.,have conquered. Macapanalo ,, ,, PANG" o 

Imperative. 

Conquer, let him, etc., us, them 
conquer. Manalo ca, siya, tayo, cayo, sila. 

The following verbs are conjugated like panalo. 

To listen to. Paquinyig, paquinig. 
To receive Holy Communion, to) Paani 
Bang , Paquinabang 

To serve, to wait upon, to flatter. Panuyo, 
To sight, to look at from afar, to) Paid 

behold, to gaze at. aii 
To lodge. Panuluyan. 
To lead, to guide. Patnogot 
To trust, to believe. Paniuala. 
To think, to muse. . Panimdim. 
To lean on a staff. To squat. Paniin. Paningcayad. = 
To kneel down. Paniclohor.. 
Can, to be able, to be able to do. Pangyar). 
To talk, to reprimand. Pangosap. 
To precede, to go before, to com- ) Paskong 

mence, to start. ) A OF a 
To lose in the trade. - Pangulugui | 
To shiver, to cramp, to ague. Pangiqui. 
To quake, to tremble, Panginig. 
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To drowse, to get drowsy. Pangimi. 
To be jealous Pangimbolo. 
To feel a tingling pain in the teeth. Pangilo. 
To keep holidays. Pangilin. 
To become disdainful. Pangilap. 
To warn, to be on one's guard, to ) Pangil 

sneak away. po BG: 
o shake, to shudder, to ic- ey 

T Sala 3 be panic | Pangilabot. 

To be jealous. (the married parties). Pangibogho. 
To court, to pay addresses to. Pangibig. 
To become humble. Pangayompapa. 
To dream. 
To hurt, to damage. 
To see one's self in a glass. 
To dread, to fear some imaginary 

danger. 
To bring forth, to lie in for the 

first time. 

Pangarap, (aloud); panaguinip. 
Panganyaya. 
Panganino. 

/ 
Panganib, pangamba. 

Panganay, panganganay. 

To bring forth, to lie in. Panganac. 
To bury one's face in the hands. Pangalumbaba. 
To fold one's arms. Pangaloquipquip. 
To get tired, to become torpid. Pangalo, pangalos. 
To become weak, to become meagre. Pangalirang. 
To gettired from toomuch standing. Pangalay. 
To dare, to venture. 
To promise 

Pangahas, pangangahas. 
Pangaco, panata. 

To pierce, to pass through, to move, Panatiin 
to cause emotion. ' 

To persevere, to abide, to persist. Panatili. 

To sit on the ground with one’s i Panasilii 
legs crossed. | 

To come, to go down, to go down- | Pandog. 
stairs. 

To mourn over. Panambitan. 
To trust, to confide Panalig. 
To put oneself under other's cont- 

rol. 
| Panaguisuyo. 

To sigh, to lament. Panaghoy. 
To envy, to bear an envious feeling, Panaghili. 
To offer, to offer the first fruits. Panagano. 
To hurry on, to incite, to provoke... Pamoncahi. 
To wag. (a dog its tail). Pamaypoy. 
To pray, to crave. Pamaubic. 
To live in a house. Pamahay. 
To swell. Pamaga. 
To bathe, to take baths. Paligo. 
To rise early. Paagi. 

In roots beginning with h, in is, for euphony’s sake, inverted 
in the instrumental passive, or changed to ma in the present and in 
the past tense, as shown in the paradigm hereafter. 

Infinitive. 

‘To be dashed to the ground, Yholog. 
19 
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Present indefinite te:ise. 

...is, are dashed by me, thee, him, Ynihohdlog, or, ynahohdlog co, mo, 
her, it, us, ye, them, to the ground. niya, natin, namin, ninyo, nila. 

Past tenses. 

Yniholog, or, ynaholog co, mo, niya, 
dashed by me, thee, him, her, natin, namin, ninyo, nila. 

. was, were, has, have jun 

it, us, them to the ground. 

This irregularity applies also to roots beginning with 1 or 
with a vowel, especially to those beginning with wa, wi, wo, tho 
they may also follow the regular conjugation. Thus, it may be said 
with equal propriety, ynlagdy, ynalagdy, or ylinagdy, “I put it, yni- 
uala, ynauald, or yinuald, “was lost,” yniweca, ynauica, or yinuica, “pro- 
nounced,” and so forth for the other tenses, thus avoiding the hiatus 
which is produced by the concurrence of the two #'s. 

To set loose. Umalpas--magalpas. 
To remain, to stay at. Tumira. 

TWENTY-FIFTH EXERCISE. 

When will you return to town? JI wish to return there 
to-morrow. Whom did you call for (summon)? I called for (summoned) 
the physician. Can you part this string? I can part strings, but J 
cannot part this. Where is your servant going for water? He goes 
for water to that well where birds peck husked rice and your sister 
gathers flowers. Where is the child? The child is ahead, running to 
take the lead of Frank. What does Peter do? Peter listens to the 
priest and is going to receive Holy Communion. Who led the Tagals 
in their war against the Americans? The Tagals were led by Agui- 
naldo in whom they trusted. What does the old man think of? He 
thinks of leaning on a staff, as he cannot kneel down. Whom is 
the American talking to. He is talking to some of his countrymen. 
Who takes the lead of Alfred? Frank took the lead of him. Do you 
gain much by your trade? I gain nothing by it, I, on the contrary, 
lose money. Is the servant shivering with cold? No, he is trembling 
for fear. Who is becoming drowsy? Nobody is getting drowsy, but 
your friend’s friend is jealous and feels a pain in his teeth. Why 
is your wife shuddering? Because it is thundering. Why is Janes 
husband jealous? Because she is being courted by her neighbour. 
Dost thou humble thyself before God? Yes, and every man should 
humble himself before Him. What did your cousin dream last night? 
He dreamt that he was hurting his sister, and that she was seeing 
herself in the looking-glass. Why does his father bury his face in 
his hands, and stands with his arms folded? He got tired and became 
weak. Why does she not go downstairs and 'sit there with her legs 
crossed? She mourns over the death of her husband. Whom do you 
trust in? I trust in the Holy Virgin. Why is your sister sighing? Because 
her friend Mary bears her envy and incites her to take a bath. Do 
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you fear that dog? I do not fear him, because he is wagging his 
tail. Do you live in a house? No, I live in the forests. What do 
you ask me to do? I ask you to rise early and to bathe in the sea. 
What is the matter with your face? It is swollen. Why did your 
son throw that dog into the sea? Because it hit him. Why does 
na your brother speak English better? Because he cannot pronounce 
well. 

TWENTY-SIXTH LESSON. 

YCADALAUANG POUO,T, ANIM NA PAGARAL. 

USE OF THE VERBAL PARTICLE MAG. 

The proper use of um and mag, it will be noticed, is not unattend- 
ed with some difficulty, owing to the fact that certain roots may admit 
of both particles without any appreciable difference of meaning.  How- 
ever, even where a change in the nature of the verb is not effected, 
an observer will soon discover that the action expressed by the mag 
verb as compared with that of the wm one, includes some new element 
which renders it more complex and one that calls for more mental activity 
on the part of the agent than that of the wm verb. A clear distinction 
of these differences being very important, not only for the proper applic- 
ation of the two particles, but for the more difficult knowledge of the 
use of the various passive forms, it is deemed necessary to preface here 
some general remarks, which, it is believed, will give the student a 
clearer notion of the matter than the one he may derive from the item- 
ized classification which follows later of actions to which the particle 
is applied. 

For a right application of the one or the other of the two part- 
icles, the nature of the root and that of the action which is intended 
to develope therefrom are to be carefully considered. If the root is 
a noun, the name of some particular thing, neither abstract nor assimil- 

able, but passive in sense, as, for instance, camdy, “hand,” the um 
verb will express the simplest or immediate action of the use to which 
the hand may be put, not the result of such use, and thus cumamdy 
means “to use one's hands,” “to work in a manual way.”  What- 
ever may be thought of the action in English, this Tagalog wm verb 
is here considered as intransitive or one expressing an action which 
does not pass over from the subject. Mag, applied to camdy, adds 
an element to the action, which is then regarded in its application 
to some external thing, and thus, magcamdy means “to put, to supply 
to bestow hands:” to or upon some thing, as, for instance, a figure, a 
statue etc; but neither “to hand,” nor “to handle,” the root not poss- 
essing the force which is required to allow actions of this latter kind 
to be developed therefrom. There are other substantive roots, the names 
also of particular things, as, for instance, gamot, “root,” “the under- 
ground part of plants;’ which possess active or transitive force and 
by the mere association with the simple verbal particle, exhibit 
this property in application to others, and hence, we have gumamot, 
“to make application-of such virtues as are supposed to exist in 
roots,” “to cure, to doctor others,” the action here being chiefly cons: 
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idered as to the person or matter acted upon, wbile in maggam:t there 

is an added meaning which includes the subject and gives to the verb 

the meaning “to cure others and the curer as well.” If the root is 
one denoting subjective motion, as, for instance, tacbd, the wm verb 

expresses the motion which the subject brings into existence by 

a conscious effort of his own will, that is to say, the simple or 

immediate use of the radical idea, and thus, tumacbo, “to run,” 

but in magtacbd, the action being considered in relation to some 

external object, the meaning is enlarged so as to become somewhat 

that of “to run for,’ “to run down,” “to run away with,” and 

the verb is considered as transitive. If the motion, as indicated by 

the root, is objective, as, for instance, in ldpit, the wm verb has a 

signification similar to that of tumacbd, lumapit, “to approach,” while 

maglapit expresses the movement or motion applied to some external 

object, the verb, then, is transitive and means: “to place, to draw near,” 

With roots of quality as, for instance, yaman, the um verb expresses the 

assimilation of the quality by the subject, yumaman, “to grow wealthy.” 

In magyaman there is exhibited that deviation of meaning found in 

magtacbo, caused by a vain effort on the part of particle to render 
the quality applicable to others. Thus, magyaman may be assumed 
to mean: “to thirst for riches.’  A similar distinction may be said 
to exist in the case of a root, the name of a substance or matter 
which can be rendered more or less assimilable by a subject, or applic- 
able to others, as guint6, “gold.” We have here guminto, “to become of, 
to be transformed into, gold,” as may be said, figuratively, of a stone 
or other substance, or, to assimilate gold by the subject, but as this 
is beyond possibility, the verb, if used in this latter sense, will turn 
from the original meaning and admit of some metaphorical one bearing 
the closest possible relation to that imparted by the particle. Thus, 
guminté may be applied to the act of a woman who would convert 
into gold, as it were, her own body by allowing it to be devoted to base 
or infamous purposes, while the mag verb will express the application 
of the substance to some external object, and thus, magguinid, ““to gild.” 

It only remains to consider here the case a root, having a well 
determined verbal character, as, for instance, cain, inum, etc. Cumain, 
uminum mean, respectively, “to eat,” “to drink,” that is to say, the act of 
a person (probably of only one person), who eats, or drinks, magcain, 
mag inum—=maguinum, may be considered as indicating the same action 
performed by many people, or, if by only one person, in some inten- 
sive way, and therefore, “to eat,’ “to drink, in some gluttonous manner; 
but here and with many other roots, the difference in sense is not 
very obvious. 

Cases will be found which the above explanations do not ac- 
count for, but here, as elsewhere, the seeming anomaly arises mainly 
from a difficulty of properly classifying particular verbs in Tagalog. 

The following itemized description of the use of the particle is 
given as a complement to what has been said above. 

Mag, may be used with roots beginning with m, mainly for 
the purpose of avoiding harshness of sound, and thus it may be that 
the nature of the action is sometimes found to be at variance with 
that imparted by the particle. 

To insult, to dishonor others Magmura. 
To start, to commence, " Magmola, 
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To experience, to perceive. Magmasid. 
To inherit. ‘lo perceive. Magmava. Magmalas. 
To enhance. Magmahal. 

For actions by which the subject loses control of something. 

To sell. Magbih. 
To take along with, to take to. Maghatir. 
To give, to deliver. Magbigay. 
To grant. Magcaldob. 
To present with, to make a gift. Magbiyaya. 
To give back, to restore. Magsaoli. 

For the acts of the intellect by which thought is relinquished by 
the subject, and those of scattering material things. 

To say. To give notice. Magsabi. Magbalita. 
To explain. Magsaysay, magsalaysay. 
To narrate. Magsalita. 
To permit, to allow. Magtulot. 
To grant leave. Magpahintolot. 
To show, to make shown. Magpaquita. 
To throw away. To forbid. Magtapon. Magbaual. 
To launch a ship. Magbonsor. 
To throw missiles, to pelt. Maghaguis. 
To fell, to cause to fall to ground, Magholog. 
To sow grain, to put seedsintoa hole. Maghasic. 
To scatter, to waste. Magbulagsac. 
To diffuse, to emit Magsambulat, 
To sow grain by scattering it about. Magsabog. 

- For verbs purporting movement, that is to say, motion applied 
to some external object. 

To draw, to place near. Maglapit. 
To put in, to put into. Magsilid. 
To lift up, to raise, to heave, ya Mapigas: 

elevate. , a 
To set up. Magtayo 
To take down, to lower. Magpanaog. 
To fell. (trees). Magboual. 
To remove to a distance. Maglayo. 
‘lo take away. Magalis, oe 
To place something upright. Magtindig, magpatindig. 

For bodily actions, if performed by the subject upon himself. 

To cure oneself. Mag-gamot. 
To shave ,, Magahit. 
To whip  ,, Maghampas. 
To comb  ,, Magsuclay. 
To cut one’s hair. Mag-gupit. 
To wash one's face. Maghilamos. 
a scratch one’s self. Magcamot. 

© wound one's self, to become ) : 
ulcerated. j Magsugat. 

To wet oneself. Magbasa. 
‘To wash oneself, Maghugas, 
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For verbalizing words, either pure or corrupted, taken from 

Spanish or other alien languages. Roots of offices may take mag to 

express the discharge of official duties. 

Mass, to officiate. Misa, (Sp.), magmisa. 

To gamble. Jugar, (Sp); magsugal, (Tag). 

Tobacco, to smoke, to sell tobacco. Tabaco, (Sp ) magtabaco. (1) 

ANA NATAN io elaoriley Chocolate, (Sp.); magsicolate. 

To play base-ball. Magbesbol. 

Mayor, to be a mayor, to act as Capitan, (Sp), mageapitan, magpre: 

mayor. sidente. 

Father, priest, to be a priest. Padre, (Sp), magpare. 

If roots denoting any piece of wearing apparel are verbalized 

with mag, the verb will express the wearing of same. 

Trousers, to wear trousers. Salaual. magsalaual. 

Shoes, a 4 shoes. Sapin, magsapin. 

Spectacles, ,, » spectacles. Salamin, magsalamin. 

Hat, sa » a hat. Sambalilo, magsambalilo. 

Apron, + » an apron. Tapis, magtapis. 

Mag is employed for all those personal actions which are dual 

or collective in character, both sides being meant, as: 

To marry. Magasaua. 
To fight, to quarrel. Magauay. 
To join with, to be associated with. Magtipon. 
To converse. Magusap. 
To assemble Magpolong. 
To admit the company of others, ) M 

to be in company with others j 
To dispute, to contend. Magtalo. 

agsama. 

Mag, being collective in sense, comes to be the proper par- 

ticle of the reciprocal verbs and, as seen in the preceding paragraph, 

by its mere association with a root collective or dual in character, 

a kind of collective or simple reciprocal verb is formed. The same 

may be the case when it is intended to form a verb expressive 

of an action admiting of correspondence, rivalry or competition, if no 
special stress is laid on the intensive performance of the action. 

To see each other. Magquita. 
To write to each other. Magsulat. (better) magsulatan. 
To mix with each other. Maghalo. 
To reconcile -to each other, to) ’ 

greet each other. j Magbati. 

But, for the same actions, when stress is laid on the competit- 
ion or rivalry, and for such others as may be performed in a one 
side way and are intended to be made indicative of reciprocity, especially 

(1) Mag, thus used, indicates the acting in some way upon the thing expressed 
by the root; but does not refer to any specific kind of operation. Magtabaco, there- 
fore, may mean, actually, to sell, to buy, to trade in, to raise, tobacco, according 
to what has been spoken of before, or is determined by some other expression, 
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those of an affective kind, a more elaborate process is resorted to, which includes, besides the employment of the mag particle, that of the suf 
fixes in--hin and an--han, according as to whether the verb requires in, 
or an in reference to the direct object, in the passive; the compound 
thus resulting being a contracted form of maglapitlapi in, magsintasin- 
tahan, “to draw and to be drawn nearer,” “to love and to be loved.” 

To join, to sort, to mate each other, Magsamahin. 
. To approach to each other. Maglapitin 

To place in front of each other. Magtapatin. 
To love aa nA Magsintahan, mag-ibigan. 
To aid Na pa Magtolongan. 
To forgive, to suffer ,, Mi Magpatauaran. 
To curse Ki i Magsumpaan, 
To cudgel 5 ng Magpaloan. 
To obey ss M Magsunuran. 
To bite bb a Magcagatan. 
To laugh at Mi RA Magtauanan. 
To kick ba ya Magtadyacan, magsicaran. 
To mock at ; 
To use abusive language, 

each other. 

Magbiroan 
to insult Magtungayauan, 

TWENTY-SIXTH EXERCISE. 

Does your brother insult Peter? He does not insult him, he 
only reminds him of his duty. Have your servants reported the 
tale to their friends? No, they only explained to them that the 
children had thrown stones on their roof. Why does your father 
allow you to go out by night? He granted me leave to see the 
launching of the ship. Where did you throw the rotten fish? I 
dashed it to the ground. Would you fell many trees if you had 
an axe? No, I wish to sow grain and to scatter some to the poul- 
try. Did you perceive the perfume diffused by the flowers? Yes, and I 
plucked one to put it into the flower-pot. | What do you intend to lift? 
I do not intend to lift anything, but J intend to set up a house and 
to take those two pictures downstairs. Are you going to take the 
nails away? No, I am going to place the images upright and to 
remove them far away. Do physicians cure other people? Yes, but 
they do not cure themselves. Did Anthony wound himsef? Yes, 
yesterday he wet himself to clean his body and on scratching him- 
self, he wounded his skin. Does your son smoke? He does not 
smoke, but he takes chocolate every evening. Do priests wear trous- 
ers? No, but they wear shoes, a hat and spectacles. Do women 
in your province wear aprons? They do not. Did Peter and Mary 
join? They joined, conversed and quarreled. Why did the princi: 
pal citizens of the town assemble yesterday? They only kept company 
to each other, and they contended together. Do Jane and Frank see 
each other? They do not see each other, but they write to each other. 
Do milkmen mix milk with water? They do. What did you do to the 
brothers Rosario? I reconciled them to each other. Ought married 
persons to curse and cudgel each other? No, on the contrary, they 
ought to love, to help, to. suffer with and to forgive each other. Do the 
Ruiz couple obey each other? No, they bite, and kick at each other. 
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TWENTY-SEVENTH LESSON. 

YCADALAUANG POUO,T, PITONG PAGARAL. 

USE OF THE VERBAL PARTICLE MAG. (continued). 

In using mag to form reciprocal verbs, attention should be paid 

to the nature of the action and to the ivtension and purpose in the 

performance of same. We have seen that mag alone may form recip- 

rocal verbs of a first degree if the root to which it is applied carries 
along with it an idea of duality, or reciprocity, and we have thus mag- 

asdua, magduay. For the formation of reciprocal verbs of a second 

degree, the mere application of the particle is not considered sufficient, 

and in, or an, as the case may be, should be appended. To this class 

belong such verbs as magtapatin, “‘to put two things in front of each 

toher.” and magtolongan, ‘to aid each other.” Reciprocal verbs must be 
transitive in so far as they require an object that returns the action. 

If, then, mag and an are applied to a root from which no transitive verb 

can be developed, the action thus expressed will be one of rivalry, 

and maglocsohan, for instance, expresses the action of jumping performed 

by many in competition as to which of the performers will excel or 

surpass the others. If the action is transitive and this latter sense 

of rivalry is to be expressed, the single suffix an is not sufficient and 

should be repeated, as in the following illustration. 

To push somebody out of his place. ) 

(This action is active and can be | Tumolac. 

made reciprocal). ) 

To push hard, to push by many. Magtolac. 

To push each other. Magtolacan. 
To push each other. (tbe ag 

erformed by many .and in 

kp mpabbon as to who will push | Magtolocanan. 

the most). 

Sometimes the discrimination between the pluralizing and reciprocal 
senses is made by changing the accent, as, for instance, in: 

To approach. (intransitive ) Lumapit. 
To place nearer. Maglapit. / 
To approach each other. Maglapit. 
To see many things, or to look at) M ts 

intensively. ere 
To see each other. Magquita. (1) 

Actions conjugated by wm and which admit of intension may be 
conjugated by mag to denote such intension, or plurality, either of 
subject or objects, if the action is not otherwise modified in meaning, 
as, in: 

(1). In this, as in everything else, we endeavor to convey to the student's 
mind some idea of the varions modifications of sensé which a root may undergo 
if conjugated by mag, but they are so manifold that it would be impossible to 
exhaust them. Practice alone can be recommended on this point. 
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To run (simple action), Tumacbo. 
‘To run for, to run away with. Magtacbo. 
To write. (simple action). Sumulat. 
To write a great deal. Magsulat. (The word is made acute), To drink hard, to drink by many. Mag-inum. 
To eat greedily, to eat by many. Magcdin. 
To read. (many, or a great deal). Magbasa. 
To walk. (simple action), Lumacad. 
To walk quickly. Maglacad. (1). 
To weep. (simple action). Tumangis. 
To weep. (by many or beyond me- shies. t Magtangis. 

This manner of intensifying the action or pluralizing the agents is not exclusive and may be considered as of a first degree of intension. Mag and the reduplication of the first syllable of the root intensifies 
more, and the reduplication of the whole root, even more. 

To sell by wholesale. Magbibill. 
The following by many ina a 

order of succession. Magsonodsonod. 
To think deeply. Mag-isipisip. 
To meditate profoundly. Magnilaynilay. 

This latter composition with some verbs of motion denotes some- 
times both to do what the root means and the contrary; or rather, this 
notion is implied in the intensive sense, in so far as, for instance, to go 
continually uptairs, comes to be to go up and to come downstairs. 

To pass on and to pass back again / Naodadhadag 
and again. (ae 

He goes out and in, he sets about Nielalabadtabacan: ak 
going in and coming out. ber an 

Verbs denoting an unsteady motion may be formed in the same way. 
To oscillate. . Maquilingquiling. 
To wabble. Maquindingquinding. 
To stagger. Magsiraysuray. 
a continuously one’s pos- Magbilingbiling. 

To walk with wavering pace. Magocorécor. 
To flutter. Magbalingbaling. 
To place oneself face downward ) hali 

and then on one's back again. | Magbalibaligtad. (2) 

: Nag, with these and similar verbs, may be dropped in the present, 
the first syllable being reduplicated. 

He walks on tiptoe. Titiartiar siya. 
He loafs, wanders about; he walks { Susulingsuling. 

about purposeless. 

(1). Here, as in many verbs of motion which are grave in accent, the accel- 
eration is expressed, both by mag and by changing the accent. The same is the 
‘ase for other actions which are iutensified, as seen above. 

(2). The orthography of Tagalog words is hardly yet fixed by any rule, 
and just at this writing the confusion seems to be at its highest point. The 
student may perhaps find these words written magbaling baling, etc.. We write them 
as in the text, this seeming more in accordance with the incorporative character 
of the Tagalog conjugation. galog jug 20 
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If from an adjective of ma composition, a mag verb is formed, 

the latter will express the boasting, swaggering, of such quality as 

is expressed by the adjective, if the action admits of boasting; but 
the word is made acute. 

To boast wisdom. _ Magmarunong. 

To swagger. Magmatapang. 

To boast beauty Magmariquit. 

To boast prudence. Magmabait. 

If the action does not admit of bragging and the adjective is 

of double composition, the mag verb will indicate the assimilation by 
the subject of the quality expressed by the adjective 

To become, to grow forgetful. Magmalimotin. 

To grow infirm. Magmasactin, magmasasactin. 

If mag is applied to an abstract noun of ca+root+dn composit- 

ion, the verb thus formed will indicate the putting into practice of 

the corresponding quality; but such words are only used in the infi- 

nitive. 

To do justice. Magcatouiran. 
To practice virtue. Magcabanalan. 
To act chastely. Magcalinisan. 
To behave one's self obscenely. Magcahalayan. 

The diminutive sense of wm verbs is formed by reduplicating 

the root (or the first two syllables tbereof if consisting of more 

than two), as: 

To run. Tumacbo. 
To rove, to ramble. Tumacbo-tacbd, 
Peter is gaddi 'g about. Tumacbo tacbd si Pedro. 
To drizzle. Umulan-olan. 

The same diminutive sense of mag verbs is generally formed 

by the reduplication of the root and the affixing of an or han. 

To write. To scrible. Magsulat. Magsulatsulatan. 

This formation is common to actions admitting of feigning, 

gesture, imitation or mockery. 

Tobea hypocrite, to affect virtue. Magbanalbanalan, magpapaimbabao. 
To nibble or to feign eating. Magcaincainan.” 
To snivel, to make crying grimaces. Mag-iyac iyacan. 
To affect to be deaf. Magbingi-bingihan. 
To, 2n m sick Magsaquit saquitan. 
To ,, 4, n mad, Magololololan. 
To play by children at making ) 

little houses. Magbahaybahayan, 
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_ But attention should be paid to the action, as this same com- 
position forms intensive reciprocal verbs which can only be distinguished 
by the context. 

To embrace each other warmly. Magyacapyacapan. 
To look at each other closely or : Magtinsintinsi 

pabasa a ( Magtingintinginan. 

To reach many things, or to pass ) 
them from hand to hand. | Magabot abotan. 

Roots denoting things capable of being sold or made, if verbalized 
by mag will express the selling or making of same. (1) 

To sell rice. Magbigas. 
» ” fish. Mag-isda, maguisda. 
» » pickled fish, or, to prepareit. Magbagdong. 
» on eggs. Mag-iitlog. 
», make houses. Magbahay. 

When nouns denoting correlation or relationship, used as com- 
plement to a verb or an adjective, are prefixed by mag, the action 
referring to the prefixed noun falls back to its correlative party. 

To behave well as a son, to know 
how to behave as a son. 

To behave well as a father. Marunong maganac. 
It is difficult to put up with a 

mother-in-law. 
It is a sorrowful thing to have 

sons who do not repay our cares. 

t Marinong magama, , 

POGI 

t Mahirap ang magbianan. 

! Masama ang maganac na hindf dapat. 

Some um verbs admit of the two particles to denote a sense 
of enterprise, endeavour, earnestness. 

To endeavour. Magpumilit. 
To make for, to make the utmost , : 

exertions for. | Magsumaquit. 
To dispatch one's self, to make ! Magdumali. 

haste. ) 

A second degree of plurality, besides those hitherto explained, 
may be made by inserting nga between ma and g thus, forming mangag, 
for the imperative and the future, and nangag, for the present tense. 

To converse (two or more persons). Magdésap. 
To converse (a multitude). Mangagosap. 

And so forth for other verbs. 

TWENTY-SEVENTH EXERCISE 

Why do the boys run and push my old horse in competition with 
each other? It is so customary with them, they are constantly rambling 
and jumping in competition. Did they write and read a good deal? No, 

(1), See foot note, page 150. 
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but they walked quickly and wept beyond measure. How do persons 

walk? Drunkards stagger and oscilate, young girls wabble; fools flutter; 

oldmen waver; sick persons change posture, and children walk on 

tiptoe. What do persons affect to be? Fools affect to be wise; 

cowards, to be gallant; women, to be beautiful; rascals, to be prudent; 

and hypocrites, to be virtuous. What do other persons become? 

Love sick persons become forgetful, and old men, sickly. What girls 

act wisely? The judicious act chastely, but the injudicious act 

obscenely. Did the children rove in the garden? They did, but they 

could not go on because it is drizzling. Does the boy know already 

how to write? No, he only scribbles a little. Is Alfred's child judicious? 

No, he affects to be virtuous, but, on the contrary, he is always nibb- 

ling and sniveling and sometimes feigns to be mad. Why does my 

servant affect to be deaf and sick? Because he is naughty and is 

always playing at making litile houses with other boys. What did 

the father and the son do? ‘They at first looked at each other, and 

then embraced each other. What are those men doing? They are 

handing over sacks to each other. Do you sell rice and fish? 

I sell pickled fish and eggs, and I also make houses. Is your brother 

a good son and a good father? He is not a good father, but he 

is a good son. Is he also a good sonin law?  .He is, although it 

is very difficult to be a good son-in-law. What does he say to his son? 

He says to him, endeavour to learn, make every exertion to be happy 

and be active. What were that multitude doing there? They were 

conversing. 

TWENTY-EIGHTH LESSON. 

YCADALAUANG POUO,T, UALONG PAGARAL. 

USE OF THE PARTICLE PAG IN THE PASSIVE 

Reference has been made to mag verbs generally dropping pag 
in the passive and assuming the plain passive forms of the wm ones, 
with no other particle than that which is required to mark the voice. 
This sharing by the two verbs in one and the same passive form does 
not lead, however, to any misconception or doubt as to which sense, or verb 
is meant; for um verbs, if intransitive, usually reject in, and, if transitive, 
they require, in reference to their direct object, a different kind of 
passive than the corresponding mag ones This will become more 
apparent from the illustrations following: alisin, for instance, could not 
by any rule of grammar by traced to umalis. Umalis, besides being 
intransitive, is formed from a root indicative of a kind of motion that 
can be applied to other things, and as alisin refers to a definite thing 
which must be the direct object of some transitive verb, no one could 
possibly construe it to mean either “to go out,” or, “to be gone out,” 
but necessarily to mean “to be taken out.” In the case of an intrans- 
itive verb which although formed from a root indicative of a kind of motion 
of which no application can be made, appears, notwithstanding in the 
in passive form, as, for instance, tacbohin, there can here exist no miscon- 
ception as to its meaning, or sense, nor any difficulty in tracing it to the 
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transitive Tagalog verb in the active magtacbo, which, as already said, refers 
to the action of running for some purpose, and therefore tacbohin cannot be 
made to mean, “to run out,” but necessarily “to run for it,” “to run away 
with it.’ A mark of distinction is required, and pag, therefore, is used, 
where both the wm and the mag verb formed from one and the same root 
are transitive, as, for instance, bumili, magbili: umdral, magdral. This 
is because of the necessity of distinguishing between ybili,” “to buy 
with,” “to buy for,' and ypagbili, “to be sold,” bilhan, “to buy from,” 
and pinagbilhan, ‘to sell to,” ydral, “to be taught,” (matter taught) 
and ypinagdral, “to study on account of,' aralan, “to teach to,” and 
pagaralan, “to be studied; etc.. In actions that, besides admitting of 
an instrument or reason for the performance, admit too of being per- 
formed for, or in consideration of, some person, pag becomes necessary 
to indicate this sense: thus, we have ytahi, “to sew with," and ypag/aha, 
sew for,” yloto, “to be cooked,” and ypagloto, “to cook for;’ etc. 

Where the suffix an, alone, refers to the person or the thing 
which is the direct or indirect complement of the verb, pag, if used, 
will refer to the real place where the action is accomplished, and, as 
a rule, where the abstract notion of place is meant, an, alone, indi- 
cates the immediate, an with pag prefixed, the mediate or ultimate, 
place. See these distinctions illustrated in the following words: alagdan, 
“to be tended, watched, cared for,” pagalagaan, ‘‘to tend at,' bayaran, 
“to be paid,” pagbabayaran, “to pay at,” ang lotoan, the mediate place 
for the cooking, “the frying pan,” ang paglotoan, “the kitchen,” ang 
sulatan, “the writing paper,” ang pagsulatan, “the desk, the office,” 
ang tacbohan, “the person run for in order to give him something,” 
ang pagtacbohan, “the race track.” For other actions the distinction 
is not so obvious, or it may be that it even vanishes into an optional 
application of the particle, and thus the student needs not worry himself 
too much about searching for a distinction between, for instance, pi- 
nagnicao and nindcao; pagsabihin and sabihin, paglotoin and lotoin, 
ypinagbalita and ybinalita; paghugasan and hugasan, etc.. 

Some more illustrations follow as complementary to the above 
remarks. 

To take away. Magalis. 
Take that away. Alisin mo iyan. 
To give back. Magsaoli. 
Give the money back. Ysaoli mo ang pilac. 
I had already given back the trous- Naysaoli co na ang salaual, nang siy4,i, 

ers When he arrived. dungmating. 
(¢Sdan ytinapon niya ang caniyang 

Where has he thrown his shirt? 1 "paro? 

It was the garden where I threw it. Ang halamanan ang tinaponan co. 
To attain... Magcamit. 
It is easy to say it and difficult to RN . alin a. } Maraling sabihin, maliuag camtan. 

Pag should be used in the passive if mag is used in the active 
to intensify the action expressed by the verb or to denote plurality. 
PANAKOT a fe ” 

To destroy many things, Magsira PATI 
The swine destroyed these many Pinagsira nang manga babuy itong 

' plants. manga halamanan. 
There are many plants which have | 

Maraminz halamanan ang pinagsisira. been destroyed. “ J 5 "laan g pinag 
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To count many things. Magbilang. 
( gBungmilang baga si Pedro nang ma- 

raming salapi? 
Oh!, he counted more than ten thou- jAbaa! mahiguit sa sanglacsdng pisos 

sand dollars.! ang pinagbilang niya. 

Did Peter count much money? 

When, both actions being transitive, mag in the active converts 

the sense of the root from the subjective, as conjugated with um, to 

the objective sense, pag should be used in the passive to make this 
change of meaning clear. ; 

I borrowed that money I gave him Ynotang co iyang salapf ybinigay co 
yesterday. sa caniya cahapon. 

I will borrow a hundred dollars Ootangan co Si Juan nang sangdaang 
from John. piso. 

I lend this money. salapi, or ypinagpapadtang or ypina- 
papadtang co itong salapt. 

I bought this hat. Binili co itong sambalilo. 
This hat is what I bought, this 

hat is my purchase. 

[lan or or pinaodtang co itdng 

 Ytong sambalilo ang binili co. 

I sell these houses. Ypinagbibilh co itbng manga bahay. 
It is to my neighbour that I have Ang aquing capaapitbahay, ang pinag: 

sold this rice. bilhan co nitong bigas. 

Reciprocal verbs require pag in the passive if the motive or 
place of the action is expressed. 

Those condemned to eternal punish- Ang manga napacasamé sa #mpierno 
ment in Hell curse each otherand nagsusumpaan sila at pinagtotolongan 
help one another in doing evil. nila ang pagaua nang masama. 

They insulted each other at the ) Aiai R h la 
kat | Ang tiangue ang pinagmorahan nila. 

The same is the case with actions of a dual or a collective kind. 

Gambling was the reason for them Ang pagsusugal ay ang ypinagduay 
to quarrel. nila. 

They are assembled in the house Ang bahay nang ind mo,i, ang pi- 
of your mother. nagcatiponan nila. 

Verbs of feigning require likewise pag. 

Menial servants feign to be sick, Ang pinagsaquitsaquitan nang manga 
(50 as) not to be whipped. alila,i, ang hindi sila paloin. 

Fools affect to be wise that they Ang ypinagmamarinong nang manga 
may be praised. bangal ay ang sila,i, purihin. 

7 Active mag verbs require pag if the place where the action 
is performed is expressed in the sentence, especially when the verb 
requires the passive of an for the direct object. 

I paid my personal tax in Manila Sa Maynila pinagbayaran co ang 
when I was still there. aquing bouis, nang dordon pa aco. 

Take care of the horses at the Ang bacoran pagalagaan mo nang. 
enclosure. manga cabayo. 

Your brother put the plate on Ytong lamesang itd siyang pinaglag-idn 
this very table. nang iyong capatid nang pingan. 
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Transitive actions of the kind of those which are executed for 
the benefit of others, require the instrumental conjugatioo with pag 
if the person for whom performed is expressed, the latter to be put 
in the nominative case. 

For whom are you cooking that fish? Sino ang ypinagluluto mo niyang isda? 

I cook this fish for my children. | Ang anga anag G04, ang ypinaglu- U luto co nitong isda. 

For whom did Mary sew the apron? daa ypinagtahi ni Biangui nang 

For Jane. "Si Juana. 
| Ypaggaua mo itong maguinod nang 

Make an omelet for this gentleman. isang tortila. (corr of Sp. word 
' tortilla). 

I would wash your linen, but I Ypagbohogas sana quita nang iyong 
have no soap. damit, nguni,t, uala acong sabon. 

TWENTY-EIGHTH EXERCISE. 

Did you do what I told you? No, because I do not know what 
you ordered me to do. What shall I do? Take away that nail 
and give back the letter to my brother-in-law. Shall I explain to 
him the death of the child?. No, do not say to him anything about 
that. What shall I ask him? Ask him as to when he will come to visit 
me. Did you not see each other the other day? Yes, we saw 
each other on the street. Do you wish me to throw away this pin? 
No, but throw the wood into the garden. Where did they launch the 
ship? The ship was launched at Cebu. Have you sown anything 
at your farm? Yes, I sowed rice therein. Where did you sow it? I 
sowed it in the farm against the beach. What are you putting into 
that jar? I am putting some bread into it Where do you intend 
to build your house? I intend to build it on that ground surrounded 
by trees. Where did they quarrel? They quarreled in the room. 
Where were those two Americans conversing yesterday? They were 
talking to each other on the Escolta, then they fought with each other 
at the large bridge. Why do you help each other? We help each 
other, becayse we are willing to attain the reward. Why did the 
countrymen fell so many trees? They felled so many trees, because 
they wanted wood for their houses. Count them if you did not 
count them. Ihave counted already more than three hundred. Whom 
did you buy those needles from? I bought them from the merchant, 
but I inteud to sell them again to the tailors. From whom will you 
borrow the money you want? I will borrow it from my friends. 
Did your sisterin-law lend you anything? No, on the contrary, she 
borrowed from me six pesos. Why did you whip each other at 
the forest? Because he insulted me first. And did many people 
assemble there? Uh! Yes, many people gathered on the spot of our 
quarrel. Why does your servant feign to be deaf? He feigns to be 
deaf to avoid coming here. Where did your son put my spectacles? 
He put them on your bed. For whom are you making that: chair.? 
For my mother. Is it not for you grandfather that you are sewing 
those trousers? No, it is for the priest. Why does not the carpenter 
wish to make a table for me? It is because he is a lazy fellow. 
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TWENTY-NINTH LESSON. 

YCADALAUANG POUO,T, SIYAM NA PAGARAL. 

USE OF THE VERBAL PARTICLE MA. 

In applying ma to form intransitive verbs, students should not 
lose sight of the fact that no intentional or voluntary act, no state 
suffered voluntarily by the subject or in any way under his control, 
nor anything occurring through his consent admits of ma, and that, 
on the contrary, any root, or act, however transitive or voluntary, 
may be conjugated by ma if the action is to be represented as 
occurring accidentally or beyond the subject's control. Thus, verbs 
as “to run,” “toleap,” “to go in,’ “to go out,” etc., though intransitive, 
are not conjugated by ma on account of being voluntary acts. Apparent 
departures from this rule are found sometimes, but those often arise 
from a difficulty in classifying a particular verb in Tagalog. 

To slip, to slide. Marulas. 
To stumble. } Matisor. 
To go astray, to lose one's way. Malihis, maligao. 
To fall down, to fall to the gronnd, j N 

to lose one's standing. 
To die, to die away. Mamatay. 
To lose, to miss. Mauala. 

But “to make to disappear,” “to get rid of somebody or of some- 
thing," and “to flee,” which are conscious acts, are expressed by maguala 

In the same way, acts of the mind which, if consciously or 
purposely executed, are conjugated by wm or mag, are conjugated by 
ma if unconscious or uncontrollable. 

fahdlog. 

To omit doing something purposely. Lumisan. “ 
To forget. Malisan. 
To neglect, to cast into oblivion. Lumimot. 
To forget. (unconscious act). Malimot. 

Acts of posture are indicated by the ma verb if involuntary, 
or if status and not action is meant. 

To go to bed. (to place oneself in a ) 
lying posture). : 

To be in bed Mabiga, nahiga, nahihiga. 
To kneel down (consciously), to 

bend one's knees. \ 

To make others kneel down, o 
kneel down with some thing - Maglohod. 
hanging on. | 

To kneel down (unconsciously), 
to be ina dine position. ” ! Malohod, nalolohod. 

oe GO Bi PEE ited Galineie: ae indies 
To be a prisoner, to be with one's ) 

feet in stocks or bilboes. | 

To be seated. > Maupo, nauupo. 
To lie with one's face downwards Mataob, natataob. 

Humiga. 

| Lumohod. 

Nabibilango, napapangao. 
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Sometimes the agent's rationality or irrationality determines 
whether the action is to be conjugated by ma or by some other verbal 
particle, as shown in the subjoined illustrations. 

The pupil stands (places himself Ang nagadral tungmatayo sa harap 
erected) before his master. nang caniyang maestro. (Sp.). 

PO : (Ang manga haligue nang aquing ba- 
The pillars of my house are upright. LU hay natatayo or natutuid--nacatuid. 
Place those images upright. Ytayo mo iyang manga larauan. 

Uncontrollable passional states of the subject are generally in- 
dicated by ma. 

To be sad. Malumbay. 
» » glad. Malogod, matoua. 
» 9 angry. Magalit. 
» 9 ashamed. Mahiya. 
» 5, afraid. Matacot. 
» . astonished, Magulat. 
» 9 terrified. Magulangtang. 
» n hungry. Magotom. 
» n thirsty. Maéhao. 
» n Sleepy, to be asleep. Matolog, 

As regards other intransitive actions which are more or less 
controllable, as “to laugh,” “to weep,” etc., their being purposely, or 
involuntarily performed should be taken into account in applying the 
proper verbal particle. 

Actions of a destructive character when they are fortuitous or 
accidental, and not caused by the deliberate act of a conscious agent, 
or when reference is made to an actual state of destruction, are ex- 
pressed by ma. 

To become destroyed, to be de- | Masira 
stroyed. J 

To grow dry, faded; to be in a) a, 
state of decay. j Maayo. 

To break off, to be in a broken ) Mabasa 
condition. 8: 

Tobe in a cleft condition. Mabali. 
To be parted, to lie cut asunder. Malagot, mapatir. 
To rot. Maboloc. 

Here, too, the nature of the destroying agent may determine 
which verbal particle is to be employed. For instance: sénog, “burn- 
ing,” if what causes burning is a person, sumbnog, if it is some in- 

animate thing, masénog. 

Manga, nanga, may likewise be introduced in this conjugation 
to express multitude. 

Many persons are dying or dead. Marami ang nangamamatay. 
All of them (a multitude) willbesad. Silang lahat ay mangalulumbdy. 

If stress is laid upon the involuntariness of some transition re- 
presented as going on, the slow assimilative process by the subject 
may be expressed by ma, na. 

Your sister is growing mad. Nauulol ang capatid mong babaye. 
She will become a stutterer. Magagaril siya. si 
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Also, for the sake of briefness, roots denoting some state of des- 

truction may be used alone, and, generally, any actual state which may 

be gathered from the context, or from the root, or which is manifest, 

can be expressed in the same way. 

The fish is putrid already. Boloc na ang isda. 

The dog is dead. Patay na ang aso. 
The work is finished. Tapus na ang gaua. 
The letter is ready. Yar) na ang sulat. 

Maca and naca are sometimes used for ma and na, to which 
particles they are, respectively, analogous in many respects. 

He forgot, Nacalimot siya. 
He is upright. (standing) Nacatayo siya. 
He sat. Nacaupo. 

Students are again reminded of the fact that ma verbs lack the 
in passive form, but may be conjugated in the instrumental and the 
local passives, inasmuch as any occurrence, however fortuitous it may 
be, can have a reason, an instrument, a time or a place by which, or 
in which to take place, and paradigms follow showing the conjugation 
with both these forms. As already said, ma verbs have two particles, ca 
and ma, for the passive. Ca is used in connection with the y passive. 
With the an passive, ca, is used in reference to the place; ma, in reference 
to the person, or the thing. The reason assigned in the eighteenth lesson 
for the rejection of the forms with naca and maca in the pluperfect 
and the future perfect tenses of the active voice, holds good also for the 
dropping of na and ma in the same tenses of the various passives. 

CONJUGATION. 

Y PASSIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To die of, from. Ycamatay, 

Present indefinite tense. 

I, thou, he, etc., we, you, they die Yquinamamatay co, mo, niya, natin, 
etc. of, from. namin, ninyo, nila. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

I, thou, he, etc., we, you, the 3 I A f 
died etc., have ei cre ob oe aes a niya, natin, na- 
from. 

Pluperfect tense. 

I, thou, he, etc., we, you, they had Yquinamatay co na, mo na, na niya, 
etc. died of, from. natin, namin, ninyo, nila. 

Future indefinite tense. 

J, thou, he, etc., we, you, they shall Ycamamatay co, mo, niya, natin, na- 
etc., will, etc. die of, from, min, ninyo, nila. 
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Future perfect tense. 

I. thou, he, etc., we, you, they 
shall, etc, will, etc., have died 
of, from. 

Ycamamatdy co na, mo na; na niya, 
natin, namin, ninyo, nila 

Imperative. (1) 

Die (thou, ye), let him, etc., us, them Ycamatay mo, niya, natin, ninyo, 
die of, from. nila 

The student should conjugate in the y passive the following 
intransitive verbs. 

j Maduc ha, malugui, (by trade); ycaduc- 
! ha, yealugui. 

To be lame, to be lame because of. Mapilay, ycapilay. 
To be blind, ,, ,, blind » n  Mabilag, ycabulag. 
To be deaf, ,, ,, deaf » oy Mabingi, ycabingi. 

To be ruined, to be ruined by. 

AN PASSIVE. (with ca) 

Infinitive. 

To be drowned at. Calonoran (2) 

Present indefinite tense. 

I, thou, he, etc., we, you, they, is, Quinalolonoran co, mo, niya, natin, 
etc., are drowned at. namin, ninyo, nila, 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Quinalonoran co, mo, niya, natin, na- . k f : i etc, were; has, have, etc. been min, ninyo, nila. 

I, thou, he was, etc, we, you, they 

drowned at. | 

Pluperfect tense. 

I, thou, he, etc., we, you, they hid Quinalonoran co na, mo na; na niya, 
etc. been drowned at natin, namin, ninyo, nila. 

Future indefinite tense. 

I, thou, he, etc., we, you, they shall Calolonoran co, mo, niya, natin, namin, 
etc, will, etc. be drowned at. ninyo, nila. 

Future perfect tense. 

I, thou, he, etc., we, you, they shall, : aai ale. WIL ete, hare Daan diwa. Calolonoran co na, mo na, na niya, 
d a : a. 

ed at. natin, namin, ninyo, ni 

(1) In strictness, mamatdy lacks the imperative. , 
(2) This word also means “the occident,” “the west,” for natives say: “the 

Sun is drowned,” instead of saying, “the Sun sets,” 
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Imperative. 

Be drowned (thou, ye,) let him, etc., Calonoran mo, niya, natin, .ninyo, 

us, them be drowned at. nila. 

The student should conjugate in the an passive with ca the 

following verbs: 

To be with one’s feet in stocks, 'Mapangao, capangauan. 

to be in stocks at. ) 
M ) 

To faint, to swoon, to swoon Mahilo, cahiloan. 

away at. ) 

To be tired out, to become tired at. Mapagod, capagoran. 

To becomprised, to be comprised in. _Masac-lao, casaclauan. 

To fall down out of decay, to drop | : 
off; to drop off at. j Malaglag; calaglagan. 

AN PASSIVE. (with ma). 

Infinitive. 

To be lost. Maualaan. 

Present indefinite tense. 

is are lost to me, thee, him, Nauaualaan aco, siya, tayo, cami, cay9, 

her, it, us, you, them. cayo, sila nang... . (1) 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

.... Was, were; has, have been lost ) NA AG NAP 

to me, thee, him, her, it, us, you, anit alk ae vy BYE. TAYO, / 

them. N YO, Br: 

Pluperfect tense. 

.... had been lost to me, thee, him, Maualaan na acd, ca na, na siyé, tayo, 
her, it, us, you, them. cami, cayo, sila nang.... 

Future indefinite tense. 

. . will be lost to me, thee, him, Mauaualaan acé, siya, tayo, cami, cay9, 
her, it, us, you, them. sila nang.... 

Future perfect tense. 

.. will have been lost to me, thee, Mauaualaan na aco, ca na, na siya, ta- 
him, her, it, us, you, them. yo, cami, cayo, sila nang.... 

Imperative. 

Let.... be lost, to me, thee, him, Maualaan aco, ca, siya, tayo, cami, 
her, it, us, you, them. cay6, sila nang.... 

(1) The arrangement in the paradigm is so disposed as to give the student 
the clearest possible idea of the construction of the sentence with this kind of 
passive. 
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The student should conjugate in the an passive with ma the 
following verbs: 

To die, to be deprived by death of. Mamatay, mamatayan. 
To forget, to be forgotten. Malimot, malimotan. 
To abandon, to be abandoned. Mapabaya, mapabayaan. 

The particle ca is, as seen above, dropped in the local passive 
of these verbs when no place or deliberate act, but the person affected 
by the event is meant, this as shown in the following phrases: 

Let him die in the hospital. Camatayan niya ang hospital. (Sp.). 
Let his mother die, let him be de- 

prived of his mother by death, let > Mamatayan siya nang ina. 
death deprive him of his mother. 

Quinaualdan co itong bahay na itd 
nang aquing singsing. 

The ring was lost (missed) to me. 8 Naualaan aco nang singsing. 

In this house I missed my ring. j 

Sometimes ma combines with mag in the local passive to denote 
the source from which something comes. 

( Ang pinagcacasiraan nang manga 
The ruin of towns comes from war.  baya,i, ang pagbabaca, or, ang yqul- 

nasisira etc.. 

TWENTY-NINTH EXERCISE. 

Where did your servant slip and stumble? He, not only slip- 
ped and stumbled, but fell down in the forest where he went astray. 
What have you missed, that you are (look) so sad? Death has de- 

prived me of my son. Where did he die? He died in Manila. 
Why did your sister omit to confess that sin? Because she forgot 

to confess it. Why was your mother terrified last night? She was 
in bed when it was thundering, she became terrified, sprang 

(unconsciously) to her feet and we found her knelt down. Did you 
see the thief? Yes, he was face downwards and with his feet in 

stocks. Is our neighbour hungry or thirsty? He is neither hungry 

nor thirsty, he is angry. Who is ashamed? Nobody is ashamed, 

but Peter is astonished. What is the destruction caused by earth- 

quakes? Destruction by earthquakes extends itsef to (comprises) many 

things: buildings are destroyed: trees are wilted their branches cleft, 

and tbe wires of the telegraph cut off Why do they not eat that 

fish? Because it is already putrid. What did my grandmother die 

of? She die of age. Where did she die? She died in the church. 

Why is that man staggering? Because he is lame and blind, and 

he is sad, because he is ruined. Why does he feiga to be deaf? 

He does not feign to be deaf, he is certainly deaf Where did the 

fugitive fail to be drowned? He failed to be drowned in the river. 

How is your female-cousin? She is tired out and fainted away. 

Why did ‘this fruit fall down? Because life in the three 1s being 

extinguished. 
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THIRTIETH LESSON. YCATLONG POUONG PAGARAL. 

THE PARTICIPLE. 

Continuing to adhere, as far as possible, to the plan originally 
established of considering the same parts of speech as are generally 
recognized for the study of the European languages, it now becomes 
incumbent to say something here about that form of the verb which, 
in Tagalog, is considered to stand for the English participle. 

Words of the kind of those which, while retaining the essential 
properties of the verb, shall indicate the doer, or shall refer to the 
action as past and accomplished, are not wanting in Tagalog, but 
here, as elsewhere in the language, their capability to perform the 
functions which in English are assigned to the participle, is snot 
dependent on the invariable, or specific form they assume, but rather 
this power is extended to them from other verbal parts, and their 
classification as verbs, or as participles comes to be a matter for 
syntax and not for etymology to determine. It is owing to this 
coalescence of senses in one and the same word that the infinitive, 
which, as has been already said, is used substantively, may also be 
used as a participle, or rather as a participal noun having a meaning 
in conformity with the tense, the mood and voice of the verb from 
which it has been derived, and thus sharing somewhat of the 
properties of the Greek participle. The tenses of the active voice, 
serve to form the active or present participles; those of the passive 
voice, the past or passive participles in all the forms. The distinction 
between the infinitive proper and its uses as a substantive or a 
participle is made by the article; that of the participles used one 
way or the other is to be gathered from the context; and thus, 
ang magdral na bata, means: “the studying boy,” ang magdral nang 
inglés, “the studying of English,” in the active of voice; and, ang 
pinagaralan nang bata, “the matter that has been studied by the 
boy,” ang pinagaralang uica, “the acquired language,” in the passive, 
etc, etc. These participial nouns, when used as determinative of 
another noun or pronoun, are to be considered as the antecedents 
of the nouns or pronouns determined by them, and hence adjectival 
or subordinate English clauses, having a relative pronoun either ex- 
pressed or unders:ood, may be rendered by these participial or ad- 
jectival verbal derivatives. 

Besides the peculiarity these participles, both active and passive, 
show of an adaptation to every tense, mood and voice of the verb, 
the passive participle shows the more striking one of a subdivision 
into subjective and objective, assuming in each case a different form, 
according to whether it refers to the act of the subject, or to the 
object on which the action is accomplished; and according to whether 
it represents the same as the result of an intentional or of a fortuitous 
act. As the matter is one which, if well understood, will show the 
genius of the language in a clear light and afford those who begin 
to speak it the key to many apparent difficulties, it is deemed 
necesary to go into a practical exemplification of the use and 
meaning of these two divisions of the past participle. 
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That all non-impersonal verbs must refer to some thing else 
besides the action which is the province of this part of speech to 
indicate, every one will admit. If, then, we say, for instance, “the 
wash bowl has broken,” (burst asunder) “has broken,” must here 
refer to “wash bowl,” the subject of which the assertion of the 
breaking is made, this being the only element found in the sentence 
besides the verb; but when we say: “the wash bowl was broken, ’ by 
somebody), “broken,” refers to “wash bowl,” no longer the logical 
subject, but the object on which the breaking was accomplished. In 
both these cases, the participle “broken” has undergone no change: but 
in Tagalog there exists a distinct word for the rendering of the past 
participle in these two expressions. If one finds his wash bowl 
broken on entering his room and the native servant is called to 
account for the accident, he, invariably, will say: nabdisag. To say 
bindsag would be tantamount to an admission of the accident 
having occurred by his own, or somebody's else purposely executed act; 
while if he wants to have others responsible for the breaking, he 
will say: bendsag ni Juan, nang cochero, etc. In the same way, if 
he be asked about the accomplishment of some task he may be 
called- upon to perform. as, for instance, “have you written, read, 
etc.,’ his answer will- be: mnasilat, nabasi na, thus considering these 
exercises as the act of the subject, instead of saying: sinulat, binasi 
na, expressions that can only be used in reference to the definite 
object which is the result of the performance of said actions, and 
in answer to such questions as: “have you written it?,” “have you 
read it?” 

As the past participle in Western languages exhibits no such 
pecularities, there exists a tendency in the Kuropean's mind to 
render the English participle, by the Tagalog form with in and the 
student will probably feel inclined to do so if this explanation were 
not given. 

This and other peculiarities of the Tagalog participle may be 
seen in the illustrations of the vocabulary following. 

To fall down. Maholog. 
The place of falling (without any 

reference to time), the meaning, 
(the range within which any 
expression comes to an end.) 

The place where some thing will fall. Ang cabohologan. 

The place where some thing has 
fallen. 

The person on whom some thing 
fell accidentally. 

To dash to the ground. Magholog. 

The thing dashed to the ground f 
(indefinite.) |Ang yholog. 

The thi to be dashed to th F pied o be dashed to o) Ang #hokaTog: 

What was dashed to “the ground. Ang yhinolog, ynaholog. 
To befall, to descend upon. Humolog. 

Hungmolog ang carunungan sa 
manga alagad ni Jesucristo, or, sa 
manga apostoles. (Sp.). 

Ang cahologan, ang cahologan. 

| Ang quinahologan. 

| Ang nahologan. 

Wisdom descended upon the 
Apostles, ( 
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Disease befalls our body. AA ag. cea ee ane 

Remainder, surplus. Tira. - 

To leave off (something), to leave mag 

something behind. Maguire 

To remain behind letting others } Paanirs 

roceed. | 

To be left behind. (status). Matira. 

What has been left behind as a 

remainder, what has been given Ang ytinira. 

up as an overplus. 

To write, to make readable} Tumttic, magtitie. 

characters. 
To believe in, to profess, to vow. Sumampalataya. 

To obey. Sumunod. 

To suck, to draw milk from the ) g a umosd, 
breast. 

To nurse, to feed the suckling. Magpasoso. 
The wet nurse, the teat or dug) 4 pany ha 

considered as the feeding place. j AG IBANAG ees 

The milk, the feeding substance, 

the dug or teat considered as to - Ang susuhin. 

the food drawn from it. 

He who is whipping Ang hungmahampas. (1) 

He ,, whipped. Ang hungmampas. (1) 

He  ,, will whip. Ang hahampas. (1) 

' He ,, is being whipped. Ang hinahampas. (1) 

He ,, was ai Ang hinampas. (1) 
He ,, will be ki Ang hahampasin. (1) 

To report, to tell. Magsalita. 
Reported, told, (without any refer- ) 

ence to time). { Salitin, ypagsalita. 

The reporting person, reporter. Ang nagsasalita. 
The person who reported. Ang nagsalita 

mi ae », Will report. Ang magsasalita. - 
a Fe » would report. Ang magsasalita disin. 

What was reported. | ahh oa ang ysinalita ypinagsa- 

The tale to be reported. Ang sasalitin, ang ysasalita. 
The tale that is reported. Ang sinasalita, ang ysinasalita. 

or no specific time). Ang pagsalitaan. 
The person to whom something 

has been reported. 
The person to whom sometbing 

will be reported. 

The person reported to. (infinitive } 

| Ang pinagsalitaan. 

| Ang pagsasalitaan. 

To wrap up. Magbalot. 
Wrapped up. (without reference | Baloti 

to time, manner or place). § eas 

(1) Scholars will not fail to note the analogy which, in what regards the 
expression of tense, exists between the Tagalog and the Greek participles. 
as exhibited in the corresponding words: 6 tixtwv, O TETUPWG, 6 THIPCOV 6 
TUNTOMEVOG, O TETULIMEVOG, O TMpooduevog. ' 
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The thing which is being wrap- 
ped up. 

That which has been wrapped up. 
The instrument with which some- 

thing will be wrapped up. 
The bundle or the thing to be 
wrapped in, the covering. (indeter- 

minate). 
The covering which served for 

something to have been wrap 
ped up. 

The destruction of Sodom is writ- 
ten in the Holy Scripture. 

The coming of Jesus Christ was 
written in the Holy Scripture. 

Write on that paper. 
This is the paper for him to write 

upon. 
On what paper did you write the 

verses? 
What will be written by your father 

to your brother? 
He has already written to him to 

come here immediately. 
Let them write with this pen. 
Let this be the pen with which 

the prayer be written by them. 
Let this be the pen with which you 

shall write to your school-master. 

Creed, the Apostles’ creed, the he- 
liever. 

He who believes in Christ and obeys | 
(follows) his doctrine will be saved. | 

That obeying (obedient) boy will be 
obeyed when a man. 

A judicious girl is praised by eve- 
rybody. 

The virtuous man was esteemed. 

This present is for my sweetheart. 

The person who is loved and re- 
ciprocates. 

The person who is loved without 
being aware of it. 

To kill. 
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Ang binabalot. 

Ang binalot. 

Ang ybabalot. 

- Ang balotan. 

Ang pinagbalutan. 

Ang pagcasira nang Sodoma,i, natiti- 
tic sa Santong Sulat. 

Ang pagdating ni Jesucristo,i, nacasu- 
lat sa Santong Sulat. 

Sulatan mo iyang papel. 
Itbng papel na itd ang siyang susula- 

tan niya. 
éAnd baga ang sinulatan mo nang 

manga tula? 
éAnd ang susulatin nang ama mo sa 

iydng capatid na lalaqui? 
Ysinulat na niya sa caniya na parito 

siya pagdaca. 
Ysulat nila itong pluma. 
Itong plumang itd ang ysulat nila 

nang panalangin. 
Itong plumang itd, ang ysusulat mo 

sa iyong maestro. 

| Ang sumasampalataya. 

Ang sungmasampalataya cay Jesucris- 
to at sungmosonod sa caniyang Aral, 
siya ang mapapacagaling. 

Iyang batang sungmosonod, susunorin 
siya naman. cung lumaqul. 

Ang mahinhing dalaga,i, pinupuri nang 
lahat. 

Ang banal na taud ay minahal. 
{Itong biyayang itd,i, sa aquing sini- 

sinta. ; 
Ang naibig, ang sinisinta, ang casin-- 

tahan. 

Ang iniibig, ang nasinta 

Pumatay. 
The killing poison. (the poison that j Ang nacamatdy na lason. 

j kills.) 
Killed. (without reference to the] Patay. 

| action or time.) 
The man killed. (he who was killed.) 
The deer that is being killed. 
The dove that will be killed. 
Theinstrument of killing. (indefinite) 

Ang pinatay na tawb. 
Ang usang pinapatay. 

Ang calapating papatayin. 
Ang ypatay. 

22 
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Thesword which was usedin killing. Ang ypinatay na sandata. 
Theonewhich willbeused for killing. Ang sandatang ypapatay. 
The person whom the death of the 

victim affects. 
Ha UI for murder to be commit- Ang patayan (the word is made grave]. 

Do do do has been committed. Ang pinagpatayan. 
The place of a wholesale massacre. Ang pagpatayanan. 

| Ang patayan. 

THIRTIETH--EXERCISE. 

What is the reason for many persons to fall down? The reason 
for many to fall is their stumbling. Is fever in the Philippines 
a cause for many persons to die? Not only fever, but also other 
complaints are the cause of. many Europeans dying in the Philip- 
pines. Where did the servant fall? He fell on the road. Why 
did he fall down? He fell down, because he was drunk By whom 
has this been dashed? It has been dashed by our friend. What 
shall we dart to him? Let us throw an orange to him. For whom 
did the godfather throw the money on coming out from church? 
He threw it for the boys. How much is the remainder of the mon- 
ey I sent you last week? The remainder is thirty three dollars. 
How much of it will be left after paying the tailor? There will re- 
main only sixteen reals. Where did my cousin wish to stay the 
other day? He remained (willingly) at Cavite. And where was their 
son left behind by his companions? He was left behind in the woods. 
What did he write with? With a quill. On which paper shall I 
write? Do not write on any paper, you shall write on a desk, 
Do you believe in God? Yes, Sir, I believe in God and obey 
Him. Does your baby nurse still? It is still nursing, as it is only 
six mouths old. Who nurses it? It is nursed by a woman who 
came from the country. What will you tell your grandson? I 
will tell him nothing. To whom did the blacksmith report tbat 
news? He reported it to my brother’s countrymen. What is the 
woman wrapping in that paper? It is some cloth she is wrapping 
up. What thing is to be used by her to wrap the cloth in? She 
uses paper to wrap it in. How many wild boars will the native 
kill? He will kill many, for he is clever. What does he kill them 
with? He kills them with a spear. Where did he kill those 
seven he brought the other day? He killed them in the forest. 
What will you do with that sword? I shall kill my enemy with it. 

THIRTY-FIRST LESSON. 

YCATLONG POUO,T, ISANG PAGARAL. 

THE PAST PARTICIPLE. 

Having been admitted of the existence in Tagalog of a past parti- 
ciple or participial noun developed from tense, mood and voice verbal 
forms by the application of the article, the importance of an acquaint- 
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ance, as thorough as possible, with a part of speech so framed as to 
involve the use of the passive forms of the verb will easily be appre- 
ciated by students. It is with this purpose in view that a number of 
illustrations, covering most of the forms and senses the past participle 
can assume, are hereafter given, that are intended as preparatory to 
the more difficult matter immediately following of the proper use of 
each of the various passives. , 

The Tagalog participles being, as already explained, derived from 
every tense form, it follows as a matter of course that there must be a par- 
ticiple or participial noun indefinite in sense corresponding to the infinitive. 
This indefinite form might well be used with the article for the expres- 
sion of the participle; bu’ in view of the fact of its having been hitherto 
reserved for the verb, the past tense form has been resorted to and is used 
in the vocabulary for the expression of the participle, this seeming 
morein accordance with the sense of an accomplished and perfected act 
that the same part of speech has in English. 

In verbs requiring two complements, the in passive participle is 
wanting. With this kind of verbs the participle with y takes the place 
of the in participle and refers to the direct object, the an participle, to 
the indirect object (the dative). 

To give, given, given to. Magbigay, ybinigay, binigufan. (cont ) 
To tell, told, told to. Magsalita, ypinagsalita, pinagsalitaan. 

To piye bark, given. back, piven | Magsaoli, ysinaoli, sinaolian. 
back to. 

To report, reported, reported to. Magbalita, ypinagbalita, pinagbalitaan. 
To present with, presented with, Magbiyaya, ypinagbiyaya, pinagbiya- 

presented to. yaan. 
To teach, tought (matter), tought to. Umaral, ynidral, inaralan.. 
To sell, sold, sold to. Magbih, ypinagbili, pinagbilhan. (cont). 
To recommend, recommended, re 
Kamandag te, | Magbilin, ypinagbilin, pinagbilinan. 

{ Magcaloob, ypinagcaloob, pinagcaloo- 
( ban. 

| Magtolot, ypinagtolot, pinagtolototan. 

To grant, granted, granted to 

To grant permission, granted perm 
ission, granted permission fo. 

API prohibited, prohibited Magbaual, ypinagbaual, pinagbaualan 

In some verbs of this kind an in passive participle exists, which 

is used in reference to the direct object of the verb and in concurr- 

ence with the y one. The in participle represents the action as in a 

more intimate connection with the subject, or executed more in his 

favor, while the participle with y lays stress on the performance of the 

action for the benefit of others. 

To say, said, said to. Magsabi, ysinabi=sinabi, sinabihan. 

To point out, poin'ed out (thing ), : h 
pointed out to. (person a: Magtoro ytinoro=tinoro, tinoroan. 

structed). ; 

bi wee: waiter: Aiya, even Sumulat, ysinvlat—=sinulat, sinulatan. 
0. ri 

The y and an participles of sumiilat, are more commonly used 

in reference, respectively, to the instrament, and the paper or immediate 

& 
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place for the performance of the manual action, and only the context 

serves to distinguish these two latter senses from those the participles 

have in reference to the writing for the conveyance of thought. See, 

the following illustrations: 

Ysulat-sulatin mo sa iyong ina ang 

Write to your mother the (news pagdating nang iydng capatid na ba- 

of) arrival of your sister. baye, or, sulatan mo ang iydng ina 

nang etc. 

Write with this pen. Itdng pluma ang ysulat mo. 

) Itdbng lamesang itd, ang siyang mong 
Do. on  ,, desk. | pagsulatan. 

Other verbs more or less allied in sense to the above ones, admit of 

an in passive participle together with the y one, but here some remarkable 

deviations, especially as to the reference of the form in an, are exhibited, 

that may offer some insight into the peculiar character of the language. 

To inquire, inquired about, inquir- 
ed from, inquired from in a | Tumanong, ytinanong, tinanong, tina- 

way as to obtain counsel or the nongan. 
solving of some problem. 

To sing, sung (the song considered 
musically), sung (the song, story), - Magauit, induit, yniauit, inauitan. 
sung, (in honor of, or before). | 

To talk, talked (topic), talked to, Umbdsap, yniosap, quinaosap, quinao- 
talked with. sapan. 

Verbs by which a change in the position of the object is 
expressed ‘and those expresive of actions by vircue of which the agent, 

willingly and consciously loses control of, or parts company with, 

something, exhibit the same peculiarity of nos admitting of the a 
passive participle, and of the y one being used in reference to the 
direct object of the verb, the an participle remaining unchanged in 
its reference to the person, or to the place, in the dative, or locative 
case, on whom or on which the action is to be accomplished. 

To sell, sold, sold to. Magbili, ypinagbil, pinagbilhan. (cont.) 
To sell by retail, sold by retail, 

sold by retail to. 
To put to dry, to expose to sun- 

shine, exposed to sunshine, exp- > Magbilad, ybinilad, binilaran. 
osed to sunshine at. 

| Magotay, ypinagotay, pinagotayan. 

To place, placed, placed at. Maglagay, ynilagay, linaguian. 
To scatter, scattered, scattered Magbulagsag, ybinulagsac, binulagsa- 

upon. gan. 

. In verbs denoting an action which, as long as it remains un- 
modified, is indifferent or neuter, the in passive participle refers to 
the result of the acquisitive, the participle with y to that of the 
alienating action. 

To reach, reached (thing), reached, 3 
overtaken, (person.) | Umabot, inabot, abotan. 

To hand over, handed Bi ; ; 

ed over to. BN | Magabot, ypinagabot, pinagabotan. 
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To exchange for, received in ex- 
change for, exchanged for from, ; Pumalit-malit, palitin, palitan. 
or at. (place) | 

To exchange for, given in exchange 
for, given in exchange for it Magali ypinagpalit, pinagpalitan. 
(place) 

In active verbs denoting an action by which the subject gains 
control of something, the in passive participle is used in reference to- 
the direct object of the verb and refers to the thing secured as -the 
immediate result of the action, that with y, to the person from whom 
or, if the action is of such a kind as not to admit of proceeding 
from a person, to the place or source from which the acquisition 
is made. 

To take, taken, taken wilh, taken Cumoha, quinoha, yquinoha, quino 
from. nan. (epenth.) 

To grasp, grasped, grasped (in re: 
ference to the hand), snatched Cumimquim, quinimquim, yquinim- 

quim, quinimquiman. from. ) 
To prey, preyed, preyed with, taken. Cumamcam, quinamcam, yquinamcam, 

by violence from. quinamcaman. 
To seize, seized, seized with, seized Dumaquip, dinaquip, ydinaquip, di- 

at, from. nacpan. (cont.). 

In verbs of this kind, where the action expressed is such as 
not to admit of an instrument for the performance. the participle ’ 
with y, refers to the cause or reason; but the means by which the. 
thing is acquired, or thé person in consideration of, or for the sake 
of whom, the action is done, may stand in the relation of cause or 
reason and be referred to by the participle with y. 

To ask for, asked for (thing), asked Humingi, hiningi, yhiningi, hingingan 
for (person), asked for from. (cont ). ; 

To receive, received, received bec- Tumangap, tinangap, ytinangap, ti 
ause of, received from. nangapan. (cont.). 

To reduce to captivity, reduced to , , : : 
captivity, reduced to captivity by a aha > Has bini hag, ybinfhag 
reason of, reduced to captivity at. aa 

The decisive influence which the consideration of the action as 
one of an acquisitive, or of an alienating character exercises over 
the sense of the one or of the other form of participles, may further 
be seen in the following illustrations of participles derived from verbs 
of action purporting subjective motion. 

To run, run down, run away with, Tumacbo-magtacbo, tinacbd, ytinacbo, 
run for and given to. tinacbohan. 

To advance, advanced together 
with, advanced, that is to say, . : : : 
borne or carried to the od PN NGA JUDA, SNOBA 
rank, as an standard: overtaken an 

and left behind. (person.) 

a pg relneated “with, ba Uméorong-mérong, ynorong, inorongan, 
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To swim, swum for (thing,) swum Lumangdy-maglangoy, linangoy, ylina- 
away with, swum for. (ashore.) ng0y linangoyan-pinaglangoyan. 

To jump, jumped for, jumped be- Lumocsd maglocsd, linocsd, ylinocsd, 
cause of, jumped at. linocsohan. 

To go uptairs, gone upstairs for, 
gone upstairs because of, found | Pumanhic-manhic, pinanhic, ypinan- 
upstairs and laid hands upon. hic, napanhican. 
(person.) 

To go downstairs, gone downstairs 
for, gone downstairs because of, f 
found downstairs. | 

Manaog, pinanaog, ypinanaog, pina- 
naogan. 

In verbs formed from an ambiguous root, or in those denoting 
searching in quite a general sense, the distinction between the means, or 
instrument and the person is made known by the word in the nominative 
signifying one or other of these three things. 

To buy, bought, bought with, or for, eat eee 
hes. ne BA Bumih, binili, ybinih, binilhan. 

To choose, chosen, chosen for, chos- AUS” #Ife GATA 
! Pumili, pinili, ypinili, pinilian. en from. 

To seek, sought, sought for, sought Humanap, hinanap, yhinanap, hina- 
at, or from. napan. 

The following expressions will make manifest the above distinctions: 

I have bought this book with the Ang salaping biniguian ac6 ni ama, 
money given me by my father. ang siyang ybinili co nitong libro,- 

Buy for me that book. Ybili mo aco niyang libro. 
Choose (select) for my wife the best Ypili mo ang aquing asdua nang lalong 

mangoes on the market mabubuting manga sa pamilihan. 
Search with this light for the rat It6ng ilao na itd, ang yhanap mo nang 

that hid itself somewhere in the dagang nacatago sa cosina cangi- 
kitchen before in the morning. nang umaga. 

Fetch me the book I was read- Yhanap mo aco nang librong binabasa 
ing before. : co cangina. 

MA In verbs formed from roots denoting an assimillable quality, 
distinction should be made between the inchoative and the factitive 
verb, that is to say, between, for instance, whiten, “to grow white,” 
and whiten, “to make white,” “to bleach.”  Inchoative verbs being 
Intransitive, can only have subjective participles with the prefix na or, 
more frequently, with ma, the particle of the infinitive or indefinit- 
ive tense, followed by the perfective na, in reference to the accompl- 
ishment upon the subject of the action which is the result of the as 
similative prugress: and with yea, in reference to what has been the 
occasion for the subject to assume the quality. The factitive verb, 
like most other transitive verbs, has the in participle, in reference to 
the matter which is the immediate or primary result of the action, 
for Instance, the substance prepared; the an participle, in reference to the 
thing which is the ultimate result of the action of applying the substance 
to other thing; and the participle with y, in reference to the instrument 
with which, or the means by which the application is made. 

To become white, become white, Pumuti-mamutt, namut{maputi na, 
become white because of, yquinaputi. 
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To make white, made into white, M Boater tag oten BNG , 
whitened with, or by: painted 1 agputi, pinagputi-pinuti, ypinagputi- 
witite: j ypinuti, pinagputian-pinutian. 

To become red, become red, be- Pumola-mamola, namola-mapula na, 
come red because of. yquinapula. 

To make red, made into a red color, Magpola, pinolahin-pinagpolahin, pinu- 

reddened with, or by, painted red. lahan. BP , pinu 

To cool, to become less hot, become Lumamig, nalamig-malamig na, yqui- 
cool, become cool because of. - nalamig. 

To make cool, to be made cool, mod iban ; ’ 
aes lalamiguin, ylinamig, lina made cool with, made cool. (al- : migan. 

ready.) 

All other transitive verbs have, as a rule, an in passive participle 
in reference to what is the direct object of the verb in the active voice, 
a participle with y, in reference to the instrument, reason, etc. and 
an an participle, in reference to the place or whatever other thing 
that may stand in the relation of place or in that of the ultimate 
use to which the action can be put. 

To kill, killed, killed with, killed at. Pumatay, pinatay, ypinatay, pinatayan. 
Cumain, quinain, yquinain, quinanan- 

To eat, eaten, eaten with, eaten at. | ey 
quinainan. 

To drink, drunk, drunk because of, Uminum, ininum-nainum, yniinum- 
drunk out of. ynainum, ininuman. 

To fulfill, fulfilled, fulfilled because, Gumanap, guinanap, yguinanap, gui- 
fulfilled at. nampan. (cont.). 

To measure (to ascertain the length) 
of), measured, measured with, ; Sumucat, simicat, ysinucat, sinucatan. 
measured for. (person). 

It is only necessary to say here that there are some verbs 
of this kind in which, either the 7 passive participle, or that with 
y may be used in reference to the direct object, according to whether 
the action is considered, respectively, as one of a subjective or of an 
objective kind. 

To cook, cooked, cooked for, cook- 
ed in (cooking pot), cooked at 
(cooking place). ) 

To mix (by stirring together), to 
mix (by adding something),( Humalo, maghalo, hinalo, yhinalo, 
mixed (shaken), mixed (added), hinaloan. 
mixed. (added to). 

To arrange, arranged, arranged at. 

| Magloto, linoto-ylinoto--ynaloto, ypi- 
nagloto, linotoan, pinaglotoan. 

| Humusay, hinusay-yhinusay, hinusa- 
| yan. 

The transitive verbs should also be mentioned in which the 
in passive participle is wanting, that in an taking its place and 
being used in reference to the direct object. The participle with y, 
with these verbs stands, as usually, for the instrument, means, reason, 
etc. “This peculiarity some verbs show, because the meaning of 
the root corresponds with the idea of an action already accomplished; 
and others, because the action is considered in relation to the indirect 
object, 
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To varnish, varnished, varnished | 17 mibo hiniboan, yhinibo 
3 ) . with. 

To shave, shaved, shaved with. Umahit, inahitan. yniahit. 
To learn, learned, learned becauseof. Magaral, pinagaralan, ypinagaral. 
To pay, paid, paid with. Magbayad, binayaran, ybinayad. 

. { Magsara, (corr. of the Sp. word cerrar). To shut, shut, shut with. | sinarhdo, ysinara. ) 

Here too, the fact should be noticed of some verbs exhibiting 
double participles, in 7m and in an in reference to the direct object, 
the one or the other to be used, respectively, according to whether 
such reference is to the result of the agent's labor or to such a change 
or transformation as has been brought about by the operation and lies 
manifest on the object. 

To clean, cleaned out of, cleaned, ) eT ee a 
(the space cleaned), cleaned with, | Maglinis, linisin, linisan, ynalinis. 

To rub, rubbed of, rubbed, (the Cumoscds, quinoscds, quinoscosan 
space,) rubbed with. yquinoscos. 

To scour, scoured (matter gathered z ‘ : a 
in by scouring), scoured (space), ae hinogas, hinogasan, yhino- 

scoured with. epee 

Other verbs, in which the in passive participle is wanting, 
exhibit the same peculiarity of a double participle in an and with 
y in reference to the direct object. 

To sow, sowed (the seed), sowed. / 
(the field.) \ 

To plant, planted (the young shoot), a mO ; 
sional. (the fold 5 t Magtanim, ytinanim, tinamnén. (cont ). 

Magsabog, ysindbog, sinabogan. 

It is scarcely necessary to say here again that ma verbs have 
no in passive participle. It is only pertinent to remark that the 
an participle assumes a different form according to whether the 
action is fortuitous or the act of a sensible subject. In fortuitous 
occurrences by which some one is affected, the simple form of the 
an participle stands for the person secondarily affected by the event, 
the form with ca prefixed, for the place. With regard to the participle 
with y, it is to be noticed that, besides refering to the instrument, 
or cause, it may also refer to the specific time in which the fortuitous 
incident came to pass, there existing a tendency in a native's mind 
to regard time and event in a more intimate relation of cause and 
effect than exists in ours. 

To die, dead, deprived of by death, Mamatay, namatay, namataydn-mina- 
dead at, dead of, or at. (time). tayan, quinamatayan, yquinamatay. 

To be sad, been sad, been sad over, Malumbay, nalumbay-minalumbay, qui- 
been sad because of. nalumbayan, yquinalumbay. 

To fear, feared, feare1 because of. a binagblan-gHinakagotan, yb 

To be glad, been glad, been glad Matbua, natoua, quinatouaan, yquina- 
over, been glad because of. toua. 

To be asleep, been asleep, been 
asleep in, or on, been asleep - 
because of, or at. (time). J 

Matolog, natolog, tinologan, yquina- 
tolog. 
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Verbs expressive of the direction of one's motion (pa verbs), 
have the particle with y, in reference to the reason, and the an 
participle, in reference to the place. The person may be referred to 
by either the one or the other of these two participles, according 
to whether such a person is considered to be the one for the sake 
of whom the action is performed, or as the goal or final destination 
of one's motion. Thus, iedo ang yquinaparitd co, means: “it is for 
thy sake that J] came here,” and, icdo ang pinarituhan co, “I came 
here to pay thee a visit,” If the reason or force that draws some- 
body to a place is to be represented as uncontrollable, y with ca, 
and therefore yca, should be used for the purpose. 

To come here, come here because 
of, or for the sake of, come here | Paritd, naparito, ypinaritd-yquinapa 
to see, or as the final stage of ritd, pinaritohan. 
the trip. 

To go there, gone there, gone there hee napariyan, ypinariyan-yquina- 
because of, or for the sake of, baa : 

pariyan, pinariyanan. (rarely used), gone there to see, or to settle. 
To go yonder, gone yonder, gone 

yonder because of, or for the | Pardon, napardon, ypinaroon-yquina- 
sake of; gone yonder to see, or pardon, pinaroonan. 
to the place one is bound for. | 

THIRTY-FIRST EXERCISE. 

Where shall I look for the shirt? Look for it in the room. With 
what is it to be sought? Seek it with this light. What have you 
taken? I took the book from John. Does the child refuse to eat 
and drink? He has nothing to eat or drink, and besides he has no 
plate or tumbler. . What has he bought? He has bought a flower from 
Jane. Have you the wherewithal to buy a house? No, I have not 
the wherewithal to buy one. Why do you not ask money from your 
uncle? I cannot, I snatched from him this money. What did your 
father present you with? He presented me with a watch. What has. 
been announced by you to your friend? I reported to him the 
death of his sister. What is pointed out by that boy? He points 
out that tree. To whom has he recommended the commission of his 
servant? He has recommended it to the priest. What are you cook- 
ing? It is some fish that is being cooked by me. For whom do 
you cook it? JI cook it for my brother. What does that sailor intend 
to accomplish running so much? He intends to overtake that dog. 
Why does Peter jump so much? He jumps to reach some fruit. For 
whom did you go upstairs? It was my brother for whom I went 
upstairs. Whom are your sisters afraid of? They fear the dead. Let 
them fear God and let them not allow themselves to be frightened 
by ghosts. Whom has the neighbour been deprived of by death? 
His mother has died. (to him) (He mourns the death of his mother). 
When did she die? She died the first day of March. What did 
sbe die of? She was drowned. Over whom do you rejoice? I re- 
joice over my children. Whom will your relative come for? He will 
come for my sister to behold the procession. Why did my cousin 
come here? He came here to pay his debts. Whom are you going 
to visit?: I am going to visit the priest. m 
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THIRTY-SECOND LESSON. 

YCATLONG POUO,T, DALAUANG PAGARAL. 

THE MEANING AND USE OF THE VARIOUS PASSIVES. 

IN PASSIVE. 

The proper use of the one or the other of the Tagalog passives 
has often been truly referred to as the most difficult task in the 
study of the language; but, if the instructions have been well under- 
stood that were given through paradigms and occasional remarks in 
the foregoing chapters, the student has here to face no insurmount- 
able difficulties, the way having been paved for him to thoroughly 
grasp the matter, by what has been said about the past participle 
in the preceding lesson. 

The use of the zz: form is the more easily to be understood, 
as it is the one which corresponds best in analogy with the English 
passive. By eliminating: first, ma verbs; next, those requiring two 
complements; then, those by which the subject ‘parts company with 
something; and also intransitive verbs of action; all other verbs as 
a rule, admit of being expressed in this passive. 

The in passive is, therefore, the one to be used with most 
active verbs in reference to their direct object or necessary comple- 
ment, that is to say, in reference to what is the immediate or 
primary result of an action consciously and purposely performed by 
the agent and for the agent, when said direct object or necessary 
complement is specifically expressed in the sentence and no indirect 
object or secondary circumstance of place, instrument, reason or time 
as to the action is added; or, if any such circumstance is expressed, 
when it is not intended to accord to the same the principal place 
in the sentence. 

The specification follows of those verbs to which the above 
passive is to be applied. 

The in passive is used: 

With verbs by the action of which the subject’s aim to reach, 
or secure something either in act, or in. thought, is manifested. 

To carry away by birds of prey, to } 
be carried away by birds. | 

To despoil, to pillage; to be des- ; 

Dumaguit, daguitin. 

Sumamsam, samsamin. poiled, etc.. | 

To select, to be selected. Pumili-mamili, piliin. 
To scoop, to be scooped out of. Dumocot, docotin. 
To borrow, to be borrowed. (things). Humiram, hiramin-hirmin. (cont.) 
To pray, to be prayed. Dumalangin, dalanginin. 
To swallow, to be swallowed. Lumamon, lamonin. 
To absorb, to draw in breath: to be | hha tet aia ANA pisa apa MAPAG | Humithit; hithitin. 

To sip, to be sipped. Humigop, higopin. 
To send for, to summon, to be sum- : : 3 

ned. | Sumongds, songdoin. 
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To search about, to be searched 
about for. 

To look about for, to be looked | 
about for. 

To grope for, to be groped for. 
To receive, to be received. 
To go out to meet some one, to be 

welcomed. 
To call out for, to be called. 

-119 OF THE Vartous PASSIVE. 

: Humalthao, halihaoin. 

j Sumalicsic, salicsiquin. 

Umapohap, apohapin. 
Tumangap, tangapin. 

| Samalobong, salobongin. 

Tumauag, tauaguin. 

Roots denoting the instrument or contrivance for taking hold 
of some thing, may be expressed in the im passive to 
thing taken hold of. 

game, to be caught with a snare 
of this kind. 

Hawk, to be hawked. 
Dog, to hunt by a dog, to be hunted ) 

by a dog. 
Fishing rod, to be angled for. 
Fishing net, to be taken in a net. 
Fishing-hook, to be hooked. 
Broom, to be gathered in. (sweep- 

ings.) 
Hand, to be made by hand, to be 

touched, etc. with the hand. 

Meshed trap to catch boars or wild | 

indicate the 

Bating, batingin. 

Cati, pangatiin. 

Aso, mangaso, pangasoin. 

Siic, siiquin. 
Lambat, lambatin. 
Binuit, binuitin. 

\ Ualis, ualisin. 

Camay, camayin. 

With verbs denoting the acts of the the bodily senses, both in 
the general and: the modified sense, in reference to the definite thing 

which is the immediate result of the perception by the organs, with the 
exception of tumingin, “to look at,” sumuliyap, “to look askew,” tumiquim 

“to taste a liquor:” which take the an passive for the direct object. 

To sight, to spy, to be sighted. 
To gaze at, to be gazed at. 
To look backwards, to be looked ) 

at that way. | 
To listen to, to be listened to. 

_ To relish, to be relished. 
To feel, to touch, to be touched. « 
To smell, to be smelled. 
To scent, to be scented. 

Tumanao, tanauin. 
Panoor, panoorin. 

Lumingon, lingonin. 

Mat-yag, mat-yagin. 
Lumasa, lasain. 
Humipo, hipoin. 
Umamoy, amoyin. 
Sumanhor, sanhorin. 

With verbs denoting acts of the mind or will. 

To think, to be thought of. 
To remember to be remembered. 
To wish, to be wished. 
To verify, to be verified. 
To explain, to be expained. 
To reckon, to be reckoned. 
To love, to be loved, 
To esteem, to be esteemed. 
To caress, to be caressed. 

Mag-isip, isipin. 
Mag-alaala, alalahanin. (ephent.) 
Umibig, ibig-in. 
Umolotsiha, olotsihain. 
Magsalaysay, salaysayin. 
Magbulay, pagbulayin. 
Suminta, sintahin. 
Lumtyag, liyaguin. 
Umirog, iroguin. 
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With verbs the action of which necessarily falls upon a person, in 
reference to such person as is, generally, directly affected by the action. 

To invite, to be invited. Umaquit, aquitin. 

To wait for, to be waited for. Humintay, hintayin=hintin. (cont.) 
To ask; to be inquired, to be in- | : = 

quired for. Magtanong; none 

To prevail on, to be prevailed on, Magaroga, arogain. 
To reprimand, to be reprimanded. 8 8“Sumala, salahin. 
To succor, to carry an infant NM | Symaclold, saclolobin. 

arms; to be succored. 

With verbs of destruction and those implying change or 

transformation in the rature of the object, to indicate the result of 

such destruction, or change, if no reference as to the instrument, or 

cause is meant. 

To do away with, to be done arap Gumiba, guibain. 
with. 

To kill, to be killed. Pumatay, patayin. 
To set fire to, to be set fire to. Sumonog, sonoguin. 
To unseam, to be unseamed. Tumastas, tastasin. 
To receive in exchange, to be) P Rt. eit 

received in exchange. poe el ee 
To become black, to be made into 

black. 
To arrange, to be arranged. Humusay, husayin. 

Umitim, itimin. 

The effect of some destructive animate agent may be indicated 
by expressing in this passive the root indicative of such agent. 

Locust, to be destroyed by locusts. Balang, balangin. 
Rat, ,, 5 a » rats. Daga, dagain. 
Crow, ,, 5 ra 5, Crows. Ouac, ouaquin. 
Ant, ., . ? » ants. Langam, langamin. 
Kite, eagle; preyed on ,, kites. Banoy, banoyin. 

In the same manner, with verbs of carrying, cutting, weighing, 
measuring or moving in reference to what is the result of any such 
actions, when considered on the agent’s side or terminated in him. 
Thus, “brought,” dinala: “sent,” ypinadali. 

To carry on the shoulders, to be} 
carried that way. [ 

To drag along, to be dragged along. Humila, hilahin 
To carry along with, to be carried | 

along witb. I 
To carry along below the armpit, | 

to be carried along that way. [ 
To hold up in the arms, to be held 

up in the arms. 

PumasA-masan-magpasan, pasanin. 

Magtag-lay, tag-layin. 

Magquilic, quiliquin. . 

| Magcalon, calongin. 

To cut (generie), to be cut. Magpotol, potlin. (cont ). 
To tear, to be torn. Gumisi, guisiin. 
To cut out, to be cut out. Tumabas, tabasin. 
To hew, to be hewn. Tamaga, tag-in. (cont.). 
To cut down, to fell; to be felled. | Magsapol; sapolin, 
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To weigh (generic), to be weighed. 
To measure (grain, or liquids), to 

be measured. 
To measure, to ascertain the quan- 

tity of a liquid by sounding with | Tumarol; tarolin, 
a rod, to be measured that way. 

Tumimbang-magtimbang, timbangin. 

| Tumacal, tacalin. 

If from a prepositive possessive pronoun a verb in the in 
passive is formed, the claim (of the person or persons to whom the 
pronoun refers) to the property of the thing which is the direct 
object of the verb thus formed, is thereby indicated. 

Aquin, inaaquin co. 
Iyo, iniyd co. 
Do, iyohin mo. 

Caniya, cacaniyahin co. 
Amin, aaminin niya. 
Atin, inaatin natin. 
Inyo, iinyohin co. 
Canila, canilahin mo. 

Mine, I repute it to be mine. 
Thine, I reputed it to be thine. 
Do, hold it as thine. 

His, ete; I will hold it to be his, hers. 
Ours, let him hold it as ours. 
Do, we repute it as ours. 

Yours, I will hold it as yours. (plur.) 
Theirs, make it theirs. 

Adjectives formed with ma and having an attributive sense 
may be constructed in the same manner; or ari, “property,” “reputing,” 
may be used in this passive with the plain form of the adjective 
following. 

Marapat. 
Minamarapat co, inaari cong marapat. 
Masama. Inaari cong masama. i 
Mamasamain niya iyan. 

Just, fair, upright. 
TI hold it to be just. 
Bad. I repute it bad. 
He will repute that as bad. 

The thing made or to be made, or into which some raw or 
preparatory material is to be transformed may be expressed in this 
passive, the matter acted upon being put in the nominative case, if it 
is not circumscribed in sense. (1). 

I will make shoes out of this leather. 
Make pants and aprons out of that 

cloth. 
I made a walking-stick out of that Y 

log. 

Itong balat na itd,i, sasapinin co. 
Iyang cayong iy4,i, salaualin at tapisin 

mo. 

aong cahoy na yad,i, tinongcor co. 

If a noun expressing a condition capable of being assimilated 
by the subject or extended to others, is expressed in this passive, 
the subject's design of acquiring such condition is expressed. 

Make him your friend. 
I consider you as my father, you are 
my godfather. (stand as a parent, 
a father to me). 

Catotohin mo siya. 

Inaama quita. 

Consider me as a son, stand as a) Anaquin mo aco 
godfather to me. 

(1) This must be understood of the appropriate or necessary material: If 
this is not the case, the reference will be to the elaboration. See this illustrated 
in the two following examples: itong bdcal na ito,i, papalacolin co, “I will make 
an axe out of this iron,” itong cdhoy na ito,i, papalacolin co, “1 will ax (fashion 

shape) this timber," 
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With some intransitive verbs of action denoting acts _which 

admit of a definite purpose for their performance, this passive is used 

in reference to the object toward which the action 1s directed. 

To fly, to fly for. ; Lumipad, liparin. 

To run, to run for. Tumacbo, tacbohin. 

To swim, to swim for. Lumangoy, langoyin. 

To dive, to dive for. Sumisid, sisirin. 

To peep out, to peep out for. Dumongao, dungaoin. 

“Vith all Tagalog causative verbs, in reference to the person 

standing in the relation of the indirect object (dative) of an action 

which does not resolve itself into some form of giving. 

To order to come here, to be ordered | Paritd, paritohin. 
to come here. j 

To order to do, to order to be) 3 
done Gi | Magpagaua, pagpagaoin. 

To a to cure, to order to be | Magpagamot, papaggamotin. 

cured. 
To lend, that is to say, to make) , : = 

others borrow; to be lent to. f Magpattang, paotangin. 

To endow with the necessary quali- R er NG 

fications, to be rendered a aliledi. Ko a papagguingda 

for. i 

To order to put on clothes, to be] 
ordered to put on clothes. Magparaimil, pagename: 

To make to walk, to be made to 
cual Magpalacad, palacarin. 

To allow to pa , to be allowed : 
pe NABA bib a Naa iareNisg t Magpadaan, pagparaanin. 

To order upstairs, to be ordered . ee 
erie Bee ene ! Magpapanhic, pagpanhiquin, 

Sentences, the verbs of which obtain in the in passive form, 
are, in every respect, constructed as similar sentences in English, ex- 
cept in what refers to the agent, which, as already stated, is, in Ta- 
galog, to be put in the possessive case. If the sentence includes some 
indirect complement, the case of the latter remains unchanged and 
the proper preposition should be used, or, if it is intended to make 
it the most important member in the sentence, the verb is put in 
the other corresponding passive required by the nature of the indirect 
complement, with the latter in the nominative and the direct one in 
the accusative. 

: \ Binil co itong bahay, or, aquing binill 
1 bought this house. itong bahay. 

Your (thy) brother eats the banana. | Quinacdin nang capatid mo ang sé 
guing. 

He killed him. Pinatay niya siya. 
tie Pilled Kin ands eeu \ Pinatay niya siya nang sandata, or, ang 

( sandata ang ypinatay niya sa caniya. 
I looked for the chicken in the | Hinanap co ang sisiu sa silid, or, pinag- 

room. hanapan co ang silid nang sfsiu. (1) 

(1) The construction of the same sentence in the Latin language, would 
be: queratur a te(=mo) cubiculum pullum. 
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THIRTY-SECOND EXERCISE. 

Why do you pillage the fruits, and the clothes which your father 
wore? These fruits have been eelected by me in the garden, and, as 
to the clothes, I borrowed them. What is your sister scooping? She 
is taking out the needle from a hole. Have you called the servant? 
I did not call him. Whom are you going for? I am going for 
the barber. Did he search about for the hammer? He searched about 
for it. " Have you received the letter? I received the letter, and now 
I am going out to meet my friend. Have the Americans trapped 
these boars? These boars have been trapped by them. How did 
this man get at these birds and that fish? He hawked the birds and 
hooked the fish, Has the sailor sighted the ship? He did not sight 
the ship. What shall we smell? We shall smell those flowers. Do 
you remember what your father told you? I remember it, because 
I love him. Do you love also your mother? Yes, indeed, I love 
her. Whom do youinvite? I invite my friend. For whom is she 
waiting? She is waiting for her husband. Whom do you ask? I 
ask the neighbour. Whom have you reprimanded the other day? I 
reprimanded my son, because he dd not carry his brother in his arms. 
How was this house destroyed? It was set fire to. Why did they. 
not set their books in order? Because they were unseamed. Can you 
carry this log on your shoulders? No, but I can drag it along. Whose 
is that rosary you carry along hanging down? It is my mother’s. 
What do you carry below your armpit? It is a prayer-book, for my 
child cannot walk and I carry him in my arms. Why did you cut 
the bread and tear my cloth already cut out? I did not do that, I 
did hew the log and I felled the trunks of banana-trees.. Have you 
weighed the iron and measured the paddy?  I only sounded the wine. 
Why! Do you consider this book as mine? I hold it to be theirs. 
Do you believe it to be yours? I repute it to be ours. Do you 
bold to be just what was done by your son? No. I repute it to be 
wrong. What is he going to do with that stone? He is going to 
make a church. Why does your friend consider Peter as his f.ther? 
Because Peter considers him as his son. What is that kite flying for? 
It is flying for a chicken. Will you overtake your enemy? I will 
overtake him in swimming. What does he dive for? He dives for 
a ring. 

THIRTY-THIRD LESSON. 

YCATLONG POUO,T, TATLONG PAGARAL. 

THE MEANING AND USE OF THE VARIOUS PASSIVES. (continued) 

i Y PASSIVE. 

The y passive is the most peculiar Tagalog middle voice and 
the one showing features most in conflict with our ideas on the 
subject. The discrimination in what regards the use of the in and 
the an passives in reference to the direct object of the verb, is largely 
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a matter of grammatical speculation, and one for which we may 
even find some authority in English, if we only consider the different 
construction of phrases like: “to plant rice in a field,” and “to 

plant a field with rice,” “ask your father for money,” and “ask 
money from your father,” but the using of the y passive in this 
respect goes deeper into the native character and is accounted for 
more as a matter of ethology than of grammar. 

Western grammarians have gone to a great length for a division 
of the verb into active, neuter, inchoative, desiderative, frequentative, 
etc., but should a division be made of Tagalog verbs according to 
native ideas, the most obvious one would be into voluntary and in- 
voluntary, in regards to the performance, and into acquisitive and alien- 
atory, in regard to the outcome. It is only apparent to a native's 
mind that no transaction is meant to have been brought to a close by 
such verbs, as, for instance, “to give,’ “to throw away,’ which indicate 
an action by which the agent parts with something; inasmuch as 
be, by such an act, is debarred from sharing in the proceeds of an 
action which is considered as performed solely for the benefit of the 
other party, and thus the act comes to be regarded as if compul- 
sorily or reluctantly executed on the agent's side. 

To this moral native conception, the fact may be attributed 
that in such active verbs as require, in the passive, this y form 
in reference to what is their direct object in the active voice, the in 
passive is wanting. 

So, this passive is used in reference to the direct object: 

With such verbs as indicate an action by which the subject 
loses control of something, either by the way of throwing, or by 
that of relinquishing, transferring, putting, exposing, adding, etc. 

To sell, to be sold. Magbill, ypagbill 
To hand over, to be handed over. Mag-gauad, ygauad. 
To throw away, to be thrown away. Magtapon, ytapon. 
To sow, to be sowed. Magsabog, ysdbog. 
To scatter, to be scattered. Magbulagsac, ybulagsac. 
To spread about, to be spreadabout. Magcalat, ycalat. 
To emit, to be emitted. Magsambolat, ysambolat. 
To spill, to be spilled. Magbohos, ybohos. 
ae mixing, to be added by ! Maghalo, yhalo. 

To add, to be added. Magdagdag, ydagdag. 
To join, to be joined to. Maglangcap, ylangcap. 
To place, to be placed : Maglagay, ylagay. 
To heap, to be heaped. Magpatong, ypatong. 
To expose to sunshine, to be expos ) . 

bd tO sunehind, Magbilad, ybilad. 

Here, too, what has been said in the lesson devoted to the past 
participle, applies: in verbs which, by reason of the meaning of their 
root, can be made to express, either an acquisitive, or an alienatory 
action, in passive is used in reference to the direct object of the 
acquisitive; y passive, in reference to that of the alienatory, action. 

To reach, to be reached. Gumauad, gauarin. 
To hand over, to be handed over. Mag-gauad, ygauad. 
To mix by shaking, to be mixed. Humalo, haloin. 
To mix by adding, to be mixed. Maghalo, yhalo. 
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With verbs requiring two complements. (The remark is again 
made that sumitlat, magsabi and magtoro have double passives, in in 
and in y, in reference to their direct object). 

To give, to be given. Magbigay, ybigay. 
To present with, to be presented Maebi bi 

ail. ! agbiyaya, ypagbiyaya. 

To tell, to be told. Magsalita, ysalitA-ypagsalita. 

To inquire about, to be inquired ) Mast t 
about. (the nature of the inquiry), | (N28(@00b8, ytanong. 

To teach, to be taught. (the matter ina aaa 
object of instruction). } niin 2 esas 

To show, to point out, to instruct; 
to be showed, to be instructed. 
(the thing which is the object of ( 
instruction). J 

Magtoro; ytoro. 

With verbs denoting actions of adjusting, translating or copying out. 

To conform, to be conformed. Magbagay, ybagay. 
To compare, to be compared. Maghalimbaua, ypaghalimbaua. 
To render equal, to be rendered 

equal. t Magpara, ypara. 

To copy out, to be copied out. Magsalin, ysalin. 

Causative Tagalog (magpa) verbs have this passive in reference 
to the thing which is the direct object of the verb to make, cause, 
order, etc., if the verbs determined by them are active. 

To order to take there, to order to 
be sent. 

To order to make, to order to be 
made. Kc 

a ba out, to order to | Mapapagalis, ypapagalis. 

To lend, that is to say, to make 
others borrow, to be lent. 

t Magpadala, ypadala. 

| Magpagaua, ypagaua. 

\ Magpautang, ypautang. 

If the thing taken hold of by the action of an intransitive 
verb is to be represented as carried ‘away intentionally by the subject, 
such an object of pursuit may be referred to by the y-passive. 

To run, to run away with. Tumacbd, ytacbo, 
To fall back, to fall back with. Umorong, yorong. 
To swim, to swim off with. Lumangoy, ylangoy. 

Some more verbs will be found having the y passive in reference 
to the direct object as, for instance, gumdlang, “to rever, ygdlang: “to 
be revered,” magtitic, “to trace out readable characters,” ytitic, “to be 
written.” which exhibit seeming deviations from the above rules. The 
irregularity appears more striking in the case of gumdlang, for, as the 
action here expressed is one of the same kind as that of magpuri, 

sumintii--maninta, etc., the in passive seems to be the only one applicable. 

On inquiry, it is found that galang is the Malay gelang, “bracelet, 

“a wrist ornament,” and that gumdlang seems to mean: by hang on 
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the person certain attributes of dignity,” with a view to render him 
more honored or revered, and, as the action, considered in this way, 

comes to be one of putting, the y is the proper passive to be used. 

As for magtitic, the word is borrowed from the Arabic where it means: 

“to put points to certain vowels,” and thus an action of the same 

kind as that of gumalang. 
The y passive, is aside from the above cases, to be used in 

reference to the instrument with which, or the reason for which, the 

action is executed, and in the case of certain occurrences (though not 
so properly), in reference to the specific time in which the even 

takes place. Some illustrations of its use in these respects, follow: 

What has he made this ganta with? gAndng yguinaud niya nitdng salop? 
Itong itac ang yguinaua niya, yguinaud 

He made it with this knife. | niya itong itac. 

Why do you bear those grievances? aoe ee cas Te miyane TANGA 

I bear them for God's sake. Dios ang ypinagbabata co niyan. 
At what time did they arrive? cAnbng oras ang pagdating nila? 

They arrived at day-break. peer er pagbubucang liua- 

As all this elaborate system of conjugation is established chiefly 
for the clearest possible distinction between the reference to the prin- 
cipal and the one to the accesory circumstances attending the performance 
of the action, it follows that the disqualification of y to stand for the 
instrument, cause, etc. becomes necessary, with those verbs requiring the 
y passive for their direct complement. With a verb, therefore, of this 
kind in a sentence in which there exists, besides a direct complem- 
ent, an indirect one setting forth the instrument, reason, etc., the 
latter should then be referred to by means of the proper preposition, 
causal conjunction, or any other directive which the nature of the 
action may require, y standing ‘solely for the direct complement. 

I gave him the money, because ( Ybinigdy co ang salapi sa caniya, sa- 
he told me that his mother pagca,t, nagsabi siyA sa aquing na 
was very ill... ang ina niya,i, lubhang may saquit. 

He threw away this sand with a Ytinapon niya itbng buhangin nang 
hoe. panghocay. 

I sow my rice with the hand. — co ang aquing palay nang 

Of course, verbs the signification of which carries along -with 
them the idea of the using of an instrument, as, for instance, gu- 
mamit, cannot be expressed in the y passive, 

What didst thou make use of in gAndng guinamit mo sa pagtitic 
.writing the book? sa=nang libro? 

It is likewise necessary to say here that the idea of instrument 
as denoted by the y passive is extended to mean the cognate idea 
of the means by which the action is accomplished. 

The priest does not officiate to-day, ) Hindi nagmimisA ang pare ngayon, 
because he has no garments to sa pagca,t, uala siyAng damit na 
say mass with. ypagmimisa 
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He has not the wherewithal t ia BAN a pi Uald siyang ybih nitong buquia. 
I have the means wherewith t pay you. a a Mayroon acong ybabayar sa iyo. 

Or, it may also refer to the person for whose sake, or in con- 
sideration of whom the action is performed, if the action is merce- 
nary or of such a kind as to redound to the prejudice or benefit of some one. 

Buy for me this house. Ybili mo aco nitong bahay. 
Satact Pan ane tie haw kook a mo aco nang lalong mabuting 

ibro. 

This is the case when, as in the preceding two instances, the 
nature of the action is such as not to admit of a real instrument for 
its performance, but when the action is at the same time one of a mer- 
cenary kind and one requiring a real instrument for the performance, 
or, when the y passive is used for the direct object of the verb and 
a clearer distinction becomes necessary as to whether the instrument, 
the object, or the person is meant, the reference to the latter should 
be made by using the verb in the passive of mag. 

See this distinction illustrated in the different meaning of the 
'following verbs: 

To sew, to sew with, to sew for. Tumahi, ytahi, ypagtahi. 
To cook, to be cooked, to cook for. Magloto, yloto, ypagloto. 

This using of the verb must necessarily clash somewhat with 
our ideas of verbal government and syntactical arrangement, but the 
student may gather some insight into the matter if he considers that, 
usually, the substantive verb is understood in this kind of sentences, and 
that the literal import in such a sentence as, ybili mo aco niting bahay, 
is somewhat as follows: “let the reason for your buying this house be 
I,’ and it is in this way that the action is conceived by natives. 

With such verbs as denote an action, itself the result of using 
some specific instrument or organ for which, independently from 
the action, there exists already a word in the language, the y passive 
refers to the capability of such instrament or organ to accomplish 
the result embodied in the signification of the verb. 

Thou sayest that thou couldst not 
hearwhat the teacher said; how 
can that be? (why so?); hast thou, 
then, no ears? (no organ of hear- 
ing?). 

Nagsasabi ca na di ca nacaringig nang 
sinabi nang maestro (Sp), baquit 
ganiyan? uala ca bagang ycadingig? 

Intransitive verbs generally require y passive in reference to 
the cause, ma verbs, of course, taking yca. : 

The reason for my having wept Ang ytinangis co,i, ang camatayan ni 
was my father's death. ama. : 

Thou art the cause of my remaining | oe : 
here, I stay here for your sake. | Heng ane nls eo a 

I will go upstairs for his sake, SiyA,i, ang ypapanhic co. 
They follow me for my money's Ang ari co, ang ysinusonod (or yqui- 

sake, nasusonod) nila sa aquin. 
The ruin of his estate came from Ang yquinasira nang caniyang ari ay 

gambling. ang pagsusugal. 
It is solitude which makes me sad, Yquinahahapis co,i, ang pangongolila. 
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The difference between y and yca as to the cause of an action, 
for other than ma verbs; is that yca designates thoroughly perfected 
acts, when the action admits of a slow development. 

The weather is the cause of his | Ang panahd,i, ang yguinagaling niya. 

improvement. | : 
The taking of this medicine was Ang pag-inom nitbng gamot, ang yqui- 

what made his recovery complete. nagaling niya. 

With some intransitive verbs, y passive may refer to the specific 
time of the action or occurrence 

The day my wife arrived, was Ang drao na ydinating nang aquing 
Tuesday. . asdua, ay martes. 

The hour at which she died. Ang oras na yquinamatay niya. 

If the expression of time is a determinate one, it may be put 
before or after the verb; if it is indeterminate, it should be put before. 

( Ang viernes nang cuaresma di yquina- 
On Fridays in Lent meat should not cain, or, macacain nang carne, or, di 

be eaten. | yquinacdin nang carne ang viernes 
| nang cuaresma. 

The year in which I embarked for Ang tabng ysinacdy co patongo sa 
the Philippines. Pilipinas. 

The construction of sentences, the verb of which obtains in the 
y passive, is the same as is in those with the verb in the in passive, 
if y is used in reference to the drect complement of the verb. 

I threw away the book. Ytinapon co ang libro. 
He threw up (vomited) the milk. Ysinuca niya ang gatas. 
Peter gave this money. Ybinigay ni Pedro itong salapi. 

Where the y passive is used in reference to the instrument, 
person, cause or time for the action, the sentence is constructed by 
expressing in tbe nominative the word indicative of any such cir- 
cumstance with the direct complement (if there be any) in the accusative. 

With this string you will fasten the | Ytong pantali ygagapos mo’ sa bilan. 
prisoner's hands to his back. a mona bilangoin Itong 

It was on account of her that I Siya ang yquinaparitd, or ypinaritd 
came here. co. 

The putting of the ‘nominative before the verb and the using 
of the latter in the participial form renders the expression more 
emphatic. 

THIRTY-THIRD EXERCISE. 

What did the merchant sell? He sold my sister's needles and 
pins. _ What do you throw into the fire? I wish to throw my father's 
wood into the fire. What did the native mix with (add to) the wine? 
Water. What did the merchent add to the butter? He added tallow 
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to it. What did your cousin put oy that table? He put there my 
sisters prayer-book. Why do you expose that linen to the sun?  Be- 
cause it is wet. What do you present your mother with? I pre- 
sent her with a pair of spectacles What did he say to your sister- 
in-law? He asked her about the state of her aunt. “ What hast thou 
taught this child? TI taught him the religious doctrine. Which did 
they show your female-cousin? They showed her my fan. ,What 
does the pupil copy? He copies the verses. What have you cut my 
bread with? I cut it with my knife. What have you written his 
letter with? I wrote it with a pencil. What has he wounded our 
friend with? With a stick. Why do you not pay me? Because I 
have no money to pay with. With what money will Peter buy the 
bed? He will buy it with the money he received from me. Why 
does that woman weep so much? Because death deprived her of her 
child. Why had he remained here? He had remained here for 
Ann's sake. What is it that makes soldiers obey their chiefs? It 
is fear that makes them obey. What made him completely wealthy? 
The sale of hides rounded out his furtune. When would he arrive 
at the sea, had he departed in time? He would have arrived there 
to-morrow by ten o'clock. Whom have you come to visit here? I 
came to visit you. 

THIRTY-FOURTH LESSON. 

YCATLONG POUO,T, APAT NA PAGARAL. 

THE MEANING AND USE OF THE VARIOUS PASSIVES. (continued). 

AN PASSIVE. 

The an passive is used by natives when they want to raise to 
the rank of direct object of the verb the person or the thing on whom 
or on which the action does not fall directly, and when reference is 
to be made to the thing or matter which is the ultimate result of 
the use to which the action can be put. 

This passive is also used in reference to the direct object of 
the verb, when the radical meaning (as in the case of bucds, “been 

opened,” masid, “put to a test,” etc.) carries along with it the idea 
of a thing or action already made or accomplished, or (as in the 
case of guinté, “gold,” pinto, “door,”) when there is included therein 
a reference to the matter or the thing which would be the direct 
object or the immediate result of a verb expressive of a more generic 
action. 

The use of an in the first case somewhat corresponds with 
that which we make of certain English verbs to which a direct 
object of person or thing is allotted which is not the one on 
whom or on which the action falls directly, as, for instance, when 
we say:' “to pay a servant,’ “he was given money,” “to plant a 
field,” “to walk a mile,” “to go up a river,” etc., and in the second 
case, the use is similar to that shown in the different usage accorded 
to the verbs “to throw,” and “to pelt,” in the following sentences: 
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“the boys have thrown stones at my horse,’ “some saints were 
pelted to death.” 

Either the one or the other of the above usages of an is 
manifested in the following verbs: 

To look at, to be looked at Tumingin, tingnan. 
aoe askew, to be looked at that Sumuliyap, suliyapan. 

poe ba BAGO BB Magmasid, pagmasdan. (cont ). 

To salt, to be salted. Magasin, asnan. (cont.). 
To pierce, to be pierced. Tumalab, tablan. (cont.). 
To hold, to grasp; to be held. Tumangan-magtangan, tangnan. (cont.). 
To cover, to be covered. Tumaquip, tacpan. 
To taste, to be tasted. Tumiquim, ticman. (cont.). 
To pay for, to be paid for. Magbayad, bayaran. 
To open, to be opened. ; Magbucas, bucsan. (cont.). 
aT Alaa doors, to be supplied } Magpinto, pintoan. 

To gild, to be gilt. Maguinto, guintoan. 
a with iron, to be shoed. (a j Magbacal, bacalan. 

To threaten, to be threatened. Magbala, pagbalaan. 
To clothe, to be clothed. Dumamit, damtan. (cont.). 
To deceive, to be deceived. Magdaya, pagdaydan. 
To kiss, to be kissed. Humalic, hadcan. (cont.). 
To smack, to be smacked. Maghalic, paghadcan. (cont.). 
To clean of lice, to be cleaned of Humingotd, hingotohan-hingotan. 

lice. (cont.). 

Magéral, “to learn,” has pagaralan in reference to what is 
learned. 

With some verbs which may take a thing or a person for 
their direct object, zm, generally, refers to the thing, an, to the 
person. 

To smell, to be smelled (flower), 
be kissed. (to smell a person). 

To unfasten, to be unfastened: to be 
freed from sin, to be absolved. 

To hear, to be heard (speech), to be 
listened to. (person). 

ka Umamb6y, amoyin, amoyan. 

Cumalag, calguin; calgan. (cont.). 

Dumingig, dinguin, dingan. (cont.). 

With such others as may take a thing or a place, in, or y 
refers to the thing, an, to the place.. 

To clean, to be cleaned out of, to = Maglinis. linisin. inj 
cleaned. (space cleaned). aglinis, linisin, linisan. 

To plant, to be planted (the shoot), : : 
to be planted. (the field). | Magtanim, ytanim, tamnan. (cont.). 

To sweep, to be swept out of, to be) M K lisi ij 
swept. (room). ( Magualis, ualisin, ualisan. 

To rub, to be rubbed away, to be 
rubbed. (the thing or place where C 3 
the effect of rubbing remains umoseds, coscosin, coscosan, 

manifest). 
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To scour, to be scoured out of (such 
matter as is removed by the | Maghogas, hogasin, hogasat 
scouring), to be scoured. (thing | gasan ae 
scoured). | 

Open the door. Bucsdn mo ang pinto. 
John planted his farm. Tinamnan ni Juan ang caniyang buquid 
He had already covered the table Natacpin na niya ang lamesa nang 

when I arrived. acé,i, dungmating. 

With the exception of verbs of the class just mentioned, in which 
an refers to the person or the thing that is really or virtually the 
direct object of the verb, this passive, with all others, is used in re. 
ference to the person or thing that is in English in the dative or 
in the locative case. 

Jane is gathering flowers in the Ang halamana,i, ang lugar na pinipita- 
garden. san ni Juana nang manga bulac-lac. 

In this house my father died. ga ta na 160, ang quinamatayan 

With verbs which denote an action by which the subject gets 
possession of something, an is used in reference to the person, or 
place, the source from which the thing or matter which is the im. 
mediate result of the action, is drawn. 

To buy, to buy from, Bumili, bilhav. 
To take, to take from. Cumoha, conan. (cont. and inv.). 
To seek, to seek of. Humanap, hanapan. 
To receive, to receive of, or from... 8 Tumangap, tangapan. 
To ask for, to ask for from. Humingi, hingan. (cont.). 
To solicit, to solicit from. Dumaing, daingan. 
To shear, to shear from. Gumunting, guntingan. 
To scoop, to scoop from, Dumocot, docotan. 
To drink, to drink out of. Uminom, inuman. 
To sip, to sip from, or out of. Humigop, bigopan. 

With verbs requiring two complements, am refers to that per. 
son on whom the action eventually falls, the one in the dative case 
governed by the preposition “to.” (1) 

To give, to give to. Magbigay, big-yan. (cont.). 
To sell, to sell to. Magbili, pagbilhan. 
To instruct, to instruct to. Magtoro, toroan 
To tell, to tell to. = * Magsalita, pagsalitaan. 
To pay, to pay to, or for. Magbayad, bayaran. 
To teach, to teach to. Umaral, aralan. 

(1) “To,” governs the dative case when the action is of such a kind as 
‘to make the subject part with something. If it is of a mercenary or associative 
kind and performed for the beuefit, or in behalf of others, or if the dative is 
of acquisition, ‘‘for” should then be used. We have seen that “for” in this case 
is translated by y and the passive of mag,  ““Jhe sews these pantaloons for 
me.” Ypinagtatahi niya aco nitong salawal. 
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All other verbs have an for the place which is in the locat. 

ive case governed by any of the prepositions “at,” “ain,” “on,” “upon,” 

“by,” etc.. 

yy 

: 7 | Biniguian niya aco nitong paco, or, acd 
Hip Gave me le Bal ( aa binig-ian niya Ka paco. 

( gSino baga ang pinagbilhan niya nang 
| aquing baro. 
Pinagbilhan nila ang canilang manga 

They sold it to their friends. caibigan, or, ang manga caibizan 
nila ang pinagbilhan nila. 

cPinangungusapan baga ninyo si Al- 
fredo? pa 

It is not Alfred, but his sister that - ee i oer eh ear ki 
we are admonishing. sapan namin. 

Whom have they sold my shirt to? 

Are you admonishing Alfred? 

—_— mz 

oo 

To put, to put upon. Maglagay, laguian. 
To cook, to cook in. Magloto, lotoan. 
To wrap, to wrap in. Magbalot, balotan. 
To walk, to walk on. Lumacad, lacaran. 

Sometimes the discrimination between place and the person is made 

by pag when the action admits of a place. 

To seek. The place of seeking. Humanap. Ang paghanapan. 
To claim payment, to get one's self 

paid, to make collections. The | Sumingil. Ang pagsingilan. 
place of collection. 

Causative verbs have the y passive in reference to the person who 

is the indirect object of a verb expressive of an action which comes 

to be resolved into one of giving, when the determined verb is not 

of those requiring the y passive in reference te the direct object. 

To send, to send to. Magpadala, paralhan. (cont.). 

po clothing, to supply cloth: | Magpadamit, papagdamtan. (cont) 

To order to put to a test for, to! R : 
Bay pa sali ta O j Magpamasid, papagmasdan. (cont.). 

The influence which the action of giving and the person given 
to have on the use of this passive is further shown by the fact 

that even some intransitive verbs and verbs not admitting of an in 

diret object in the dative, may assume it in reference to the person to 

whom something is to be given as the final purpose of an action which 

is considered as preparatory for, or suggestive of, an act of giving. 

To go after, to go after so as to) 
give to. j 

To call out for, to call out for in 
order to give. 

To run for, to run for with the aim 
of overtaking and giving to, 

Sumunod, sonoran. 

ET j Tumauag, tauagan. 

) 
| Magtacbo, tacbohan. 
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See this use of an illustrated in the following phrases: 

Go after thy father and give (ad: Sundan mo ang iyong ama nitdng 
minister) him this medicine. gamot. 

Call out fur him and give him some ) T aa slant fish, j lauagan mo siya nang isda. 

Run for him and lod ith him , R A paa letter. MEAN kad Tacbohan mo siya nitbng sulat. 

The preceding examples are highly illustrative and, if well 
understood, will afford the student more enlightenment as to the use 
of this passive than he could possibly derive from longer explanations 
and more elaborate rules. 5 

The construction of sentences, the verb of which requires an 
passive in reference to what is the direct object in the active 
voice, is the same as that of those the verb of which obtains in 
the in passive. 

Hold this candle. Tangnan mo itong candila. 
The aon kisses his mother Hinabagcan nang anac ang caniyang 

I ind. 
Prop up the tree. Tucoran mo ang cahoy. 

If the sentence includes, besides a direct complement, an indirect 
one of place, the latter is put in the nominative and the direct object 
in the accusative. 

My grandfather plants a variety of Tinatamnan ni nono nang sarisaring 
trees in the garden. cahoy ang halamanan. 

Have you looked for the servant in gPinaghanapan mo baga sa alila itdng 
this road? dadang itd? 

It an refers to the place or the person, respectively, in the locat- 
ive, or dative case, the place or person should be named, that is to say, 
put in in the nominative, and the remainder as above, the agent, in 
the possesive, and the direct complement, in the accusative. The 
indirect complement may be put before or after the verb, except in 
the case of an interrogative sentence beginning with a pronoun or 
an adverb, when the pronoun or the adverb should precede the verb. 
As a rule, the naming of the place or person before the verb is a 
means of rendering it prominent in the sen‘ence. 

I write on this paper. Sinusulatan co itong papel. 
Ysinulat--similat niya ang aquing 

manga tula 
| Pagsusulatan namin iyang lamesang 

iyan. 
y = o. 

He put the book on the floor. a paa Ra inaglag 

I witl give my money to Mr. Such Bibiguidn co nang aquing pilac si 
a one. Couan. ng A 2 ito 

To whom have you sold this cake? | (ina PAGG NATONG 

To my neighbour's son. Ang anac nang CARPIADAhAY ca. 
out 

He wrote my verses. 

We shall write on that table. 
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( Sinong binabayaran mo nitong hihi- 
Whom are you paying for this bed? 1° gan? 

Iam paying the merchant for this Binabayaran co nitdng hihigan ang 
bed. comersiante. 

I will buy the big house from the Bibilhin co nang matdas na bahay 
owner. ang may ari. 

THIRTY-FOURTH EXERCISE. 

Has the servant salted the fish? He has not yet salted the fish. 
Has your brother pierced this buffalo with a spear? He has pierced 
this buffalo with a spear. What do you hold in your hand? It is 
a spear that I hold in my hand. What did you learn?  I learned 
the English language. Whom is the thief threatening? He is 
threatening that boy. Did you clothe the child? I clothed him. 
From whom did you hear what you told me about the unfastening of 
the prisoner? [ heard it from a friend of mine. What is his 
grand-daughter opening? She is opening the garden gate. What 
are you doing there? I am gilding my ring. What will they buy 
from the American? They will buy my butter from him. From 
whom have you taken that cane? I received it from my uncle. 
From whom have we asked this paper? We asked it from the priest. 
From whom have you received this money in payment? I received 
this money from my debtor. Why did he not give me the bird? 
Because he has already given it to his sister. Is it this house where 
they assembled? No, they met together at Mary's house What did 
they assemble for? They assembled to speak about the tax. Where 
will you go? I shall go nowhere. Have you anything to tell me? 
I have to tell ycu something. Where have you put my spectacles? 
Ihave put them somewhere in the room. For whom do you cut down 
that tree? I cut it down for my master. Did I not say to you 
not to cut down any trees? Well, I obey my master's orders. 

THIRTY-FIFTH LESSON. 

YCATLONG POUO,T, LIMANG PAGARAL. 

THE PROPER USE OF EITHER VOICE OF THE VERB. 

The use of the passive is far more common in. Tagalog than 
in Western languages: in fact, it is the most common form in nar- 
ration. 

Europeans who have acquired the language through a long inter: 
course with natives, speak in the passive without being aware there- 
of. They believe that cunin mo, ybinigdy co, for instance, are literal 
translations for “take it,” “I give it,” this being the usual mold into 
wbich thoughts of this kind are cast in their vernaculars, and it is 
only after grammatical analysis that the discovery is made that “let it 
be taken by thee,” “it is given by me,” is the real meaning. 

Pi 
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. Speaking generally, the active voice expresses the action of the 
verb in a more intimate connection with the subject, and the passive 
predicates it more of the .6bject. Thus, if the subject is made 
emphatic by whatever means of expression suitable for the purpose 
the active voice is to be used even when, by reason of the determi. 
nation of the object, the passive should have been employed, the verb 
taking the active participial form. 

a e 

it is I who killed him. Acé ang pungmatdy sa caniya. 
It is you who shall say that. Cayo ang magsasabi niyan. 
He himself did it. Siya rin ang gungmaua. 
It is they who stole my money. Sila ang nagnacao nang salapi co. 

The verb should likewise be used in the active voice in incom- 
plete sentences when no reference is made to a determinate object 
either expressed or understood. 

I read. (pres.). Bungmabasai aco. 
Thou atest. Cungmain ca. 
He sees. (he can see). Nacaquiquita siya. 
We write. Sungmusulat cami. 
They will grant pardon. Magpapatauar sila. 
You begged pardon, you asked for | Pa ai 

a reduction in price.. aklan ak 

But, if we say: basahin mo, canin niya, ysinusilat namin, pa- 
patauarin nila, it may be assumed that “read it, them,” “let him eat 
it, them,” “we write it, them, this,” “they will grant pardon to him, 
her, them,” is the real meaning; such English words as “it,” “him,” 
“her,” “this,” etc., being frequently understood and included in the 
passive particle. 

The active voice of the verb is generally used in complete sen 
tences when their object is in the partitive or indeterminate sense, if no. 
circumstance of instrument, place or time directly connected with action 
is expressed. 

Bring in some cigars. Magdala ca dito nang tabaco. 
My brother ate fruit Ang capatir co,i, cungmain nang bonga. 
The merchant sells pins. Nagbibili nang aspiler ang comersiante. 
Call for a servant...” Tumauag cayo nang isang alila--bata. 
Do not drink any liquor. Houag cang uminom nang Alac. 

The same is the case with sentences having an object deter 
minate in quantity or kind, if a portion and not the whole of such 
determinate substance is meant. 

Make use of this money. Gumamit ca niyang salapt. a 
I buy some of these bottles. Buagmibili aco nitbng manga bote. 

He will send some of our furniture. | Nappapadala-shiirang Br DA casene: 
Jj Capan. ; 
Cocoha disin siya nang Apat sa aquing 

He would take four of my trunks. manga cabdn. 

To say, gamitin mo iyang salapi, binibili co itong manga bote, 
etc., would indicate the whole. 
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The active voice is used with intransitive verbs, unless reference 
is made to instrument. cause, time, place or purpose. 

They laugh. Tungmataua sila. 
We die. Namamatay cami. 
You walk. Lungmaldcad cayo. 

In interrogative sentences when an agent and not an object is 
inquired after. 

Who calls them? éSinong tungmatauag sa canila? 
: :Alin, or sino sa canila ang sungmi- 7 ' MEAN | gali ta Ea Which of them loves you? sinta sa iyd. 

What hurt me? 6 Anong nagpasaquit sa aquin? 

In complex sentences in which the subject is enlarged by an 
adjective clause. 

The man who loves God, will attain Ang taudng sungmisint&é sa Dios ay 
Glory. magcacamit nang caloualhatian. 

: ar ._ ( Ang hunghang na bagong taudng nag- 

Th nah poy who Ges Na) csa nang caoytog Aray dapat 
: sucat siyang hampasin. 

The verb should be used in the passive voice in sentences whe e 
the direct complement of the verb is individualized, or is circumscribed 
and fixed by some attribute or attributive word. 

Call for Mary. Tauaguin mo si Maria. 
He will bring my book. Dadalhin niya ritd ang aquing libro. 
Do not whip that cat. Houag mong hampasin iyang pusa. 

{ Dalhin mo ritd ang manga sapin na gui- 
Baie te ae Sees hae eat | nagamit cong madalas=caraniuan. 

In interroga ive sentences when a determinate object, that is to 
say, the direct object of the verb in the active voice which is the 
grammatical subject in the passive, is inquired after 

What do you want? gAnong ibig mo? 
Which dog did he kill? éAling aso ang pinatay niya? 
Whom do you hate. gSino ang quinapopootan mo? 

When may, mayroon, uala, etc., are used as determining verbs, 
the verbs determined by them should be used in the passive. 

I have to say. Mayroon acong sasabihin---sabihin. 
You will have nothing to ask. Uala cayong ytatanong. 
He deserved to be punished. Sucat siyAng noon hampasin. 
They deserve to be rewarded. Dapat silang gantihin. 
Ye have heard that it was said (you Naa a kA 

heard say). arinig ninyong sinabi. 

When the object is rendered emphatic in the way and by 
similar means to those employed for the emphasizing of the subject, 
even when the object is indeterminate in sense. 

What I honor is virtue? Ang cabanalan ang siyang purihin co. 
It is the mango that I consider the Ang manga,i, ang inaari co ang lalong 

tastiest fruit. masarap na bunga. 
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The use of the one or the other of the various passives is 
somewhat arbitrary, as there exists a kind of interchangeability with 
each other which is difficult to fix by any rule. In sentences with 
a definitely circumscribed object not including any other circumstantial 
element, the passive to be used is that which the nature of the action 
requires in regard to the direct object, according to the rules previousl 
laid down for the purpose. ‘ ; a 

Accept of my good will. Tangapin mo ang ldob cong maganda. 
Ytatapon niya itong manga sinelas. He will throw away these slippers. | (toryot Sp ward. ladlad) 

Have you advised (rendered jud- Wi hang 
gement to) him? | éHinatolan mo siya? 

In sentences containing one indirect complement directly con- 
nected with the action, the using of either the y, or the an passives, 
is determined in accordance with the. indirect object meaning in- 
strument, place, time or cause. 

Search for my shirt with this | Ytong ilao yhalihao mo nang aquing 
light. ! baro 

Did you search about the room for | gSinalicsicAn mo baga nang caniyang 
his fan? > | paypay and silid? ny 

On our embarking the hurricane f Ang pagsasacay natin yquinataon nang 
occurred. { baguio-onos. 

, gAndng yquinamamatay nang iydng 
What is your uncle dying of? Dsante, 

In sentences having more than one indirect complement, the using 
of either the one or the other of the various passives, is decided by the 
speaker's desire to lay more stress upon the one or the other of them. 

Kill this cat in the street with your | Ypatay mo nitdng pusa ang iybng 
gun. | baril sa lansangan. 

Stress is hereby laid on the instrument, and the same is made emphatic 
by saying: 

With your very gun, kill this cat Ang baril mo rin, ang ipatay mo nitong 
in the street. pusa sa lansangan. 

Kill this cat with your gun in the Patayan mo ang lansangan nitong pusa 

street. nang iyong baril. 

The place is hereby made prominent. The same is emphasized by 

saying: 

In the street itself kill this cat with. Ang lansangan ang siyang patayan mo 

your gun. - nitong pusa nang iyong baril. 

If it is the direct obiect that is intended to render prominent, 

the sentence may be constructed in the regular way, saying: 

Kill this cat in the street with your Patayin mo itong pusa sa lansangan 

gun. nang baril mo, 

or make it more emphatic by saying: 

This cat, let it be killed by you in Itong pusang itd,i, ang patayin mo sa 

the street with your gun. lansangan nang iyong baril. 
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Students stould take care to distinguish circumstantial members 
connected with the action from adverbs or adverbial expresions, in 
using the passive forms 

He did this purposely. Sadiyang guinaud niya ito. . 
He assaulted lim furiously (with Dinalohong niya siya nang boong 

great fury). bagsic=cabagsican 

Attention should be paid to the following sentences: 

Bring t! ese books upstairs for me. Panhican mo aco nitdng manga libro. 
He took the child upstairs. Y pinanhic niya ang bata sa bahay. 
I will meet you ups'airs. Papanhiquin quita sa bahay. 
Will he look for the book which 

was missed? 
Overtake my brother. Habolin mo ang aquing capatid 
Run after him and deliver this ( Habulan mo siya nitdng silat 

letter to him. i a a I 

| (Hahanapin niya ang librong nauala? 

Whom did you inquire after? eSinong ytinanong mo? 
Whom do you inquire from? aSino ang tinatanong mo? 

- : F Ytinanong co sa caniya cung baga 
I asked him whether he was her | divad, capatid Siya, of Ubanang 

brother. ( nae 
co siya etc. 

To discover, to detect. Tumoclas. 

The discussion of the important matter of the Tagalog passive forms 
closes here. If the student has learned to find, in each case, the 
proper passive to be used in reference to what is the direct complem- 
ent of the verb in the active voice, there can be no serious difficulty 
for him in the construction of the sentence with the same, or with 
any of the other passive forms which refer to some of the various 
divisions of the indirect complement; for, when said passive’ referring 
to the direct object is known, the construction is analogous to the 
English one, and if the sentence includes, besides this direct object, 
some other element in the indirect one, the using of the one or the 
other of the various passive forms comes to be merely a matter of 
choice, and is determined by the speaker’s desire of laying particular 
stress on one or the other of such elements. The different construct- 
ion in which each of the following sentences is expressed, together 
with the explanations given between parentheses, will, it is believed, 
make even clearer this matter 

| Bilhin mo nitong salapi sa aquing ama 
{ ang malaquing buquid (para) sa ating 

anac. (The action of buying is here 
considered in relation to the thing ub- 
ject of the purchase). 

Buy with this money from my fath- 
er the big farm for our son. | 

(The same sentence in which the 
action of buying is considered in 
relation to the person from whom 
the purchase is male.) 

The same in which the action of oa DAG : 
| buying is considered in relation Tong salaping 16,1, ybil a eit 

to the money with which the aera AG orelnquing arail (para) 
purchase is made), | sa ating anac. 

Bilhan mo ang aquing ama nitong sa- 
lapi nang malaquing buquid (para) 
sa ating anac. 
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(The same sentence in which the R 
action of buying is considered Ang ating anac ang ybili mo nildng 
in relation to the person for( Salapi sa aquing ama, nang mala- 
whom the purtchase is made). quing baquid. 

Pour (put) this water into my glass. ) 
(The action is here considered as > Isilid mo i:dng tubig sa a uin 
to the liquid poured into). ) ka G HEN 

(The same sentence with the act- Sila a 3 
ion considered in relation to the !04h mo nitong tubig ang aquing 
vessel). baa 

Put my books upon the table. (The Ilagay mo ang aquing manga libro sa 
action considered as to the books). (ybabao nang) lamesa. 

(The same sentence with the action Ang lamesa ang paglaguian mo nang 
considered as to the table.) aquing manga libro. 

Borrow from him the money thou 
artin need of. (The action cons- | Otangin mo sa caniyaA ang salaping 
idered in relation to the money iyong quinacailangan. 
borrowed). 

(The same sentence in which the 
action is considered in relation | Otangan mo siya nang salaping quina- 
to the person from whom the cailangan mo. 
money is borrowed). 

Exchange the mat for this bed-quilt. 
(The acuion considered as to the 
mat which is replaced by the 
quilt). 

(The same sentence with the action 
considered as to the quilt with 
which the mat is replaced). 

Palitan mo ang banig nitong comot. 

Itong cdmot na itd ang ypalit mo nang 
banig. 

THIRTY-FIFTH EXERCISE. 

Was it your nephew who cut off the branch? It was not he 
who cut it off. Is it they who said I was imprisoned? It was my 
niece who said it. Was it the Italians who discovered America? 
No, it was not the Italians, it was the Spaniards who discovered 
lt Who ordered this man to be put to death? It was the king 
that ordered it. Was it not the judge who ordered your cousin to 
be released? It was not the judge, it was the captain. What are 
you reading? J am reading the book my friend loaned me. What 
do you bring? I bring some fruit. Where have you taken it? I 
took it in the forest. What will Mary buy? She will buy bread 
and wine. Which water shall I drink of? Drink of this water, for 
it is cool and limpid May I take some of this money? Take only 
twenty-three dollars out of it. Whom are the children laughing at? 
They are laughing at that drunkard. Why do they laugh? They 
laugh because he staggers. Why did your son wound this dog? 
He wounded him, because he bit him. Who loves your sister? 
Peter loves her. Who did this? The man that came last Sunday 
did it. Who is running? The girl that tore your stocking is running. 
Shall I call for her? Yes, call for her, What has the merchant 
to tell me? He has to tell you to pay your debt. How much do 
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I owe him? You owe him thirty-six dollars. Who else came to 
inquire for me? The Chinese tradesman cane to claim payment 
for the shoes. What did you say to him? I told him you had no 
money to pay with. Why does he whip his servant? Because he 
stole a ring from him. Why does not your friend come for you 
at home? He fears the dog. Why are you not willing to receive 
this money? Because it is not good. 

THIRTY-SIXTH LESSON. 

YCATLONG POUO,T, ANIM NA PAGARAL. 

MODIFICATIVE VERBAL PARTICLE MAN=PAN. 

The Tagalog language abounds in verbal prefixed particles mod- 
ifying the radical signification, as to the manner, intension and pur- 
pose of the action, in a way generally requiring long round-about 
forms of expression in other languages. These particles are sometimes 
essential to the verb, that is to say, express the primary meaning or 
unmodified action; but, most commonly, they stand for verb attributes, 
which are, otherwise, to be employed, thus imparting a wonderful concise- 
ness to the speech. 

Man-pan, the particle used in forming frequentative verbs, is 
either primary or subordinate; but never a transcendental particle. 

With a few verbs of those denoting an action or contingency 
which occurs at some appointed time or according to some fixed 
rule, as, for instance, with manganac, “to lie in,” “to bring forth,” 
mangani, “to harvest,” “to gather in rice,” mamihasa, “to be in the 
habit of,” man-pan expresses the primary meaning, but usually it is 
used to form verbs expressive of habitual actions, and to impart to 
those which express the simple action, or the action indifferently or 
occasionally performed, a sense of the same having acquired a character 
of fixedness by habit, trade, or exercise. 

Verbal roots the first letter of which is b, or p and which, 
by reason of their signification, require to be conjugated by um, are 
pluralized or intensified by man. Bumili “to buy;’ mamili, “to buy 
in quantities,” pumuti, “to whiten,” mamuti, “to grow rapidly or very 
white. ’ 

The interchangeability of letters which in other conjugations 
is somewhat vague and sometimes optional, has in this of man 
more consistence. The n of man or pan is dropped before roots 
beginning with 0, p, s, t, and replaced by ng in those beginning with 
a vowel. In roots beginning by c--q, both the latter and the n of 
the particle are dropped and replaced by ng. B and p change to 
m; s, t, and sometimes d, to n. 

The conjugative mechanism with this particle, it will be seen, 
does not deviate from the regular one which has been explained for 
the conjugation with other particles. 
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This latter may be seen in the following conjugation of the 
particle with the root libac, “scoffing” 

Verbal compounds 

To scoff at, to be scoffed at. Manlibac, libaquin--panlibaquin. 
Mocker. Mapaglibac. 

CONJUGATION. 

ACTIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To scoff. Manlibac. 

Present indefinite tense. 

I, thou, he, etc., we, you, pi nite aco, ca, siya, tayo, cami, 
scoff etc.. cayo, sila. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

I, thou, he, etc., we, you, they scoff- Nanlibac aco, ca, siya, tayo, cami, 
ed etc., have, etc. scoffed. cay6, sila, 

Pluperfect tense. 

4 ; Nacapanlibac acd, ca, siya, tayo, cami 
I, thou, he, etc., we, you, they had cayo, sila. 

etc. scoffed. Nanlibac na aco, ca na, na siya, tayo, 
. cami, cayo, sila. 

2 

Future indefinite tense. 

J, thou, he, etc., we, you, they shall, Manlilibac aco, ca, siya, tayo, cami, 
etc., will, etc. scoff. cayé, sila. 

Future perfect tense. 

f Macapanlibac aco, ca, siya, tayo, cami, 
I, tbou, he, etc., we, you, they, cay0, sila. 

shall, etc., will, etc. have scoffed. | Manlilibac na acd, ca na, na siya, tayo, 
| cami, cay6, sila. 

Imperative. 

ee ye), let him, ete., us, Manlibac ca, siya, tayo, cayo, sila. 

Verbal. 

The action of scoffing. Ang panlilibac. 

IN PASSIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To be scoffed at. Panlibaquin. 
26 
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Present indefinite tense. 

anan am, etc., are scoffed at by Pinanlilibac co, mo, niya, natin, namin, 
me, thee, him, etc., us, you, them. ninyo, nila. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

oie ale was, etc. were, have, etc. , 
been scoffed at by me, thee, him, 
etc., us, you, them. 

Pinanlibac co, mo, niya, natin, namin, 
ninyo, nila. 

Pluperfect tense. 

Napanlibac co, mo, niya, natin, namin, 
4 sends had, etc. been scoffed at by ninyd, nila. 

me, thee, him, etc., us, you, them. ) Pinanlibac co na, mo na, na niya, natin, 
namin, ninyo, nila, 

Future indefinite tense. 

pee hin shall, ete.; will, etc. be scoffed ar h sg : ’ 
at by me, thee, him, etc. eer ai a a 
you, them. 

Future perfect tense. 

Mapanlibac co, mo, niya, natin, namin, 
ninyo, niya, 

Panlilibaquin co na, mo na, na niya, 
natin, namin, ninyo, nila. 

berate shall, etc.; will, etc. have, 
been scoffed at by me, thee, him, 
etc., us, you, them. 

Imperative. 

Be scoffed at, let...... be scoffed : : : : : 
at by thee, him, etc. us, vou, | Pari nab UA GA UG 
them. j 

Verbal. 

‘The state of being scoffed at. Ang panlibaquin. 

Y PASSIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To scoff on account of. Ypanlibac. 

Present indefinite tense. 

I, thou, he, etc., we, you, they Ypinanlilibac co, mo, niya, natin, 
scoff, etc. on account of. namin, ninyo, nila, 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Ypinanlibac co, mo, niya, natin, na- 
scoffed etc, ha I ; a ee etc; have, etc. scoffed on min, ninyd, nila, 

I, thou, he, etc. we, you, doa] 

account of, 
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Pluperfect tense. 

Naypanlibac co, mo, niya, natin, na- 
I, thou, he, etc., we, you, they had, min, ninyd, nila. a 

etc. scoffed on account of. Nga co na, mo na, na niya, 
natin, namin, ninyo, nila. 

Future indefinite tense. 

I, thou. he, etc , we, you, they shall, Ypanlilibac co, mo, niya, natin, na- 
etc., will, etc. scoff on account of. min, ninyo, nila. 

Future perfect tense. 

| Maypanlibac co, mo, niya, natin, na- 
min, ninyo, nila. 

Ypanlilibac co na, mo na, na niya, 
natin, namin, ninyo, nila. 

L thou, he, etc., we, you, they shall, 
etc, will, etc have scoffed on ' 
account of. | 

Imperative. 

Scoff (thou, ye); let him, etc., us, Ypanlibac mo, niya, natin, ninyd, 
them scoff on account of. nila. 

Verbal. 

The action of scoffing on account of. Ang ypaulibac. 

AN PASSIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To scoff in. (place). Panlibacan. 

| Present Indefinite tense. 

I, thou, he, etc., we, you, they scoff, PinanlilibacAn co, mo, niya, natin, na- 

etc. in. min, ninyo, nila. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

I, thou, he, ete , we, you, they scoff- PinanlibacAn co, mo, niya, natin, na- 

ed, etc., have, etc. scoffed in. min, ninyo, nila. 

Pluperfect tense. 

Napanlibacdn co, mo, niya, natin, na: 

I, thou, he, etc., we, you, they had, min, ninyo, nila. 

-ete. scoffed in. PinanlibacAn co na, mo na, na niya, 
natin, namin, ninyo, nila. 

Future indefinite tense. 

I, thou, he, etc , we, you, they shall, Panlilibacan co, mo, niya, natin, ne- 

etc., Will, etc. scoff in. min, ninyo, nila. 
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Future perfect tense. 

| Mapanlibacan co, mo, niya, natin, na- 

J, thou, he, ete., we, you, they shall, min, ninyo, nila. ' 

eto, will, etc., have scoffed in. Ca co na, mo na, na niya, 

natin, namin, ninyo, nila. 

Imperative. 

Scoff (thou, ye), let him, etc., us, Panlibacan mo, niya, natin, ninyd,. 

them scoff in. nila. 

Verbal. 

The action of scoffing in. Ang panlibacan. 

The student should conjugate in the active and in the passive 

the following man verbs in which, as in manlibac, no change of 

letters takes place. 

To cure professionally, to be cured, ) Mangamot, pangamotin, ypangamot, 

to cure with, to cure at. Jj pangamotan. 
To imitate, to be imitated (thing), } ‘ 

to be imitated (person), to imitate ( Mangagad, pangagarin, pangagaran, 

because of. j ypangagad. 

To go about mixing, to be mixed, / Mangamdo, pangamaoin, ypangamao, 

to mix with, to mix at. | pangamaoan. 
To practice, to be practiced, to/ Mangaud, pangaoin, ypangaud, pan- 

practice with, to practice at. | gauaan. 
To wash one's face, to be washed, | 

to wash one's face with, to wash | 
customarily another's face. 

To clean from nits, to be cleaned 
from nits (in reference to the 

- nits removed from the head), to | Manlisa, panli:ain, ypanlisa, panlisaan. 
clean from nits with, to be clean- 
ed from nits. (person). 

To soothsay, to be predicted, to 

Manhilamos, panhilamosin, ypanhila 
mos, panhilamosan. 

Manhola, panholain, ypanhola, panho- 
predict because, to predict some lean. 
thing to, or before. (person). 

To haunt, to be haunted, to haunt ! Manligao, panligaoin-panligaoan, ypan- 
with. ligao. 

To plunder, to be plundered, to | Manghuli, (1) panhuliin, ypanhuli, 
plunder with, to plunder from. |  panhulian. 

To net (to fish with a net), to be) Manlambat, panlambatin, panlamba- 
netted, to net at. ! tan. 

The following roots are given to illustrate the change of letters 
they undergo when conjugated by man. 

Habit, custom, cunning, craft, to 
use, to be accustomed. 

Censure, fault; to censure, to find , 
fault with. 

Bihasa, mamihasa. 

Pintas, mamintas. 

(1) If the root begins with fh, g may be inserted. 
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Oath, to swear. 
Temptation, cross-examination; to ) T ! 

tempt. ( Tuecsd, manucsd. 

Love, desire, to flirt, to be of an 
amorous disposition. 

Taking, to take continually, to be 
engaged in taking. 

Sumpa, manumpa. 

} Ibig, mangibig. 

N Coha, mangoha. 

Verbal Compounds. 

To habituate. Mamihasa. 
Habit, custom acquired. Ang pinamisanhan, (1). 
To train others, to cause others to ) M 

get accustomed to. y "@8pP araahaga 
The cause of being accustomed, . g 

what produces the habit. \ Bug yCapenilan 
To get accustomed to. Magbibihasa. 
To find fault with. Mamintas. 
The action censured. Ang pamintas. 
Censurer, critic. Mapamintas. 
To curse others. Sumumpa. 
To curse many. Magsumpa. 
To be cursed by others. 
The reason or the nature of the 

curse. 
To curse each other. 
To curse customarily. 
The nature of the curse or thing Ang ypanumpa. 

cursed over customarily. 
Person before whom an oath is taken. 
Habitual swearing before. 
Habitual curser. 
To tempt others. 

Do (many or many times). 
To be tempted by. 

Sumpain, pagsumpain. 

} Ang ysumpa, ypagsumpa. 

Magsumpaan. 
Manumpa. 

Ang panumpaan 
Ang panunumpaan. 
Palasumpa. 
Tumocsd. 
Magtocsd =magtotocsd. 
Tocsohin. 

Do. hard or frequently. Pagtotocsohin. 
Do with or on account of. Ytocsd. 
Do hard. Ypagtotocsd. 

To cross examine. Magtocsohan. 
To go about tempting Manocso. 

Do a great deal. Magpanocsd. 
Do with. Ypanocsd. 

The place. Ang panocsohan. 
Tempter. Manonocsd. 
To wish, to want, to desire. Umibig. 

Do (by many); to goabout flirting. Mangibig. 
To reach the age of puberty. Macaibig. 
Loved. (ex intentivne.) Inibig. 
Loved. (casualiter ) Nafbig. _ 
Whom one loves. Ang caibigan. 
To long for. Mag ibig... 
The thing longed for. Ang pinag-ibigan 
Love of something. Ang caibigan. (1). 
Thing loved. Quinaibigan. 

(1) For the sake of euphony, mamihasa takes h-aud adds n. 
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Loving, lovely, lovable, aimable. Catbig ibig. 

To love this and that over again. Mangibig. 
Flirting, amorous. Maibiguin. (1). 
To have a leaning for. Matbig. | 
Covetousness. Pagcaibig. 
To pay addesses to. Mangibig. Po 

To love each other. Mag-iibig, magcacaibigan. 
To like. Macaiibig. 

To take. (for one’s self). Cumoha=moha. 
The thing taken. Ang conin. 
The person from whom. Ang conan. 
Taking. Pagcoha. 
To go about taking. Mangoha. 
The thing thus taken. Ang pangonin. 
Taker. Mapagcoha. 
The thing taken, (casualiter). Ang nacoha. 
What can be taken, reachable. Macocoha. 

CONJUGATION. 

ACTIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To use, to be in the habit of. Mamihasa. 
To find fault with. Mamintas. 
To curse, to swear. Manumpa. 
To tempt. Manucso. 
To flirt. Mangibig. 
To take, to go about taking. Mangoha. 

Present indefinite tense. 

Use, -st, -s. Namimihasa. 
Consure, -st, -s. Namimintas. 
Swear, -est, s. Nanunumpa. 
Tempt, -est, -s. Nanunucsd. 
Flirt, -est, -s. Nangingibig. 
Take, -st, -s. Nangongoha. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Used, -dst, have, hast, has used. Namihasa. 
Censured, 5 > > » censured. Namintas. 
Swore, > >» 5. 3 sworn. Nanumpa. 
Tempted, >» »  » 7 tempted. Nanucso. 
Flirted, > > » » flirted. Nangibig. 
Took, » » » » taken. Nanguha. 

Had, -dst used. 
>» 7 censured. 
» » Sworn. 

» 5 tempted. 
» » flirted. 

> » taken. 

Pluperfect tense. 

Nacapamihasa, namihasa na. 
Nacapamintas, namintas na. 
Nacapanumpa, nanumpa na. 
Nacapanucsd, nanucsd na. 
Nacapangibig, nangibig na. 
Nacapangoha, nangoha na. 

(1) Note the accentuation. 
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Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, -lt, will, -It use 
» 

NN KH BY yy 

LA 

» censure. 
» swear, 
» tempt. 
» flirt. 
» take. 

Mamimihasa. 
Mamimintas. 
Manunumpa. 
Manunucso. 
Mangingibig. 
Mangongoha. 

Future perfect tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -It have used. 
» 

wy yw 

Use, 
Censure, » 

» 

wyr,y yv 

» 

let. 

» 

Macapamihasa, mamimihasa na. 
» » censured. Macapamintas, mamimintas na. 
>» 9 sworn. Macapanumpa, manunumpa na. 
» 5. tempted. Macapanucsd, manunucsd na. 
> » flirted. 

» » taken. 

Macapangibig, mangingtbig na. 
Macapangoha, mangongoha na. 

Imperative. 

NAAN he ae use. Mamihasa. 
ee ... censure. Mamintas. 
PAA swear. Manumpa. 
na AA tempt. Manucsd. 
vee fe 4 flirt. Mangibig. 
KG KAL BK AA take. Mangoha. 

Verbals. 

The action of using. 
» » censuring. 

swearing. 
tempting. 
flirting. 
taking. 

Ang pamimihasa. 
5. pamimintas. 
> panunumpa. 
» panunucsd , 
» pangingibig 
» pangongonin. 

To be accustomed. 
censured. 
cursed. 
tempted. 
flirted. 

» 

wewew wv 

» 

wwew © taken. 

JN PASSIVE, 

Infinitive. 

Pamihasanhin. 
Pamintasin. 
Panumpain. 
Panucsohin. 
Pangibiguin. 
Pangonin. 

Present indefinite tense. 

Are, rt, is accustomed. 
censured. 
cursed. 
tempted. 
flirted. 
taken. 

” 

Pinamimihasa. 

Pinamimintas. 
Pinanunumpa. 
Pinanunucsd. 
Pinangingibig. 
Pinangongoha, 
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past indefinite tenses. 

accustomed. Pinamihasa. 
censured. .Pinamintas. 
cursed. Pinanumpa. 
tempted. Pinanucso. 
flirted. Pinangibig. 
taken. Pinangoha. 

Pluperfect tense. 

-dst been accustomed. 
censured. 
cursed. 
tempted. 
flirted. 
taken. 

pinamihasa na. 
pinamintas na. 
pinanumpa na. 

Napamihasa, 
Napamintas, 
Napanumpa, 
Napanucsd, pinanucsd na. 
Napangibig, pinangibig na. 
Napangoha, pinangoha na. 

Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -lt be accustomed. 
censured. 
cursed. 
tempted. 
flirted. 
taken. 

Future per 

Pamimihasanhin. (epenthesis ) 
Pamimintasin. 
Panunumpain. 
Panunucsohin. 
Pangingibiguin. 
Pangongonin. 

fect tense. 

Shall -It, will, -lt, have been accustomed. Mapamihasa, pamimihasanhin na. 
ii) wae Bf sh a » censured. Mapamintas, pamimintasin na. 
a Se Ge » cursed. Mapanumpa, panunumpain na. 
sy, ote. Se cae 1G » tempted. Mapanuesd, panunucsohin na. 
> ae Ges aes SE » flirted. Mapangibig, pangingibiguin na. 
sn Sh pil sg. Ni » taken. Mapangoha, pangongonin na. 

Imperative. 

Be, Tet 00w sad . be accustomed. Pamisanhin. 
SAGA ,, censured. Pamintasin. 
ed gt hah AE cee eel ae , cursed, Panumpain. 
ae : ,, tempted. Panuesohin: 
ae pee fe sheen , flirted. Pangibiguin. 
Lag NN AD KG ,, taken. Pangonin 

Verbals. 

The state of being accustomed. 
censured. 
cursed. 
tempted. 
flirted. 
taken, 

” ” 

33. 

” 

nm 

” 

Ang pamihasanhin. 
pamintasin. 
panumpain. 
panucsohin. 
pangibiguin. 
pangonin. 



To accustom because of. 
censure ” 

” 

” 

” 

Accustom, -est, 
-st, 

curse at. 

tempt with. 
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33 ” 

flirt on account of. 
take with. 

Censure, 
Curse, 

Y PASSIVE. 

Infinitive. 

Ypamihasa. 
Y pamintas. 
Ypanumpa. 
Y panucso. 
Y pangibig. 
Ypanguha. 

Present indefinite tense. 

because of. Ypinamimihasa, 
ni 5 Ypinamimintas. 

at. Ypinanunumpa. 
with. Ypinanunucsd. 
on account of. Y pinangingibig. 
with. Y pinangongoha. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Accustomed, dst, have, hast, has accustomed because of. Ypinamibasa. 
Censured, 
Cursed, 
Tempted, 
Flirted, 
Took, 

LE 

censured 
cursed at. 
tempted with. 

» censured m n  Ypinamintas. 
ni ., cursed at. Ypinanumpa. 

tempted with. Ypinanucsd. 
flirted on account of. Ypinangibig. 

Ypinangoha. 

23 3) 

ng LA! 

Gi , taken with. 

Pluperfect tense. 

-dst accustomed because of. Naypamihasa, ypinamihasa na. 

” my Naypamintas, ypinamintas na 
Naypanumpa, ypinanumpa na. 
Naypanucsd, ypinanucsd na. 

flirted on account of. Naypangibig, ypinangibig na. 
taken with. i Naypangoha, ypinangoha na. 

Future indefinite tense 

Shall, -lt, will, -It accustom because of. Ypamimihasa. 

Shall, —It, will, -It | 

LU ” 

» 

” 

» 

» 

» 

» 

» 

LE 

3 

» censure ni »  Ypamimintas. 
» curse at. Ypanunumpa. 
5, tempt with. Ypanunucsd, 

flirt on account of. Ypangingibig. 

» 

take with. Ypangongoha. 

Future perfect tense. 

N 
have accustomed i ge Pet ee 

asa, ypamimihasa na. 
because of ) Moy pu yP 
do,censured,do,do. Maypamintds, ypamimintas na. 

» 

» 

cursed at. Maypanumpa, ypanunumpa na. 

tempted with. Maypanucsd, ypanunucsd na. 

flirted on ac- Maypangibig, ypangingibig na. 
count of. ; 
taken with. Maypanguha, ae na. 
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Imperative. 

Accustom, let ... accustom because of. Ypamihasa. 

Censure, » .... censure » 5. Ypamintas. 

Curse, » ... Curse at. Y panumpa. 

Tempt, » .... tempt with. Ypanucso. 

Flirt, » .... flirt on account of. Y pangibig. 

Take, » .. .take with. Ypangoha. 

Verbals. 

The action of accustoming because of. Ang ypamihasa. 
» » 5 censuring > » ypamintas. 
» > » cursing at. > ypanumpa. 

» > » tempting with. > s panilesth 
> > » flirting on account of. » ypangibig. 
» >» o taking with. » ypangoha. 

AN PASSIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To be accustomed to. Pamihasanhan. (epenthesis). 
To animadvert on. Pamintasan. 
To swear before. Panumpaan. 
To tempt at or in. Panucsohan. 
To flirt with. Pangibigan. 
To take from. Pangonan. (contraction). 

Present indefinite tense. 

Am, art, are accustomed to. Pinamimisanhan. 
Animadvert, —est, —s on. Pinamimintasan. 
Swear, —st, » before. Pinanunumpaan. 
Tempt, —est, 7 ator in. Pinanunucsohan. 
Flirt, > 5 with. Pinangingibigan. 
Take, —st, o from. Pinangongonan. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Was, --st, were, have, hast, has been accustomed to. Pinamisanhan, 
Animadverted, dst; have, hast, » animadverted on. Pinamintasan. 
Swore, » > » » sworn before. Pinanumpaan. 
Tempted, > > » . tempted at or in. Pinanucsohan. 
Flirted, » » » » flirted with. Pinangibigan. 
Took, » » » » taken from. Pinangonan. 

Pluperfect tense. 

Had, --dst been accustomed to. Napamisanhan, pinamisanhan na. 
» » animadverted on. NapamintasAn, pinamintasdn na. 
» » sworn before. Napanumpaan, pinanumpadn na. 
» » tempted in or at. Napanucsohan, pinanucsohan na. 
> » flirted with. Napangibigan, pinangibigan na. 
> » taken from. Napangonan, pinangonan na. 
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Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, —It, will, —It beaccustomedto. Pamimihasnan. 
> >» 3 5s animadvert on. Paminintasan. 
» » » » swear before. Panunumpaan 
> » » 5 tempt in or at. Panunucsohan. 
» 5 3 o flirt with. Pangingibigan. 
» » » 5 take from. Pangungunan. 

Future perfect tense. 

Shall, -lt, will, -Ithave been accustomed to. Mapamisanhan, pamimisanhan na. 
» » 7 3 3 animadverted on.  Mapamintasan, pamimintasdn na. 
>» 3 7 » 3 sworn before. Mapanumpaan, panunumpaan na. 
>» 3 5 » » tempted in or at. Mapanucsohan, panunucsohan na. 
» » » » 5 flirted with. Mapangibigan, pangingibigan na. 
» » 7 » » taken from. Mapangonaén, pangongondn na. 

Imperative. 

Be, let....be accustomedto. Pamisanhan. 
Animadvert, » ....animadvert on. Pamintasan. 
Curse, » ...swear before. Panumpaan. 
Tempt, » ...tempt at or in. Panucsohan. 
Flirt, 5... flirt with. Pangibigan. 
Take, » ..take from, Pangonan. 

Verbals. 

The state of being accustomed to. Ang pamisanhan. 
The action » animadverting on. » pamintasan. 

» » » swearing before. » panumpaan. 
> » » tempting at or in. » panucsohan. 
> »  » flirting with. » pangibigan. 
» » » taking from. » pangonan. 

It being important that the above changes and interchange of 
letters be understood as thoroughly as possible by the students, the 
following roots and verbs are given for them to practise and acquire 
fluency in the case of other roots where similar changes take place. 

Share, to go about distributing, to : : : 
be distributed that way, to Maa NT a ypamahagui, 

distribute to. 
Care, to care for, to care for by Bahala, mamahala, ypamahala, pa- 

commission of, to be cared for. mahalaan. 
Eel, to fish for eels, to fish for eels 

with, to fish for eels at. 
Frog, to fish for frogs, to fish for Palacd, mamalacd, ypamalacé, pama- 

| Palo3, mamalos, ypamalos, pamalosan, 

frogs with, to fish for frogs at lacaan. 
Cutting, to go about cutting, to be Potol, mamdtol, pamotlin (cont.), ypa- 

cut up, to cut with, to cut from. motol, pamotlan. (cont.). 
Biting, to go about biting, to be Cagat, mangagat, pangagtin (cont.), 

bit, to bite with, to bite at. ypangagat, pangagatan. 
Eating, to devour, to be devoured, Cain, mangain, panganin (cont.), ypa- 

to devour with, to devour at. ngain, panganan. (cont). 
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Man is used to form verbs denoting the seasonable production 

of the plants. 

To blossom, to bloom. Mamulac-lac. (from bulac-lac) 

To fructify, to bear fruit. Mamunga. (from bonga). 

To put forth or gather in the shoots ! Manlabong. 
of bamboo-trees. | 

Man denotes the habitual actiox, the frequence of acts or the 

multitude of agents in some actions, the first degree of which is ex- 

pressed by um or mag. 

To cut off with the hand, to go 
about cutting that way. 

To gather flowers, to go about gat- 
hering flowers. ; 

To spin, to be spinner. Sumulid, manulid. 

To give, to lavish. Magbigay, mamigay 

Pumuti, mamuti. 

Cumitil, mangitil. 

But the sense with those actions which may be mercenary is 

one of engagement in the trade. Thus, for instance. 

To sew, to sew a great deal. Tumaht, magtahi. 
But, to engage in tailoring, to earn i Nanak 

a living by sewing. pees 
To write (the action looked upon as | 

to the agent), to write something. ( 
But to earn one’s livelihood by O 

writing. paani 

Sumulat, magsulat. 

From roots of instruments, tools or arms, if conjugated with 
man, are formed verbs indicating that same are handled or made 
use of customarily and as a matter of trade ; 

Sword, to wear side arms. Sandata, manandata. 
Axe, to wear an axe. Palacol, mamalacol. 
Chopping knife, to wield it. Tabac, manabac. 
Dagger, to wear a dagger. Tua, mangiua. 

Common nouns of places are conjugated by man to indicate 
habitation or residence therein. 

Mount, hill: to settle on a mountain. Bondoc, mamondoc. 
Town, to live in town. Bayan, mamayan. 
Sea, to lead a sea faring life. Dagat, managat. 
House, to live in a house. (as oppos- Bah 

ed to to live in the woods). | aba Bra ma hay: 

Roots indicating wearing apparel, if conjugated with man, will 
express the wearing thereof. ‘lhe difference in sense between the 
the same conjugated with mag or with man, is that the former ex- 
presses the actual, and the latter the customary, wearing. 

Shirt, to wear a sbirt. ‘ Baro, mamaro. 
Apron, to wear an apron. Tapis, manapis. 
Hat, to wear a hat. Sambalilo, manambalilo. 
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The industries connected with forestry and sea products being 
so largely engaged in in the Islands, roots indicative of any such 
products may be conjugated with man to denote the engaging in the 
industry as a business. 

Wood, to exercise the woodmong- | Céhoy, mangahoy 
er's trade. 

Rattan, to gather in rattans. Oudy, mangoudy. 
Deer, to chase deer as a matter of Us: K 
Gr aan | sa, mangusit. 

Fish, to be a fisherman. Isda, mangisda. 
Oyster, to gather oysters. Talaba, manalaba, 
Shell, mother of pearl shell, to | Gnyan oe 

pick up, to gather shells. | VEDIE SBSH ADS. 

The instrument made use of in fishing or getting at such products 
may likewise be conjugated by man. 

Snare, to lay snares for. Silo, manilo. 
Fishing-rod, to be a rod fisherman. Biuas, mamiuas. 
Hook, to use hooks in fishing. Binuit, maminuit. 
Net, to fish with a net. Lambat manlambat. 
Gun, fowling-piece; to hunt with Baril: mamaril. 

a gun. 

But distinction should be drawn between these instruments con- 
jugated by man, and the same conjugated by um. Um looks for- 
ward to the action or use, man to the work or effect. Thus, élao, 
“light,” wméilao, “to make use of a light;’ that is to say, “to light,” 
mangilao, “to get a living by employing a light,” (to fish using a 
torch). 

Pia already hinted, man is used to intensify such um verbs as 
cannot be intensified by mag on account of the change of meaning 
which the verb undergoes with the latter particle. (1). 

To teach, to preach. Umaral, mangaral. 
To buy, to buy by wholesale. Bumili, mamili. 
To go out, to go out frequently. Umalis mangalis. 
To grow white, to become very 

white. t Pumuti, mamuti. 

THIRTY-SIXTH EXERCISE. 

Whom does my son scoff at? He scoffs at you. Why does 
he scoff at me? Becauso you are doctoring my dog. Did John prac- 
tise medicine? No, but he practises sooth-saying. Do children lay 
snares for birds? They do not lay snares for birds, they earn their 
living by netting and by fishing with a hook. What are the impious 
accustomed to? They are accustomed to censure and to curse. 
Whom is the young man always tempting? He is tempting his fem- 
ale-cousin. Do you use to flirt? I used to flirt with girls when a 

(1) See Twenty fifth Lesson, 
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lad. Among whom do you distribute that money? I distribute it 
among my relatives. Does your servant take caro of tho garden? He takes 
care of his farm, for he does not live in town, but in the country. What 
kind of fishing is our neighbour engaged in? Ie is engaged in fishing for 
eels and frogs. What is your trade? My trade is that of a writer. 
Whom do you pray to customarily? TI pray to God and the Holy Virgin. 
Is the priest preaching to those women wearing aprons? = Yes. What 
is her husband engaged in? He is engaged in fishing with a torch. 
Is that dog used to bite and devour boars? lt is not used to bite and 
devour boars, for the boars do not allow themselves to be overtaken, 
What is the condition of the trees in your garden? They do not 
yet bear fruit, but they now bloom, What was Jane engaged in 
when still alive? She was engaged in spinning and gathering flowers. 
How does he earn his living? He sews and writes. Do officers wear 
side-arms? They weara sword. Did your grandfather lead a sea-faring 
life? No, he was a woodman and a chaser of deer, Was not your 
father engaged in fishing? Ife was engaged in gathering oysters and 
shells. Did they fish with a hook or with a rod? They fished with 
a torch and sometimes with a not. Does his friend hunt boars with 
a gun? No, he habitually hunts boars with dogs. 

THIRTY-SEVENTH LESSON. 

YCATLONG POUO,T, PITONG PAGARAL. 

AR: 

MODIFICATIVE VERBAL PARTICLE sao 

On encountering dissyllabic and trisyllabic verbal particles tho 
student is reminded of the gencral rule regarding the repeating of the 
second or third syllable of the particle, according to its being dissyl- 
labic or polysyllabic, instead of the first of the root, for the present and the 
future tense. In applying this rule to maca, the remark is made that 
here, as elsewhere, the rule is somewhat wavering, and that the custom 
prevails in some districts of repoating ca, whilo tho first syllable of the 
root is repeated in others. Tho lattor form is more to be recommended, 
especially in those roots which admit of ca in the passive. 

ca. A pa 
Maca--, as a verbal particle, is always transcendental, never 

3 

subordinate to any other. 
_ According to whether it is applied to wm and mag, or to ma verbs, 

so it imparts, respectively, a potential, or a causatiye sense. 
The conjugation of maca verbs ditfors from that of most other verbs, 

but in the pluperfect and future porfect tenses lacking, of course, the form 
with this particle, that of using the rospective simple past indolinile, 
and future indefinite or imperative tenses with the perfective particle 
na following, only being used for the purpose. 

The verbs macaldcad and macahapis are hereafter conjugated as 
a pattern for all others of tho same kind, 
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Verbal compounds. 

To walk. Thing walked for, the 
distance or time for a place to) Lumacad. Ang lacarin. 
be reached. 

The place whereto. 
| 
Ang lacaran. 

To walk a great deal, or to walk | 
along with. Maglacad. 

The thing thus carried along, or the foot. Ang ylacad. 

Route, track whereby. Paglacaran, 
To walk merely as a pastime. Maglacadlacad. 
Place whereon. To be able to walk. Paglacarlacaran. Macalacad. 
To be sad. The cause. Mabapis. Ang ycahapis. 
The object of sadness. Ang cahapisan. 
How sad! Cahapis-hapis. 

CONJUGATION. 

ACTIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To be able to walk. To sadden. Macalacad. Macahapis. 

Present indefinite tense. 

Can, -st walk. Sadden, -est, -s. Nacalalacad. (1) Nacahahapis. (1) 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Could, -dst, have, hast, has been 
able to walk. Saddened, -dst, - Nacalicad. Nacahapis. 
have, hast, has- saddened. 

Pluperfect tense. 

Had, -dst been able to walk. Nacaldcad na. 
» 5, saddened. Nacahapis na. 

Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -It be able to walk. 8 Macalalacad. (1). 
» on» nu n sadder. Macahahapis. (1). 

Future perfect tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -It have been able to walk. Macalacad na. 
no w ww n ',,. saddened. Macahapis na. 

Imperative. 

Be able, let... . be able to walk. Macalacad. (2). 
Sadden, let... . sadden. Macahapis. 

(1) Nacacalacad, nacacahapis, macacaldcad, macacahapis, are also in use. 
(2) Speaking properly, lacad, in the potential sense, lacka the imperative. 
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Verbals. 

The action of being able to walk. Ang pagcalacad. 
3 » w Saddening. Ang pagcahapis. 

Maca potential verbs have ma for the passive and are used 
in all the passives the nature of the action or the root may admit 
of: maca causative verbs have ca for the passive and only admit of 
the instrumental passive form. 

The analogy is to be noted existing between maca and ma verbs, 
which manifests itself in the above peculiarity and in maca potential 
verbs dropping 2n in all the passives, as seen in the paradigms below. 

If the student aims at a thorough acquaintance with this important 
particle, he should pay close attention to these conjugative similarities, 
and to the special construction of sentences with maca causative verbs 
which will be explained in the sequel. 

IN PASSIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To be run over. (to be able to be} Malaca 
run over ) \ i 

Present indefinite tense. 

Am. art, is, are run over. Nalalacad. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Was, -st, were, have, hast, has been , Nalacad 
run over. | i 

Pluperfect tense. 

Had, -dst been run over. Naldcad na. 

Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, -lt, will, -lt be run over. Malalacad. 

Future perfect tense. 

Shall,-It, will, -Ithave been run over. Malalacad na. 

Imperative. 

Be, let. .. be run over. Malacad. 

Verbal. 

The state of being run over. Ang malacad. 
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Y PASSIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To be able to walk with. (a staff.) | Maylacad. 
To sadden by. Ycahapis. 

Present indefinite tense. 

Can, -st walk with. Naylalacad. 
Sadden, -est, -s. by. Yquinahahapis. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Could, -dst walk, have, hast, has been 
able to walk with. Saddened, -dst; - Naylicad. Yquinahapis. 
have, hast, has saddened by. ) 

Pluperfect tense. 

Had, -dst been able to walk with. 78 Naylacad na. 
» 3, saddened by. Yquinahapis na. 

Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, -It, will, lt be able to walk with. Maylalacad. 
” Hoon ” sadden by. Ycahahapis. 

Future perfect tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -It have been able to ) Mavialacad aia 
walk with. j . 5 

» 95 n 9» dodosaddened by Ycahahapis na. 

Imperative. 

Be able, let . . beableto walk with. Maylacad. 
Sadden, let. ... . sadden by. Ycahapis. 

Verbal. 

The action of being able to walk with. Ang maylacad. 
.”.” n  , saddening by. Ang ycahapis. 

AN PASSIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To be able to walk at. Malacaran. 

Present indefinite tense. 

Can, -st walk, am, art, is able to / Nalalacaran. 
walk at. 

28 
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Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Could -dst walk: was, -st, were, have, 
hast, has been able to walk at. 

} Nalacaran. 

Pluperfect tense. 

Had, -dst been able to walk at. Nalacaran na. 

Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -lt be able to walk at. Malalacaran. 

Future perfect tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -It have been able to 

walk at. 
Malalacaran na. 

Imperative. 

Be able, let... , be able to walk at. Malacaran. 

Verbal. 

The action of being able to walk at. Ang malacaran. 

The following verbs should be conjugated in the active and in the 
passive in the same way as macaldcad and macahapis by the student. 

To gladden, to make merry by. 
To sadden, to make sad by. 
To frighten, to frighten with. 
To harm, to harm with. 
To grieve, to grieve by. 
To restore health, to make healthy. 
To strengthen, to strengthen with. 
To be able to do or to make, to be 

able to be done or made, to be 
able to do or to make with, to be 
able to do or make at. 

To terrify, to terrify with. 
To beautify, to render beautiful. 
To cause the disgust of satiety, 

satiate by. 
To hinder, to hinder with. 
To alleviate, to be alleviated by. 

Macatdua, ycatoua, 
Macalumbay, ycalumbay. 
Macatacot, ycatacot. 
Macasama, ycasama. 
Macapanganyaya, ycapanganyaya. 
Macagaling, ycagaling. 
Macalacas, ycalacas. 

Macagaua, magaud, maygaud, maga- 
udan. 

Macapangilabot, ycapangilabot. 
Macaganda, ycaganda. 

to | Macabusog, ycabusog. 

Macagambala, ycagambala. 
Macaguinhaua, ycaguinhaua. 

The determining power or control which maca exercises over other 
verbal particles may further be seen in the following combinations: 

To be able to go out. 
take out. 
go away. 
take away. 

5», teach. 
study. 
preach. 

Macalabas. 
Macapaglabas. 
Macaalis. 
Macapagalis. 
Macaaral. 
Macapagaral. 
Macapangaral. 
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The passive particle indicative of the primary meaning should be preserved. 

I could get out from Manila. Ang Maynila ang nalabasan co. I could take out from the house. Napaglabasan co ang bahay. 

In respect to actions, maca refers more to the material or physical 
than to the moral capability or permissive power. The latter is better 
expressed by mangyari or sitcat, although maca is also sometimes used. 

Meat may not be eaten on fast-days. | ge ee ee arg di 
It may be given to him, he may be cat Sivan kies 

trusted with it, cat siyang big-ian. 
Might it be? gMangyayari baga? 

Maca is used to express such actions, as are inherent in the 
powers of the mind or in the corporal senses to indicate the capability 
they are endowed with to perform such acts as are peculiar to them, 
without the will taking any part therein. Thus. 

To understand, that is to say, to 
apply the power of will to under }rumalastis, 
‘standing. 

ba paLa a Magtalastas. 
ut, to understand, to have the 
understanding free. } Macatalastas. 

To hear purposely, to listen Dumingig. 
To hear a good deal or many things. Magdingig. 
But to hear, tohave the hearing free. Macaringig. 

In the same sense: 

To think. To remember. Macaisip. Macaalaala. 
To make out. To feel. Macatanto. Macaramdam., 
To see. To smell. Macaquita. Macaamdy. 
To taste. To touch. Macalasa. Macarama--macadama. 
To say. To pronounce Macauica. : 
To amuse oneself. Macalibang. 
To learn. To explain. Macapagaral. MacasaysAy, macasalaysay. 
To show, to declare. Macahayag. 
To perceive, to know how, sai 

know as a fact. To conceive. Macadlay, Macaradlay. 

If a verb expressing an act admitting of volition is conjugated 
with maca, the same sense of involuntariness is imparted as if ma 
were used. (7) 

I was loitering about and got into 
my uncle’s inclosure. (that is 
to say, it so happened that I 
found myself inside my uncles's 

_ inclosure). 
I was reading when I fell asleep. | Sa aquing pagbasa,i, nacatdlog acd. 

Acé,i, naliligao at nacapasoc acd sa 
bacoran nang aquing amain. . 

(1). See in this respect what has been said in the Thirtieth Lesson about 
the subjective participle: 
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In verbs denoting the -attempt on the part of the subject 
towards some end, the tendency is expressed in the regular way; 
but the attainment is expressed by maca. 

To look for. To find. | Homanap, Macabanap. ( Cumita. Macaquita. 
To ask for. To obtain. Humingi. Macahingi. 
To run for. To overtake. Humabol. Macahabol. 

The an passive serves to denote the same sense of being 
overtaken by unconscious agents. 

Night came upon us before we Nagabihan cami bagd dungmating sa 
arrived at Manila. Maynila. 

The army were surprised an their } Nalaondn ang hocbé sa daan. 
way by the rain. 

The maca verb is frequently made use of by natives as a 
euphemism for something which they are ashamed to declare or vouch 
for. In admitting of their having acted in some foolish way, of 
having done #ometbing that may bring punishment upon them, or 
in disclosing what may hurt the feelings of the person they are speaking 
to, they generally employ maca as an insinuation of the possibility of 
any such acts having been committed as they are, however, well sure of. 

Have you ever purloined anything? Ungmomit ca baga nang anoman? 
I have sometimes purloined. (I ! Marahil naa 

may have purloined). PE INANG 

Did you see me kill him? Na a aa ier 
I saw. Nacaquita aco. 

Active sentences the verb of which has the particle maca used 
in the potential sense are constructed in the regular way of putting 
the agent in the nominative and the object in the accusative. 

I can shoot wild fowl. Nacababaril aco nang ibon. 
He could not eat any mangoes. Hindi siya nacain-macain nang manga. 
We shall be able to study many Macapagadral cami nang maraming 

things. bagay. 

Active sentences with a maca causative verb have the same 
government in regard to the subject, but the thing or person on 
which or on whom the action falls comes to be considered as the 
indirect object of the determining verb and is always preceded by 
the preposition sa and not by nang © Owing to this special govern- 
ment and to the fact that these verbs can be used in no other 
than the y passive, the rules laid down for the proper use of the 
active or the passive voice of the verb do not apply to maca causa- 
tive verbs, they being used indiscriminately in either of the two voices 
regardless of the determination or indetermination of the object. 

The peculiar passive construction with these verbs, in, which 
the agent of the verb in the active voice takes its place as the 
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subject in the passive sentence, is earnestly commended is the an im- 
provement to the attention of the students. — 

Tt as = malana that restored | "ine a a) ae ee 
e t j 1, n ng 
Co Toes PG AG ( nang aquing capatid itong kaan 

Ang cahinhina,i, nacagaganda sa ma- 
Modesty beautifies (affords beauty nga dalaga, or, and cahinhinan ang 

to) young girls. siyang yquinagag inda nang manga 
dalaga. 

His departure saddened (caused )18 niyang pagalis ey pacalumbay 
Pears pag | caniyang pagalis. 

vane apan health to (streng- ane pone CT bak sayo 

ens) the body: oudn ang calinisan. 

THIRTY-SEVENTH EXERCISE. 

Why can you not walk? I cannot walk, because I am weak. 
What saddens her? -Her mother’s death saddens her. Whom will he 
rejoice over? He will rejoice over his children. What is it that caused you 
to recover? Some medicines cured me. What terrifies children? Thunder 
terrifies children. What is it that beautifies girls? Modesty beautifies girls. 
What would hinder him? His office hinders him. Who mitigated 
your. grief? My wife mitigated my grief. Will he be able to go 
out now? He cannot go out now, but he will go away to-morrow. 
Have you been able to take out stone? I could not take out stone. 
Can you teach Tagalog? No, I cannot, but I can learn it. May I 
(am I permitted to) take this book? You may take it. Do you under- 
stand what. I say? I do. Does he hear the roaring of the wind? 
He does not, he is deaf. Can you think upon it? I can think. 
Can he make out the meaning of this word? He can make out 
the meaning. Will he be able to pronounce? He will not be able to 
pronounce, for he stutters somewhat. Do they know how to read? 
They do. Has the servant looked for the key? Yes, but he could 
not come across it. Has your sister asked our neighbour for 
flowers? No, because she knows that she will not be given any. 

What did the boy do? He ran after Frank and he overtook 
him When shall we depart? We shall start early in the morning 

that we may not be harmed by sunshine And if night come upon 

us in the way? Go on, for you will have the benefit of enjoying 

moonlight; but take care not to be ‘surprised by the rain, 
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THIRTY—EIGHTH LESSON. 

YCATLONG POUO,T, UALONG PAGARAL. 

MODIFICATIVE VERBAL PARTICLE MAGPA--PA. 

Magpa=pa is chiefly used in forming causative verbs indicative 
of an action executed by a person other than the speaker, and is 
therefore a transcendental particle, although sometimes, it will be seen, 
subordinate to others. 

This transcendency of magpa requires, however, here some elu- 
cidation; for, with certain verbs as, for instance, magpattang, magpa- 
dala, etc., it seems as if the particle were used as the one necessarily 
and primarily required for the simple meaning of, respectively, “to 
loan,” “to send,” etc., but this concept of the action exists but in 
our minds as a result of giving as equivalents for these complex Taga- 
log verbs, the simple English verbs “to loan,” and ”to send,” where 
a more congenial rendition would require something as “to make others 
borrow,” “to order to convey.” 

Magpa being dissyllabic, pa, the last syllable, is repeated in 
the present and the future tenses of the active voice. The contrary 
is the case in the passive voice, for, as pa is monosyllabic, the first 
syllable of the root is here to be repeated in |those tenses. Care 
should be taken to introduce between pa and the root in the pluperfect 
and the future perfect tenses of the active, and in all tenses of the 
passive voice, the passive particle required by the verb in its primary 
sense, in order to make it clear. whether it is to the um, to the mag, 
or any other verb that the particle is applied. 

The two following verbs have been selected to render this diffe- 
rence of meanings more noticeable 

CONJUGATION. 

ACTIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To order to teach, to cause to teach: 

to order to learn, to cause o | Magpadrl magpapagaral. 
learn. 

Present indefinite tense. 

Order, -st, -s to teach, to learn. Nagpapadral, nagpapapagaral. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Ordered, -dst; have, hast, has order. ) 
a to teach; to learn. | Nagpadral; nagpapagdral. 
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s Pluperfect tense. 

Had, -dst ordered to teach: to learn. | Nacap agp aaral, nagpadral na, nacapag- papagaral, nagpapagaral na. 

Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -It order to teach, 
to learn. id | Magpapadral, magpapapagaral. 

Future perfect tense. 

Shall, -It, will, It have ordered to Macapagpaaral, magpapadral na; maca- 
teacii, to learn. pagpapagaral, magpapapagaral na. 

Imperative. 

Order, let.... order to teach, to learn. Magpadral; magpapagaral. 

Verbal. 

The action of ordering to teach, to ! A kag 
learn. ng pagpaaral, ang pagpapagaral. 

IN PASSIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To order. ... to teach. (that is to say, | 
to be ordered (person) to teach), , Paaralin, papagaralin. 
to learn to. 

Present indefinite tense. 

Order, -st,-s....to teach; to learn to. Pinaadaral; pinapagaaral. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Ordered, -dst; have, hast, has or- G knb cai pA 
dered ..... to teach, to leara to. Pinadral, pinapagaral. 

Pluperfect tense. 

Had -dst, ordered. .... to teach, to Napaaral, pinadral na, napapagaral, 
learn to. pinapagaral na. 

Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, -lt, will, -It order.....to teach, / Paaaralin: papagaaralin. 
\ 3 

to learn to, 

Future perfect tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -It have ordered .... Mapadral, paaaralin na, mapapagaral, 

to teach, to learn to. papagaaralin na. 

Imperative. 

Order.... to teach; to learn to; let ... il in: lin. 
order.... to teach, to learn to. \ PARA papagalan 
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Verbal. 

The action of ordering ... to teach; 
to learn to. Ang paaralin, ang papagaralin. 

Y PASSIVE, 

Infinitive. 

To order to be taught; to order to nadia a 
learn by reason oF Ypinadral, ypapagaral. 

Present indefinite tense. 

Order, -st, -s to be taught; to learn | 
by reason of j 

Ypinaaaral; ypinapagaaral. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Ordered, -dst; have, hast, has order- 
ed to be taught; to learn by rea- > Ypinaaral; ypinapagaral. 
son of. 

Pluperfect tense. 

Had, -dst, ordered to be taught; to) Naypaaral, ypinaaral na; naypapagaral, 
learn by reason of. |. ypinapagaral na. 

Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, -It, will, :1t order to be taught; | NAKA BA kog 

learn by reason of. ' Ipaaaral, ypapagaaral. 

Future pe:fect tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -lt have ordered to | Maypadral, ypaadral na, maypapagaral, 
be taught; to learn by reason of. } ypapagaaral na. 

Imperative. 

Order, let... order to be taught; to, Y ! 
learn by reason of, padral, ypapagdral. 

Verbals. 

The action of ordering to be taught, ) , 
to learn by reason ot. j Ang ypadral, ang ypapagaral. 

AN PASSIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To order to teach to, to order to be , P 
studied. a | aaralan, papagaralan. 
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Present indefinite tense. 

Order, -est, -s to teach to, to be Pi 1 : 1 
sfadiad. | inaaaralan, pinapagaaralan. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Ordered, -dst; have, hast, has order- ) Pi eta 1 
ed to teach to; to be studied. Ta PA 

Pluperfect tense. 

Had, -dst ordered to teach to, to be Napaaralan, pinaaralan na, napapag. 
studied. aralan, pinapagaralan na. 

Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, -lt, will, -It order to teach to; P | 
to. he shied. ! aaaralan, papagaaralan na. 

Future perfect tense. 

Shal!, -It will, -It have ordered to Mapaaralan, paaaralan na, mapapag- 
teach to, to be studied. aralan, papagaaralan na. 

Imperative. 

Order, let.... order to teach to, mi Pagsaten: Ganagasalan 
be studied, 8 a a as : 

Verbals. 

The action of ordering to teach to; } ae he pata pad Aa Ang paaralan, ang papagaralan. 

The student is recommended to conjugate in the active and in 
the passive the following magpa verbs: 

To order to do or make, to be or- 
dered (person) to do or make, to | Magpagaua, pagaoin, (cont.), ypagaua. 

order to be done or made, to or- pagauaan. 
der to do or make at. 

To order to go upstairs, to be order- 
ed (person) to go upstairs, to or 
der to go upstairs along with, or 
because of, to order to go upstairs | 
and give to, 

To order to take upstairs, to be or- : — 

dered (person) to take upstairs, to ( Magpapagpanhic, papagpanhiquin, 

order to be taken upstairs, to or- ypapagpanhic, papagpanhican. 

der to take upstairs and give to. 
To order to go downstairs, to be or- 

dered (person) to go downstairs, 
to order to go downstairs along 
with, or because of, to order to 
go downstairs and give to. 

Magpapanhic, papanhiquin, ypapanhic, 

papanhican. 

Magpanaog, papanaoguib, ypanaog, pa- 

panaogan. 

29 
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To order to take downstairs, to be 
ordered (person) to take down- 
stairs, to order to be taken down- 
stairs, to order to take downstairs | 
and give to. J 

To order to plant, to be ordered | 

| Magpapagpanaog, papagpanaoguin, 
ypapagpanaog, papagpanaogan. 

Magpatanim, patanimin, ypatanim, pa- 
(person) to plant, to order to be tamnan. (cont ). 
planted, to order to plant at. 

To order to write, to be ordered 
(person) to write, to order to be 
written, to order to write on, or to. 

To order to sew, to be ordered 

(person)to sew, to order to be | Magpatahi, patahiin, ypatahi, patahian. 
sewed, to order to sew at, or for. | 

/ Magpasilat, pasulatin, ypasulat, pasu- 
( latan. 

Magpa, in the foregoing instances, refers to actions to be exe- 

cuted by a persen other than the subject. If the action is active 

and such as to be suffered by the subject, magpa means to allow 

oneself to suffer willingly, or to let oneself be influenced, prevailed 

on or acted upon by the acts of others. 

To allow oneself to be cheated. Magparaya. 
» o 5 » » touched. Magpahipo. 
poo > » 5 whipped. Magpahampas. 
>» » » » » slapped. Magpatampal. 
» » > » » crucified. Magpaparipa. 
>» » > » » punished. Magpaparusa. 
>» >» > » » combed. Magpasuclay. 
>» » » » » belied. Magpasoat. 

If magpa is applied to a root denoting a physical state which 
has been reached from another contrary previous one by a slow self- 
working process, the action of the subject either to promote or not to 
interfere with thé transition is meant. 

To allow to become cool, to make ) Nabaalaki 
cool by exposure. PURING 

To allow to grow rotten, to allow ) M bai 
rottenness to go on. a 

To allow to get dried, to put to dry. Magpatuyo. 
To allow to fall into decay. Magpaguiba. 

Attention should be paid to what is said in a sentence either previous- 
ly or subsequently for a proper distinction between the sense of, for instance, 
“to order to demolish” and that of “to allow to fall into decay,” etc.. 

When the same effect is to be brought about through the in- 
fluence of an external agent, the root expressive of the latter may be 
conjugated with magpa and the purposely executed act of the subject 
to profit by such influence is indicated. 

To expose to sunshine. Magpaardo. (1) 
Ni pa » the wind. Magpahangin. 
3 5 ., rainfall. Magpaolan. 

. (1) The word is made grave to distinguish this sense of that of “to wait 
until the sun rises,” and of that of causality, 
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The preceding forms refer to the effect sought for in the per- 
formance of these various actions by an agent incapable of producing 
the working power; but if the same are looked upon with regard to 
the causer, as God or any Power to whose agency the effect. may be 
attributed, the sense is of causality. 

To cause the sun to shine. Magpadrao. 
To cause the billows to rise. Magpaalon. 
To thunder. (looked upon as to the | M N 

power which produces it). big anaes 
To lighten. (do do.) Magpaquidlat. 
It is God who cause thunderbolts to Ang Dios ang nagpapalintic, nagpapa- 

fall down, and the trees to bloom bulac-lac at ang nagpapabonga na- 
and bear fruit. man sa manga cahoy. 

If not the effect, but the time of such atmospherical events is 
considered, magpa indicates refraining on the part of the subject until 
such emergencies are over. Care should be taken to make the sense 
clear by some some other completive or discriminative word with those 
verbs to which magpa imparts different significations. 

To wait until the rain is over, to ' A 
wait for the rain to cease. j Magpatila. 

To wait until dawn breaks. Magpaomaga. 

» » the day or sun grows Magpalamig nang Arao. 
less hot. 

'Lo wait until the sun rises. Magpasilang. 
To allow water to be cooled. Magpalamig nang tubig. 

Magpa is used in forming verbs indicative of acts on the part 

of the subject that may redound to the benefit of others and which 

can be resolved into different manners of giving, with roots having an 

active sense in what regards the agent. 

To impart sight, to cure blindness. Magpaquita. 

To feed. Magpacain. 

To quench, to provide drinks, Magpainom. 

To shelter, to afford a shelter. Magpatuloy. 

To lend money, to loan Magpaotang. 

To Clang to provide clothing sa Magparamit. 

somebody. AG . 

To invest money on interest. Magpatubo. (from tubo, “to grow. ’) 

To send, to forward. Magpadala. 

But if the root has a passive sense the action is one of exaction 

or. asking for. 

Alms. Limés. (cor. of Sp. word limosna.) 

Pledge. Sanla. 

Tribute. (capita, or head tax ) Bouis. 
To give alms. Maglimos. 

To ask for alms, to beg. Magpalimos. 

To ask for a pledge. Magpasanla. 

To pay tribute. Bumouis. 

To collect, to exact tribute. Magpabouis. 
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It should also be noticed that if magpa is made use of by a 

person inferior in rank to the one addressed, the sense is reversed. Thus, 

magpagaud ca niyan sa iydng ami, magpaulin ca sa Dios. do not 

mean, respectively, “order your father to do that,” “make God to 

send down some rain:” but “request your father to do that,' “pray 

to God for rain,” and so forth for similar cases. 

Every student will easily make out the difference in meaning 

between “to confess to the priest” and “to confess by the priest.” 

Any such actions in which the performer plays a passive role are 

conjugated with magpa. 

To hear confessions. Magpacompisal. 

To confess to the priest. Magcumpisal. 
To ask for pardon, to haggle, to ask) pumauad 

for a reduction of price. j : 
To grant pardon, to grant a reduct- Hawes 

ion in the price. Sp | 

Magpa may, therefore, be considered as the particle which forms 

deponent verbs. (1). 

To get shaved. Magpaahit. 
To have one's shoes shined. Magpalinis nang sapin. 
To get one's hair cut, dressed. Magpagupit. 

“To say,” “to recite something by many or many times,” as 

in prayers, may be expressed by magpa. 

Say (plural) amen and amen. Magpaamen cayo. 

Through the laxity in the rules which prevails everywhere in 

Tagalog, magpa may be made to mean conscious actions of the subject 

upon himself. 

To embellish oneself. Magpaganda., 
To deck oneself. Magpabuti. 
To elate, to draw credit or praise | M N 

upon oneself. a a 

A sense of involuntariness or the natural effect of inanimate agents 

is expressed by dropping the g of magpa. (2). 

Smoke mounts upwards. Napapaitaas ang asd. 
Water flows downwards. Napapaibaba ang tubig. 
Vapors of the soil rise in the at- Ang manga singao nang lupa napa- 

mosphere, papasaimpapauid. ; 
Rivera daw tate the aes men pena deen ang agus nang manga 

My heart throbs unto (is,drawn tow: Ang “aquing puso, napapasainyd, Pa- 
ards) Thee, my Lord. nginoon cong Dios. 

a (1). We preserve to the word deponent the sense it has in Latin, where 
it means a verb having in active meaning with a passive form, or vice versa. 

(2) See in thig connection what is said in the Orthography, page 11. 
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Verbs to which magpa does not impart an ordering sense may be made to express it by repeating pa. 

God commands to give alms to Ang Dios ay nagpapapalimos sa manga the poor. duc-ha 

But it is clearer to say: Ang Dios ay nagootss na maglimés sa manga duc ha. 
Reference has been made to magpa being sometimes a sub- ordinate particle. See how this takes place when the potential verb governs the causative one. 

To be able to order to learn. Macapagpapagaral, 
To be able to order to teach. Macapagpaaral. 
To be able to order to get into. Macapagpapagpasoc 
To be able to order to go upstairs. Macapagpapanhic. 

Such conglomerations are conjugated as follows: 

Present. Nacapagpapapanhic. 
Past. Nacapagpapanhic. 
Future. Macapagpapapanhic. 

. Students will probably feel rather surprised at finding magpa 
used to impart so manifold and apparently contrary senses, and at 
seeing it even applied to impart several others which the above 
given explanations do not account for. This is partly due to the 
orthographical scope not affording so ample distinction as it should 
afford between magpa, for transitive verbs or voluntary actions; and 
mapa, for intransitive or involuntary ones; and partly, to the conception 
which of the actions denoted by the magpa verb is formed in the native 
mind. In the performance of an action ofa dual or a collective kind, 
a native may consider himself either as the principal in the transaction, or 
as merely affording the opportunity for the other party to perform the act- 
ion. Thus, magpacumpisal, magpadalao, for instance, are considered by 
natives in the way of, respectively, “to afford the occasion for others 
to be confessed;” “to afford the occasion for some one to be paid a 
visit.” (1) This explains too, why magpa comes to signify: “to order, 
“to allow,” “to consent,’ “not to interfere with,” “to afford the occas- 
ion for,” “to cause,” etc., according to the nature of the action and 
of the root. 

Although in foregoing chapters reference has been made to 
the use and meaning of the various passives with the causative verb, 
it will be well however to add here some remarks about this im- 
portant subject. ; 

For the proper use of the passives in magpa verbs, the fact 
should not be lost sight of that here there are two different actions, 
and that, sometimes the regimen of the determining verb, (which 
lies in the parcicle) and sometimes that of the determined one (that 
of the action expressed by the root) is called upon to decide as to the 
the use of the one or the other of the various passives. 

Magpaquita, for instance, may be made to mean: “to let others 

(1) In fact, if the student understands Spanish, he will find this notion 
manifest in such native turns as: dar de confesar, dar de visitar, etc. 
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, see,” that is to say, “to show,” and “to give sight to,” that is to 

say, “to remove or cure blindness.’’ In the first sense, we have: 
paquitain mo siyd mnitd, an expression which, if used, would mean: 
“make him look at (pay attention to) this,” and ypaquita mo sa aquin 

ang iyong relés (Sp. reloj), “show me your watch,” while, paquitdan 
mo aco nang iyong relds, would have practically the same meaning, 
only that more stress is laid on the person. In the other sense, the 
verb would have y passive in reference to the instrument with which 
sight was to be restored, and an passive in reference to the person 
restored to the use of his sight, but the discrimination here as to 
which of the two senses was meant, would be made more dependent 
on the use and signification of the other elements of the sentence 
and on the syntactical arrangement than on the particle. 

The simplest rule to be laid down on this point is this: 
the reference to the direct object, whether a person or a thing, by 
the determining verb (to order, to allow, to pray, etc.) is made by 
the in passive, the reference to the direct object of the determined 
verb (that which refers to the signification of the root) is made by the 
y passive, provided the verb in its primary meaning requires either 
the y or the in passive in reference to the direct object, the an passive, 
in reference to the direct object, being common both to the causative 
and to the simple verb. 

The following sentences are given with a view to illustrate 
the above rule: 

I am ordered by my father to come ! Pinapaparitd aco ni ama 
here. 

I will order my son to write. Pasusulatin co ang anac co. 
Wait first for the rain to be over. Patilain mo mona ang ulan. 
Let my shirt dry. (do not in- 

parang with the drying of my j Patuyoin mo ang aquing baro. 
shirt). 

Frighten away that dog. Palabasin-bugaoin mo iyang aso. 
Order your son to write this. Y pasulat mo itd sa iyong anac. 
Tell my servant to call for that Ypatauag mo sa aquing alila yaong 

gentleman. maguinoo. 
Order the pupils to learn this Papagaralan mo sa manga alagad--nag- 

lesson. aaral itdng licsion. (Sp. leccion). 
Order them to keep this money safe. Paingatan mo sa canila itong salapi. 
I am ordered-allowed by my father - p. Z to go on with stu ee J ‘ Pinapagaaral pa aco nang ama co. 

We shall wait for the day to cool. _ Palalamigan natin ang Arao. 
Why did he not provide food (feed) Baquit di niya pinacain ang manga 

the poultry. manoc. 
He supplied them with water (drink), j Pinai Se ca a : but Nok with fand. j Inainum niya, nguni,t, di pinacain. 

Is that your cousin, that beggar over gPinsdAn mo baga yaong mahirap nag- 
there asking for alms? papalimos d6on? 

Jndeed! It is he. Oo, nga. 
Is he given a good deal of alms? gMarami baga ang pinagpalimosan? 
Where has the cook put my water gAling (lugal) ang pinagpalamigan 

to cool? nang cosinero nang aquing tubig? 
Ha put ibat the window, y Ang durungauan and siyang pinapa- 

t lamigan niya. 
My sister-in-law does not provide Hindi pinadaramtan nang aquing hi- 

clothing for her children. pag ang caniyang manga anac. 
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THIRTY-EIGHTH EXERCISE. 

Did you order the children to go upstairs? I did. Do you order 
the servants to bring up some firewood? I do. What does George’s 
father order him to do? He orders him to go on with studying. Why 
do you not make your son study? I don’t make him study, because 
he is sick. Does your brotherinlaw order bis servants to attend mass 
every holy-day? Hedoes. Why did you not wait for the rain to be over? 
I waited till the sun rose and did not start till the sun grew less 
hot. Why do yow allow the plants to rot? I don’t allow them to 
rot, but, on the contrary, I expose them to the wind and sunshine, 
Why does he not wait until the sun rises? Because he is in a hurry. 
Why doest not thou allow the water to cool? Because it is already 
cool. Who causes the sun and the moon to shine? God. What 
else does He cause to happen? He causes the rain to fall down, 
the lightening to flash, the thunder to crash, and the billows to rise. 
Does He cause also the trees to bloom and to bear fruit? He does. 
From whom did that beggar ask for alms? He begs from my aunt, 
Who is that man over there asking for alms? He is a beggar whom 
I sheltered last night. Does he collect plenty of alms? No, Sir, what 
he is given is not safficient for his living. Why do you not loan 
him money? Because I have none, as I gave out (loaned) my money 
at interest. Why did not Anthony provide clothing for his chil- 
dren? Because he has nothing to buy clothes with. Where shall I 
put water to cool? Put water to cool in this shed. Which priest 
received your confession? Father John heard my confession. In what 
direction does water flow? Water flows downwards. What penance 
did the priest impose upon you? The penance he imposed upon me was 
fasting. Did you provide the poultry with water? I did. What did 
you feed them with? I fed them with unbulled rice. Did he order his 
son to rise? He did. Why do you not allow me to pass farther? 
I will not allow you to pass farther until you give me water to drink. 

THIRTY--NINTH LESSON. 

YCATLONG POUO,T, SIYAM NA PAGARAL. 

MODIFICATIVE VERBAL PARTICLE MAQUI--PAQUL. 

Maqui-paqui is made use of to form verbs indicative of actions 

by which the subject signifies his willingness to join and share in the 

acts or sports of others, either as an associate or as a companion. 

This sense, it will be seen, is extended to include other kindred ac- 

tions of an associative kind. ; 

Maqui is commonly a governing particle, but it may become 

subordinate to magpa, maca and magsi. ; 

. Maqui, being dissyllabic, qui, the last syllable, is repeated in the 

usual tenses, and there is but one form for the pluperfect and the 

future perfect, as may be seen in the conjugation below. 
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Verbal compounds, 

To be able to know. Macadlam. 
The thing known. Ang naalaman. 
To feign to know. Magmailam. 
Bulletin-board, posting place. Pinagcaalaman. 
To warn, to advise. Umalam. (1) 
Person warned. Ang alam{n, 
To make oneself acquainted with } Maquialam. 

a thing, to inquire. 
The thing acquainted with. Ang ypaquialam 
The person from whom. Ang paquialanrin. 

CONJUGATION. 

ACTIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To investigate, to set about to in- 
quire, to make oneself thoroughly 4 Maquialam. 
acquainted with, to sift into. | 

Present indefinite tense. 

Investigate, -st, :8. Naquiquialam, 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses 

Investigated, -dst; have, hast, has) Miduislam 
( a investigated. 

Pluperfect tense. 

Had, -dst investigated. Naduialam na. 

Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -It investigate. Maquiquialam, 

Future perfect tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -It have investigated, Maquiquialam na. 

Imperative. 

Investigate, let........ investigate. Maquialam, 

Verbal. 

The action of investigating. Ang paquiquialam 

(1) Note the accentuation. 
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Y PASSIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To be investigated, inquired into... 3 Ypaquialam, 

Present indefinite tense. 

Is, are inquired into. Ypinaquiquialam. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Was, were; has, have been inquired 
into. Y pinaquiquialam. 

Pluperfect tense. 

Had been inquired into. Ypinaquialam na. 

Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, will be inquired into. Ypaquiquialam. 

Future perfect tense. 

Shall, will have been inquired into. Ypaquiquialam na. 

Imperative. 

Let .... be inquired into. Ypaquialam. 

Verbal. 

The state of being inquired into. Ang ypaquialam 

AN PASSIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To inquire from. Paquialaman. 

Present indefinite tense. 

Inquire, -st, -s from. Pinaquiquialaman. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Inquired, -dst; have, hast, bag: pi aguialaman 
inquired from. ) 

Pluperfect tense. 

Had, -dst inquired from. Pinaquialaman na. 

Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -It inquire from. Paquiquialaman. 
30 

233 
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Future perfect tense. 

Shall, -lt, will, -Ithaveinquired from. Paquiquialaman na. 

Imperative. 

Inquire, let.... inquire from. Paquialaman. 

Verbal. 

The action of inquiring from. Ang paquialaman. 

The student should conjugate like maquialam, in the active and 
in the passive, the following verbs: 

To join in teaching, to join in the ) 
teaching of, to join with (person) | Maquidral, ypaquidral, paquiaralan. 
in teaching. j 

To join in studying, to join in stu- 
dying because of, to join in the 
studying of. a 

To join in playing, to take a part f ; : a : 
fe the aleve of, to join to kay | kaba a eo ypaquipaglard, paqui- 
with. (person.) a pi bee : 

iti to be Cae ee ming a to bi dan ANY embark | Maquisacdy, [beatae paquisac- 

that way with. (person.) | ppatati:[eBnt 
To join in conversation, to thrust 

a topic upon, to join to converse 
with. 

To share in rejoicing, to join bai 
rejoicing over, to join in rejoicing 
with. (person ) \ 

To pick a quarrel, to pick a au: 

! 

Maquipagaral, ypaquipagaral, paqui- 
pagaralan. 

| Maquipagosap, ypaquipagosap, paqui- 
| pagosapan. 

Maquitdua, ypaquitoua, paquitouaan. 

Maquipagauay, ypaquipagauay, paqui- rrel about (the nature of the con- 
pagauayan. tention), to start quarreling with. 

To meddle in controversy, to join 
and offer a controversial topic, 
to meddle in controversy with. 

To sneak into company, to be thrust 
upon in company, to sneak into 
company with. 

Maquipagtalo, ypaquipagtalo, paqui- 
pagtalonan. : 

ae ypaquisama, paquisama- 
han, 

Maqui may be made to mean sharing, resemblance in, or to have 
a leaning for, customs or manners, if applied to roots denoting qua 
lities capable of being imitated. 

To conform one's self to, to com 
with customs. 

To adopt natives’ manners. Maquitagalog. 
To behave in a manlike manner, to } . 

use to flirt or mix with men. | Magailalagut. 
To assume Spanish manners. Maquicastila. 
To be a partisan of the American ) 

polity. Jr 

ply ! Maqu ogali. 

Maquiamericano. 
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To resemble a beast. Maquihayop. 
To resemble, to behave as, a human 

being, to be (an animal) tamed as | Maquitaud. 
not to be afraid of persons. 

To be effeminate, to be of a lecher- , 
ous disposition. | Maquibabaye. 

_ The asking for small portions of victuals and cooking neces- 
saries such as are commonly exchanged freely in rural or village- 
life among neighbours, may be indicated by applying maqui to the root 
indicative of any such commodities. 

To thank for a little cocoa-nut oil, = Maquilangis 
»  » 7 » » vinegar. Maquisuca. 
» » 7 » grain of salt. Maquiasin. 
» 7 7 » small drink. Maquidlac. 
» 7. 7 » handful of rice Maquibigas. 
» 7 7 » particle of fire. Maquiapuy. 

Maqui verbs may be made intensive by affixing an or han, in 
the same way as if for reciprocal verbs. 

To hate bitterly, to detest. Maquipagtaniman. 
To meddle with others to jeer con- ) Wiaawinanhine 

temptuously. (a ena: 
To meddle in the romping of others. Maquipaglaroan. 
To interfere officiously in the con- j 

versation. | Maquipagsalitdan. 

Tolaunch one's self into controversy, : 
to dispute obstinately. j Maquipagsagutan. 

Maqui meddling verbs lack the im passive, for the action is 
considered as of an alienatory kind. They have only y passive for the 
thing, object of the joining, and an passive for the person with whom 
some one joins in doing something, as seen above. Only when the 
maqut meddling verb is made causative, as, for instance, in papaqut- 
pagaralin mo iyan bata sa ibang manga bata nagadral, “order that boy 
to join in studying with the other pupils,” the in passive may be used. 
Maqui thanking-for verbs, likewise, lack the 2 passive, here because 
the thing thanked for which is made verb is just the one that would 
require it. They have therefore y passive in reference to the person for 
whom the commodity is asked or intended, and an passive in reference 
to the one from whom it is received. If however maqui is applied, not 
to the thing, but to the action, as, for instance, in maquthingi, “to ask 
in small quantities,” maquirdan, “to ask for some trifle on passing by,” 
the im passive may be used in reference to the thing thus obtained 
and thanked for. 

a a has he asked a grain | gSino baga ang pinaquiasinan niya? 

What have you thanked for? gAnong pinaquihingi mo? 
I have thanked for a red hot coal. Naquiapily aco a 

Houag cang maquipagtaniman sa c4- 
poua mo tauo. t 

Why does your nephew meddle in ¢Baquit naquiquipagsagutan ang iyong 

controversy with John? pamangquing lalaqui cay Juan? 

Mary is a girl who behaves in a t Naquiquilalaqui si Marta, 
manlike way. 

Do not detest your neighbour. 
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Particles and words offering peculiar fertures. 

Students should not have failed, by this time, to have noticed 

the pliable condition of Tagalog words t» which reference has been 
often made, and the capability they show to stand for other parts of 
speech, besides that for which they commonly stand. The enclitic 

particles have all been considered together with the class of compounds 

they contribute to form, and it remains only now to consider such 
independent particles or directives as are employed in various ways for 

syntactical purposes. In this and in other subsequent lessons these 

particles will be considered in alphabetical order together with such 

other words as offer peculiar features or, in other respects, are necessary 
tor idiomatic speech. It is believed that this study will prove useful 

and interesting both to the stude t and to the occasional reader. 

Ang. 

The article and relative pronoun ang may stand, besides, for 
a subordinate causative conjunction. 

You did not pay any attention to | 7. ee na , 
(looked at) me, because I am poor. | Di mo aco liningon, ang acd,i, duc-ha. 

Deannol ties. for 1 am sick, Hindi aco nacacabangon-macabangon, 
ang aco,i, may saquit. 

At. 

At, the copulative conjunction, may likewise stand in the same 
way for a causative one. 

He could not come, because he had Di sid neonate: AE ine akala alok 
business to attend to. ) a a SYA a 

At=t comes after a causative or adversative conjunction as a 
completive ligament. 

I cannot pay, because I have no Hindi aco nacababayad—macabdyad, 
money. Ha 4 sa pagca,t, uala acong salapi 

She is ugly, but she is judicious. Siya,i, pangit, ngoni,t, siya,i, mabait. 

All of them sang, but him (Silang lahat ay nagduit, alintana,t, 
t siy4,i, hindi. 

THIRTY-NINTH EXERCISE 

Why do you meddle in conversation with old people? I meddle 
in their conversation because [ am anxious to become wise. Why 
do you recommend me not to meddle with women in jeering? I 
recommend it, because it is unbecoming to meddle with women in 
jeering. Why did he meddle in disputing with his neighbour? Because 
his neighbour is in the habit of meddling. Does your brother 
assume Spanish manners? No, he does not assume Spanish 
manners. What are you going to thank the neighbour for? I[ am 
going to thank him for a handful of rice. Whom do you ask it 
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for? I ask it for my friend, who is sick and has nothing to eat. 
Whom have you thanked (asked) for it? I asked it from the sailor, Did I 
not say to you not to ask it from such a niggardly (maramot) 
fellow? I asked some from him, because there was no other. How old 
is your son? He is scarcely three years old. Wnat are those 
children doing there at the beach? ‘They are playing. Why do 
you not tell yours to join them in playing? I do not like (uiliuila) 
to see my children join in playing with such kind of people. 
With whom do you like that they should join in playing? I like 
to see them joining in play with their schoolmates; I do not ‘allow 
them to join in company with such naughty boys, for they pick up 
quarrels and enter into controversy. Is your dog accustomed to 
bite? No, Sir, on the contrary, my dog is a very tame animal fond 
of human company. In what do natives follow American manners? 
They follow American manners in dressing. What is your friend 
studying? He is studying Latin. Where is he studying? In Manila. 
Is it difficult to learn Latin? It is. Why does not Peter salute 
you? As I am poor, nobody looks at me, were I rich I should be 
esteemed (honored) by everybody. 

FORTIETH LESSON. YCAAPAT NA POUONG PAGARAL. 

MODIFICATIVE VERBAL PARTICLE PA=P4. 

Pa and um verbs, it will be remembered, have been referred 
to as having forms of conjugation peculiar to themselves. 

Pa is for active and passive, except in the present and the past tense 
of the active voice, where it is prefixed by na, napa, then, being but nagpa 
with g dropped to indicate a more subjective action. This similarity 
of form is more apparent in the sense, and it becomes a matter of 
doubt whether magpa and pa should be treated as separate verbal 
particles. The most important difference between the two particles 
lies in pa being used to form verbs indicative of the direction of 
one's motion, a power which magpa does not possess. Pa, therefore, 
and not magpa, is applied to the adverbs of place dini, dito, diydn, 

'd6on, to form the verbs “to come here,” “to go there,” and to sdan, 
to form the one inquiring as to the direction of the motion. Pa 
may also be applied to any other root of place, if the verb indica- 

‘tive of motion thereunto is intended to be formed; but here sa, al- 
though not absolutely necessary, is inserted between the particle and 
the root, or, in other words, the particle is applied to the locative 
case of the root indicative of the place. : 

As pa is monosyllabic, the first syllable of the root is to be 

repeated in the usual tenses. If, however, sa is inserted to conjug- © 

ate a root of place, sa and not the first syllable of the root should 
be repeated, pasa being then considered as the real particle. In 
regard to the conjugation of the above four adverbs of place, the 
use has been to some extent established of optionally repeating either 

the particle, or the first syllable of the adverb, it being admissible 

to say, either paparito, paririto, etc., although the latter form is more 
to be recommended. 
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The conjugation follows of three verbs in which the various senses 

imparted by the particle may be seen. 

Verbal compounds. 

Toliveinahouse. To build ahouse. Mamahay Magbahay 

To be an inmate. Maquipabahay, maquipamahay. 

To beg for a parcel of ground to) 
build a house upon. j Maquibahay. 

To aid, to assist other persons. Tomolong. 
To render effective aid to others Magtolong. 
The person to whom. Ang tolongan 
Do do (intensive). » pagtolongan. 
The reason or instrument. , ytolong, ypagtolong. 
Assistant. (one of the aiding parties). Cat6long 
To aid customarily. Manolong. 
To aid each other. Magpanolongan, magtolongan. 
To place oneself here, to establish ! arated. 

one’s residence here. 

CONJUGATION. 

ACTIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To come here. Parito. 
To go home. Pasabahay. 
To ask for assistance Patolong. 

Present indefinite tense. 

Come, -st, -s. here. Napariritd--napaparito. 
Go, -est, -es home, Napasasabahay. 
Ask, -st, -s for assistance. Napatotolong. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Came, -st; have, hast, has come here. Naparito. 
Went,-est; have, hast, hasgonehome. Napasabdhay. 
Asked, -dst; have, hast, has asked ! Napatal 

for assistance. se 

Pluperfect tense. 

Had, -dst come here. Nacaparitd, naparitd na. 
ta » gone home. Nacapasabahay, napasabahay na. 
» . asked for assistance. Nacapatolong, napatolong na. 

Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -It come here. Pariritd---paparito. 
nn n n GO home. Pasasabahay. 
” n OR ask for assist- | Patotolong. 
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Future pe'fect tense. 

Shall, -lt, will, -It have come here. — Macaparita, paririto na--paparito na. 
» ” n”n 9 n gone home. Macapasabahay, pasasabahay na. 
” ” ” ” ” asked for M tol n LA RB | acapatolong, patotolong na. 

Imperative. a 

Come here, let ...... come tere. Parito. 
Go home, ,,...... go home. Pasabahay. 
Ask, n.. ...ask for Patol 

assistance. ! Aia 

Verbals. 

The action of coming here. Ang pagparito. 
"nn 5 going home. , pagpasabahay. 
» nm  w asking for assistance. » pagpatolong. 

Verbs of motion being intransitive, cannot be used in the in 
passive, unless they are made causative by magpa, as for instance, 
In paparitohin mo siyd, “order him to come here.” When cause is 
to be indicated, ca may be inserted in the y passive, thus making 
yea, yquina, etc. 

IN PASSIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To be ordered to come here. Paparitohiu. 
>» » » » go home. Papasabahayin. (1). 
» » asked to assist. Patolongin. 

Present indefinite tense. 

Am, art, is, are ordered to come here. Pinariritb--pinapaparito. 
> > » » > » gohome. _Pinapasasabaéhay. 
» 7 » » asked to assist. Pinatotolong. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Was, -st, were, have, has been ordered to come here. Pinaparitd. 
> >»  » » » 7 5 » go home.” 7 Pinapasabahay. 
» > > > » » asked » assist. Pinatolong. 

Pluperfect tense. 

Had, -dst been ordered to come here. Pinaparito na. ” (2). 
» > » » » go home, Pinapasababay na. a 
5 » » asked to assist. Pinatolong na. 

(1) The form in the example is merely illustrative, as natives prefer 
using other forms which dispense with the passives ‘of this root. 

(2) This and the future perfect tense are but, rarely used. The form 
naparito, ig not used to avoid confusion with the active, 
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Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -It be ordered to come here. Papariritohin =papaparitohin. 
» » » » pp » gohome. _Papasasabahayin. 
> >» » » » asked o assist. Patotolongin. 

Future perfect tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -It have been ordered to come here. Papariritohin-papaparito- 
hin na. 

> >» pr py 9d » » go home. 7 Papasasabahayin na. 
» » » 5 5”. 5. asked to assist. Patotolongin na. 

Imperative. 

Be ordered, let... . be ordered to come here. Paparitohin. 
nh ss sia ‘5 » 5 gohome.  Papasabahayin. 
., asked, ,, .... ,, asked to assist. Patolongin. 

Verbals. 

The state of being ordered to come here. Ang paparitohin. 
7 mi! kg a na >» go home. ., papasabahayin. 
K Hin tag » asked to assist. » papatolongin. 

Y PASSIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To come here on account of. Ycaparito. 
To go home on account. Ycapasabahay. 
To ask for assistance on account of. Ycapatolong. 

Present indefinite tense. 

Come, -st, -s here on account of. Yquinapariritd z-yquinapaparito. 
Go, -est, -es home. 4 “a » Yquinapasasabahay. 
Ask, -st, -s for assistance ,, ,, ,, Ypinatotdlong=yquinapatotolong (I). 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Came, st; have, hast, has come here on account of. Yquinaparito, 
Went, -est; ,, 5, ., gone home sa pa ., Yquinapasabahay. 

Asked,-dst;,,  ,,  ,, asked for assistance ,, M Ng Ypinatolong-yqui- 
napatulong. 

Pluperfect tense. 

Had, -dst, come here on account of. Nayparito, yquinaparito na. 

gone home ( Naypasabahay, yquinapasa- 
22 ” ” 33 ” | bahay na. 

( Naypatolong, ypinatolong na, 
" yquinapatolong na. ” ” asked for assistance ,, = 

(1) Both forms are used in this and the other tenses, and with the other 
roots. : 
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Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, -lt, will, -1t come here on account of. Ycaparirit5--ycapaparitd: 
» 9 9 n ZO home — +» 95, ww Ycapasasabahay. 
» 9» nw n ask for assistance ,, a3 ,, Ypatotolong-ycapatotolong. 

Future perfect tense. 

Shall, -It, will,-1t have come here on account of, | Maparitb, ycapa- 
| riritd na. 
Maypasabahay, 

AN Kg EERE BONE _ "o 8 ycapasasabahay 
na. 

Maypatolong, ypa- 
nm. 5w nw w asked for assistance ,, pp ag totolong--ycapa- 

; totolong na. 

Imperative. 

Come here, let... . come here on account of. Ycaparito. 
Go home, ,, .. . go home Ki a ,, Ycapasabahay. 

Ask, » .... ask for assistance ,, Iy ak Seema a 
ong. 

Verbals. 

The action of coming here on account of. Ang ycaparito. 
" » w going home m si 3 » ycapasabdahay. 

ba » 2 asking for assistance ,, a 2: | ae oer capa- 

AN PASSIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To come here for, to come here to Paritohan, 
pay a visit to. (a person). 

To go home for. Pasabahayan. 
To ask to be given assistance by. Patolongan. 

Present indefinite tense. 

Come, -st, -s here for. Pinariritohan--pinapaparitohan. 
Go, -est, -es home for. Pinasasabahayan. 
Ask -st, -s to be given assistance by. Pinatotolongan. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Came, -st; have, hast, has come here for. Pinaritohan. 

Went, est; ,,” ,, ,, gonehomefor. Pinasabahayan. 
Asked, -dst, have, hast, has asked to 1 : inatolongan. 
. be given assistance by. aa a 

31 
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Pluperfect tense. 

Had, -dst come here for. Naparitohan, pinaritohan na. 
» nw gone home ,, Napasabahayan, pinasabahayan na. 

hanes oo Ko: DE 2 eases Napatolongan, pinatolongan na. 

Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -lt come here for. Pariritohan---paparitohan. 

no n nw n GO HOME ,, Pasasabahayan. 
» 5w n nw ask to be given 
assistance by. | Patotolongan. 

Future perfect tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -It have come here for. Maparitohan, pariritohan na. 
) Mapasabahayan, pasasabahayan 

” ” n oo» 5 gone home. \ Ha, 

” ” No no D asked to be given 
Kagiptanico Uy: Mapatolongan, patotolongan na. 

Imperative. 

Come, let... . come here for. Paritohan. 
Go,” ,, .... go home for. Pasabahayan. 
Ask, ,, ....ask to be given assistance by. Patolongan. 

Verbals. 

The action of coming here for. Ang paritohan. 
Ha » n going home for. » pasabahayan. 

Ng » nw asking to be given E 
assistance by. . a » patolongan. 

The student is recommended to conjugate in the active and in the 
passive the following pa verbs: _ 

To go yonder, to be ordered to re- ad ae bg 

pair there, to go there on account ) P ee a a ee anlp, ycapariyan, pa- 

of, to go there to pay a visit to. 

To go yonder, to be ordered to re- 
pair yonder, to go yonder on ac- 
count of, to go yonder to pay a 
visit to. 

Pardon, paparoonin, ycapardon paroo- 
nan. 

To come here, to be ordered to re- 
pair here, to come here on ac-{ Parini, paparinihin, ycaparini, pari- 
count of, to come here to pay a nihan. 
visit to. 

To go to, to be ordered to repair to, 
to go to on account of, to go to 
for the purpose of. 

fe patongohin, ypatongd=yca- 

To go to church, to be ordered E 

patongd, patongohan. 

Pasasimbahan, papasasimbahanin, ypa- 
sasimbahan--ycapasasimbahan, pa- 
sasimbahanan. 

go to church; to go to church on 
account of, to go to church for the 
purpose of. 
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To go to the farm, to be ordered to 
repair to the farm, to go to the ( Pasabuquid, papasabuquirin, ypa-yca 
farm on account of, to go to the pasabuquid, pasabuquiran. 
farm to pay a visit to. 

To go to the market, to be ordered to \ 
repair to the market, to go to the | Pasatiangui, papasatianguinin, ypasa 
market on account of, to go to tiangul, pasatiangufan. 
the market for the purpose of. 

To go to the shore, to be ordered to 
repair to the shore, to go to the | Pasadagat, papasadagatin, ypasadagat, 
shore on account of, to go to the jj pasadagatan. 
shore for the purpose of. 

To go to the woods, to be ordered 
to repair to the woods, to go to | Pasabondoc, papasabondoquin, ypasa- 
the woods on account of, to go to | bondoc, pasabondocan. 
the woods for the purpose of. | 

To ask for mercy, to be asked for 
mercy, to ask for mercy on ac | Padua, paauain, ycapdua-sypadua, paa- 
count of, to ask to be accorded udan. 
mercy by. 

To ask protection, to be asked | 
protection, to ask protection on | Paampén, paamponin, ypaampon, pa- 
account of, to ask to be afforded amponan. 
protection by. 

To ask for support, to be asked for | ‘ 
support, to ask for support on | Pacopcop, pacopcopin, ypacopcop, pa 
account of, to ask to be given!  copcopan. 
support by. | 

To ask for defense, to be asked for 
defense, to ask for defense on ( Patangol, patangolin, ypatangol, patan- 
account of, to ask to be afforded golan. 
defense by. 

The preceding paradigms show that, with pa verbs, y passive 
refers to the cause or reason, an passive to the place or person in 
verbs of motion, and to the person to whom a service is rendered 
jn the others. 

Why does he go to Manila? j0 nang iquinaparordon niya sa May-. 

The paying of my taxis the reason Ang pagbabayad nang aquing bouts 
of my going there. . siya ang yquinarordon co. 

Where is he going? (Saan ang parordonan niya? 
He is going to Cebi. Ang Cebu ang paroroonan niya. 

Whom did you come to see here? (Sino baga ang pinaritohan mo? 
J came here to pay you a visit. Pinaritohan quita-- cata, 
Whom does he order to render as- 

siataned to Hina? gSino ang pinatotolongan niya? 

The above mentioned adverbs of place prefixed with pa may be 
considered as simple roots and conjugated with wm to indicate the 

purposely executed action. 

To come here. Pumaritd, pumarini. 
To go there. PumariyAn, pumaroon, 
(Where?) to go. gPumasaan? 
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The in passive in verbs of motion refers to the person ordered 

to repair to the place expressed by the adverb, and as pa here is ap- 

plied to the verb of motion, pa must appear twice In the compound. 

Order my servant to come here. Paparitohin mo ang aquing bata. 

Did you say to him to repair there? 8 gPinapardon mo siya? 

] did already. Pinapardon co na siya. 

Order him to go there. Papariyanin mo siya. 

Pa coincides with magpa in the acquiescing sense, but pa de- 

dotes more willingness on the part of the subject and is not used 

in reference to outsiders. 

To ask to be kissed. Pahalic. a 

mw n n touched. Pahipo. 

To consent to be beaten. Patalo. 

ba Sg » » deceived. Paraya. 

: “To say,” in any specific manner denoted by the root, may 

be referred to by the pa verb, but it does not indicate plurality as 
magpa does. 

To say yes, to affirm, to consent to | Paso. 
"anything. 
To say no, to deny. Padili, pahindi. 
To express a refusal. Paaydo. 
To say, Jesus. ! Pajesus. 
To say, the deuce! Padiablo. 

Particles and words offering peculiar features. 

Ano. 

The interrogative pronoun and is used is several ways: 

As an interrogative conjunction of cause, followed by at. 

Why did you not come in time? éAnd,t, di ca naparitd sa capanahonan. 
And why do you eat fruit? cAt ano,t, cungmacdin ca nang bonga? 

Ano stands for the admirative infarjectitn “why!” “what! 

What!, are you per chance a king? Anb,! ghari ca caya? 

_ The reply to the same when the tone of the question is one of 
surprise, may be mabe by and preceded by ay. 

Of course. (I am). Ay and. 

; Ano shows a capability to be combined with most verbal part 
icles and by reason of its directive and interrogative character is one 
of the terms most apt to give the idea of the nature of the action 
which is the province of each verbal particle to impart. 

What is being the matter with thee? gUngmaand ca baga? 
How do you feel? gMaanb ca? 
How much is this? ¢Magcaand baga itd? 
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What are doing here? 
What is your business here? 
Well now, and what of that? what 

now to” be done? 

éNagaand ca dito? 

t éAnhin baga? 

What is he going to do there? Magaano siya déon? 
What are you being done upon? gInaaand ca? 
Nothing can be done to you. Hindi ca maaano. 

Ano-ano, besides being the plural of and, means “unaccounted 
for” and is use in the negative. 

This work is not accounted for. Ualang and ano ang gauang ito. 
He slapped me without the least , Ti APO HEkaGrL ; Tinampal aco niya ualang and and. 

See other idioms and phrases. 

Well then...... .... CAnod baga?. 
What else? (Ano pa?. 
How can it be? éDi and pa?. 
What matters? gDi anhin?. 
For he says that............ Di anhin dao na................ 
They say, it is said: Di umano. 

FORTIETH EXERCISE. 

Where are your parents going? They are going to church. 
Do your brothers go to school? They go to the sea. What port 
is the ship bound for? She is bound for Manila. Does she not 
make for Cavite? No, she makes for the Pasig river. . Have you 
to go anywhere? Yes, I have to go somewhere. Which town is 
your destination? The city of Manila is my destination. What do 
you go to Manila for? I am going there on account of my brother. 
Hast thou ordered my servant to come here? I have already ordered 
him to come here. If my friend comes, what shall I tell him? Tell 
him to go there. Has lie asked assistance of me? He asked that 
you would assist him. What did you say to John? I said to John 
to assist me. Why do you not allow me to kiss your hand? I 
shall not allow you to kiss it, for it is unclean. What did the 
priest say in his sermon? He said: do not allow yourselves to 
be overcome by temptation, ask the Holy Virgin for mercy. Did 
he not ask you for mercy? Yes, he asked me to take pity on 
him. What did Peter ask you to consent to? He asked me to 
consent to go with him, and I told him that I was not willing, Did 
you consent to marry yourlover? I said to him, no. (I refused). Why 
did you say the deuce!? I did not say the deuce!, I said my Jesus! 
Where are you making for? I am making for Manila. What did 
he show to his son? He showed him this book. Is she alone at home? 
Yes, she is alone at home. Did you see my brother? I did not. 
Has the master arrived already? He has not yet arrived. Did he 
take my shirt? He did not. Will you not go to meet your father? 
I will When will you come back? Next week. Do you not wish 
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to appear before the priest? No, for IT am ashamed. What is my 
uncle gathering there? He is gathering flowers. Did the peppers 
that your servant planted in the garden put forth? Not yet. Who 
will remain at home? Our father will stay. Did you leave him 
any food? I did not leave him anything. 

FORTY-FIRST LESSON. 

YCAAPAT NA POUO,T,ISANG PAGARAL. 

MODIFICATIVE VERBAL PARTICLE MAGCA=PAGCA. 

Magca-pagca is chiefly used in forming verbs indicative of a 
state of plenty or prevalence of such things or contingencies as are 
denoted by the root. It points out a previous normal state of lack 
or scarcity which is resolved into the opposite denoted by magca. It 
is applied to such conditions of being as are developed from the working 
of such natural powers or contingent events as “drop off” or “die away’ . 
without the designed interference of any active conscious rgent. It 
differs from man in the latter referring to the action by which a par- 
ticular state of abundance is attained, while magca denotes such a 
state without any reference to how it has been brought about. Thus, 
mamonga, “to fructify,” magcabongd, “to be laden with fruit.” Magca 
and um verbs differ in the latter referring to the power with which 
the subject is endowed to bring about particular conditions of plenty, 
while no reference to such power is made by the magca one. See 
this difference in the sense imparted by each of the two particles 
illustrated in the following expressions: ungmiisdd ang ilog, “the river 
is teaming with fish,' nagcacasbrot ang catre, (Sp.), “the bed is teaming 
with bugs”. In the first case, the river has the power and is the 
proper element for fish to be brought up, while no such power for 
bugs exists in the bed. 

Magca is to be considered as but a compound of mag and ca, 
the passive particle for ma. Thus, magca verbs are intransitive in 
Tagalog and, as it takes place with all others denoting involuntary 
sctions, cannot be used in the in passive form. 

Magca is never associated with any other verbal particle, as it 
is neither governing nor subordinate. It being dissyllabic, repeats ca in 
the usual tenses. 

Verbal compounds. 

To have property, to possess, toown Magcaréon. 
Cause. Ypagcardon. 
Place. Pagcaroonan. 

CONJUGATION. 

ACTIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To have, to possess, to abound with. Magcardon. 
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Present indefinite tense. 

Abound, -est, -s with Nagcacardon. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Abounded, -dst; have, hast, has abounded with. Nagcardon. 

Pluperfect tense. 

Had, -dst abounded with. Nagcaroon na. (1). 

Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, -lt, will, -lt abound with. Magcacar6on. 

Future perfect tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -It have abounded with. Magcacardon na. (1). 

Imperative. 

Abounded, let.... .. abound with. Magcaroon. 

Verbal. 

The state of abounding with. Ang pagcacaroon. 

Y PASSIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To abound with on account of. Ypagcaroon. 

Present indefinite tense. 

Abound, -est, -s with on accountof. 8 Ypinagcaroon. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses 

Abounded, -dst; have, hast, has abound- 
ed with on account of. Ypinagcardon. 

Pluperfect tense. 

Had, -dst abounded with on account of. Naypagcardon, ypinagcardon na 

Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -It abound with "a 
Ypagcacaroon. 

account of. pag 

Future perfect tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -It have abounded ) a Earns ae | j Na ppaggaloang ypagcacardon na. 

(1) Neither naca in the pluperfect, nor maca in the future perfect can be used, 
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Imperative 

Abound, let...abound with on account of. Ypagcardon. 

Verbal 

The state of abounding with on account of. Ang ypagcardon. 

AN PASSIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To abound with at. Pagcaroonan. 

Present indefinite tense. 

Abound, -dst, -s with at. “ Pinagcacaroonan. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Abounded, -dst; have, hast, has abounded with at. Pinagcaroonan. 

Pluperfect tense. 

Had, -dst abounded with at. Napagcaroonan, pinagcaroonan na. 

Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, -lt, will, -lt abound with at. Pagcacaroonan. 

Future perfect tense. 

Shall, -lt, will,-Ithave abounded with at. 8 Napagcaroonan, pagcacaroonan na. 

Imperative. 

Abound, let... abound with at. Pagcaroonan. 

Verbal. 

The action of abounding with at. Ang pagcaroonan. 

The student is recommended to conjugate in the active and in 
the passive the following magca verbs: 

To be of judgment, to arrive at (to 
have reached) the age of reason, ( Magcaisip--magcabait,ypagcaisip-ypag- 
to be of judgment by, to reach (to( cabait, pagcaisipan—pagcabaitan. 
have reached) the age of reason at. 

To be laden with fruit, to be laden IM i K b 
with fruit on account of, to be! “28° unga, ypagcabunga, pagcabu 
laden with fruit at. \ ngahan. 

To be sick, to be sick on account Magcasaquit, ypagcasaquit, pagcasa- 
of, to be sick at. quitan. i no 
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To be lucky, to be lucky on account Magcapalad, agcapalad ala- of, to be lucky at. aan : a a ce Ee 
To abound in offspring, to abound ) 

in offspring on account of, to, Magcaanac, ypagcaanac, pagcaanacan. 
abound in offspring at. ) 

To be gray headed, to be gray head- 
ed on account of, to be (to have Magcauban, ypagcauban, pagcauba- 
become) gray headed at. Ba 

To rage (a plague), to rage (a plague) 
on account of, to rage (a plague) - Magcasalot, ypagcasalot, pagcasalotan. 
at. 

Magcabolotong, ypagcabolotong, pag- pox) on account of, to rage (small- cabolotongan. 

j 
To rage (small pox), to rage (small- ) 

pox) at. j 

To be deeply in a state of ein, to 
be deeply in sin on account of, Patagcsala ypagcasala, pagcasalanan. 
to be deeply in sin at. 

The y passive refers in magca verbs to the reason or cause, 
the an passive, to the place or person, according to the nature of the 
action. 

What he inherited from his uncle Ang ypinagcacardon niya ay ang pa- 
is the reason of his being wealthy. mana sa caniyé nang amain niya. 

1 Ch ere great deal of property in Ang Cavite ang pinagcacaroonan co. 

He owes a great deal to his father- Pinagcacautangan niya ang caniyang 
in law. bianang lalaqui. 

Magca, also means plurality or universality in the working of 
emergencies by which many are affected, although this colletive sense 
is better made by repeating ca and rendering the root acute in ac- 
eentuation. 

To prevail, tospread about. (famine) Magcacdgotom. 
To spread about. (fire) Magcacasonog. 
To be blowing a hurricane. Magcacabaguio. ; 
To be engaged in public rejoicings. Magcacatdua, magcacapiesta. 
To be engaged in revolution. Magcacagolo. 

Fortuitous meeting or assemblage of many may be expressed 

by magca. 

To meet (many, accidentally.) Magcasalubong. 
To assemble, to gather together. Magcatipon. 
To come in company with. Magcasama. 
To coincide, to concur in. Magcaayon. 
To be(many)engaged in quarrelling. 8Magcaduay. 

(1) The pupil should not lose sight of the faot that the root is that part 
of the word which remains after taking away the paricle or particles which may 
be associated therewith. Thus, uban, means “gray-hair. po 
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Magca also expresses the utmost limit to which the action can be 
carried with some intransitive verbs, the root being reduplicated for the 
purpose. 

To break off into very small bits. Magcalangsag langsag. 
To be torn away in rags. Magcauindang-uindang. 
To be in state of complete des- } Magcasirasir4. 

truction. ( . 
My son has already reached the 

age of reason, 

Had I money, I should not be in Cun magcardon sana aco nang pilac, 

Nageacaisip na ang anac co. 

such condition as I am. ay hindi aco nagcacaganito. 

Many people gathered together. Nagcatipon ang manga tauo. 
Resort. (place of resort) Pinagcatiponan 
Assembly. Pinagcapisanan. 

Univenig) atasan ey a nang manga marurt- 

. o 

If ala BO pinana how much....... will Doon pa 

Tfhedoesthat, he being onlya child, Bita pa,i, gungmagaua nang ganito, . 
how much he will do when a man. doon pa cun lumaqui. 

3 

Particles and words offering peculiar features. 

Bagay. 

Bagay, as a noun, means “thing,” “matter,” “subject,” “gait.” 

Something, some object. Ising bagay. 
What is the matter, subject? gAno baga ang bagay? 
What is his mien, aspect, American Anbng bagay, or, anyo niya, americano 

or native? what does he look like? 6 tagalog? 

Bigay, as a verb, means “to equal, ’ “to suit,” “to make ready. ’ 

The penalty will be proportioned Pagbabagayan nang hirap—parusa an 
to the offence. casalanan. ' 

Is it becoming for a girl to walk \ gNababagay baga KA a tio about thé streets? paglacad-lacad (pagligao) sa manga 
lansangan? 

Make the children ready for the Magbagay nang manga batang magsa- 
ball. sayao. 

Bigay, as an adverb, is followed by sa and means “as to,” 

“as for,” governing then the dative case. 

As for me, him. Bagay sa aquin, sa caniya. 
As for my child. Bagay sa anac co. 

As to the death of my brother.. i oe camatayan nang aquing ca- 

Different things. Bagay bagay. 
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Bago. 

Bago, as an adjective, means “new.” 

New clothes. Bagong damit. 
New lord, new custom. Bagong panginoon, bagbng ugali. 

Bago, as a verb, means “to renew,” “to renovate”, “to handsel. ’ 

I renew the payment. Namamagb aco nang bayad. 
I will renovate my house. Pagbabagohin co ang aquing bahay. 
These trowsers will be handseled (put ! Mas h : 

to use for the first time) on (by) me. co ang pamamag ohan nitongsalaual. 

Bago, as an adverb of time, means “before.” 

Before you eat, wash your hands... Bagd cang cumain, manhindo ca mona. 

Bago may be used as a conjunction, having the meaning of 
“nevertheless,” “still,” ‘‘yet.’ 

It is he who is the culprit and Siya ang may sala, bagd aco ang pina- 
nevertheless I am punished. rusahan. 

It is already twelve o'clock and) SU Nadaan bare. | Tanghali na, bagd,i, uala pa siya dito. 

FORTY-FIRST EXERCISE. 

Do those trees already bear fruit? Yes, they already bear 

fruit. Was there a conflagration in this town? No, there was no 

conflagration in this town. Was there plague about these houses? 

Yes, there was plague all about them. Are people crowded into the 

church? There is a crowd in the church. Are your friends well 

off? Yes, they are well off. Do their sons abound in offspring? 

No, but they are lucky. Does .malady spread about among the in- 

habitants? Yes, they are afflicted with small-pox. Is famine raging 

in the Philippines? No, but they are visited by storms and 

conflagrations. Are natives engaged in revolution? Yes, they 

are in a state of war, and the farms are altogether in destruction, 

Where is their place of meeting? They gather together in the 

recesses of the forests. Does it become a man to go about naked? No, it 

does not become a man to go about naked. Where are the new 

silk handkerchiefs? They are in the chest. Have you a new master? 

No, we have a new priest. Have you handseled the suit of clothes? 

I have. Why does your cousin spit at his brother? Because he 

was first spit upon. Who will remember me? Your mother will 

remember you. What has your father planted there? He has planted 

banana-trees. Why do they not draw nearer that table? Because 

they have no stools to sit upon. Do you consider the practice of 

virtue a heavy thing? I do not consider it heavy, I remember the 

eternal fire. What will he do to me? He will do nothing to you. 

What was done to you? Nothing was done to me. Who is saying 
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mass? Our eurate. Why does your female cousin put on an upper 

petticoat? She does not put on any upper petticoat, she wears an 

apron. Will you smoke? Thanks, I do not smoke. Why does your 
servant feign to be sick? He feigns to be sick in order to avoid 

punishment. What was the reason for your neighbours quarreling? 

Gambling. Where did they quarrel? They quarreled in this house. 
(this house was their quarreling place). 

FORTY- SECOND LESSON. 

YCAAPAT NA POUO,T, DALAUANG PAGARAL. 

MODIFICATIVE VERBAL PARTICLE. MAGULN--PAGUIN. 

Maguin(g)--paguin(g) is used in forming verbs which, like the 

Latin fio, fiert, factus sum, denote the conversion into the thing or 

quality denoted by the root. The conversion of one quality into 

another by a slow gradual process of assimilation, is expressed by 

um; but maguin, as its Latin equivalent, denotes conversion off hand, 

thereby differing from wm and ma 
Maguin is either a primary or a subordinate particle. The 

last syllable, that is to say, gui, the initial consonant and its vowel 

in the syllable, and not guin, for the latter consists of three letters, (1) is 
repeated in the usual tenses,-as seen in the conjugation hereafter. 

Verbal compounds 

To become worthy. Maguindapat. 
Cause. -  Yeapaguindapat. 
Merits, desert; to possess the neces- GAAN Jane t sary qualifications. j Carapatan, magcarapatan 

CONJUGATION. 

ACTIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To become worthy. Maguindapat. 

Present indefinite tense. 

Become, -st, -s worthy. Naguiguindapat. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses, 

Became, -st; have, hast, has, become worthy. Naguindapat. 

(1) U, in this case, is not reckoned as a letter. See Sixteenth Leeson, 
pages 93-94, 
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Pluperfect tense. 

Had, -dst become worthy. Nacapaguindapat, naguindapat na. 

Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, -lt, will, -It become worthy. Maguiguindapat. 

Future perfect tense. 

Shall. -lt, will, -lt have become worthy. MacapaguindaApat, maguiguindapat na, 

Infinitive. 

Become, let.. . become worthy. Maguindapat. 

Verbal. 

The action of becoming worthy. Ang paguiguindapat. 

That maguin verbs may admit of the in passive, they must be 
made causative by magpa, as seen in the following paradigm, for, in 
the simple maguin verb, the object of conversion which is made verb 
is just that in reference to which the in passive would be used. 

IN PASSIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To be enabled to become worthy... 8 Papaguindapatin. 

Present indefinite tense. 

Am, art, is, are enabled to become worthy. Pinapaguiguindapat. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. " 

Was, -st, were; have, hast, has been enabled to become worthy. Pinapaguindapat. 

Pluperfect tense. 

Had, -dst been enabled to become worthy. Pinapaguindapat na. 

Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -It be enabled to become worthy. Papaguiguindapatin. 

Future perfect tense. 

Shall -It will, -It have been enabled to become worthy. Papaguiguindapalin na. 

Imperative. | 

Be enabled, let... . be enabled to become worthy. Papaguindapatin. 
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Verbal. 

The state of being enabled to become worthy. Ang papaguindapatin. 

Y PASSIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To become worthy on account of. Y paguindapat 

Present indefinite tense. 

Become, -st, -s worthy on account of. Y pinaguiguindapat. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Became, -st; have, hast, has become worthy on account of. Ypivaguindapat. 

! Pluperfect tense. 

Had, -dst become worthy on account of. Ypinaguinddpat na. 

Future indefinite tense 

Shall, -It, will, :It become worthy on account of. Ypaguiguindapat. 

Future perfect tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -It have become worthy on account of. Ypaguiguinddpat na, 

Imperative. 

Become, let. .. become worthy on account of. Ypaguindapat. 

wo “a Verbal. 

The action of becoming worthy on account of. Ang ypaguiguinddpat. 

As maguin denotes a state, ca may be used in the instrumental 
passive, and, therefore, besides the forms in the paradigm, those of 
yquinapaguiguindipat, yquinapaguinddpat, ycapaquiguinddpat, ycapaguin- 
dapat are also proper, especially if it is intended to strengthen the 
reference to the cause. 

AN PASSIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To become worthy at or in. Paguindapatan. 

Present indefinite tense. 

Become, -st, -s worthy at or in, Pinaguiguindapatan, 
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Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Became, -st, have, hast, has become worthy at or in. Pinaguindapatan. 

Pluperfect tense. 

Had, -dst become worthy at orin, 8 Pinaguindapatan na. 

Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -It become worthy at or in. Paguiguindapatan. 

Future perfect tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -It have become worthy at or in. Paguiguindapatan na. 

Imperative. 

Become, let...... become worthy at or in. Paguindapatan. 

Verbal. 

The action of becoming worthy at or in. Ang paguindapatan. 

The following maguin verbs are given for the student to 
practise this conjugation: 

into wine on account of, to 
convert into wine at. 

To convert into vinegar, do on Maguingsuca, ypaguingsuca, paguing- 

To convert into wine, to convert 

alacan. 
Maguing alac, ypaguing-dlac, paguing- 

account of; do, do, at. sucdan. 
To convert into gall, do on account Maguing-apdo, ypaguing-apdo, 

of, do, do, at. paguing-apdoan. 

Maguinghayop, ypaquinghayop, pa” 
to a beast on account of, to change 

guinghayopan. 
to a beast at. 

To turn out a virtuous fellow, do Maguingbanal, ypaguingbanal, pa: 
on account of, do, do, at. guingbanalan. 

To turn out a miser, to turn out a ) 
miser on account of, to turn out 

To change to a beast, to change | 

Maguingmaramot, ypaguingmaramot, 
) paguingmaramotan. 

a miser at. 
To become deaf, to become deaf on Maguingbinai, ypaguingbingi, paguing- 

account of, to become deaf at. bingihan : 
To become mute, to become mute Maguingpipi, ypaguingpipi, paguing- 

on account vf, to become mute at. pipian. 1 
To become blind, to become blind on Maguingbulag, ypaguingbulag, pa- 

account of, to become blind at. guingbulagan. X 
To convert into a man, to assume 
human attributes; to assume etc (| Maguingtaud, ypaguingtaud, paguing- 
on account of or for the sake of, tauohan. 
do, do, at. 

The y passive with maguin verbs refers to the reason or cause, 
the an passive, to the place, altbough they are little in use. Attention 
should be paid to the following illustrations showing the use of these 
passives. ° 

bi : : Ang carununga,t, ang cabaitan niya i, 
gee eae oot i caer eam siyang ypinaguindapat niyang mag- 

y to, = cardon nang catungculan.: 
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Papaguindapatin mo aco, Pangindon 
My God, enable me to become | cong Dios na magcamit nang biting 

worthy of attaining eternal life. \ na ualang bangan. 
The Son of God assumed human Ang pagsacop sa taud ang siyang 

attributes for tre sake of the yquinapaguintaud nang anac nang 
redemption of mankind. Dios. 

Nazareth was the place where Ang bayang Nazaret ang siyang pina- 

Jesus Christ grew into a man. guintauoban ni Jesucristo. 

Li alat a where he: was | Ang Maynila ang pinaguinparian niya. 

The sense of conversion denoted by maguin may, with the 
possessive pronouns, entail volition on the part of the subject. 

I wi!l be yours, I will become your ? Maguiguing-iyo aco. 
slave. ; paa 

You will be mine. Maguiguing-aquin ca. 

Maguin imparts sometimes a sense of uncertainty, especially v ith 
numeral adjectives. 

"aa PO fato. Do, #hak eball | gAnd caya ang maguiguinpalad co? 

ia ig true, will it come to {Maguiguingtotod baga?. 

After about six months. Cun maguing Anim na bouan. 
To be owing to. Maguindahilan. 
About how many will they be? gMaguiguing ilan sila? 
They may be about ten. Maguiguinsampouo. 

Maguin is also apt to express the copula by reason of the 
close relation in signification existing between “to be’ and “to become.” 
Thus, it may properly be said; znaguiguing-alila ca sa Pare?. “Are 
you the priest's servant,” have you come to be the priest's servant? 

It was Abraham's son, Isaac, and Naguing anac ni Abraham, si Isaac; at 
it was Iaaac's son, Jacob, and it naguing anac ni Isaac, si Jacob; at 
was Jacob's son, Juda and his naguing anac ni Jacob, si Juda at 
brothers. arg caniyang manga capatid 

Maguing may be put immediately before the noun or before 
tho modifier. 

Verily Tsay unto you, Except ye Catotohanang sinasabi co sa inyd, na 
turn, and become as little child- cun hindi cayo magbalic loob at 
ren... (St Mathew, chapt. 18 maguing parang manga maliliit na 
vers. 3.) bata. 

Where it could be said with equal or perhaps even greater 
propriety: maguing maliliit parang manga bata. 

Particles and words offering pecullar fertures. 

Cayad. 

Cayd, as a noun, means any instrument used for hunting or fish 
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ing, and also stands for the game or for what has been caught, but 
in this sense it 1s becoming obsolete. ' 

Ang bosog, ang pana pati nang manga 
Bows, muskets, and night poachers manliligao ay ngaa nG na 

are arrested by the constables. nga alguacil. (alguacil, Sp. word for 
a “bumbailiff). 

Caya, as a verb. means “can,” “to be able,” in a material sense, 
but it is however conjugated with maca. 

Has be strength enough for that? 7 8gMacacaya baga niya iyan? 
I cannot bring it here. Di co macayanan dalhin rito. 

Cay4 has already been spoken of as an intensive. (1) As an 
adverb, it is used postponed in interrogations, having, as bagd, an 
expletive sense and means “how?” “how now?” “perchance?” 

Are you, perchance, the son of Peter?  gIcdo caya baga ang anac ni Pedro? 

How!, is he the murderer?. gSiya caya ang nacamatay?. 

Cayé, as a conjunction, is used before the verb and means 
“since,” “therefore.” 

Tinduag ca, caya yamang magaling 
you are already well (in good h ca na, pardon--pumardon ca. 
health), go there. 

He is sick, therefore I will pay him Siyd,i, may saquit, cayA dadalauin co 

a visit. siya. 

You have been called for, and since 

Caya, is followed by the affirmative and completive particles. 

Cayd nga, means “wherefore,” “Just that,” in the clause or subord- 

inate sentence. 

Just because she is a woman, she Caya nga, siya,i, babaye magpacahin- 

endevors to be chaste. hin siya. 

Just for that reason I will not give Caya nga,i, di bibiguian cata nang 

you any money. salapi. 

Cayé ngani is more emphatic than caya nga and is used in 

the negative. 

, (Cayé ngani uala cang buquid, ma- 
Since you have uo farm, lease one. | mouis ca. 

Caya nja yata is also used for “therefore,” cayd ngani,t, for 

the adverbial phrase “no sooner,” “as soon as.” 

Ino sooner arrived than I arrested Caya ngani,t, pagdating co,i, dinaquip 

him. co siya. 

Notice must be taken of the common native habit (not one to 

be imitated by Europeans learning the language) of inserting in a 

sentence words which have no meaning to fill a temporary hiatus while 

the speaker is thinking of his next word. One of these prop-words is: 

1). See Tenth Lesson. (1) e Ten 33 
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Coin, 

it being perhaps the one most in use by nalives. It stands for what one 
does not remember, or serves as a periphrasis or euphemism for anything 
which is already understood between the interlocutors, for what will 
be shameful to express or may hurt the feelings of others. 

Mr. Such a one. Si Coan, or, couan. 
What is understood. Ang coan. 
The private parts. Ang coan. 

Codn, in the same way as ano, can be made verb and conjugated 
with all the verbal particles which the nature of the action it is intended to 
give a hint of may admit. 

She is growing so and so. Cungmocoan siya. 
She might. (consent). Macocoan siya. 
Order her so and so. Magpacoan ca sa caniya. 
She meddles in doing this and that. Naquiquicoan siya 

FORTY-SECOND EXERCISE. 

Who took man's attributes? The Son of God took man's 
attributes. Why did He take man’s attributes? He took man’s 
attributes for the sake of our redemption Did your son become worthy 
to be ordained a priest? No, but he became worthy of obtaining an 
office. Did what I told you turn out true? Yes, it turned out true. 
Shall I be yours and you mine? No, thou shalt neither be mine nor 
I thine. What has been the reason, for...? This has come to be 
the reason for.. What will may fate come to be? What your fate 
will be, nobody knows. What shall I do to become worthy of other's 
consideration? Pay what you owe. Has the servant to do anything? 
Let him put water into this vat. Where has your wife been buried? 
Here in this spot she was buried. Why did he come in without bowing? 
Because he is an uneducated man. Why does he puff up? He 
does not remember his origin. Will you accompany me? I will keep 
you company. Where are you going? I am going to fish with a rod. 
What is your father distributing? | What he is distributing is known by my 
‘brothers to whom he is distributing it. | Who converted water into wine? 
Jesus Christ converted water into wine. Who was converted into a beast? 
Luthbel was converted into a beast. Did the wine convert itsef into 
vinegar? It did. What did your friend turn out to be? He turned 
out a miser. What has your aunt become? She became deaf, 
mute and blind. Can you lift that? I cannot lift that. What have 
you laid hands upon? I laid hands upon the thief. Do you chance 
to be Mary's brother? I am. What do you intend to do? Where- 
as (since) he bas not come, I will go for him. 

k 
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FORTY—THIRD LESSON. 

YCAAPAT NA POUO,T, TATLONG PAGARAL. 

MODIFICATIVE VERBAL PARTICLE MAGSI--PAGSI. 

Magst =pagsi has no modificative effect on the action expressed 
by the verbal root or verbal compound. It only points out a mult- 
itude of agents or subjects and is used only for the plural. It may 
therefore be compared to the Latin omnes. 

The magsi verb has been credited with a passive voice by 
former grammarians, but it is doubtful whether this kind of verb can 
ever be properly so used, magsi having no pluralizing power on the 
object. 

The subjects of the magsi verb may be inanimate things, but 
there exists a marked tendency to use this particle only in reference 
to rational agents or subjects. 

Magsi can be subordinate only to maca. With any other par- 
ticle, magsi takes always the ruling place, and being dissyllabic, si, 
the last syllable, is repeated in the usual tenses. No passive form 
as assumed by this particle is given in the paradigms below. 

Verbal compounds. 

To behold, to gaze. (intensive.} Magpanoor. 
Thing beheld or looked at. Ang panoorin, pagpanoorin. 
Place. » panooran. 
Spectacle, show, a pageant. 5. panoorin or capapanooran. 
To behold, to gaze by many people. Magsipandor. 

CONJUGATION. 

ACTIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To behold. (by many.) Magsipanéor. 

| Present indefinite tense. 

Behold. (many.) Nagsisipanoor. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Beheld, have beheld. (many.) Nagsipandor. 

Pluperfect tense. 

Had beheld. (many.) Nacapagsipanoor, nagsipandor na 

Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, will behold. (many.) Magsisipanoor. 
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Future perfect tense. N 

Shall, will have beheld. (many.) Macapagsipandor, magsipanoor na. 

Imperative. 

Behold (ye), let (us, them) behold. | Magsipandor. 

Verbal. 

The action of beholding. (many. ) Ang pagsisipanoor. 

The student should conjugate the following verbs with magsi. 

To teach. (by many.) Magsiaral. 
‘To study. (by many.) Magsipagaral. 
To preach. (by many.) Magsipangaral. 
To confess. (by many penitents). | Magsipagcumpisal. 
To confess. (by many priests). Magsipagpacumpisal. 
To goin. (many.) Magsipasoc 
To get (some thing) into. (by many) Magsipagpasoc. 
To go out. (many.) Magsilabas. 
To draw (some thing) out. (by many.) Magsipaglabas. 
To weep. (by many.) Magsitangis. 
To laugh. (many.) Magsitaua. 

Still the collective sense of multitude indicated by magsi may 
be carried to a higher degree of plurality by inserting nga, between 
the changeable and changeless portion of the particle. 

All the children of this school Ang manga bata nitong escuelahan 
learn. nangagsisipagaral. 

All of you there outside come Mangagsipdsoc cayéng naririyan sa 
in. labas. 

( Pagpitaganan mo ang manga umadral 
t Or maestro nangagsisidral sa iyo. 

Ail this crowd made a confession Itong maraming manga taud nangagsi 
this morning and they all will gaze pagcumpisal canginang umaga at ma 
at the procession to morrow. ngagsisipandor nang procesién bucas 

(phate. ») 

‘Honor the masters who teach you. 

Corner. Log, lumber: Suboc. Calap. 
The inside. Within. Ang ldob. Sa ldob. 
Within the church. Sa loob nang simbahan. | 
The outside. Outside, outwards. Ang labas. Sa labas 
Outside the town. Sa labas nang bayan. 

To commemorate, Highwayman. Magdiuang. Tulisan. 
Foot-pad. Manghaharang. 
Where is her house? éNasadn ang caniyang bahay? 
It is within the town. Na sa loob nang bayan. 
And yours? cAt ang iyo? 
It is outside the forest. Na sa labas nang gubat. 
Just what. Ganan. 
Take just what you wish, Muha ca nang ganang ibig mo. 
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Take just what suffices for a shirt. 
That is only for me. 
You (plur.) take for yourselves what 

is for me. 
As for my part. 
As for him. ‘ Ae 

As for my part, I abs don her, 

Muha ca nang ganang sticat baroin. 
Ganang aquin iyan. 
Naggaganang inyd cay6 nang ganang 

sa aquin. 
Sa ganang aquin. 
Sa ganang caniya. 
Sa ganang aquin, pinababayaan co si ya. 

Particles and words 

Casi, as a noun, means: ‘ 

They are intimate friends. 

and conjugated -with mag means 

He engages in intimacy. 

offering pecullar features. 

Casi. 

‘intimate friend.” 

Magcasi, magcacasi sila, 

to engage in close familiarity. 

Nagcacas] siya. 

Casi, as a verb, means: “to pervade,” if conjugated with um. 

The Holy Ghost pervaded the souls 
of the Apostles. 

The judge accepted of my gift. 

Ang Dios Espiritu Santo ang cungmasi 
sa cal6loua nang manga Apostoles. (Sp.) 

Ang hécom ay ang quinasihan co. 

Casi may be used as an impersonal verb meaning “it seems.” 

It seems that-he went there. 
t seems he does not know her. 

Naparoon casi siya. 
Di niya naquiquilala casi. 

Di. 

Di, the contraction of dili and hindi, is always a prepositive 
particle meaning “not,” or impart the sense of the prefix “un.” 

Insufferable, 1.10 pnas a: ? 
Unspeakable. 

Di mabata. 
Di mauica. 

_ Di cannot be conjugated by pa on account of its monosyllabic 
structure, thus, “to say no,” is expressed by the full word hindi or 
dili, with pa, forming pahindi, padili. 

Di serves to affirm in an 

To whom but Our Lord God, should 
I pray?. 

Di joins to adverbs, then 

Not yet. Although, although not. 
Not only.... but even. 
Greatly, exceedingly. Why not? 
Does he not wish to eat yet? 
Although you don’t weep I will 

whip you. 
Exceedingly wealthy. 
Why not so? 

alternative or contrasting sense. 

gDi sino ang dadaingan co, cundi ang 
Dios na ating Panginéon? 

imparting a negative sense. 

Di pa. Di man. 
Di man naua. 
Di hamac. (4Sdan di ganéon? 
gDi pa ibig niyang cumain? 
Di ca man tumangis hahampasin 

quita. 
Mayaman di hamac. 
gSadn di gandon? 
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Dili. 

Dili, besides its proper signification as a negative adverb, is 
used at the end for an alternative negative conjunction. 

Will he pay or not? éBabayad siya, dili? 

Diwa. 

Diua is another impersonal verb having a dubitative sense as 
casi, tila, yata. It likewise stands for “it seems,” “it appears.” 

It seems to be he. Dfua,i, siya 
It appears as if you would despise Diua,i, pinauaualan mo na acong ha- 

me. laga. 

Diua, as a noun, means “spirit,” “genius,” “vapor,” although 
in this sense is little in use. 

The spirit of martyrs. Ang diua nang manga mértir. (Sp ). 

Diuu, has also an adjectival force meaning “fresh thing,” but 
it is better to say sarina. 

| Ang sarluang dahon nang manga 
The fresh leaves of trees, > 

( cahoy. 

Doon. 

Doon is, as the student knows, the adverb indicative of place 
far away from the interlocutors. It may also be used as an adverb 
of time meaning “then,” “at that time,” “in those days." 

When you eat, you shall know then 1 #F L a Not ) uma n mo what kind of food is in store for - Cun ¢ in ca, doon maaalaman m 
you ) cun ano ang hain. 

In those days the Patron Saint's Doon sa manga Arao na yaén ypinag- 
feast was celebrated. didiuang ang Pintacasing Santo. 

Doon, if associated with pa, has the admirative conjunctional 
sense indicated in the following illustration. 

He, being so young, does that, Bata pa,i, gungmagaud nang ganito, 
what shall he do when a man? gd6on pa cun lamaqui? 

We have seen that déon msy be made a verb with magca, 
magcaroon, “to have,’ ‘to own,” “to be worth;”’ still it may be 
made verb with man: mandéon, “to take something out of a heap.” 

Give th frui Was, amg ? 
hab PRIDE: AHO1S Cul OF pa Biguidn mo sila nang nandordon. 
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FORTY-THIRD EXERCISE. 

Do all the teachers teach? They all teach. Whom do they teach? “They teach all the children in the town. Were all the priests preaching? They were all preaching. What did they preach? Thev all preached the observance of holy commandments. Where did they all preach? They all preached at the door of the church. Do all these children study? All of them study. What do they study? They 
all study grammar. Are there many who are making confessions? 
Yes, indeed, they are very many who are making confessions. Are there 
many priests receiving confessions? All the priests are receiving con- 
fessions. Are there many people going into church? No, the mass 
is over, and many people are coming out of church at present. What 
are that crowd taking out from my uncle's? They all are taking 
out the household furniture, as fire is spreading? Are all those boys 
laughing or weeping? They all are laughing at a drunkard who 
staggers about. Who is at the corner? Peter is at the corner. 
Where does your house stand? Jt stands within the town at the 
corner of the market. Are there many highwaymen about your city? 
Yes, indeed, there are a great many. Where is he going? He 
is going off the road. Are they intimate friends? They are intimate 
friends. Are pious people pervaded by the spirit of God? Pious 
people are pervaded by the Holy Ghost. Do you know that person 
‘coming here? It seems I don’t know him. Do you intend to engage 
in trade? What shall I do but to engage in trade? Why do you 
ask me that? Because I want to know whether you will trade or 
not. Where do you go? I go to church. What are you going to 
do there? I am going there to attend mass. Had the letter been 
already read when you were at home? The letter had already been 
read. Were our ancestors stronger than we? Our ancestors from 
whom we descend, were stronger. 

FORTY—FOURTH LESSON. 

YCAAPAT NA POUO,T, APAT NA PAGARAL. 

MODIFICATIVE VERBAL PARTICLE MAGSA--PAGSA. 

Magsa-pagsa is only used with roots denoting nationality to 
form verbs which indicate that such manners and customs as characterize 
the native-born inhabitants are imitated by the subject. Magsa and maqui 
verbs come therefore to be partially synonyms, but the latter are much 
more in use. 

Magsa is a primary, or subordinate, never a governing particle. Sa, 
the last syllable, is repeated in the usual tenses, as seen in the conjugation 
hare after. 

Verbal compounds. 

To speak, to dress like a Spaniard. Magcastila. 
Thing. Castilam..... : k 
Person with whom one converses in Ang pagcacastilaan: 

Spanish. i 
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Cause, or the subject of a convers- } : 

ation in Spanish. ; Ang ypagcastila. 

Place for Spaniards to meet. Castilaan.--pagcastilaan. 

To adopt Spanish manners Magsacastila. 
In what Spanish manners or customs ! Ang sinasacastila. 

are followed. 
Cause or reason whereby adopted. Ang ypagsacastila. 

CONJUGATION. 

ACTIVE. 

Infinitive. 

ue as a Spaniard, to follow ) Maasacastila, 
panish customs. \ 

Present indefinite tense. 

Follow, -est, -s Spanish customs, Nagsasacastila. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Followed, -dst; have, hast, has followed Spanish customs. Nagsacastila. 

Pluperfect tense. 

Had, dst followed Spanish customs. Nacapagsacastila, nagsacastila na. 

Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, -lt, will, -It follow Spanish customs. Magsasacastila. 

Pa 
Future perfect tense. 

ai pan have followed Macapagsacastila, magsasacastila na. 

Imperative. 

Follow, let... . follow Spanish customs. Magsacastila. 

Verbal 

The action of following Spanish customs. Ang pagsasacastila. 

JN PASSIVE. 

The peculiarity is to be noted that while magsa verbs may be 
considered as only enlarged mag ones, they are, however, conjugated 
in the zm passive like wm verbs, pag being dropped and only sa and 
the root remaining. 

Infinitive. 

(What) to be adopted of the Spanish ) 
customs, (that in which) Spanish | Sacastilain.... ang. 
customs to be adopted. 
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Present indefinite tense. 

is adopt d i i R 
kao Bag od ef the Spanish Sinasacastila.... ang. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

(What) was, has been adopted of 
Spanish customs, by. 

| Sinacastila. ... ang. 

Pluperfect tense. 

(What) had been adopted of the Spanish customs, by. Sinacastila na.,.. ang. (1) 

Future indefinite tense. 

(What) shall, will be adopted of the Spanish customs, by. Sasacastila.... ang. 

Future perfect tense. 

(What) shall, will have been adopt- 
ed of the Spanish customs, by. | Sasacastilain na....ang. (1) 

Imperative. 

Let (what) be adopted of the Spanish customs, by. Sacastildin......ang. 

Verbal. 

The state of (what) being adopted ) 
of the Spanish customs. j Ang sacastilain... nang. 

Y PASSIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To follow Spanish customs on account of. Ypagsacastila. 

Present indefinite tense. 

Follow, -est, -s Spanish customs on account of. Ypinagsasacastila. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Followed, -dst; have, hast, has 
followed Spanish customs on - Ypinagsacastila. 
account of. 

Pluperfect tense. 

Had, -dst followed Spanish customs j i til aii decountof. Naypagsacastila, ypinagsacastila na 

Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, It, will, -It follow Spanish customs on account of. Ypagsasacastila. 

(1) No forms with wa and ma are used bo avoid confysion, 
B4 
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Future perfect tense. 

Shall, -lt, will, 1t have followed Spanish customs on account of. Maypagsacastila, ypagsasacastila na. 

Imperative 

Follow, let.... follow Spanish 
customs on account of. | Yp agsacastila. 

Verbal. 

The action of following Spanish } : 

customs on account of. | Ang ypagsacastila. 

AN PASSIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To follow the Spanish customs at. Pagsacastilaan. 

Present indefinite tense. 

Follow, -est, -s the Spanish customs at. Pinagsasacastilaan. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Followed, -dst; have, hast, has fol- ) ,,. F 

lowed the Spanish customs at. | Pinagsacastilaan. 

Pluperfect tense. 

kog See Hie: A panish Nagpasacastilaan, pinagsacastilaan na. 

Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, -lt, will, -lt follow the Spanish customs at. Pagsasacastilaan. 

Future perfect tense. 

Shall, -lt, will, -It have followed the 
Spanish customs at. | Magpasacastilaan, pagsasacastilaan na, 

Imperative. 

Follow, let... . follow the Spanish customs at. Pagsacastilaan. 

Verbal. 

The action of following the Spanish customs at Ang pagsacastilaan. 

The student should conjugate in the active and in the passive 
the following magsa verbs: 
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To follow Chinese customs, to fol- 
low Chinese customs in, to follow | Magsainsic, sainsiquin, ypagsainsic, 
Chinese customs because of, to pagsainsican. 
follow Chinese customs at. 

To follow Tagalog customs, to follow 
Tagalog customs in, to follow Ta- 
galog customs because of, to follow 
Tagalog customs at. 

To follow American customs, to fol- 
low American customs in, to 
follow American customs because 
of, to follow American customs at. 

magaan satagaloguin, ypagsata- 

To follow Bisayan customs, to fol- a 

galog, pagsatagalogan. 

Magsaamericand, saamericanohin, ypag- 
saamericand, pagsaamericanohan. 

low Bisayan customs in, to follow 
Bisayan customs because of, to 
follow Bisayan customs at. 

To follow English customs in. 
» » » > ess of. 

Magsabisaya, sabisayain, ypagsabisaya, 
pagsabisayaan. 

Magsaingles, sainglesin, pagsainglesan. 
» » » » 

To follow Moorish customs in. 
>» » > > ee of. 
> » » » 

Magsamoros, samorosin, ypagsamoros, 
pagsamorosan. 

Magsa is proper to express the purposely-made exposure to the 
action of an atmospherical agent, the working on of which is ex- 
pressed by magpa. Magsa, in this sense, is but the adverb of place 
sa conjugated with mag. 

Sun yourself. Sumasaarao ca. 
Put linen to sunshine. Magsadrao ca nang damit. 
Put that shirt to the wind. Ysahangin mo iyAng baro. 
Keller's wife adopts German cus- Ang asdua ni Keller ay nagsasaale- 

toms. man. 
American customs are adopted by Nagsasaamericand na ang manga ta- 

Tagals. galog. 
They adopt American customs in Ang pagbibihis ang sinasaamericand 

dressing. nila, 
It is in tbe Philippines that Mr. Ang Pilipinas ang pinagsasatagalogan 

Singer adopts native customs. ni Sefior Singer. 
Slowly, carefully, understandingly. Marahan. 
Quickly, briefly. Madali. 
Often, repeatedly. Madalas. 
Rarely, slowly. Madalang. 
Would to God, may God permit. Loobin naua nang Dios. 
Would to God that they would die. Maanong mamatay sila. 
Cloud. Mist. Panganurin, alapaap. Olap. 
Atmosphere, thick cloud. Impapauid. 
Thick, dense. - Macapal. 
Thick, dense mist. Macapal na lap. 
Modesty, civility. Cahimhiman, himhim. 
Chastity, honor. Calinisan, 
Bearing, port, carriage, demeanor. Cabinfan, bini. 
Honorable lady, gentlewoman. Binibini. 
Circumspection, prudence, Catimtiman. 
To wonder at. Magtaca. 
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Particles and words offering peculiar features. 

Iba. 

Iba is the indefinite adjective pronoun “other,” “another.” 

Other man. Ibang tauo. 
Another pen. Ibang panulat. 

If made verb, iba may assume various meanings according to 
the particle with which associated. 

To change. Mag-iba. 
To be influenced by, to feel the; Mangiba 

changing of. j or 
To be different from what it was Magcaiba. 

before. 
To singularize, to be peculiar, to) Sna 

have a leaning for aliens. j Maquiiba. 

Iba, as an adjective of quality, means: “different.” 

This is different from that. Ttd,i, iba diyan. 
Uncommon, unsatisfactory. Caiba. 

Iba has an adverbial import as in: 

Jests aside, apart. Iba sa biro. 

Iba is used as a noun in the sense of “stranger,” “not akin.” 

He is not my relative. Iba sa aquin siya. 
Do you know that his wife chances gNaaalaman mo na ang caniyang 

to be my kinswoman?, asaua ay hindi iba sa aquin? 

Icdo. 

Icdo is the well known prepositive form of the second person 
pronoun. It may be made verb and conjugated with wm or pa. 

To thou. Umicdo. 
Who thous you? éSinong ungmiicdo sa iyd? 
Ask him to thou you. Paicdo ca sa caniya. 

Ilan. 

Ilan is an indefinite pronoun corresponding to the English 
“some,” “a few.” 

Some, a few. Some days. Ilan, manga ilan, Ilang ardo. 
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_ It is used in interrogations as an equivalent of “how many? ' 
It is plural, but it may come before a singular noun of a non-numer- 
able thing. 

How much money?. éllin salap)?. 
How many men? ellang taud? gildn catauo?. 

Indi. 

Indi is another form of the negative adverb di, dili, hindi, 
meaning “no,” “never,” “not yet,” and is somewhat emphatic. It is 
joined to the other particles its synonyms. 

Neither, nor either. Indi man, indi rin. 
Not only, solely. Indi lamang. 

Indi pa, denotes continuance; indi na, discontinuance; with the 
the peculiarity as to the former that it is generally used with the 
verb in the present tense. 

He has not yet finished it. Indi pa niya natatapus. 
He stays no longer there. Indi na siya doon tungmitira. 

Labi. 

Labi is the comparative adverb “more.” 

More than I, me Lahi sa aquin. 
More than a hundred men. Labi sa sandaang tawo. 

Labi may likewise stand for the adverb “too,” “loo much." 

He is too cruel, stern. Labing mabagsic siya. 

How much is the price of this trunk? gMageaand ang halaga nitong cabin? 

Twenty dollars. Dalauang pduong piso. 

That is too much. Lab) iyan. 

Labi, if made verb with wm, means: “to exceed,” “to add.” 

| Lungmalab) siya sa dalauang pul 
He exceeds two inches. | gada. (Sp) 

The water overtlows. Lungmab) ang tubig. 

Add water to the broth. Labihan mo nang tubig ang sdbao. 

Labi, if made verb with mag, means: “to leave behind as a surplus.” 

They left behind one bushel of rice. Linabi nila isang cabin na bigas. 

Labi, as a noun, means: “excess,” “surplus ” 

The excess is three reals. Ang labi ay tatlong sicapat. 
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FORTY-FOURTH EXERCISE. 

Why do you wonder at that woman following Chinese customs? 

I wonder thereat, because it is not customary for natives of this country 

to adopt Chinese fashions and manners. But do you know who she 

is? I do not know. Do you not know that she is the wife of a wealthy 

Chinese merchant? I did not; but, if so, I no longer wonder at 

her having adopted Chinese customs. Would you adopt English cus- 

toms if I should adopt the native ones? I should adopt English 

customs even if you would not adopt native ones. By whom are 

Moorish customs adopted? Moorish customs are adopted by some 

natives living around the shores of Mindanao Island. Do Moors ever 

adopt Bisayan customs? They adopt Bisayan customs in part. | Is 

there no other cotton than this? There is other cotton and other iron. 

Has he another hammer? He has another hammer and another 

plane. Does my aunt change bonnets? She changes bonnets. Are 
you affected by this climate? Yes, I am very much affected by this 

climate Did your son change to a different man than before? He 
did. Is iron different from steel? Iron is different from steel. In what 

are they different? They are different in hardness. Is your neigh- 
bor a relative of yours? He is not my relative. Do you know 

that her husband in my relative? I do not know. Why does that 
man say thou to your daughter? He says thou to her, because he 
is going to marry her. How many weeks will you be absent? Some 
weeks only. Have you my book? I have it not. How many men 
came? A few only came. Has he not received his trunk yet? He 
has not received it yet. Why do you write so carefully?  Be- 
cause I am writing to my father. Are there any thick clouds in the 
atmosphere? The atmosphere is fraught with thick clouds. Who 
is that boy? He is a modest fellow. Why did the villagers meet 
together? They met to speak about the visit of the general. 
Whom did you bow to? To Gardiner, he is a nobleman. Why is 
he ashamed of his parents? He is ashamed of his parents, because 

they are poor. 

FOURTY-FIFTH LESSON. 

YCAAPAT NA POUO,T, LIMANG PAGARAL. 

MODIFICATIVE VERBAL PARTICLE MANHI=PANHI. 

Manhi=panhi is a compound of man -pan and hi, a particle 
denoting fiction, derision, etc., which imparts a sense, much the same 
as that imparted by the English prefix “for” in “forswear,” “forbear,” etc.. 
Thus, ganti, “reward,” gumanti, “to reward;’ manhiganti, “to revenge," 
palay, “unhulled rice, mamdlay, “to gather in paddy,” manhimdlay, “to 
glean,” palad “good luck,” “fortune,” magcapdlad, “to be lucky,” man- 
himdlad, “to predict by fortune tellers." Man is the governing particle, 
for hi may be considered as belonging to the root, and hence in manhi 
verbs the same changes in the initial consonant take place as in man ones. 

7 

\ 
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The conjugation of manhi verbs follows, in other respects, the 
general rules, hz, the last syllable, being repeated in the usual tenses. 

Verbal compounds. 

To reward. Gumanti. 
The person. Ang gantihin. 
The nature of the reward. >» ygant. 
The rewarding. >» pagganti. 
To reward one another. Mag-gantiban. 
The action of rewarding each other. Ang pag-gantihan. 
To revenge, to avenge. Manhiganti. 
The person who avenged an offence. Ang pinanhiganti. 
The person wronged, the instrum- 

ent or the means which served , Ang ypanhigantl, ypinanhiganti. 
to inflict revenge. ) 

To revenge upon, to requite, to) é Manhiganti. 
retaliate. | 

Person on whom revenge is to be ) Panhigantihan 
taken. | 

CONJUGATION. 

ACTIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To revenge. Manhiganti. 

Present indefinite tense. 

Revenge, -st, s. Nanhihiganti. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Revenged, -dst, have, hast, has revenged. Nanhiganti. 

Pluperfect tense. 

Had, -dst revenged. Nacapanhigantl, nanhiganti na. 

Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -lt revenge. Manhihiganti. 

Future perfect tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -It have revenged. Macapanhiganti, manhihiganti na. 

Imperative. 

Revenge, let... . revenge. Manhiganti " 

Verbal. 

The action of revenging. Ang panhibigantt. 
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IN PASSIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To be avenged ot. Panhigantihin. 

Present indefinite tense. 

Am, art, is, are avenged of. Pinanhihiganti. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Was, -st, were, have, hast, has been avenged of: Pinanhiganti. 

Pluperfect tense. 

Had, -dst heen avenged of. Napanhiganti, pinanhiganti na. 

Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -It be avenged of. Panhihigantihin. 

Future perfect tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -It have been aveng- Mapanhiganti, panhihigantihin na. 
ed of. 

Imperative. 

Be avenged, let.... be avenged of. Panhigantihin. 

Verbal. 

‘Lhe state of being avenged of. Ang panhigantihin. 

Y PASSIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To revenge with or by. Y panhiganti. 

Present indefinite tense. 

Revenge, -st, -s with or by. Ypinanhihiganti. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Revenged, -dst; have, hast, has revenged with or by. Ypinanhiganti. 

3 
n Pluperfect tense. 

Had, -dst revenged with or by. Naypanhiganti, ypinanhiganti na. 

Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -It revenge withorby. Ypanhihiganti. : 
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Future perfect tense. 

Shall, -lt, will, -lt have re d : ee 
with, or by. Nel ! Maypanhiganti, ypanhihiganti na. 

Imperative. 

Revenge, let....revenge with, orby. Ypanhiganti. 

Verbal. 

The action of revenging with, or by. Ang ypanhiganti.. 

AN PASSIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To take revenge upon. Panhigantihan. 

Present indefinite tense. 

Take, -st, -s revenge upon. Pinanhihigantihan. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Took, -est, have, hast, has taken revenge upon. Pinanhigantihan. 

| Pluperfect tense. 

Had, -dst taken revenge upon. Napanhigantihan, pinanhigantihan na. 

Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -It take revenge upon. Panhihigantihan. 

Future perfect tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -It have taken re-) 
venge upon. | 

Mapanhigantihan, panhihigantihan na 

Imperative. 

Take, let .... take revenge upon. Panhigantihan. 

Verbal. 

The action of taking revenge upon. Ang panhigantihan. 

The following roots, illustrating some of the changes in the initial 
consonant, and the manhi verbs formed therefrom. are given to be con- 
jugated in the active and in the passive by the student. 

Unhulled rice. To glean, to be 
gleaned, to glean with, or by, to 
glean at. 

Palay. Manhimalay, ypanhimalay, pan- 
himalayan. 

35 
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Stain. To wash one's face clean, to 

be washed (other's face) clean, to ( Lamos. Manhilamos, panhilamosin, 

wash one's face clean with, to ypanhilamos, panhilamosan. 

wash one's face clean at, or in. 

Spoiled child. To behave childishly, ; 

to be done in a childish way, to | Mosmos. Manhimosmos, panhimosmo- 

behave childishly because of, to sin, ypanhimosmos, panhimosmosan. 

behave childishly at. 
Trifle. To peddle, to sell bad, but 3 ee 3 ag 

apparen i good things; to be sold ) gee ae ypanhilaco, panhila 

that way, to sell that way at. | ; 

Cruel. To rebel, to rebelfor, to rebel Bagsic. Manhimagsic, panhimagsiquin, 
because of, to rebel against. ypanhimagsic, panhimagsican. 

Smith. To fidget about for no pur- 
pose, to fidget about for, to fidget | Panday. Manhimanday, panhimadayin, 
about because of, to fidget about ypanhimanday, panhimandayan. 
at. 

Skin. To flay, to be flayed, to flay Panit. Manhimanit, panhimanitin, 
with, to flay at. ypanhimanit, panhimanitan. 

Bereavement. To be bereft, tobe be- Panglao Manhimanglao, ypanhimang- 
reft because of, to be bereft at. lao, panhimanglauan. 

Papa To swoon a Na swoon ) Matay. 
y on account of, to swoon 

away at. 
Mustache. To comb the mustache 

smooth and even, to be combed! Misay. Manhimisay, panhimisayin, 
(the mustache) that way, to comb ypanhimisay, panhimisayan. 
etc. with, to comb etc. at. 

Swelling of the eyelids. To wash, | 
one's sore eyes in lukewarm wat- |Poctb. Manhimoctd, panbimoctohin, 
er, to be washed (the eyes) etc., to | ypanhimoctd, panhimoctohan. 
wash etc. with, to wash etc. at. ! 

Manhimatay, ypanhimatay, 
panhimatayan. 

They avenged me. Pinanhiganti aco nila. 
He avenged himself by not paying Ypinanhiganti niya ang di magbayad 

him. sa caniya. 
I will take revenge on him. Siya ang panhihigantihan co. 

Manhi forms verbs indicative of actions of bodily cleansing. 

Wax of the ear. To clean the ear from wax. Tutuli. Manhinuli, 
Foulness of the To clean one's teeth from | Tinga NAA 

teeth. - foulness. pein NA MG 

Crab-louse. ng i pe ones self from ( Tuma, Manhinoma. 

pao a = | To clean one's nails. Coco. Manhingoco. 

saa (opihal To clear out one's eyes. ! Mota. Manhimota. 

Nit. ( To clean one’s self from ) isk: Manhilish. 
ft nits 

Allways, constantly. Toul, tout nang touf, toui-toui na. 
Whenever...... Touing. . 
Whenever you read a book...... Tout cang masa nang libro. 
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Whenever you write. Touing sustilat ca. 
Whenever I study, he plays. Touing acé,i, nagadral, siyA,i, naglalaro. 
Brightness, luminousness, blaze. Cabanaagan, banaag. 
Illustrious man. Taudéng mabunyi. 
Famous fe ” mabantog. 
Conspicuous man. ys marangal. 
Crippled, maimed man. gt lumpo. 
Mute na Ng pipi. 
Deaf H Ki bingi. 
Stutterer Pe otal. 
Lame m Ka pilay. 
Cross-eyed Na bs duling. 
One handed, awkward handed man. - quimao. 
Blind man. 55 bulag. 

Particles and words offering peculiar features. 

Loob. 

Loob, as a noun, means: “the inside,” “the inner part of some 
closed space,” not the contents, which is expressed by lamdn. Meta- 
phorically, l60b means: “will,” “good-will,” “heart.” 

The inside of the room. Ang ldéob nang silid. 
Mercy, grant. Caldob. 
Gratitude. Utang na loob. 
Coward, spiritless, ungrateful fellow. Taudng ualang ldob. 

As a verb, loob means: “to enter,” “to allow,” “to permit,” “to 
do something willingly,” according to the verbal particle. 

Toenter, to fall upon, to break open. Lumdob, manldob. 
To allow something in, to give ad-) 

mitance, to allow pillage going on. | Magpaloob. 
To bestow graces, mercies. Magcaldéob. 
To allow, to do something willingly. Magldob. 
Do it heartily. Malbob cang gaoin. 
What do you desire? gAnong loob mo? 
Tf youare not willing, donot gothere. Cundi mo ldob, di cang pardon. 

Loob, as an adverb, means: “inside,” “in,” “within.” and must 
be complemented by the proposition sa. 

Within. Sa loob. 5 
f pag ji | Sa léob, nang ldob, sa boong Idob, 

Heartily, willingly. | nang boong lob. 

Ocol. 

Ocol, as a noun, means: “good fortune,” “fitness.” 

I lack fortune, I am an unfortu 
man a 

Noy ! Taud acong ualang ocol. 

You are both of the same temper. 8Magcadcol cayong dalaua. 
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Ocol, as a verb, has various meanings: 

The soul is for (belongs to) God. Ang calol6ua ay naodcol sa Dios. 
Measure on him this stuff to see Yocol mo sa caniya itong cayo na 

whether it is suitable for his shirt. babaroin niya. 

It suits Peter to be judge. Ocol cay Pedro ang maghocom. ae 
R . Inoocolan, or, inaayonan co ang 16o 

I yield to the will of God. { nang Dios. 

Pono 

Pono, as a noun, means: “source,” “origin,” “trunk of a tree.’ 
“foreman,” “leader”. 

CBR MA athe ( Ang Dios ay ang pono nang catotoha- 
: nan. 

How many banana trees are there gIlan baga ang manga pono nang sa- 
in your farm? guing na sa iydng buquid? a 

He is the chief of the fleet. Siya,i, ang pono nang hocbo sa dagat. 
Generative organs. Ponong cataoudn. 
Head place or town, president of 

the town, mayor. 
! Ponong bayan" 

Pono, as a verb, means: “to fill, and also “to make up.” 

Fill the vat. Ponan mo ang tapayan. 
Make up one hundred. Magpono ca nang sangdian. 

Quita = Cata. 

” These two pronouns when used in the nominative express the 
plural even in a more restricted sense than cami, as they mean: “thou 
and I alone,” but they have a somewhat interjectional exhortative 
sense. 

Well then, let us go to mass. Quita,i, magsimba. 
Well, let us set about it. Cata==quita na. 
Let us eat. Quita,i, cumain. 

But most commonly, quitd-cat4 stands for the possessive case 
with regard to the speaker or agent, and for the nominative of the 
noun of suffering, both of them being used in the passive as a 
substitute for co zcdéo, “thou by me.’ In other words: when in the pass- 
ive sentence the agent is represented by the first person pronoun, and 
the grammatical subject by that of the second person, the former is 
omitted and “cdo is translated quitd-cata. 

I will keep you company, you shall F 
be accompanied by me. | Sasamahan quita-cata. 

T will wake thee up. Guiguisingin cat4-quita. 
You are whipped by me. Hinahampas quita=cata, 
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FOURTY-FIFTH EXERCISE. 

Why does the soldier take revenge on that dog? He takes 
revenge on it, because it bit him. Will the blind man be avenged 
of the offence? He will be avenged by his son. On whom will 
he take revenge. He will take revenge on the boy who led him 
astray.. Why does that poor man glean? He gleans, because he is 
hungry. Do you wash your face every morning? I always wash 
my face after rising from bed. Why.does he acts so childishly? 
He acts childishly, for he is still a spoiled child Do Chinese 
undersell other merchants? They undersell them, because they sell bad 
things for good ones. Against whom did natives rebel? They re- 
belled against Spaniards and Americans What does the carpenter 
do? He does nothing. he affects doing something. (fidgets). Why 
does your brother flay the deer? He flays it to sell the meat. 
What is the matter with the crippled man? He swooned away yes- 
terday. Is your male-cousin combing his mustache smooth. No, he 
is cleaning his ear from wax and his teeth from foulness. Does he 
habitually clean his nails? He, not only cleans his nails, but also he 
clears out his eyes and cleans himself from nits. Where is his grandson? He 
is withim the room. Why do you compare those two  gantas? 
I compare them to see whether they are equal: Will they conform 
to the will of their father? They will, Who is the leader of the 
army? ‘The leader of the army is the king. What is the servant 
filling up? He is fillingup your glass. Will you keep me company? 
I will keep you company if you go to Manila. Will you punish 
me whenever I do not obey you? I will punish you whenever you 
do not obey me. Who is the most famous, most celebrated and illus- 
trious man of the United States of North America? Washington is 
tho most famous. What are you eating? I eat the fruit sought 
by my mother. 

FORTY-SIXTH LESSON. 

YCAAPAT NA POUO,T, ANIM NA PAGARAL. 

PAGPACA. 
MODIFICATIVE VERBAL PARTICLE MAGPACA- 554 

Magpaca—= LIP is but magpa with ca, the passive particle 
paca 

of ma verbs, suffixed. Like those with magpa and pa, verbs with 
magpaca denote actions suffered willingly by the subject or performed 
consciously upon himself. The actions thus viewed being passive or 
subjective, it follows that magpaca verbs do not admit of the in 
passive; but, however, the discrimination between the passive and the 
self-inflicted acts should be made clear by the use of adequate 
words with roots admitting of both. Thus, nagpacamatdy si Jesucristo 
cusa niya, “Jesus Christ gave up His life,” nagpacamatiy si Caton 

sa caniyang sarili, “Caton committed suicide.” 
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The analogy referred to above between magpa and mappaca 

verbs is further shown in the conjugative mechanism, for, in magpaca 

verbs, pa and not ca is repeated in the present and future tenses, as 

seen in the conjugation hereafter. 

Verbal compounds. 

To kill. Patay, pumatay. 

To sentence to death, or'to have / 
somebody killed by other's hands. | 

To kill one by one, by many blows, | : 

or by one who kills many. Magpapatay. (2). 

To kill many by many, or one by | = . 
many j Mangagpapatay. 

The killed person or animal. Ang patayin. 

The instrument, weapon. Ang ypatay. 

The mourning persons, the relat- | pe i 

ives of the victim. | Ang manga patayan. (1). 

The place. Ang patayan, pagpatayan. (7). 

To go about killing. Mamatay. (1). 

To swoon away, to become drowsy. , Manhimatay. 

Magpatay, magpapatay. 

To give up ones life, to commit 

suicide. ) Magpacamatay. 

CONJUGATION. 

ACTIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To give up one's life, to commit suicide. Magpacamatay. 

Present indefinite tense. 

Commit, -est, -s suicide. Nagpapacamatay. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Committed, -dst; have, hast, has committed suicide. Nagpacamatay. 

Pluperfect tense. 

Had, -dst committed suicide. Nacapagpacamatay, nagpacamatay na. 

Future indefinite tense. ' 

Shall, -It, will, -It commit suicide. Magpapacamatay. 

Future perfect tense. 

Shall, -It, will, It have committed Macapagpacamatay, magpapacamatay 
suicide. na, 

(1) Note the accentuation. 
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Imperative. 

Commit, let... . commit suicide. Magpacamatdy. 

Verbal. 

The action of committing suicide. Ang pagpacamatay. 

Y PASSIVE, 

Infinitive. 

To commit suicide with, or on account of. Ypagpacamatay. 

Present indefinite tense. 

Commit, -est, -s suicide with, or on account of. Ypinagpapacamatay. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Committed, -dst; have, hast, has ) 
committed suicide with, or on | Ypinagpacamatay. 
account of, ) 

Pluperfect tense. 

Had, -dst, commited suicide with, Naypagpacamatay, ypinagpacamatay 
or on account of. na. 

Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, -lt, will, -It commit suicide 
with, or on account of. Ypagpapacamatay. 

Future perfect tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -It have committed Maypagpacamatay, ypagpapacamatay 

suicide with, or on account of. na. 

Imperative. 

Commit, let.... commit suicide ) 
with, or on account of. | Y pagpacamatay. 

Verbal. 

The action of committing suicide 

with, or on account of. Ang ypagpacamatay. 

AN PASSIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To commit suicide in, or at. Pagpaca matayan. 
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Present indefinite tense. 

Commit, -est, -s suicide in, or at. Pinagpapacamatayan. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Committed, -dst; have, hast, has 
committed suicide in, or at. Pinagpacamataydn. 

Pluperfect tense. 

Had, -dst committed suicide in, Napagpacamatayan,  pinagpacamata- 
or at. yan na. 

Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, -lt, will, -It commit suicide ) fy, Gb ati Pagpapacamatayan. 

Future perfect tense. 

Shall, -lt will, -lt have committed Mapagpacamatayan, pagpapacamata- 
suicide in, or at. yan na. 

Imperative. 

Commit, let... . commit suicide in, or at. Pagcamatayan. 

Verbal. 

The acti f itti icide ; ka "ga of committing suici | Ang pagpacamatayan. 

The student should conjugate in the active and in the passive 
like magpacamatdy the following verbs: 

To humble oneself, to o hun} Maghnebaba, ypagpacababa, pagpaca- 
oneself on account of, to hum- 

babaan. 
ble oneself at. 

To constitute oneself into a 
beggar, to do that on account of, 
to do that at. 

To allow oneself to go into a state of | 
dejection, to allow etc. on account 
of, to allow etc. at. \ 

To brood over insult, to brood over 

Magpacaduc-ha, ypagpacaduc-ha, pag- 
pacaduc haan. 

Magpacaliit, ypagpacaliit, pagpacali- 
itan. 

insult because of, to brood over Magpacaapf, ypagpacaapf, pagpaca: 

insult at. gpiani 
To repent, to repent on account Magpacasisi, ypagpacasisi, pagpacasi- 

of, to repent of. sihan. 

Magpacamahal, ypagpacamahal, pag oneself highly because of, to. pacamahalan. value oneself highly at. 
To allow oneself to be led into the 

right path, to emsbellish oneself; Magpacabuti; ypagpacabuti, pagpaca- 
to do this on account of, to do butihan. 
this at. 

To value oneself highly, to nto] 
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The y passive in magpaca verbs generally refers to the instrument, or 
to the reason; the an passive, to the place, or to the thing; according 
to. whether the verb requires or not the an passive in reference to the 
direct object. 

Jesus Christ gave up His life for Ang ypinagpacamatay ni Jesucristo,i, 
the redemption of mankind. ang pagsacop sa catauohan. 

It was on the cross that Jesus Christ Ang crus ay ang pinagpacamatayAn 
. gave up His life. ni Jesucristo. 

Pacatandaan mo ang sinasabi co sa 
Notice carefully what I tell you. { iyo 

The remark is made that pagpaca in the passive is for those 
verbs which require pag for the simple action; paca, for the others. 

Endeavour to teach your children Pacaaralan mo ang iyong manga anac 
good habits. nang mabuting Asal. 

Endeavour tolearn the English lan- Pagpacapagaralan mo ang uicang 
guage. inglés. 

The two preceding illustrations show the particle in a different 
light. When magpaca is applied to verbs the action of which is 
voluntary or capable of admitting a direct complement other than the 
subject, it indicates an earnest desire, a special care to execute the 
action in the highest possible degree of efficiency, and in this perfective 
sense magpaca verbs admit of the zm passive. 

To do something carefully. Magpacarahan. 
To think deeply. Magpacaisip. 
To observe carefully. Magpacatanda. 
To be upon one's guard. Magpacaingat.. 
To behave oneself very mindfully. Magpacabaet. 
To put in order, to settle thi : 
ae a fully. DE Ai nen ree ! Magpacahusay. 

To study in earnest. Magpacapagaral. 
To esteem largely. Magpacamahal. 

Ang cahinhina,i, nagpapacabuti sa ma 
nga babaye. 

The reason for my female-cousin Ang ypinagpapacabuti nang aquing 

embellishing herself is that she pinsang babaye,i, ang nang siya,i, 
may be praised. mapuri. 

Meek people allow themselves to be Ang ypinagpapacaapi nang manga ba- 

abused that they may acquire nal na taud ay ang nang magcardon 

merits before God. nang carapatan sa harap nang Dios. 
Pacapagsisihan mo ang lahat mong 
masamang gaua. 

Modesty enhances women's beauty. 

Repent earnestly of all your wrongs. 

Think carefully of that. Pacaisipin mo iyan. 

Taocs ! Pinagpapacamahal=pinacamamahal 
o esteem you. quita. 

Reciprocal verbs with mag and an are greatly intensifled by 

magpaca. 

They harm each other bitterly. Nagpapacasamaan sila. 

You aided each other earnestly. Nagpacatolongan cayo. 
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Magpaca drops the g and remains mapaca when a fortuitous 
and‘ not a purposely kam action is to be meant, ©. | 

To allow oneself to be led into the. 
right path. 

To be saved, to attain salvation. Mapacagaling. 
To be condemned, to incur eternal 

. punishment, 

} Magpacagaling. 

Mapacasama. 

Tn the passive, when paca is used, the first syllable of the root 
should be repeated. 

He endeavours to purify his habits. Rina lilin{s niya ang caniyang manga 

He will be purified of all his sins. | P song are re lahat niyang 

Thou shalt be saved if thou keep- Mapapacagaling ca cun sinusunod mo 
est my holy commandments. ang aquing manga santong utos. 

Young cock. Fighting cock. Tandang. Sasabungin. 
I will allow this rooster to grow into ! 

a fighting cock. Sasabunginin co it6ng tandang. 

Blast of wind. Zephyir. Hihip nang hangin. Simoy. 
To embrace. To shine, to glow. YumiAcap. Magningning. 
To wait for. Wait a moment. Maghintay. Hintay ca muna. 
In the allurements of this woman Nagniningning ang cahinhinan sa 

modesty shines. quilos nitong binibini. 
To spring, to flow from. To putinto. Bumucal. Magsilid. 

Where does this river flow from? t Lone ang binubucalan nitong ilog na i 
The butterfly. Gnat. Ang paroparo. Lamoc. 
Ant. Cock-roach. Langam. Ipis. 

_ Glow-worm. ‘To swell, to inflate. Alitaptap. Bumintog. 

Particles and words offering peculiar features. 

Sdan. 

.Saan, as its structure sa+an indicates, is, most commonly, the 
adverb of place “where,” “whither.” 

Where is the quilt? gSdan nardon ang cémot? 
Whither do you go? éSaan ca parordon? 

Sian may be made a pa verb, and it stands then for the 
verb by which inquiry is made as to the direction of one's motion. 

Where is she going? | eNapasasaan baga siya? 

Sdan is joined to other particles imparting ‘various senses thereto. 

Anywhere, wherever, everywhere. Saan man. 
Everywhere, anywhere in the Earth. Saan man sa lupa. 
Anywhere you go. Saan man pumaroon ca. 
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; Saan, saan pa is negative in regard to the action, but affirm- 
ative in regard to the reason. 

You shall be punished. Hahampasin ca. 
.Of course, it is obvious that I shall 9 ; not be punished. ! aan 8c6 hahampasin? 

You shall go there. Parordon ca. 
Where else shall I go. éSdan pa aco paroréon? 

Sadan di pa is affirmative in a contrary sense to that of sdan, 
saan pa. 

How can it be true? éSaan pa di totod? 
‘How can he be whipped? éSaan pa di siya hahampasin? 

We know already that sdan, haan preceded by ma or na, ex- 
presses “to be” as a neuter and not as a copulative verb. 

Where Frank will be? éMasasdan baga si Isco. 
Where is the book? ¢Nasdan =nahaan=sdan nardon ang libro? 

Sana. 

' Sana, as already said, is the particle used for the conditional 
or future conseqtient tense. 

John would have arrived hadhenot. Si Jua,i, dungmating sana danga,t, nag- 
been sick. casaquit. 

Had they cured him, he would not Cun guinamot siya nila, ay hindi sana 
have died. namatay. 

Sana preceded by cun has a peculiar sense better to be learned 
from the following illustrations. 

It is harder than stone, and let pass ) : : Matigas pa sa bato, cun sana sa batd 
stone asa term of comparison. | 

Ang pagagao, ang pagnandcao cun The spoliation, the theft so to say. saris, pagnabitao, 

Sana is sometimes contracted into sa. 

I should go. Naparoon sa acd, 

FORTY-SIXTH EXERCISE. 

Who will be saved? (Only the virtuous will be saved. What 

saves man? It is fair works that save man. What did the priest 

say in his sermon? “He said: shun wickedness, lest you be damned. 

What did Jesus Christ give up His life for? He gave up His life 

for the redemption of man. Where did He give up His life? . He 
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gave up his life on Mount Calvary. What does the pious man do? He 
humbles himself before God and he rises before men. What did the 
Son of God do? He made himself poor and meek, and allowed 
himself to be insulted and lashed. Why does that girl embellish 
herself? She embellishes herself that she may be praised. Do you 
repent of your sins? Yes, I do repent of all my sins. Why does 
your sister value herself so highly? She values herself so highly, 
because she is virtuous. Why does the servant do that carefully? 
Because he is afraid of punishment. Did you meditate on what I 
told you? I did. What do you order me? Observe carefully the 
dog and take great care not to be bit by it, act very judiciously 
and keep your accounts accurately. What shall I do to be saved? 
Endeavour to correct your habits. if you desire to be saved, for 
only those keeping the Holy Commandments of God will be saved. 
Where are you going? I am going to school. Where is your father? 
My father is at home. Where shall I go? Wherever you go you 
must work and suffer. What did the father and his son do? As 
soon as they met they embraced each other. Is your cock a fighting 
cock already? No, it is still a young cock. What winds prevail 
outside at the sea? Mild breezes; the zephyirs swelled the sails of our 
ship. Do gnats hurt you by night? Yes, gnats and cock-roaches 
hurt me, Are there many butterflies in your garden? There are 
many of them, and also ants and glow-worms. 

FORTY-SEVENTH LESSON. 

YCAAPAT NA POUO,T, PITONG PAGARAL. , 

MODIFICATIVE VERBAL PARTICLE MAGPATI--PAGPATI.. 
h | 

Magpati--pagpati is only used with verbs denoting posture, to 
add to the purposely executed acting of the subject a sense of alacrity 
which is not found in the wm verb. Like magpaca, magpati shows the 
peculiarity of repeating pa and not ti in the present and in the 
future tenses, thus indicating that t4 rather belongs to the root than 
to the particle. 

Magpati verbs being intransitive, have only y=yea and an 
passives, as shown in the conjugation hereafter. 

Verbal compounds. 

To kneel. Lumohod. 
To crouch, to kneel down before. Maniclohod, T aa a laaeli 
ene ae Ai a peswanecnt | Napaluhod, napatilohod. 

Place, person, or being in whose 
reverence, or the cushion for ¢ Ang lohordn 
kneeling upon. 

To kneel down having something ) 
- with or hanging down. ) Maglohod. 
Thing held during kneeling. Ang ylohod. 
To fall on one’s knees. Magpatilohod. 
Cause. Ypagpatilohod. 
Place, or person before whom, Pagpatilohoran. 
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CONJUGATION. 

ACTIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To fall on one's knees. Magpatilohod. 

Present indefinite tense. 

Fall, -est, -s on.... knees. Nagpapatilohod. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Fell, “est, have, hast, has fallen on.... knees. Nagpatilohod. 

Pluperfect tense. 

Had, -dst fallen on. . . . knees. Nacapagpatilohod, nagpatilohod na. . 

Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, -lt, will, -lt fallon.... knees. Magpapatilohod. 

Future perfect tense. 

Shall, -It, will, "It have fallen on Macapagpatilohod, magpapatilohod na. 
..,. knees. 

; Imperative. 

‘Fall, let... . fall on... . knees. Magpatilohod. 

Verbal. 

“The action of falling on.... knees. Ang pagpagpatilohod. © 

. Y PASSIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To fall on one’s knees on account of. Ycapagpatilohod. 

Present indefinite tense. 

Fall, -est, -s on. . .. knees on account of. Yquinapagpapatilohod. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Fell, -est; have, hast, has fallen on....knees on account of. Yquinapagpatilohod. 

Pluperfect tense. 

Had, -dst fallen on. . 
:: knees on | Na. ilohod, yqui atilohod na. 

account of. Nay pagpatilohod, yquinapagp 
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Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -It fall on. ... knees on account of. Ycapagpapatilohod. 

Future perfect tense. 

Shall, -lt, will, -It have fall "| Maypagpatilohod, ycapagpapatilohod na. 
on .... knees on account of. 

Imperative. 

Fall, let... . fall on.... knees on account of. Ycapagpatilohod. 

Verbal. 

The action of falling on... . knees on account of. Ang ycapagpatilohod. 

AN PASSIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To fall on one's knees at, or before. Pagpatilohoran. 

Present indefinite tense. 

Fall, -st, -s on... . knees at, or before. Pinagpapatilohoran. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Fell, -est; have, hast, has fallen on..,. knees at, or before. Pinagpatilohoran. 

Pluperfect tense. 

Had, -dst fallen on. . . . knees at,or Napagpatilohordn, pinagpatilohoran 
before. si na. 

Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -It fall on. .. . knees at, or before. Pagpapatilohoran. 

Future perfect tense. 

Shall, -lt, will, -lt have fallen Mapagpatilohoran, pagpapatilohordn 
on,... knees at, or before. na. 

i Imperative. 

Fall, let... . fall on... . knees at, or before. Pagpatilohordn. 

Verbal. 

The action of falling on... . knees at, or before. Ang pagpatilohoran. 

M The student should conjugate in the active and in the passive, 
in the same manner as magpatilohod, the following verbs: 
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To spring to one's feet, to spring to 

287 

one's feet on account of, to spring 
to one’s feet at. 

To prostrate oneself, to brstato 

Magpatitindig, ycapagpatitindig, pag 
patitindigan. ; 

Magpatirapa, ycapagpatirapa, pagpati: oneself because of, to prostrate 
rapaan oneself at, or before. 

To stretch oneself quickly, s | Megat #eagha nied Sabai 
strecth oneself quickly because higaan 
of, to strech oneself quickly on. 

To sit down abruptly, to sit down 
abruptly on account of, to sit 
down abruptly on, or at. 

To turn one's back suddenly, to | 
turn one's back suddenly on ac- 
count of, to turn one's back sud- 
denly on, or at. 

To place oneself quickly sidewise, 
to assume such posture quickly | Magpatitaguilid, ycapagpatitaguilid, 
on account of, to assume same pagpatitaguiliran. 
at, or before. 

Magpatiupo, ycapagpatiupd, pagpati- 
upoan. 

Magpatitalicod, ycapagpatitalicod, pag- 
patitalicoran. 

The y passive in magpati verbs generally refers to the cause, 
the an passive, to the place or person. 

His distracted love made him bend Ang calacasan nang caniyang sintayi 
his knee. ang ycapi 'agpatiluhod niya. 

He prostrated himself before the Ang altar (Sp.) ang pinagpatirapaan 
altar. niya. ; 

I prostrate myself before my king. Ang pinagp apatirapaan co,i,ang aquing 

The g of magpati--pagpati is dropped according as to’ whether 
the action is voluntary or involuntary, the latter being also expressed 
by mapa. 

To jump down. — 

To tumble downwards. 

To precipitate oneself. 
To lurch down suddenly. 
To remain in a lying down posture. 
Spring into the sea. 

rose unconsciously to my feet. 

To pray, te say prayers. 
To attend church service, to worship. 
In my opinion. 
Till, until, as far as. 
‘Till evening. 
Till to morrow. 
As far as the bridge. 
Till I ‘die. 
To, towards. 
Towards the forest. 
"eee KABAN. AA... NARETAAPA ads 

land. 

Magpatiholog. | 
Mapatiholog, mapatihipay, mapaabour 

ang. 
Magpatihapay, magpatibouang. 
MapatihAapay, mapatibouang. 
Mapatihiga 
Magpatiholog ca sa dagat. 
Napatitindig aco. 

Manalangin. 
Magsimba, magsamba. 
Sa aquing acala, sa isip co. 
Hangan. 
Hangang gabi, hangan sa en 
Hangang bucas. 
Hangan sa tulay. 
Hangan sa camatayan co. 
Daco, sa daco, dapit. 

Sa dacong gubat. 
dagat. 
lupa. 

Das W 

> > 
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Upwards. Dacong itaas. 

Downwards. Dacong ibaba. 

Eastwards. Daeong silanganan. 

Westwards. » ealunuran, 

On, upon. Sa ibdbao. 

Above, over Sa itdas. 

Under, underneath. Sa ilalim. 

Particles and words offering peculiar features. 

Sila 

Sila is the well known third person pronoun in the plural, 

They, always they, are given. Sila nang sila ang binibiguian. 

Sila and sila po may be used in addressing a single person 

and by so doing the utmost degree of respect is expressed, 

You, thou. (simplest sense). Testo, ca. 

You, (sing.) (polite). cdo po, cayo, cayo po. 

You, thou. (Your Excellency, Your | s14 sila 
Majesty, Your Highness). mn a ake 

This, however, does not exclude the address with the proper 

term. 

Your Excellency. Iyo, or, inyo pong camahalan. 

Sila is made verb in the manner already explained for the 

other personal pronouns. 

The child says sila. Napapasila ang bata. 

Sila, as a verb, means: “to eat meat or fish.” 

ee iseating meat or \ Nagsisili ang alila. 

. Sila, (note the accentuation), is the Sanskrit word sila found 
also iv Malay, Javanese and Battak, where it has the same meaning 
as in Tagalog, that is to say, “to sit cross-legged.” 

Moros sit cross-legged when at Ang manga moros ay nagsisila sa 
church. simbahan. 

Siy. 

Siya, as an intensive, has been treated in the proper place. (1) 
Siya is the well known third person pronoun in the singular, but 
it may also stand for the second person, being then a kind of 
polite and respectful address. 

Your mercy. Siya. po. 

(1) See Tenth Lesson. 
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Siya (note the accentuation), if made verb, with pa, means: 
“to assent,’ “to abide by other's opinion.” 

He assents. Napasisiya. 
Do not agree to that, do not assent to. Houag mo ypasiya. 

Siya with magca, means: “to suit,” “to become,” and also 
“to be enough, sufficient.” 

That dress suits her Iyang damit nagcacasiya sa caniya. 
That stick is not enough for a Hindi nagcacasiya iyang cahoy sa 

pillar. isang haligue. 

With um, siya means: “to fill up the whole room,” “to go 
on growing.” 

He One AUNG pan. Ma Naniniya=sungmisiya na ang caniyang healing) ai shee 

a pleas iby: ABT COCA. SUN | Casiyahan. (notice the accentuation). 

Enough, average, common, ordinary aaa 
thing. y 

Siya may be used as an adverb or interjection. 

So, just, so just it. Siya. 
Bravo! Siya. 

Siya is most frequently the Malay siya--sia, “vain,” “useless,” 
“idle,” used in Tagalog in the same meaning and in others which 
include association with some other particle. 

Enough! Siya na. 
It is he himself! It is just that, just it. Siya nga. 
Although he be. Siya man. 
ae God, amen, aaa Siya nana, 

It is he then..... Siya pala..... 

Sicat. 

Sicat, as a noun, means: “measure,” that is to say, any con- 
trivance proper to ascertain length. As a verb, it has the following 
significations. 

To measure. (simple sense ) Sumucat, manucat. 
To measure a great deal. Magsucat. (note the accentuation.) 

The meaning of pattern, standard of sicat is applied in various 
ways: It is used in a potential sense as mangyari, maca. 

She can work. Sucat siyang gumaua. 
They may be given it. Sucat silang biguian. ag 
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But if the sense is a passive one, or the action does not admit 
of potentiality, it then means: “duty or moral obligation,” the same 
as dapat. 

You deserve to be punished. Sucat cang hampasin...” 
He is worthy tobeappointed captain. Sucat siyang maguingcapitan. 
It is beneath their nobleness. Dili sucat sa canilang camahalan. 

Sicat na means the same as siyd na, “enough.” Sicat na, 
followed by an infinitive forms expressions similar to those formed 
in Latin with the gerund in di: 

Itis time to eat. (tempus edendi.) Sucat nang cumain. 
»» » 5 go out. ( 9 abeundi.) » >» lumabas. 
»» » o study. (o studendi.) » 5. magaral. 
»» » » walk. (o ambulandi.) > » lumacad. 
»» » » sleep. (o durmiendi.) > »  matolog. 

FORTY-SEVENTH EXERCISE. 

Where did she fall on her knees? She fell on her knees 
before the Archbishop. Did you not prostrate yourself before the 
image of the Holy Virgin? I prostrated myself before the altar. 
What caused your grandfather to throw himself down? ‘Terror and 
weakness caused him to throw himself down. What are the child- 
ren doing? They are always sitting down and rising up. Why did 
the sailor spring into the water? He did not spring into the water, 
the mast tumbled suddenly down and he fell downwards., Did the 
wind fell the tree? It was not the wind, it was a thunder- 
bolt that felled it. Why does he call out for them constantly? 
He has no others to call out for. What are the dog and the 
cat eating? The dog eats meat, the cat is eating fish. Does money 
suffice to secure happiness? Money does not suffice to secure 
happiness? Did he drink too much? He drank only in the 
ordinary way. Shall I go on speaking? Enough! do not speak any 
more about that. Was it he who said it? He himself said it. Do 
you fear him? Although he is the leader I donot fearhim. Did 
your measure the stuff I sent you? I did not measure it, the Chi- 
nese merchant did it. Did you yourself take the measure for the 
trousers?  I took the measure mysef. Can he pay? He cannot 
pay. Why do you not go on working? It is already time to sleep. 
Until when will Mary be in town? She will be here until to-morrow. 
How far will you accompany him?  I will accompany him as far 
as the river. Where does this river flow towards? This river flows 
towards the North. Where is the ship bound for? She steers to- 
wards the North. Where did you put the pin? I put it on the 
table. Is your sister above? She is below, 
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FORTY-EIGHTH LESSON. 

YCAAPAT NA POUO,T, UALONG PAGARAL. 

MODIFICATIVE VERBAL PARTICLE MAGCAP4--PAGCAPA. 

Magcapa-pagcapa is only used applied to roots of such bodily 
motions as may be affected by sudden terror, to form verbs indica- 
tive of the involuntary panic-stricken posture in which the person 
remains as the effect of such terror. 

In magcapa verbs the imperative and the in passive are want- 
ing, and pa is repeated in the usual tenses, as seen hereafter. 

Verbal compounds. 

To grimace. Ngumisi. 
The cause and also the mouth or : sa 
Hetaath a Ang yngisi, ypangisi. 

To go about making grimaces. Manfisi. 
Person at whom, or place. Ang pangisihan. 
a ionane Beaune one’s teeth out { Ma gpangis. 

Cause. Ycapagcapangisi. 
Place. Pagcapangisihan. 

CONJUGATION. 

ACTIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To remain showing one’s teeth out of terror. Magcapangisl. 

Present indefinite tense. 

Remain, -est, -s etc. Nagcapapangis]. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Remained, -dst; have, hast, has remained etc. Nacapangisi. 

Pluperfect tense. 

Had, -dst, remained etc. Nacapagcapanéisi, nagcapangisi na. 

"Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -lt remain etc. Magcapapang]isi. 

Future perfect tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -It have remained etc. Macapagcapangisi, magcapapangisi na. 
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Verbal. 

The state of remaining etc. Ang pagcapapangis). 

Y PASSIVE, 

Infinitive. 

To remain showing one's teeth out of terror on account of. Ypagcapangis}. 

Present indefinite tense. 

Remain, -est, -s, etc. on account of. Ypinagcapapangisl. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Remained, -dst; have, hast, has remained etc. on account of. Ypinagcapangis}. 

Pluperfect tense. 

La -dst remained etc. on ee Naypagcapangis), ypinagcapangisi na. 

Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -It remain etc, on account of. Ypagcapapangisi. 

Future perfect tense. 

Shall, -lt, will, -1t have remained etc. Sh , 
sae decane ot a | Maypagcapangisi, ypagcapapangisi na. 

Verbal. 

The state of remaining etc. on account of. Ang ypagcapangisi. 

AN PASSIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To remain showing one's teeth out of terror in, or at. Pagcapangisihan. 

Present indefinite tense. 

Remain, -est, -s, etc. in, or at. Pinagcapapangisihan. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Remained, -dst, have, hast, has remained etc. in, or at. Pinagcapangisihan. 

Pluperfect tense. 

Had, -dst remained etc. in, or at. Napagcapangisihan, pinagcapangisihan na. 

Future indefinite tense. . 

Shall, -lt, will, -lt, remain etc. in, or at. Pagcapapangisihan. 
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Future perfect tense. 

Shall, -lt, will. -lt have remained , M lew, PET etc. in, or at. j Mapagcapangisihan, pagcapapangisihan na, 

Verbal. 

The state of remaining etc. in, or at. Ang pagcapangisihan. 

In the same manner as ngisi, the following roots should be con- 
jugated in the active and in the passive with magcapa by the student. 

Opening of the eyes. To remain 
with one's eyes open out of panic, 
to remain so because of, to remain 
so at. | 

Opening of the mouth. To remain)... . ae 
with one’s mouth open, to remain ee N bala Hana pagcapa- 
so on account of, to remain so at. NGANGA, pagtapangang, " 

Placing of the legs wide apart. To | P : 
Pe , Bisaclat. Magcapabisaclat, ypagcapa- remain with one's legs wide apart, | bisaclat, page pabikaalabain. De 

Dilat, mulat. Magcapadilat, magcapa- 
mulat, ypagcapadilat, ypagcapamu- 
lat, pagcapadilatan, pagcapamulaten. 

to remain in such a posture on 
account of, to remain so at. 

Particles and words offering peculiar features. 

Tabi. 

Tabi, as a noun, means: “border,” “bank,” “shore,” “extremity.' 

The river bank. Ang tabi nang flog. 
The sea-shore. Ang tabi nang dagat. 

.As a verb or verbal noun, tabi has the following significations: 

To be on the border Matabi. 
To go about bordering. Mapatahi. 
To place oneself at the border, edge. Tumabi. 
Let him not place himself at the edge. Houag siyang tumabi, 
Place that at the extremity. Ytabi mo iyan. 
Place yourself at the very edge. Patatabi ca. 
The extremity, the foremost point has esta bihan: 

of something. 
Dunghill, a heap of rubbish. Tabihan. 

Tabi is the Sanskrit xantavya, “to excuse,” which has passed 
into Malay, as tabek, into Javanese and Sundanese, as tabe, into Ma- 
cassar, as tabeya, and is largely used in Tagalog as a polite warning 
for somebody to get out of the way when persons, generally inferiors, 
want room for them to pass on, by or through. 

By your leave. Tabi po. 
Please, make room for me to pass. Tabi! aco,i, daraan. 
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Tagi. 

Taga, as already said, denotes nativity, pertaining to the place 

of birth. 

Where are you from? what country / :Taga saan ca? 
are you from? \ 

Tam a Tondoman. Taga Tondo aco. 

Tagi, as a noun, means also: “fishing-hook” of any size, binuit 
being a small one. 

Bait your hook. Painan mo ang iyong taga. 

Taga, as a verb, means: “to hew’ in a longitudinal way. 

To hew downwards. Tumaga. 
To hew a great deal. Magtaga. 
To go about hewing. Managa. 

Tumaga means also “to lay hold of,” “to use some holdfast thing,” 
as the anchor. 

The anchor laid hold on land. Tungmaga sa lupa ang sinipit 

Metaphorically it may be said: 

His words pierce deeply into my Tungmataga mandin sa loob co ang 
heart. caniyang uica. 

Taga, as a prefixed particle forming frequentative nouns, will be 
be discussed in the proper place. 

Talaga. 

Talaga is, like 6col, either a telling, or an attributive word, de. 
noting an idea of bias, predestination, fitness, etc., better to be known 
by the following examples. 

Naturally, in a natural, innate way. Talaga. 
The lemon is intrinsically sour. Talagang maasim ang dayap. 
This misfortune was foredoomed Talaga nang Dios sa aquin itdbng aquing 

for me by God. cahirapan. 
To keep something to be devoted to. Magtalaga. 
I keep this candle to be offered to Pinagtatalagahan co ang casantosan 

the Most Holy Virgin. Virgen nitdng candila. 
He has been born a thief. Talagang siya,i, magnandcao. 
To yield to, to be resolved. Tumalaga. 
I yield to whatever your will may | Tungmatalaga aco sa anoman y-ootos 

be mo sa aquin. 
He is resolved to do that. Tungmatalaga siya gaoing iyan. 

Tambing. 

Tambing, as an adverb of time, means: “immediately,” “forthwith.” 

Do it immediately. Tambing mong gaoin. 
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Tambing, as a verb, is conjugated by mag. and means “to do 
something quickly,” “to dispatch,’ “to prepare. 

Make haste. Magtambing ca. 

It assumes the passive, which is required by the verb it is 
joined to. 

Take it forthwith. Tambiogin mo cunin. 
Give it at once. Ytambing mo ybigay. 

If used independently, it follows the general rules of the passive: 
y, in reference to the thing; an, in reference to the person or place. 

Make ‘haste ta piye Wig money te Tambingan mo si Pedro nang salapi. Peter. , 

kba ma nbi for Peter, made haste Ang salapi ytambing mo cay Pedro. 

To betray. Maglilo. 
To get rid of. Lumigtas. 
To be in flames. Magningas. 
Were it not for. Dangan, cundangan. 

bi for me, Dio would Hayo | Cundangan aco ay nahulog siya. 

It is to be noticed that dangan and cundangan are used with the 
nominative case. 

Draw nigh. Hali ca. 
Come on, please. Hali na. 
Come over here. Hali ca na, hali na cayo. 
Are you acquainted with it? do you : sig 
ka nana y Ha, hani, hania. 

To wonder at, to be astonished. Manguilalas, magtaca. 
How wonderful, admirable. Caguilaguilalas. 
It is not to be wondered at. Di nga sucat pagtac-ban. 
Big words, abusive language. Manga uicang hindi dapat. 
Regarding... ., with regard to, as to. Tungcol sa, bagay sa. 
With regard to his behaviour, I Bagay sa caniyang paglacad may sasa- 

have to say to you...... bihin aco sa iyo...... 
Formerly, anciently Sa onang panahon, sa onang arao. 
On that day. Niyong onang Arao. 
At, by those times. Sa daco roong Arao. 
To hit the mark, to conjecture | Mutataaaneatote. 

rightly. 
To praise. Magpun. 
To steer, to beboundfor, tomake for. Tumongd, mapatongo. 
Where are you going towards? gSdan ang pinatotongohan mo? 

Occupation, business. Abala, 
I have business now. Aco,i, may abala ngayon. 
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FORTY-EIGHTH EXERCISE. 

Whom is that child grimacing with his teeth at? He makes 
gestures at that old man. Why does he make grimaces? He makes 
grimaces because of his drunkenness. Had he already remained grinding his 
teeth when you went home? Yes, he had. Why did he remain 
grinding his teeth? It was on account of fright, that he remained 
grinding his teeth. Where did he remain chattering his teeth in con- 
vulsion? He remained grinding his teeth on tbe ground of the church. 
Why did your sister remain with her eyes open? She remained with 
her eyes open at the news of her mother’s death. Why is that 
man’s mouth kept open? He remained with his mouth open on 
account of a fit. Did the thief remain with his legs wide apart on 
leaping over the fence? He remained with his legs wide apart when 
he leaped over the fence. Does the fisher walk along the river 
bank? He walks along the river bank to catch fish. Why do you 
place yourself at the border of the sea? It is to see the ships. Do 
you not remember that your father said to you, do not place yourself at 
the very edge? Well, I remember that. Where did Saint Job pass the 
greater part of his life? On a dunghill. Why did you not say tabi 
on your passing on? I said: Sir, by your leave! What is your 
country? My country is North America. To whom do you dedicate that 
flower? I dedicate it to my sweetheart. Did you bait your fishing- 
hook? It has been baited with worms. What are you doing? I am 
hewing this log lengthwise. What is the Americans’ innate disposition? 
They are industrious by temperament, but natives, on the contrary, 
have a bias for laziness. Are you resolved to keep the commandments 
of God? I am resolved thereto. Who betrayed Jesus? One of His 
disciples betrayed Him. What produces that blaze? It is a wood 
which is in flames. Was Peter saved? Yes, were it not for me, he 
would have perished. What do you admire? I admire the great 
works of God. 

FORTY—NINTH LESSON. 

YCAAPAT NA POUO,T, SIYAM NA PAGARAL. 

MODIFICATIVE VERBAL PARTICLE MAGCAN--PAGCAN, 

Magcan-pagcan is the last Tagalog verbal particle here considered, 
although perhaps some others of a narrow local range may be in use. 
This particle is for roots of humors secreted by the human body 
what magcapa is for those of bodily motions. Similarly with the 
latter, it forms verbs indicative of the unconscious or uncontrollable 
flowing or secreting of the humor indicated by the root to which it is 
applied. 

. The same as in magcapa, in magcan verbs the imperative and 
the in passive are wanting. 

In order to give a free play to magcan and at the same time 
to avoid the confusion which would result between magcan and magca 
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verbs if ca, the first two letters of the last syllable can, were taken 
for reduplication, both ca and the first syllable of the root are repeated; 
the latter in all, and can in the present and in the future tenses 
of the conjugation, as seen hereafter. 

Verbal compounds. 

To weep. Lumoha. 
To shed tears. Magloha. 
The cause. Ang yloha--yquinaloha. 
Person over whom tears are shed. Linohaan, quinalolohaan. 

CONJUGATION. 

ACTIVE. 

Infinitive. 

| 

To shed tears unconciously. Magcanluluha. 

Present indefinite tense. 

Shed, -st, -s tears etc.. Nagcacanluluha. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Shed, -est, have, hast, has shed tears etc... Nagcanluluha. 

Pluperfect tense. 

Had, -dst shed tears e'c.. Nacapagcanluluha, nagcanluluha na. 

Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -It shed tears ete.. Magcacanluluba. 

Future perfect tense. 

Shall, -1t will, -It have shed tears etc. Macapagcanluluha, magcacanluluha na. 

Verbal. 

The action of shedding tears etc... Ang pagcacanluluha. 

Y PASSIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To shed tears unconsciously on account of. Y pagcanluluha. 

Present indefinite tense. 

Shed, -est -s tears etc. on account of. Ypinagcanluluha, pa 
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Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Shed, -dst; have, hast, has shed tears etc. on account of. Ypinagcanluluha. 

Pluperfect tense. 

a -dst shed tears etc. on account ! Naypagcanluluha, ypinagcanluluha na. 

Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, -It, will, -It shed tears ete on account of, Ypagcacanluluha. 

Future perfect tense. 

Shall, -lt, will, -lt have shed tears ) 
Sia a aeeGUE Oe. j Maypagcanluluha, ypagcacanluluha na. 

Verbal. 

The action of shedding tears etc. un account of. Ang ypagcanluluha. 

AN PASSIVE. 

Infinitive. 

To shed tears etc. at, or over. Pagcanluluhaan. 

Present indefinite tense. 

Shed, -st, -s tears etc. at, or over. Pinagcacanluluhaan. 

Present perfect and past indefinite tenses. 

Shed, -dst, have, hast, has shed tears etc. at, or over. Pinagcanluluhaan. 

Pluperfect tense. 

Had, -dst shed tears etc. at, or over. | Beye eeeululataay pinagcanluluhaan 

Future indefinite tense. 

Shall, -It. will, -lt shed tears etc. at, or over. Pagcacanluluhaan. 

Future perfect tense. 

Shall, -lt, will, -It have shed) 
tears etc. at, or over f Mapagcanluluhaan, pagcacanluluhaan na. 

Verbal. 

The action of shedding tears etc. at, or over. Ang pagcanluluhaan. 
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_ The following roots should be conjugated with magcan in the 
active and in the passive like magcanluluha by the student. 

Urine. .To suffer of incontinence 
of urine, to void urine (uncon-{ Ihi. Magcaniihi, ypagcaniihi, pagcan-. 
sciously) on account of, to void ihian. 
urine (unconsciously) at. 

Blood. To bleed (unconsciously), t : 
( : y), to igs Magcandudugé, ypagcandudugé, bleed etc. on account of, to bleed 

pagcandudugoan, etc. at. 
Perspiration. To sweat out of ague, | 

to sweat etc. because of, to sweat Pauis. Magcanpapduis, ypageanpapé- 
etc. at. uls, pagcanpapauisan. 

Saliva. To slaver, to slaver because Lauay. Magcanlalduay, ypagcanlala- 
of, to slaver at. uay, pagcanlalauayan. 

Metaphorically magcan is applied to other roots of physical or 
moral acts performed by a person, and even to those outside the con- 
scious world. 

To burst out laughing, to culminate 
in laughter. } MAgninens, 

To blush. Magcanhihiya. 
To pour over, to overflow. Magcanlalabis. 
To drop off. Magcanlalaglag. 

My heart overflows with joy. | ee nagcacanlalabis sa aquing - 

I cannot refrain from laughing. ai aaa ang taua sa cataoudn 

To be alone. Mag-isa. 
She is there all by herself. Nag-iisa siya doon. 
Do it all by yourself. Gaoin mong mag-isa. 
It is not proper, just. Hindi carampatan--catampatan. 
Nor is it just to insult other people. Hindi naman carampatan ang pagmo- 

(our fellow beings.) mora sa capoua taud. 
Pity, tenderness. Aua, caauaan. 
Tender, merciful. Maauain, mahabaguin. 

Meek. Maamo, maamong loob. 
Humble. Mababang loob. 
To desire, to be fond of. Mauih. 
Amateur, fond. I Mauilihin, maibiguin, matouain. . 

4 

Particles and words offering peculiar features. 

Tapat. 

Tapat, as an adjective, means: “just,” “right,” “upright.” 

Right action. Tapat, or matapat na gaua. 

To give alms to the poor isa right Ang paglilimos sa manga duc-ha,i, ta- 

action. pat na gaud. 
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Tapat, as a verb, has several meanings, according to. the par- 

ticle with which it is associated. 

_ To place in front of. To place one- | 
self in front of. 
MAG placed opposite each | Pinagtapat. 

More than two things placed in front 
. of each other. 
To go directly, to to go the shortest | 

way, to act rightfully. 
Cut by which a road or path is ! 

Magtapat. Tumapat. 

Pinagtapattapatin. 

Magtapat. 

shortened. Tapatan. 

To lie. (two things opposite one 
another). 

To belong to, to be incumbent on. 8 Matapat. 

Mass is only incumbent on priests. | na manga peter: Minang malalapak- Boe 

Matapat, nagtatapat =nacatatapat. 

misa. 

Tila. 

Tila is, as diwa, casi and other expressions, a kind of imper- 

“sonal verb meaning: “it seems,” “it appears.” 

Tt seems to be a person. Tila tauo. 
It appears that he went there. Tila naparoon. 

Tila, as a verb, is conjugated by um, magpa or pa and means: 
“to cease raining,” “to wait till rain is over.” 

Rain is subsiding. " Tungmitila. 
Let us wait until rain is over. Tatilain nating mona ang ulan. 

Toloy. 

na Toloy, ag an adverb, means: “as well as,' “at the same time,” 
‘Joinly,” “conjointly.” 

Give my son this and fetch my Ybigay mo itd sa anac co, toloy aco,i, 
book on the way. ycoha mo nang aquing libro. 

Let him sell the bushel of rice along 'Ypagbili niya ang caban na bigas 
with the bag. (cover). toldy nang bayong. 

Toloy VA in tbe past tense of the passive, still retains its adverbial 
sense, meaning “wholly,' “completely,” or the perfective sense imparted 
to some English verbs by the particle “up.” 

It was killed at once, completely. Pinatay din tinoldy. 
T made itup Yinari cong tinoldy. 
I bought up his pledge. Tinolby cong tubusin ang sanla niya. 
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Toloy, thus accented, is made a verb with various significations. 

To make up, to conclude. Tumoloy, magtoloy. 

mi: kaaa with, to go further, to | Magtolby. (note the accentuation.) 
Go on with punishing. Ypatolby ang parusa. 
To lodge at, to take shelter in. Tumoldy. (note the acc.) 
To afford shelter in. Magpatoldy. 
Inn, lodging house, Toloyan. 
He affords shelter to strangers. Nagpapatoloy siya sa tagaibang bayan. 

Tongcol. 

Tongcol is, like 6col and talaga, a word having an attributive import. 
Used as a noun it means: “propriety,” “adequateness.” 

To whom does this correspond? gSinong may tungcol nito? 
It corresponds to me. Natotongcol sa aquin. 
Duty, obligation, authority, office... Catongcolan. 
This is my duty. .Catongcolan co ito. 

Use of tungcol as a verb. 

To distribute to each party what is] 
dina to Nika. j Magtongcol, magpatongcol. 

God designed this for me. Acé,i, pinatotongcolan nang Dios nito. 
To apportion one's task, to take ) 

one's part of thetask.. ( LImHOnpeol 

Tongcol may be used as an adverb in the sense of gdnang, 
ganin sa. 

As for me. Tongcol sa aquin. 

FORTY-NINTH EXERCISE. 

Why do you not mind that baby weeping over there? I do not 
mind him, for babies weep without being conscious thereof. Why 
does that girl show tears in her eyes? It is on acount of illness 
that she sheds tears unconsciously. Does the curate of your parish 
preach well? He preaches effectively and he sheds tears (unconsciously) 
when at the pulpit. How is your husband? My husband is aggravated 
in his complaint, he suffers from incontinence of urine ‘and he bleeds 
unconsciously, he covers himself with perspiration and slavers; some- 

times he swoons away and bursts out into laughter. Did the maid 
blush? She blushed at the sight of her lover. Why is there so 
much fruit strewn on the ground? Because it is too ripe and drops 
off from the trees Do the children romp? They are overjoyed 
with their toys. What do you laugh at? Laughter tickles all over 
me. Why did you not shun him? He placed himself right in front 

of me. How are the trees in your garden arranged? They are 
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placed opposite “each other. Did you go the shortest way to Mari- 
quina?  I left the high road and ventured on the cross-path. Is 
not that sail on the sea white? It seems to be yellow. Does it 
not appear to be a steamer? No, it seems to be a sailing vessel. 
Are you going out at once? No, I shall wait until rain is over. 
Where does your brother lodge? He lodges at my house. What 
is your office? My office is that of a judge. What office does he fill? 
His office is that a ‘collector. Did you distribute the salary to the 
journeymen? I did. Do you wish me to accompany you? No, I 
will go alone. Is his master cruel or merciful? He is meek and 
merciful. Are you fond of riding? I am not fond of riding. 

FIFTIETH LESSON. YCALIMANG POUONG PAGARAL. 

THE GERUND. 

' The gerund in English is a verbal noun preserving the same 
government as the verb from which it is derived, as in: “I like eating 
apples.” The termination “ing” of the English verbs is, outside the 
above mentioned case, parsed, properly or improperly, as verbal noun, 
present or predicative participle, participial adjective, etc., according 
to its being used in one way or the other. It is also a peculiarity 
of the English language to use the gerund, instead of the infinitive 
which most other languages require, after some preposition either ex- 
pressed or understood, as in: “after playing”, “he continues growing 
up.’ In other languages the gerund'is that form of the verb which 
expresses the action adverbially as, for instance, in the following 
expressions: “I read standing,’ (while standing) “he learns by teaching, ' 
(while teaching). As in ‘Tagalog there exists no special form for the 
English verbal derivatives ending in “ing” all of them will be in- 
cluded in the explanations hereafter. 

The present participle, as stated in a foregoing chapter, is ex- 
pressed by the active form of the verb preceded by the article, and 
adapts itself to every (tense, mood, etc., admitting too of declension like 
the same part of speech in Greek. 

The loving girl. (maid). Ang sungmisintang dalaga. 
Of the obeying child. Nang sungmusonod na bata. 
To, for tbe working man (to the 8 4 

man who is working), | #:pUngITagaVang, kao, 
I gave a dollar for the fighting (he YbinigAy co sa naquipagbacang sun- 

who fought) soldier. dalo ang piso. 
I will buy a book for the studying Ybibili co ang magaaral na alagad ' 

pupil. (he who will study). nang isang libro. 

When the termination “ing” forms a verbal noun, the latter 
is expressed by the Tagalog verbal noun. 

Reading is very amusing. Ang pagbasa,i, nagbibigay aliu. 

Preaching well is very difficult. laing Paseo) ne. tabi —maigul ) ay maliuag na totod. 
Eating too much is dangerous. Ang pegeacai,i, nacapanganganib. 
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When. the termination “ing” forms the gerund, as considered 
in English, it is translated by the Tagalog infinitive. 

I like shooting fowl. Nauiuill acéng mamaril nang ibon. 
I would like eating fish, Ibig co sana cumain nang isda. 
He intends buying this house. Nagbabanta siya bilhin itong bahay. 

It the English present particle is used attributively, that is to 
say, adjectivally, connected with a noun or pronoun, it is also generally 
translated in Tagalog by the infinitive. 

I saw her playing the harp. | "Go co siya tumogtog nang arpa. 

I heard my father whipping him. | oe ang ama cong humampas 

The present tense may likewise be used if the determining verb 
is in the same tense, or if the action is considered as going on. 

. Nanondor aco sa aquing caban na na- : 
I behold my herd pasturing. nanabsab. (from sabead, “pasture,”), 

3 : Pinagmamasira : ing ali 
I notice my servant stealing bread. ) ni in ma ane Aqungaklaop 

ungmoomit nang tinapay. 

The English present participle used predicatively to form a 
compound tense is translated in Tagalog by the corresponding tense. 

He is convoking the people for the Pinagtatauag niya ang manga taud sa 
cockpit. sabongan. 

I was writing when he called me. | ee un HOY nang aes}, INABAg niya. 
They will be gambling when you Magsusugal sila cun dumating—dara- 

arrive there. ting ca doon. 

There is in Tagalog no proper progressive conjugation. If, 
however, stress is laid on the going on of the action, sa and the 
reduplicative process of diminutive verbs, is sometimes used in the 
present tense, but in a sense of remonstrance. 

He is looking at there as a fool. Sa titingintingin siya. 
He is standing purposeless. _ Sa tatayotayo siya. 
se present without saying a Sa haharapharap sila. 

The present particle used adverbially is generally translated by 
the Tagalog verbal noun preceded by sa. 

Bottles are made by blowing. are (anG? boi, SUIBABAUE BA pagr hihihip. Ka 
Cold is expelled by walking. | mg pia ay napalalabas sa paglala- 

Teachers learn by teaching. = ae BHgtanal ay nagparalaa garal. 
By practicing virtue, Glory is Sa pag-gaud nang cabanala,i, quina- 

attained. camtam ang caloualhatian. 
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But if condition is implied, the infinitive preceded by cun is used. 

He will arrange the matter by Maghuhusay siya nang bagay cun ba- 
paying the debt. yaran niya ang otang. 

Bakte y Nanayao siyang tumogtog cun mag- 
Mary singing, he refuses to play. | Ganta (Sp. cantar) si Maria. 

If an idea of time is prominent in the expression, cun before 
the present tense is used. 

Old people speaking, children Cun nagsasalitA ang matatanda, dapat 
should be silent. tumahimic ang manga bata. 

The sermon commencing, I will go Cun nagpapasimula ang pangaral, ay 
away. aalis aco. 

The idea of the past with the gerund is generally ex- 
pressed by the past tense preceded by mang. 

He dying, the doctor arrived. a ke? PAHABA na, -dunguating 

They sailing, their mother went Nang naglalayag na sila,i, noui ang 
back. canilang ina. 

The English gerund coming after some preposition or adverb 
and replacing the infinitive, is translated in several ways according to 
the sense imparted to the action by the adverb or preposition. 

“On” with the gerund, denoting simultaneity or continuance is 
translated by pag prefixed to the root, with the possessive case of 
the agent and the accusative of the object, if any, following. 

on my finishing this work I shall |, Piglipab bo HONG GUAN Meda babasa: 
read. [ 

On striking twelve o'clock we shall Pagtogtog nang 4d las doce (Sp.), mag- 
go to rest. papahinga tayo. 

On my father going upstairs, he 
fall, daw. | Pagpanhic nang ama co,i, naholog siya. 

On his preaching, rain came down. Pagpangaral niya, nagmula ang olan. 

If the action is past and complete, pagca and sometimes also capagca, in- 
stead of pag, is prefixed to the root or verbal form, with the same construction. 

After having finished my breakfast Pagcatapus nang aquing pamadhao, 
I shall go to church. magsisimba aco. 

On having paid for the shoes, I Capagcabayad co nang sapin, bung: 
bought a bed. mil aco nang isang hihigaan. 

“After” with the gerund is translated by pagca prefixed to the 
infinitive. 

After dining. Pagcapananhali. 
After saying this, he embraced his Pagcasabi niya nitd, yungmacap siya 

uncle. sa caniyang amain. 
The mass over, the priest took | 

: Pagcamisa na, nagsicolate ang pare. 
chocolate. nag , hag gp 
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If other prepositions are used before the gerund, the infinitive 
or verbal noun may be used in Tagalog with the proper particle preceding. 

In making use of gunpowder great Sa pag-gamit nang polvora (Sp.) ,i, 
care should be taken. magpapacaingat ang taud. 

This (kind of) herb is good for Itong camantigui ay mabuti sa pag- 
curing toothache. gamot sa saquit nang ngipin. 

To be on the lookout for. Sumoboc. 
It would be better, rather. Mahanga. 
It would be better, not to have been / M Kap” 3 8 Raa, ( Mahanga,i, di naguinglalaqui. 

And thanks be given. Salamat at 
And thanks be given he did not fall. Salamat at di siya nahdlog. 
Fins of fishes. Wing. Palicpic. Pacpac. 
Frying pan. Earthen cooking pot. Cauali. Palayoc. 
Beans. Patani. 
Any thing to be eaten with the 

boiled rice. Ulam. 

To Wet ) Pumusta, magposta. (corr. of Sp. word 
" ( apuesta, “bet. ) 

Particles and words offering peculiar features. 

Toui. 

Toui is an adverb which stands for “always,” and has sometimes 
the conjunctional sense of “whenever.” 

Always, constantly. Touing toui, tout nang toul. 
You are constantly busy. Touing touf mayroon cang abala. 
Whenever you read something. Touing bumasa ca nang anoman. 
Whenever he writes. Touing siy4,i. sumulat--sungmusulat. 

Toui may also be used adjectively. 

Every day, every year. Touing Arao, touing taon. 

It may also be used as a conjunction for “while,” “as far 
as,” “as long as.” 

While, as far as, aslong as manhood Touing di mapaui ang pagcataud sa 
is not eradicated from the world. sanglibutan. 

Vala. 

” 
Uala is sometimes used as a substantive for “gulf,” “sea, 

“main,” and may also be made verb in this signification. 

Put to the open sea. Mauala ca. 
a : ae auala siya’ nang caniyang sam- 

He carried his rapine in to the sea, ee y B yang 

30 
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Uala, besides its well known negative import, has various other 
significations as a verb. 

To flee, to pardon, to exonerate. Maguala. 
To disappear. Mauala. 
It is not possible to flee now. Hindi macauauala ngayon. 

It disappeared from my hands. Nauala sa camay co. 
Absolutely nothing. Ualang uala. 
I have absolutely everything. Ualang di uala sa aquin. 
aie put in appearance yes- (Uala siya cahapon. 

Free me from my debt. Ualin mo na ang 0tang co sa iyo. 
F | Nagpapauala ang Dios nang manga 

God pardons our sins. it casalanan natin. 

Ualda is joined to many words forming adversative or negative 

expressions better to be learned by practice 

Endless, eternal. Ualang hangan. 
Easy, possible. Ualang liuag. 
Innocent, blameless. Ualang sala. 
Sound, healthy. Ualang saquit. 

Yari. 

Yari, is one of the forms of the demonstrative pronoun, “this,” 
“this here,” which is more commonly expressed by ito. 

This heart of mine. Yaring aquing puso. 

Yari is used as an absolute verb referring to a thing or a 
task as done or completed. 

Finished! Yari na. 
Conclusion. Cayarian. 
What did your business come to? 75878 gAndng pagcacayari nang osap ninyo? 

FIFTIETH EXERCISE. 

Do you like to hear the singing birds in the morning? I like 
to see the singing birds on the trees, and the fighting cocks in the 
pit. Whose book is that? It is that of the learning boy. Does the 
Chinaman lend any money to the gambling parties? He lends a 
hundred dollars to the gambling parties. Is fishing an art? No, 
fishing is a pastime, but writing is an art. Is hunting difficult in 
the Philippines? It is difficult on account of the bushes, but it is 
easy on account of the abundance of game. Is yachting dangerous? 
yachting is sometimes dangerous. What did you find the servant 
doing? I found him stealing my watch and putting on my shirt. 
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Is he betting on your cock? He is betting on my cock. What was 
the priest doing when you entered church? He was preaching and 
crying. How are monkeys ensnared? They are sometimes taken 
(while) eating oysters at the beach. Do servants sleep, their masters 
working? Servants do not sleep, their masters working. When did 
he go to the farm? He went there on your going out. What did 
he eat after having studied his lesson? After having studied his 
lesson he ate some bananas. When did the stranger intend to start? 
He will start after supper. Is he engaged in handling the plough? 
No, he is engaged in driving carts. What is that fish good for? 
It is good for bait. Shall I wear spectacles when I read? You 
should wear spectacles for reading and writing. Shall I visit him 
every day? You should visit him every week. Is God eternal? 
He is eternal and Almighty. May we attain the eternal life? We 
may attain eternal life by keeping the commandments. What shall 
we do after having finished this work? After having finished it we 
shall go for a walk. Did the cook take away the fins of the fish? 
He did. Where is he going to fry it? He is going to fry it in 
the frying pan. What is he going to fry it with? He is going 
to fry it with beans. 

\ 

FIFTY-FIRST LESSON. 

YCALIMANG POUO,T, YSANG PAGARAL. 

USE AND INTERCHANGE OF TENSES. 

Tagalog shows evidences of having arrived at its present tense- 
forms of reduplication and modification of the initial consonant of the 
verbal particle, only from the more primitive process of using the root 
or simple verbal compound with adverbs of time, or from the indis- 
tinctness found in the languages of the Malay Archipelago, and which 
still exists in other dialects more to the North in Luzon. Or it may 
be that this reduplicative process belonged to the aboriginal language, 
and in its battle with that of the intruder it maintained its ground only 
in Tagalog, struggles still for supremacy in the Bisayan, and became 
extinct in the other Philippine dialects. The language recalls sometimes 
this process and shows a tendency to fall back to the use of adverbs, 
betraying that indefiniteness traces of which can be found in the 
presence of a kind of aorist which seems to include both the notion 
of present and that of future tense. 

Tense is often left to be inferred from the context, and may be 
expressed only when the sense requires it that it should be specified, 
for, as has already been stated, the verbal root may be and is frequently 
used for every tense, with some adverb or expression of time. 

: The following directions are given whith a view to aid the student 
in the understanding of this matter. 

The present indefinite is used for any actual action whether 
represented as habitual, as true or as going on at the time it is being 
spoken of. 

He visits her every other day. | pa a siyd sa touing dala: 
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a . (Ang caniyang pamangquing babaye 

Her niece goes to mass every holy- | nagsisimba touing Arao nang piesta. 

day. (corr. of Sp. word fiesta ‘‘feast.’’) 

He bows to (salutes) her Bungmabati siya sa caniya. 

The bird is pecking. Nanunuca ang ibon. 
The leader is writing. Sungmusulat--nasusulat ang pono. 

This same tense serves for the past indeflnite of the progressive 

conjugation with some adverb denoting past time, or without it if 

the epoch is otherwise expressed or understood. 

The children were yesterday play- Naglalaro cahapon ang manga bata sa 

ing in the garden. halamanan. 

Iwas putting on my clothes when Nagdadamit aco nang pungmasoc siya 

she entered my room. sa aquing silid. 
You were running. Tungmatacbd cayo cangina. 

The same sense of continuance may be expressed by the adverb 

pa, “still.” 

Stars are shining. Nagniningning pa ang manga bituin. 

The past indefinite (not when two actions are compared) and 
present perfect tenses are expressed alike. 

Jesus Christ arose on the third Nabuhay oli si Jesucristo sa ycatlong 
day after his death. Arao nang caniyang pagcamatay. 

I have finished the work. Nagtapus aco nang gaua. a 

I gave them yesterday your books. Ba Fe BAON Eabapon ane 

As already stated, the means are wanting in Tagalog for the 
proper expression of a pluperfect tense. The one which has been 
resorted to of prefixing naca to the verbal root or using na after 
the simple past tense, is to be considered as circumlocutory, and 
used there where two past actions, one of which is anterior to the 
other, are compared. 

I had already eaten yesterday when Nacacdin na aco cahapon nang dung- 
you arrived. mating ca. 

The servant had already looked Pinaghdnap=hinanap na nang alila 
for the cat that disappeared ang pusang nauala, nang naquita 
when Frank found her. (it) ni Quicoy. 

The future indefinite is used in its proper way for any future 
action. 

The Son of God will come down ( Ang Coa hang Dios, ay MANANAGE-- 
again on Earth to judge the liv- ( basaba oli sa lupa, Nonggrahn ny? 
ing and the dead ang nangabubuhay pa at ang nanga- 

i matay na. 

But it stands too for the English infinitive denoting an impending 
action. 

I am going to study. Aco,i, magadral. 
The priest is going to read Ang pare ay babasa. 
He is going to eat. Siya,i, cacain. 
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We are going to go out. Cami aalis na. 
You are going to write. Cay6,i, susulat. 
They are going to sleep. Matotolog na sila. 
My motherisgoing tosay her prayers. Magdarasal si ina. 

What has been said above about the past perfect applies also 
to the future perfect, in so far as na, after the simple future forms 
the perfect. 

I shall have cooked the fish, as you | Lolotoin co na ang isda ay on sa iyong 
ordered me, when you come back. j eo sa aquin cun icdo,i, ba- 

The house will have been destroyed ) Sj , 
by white ants when you are ready | ”! 
to tenant it | 

sirain na nang andy ang bahay cun 
matoloy cang mamahay. 

The imperative, besides its proper use as such, also serves for 
the present subjunctive with the proper conjunction, 

If I write. Cun sumulat aco. 
Although he may go there. Pardon man siya. 
Endeavor to be virtuous that you Magpacabanal ca, nang icdo,i, macapag- 

may attain eternal life. camit nang buhay na ualang hangan, 

It is already known that the tenses of the subjunctive mood are 
expressed by the corresponding ones of the indicative with the proper 
particles either preceding or following. 

I should pay for it if I had any Babayaran co sana cun aco,i, may ca- 
money. roonan-ycabAyad. 

Provided you do not do it. Houag mo lamang gaoin, 
Would to God he would come. Pumarito naua siya. 
Should that be true I would kill Cun iyan sana,i, totod papatayin co 

him. siya 
Obey your father, lest you be pun- Sumonod ca sa iydng ama, maca paru- 

ished. sahan ca. 

: The use of one tense for another occurs very frequently in 
Tagalog, not only because of the indefiniteness which prevails throughout 
the language, but because, too, of the fact that natives entertain dif- 

ferent ideas from ours as to the use and scope of tenses. 

A review of the most frequent changes follows. 

Present indefinite is sometimes used for the past tense, especially 
if the sentence contains a negative particle. 

Has the carpenter arrived. ¢Dungmating na anz anlouague.? 
indi ing. (for d - He has not yet arrived. ag!” dungmarating. (for dungma 

Future indefinite may be used: 
(1) For the present indefinite. 

Does he laugh still? éTataua pa siya? (for tungmataua.) 

Tam going away. Acé,i, aalis. (for nanalis.) 
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(2) For the imperative. 

Before you eat, wash your teeth Bagd cang cumain, manhihininga (for 

clean. manhininga) ca mona. 

a 4 Dadalhan (for dalhan) mo aco nang 

Bring me a book to read. | isang librong babasahin. 

aves ( Houag mong calilimotan (for calimo- 

Do not Torpek your parents. U tan) ang iyong manga magulang. 

The future perfect may be used for the pluperfect. 

When I had already gone out, my Nang macaalis (for nacaalis) na aco 

enemy appeared. hungmarap ang aquing caduay. 

I received the money when I had Tinangap co ang salapi nang acd,i, 

already paid. macabayad (for nacabayad) na. 

The imperative may be used: 
(1) For the present indefinite. 

He sends money one (for nagpapadala! siyé nang 

(2) In potential negative sentences. 

Can you not speak? io ca macapangosap (For naca- 
capangosap.) 

I (chinat deelare. Ft Hindi co maypahayag. (for naypa- 

pahayag.) 

(3) For the past. 

He saw the dog and killed it. \ Maquita (for naquita) niya ang aso at 
/. pinatay niya. 

When I heard thunder I was Nang maringig (for naringig) cong 
frightened. cungmuctlog ay natacot acd. 

(4) The infinitive may be used for the complete present participle. 

He, haying said this, died, Nang sabihin (for pagsasabi) niya itd,1, 
: | slyA,i, namatay. 

Having finished the work, they Nang matapus (for pagcatapus) nila 
went to the theatre. ang gaua, napasateatro sila. 

The infinitive may also be used for all the other tenses, as already said. 

Cun nagagalit ang maestro, caniyang 
parusahan (for pinarurusahan) ang 
lahat na alagad--nagaadral. 

When I bought the house, I said Nang bilhin (for binili) co ang bahay, 
nothing to them. ualaacong sinabing anoman sa canila. 

Who shall not laugh? @Sinong di tumaua? (for tatana). 
Do not carry about your infant Houag mo calungin ang capatid mong 

brother in your arms. bungso. 

When the master gets angry, he 
punishes all the scholars. 
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To declare, to lay before. Magpahayag. 
To hide, to connive at. Maglt{him. 
Hiddenly, deceitfully. Sa Ifhim. 
Here, here it is. There it is. Naitd. NandiyAn, nandbon. 
Before doing, before being done. Bagd gumaua, bagd gaoin. 
Before doing this. Bago gao n itd. 
Before your writing this. Bago mong sulatin ito. 
Beginning, commencement. Pono, mola. 
Edge, point, extremity. End. Dold. Catapusan, hangan, cahanganan. 
God is increate. Ang Dios ay ualang puno,t, dulo." 
He is eternal. Uala Siyang hangan. 
Even so, even being so. Gayon man.” 
Even your sin being so. Gayon man ang casalanan mo. 
Besides. (preposition). Bucod pa, bucod naman. 
Besides this. Bucod pa ritb, bucod pa sa dito, 
Besides that. Bucod naman sa roon. 
Wherever, (conjunction). Saan man. 
Wherever you go. Saan man paroon ca. 
However, whatever. (conjunctions). Matay man. 
However, whatever you think of it. Matay mong isipin. 
Whereas, wherefore, therefore, 

since, for that reason, that is the - Caya, caya nga. 
reason why. 

That is the reason why he is here. Caya nga naririto siya. 
To prepare oneself. Gumayac. 

FIFTY-FIRST EXERCISE. 

Have you seen my brother? I have not seen him. Has the servant 
already arrived? He has not yet arrived. Have you taken my book? 
I have not taken it. Has he met his sister-in-law? Yes, when he was 
going out she arrived. Who gave you that ring? My aunt gave 
it to me when my father was still here at home. Did your daughter 
‘catch the butterfly? No, when she was about to catch it, it vanished 
from her sight. Did her mother call her? Yes, when she was about 
to come downstairs, her mother called her. Do you forget me? I 
do not forget you. Do you pay attention to what I am saying to 
you? I pay close attention to what you say. What did you say 
to me? Before you write, think on what you are going to say. 
Why does she not eat? She does not eat, because she is not 
hungry. Why does not your father allow Mary to read this 
book? Because before she reads it he wants to examine it. Where 
shall we go after dinner? We sball go to the beach after dinner. 
What shall I do after reading? After you read, write. (also). What 
shall I do after reading the letter? After your reading the letter 
give it to me. When did you receive my letter? I received your 
letter after I had already written. What did his brother do? When he 
saw his master he concealed himself. What has happened? On my 
doing what you ordered me, he forbade me to do it. What did you 
say to him? On my going to speak to him he refused to listen 
and went away, but when the mass was over he called out to me. 
Why do you not study? I cannot study. Can your son not write? 
He can write, but he cannot speak. Can he pronounce? He cannot 
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pronounce. Can they not declare it? They cannot declare it. 
Can they not fail to go? They cannot fail to go. Was not that 

made publicly? No, it was made secretly. Where is my watch? 

Here it is. Where is your father? There he is. Where does this 
road begin? It begins at the beach. How was. your female-cousin 
wounded? She was wounded with the point of a pin. Who created 
God? God is increate and eternal. Is He merciful? His mercy 
is infinite, however great your sins may be He will pardon them. 
Where is He? He is everywhere, wherever you go, there He is and 
whatever you do, He sees it. 

FIFTY-SECOND LESSON. 

YCALIMANG POUO,T, DALAUANG PAGARAL. 

VERBAL PECULIARITIES. 

Now that the review of the verb has been completed, it would 
be well to say something about certain Tagalog verbal peculiarities 
before closing the subject. 

As the student has had by this time occasion to note, the 
language is not provided with proper auxiliary verbs, nor with any- 
thing corresponding in sense and scope with the Malay ada and 
jadi, the Javanese ana and dadi, the Battak adong and jadi, the 
Dayak aton and jari, etc., except perhaps that the latter may be 
found in the Tagalog yari, which, if so, has somewhat departed 
from the signification it has in those other languages. 

For the purpose of comparing the relative Malay influences in 
Tagalog and the other languages of the Philippines, it is worth noticing 
that ada is found in Bisayan with a signification very analogous to 
that it has in Malay, as may-ada, “there is,” ada styd, “there he is,” etc. 
show. 

The endeavor which the language makes to acquire such important 
elements as auxiliary verbs are considered to be, is apparent, however, 
in the particular use to which it puts wali, mayroon and may which, 
to a certain degree, corresponds to that to which ‘‘not to have,” “have 
not,’ “there not to have,” there not to be,' “to have,” “have,” “there 
to have,” and “there to be,” are put in English. 

Illustrations follow which, it is believed, will show this analogy 
in a clearer light. 

He has not eaten any bread? gUala siyang baga quinding tinapay? 
He has eaten some bread. Siy4,i, may quinding tinapay. 
Ts there no one eating? éUala bagang cungmacain? 
There is nobody eating. Ualang (taud) cungmacdin 

Was there no one who told it to him? | a agsabi--macapagsabi sa 

Nobody told it to him. Ualang nagsabi diyan sa caniya. 
Will there not be anybody who will } ala wees 

go there? j gUala bagang (taud) parordon.? 

Therewill not be anybody to gothere. Ualang parordon. 
Will there not be any one to whom gUala bagang mabiguian nang crimot 

their quilt may be given? nila? 
There will be nobody to whom Ualang mabiguidn nang canilang 

their quilt may be given. cumot, 
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Does he buy? is he buying? éMay binibih baga siya? 
He buys, he is buying. May binibih siya. 
Have you drunk any wine? éMay ininom ca bagang dlac? 
T have drunk some wine. May ininom acong alac® 
Will your sister cull out of these May pipiliin baga ang iyong capatid na 

flowers? babaye ditb sa manga bulac-lac? 
AN RG AN a SA DAYA | a pipiliin siya ditd sa manga bulac- 

It is agreed between them not to May pinagcaisahan silang hindi nila 
pay, it. babayaran. 

It was enacted to serve in the army. kar a na maglingcod sa 

It will be resolved to proceed up 'M Barat. : 
to the end. ) May ypasisiyang ytoloy. 

Mayroon is used for “to have to” with the agent in the 
nominative case and the verb which stands for its direct complement, 
following in the corresponding tense, or in that peculiar to Tagalog, 
of the proper passive voice. 

Have they (anything) to say? 4Mayroon baga silang sasabihin? 
They have to say that.... Mayroon silang sasabihin na.... 

{ (Mayroon baga cayong binibiling=bil- Had you to buy something? hing anoman? 

We had to pax the dahit ' Mayroon caming binayarang-bayarang 
pay ( otang. 

Shall I have anything to do? 4Mayroon baga acong gagaoin? 
You shall have to sweep the door sill. Icad ay mayroong maualis ang pintoan. 

May is aiso used before a common noun in a sense of 
ownership, parentage or appurtenance, bearing, in this respect, a close 
similarity to the Latin, habeo, habes, etc. 

The owner, the proprietor. Ang may ari. 
The father, one of the parents. Ang may anac. 
The maker, Ang may gata. 
Author, inventor, fabricator, de- ! May catha. 

signer. 
Who composed these verses? éSino ang may catha nitong tula? 
The Creator. Ang may lalang, may capal. 
The powerful man. Ang may capangyarihang taub. 
The Almighty. Ang may capangyarihan sa lahat. 
The lover. Ang may sinta. 
Who is the owner of this farm? Sino ang may ari nitbng buquid? 
Our neighbour is the owner. Ang aming caapidbahay ang may ari. 
Who is the father of this maid? gSinong may anac dito sa dalaga? 

a CrneaanN Aha eornce tet Ang insic sa suloc ang may anac niya. 
ather. so a 

Who are the inventors of this kind (Sino sino ang manga may catha 
of pillow? nitong ganitong olonan—onan? 

The Japanese are the inventors. Avg manga taga Japon ang may catha. 
Who is the Creator of everything? 8 Sino ang may capal sa lahat? 

ng (Ang Dios, Panginoon natin, siya ang 

"a “AL ou aE eNOS aete may lalang at ang may capangyari- 

cere han sa lahat. 
40 
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Muy comes before substantive roots having a passive force and 
converts them into adjectives. 

Sick. Guilty, culprit. May saquit. May sala. 

Wise, learned. Denticulated, toothed. May dénong. May ngipin. 

Golden, gold yielding. May guinto. 

Mag is still used, preceded by sa, for the preposition “near.” 

Near the tree. . Sa may cdhoy. 
5. » house, » » bahay. 

» » church. 5 5. simbahan. 

What is that near the border of gAnod caya yaong na sa may tabi nang 

the sea? dagat 4 
: : Yaong na sa may dagat ay isang 

That near the sea is a pirogue. | bangca. 

Another peculiarity of Tagalog is the using of some roots in 

an absolute impersonal way for every tense. The roots most commonly 

made use of in such a way, or which may be considered as defective 
verbs, are: 

Coming from, deriving. Galing. 
Concluded, made up. Yari. 
Finished, ended. Tapus. 
Deserving. (punishment). Sucat. 
Condign, worthy, just, right, proper. Dapat. 
Wishing, willing. Ibig. 
Not knowing. Ayauan, 
Refusing, to be unwilling. (the! 

Latin nolo, nolle, noluc). f Ayao. 
Itis, was, will be said, he, she, they, Dé a 

says, say, said, will be said. I dep Ni 

Dio and cono are always postponed to the verb, dao being far 
more in use. 

It is said you are very rich. Mayamang mayaman ca dao. 
It was said you were dead. Namatay ca dao. 
It will be said he will become mad. Maoolol siya dao. 
He says let him go out. Lumabas siya dao. 
They say they are not willing. Nanayao--aydo coné sila. 
He says he will study. Magaaral dao siya. 

Aydo (1) governs the noun or pronoun in the nominative or 
possessive case according to whether sentence is active or passive. 

Are you not willing to enter? gAydo cang pumasoc? 
I refused to marry. Naydo acong magasdua, or, aydo acong 

nagasaua. 

ly. toiuse bo give ny Money ZAyao mong ysaoli ang salapi co? 

(1) Aydo is but the modern Javanese aja, and the Kawi ayuwa. It should 
be remarked here that among the Javanese words adopted in Tagalog and in the 
other dialects of the Philippine Islands, those taken from the ancient Kawi language 
prevail, a fact, independently from any other, which shows the very remote antiquity 
of the Javanese influence, and that of the languages of the Philippines. 
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Ayaudn--avin i i H Ay a m is used in an absolute manner for “I don’t know,” 
I don’t care. 

Do you know what your master :Naaalaman mo cun and ang sabi 
said? nang iydng panginbon. 

T do not know, I do not care. Ayaudan, audn. 

_ Although ibig is sometimes used with the active construction, 
it is better adapted to the passive, 

Do you wish to read? Ibig mong bumasa. 
I wish to read the book. Ibig cong basahin ang libro. 
Did he wish to work? gInibig niyAng magtrabajo? (1). 
He wished to pay his debt. aa” bayaran ang caniyang 

Will your friend be willing to glibiguin baga nang caibignn mo pa- 
come here? parito. 

He will be willing to come here to } eee : : see you. ibiguin niyang paritohan ca niya. 

Dépat and sicat, as absolute impersonal verbs, are used in 
passive sentences, ddpat, generally for reward, and scat for penalty. 

It is just to punish him. Sucat siyang hampasin=parusahan. 
It will be right to hang them. Sucat silang bitayin. 
He deserves to be granted the prize. Dapat siyang pagcalooban nang ganti. 
They deserved to obtain the office. Dapat nilang camtan ang catongcolan. 

Tapus and yari are used with the particle na after them: tapus, 
may indifferently refer to the time or to the work; yari, only to 
the work. 

The rain is over. Tapus na ang olan. 
In the month of November southern Sa boudn nang Noviembre tapus na 

winds will cease. ang taghabagat. 
Hana: you completed your work, iYari na ang gand mo? 

It is already finished. Yari na. 

Galing, may be used in its radical form for the sake of briefness 
When stress on a particular kind of action can be dispensed with and 
the tense is determined otherwise or is tacitly understood. 

Where do you come from? gSdan ca galing? 
I come from Tayabas. Galing aco sa Tayabas. 
Yesterday when we met your ser- Cahapon nang nasalobong namin ang 

vant, where was he coming from? alila mo, gsdan siy 4 galing? 
He was coming from the well. Galing siya sa bucal. 

(1) The Spanish consonant j is still retained in words as trabajo, and 
some others, 
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Verbal roots are used in their crude state in the second person 

of the imperative, especially when there exists no direct or indirect 

complement in the sentence. ‘This manner of using the verbal root 

has a frequent use among natives and is somewhat interjectional. 

Walk! Take! Lacad. Cuha. 

Run! Run for it!, overtake! Tacbo. Tacbohin. 

Drag along. Kat! Hila. Cain. 

Come on. Hali ca, toloy. 

Verbal roots, when they are not changed from their primary 

sense by some modifying particle, are used too for every tense, if 

the latter is otherwise determined by some other word. 

What do you bring? eAnd ang dala mo? 

I bring nothing to-day. Uala acong dala ngayon. 

Yesterday I brought some fruit. Ang dala co cahapo,i, bunga. 

pee mila be willing to have Anong ibig niya bucas? 

What does he, say? FAndng sabi niya? 

He says that...... Sabi niya,i,. .. - 

Some compounds, either nouns or adjectives, are used as verbs in 
an absolute manner. 

Wise, learned. Martinong.: 
Does he know? gMarunong siya? 

Do you know how to read? éMartinong cang bumasa? 

No, sir, I cannot read. Hindi po, di aco marunong bumasa. 

Do they know how to speak English?  gMartnong siling magiticang ingles? 

They do not know how to speak Hindi sila marinong magsalita sa ui: 
English, but they know how to cang ingles, nguni,t, marunong sila 
speak Tagalog. magsalita sa uicang tagalog. 

Need, want, it is necessary. Cailangan. 
What do you need? éAnodng cailangan mo? 
You need to be cured. Cailangan cang gamotin. 
They need to work. Cailangan silang magtrabajo. 

The language still preserves relics of an ancient absolute im- 
perative, formed by suffiximg the particle #--y to the verbal root there 
where the an passive, and the particle an“ there where the y passive, 
should have been used. (1). 

Open it. Bucasi. 
Throw it away. Taponan. 

Diminutive verbs. 

This denomination includes, not only those verbs which denote 
a feeble action, but all others the action of which is to be represented 
as performed in a way of fiction, mockery or awkwardness. This 

(1) This is to be considered as a broken link in the chain of union of 
Tagalog with Malagasi, for it is much in the same way that the corresponding 
particles are used in the latter language. (See in Nineteenth Lesson footenote, 
pagea 108-109. 
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manner of representing the action finds much favor with natives, tho 
same means being here resorted to for the purpose as for the dim- 
inutive noun, that is to say, the using of the verbal compound with 
the reduplication of the root, whatever else pertains to the conjugative 
mechanism remaining unchanged. 

To walk, Lumacad. 
To walk in a scurrilous manner. Lumacadlacad. 
To say, to speak. Magiiica. 
To speak and pronounce indistinctl sada a 

like title CU ldron. "| Magiticauica. 
To sleep. Matolog. 
To slumber, or to feign sleeping. Matologtolog. 
Carried, taken. Dinala. 
Carried and brought in again and]... ka ; 

over again. Dinaladala=-dinadaladala. 

To write. Sumulat, magsulat. 
To scribble. Sumulatsulat, magsulatsulat. 
To eat. Cumain, magcain. 
To eat very little as sick persons 

: umaincain, magcaincain. 
do, to eat and slaver as babies. ! C , magcainca 

To weep. Tumangis, magtangis. 
To whine. Tumangistangis, magtangistangis. 
To rain. Umolan. 
To drizzle. Umolan-olan 
To build houses. Magbahay. 
To raise little houses as children do. Magbaybahayan. 
The sick person can already walk 

a little, can make some steps. 
The child begins to mutter some 

Ang may saquit nacacalacadlacad na. 

Ang bata,i, nagiiiuicauica na. 
words. 

Do not trust him, he only feigns Houag mo siyang paniualaan, nagtoto- 
to sleep. logtologan siya lamang. 

Why are you always taking the 
book in and out? 

The male and the female child write Ang dalauang bata nagsusilatsulatan 
each other little love-letters. nang palasintahan, 

My child begins to eat, to swallow 
some food. 

gBaquit mo dinadaladala ang libro? 

Ang bata co,i, cungmacaincain na. 

i +: Ang caniyang bungsd,i, palaguing 
Her baby is always whining. | laan stangis. 

The children are making little hous: Ang manga bata,i, nagbabahaybaha- 
es out of earth in the garden. yan nang lupa sa halamanan. 

The orphan. Ang olila. 
To leave off. Leave off reading. Tuan. Tuan mo ang pagbasa. 
The poor fellow, the unfortunate. Ang mahirap. 

Have you no parents? gUala cayong manga magulang? 
No, Sir, we are parentless. Hindi po, cami, po, manga olila. 

Pure, genuine. Taganas, pulos. mera g 

is ring i : ingsi i, taganas na 
This ring is of genuine gold. a na i g 

That image is pure ivory. Iyang larduang iyd,i, pulos na garing. 

Customary, habitual Caranfuang, caratihan 

Customary dress, Caraniuang damtin. 
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Inveterate habit. Caratihan asal. 
Enough, sufficient. Casiyahan, caiguihan. 
That is sufficient. ly4,i, caiguihan na. 
To pass, to elapse. Lumipas. 
The time has passed when....  Lungmipas na ang panahon na.... 
To exceed, to excel, to overdo. Lumalo. 
He excels in wisdom. Lungmalalo ang pagcarunong niya. 

FIFTY-SECOND EXERCISE. 

Had you anything to eat? I had nothing to eat. Has he 
not seen my brother? He has not yet seen him. Has he not slept 
yet? He has not yet slept. What will there be considered? There 
will be her marriage considered. Have you anything to tell me? 
Yes, I have something to tell you. Have you anything to do? 
Yes, I have something to do. Has he anything to desire? He 
has nothing to desire. Have you said anything? I have said nothing. 
Has he killed a man? He has killed a man. Who is the father of this 
child? Peter is the father of this child. Who is the maker of the world? 
God, our Lord, is the maker. Are you perchance the owner of this land? 
TI am not the owner but my brother-in-law. Who are the owners 
of this forest? The landlords in the town are the owners of this 
forest. What is that near the church? That near the church is a 
very beautiful tree. Who is sick? My father is sick. Are they 
the culprits? No, they are not the culprits? Is the master learned? 
He is very learned. Where is your servant coming from? He is 
coming from the river. Is this book finished? It is not yet 
finished. Is the month ended? It is ended. Ought he to be 
punished? He ought not to be punished. Are your cousins worthy 
of reward? They are worthy of reward. Is he willing to write? 
He is willing to write. What does he say? He says he is a stranger. 
Ask him whether he knows how to play the harp? He says he knows. 
Do you want this flower? No, Sir, if you want it take it. Do you 
know my friend loves you? I donot care. Do they not wish to 
go to school? They do not wish to. What do you say? I say 
it is not possible. Does he know how to sew? He does not know 
how to sew. Can you speak Tagalog? I can speak Tagalog. Are 
you a judge of writing? JI am not a judge of writing. Are you 
acquainted with cooking? I am not acquainted with it. Is it neces- 
sary? It is necessary. Is it necessary to say it? It is necessary 
that I should declare it. Where is your father? Our father is dead, 
we are orphans. Did John quit gambling? He has not yet quitted 
it. Who is that man? He is an unfortunate. What is that crown 
made of? It is made of pure silver. What does your father excel 
in? He excels in -lecturing. 
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FIFTY--THIRD LESSON. 

YCALIMANG POUO,T, TATLONG PAGARAL. 

USE OF NANG AND S:l IN THE OBJECTIVE CASE. 

The use of nang or sa bofore 2 common noun, the English 
direct object of an active sontonce, is generally decided by the 
nature of the action. Nang, which is by far better adapted to the 
direct object if it is represented by a common noun, is used: 

With verbs donoting assimilation on the part of the agent. 

To obtain glory. Magcamit nang calualhatfan. 
To eat cherries. Jamain nang lombdy. 
T found money. Nacapdlot==nacaquita aco nang salapi. 
Ho borrowed ten dollars. Ungmotang siya nang sangpduong piso. 
Wo take books, Cungmocoha camf{ nang libro. 
They will receive [iltoon dollars. Tatangap sila nang labing liming piso. 
Buy a farm. Bumil) ca nang buquid. 

With verbs the action of which necessarily requires two com- 
plements (accusative and dative) cither exprossod or understood, although 
they may mean expulsive acts on the part of tho agent. In such 
cases the direct objoct (generally a thing) goes with nang, and the 
indirect (generally a person), with sa. 

i su i i t 
Ho writos two letters to your father. ) perl a aa KU oul 

\ 
( 

: Naebill aco nang ari co sa manga 
I sold my state to the natives. = i 8 

tagalog. ; 

We shall give tho oggs to the baker. } eo ee nang manga it-log sa 

Send lumber to tho carponter. Magpadala ca nang eahoy sa anloague. 
The unclo loaned money. Ang anai,i, nagpadtang nang salapt. 
They had said everything to the Nacapagsab) na sili nang lahat sa 

master" panginoon. ; 
You will perhaps have sold books Nacapagbih na marahil cayé nang libro 

to the priest. sa pare. ; 
I granted permission. Nagealoob aco nang pahintdlot. (1). 

Before any common noun, the direct object of the sentence, if 
it is used in a partitive or indofinite sense. 

Put some rico (the boiled rice which 
: : SABA Magsaapty ca nang canin or moris- 

constitutes natives principal HABapUy a 
f queta. food), on tho tire. 1 : ; 

He counts money. Bungmibilang siya nang salapi. 
We ask for something. Hungmihingi camf nang anoman” 

(1) The student should not lose sight of the fact that some of these 
sentences would be better constructed with the verb in the passive. If they are 
here expressed with the verb in the active, it is ouly to make more noticeable 

the use of nang or of sa. 
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Ask some vinegar on passing by. Maquirdan ca nang suca. 
They have sowed paddy. Naghasic sila nang palay. 
They shall gather (cut off with the | Mangingitil sila nan mamin. 

fingers) some betel leaves. j 
Gather some flowers Mitds=mamitas ca nang bulac-lac. 
Do not pick up any quarrels. Houag cang humanap nang 0sap. 
Will you have some bread? elbig mo nang tinapay? 
I want a little. Ibig co nang caunti. 

Nang is generally used in all cases not otherwise specified in 
the subjoined rules for the use of sa. 

He cannot lift the vat. Hindi siya macabuhat nang tapayan. 
We build our house of stone. Nagbabatd cami nang bahay namin. 
Peter reduced the price. Nagbaba si Pedro nang halaga. 
Drive away the poultry. Bumugao cayé nang manoc. 
They will undo (untie) the agree- Cacalag sila nang tipan---pinagcaisa- 

ment. han. 
It is a sin to listen to (hearing) Sala ang dumingig nang uicang ma- 

.« € obscenities. hahalay 
Why did not the servant transfer gBaquit hindi nagsalin ang alila nang 

the water into the vat. tubig sa tapayan. ON 
Mane dhe anda: (Pumotol ca nang pabilo (Sp. w. for 

[ wick”') nang candila. 
Correct (rectify) your bad habits. Tumouir ca nang masamang dsal mo. 

Sa is used before the direct object in the active: 

In sentences the verb of which obtains in the cauzative sense 
of maca conjugation. 

Modesty enhances women's beauty. | a ay nacagaganda sa 

His arrival caused pleasure to his Ang pagdating niya,i, nacatdua sa 
mother. caniyang ina. 

Why does war cause sorrow to your gBaquit caya ang pagbahaca,i, nacalu- 
sister? i lumbay sa capatid mong babaye? 

This fruit is still green (unripe) and Itong bongang itd,i, hildo pa,t, macasa 
will harm my children. sama sa manga anac co. 

ug manga gamot ang siyang nacaca- 
galing sa manga may saquit. 
ng manga cayabangan niya,i, naca- 
tatacot sa manga bata. 

The tears of David washed his Ang manga luha ni David nacadilig 
couch. kuta! pi sa | sa caniyang hihigaan. 

It is the remedies that cure the sick. | A 

His brags cause fright to the boys. ! A 

With verbs which more or less require a person for their direct 
object. 

To salute, to bow at, to greet. Magbati, bumati. 
Salute the priest. Bumati ca sa pare. 
To betray. To deny. /.;- , 7 vk. Magcanulé. Magtatua. 

a ( Si San Pedro,i, nagtatuia sa caniyang 
Saint Peter denied his master. 3 maestro-tinatuan ni San Pedro ang 

( caniyang maestro. 
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To cure, to doctor. Gumamot. 
(Si Jesucristo,i, gungmamot sa manga Jesus Christ cured the sick. a : 
/ may saquit. 

To whip, to cudgel. Humampas. 
Shall we whip our servant? éHabampas tayo sa alila natin? 
To incite, to cajole, to spur on. Pamongcahi. 
She cajoles the man. (male.) Namomongcahi siya sa lalaqui. 
To slap. -  Tumampal, magtampal. 
I will slap the scoundrel. Tatampal aco sa tampalasan—tacsil. 

In certain verbs which may take a thing or a person for their 
direct complement, nang comes before the thing, na before the person. 

io. jeveTo pay the (for the) maintenance. Magbayad nang yquinabubuhay. 
He paid the physician, ee siya sa médico—mangaga- 

mot. 8 

To obey (to 'keep) the command- Sumonod nang manga utos nang 
ments of God. Dios. 

Your friend does not obey his Ang caibigan mo,i, hindi sungmosonod 
mother. sa ina niya. 

Ask (inquire) the reason of tbat. Magtanong ca nang cadahilanan niyan. 
Ask the servant whetber he swept Tumanong ca sa alila cun niualisan 

the bath-room. na niya ang paligoan. 

Sa is commonly used also with those verbs in the active which 
in the passive require an in reference to their direct object. 

To look at the sky. Tumingin sa langit. 
I aimed (took aim) at the bird. Tungmurla aco sa ibon. 
They point to the thief. Tungmotoro sila sa magnanacao. 
To throw arrows at. Magpana sa....... | 

To wriog, to twist. Mihit, magpthit. 
To turn, to retract, to fall back. Magbalic, bumalic, malic. 

_. Turn your heart to God. Magbalic cang loob sa Dios. 
5t To join, to approach by crawling. | Umagdpay. 

/ / To turn one’s back to, on. Tumalicod. 
To carry about along with, to bear. Dala. 
To be pregnant. Dalang bata, taud. 
To bear anger, envy. Dalang poot. 
To have fear. Dalang tacot. 
To carry shame along. Dalang hiya. 

Dala is used in the sense of carrying along with, with words similar 
‘to those in the examples and it may be made a mag verb. “This 

boy carries shame about him,” nagdadalang hiya iting batang ito. 

To swoon away, to be giddy. Mahilo. 
Iswooned away at the shock, stroke. Yquinahilo co ang pocpoc. 
To stop. Huminto, maghinto. 

aaah a ad one’s self, rol Tamiguil, magtiguil. | 

, The wind grows calm. Titiguiltiguil ang hangin. 

Noise, clamor, bustle. Ingay. 
41 
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Be silent. Houag mag-ingay. 

To go to Manila, to go down theriver. Lumouas. 
I shall go to Manila. Lulouas aco. 
TI hold it to be good. Inaari cong mabuti. 
At times, sometimes. Cun minsan. 
Other times, at other times. Cun minsan naman. 

un minsan sa itaas, cun minsan na- : . C 
m low. | Ha . ; Sometimes above, sometimes below | méyi, sa ibaba--sa lupa. 

To chew. Ngumoya. 
To chew betel nut. To nibble. Ngumanga. Ngumalot, ngumata. 
To gnaw. Ngumatngat. 
To gesticulate, to make grimaces.... Ngumisi. 
To smile bashfully. Ngumiti. 
To go beyond, to transpierce. Tumalab. 
Miracle. Himala. 
To be overcome, afflicted with. Tablan. (contraction.) 
J am overawed. Tinatablan aco nang tacot. 
To be present. Maharap. 
The present time. Ang panahong hinaharap, casalucuyan. 
Nowadays. Sa panahong hinaharap, casalucuyan.. 
The past time. Ang panahong tinalicdan, nacaraan. 
Formerly. Sa panahong tinalicdan, nacaraan 
Futurity, the time to come. Ang panahong haharapin. 
Ta ika fabs: a haharapin sa panahong 

arating. 
Finally, in a word. Sa catagang uica. 
In a few words. Sa, madaling sabi. 
According, according to. Ayon sa, alinsunod sa. 
According to the census. Ayon sa bilang nang manga tauo. 
According to this. Sa bagay na ito. 

FIFTY-THIRD EXERCISE. 

What must I do to obtain the pardon of my trespasses? If 
you want to obtain the pardon of your trespasses make a good confession. 
Do you write when you study? When I study, I do not write. Why 
do they stop there? They stop there to see a ship under sail. Do 
you hold it to be a bad thing to listen to obscenities? I do hold 
it to be a very bad thing. Does your master repute it as a good 
thing to serve God? Yes, indeed. Where do you go? I go to 
Manila. When will you come back? I shall come back in the 
evening. Does your son refuse to appear before his master? He 
refuses to put in appearance, for he fears punishment. When will 
he read the book I gave him? He will read it next Sunday. Do 
Americans intend to go away? They do not intend to go away. 
Why did you not reply to the priest? I was overcome with shame. 
Whom does that school-boy fear? He fears his master. Did the old 
woman swoon away? She swooned away, but she soon recovered from her 
fit and now is growing calmer. What commotion is that? It is the 
children that are running about in the street. Did you tell them to be 
silent? I told them to be silent. Do natives plot? They plot, some- 
times openly (publicly); sometimes, hiddenly. Who are accustomed to 
chew tobacco? Americans are accustomed to chew tobacco. Do natives 
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chew betel nut? Most of them do. Do the mice nibble at the cheese? 
The mice nibble at the cheese. What is the dog gnawing? It is 
gnawing a bone. At whom does that boy make grimaces? He 
does not make grimaces at anybody, he smiles. Were miracles 
worked by Jesus Christ in former times? He worked many miracles. 
Are miracles wrought at present? No, there are no miracles wrought 
nowadays nor probably will there be any more in the future. What 
did he say? I will tell you in a few words what he said. How 
many inbabitants are there in this town? According to the census 
taken last year, there are about seven thousand inhabitants. 

FIFTY-FOURTH LESSON. 

YCALIMANG POUO,T, APAT NA PAGARAL. 

THE ADVERB. 

In English and in Latin, adverbs are formed from adjectives by 
changing or otherwise altering their endings: rectus, recté; justus, juste, 
“wise,” “wisely,” “noble,” “nobly,” etc. In Tagalog, adverbs are form- 
ed from adjectives without any change whatever, much in the same 
way is in English, for instance, “hard,” “ill,” etc., can be used both 
as adjectives and as adverbs, and thus, adverbs in Tagalog are not 
distinguished by any prevailing termination corresponding to the Engl- 
ish “ly.” Simple, that is to say, radical adverbs are by far fewer 
than compound adverbs, and adverbial phrases. Many adjectives with 
ma are used adverbially, and so are also certain prepositions and con- 
junctions. In conformity with the versatile character of the language, 
some other parts of speech are determined to an adverbial sense by 
their position in the sentence. 

Adverbs of manner. 

Of these, the following are simple: 

As, so, like. Gaya, ga, para, paris. 
Purposely, knowingly, intentionally,  m.....: 5 

designedly. ; Tiquis, pacsa. 
Willingly. Hardly, scarcely. Cusa. Bahaguid. 
Especially. Conjointly, as well as. Bucod, tangi. Sabay. aan NG 
According. As if selling. Ayon, alinsénod. Ganagbibih. 
This lizard is like a caiman (is caimanlike.) | Gaboaya itdng tocong itd. 

He did it on purpose. Tiniquis niya, pinagsa niya. 
You are like me. Icao,i, paris co. 
It is hardly sufficient. Bahaguia na magcasiya. 
He has been especially summoned. Bucor siyAng natauag. 
Man as well as woman, the man: 3 : and he-womaw too: , Ang lalaqui casabay nang babaye. 
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The following are compound adverbs of manner. 

\ 
So, thus, that way. Gandon, gaydn. 

So, thus, in this manner. Ganito. 3 
So, thus, as that. Ganiyan. 
Finally, at last. . Catapustapusan, cauacasuacasan. 

English adverbs of manner ending in “ly' are generally ex: 
pressed by the corresponding adjectives with the ligament or nang 
preceding. 

Swiftly. Quickly. Matulin. Madali. 
Slowly, understandingly. Marahan. 
Well, goodly. Mabuti, magaling. 
Badly. Clearly. Masama. Malinao. 
Carefully. Strongly. Mahusay. Malacas. 
Do it quickly. Gaoin mong madali. 
Wrap it up carefully. Balutin mong mahusay. 

He pushed the boat strongly. | eee niya nang malacds ang 

It is well to say, however, that not all adjectives can be 
used as adverbs. Thus simple adjectives, that is to say, radical ad- 
jectives, as, for instance, lupit, olol, etc., and ma adjectives importing 
quality and not manner as, mariinong, mabait, etc., cannot be used 
adverbially. 

. Some nominal roots are made into adverbs of manner by the 
particle sa. 

Openly, publicly. Sa hayag. 
Hiddenly, secretly. Sa lihim. 
Commonly, customarily. Sa ogali, sa caogalian. 
Judiciously. Sa bait. 

Adverbs admit of a superlative degree in the same way as adjectives. 

Very carefully. Mahusay na mahusay. 
Very well. Mabuting mabuti. 
Very badly. Masamang masama. 
Very slowly. Inot inot, marahan dahan. 

Adverbs of place. 

Many of these are verbal roots preceded by sa. 

Where? Here, hither. eSaan?. Dito, dim. 
There. (near you). Diyan. 
There. (at that place) Doon. 
Near, close. Malapit, sa may, sa siping, sa tahi. 
Far, far off, away. , Malayo, sa malayo. 
Within, inside. Out, outside. Sa Ibob. Sa labas. 
Before, opposite. Behind. Sa harap, sa tapat. Sa licod. 
Above. Below. Sa it4as. Sa ibaba. 
On, upon. Under. Sa ibabao. Sa ilalim. 
In the middle, midway. Sa ilalim. Sa guitna. 
In the middle, halfway. Sa paguitan, 
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By, by the side of. 
Sideways, on that side. 
Both sides. On all sides. 
Below, downstairs, on the ground. 
Anywhere, everywhere. 
At midnight. 

We are halfway in the journey. 

My mother was close by me. 
He went abroad, on the other side 

of the sea. 
On both sides of the ship. 

Sa piling. 
Sa cabila. 
Sa magcabila. Sa magcabicabila. 
Sa lupa. 
Sdéan man. 
Sa hating gabi 

j Na sa paguitan tayo sa paglacad--lala- 
tl carin. 
Na sa siping co si ind. 

! Naparoon siya sa cabila nang dagat. 

Sa magcabila nang sasaquian. 

Adverbs of time. 

When? Now. 
To-day. To-morrow. 

Ago. 

Yesterday, Last night. 
The day before yesterday. 
Some days ago. 
Five days ago. 
Before, a while ago, just now. 
By and by, presently. 
Early. Already. 
Still, yet. Not yet. 
Always. 
Constantly, continually. 
Suddenly, off hand. 
Instantly. Immediately. 

For ever, everlastingly. 

Never, no more, no longer. 
Often, frequently. 
From. 
Formerly, anciently. 
Sometime, sometimes. 
Now and then, occasionally. 
Rarely. 
Late. 
Daily. Hourly. 
Weekly. Monthly. 
Yearly. | 

_Cailan? Ngayon. 
Ngayon Arao na ito. Bucas. 
a camaca, (particles indicating past 

time). 
Cahapon. Cagabhi. 
Camacalaua. 
Camacailang Arao. 
Camacalimang Arao. 
Cangina, cangina pa, bago pa. 
MameaA, mamaya, mameamed, 
Maaga. Na. 
Pa. Di pa. 
Tout, touitoui, cailan man. 
Palagui, parati. 
Caalam-alam, caracaraca. 
Bigla, sa bigla. Agad, tambing. 
Magparati man sdan, hangan cailan 

man. 
Cailan pa man, caicaila,i. hindi. 
Malimit, di mamacailan. 
Mula, mula sa, buhat. 
Sa una, sa dati, sa unang Arao. 
Cun minsan. 
Manacanaca, maminsan-minsan. 
Bihira, madalang. 
Tanghali na, gabi na, huli. 

MI 

Arao-arao. Oras-dras. 
Lingo-lingo. Bouan-bduan. 
Taon-taon. 

Conjunctive adverbs of time. 

‘As soon as, no sooner than, on. 
Then, at the end, afterwards. 
Then. (at that past time). 
When, at the time of. (future). 
Whenever. Till, until. 
When, at the time of. (past). 
When, on those days. 
After. After having. 
First, firstly. 
Before, previous to, previously. 

Sa, pagca, pag. 
Saca. 
Noon, niyon. 
Cun. 
Cun touf. 
Nang. 
Noon. 
Pagca, capag. Pagca, capagca. 
Mona. 
Bago 

Hangan, bangan sa. 
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Catlin is mainly interrogative. 

When did he come? 4CailAn siya naparito? 
Before, in the morning. Canginang omaga. 
Before, in the afternoon. Canginang tanghali... 

He was here just a while ago. Canicangina,i, nariritd siya, 

Maméa=mamayé is middle between tambing and sacd. 

I shall write by and by. Susulat acd mamga. 
We shall always love each other. Magsisintahan catang dalaua cailan man 
He died instantly. Namatay siyang bigla. 
He prostrated himself immediately. Nagpatirapa siyang agad. 
Patitimadiakoly Cumadin cang tambing, tambingin mong 

cumain. : 
: Ang Dios, ay Dios din magpaparatin 

God exists ab eterno. Ramer ont 

: a Cailan man acé,i, hindi ungmiinom 
I never drink liquors. | nang dlac. 

I often take baths. Malimit acong naliligo 
They frequently committed sin Di mamacailan nagcasala sila laban sa 

against God Dios. 
From this day on. Mula ngayon, buhat ngayon. 
From Thursday till Saturday. Mula sa jueves hangan sa sabado. 
In former times. Sa onang panahon. 
This child cries but rarely. Bihirang tungmatangis itong bata. 

My sister arrived late at mass. paa a capatid na babaye nahuli 

It is late. (in the morning). Tanghali na. 
It is late. (in the evening). Gabi na. 

For the proper use of the conjunctive adverbs the following 
directions are given: 

Sa refers to a principal action immediately following the 
secondary one expressed by the word to which it is applied. It 
indicates rather punctuality than simultaneousness. 

On his saying these words, he died. pe: pgapabi mya molang manpa uae ay 
( namatay. 

On their noticing the earthquake, Sa pagcamalay nila nang lindol, sila,i, 
they ran away. tungmacbo. 

Pag refers to the subordinate action which it represents as 
accomplished or in progress with some other simultaneous action. It 
goes With the possessive case of the agent and the accusative of .the object. 

As soon as I told it to him. Pagsabi--pagsabihin co sa caniya. 
No sooner he went in. Pagpasoc niya. 
Assoon as you greet him, comeback. Pagbati mo sa caniya, mouf ca. 
As my father went away,he arrived. Pagalis nang ama co, dungmating siya. 
On my arriving at the house, I Pagdating co sa bahay, naquita co ang 

saw an innumerable crowd. isang catiponan di mabilang na tauo. 
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_Pagca_is used in the same sense and with the same con- 
struction. It points out the action as past and does not indicate 
simultaneousness. 

No sooner he had finished the work Pagcatapus niya nang gaud, dindlao 
than he came to pay me a visit. aco niya capagdaca. 

After studying we shall go for a Pagcapagaaral namin magpapasial 
walk. ; cami. 

After striking nine o’clock, we Pagcatugtog nang 4 las nueve, mag- 
shall go to rest. papahinga tayo. 

Pagca is sometimes used for “from,” “since:” 

From my infancy down. Pagcabata co. 
i 

Capag, capagca refer to the action as altogether past and perfect. 

After his having finished speak. Capagcapangosap niya, nagyacapan 
ing, they embraced each other. sila. 

The celebration being over, I went Capagcatapus nang piesta, napasaba- 
home. hay aco. 

After having finished that, they be- Capagyari nila niyon, nagmula silang 
gan to dance. Mmagsayao. 

Capag and capagca are very important particles both of them 
referring to an action altogether past, capag represents the action at 
he start, capagca, as accomplished and perfected, and they may be 
rendered, respectively, “on starting,” “on having finisced”...,: but if 
the action is such as not to admit of duration, both particles may 
be used in the perfective sense. 

They should be considered in two ways: as present participles 
and as adverbs. As participles they adhere to the verbal particle 
which the nature of the action requires, with the possessive case of 
the agent following. 

After his commencing to teach. Capagaral niya. 
After I began to study. Capagpagaral co. 
After the priest's starting to preach. Capagpangaral nang pare. 
eae having finished saying | Capagcasabibin mo iydn. 

After my having finished studying. Capagcapagaral co. 
After his having finished preaching. Capagcapangaral niya. 
After his arriving. Capagcadating--capagdating niya. 
After my having thrown away my Capagcaytapon--capag-ytapon ang 

ring. aquing singsing. 

Capag, capagca and even pagca and pag, as adverbs, are written 
separately, have the sense of “when,” “on,” and may govern the 
nominative case of the agent with the verb in the active if the action 
is represented as present, simultaneous or probable. 

As soon as I receive a letter, I Capag aco,i, tungmatangap nang si- 
give as answer. lat, acd,1, sungmasagot. 

No soo do I get than I , © BF , ac Shane a =P B Pagca acé,i, nagbangon ay naliligo aco 

As soon as my son is twelve years ald, 1 will maka him work dalauang taon, papilitin co siyang 
Pag ang aquing anec ay may labing 

magtrabajo. 
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Pag is used with the negative in a threatening sense. 

You shall see how I beat you. Pag hindi quita paloin. 
If he does not come, I shall not pay Pag hindi siya pumarini, ay hindi co 

him. siya babayaran. 

Pag is used for active verbal nouns, pagca, for intransitive ones. 

The throwing down of bombs. Ang paghoholog nang bomba. (Sp.) 
The falling down of the fruit. Ang pagcaholog nang bonga. 3 

Pag applied to actions admitting of time for their development, 
express the action as in progress, pagca, as accomplished. 

The growing light. Ang pagliuanag. 
The clearness of day. Ang pagcaliuanag. 

With regard to the government of pag and pagca with verbal 
nouns, great care should be taken in distinguishing whether the person 

is active or passive with regard to the action. Any disregard on this 
point may lead to many striking mistakes. 

The beheading of Saint John. (by ) : j Ang pagpogot cay San Juan. 
Herod). 

The beheading by the executioner Ang pagpdgot nang mamumugot cay 
of Mary Stuart. Maria Estuardo. 

The birth of The Holy Virgin. Ang panganganac cay Maria Santisima. 
The bringing forth (of Jesus) by Ang panganganac nang Santisima 

The Holy Virgin. Virgen. 

Sacdé, as an adverb, indicates more futurity than mamayd. 

God made the skies first, and man Guinaua nang Dios ang langit, saca 
long afterwards. ang taud. 

He laughed, and then? Nataua siya, gat saca? 

Cun, nang, noon, niyon or niydon, as adverbs, cannot be used indis- 
criminately. Cun should be used in reference to the present or future 
jense. 

When I go to Manila I shall buy a Cun pumaroon acc sa Maynila ybibih 
hat for you. | quita nang isang sambalilo. 

When Peter comes, let me know ofit. Cun darating si Pedro, alamin mo aco. 

Cun may be used with the past indefinite tense if the action 
appears as performed customarily. 

When I was in London, I went Cun acd,i, narordon sa Londres napa- 
frequently to the theatre. sasateatro acong madalas. 

Nang is used with all degrees of the past tense. 

When he came yesterday to visit Nang acd,i, dinalao niya cahapon, 
me, I was sick. nagcacasaquit acd. 

When my sister arrived, we had Nang dumating ang capatid cong ba- 
already eaten, dined. baye, nacacain na cami. 
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Noon, niyon, niyaon, come at the beginning of a past narration. 
They lay stress on the epoch and not on the action. 

On that day the battle was fought. IA dra) ay nangyari ang pag- 

ti ist | xr, Api In those times when Jesus Christ NGan.maririli bina aag 
was still on Earth. j 

Bago, as an adverb, always comes before the verb. 

Before you marry think on it care- Bagd cang magasana pacaisipin mo 
fully. mona. 

Before you read, sweep the room. _Bagdcang bumasa ualisan mo ang silid. 

Mona always comes after the verb and is largely used expletively. (1) 

Do it first. Gaoin mo mona. 
Wait. Hintay ca mona. 

Endlessly, incessantly, without in- Ualdng humpay, ualang tahan, ualang 
termission. licat. ; 

Firstly, in first place. Ona ona, caonaonahan. 
Forthwith, in the twinkling of an Sa sandali, sumandali, sa isang quisap 

eye. nang mata, 
While, in the mean time. Sa mantala, hangan. 
While he is still alive. Hangan nabubuhay siya. 
At nightfall. Sa taquip silim.. 

FIFTY-FOURTH EXERCISE. 

How far is Manila? From here to Manila there is a distance of 
six miles. Did she do it voluntarily? She did. Who made the table? 
The table as well as the chair were made by the carpenter. Will 
he do it in this manner? He must do it in that manner. Which 
runs more swiftly, a sailing vessel or a steamer? A steamer runs 
more swiftly. Do I write well? You write badly. Are there any 
people inside? There are no people inside, all of them are out- 
side. Does his house stand opposite the church? No, it stands be- 
hind the church. Is my brother above or below? He is under the 
bed. Where are we in our journey? We are half-way in our journey. 
Where is the child? The child is by its mother's side. Where is 
‘his farm? It is on the other side of the road. Where is yours? 
On both sides of the river. When do you intend to pay the tailor? 
I intend to pay him to-morrow. Were you at the theatre last night? 
I was there a week ago. Are my friends here? Just now they 
were here, but I think they will come back by and by. At what 
time shall I get up to-morrow? Rise early. Are you always reading? 
I have not the time, I am constantly working. When shall I send 

1) See Tenth Lesson. 
( 42 
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for the physician? Send for him immediately. Do you intend to 
remain here for ever? I do. How many days are there from to- 
day till the end of the year? There are sixty-five days till the end 
of the year. Did this tree bear fruit formerly? It did, and even 

now it fructifies occasionally. Does he often go to school? He goes to 
school rarely. How often does my sister go to Manila? She goes there 
yearly. When will he write? After having read this letter he will 
write. When did they become frightened? They became frightened when 
they saw the snake. When will you go to bed? I will go to sleep 
after taking my supper. When will your son study his lesson? After 
hearing mass he will go to study. Did you see the cathedral? When- 
ever I go to Manila I visit (see) the cathedral. Why do you not 
read? When I write I donot read. When did your brother-in-law 
arrive? When I was writing, he arrived. Why did not my cousin 
write? Because your uncle had already written when your brother 
arrived. When did he go away? As soon as ‘his father went away, 
he also went away. What did the king do after the count spoke? 
No sooner the count had finished speaking he was embraced by the 
king. When did my brother arrive? He arrived after yow .went 
away. Where shall I go? Go to your uncle’s and after your greet- 
ing to him, come back. When shall we take a bath? The mass being 
over, we shall take a bath. What will the servant do before. eating? 
Before he eats he must go for water. Which of these bodks shall 
I read first? Read that first. 

FIFTY -FIFTH LESSON. 

YCALIMANG POUO,T, LIMANG PAGARAL. 

THE ADVERB. (continued. ) 

Notice should be taken of the adverbial verbs, that is to say 
of adverbs made verbs and conjugated in various ways. The ad 
verbs most frequently used for this purpose are those of manner, time 
and degree. 

To act thus. (in that way). Gumaniyan, gumayaon, or, gumayon. 
Make it in this way. Gaitohin mo. 
Let us profit by this opportunity. Samantalahin natin. 
Icomposed this book by working } 

PE gp: AGANG AA Itong libro,i, minamayamaya co. 

Throw it away at once. Tangbingin mo ytapon. 
His fever increases. 4/77. Lungmalalo ang caniyang lagnat. #v 
His money is running short. “”. Cungmuctlang ang caniyang salapi, 

_ Verbs referring to the manner, disposition, etc. in which an 
action is performed, may be used adverbially in the past tense of the 
in passive. 

:Intentionally, purposely. Pinacsa, tiniquis, sinad-ya. 
Willingly. é Quinusa. 
By the job. Pinacquiao. 
By retail. Inotay. 
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Some nominal roots indicating the means or instrument may be 
used in the same way: 

By the bushel. 
» » yard. 

» using the file 

Adverbs 

Much. Little, somewhat. 
More. Less. 
Too, too much. Enough. 
Only. Suffciently. 
Almost, nearly. Except, but. 
Exceedingly, very. 
Greatly. 
Do you write much? 
I write but little. 
This is more than that. 
Tt rained too much. 
That is sufficient. 
He nearly died. 
He is almost in destitution. 
Very rich, exceedingly rich. 

Quinaban. 
Binara. 
Quiniquil. 

of degree. 

Marami, lubha. Caunti. 
Lalo, higuit, mahiguit. Culang. 
Labis. Casiyahan, caiguihan. 
Lawang. Catatagan, siya na, sucat na. 
Halos. Liban. 
Lubha, di sapala. 
Masaquit, mainam. 
gSungmusulat ca baga nang marami? 
Sungmusillat acd nang caunti lamang 
Mahiguit itd doon. 
Ungmolan nang labis. 
Caiguihan na yaon. 
Halos siyA namatay. 
Halos na sa cahirapan siya. 
Mayamang lubha, mayaman di sapala 

Adverbs of affirmation. 

Yes. Yes, indeed. 
Of course, no doubt. 
Certainly. 
Most certainly. Also. 
Will you ‘go to the theatre? 
Of course, why should I not go? 

Oo. Oo nga, nanga, ngani. 
Siya nga, mandin, ngani, mangyari. 
Totod. 
Totodng totod. Naman. 
éParordon ca baga sa teatro? 
gMangyari, and,t, di acd parordon? 

Adverbs of negation. 

No. Neither. . 
No, don't. Not even one. 
Neither he nor I. 

Hindi di, dili, uala. Hindi rin. 
Houag. Di isa man. 
Siya,i, hindi, acd man ay hindi rin. 

Dubitative adverbs. 

Lest. Perhaps. 
Perchance. 
Then, perchance. 
Do not run, lest you fall. 
Perhaps to-morrow. 
Perhaps he will arrive. 
Perhaps it may be so. 
If you, perchance, see him. 
If, perchance, he comes. 

If, then, he finds money. | 

Maca, bacd, maca sacali. Marahil. 
Cun sacali, cun baga sacali. 
Baga, caya, sana, disin, diua. 

Houag cang tumacbo, macd maholog ca. 
Marahil bucas. 
Marahil darating siya. 
Marahil gandon. 
Sacaling maquita mo siya. — 
Cun baga sacali pumarito siya. 
Cun siya sana,i, macaquita nang sa- 

lapi. 
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Say, -est, -s; said, -dst. Ang uica. 
Says, said he. Ang uica niya. 
Says, said Jesus Christ. Ang uica ni Jesucristo. 
You say, said. Ang uica mo, ninyo. 
Saint Peter says, said. Ang uica ni San Pedro. 

The nominal root wica, “word,” is used as an impersonal absolute 
verb. It is generally applied to quotations and requires the postpositive 
forms of the possessive case of the personal pronouns. 

Money, old people say, is the best Ang salapi, ang uica nang matatanda, 
friend. siyang lalong mabuting caibigan. 

The debt, he says, is small. a Gng: TCS DIYAN, TANAN 

Truly. At some time, day. Tant6 mandin. Sa balang Arao. 
I truly saw it. Tant6 manding naquita co. 
Some day I will do it. Sa balang Arao gagaoin co. 
In that very manner, way. Casing gayon, casing ganiyan. 
Anyhow. Some way or other. Paand man. Saan mang pardan. 
Care, attention. Do as yon like. Bahala. Icdo na ang bahala. 
Leave that to my care. Aco na ang bahala niyan. 
To care for, to look after. Mamahala, magcalinga. 
To tend, to care for animate beings. Magalaga. 
To live, to possess means of living. Mamuhay. 
To instil life. Magbuhay, magpabuhay, bumuhay. 
To pull off. Munot, mamunot. (from brnot.) 

To commence, to start. ee (from pono, “commence- 
ment;”), magpasimula. 

Then, therefore. Diyata, caya nga. 
You alone were here, then you Icdo lamang ang nariritd, caya nga 

are the thief. icdo ang magnandcao. 
Is it possible? gDiyata? 
Is it possible he died? éDiyata baga,i, namatay siya? 
Some way or other, Sa higpit at sa louag. 
Either for being tight, or for being Sa higpit at sa Jouag ang damit ay 

loose the dress was thrown away. ytinapon. 
Accomplished, perfect. Sacdal. 
The pith of wisdom. Sacdal carunungan. 
Most learned. Sacdal nang dunong. 
The pith of purity. Sacdal calinisan. 
The purest. Ang sacdal nang linis. 
The hardest. Ang sacdal nang tigas. 
Outshining. Sacdal dilag. 
Little by little. Ontt onti, inot inot. 
To stop, to halt. Maghinto, huminto. 
‘To halt here and there. - Maghintohinto. 
Do not stop there... Houag cang huminto diyan. 
Thanks. Well and good. Salamat. Di siyang salamat. 

: Welcome!, welcome to you, Salamat at dumating ca. 
Lucky, to be lucky. Palarin. 
Unfortunate, to be unlucky. Sam-ing palad (from sama). 
If I have good luck. Cun aco,i, pinapalad. 
He was unlucky. Siya,i, sinama. 
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To think it just. Matapatin=marapatin. 
» oo» n hard. Mabirapin---mabigatin. 
5. nn. 7 ObViOUS. Magaanin. 
no nw SWE. Matamisin. 
Does she think the practice of gMinamahirap baga niya ang pag-gaud 

virtue hard. nang cabanalan? 
She thinks it sweet to bear grievan- Minamatamis niya ang pagtitfis nang 

ces for the sake of Jesus Christ. hfrap Alang-alang cay Jesucristo. 
The north. The south. Ang hilagaan. Ang timugan, 
The east. Ang silanganan, silangan. 
The west. Ang calunoran. 
The wind blows from the north. Humihilaga ang hangin. 
The wind blows from the south. Tungmitimog ang hangin. 
North-east wind. Sabalas, nordeste. (Sp.) 
North-west wind. Habagat. 
NA AG an Itong daan itd,i, tungmutungd sa da- 

cong calonoran. 
To take off one's hat in reverence. Magpugay. 
Why do you not take off your*hat ¢Baquit hindi mo pinagpugayan ang 

in reverence to the priest? pare? 
To invite, entertain. Mamiguing, magpiguing. 
To take leave of. Magpaalam. 
To dress, to put on clothes. Magsoot. 
To change clothes. Magbihis. 

FIFTY-FIFTH EXERCISE. 

Has the tailor much money? He has but little. Why do 
you not go to-night to the meeting? I cannot go, I am somewhat ill? 
Has the carpenter more nails than hammers? He has less hammers than 
nails. Have you too much butter? Ihave not enough. What time is it? 
It is nearly noon. Did they all go? All of them went but him. 
Does it thunder hard? It does not thunder, but it rains hard. Are 
you the brother of my friend? Yes. Is it true that he paid? It 
is, indeed. Are youa merchant? No. Shall we go to mass? Neither 
you nor your brother must go. Why shall I not do this? Do not 
do that, lest you hurt yourself. Shall he come? Let him come. 
Do you chance to have some money about you? I do not know, if, 
perchance, I have some I will give it to you. What is Faith? Faith, 
say the holy fathers, is to believe what we have not seen. What 
is the amount of Peter's debt? Peter's debt, says my son, amounts 
to thirty dollars. Did you, then, speak to him? Truly, I did speak 
to him. When will he write us? He will write you, said he, some 
day. Will you marry her? I will marry her anyhow. But have 
you money enough to do that? No, but some way or other, I will do it. 
How? Leave that to my care. What does the servant do? He looks 
after swine. Is your grandfather still alive? No, he is dead. What miracles 
did Jesus Christ work? He gave life to many. Does your sister pull off 
her hair? She does. Is it possible? She is mad, so she does many 
foolish things. Is his mother virtuous? She is the very pith of virtue. 
Is your servant dirty? He is the dirtiest. How shall I write the letter? Write 
it little by little. Does their servant walk quickly? He walks very 
slowly, he halts here and there at every shop. Did you thank Mary 
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for her present? I thanked her. Who is there? Our friend is 

here, welcome, Frank! Where do you go now? I am going to the 
gambling room to see whether I am lucky. How did you come 
out from gambling? Iwas unlucky, I lost all my money. Do you not 
think it hard to lose money in that way? I do not think it 
sweet. What quarter does the wind blow from? It blows from 
the north. Where does this path lead? It leads to the southern 
shore. To whom does that boy take his hat off? He takes off his 
hat to his master. Did your father invite him? He did. Have you 
anything else to say? No, I now take leave of you. What are 
you doing there in the room? I am putting on my clothes. How 
often do you change clothes? I change to clean clothes every week. 

FIFTY- SIXTH LESSON. 

YCALIMANG POUO,T, ANIM NA PAGARAL. 

THE PREPOSITION. 

The versatile character of Tagalog words and their capability to 
perform the functions of different parts of speech applies largely to 
adverbs, prepositions and conjunctions. The mutual relations of words 
are expressed in Tagalog in several ways and forms of expression, only 
the purpose for which the words establishing the relations are used, 
according to the systematic division established by grammar, serve to 
classify them as adverbs or prepositions. Some of these aptly illustrate 
the difficulty of classifying Tagalog words according to the parts of 
speech usually recognised by grammarians. The nominal ligaments 
may also be used in Tagalog as prepositions. 

To, at. Before, facing. Sa, cay, cand Sa harap, sa tapat. 
Under. Sa ilalim. 
Near, by. © Sa mey, sa piling, sa siping. 
With, along with. Sa, nang, cay, cana, sabay, acbay. 
With, by, through. Against. Nang, dahilan sa. Laban sa. 
Of. Nang, sa, ni, cay, nina, cand, na, ng, g. 
From. Sa, nang, galing sa, mula, mula sa. 
In, at. Among. Sa. Sa. 
Between. Sa, sa guitnd, na sa guitna. 
Towards, to. Dapit, daco, sa daco. 
Till, until. To, as far as. Hangan. Hangan. 
For. Without. Sa, cay, cand. Uala, culang. 
On, upon, about. Sa, nang, bagay sa, tongcol sa. 
Behind. Sa licod. 

Sa, as a preposition, is for every case of a common noun, ex- 
cept the nominative and the vocative (nominative of address.) It 
should be put before the object of possession and not before the 
possessor when used for the possessive case. Sa is exclusive for the 
dative. 

The depth of the river. Da eer or, ang cala: 
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I wrote to the priest. Sungmulat aco sa pare : 
This plant is for the garden. Itong pananim I0? (padi sa halamanan, Heis shooting (aiming at) wild boars. Nagtuturla siya sa babuy damo 
We shoot (with arrows) at birds. Pungmapana camf sa manga ibon. 
They look at the stais. Tungmitingin sila ta. manga bitouin. 

Sa governs the locative mainly indicatin lace, n 
whether the verb denotes rest, motion or moan. ao 

I pray at home. Nagdadasal aco sa bahay. : 
This child cries greatly at school. Nagtatangis itong bata sa escuelahan. . 
He sleeps in bed. Natotolog siya sa hihigaan. 
We shall play in the garden. Maglalaro tayo sa halamanan, 
They walked in the road. Naglacad sila sa daan. 
You go to Cebu. Napaparoon cayé sa Cebu. 

The ship is bound for Manila. j Tungmotongd ang sasaquidn (or ang dauong) sa Maynila. 

This road leads to the beach. ) "HUngMbOngi sa dalampasig itbng aan itd, 

Cay is for proper nouns of persons what sa is for common 
ones. What has been said of sa in the possessive case holds good 
also for cay, due allowance being made for the local ablative, for 
persons are not places. 

Ha cay Juang bahay, ang bahay ni 
Juan. 

( Ang cay Mariang cardyom, ang cara: 
(yom ni Maria. 

I gave flowers to Jane. Nagbigay aco nang bulac-lac cay Juana. 
That shirt is for Anthony. Cay Antonio yadng baro yaon. 

| Hindi aco bungmibili cay Diana. (bet- 

John's house. 

Mary's needle. 

I do not buy from Diana. (Chinese 
name). ter) Hindi si Diana ang binibil- 

han co. 
Tungmangap siya nang pilac cay 

He received the money from Robinson. 
Robinson. Tinangapan niya si Robinson nang 

salapi. | 

Cand is cay for the plural of companionship. 

jane cana Wallace na buquid, ang 
The estate of the Wallaces. buquid nina Wallace, 

Ang cana Smith, Bell na manga ca- 
Smith, Bell & Co’s warehouses. malig, ang manga camalig nina 

Smith, Bell. 
The book is for Arthur and his 

family 
He visited the Garcia family. Dungmalao siya cana Garcia. 

Sungmond6 siya cand Wheatley. 
He ran for the Wheatleys. | ; (better) Shonie niya sind Wiventley. 

Ang inyong capatid na babaye ung- 
malis casabay nang caniyang all. 

) Ang libro,i, cana Arturo. 

Your sister went out with her aunt. 

Naglacad acd casama nang aquing 
George, and with the La Rosa caibigan, ni Jorge, nina La Rosa. 

I walked along with my friend, with 

family. 
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He was by the tree. Nariyan siya sa may cahoy 
I did it through charity. Guinaua co dahilan sa aua. 

Ang pagtotongAyao ay casalanang la- 
Blasphemy is a sin against God. maa 

Nang, as a preposition governing the possessive and objective 
(direct object) case, has been so fully treated of in foregoing chapters 
as to dispense with the need of further explanations. Nang (prepo- 
sition), governing the ablative case denotes the instrument when the 
latter has not been referred to by the instrumental passive form. 

Cover that with a mat. Tacpan mo iyan nang banig. 
f Hinampas niya ang caniyang alila 

nang lubir. 
Hewhipped his servant with a string. | 

{yen guinaua ni ina itd nang card- 
Why did my mother do this with 

a needle? yom? or, gbaquit ang yguinaua ni 
ina nitd ay ang cardyom? 

.He is praised by every body. Pinupuri siya nang lahat. 
They killed the cock-roach by 

stamping it. Kapa 

He obtained the office through the 
influence of his father. 

Pinatay nila ang ipis nang yapac. 

Nang mamaguitan--sa pamamaguitan 
nang caniyang ama ay quinamtan 
niya ang catungcolan. 

The English preposition “of” is translated in several ways. 
When denoting possession it is always translated by nang, ni, nind, 
placed before the possessor (but after the object of possession), or by 
sa, cay, cand, placed before the possessor, in the manner already explain- 
ed, according to the possessor being represented, respectively, by a 
common, a personal noun, or a noun, of companionship. 

The ear of the dog. Ang tainga nang aso. 
Joseph's book. Ang libro ni Jose. 
The house of the Makays. Ang bahay nina Mackay. 

The same is the case if the relation is merely adjectival. 

The bank of the river. Ang tabi nang Ilog. 
The glory of Heaven. Ang caloualhatian nang--sa langit 

For translating English compound nouns having the preposition 
“of” understood between their members, the following directions are given. 

If the relation is one of matter, the two members are tied 
together by the nominal ligaments, the matter following the thing. 

Stone house. Bahay na bato. 
Gold ring. Singsing na guinto. 
Silver looking-glass. Salaming pilac. 
Steel pen. Plumang patalim, asero. 

If the relation is one of origin, the placing of the two words 
in the same order may be sufficient, the ligament should be used 
if the word ends in a vowel, although sa 1s generally introduced 
without any ligament. 

Berlin flowers. Bulac-lac Berlin, bulac-lac sa Berlin. 
Tlocos man. Taudng Iloco, taud sa Iloco. 
GA ANAN \ Pacquit Calamianes, pacquit sa Cala 

( mianes. 
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The ligaments are used for “of' in the relation of contents. 

Two pecks of rice. 
A glass of water. 
A pitcher of cocoa-nut oil. 

Dalauang salop na bigas 
Isang vasong tubig. 
Jsang tapayang langis. 

Sa also expresses ap; -ication or the use for which a thing is intended. 

Prayer-book, book for praying. 
Water glass. 
Mass garments. 

Libro sa lasal. 
Vaso sa tubig, inoman. 
Damit sa pagmimisa. 

Hangin is used both for time and place. 

From to-day until to-morrow. 
From here to Cavite. 

Buhat ngayon hangang bucas. 
Mula dito hangan sa Cavite. 

Other prepositions are translated according to their sense in the 
way already explained, 

He forced a passage among the) 
crowd. 

Between the house and the garden. 

The path towards the forest. 
The dog without a tail. 

He speaks about the marriage. 

The house behind the church. 
Amiable Delightful. 
How delighttul to listen to the sing- 

ing of the birds. 
Terrible, ghastly. 
Gloomy, sorrowful. 
Painful. 
Gallant, courageous, victorious. 
To tear down, to cleave. 
Her house is a place of resort for 
many people (to go up). 

Hell is a place of torment for sin- 
ners. 

Why do you not place those chairs 
facing each other? 

Put also the two beds facing each 
other. 

Why had you this child whipped? 
Because he grimaces at me. 

Horrible. 

Do not scorn at the poor. 
WU aeg ”,.. 

Sungmagasa siya sa caramihan. 

| Sa guitnA (paguitan) nang bahay at 
nang halamanan, 

Ang landas sa dacong gubat. 
Ang asong ualang=(culang nang) bontot. 
Nangongosap siya tongcol sa pagaa- 

saua. 
Ang bahay sa licod nang simbahan. 
Caibig ibig. Catouatoua, caligaligaya. 
Caligaligaya paquingan ang huni nang 

manga ibon. 
Catacot-tacot. Casindacsindac. 
Calumbaylumbay, calunoslunos. 
Cahapishapis. 
Bayani. 
Lumapac. 
Ang bahay niya,i, bahay na pinapa- 

panhican nang maraming tauo. 
Ang impierno ang pinaghihirapan nang 
manga macasalanan. 

eBacuit hindi mo pinagtatapat iyang 
manga upoan? 

Pagtapatin mo naman ang dalauang 
hihigaan 

cAnd,t, pinahampas mo itong bata? 
Sa pagca,t, acd,i, pinangisihan niya. 
Houag mong paglibaquin ang manga 

duc-ha 

FIFTY-SIXTH EXERCISE. 

Why is Ann always at the window? — 
window, because she likes to see people passing by. 

I change to new clothes, because I must go change to new clothes? 

slways at the 
Why do, you 

She is 

43 
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to church. How many times does he undress himself every day? He 
undresses himself only on going to bed. 'Is he empowered to impri- 
son me? He has no power (authority) to do that, do not fear, he can 
do nothing to you. How can that be? It cannot be. Am I very 
sick? No, you can still recover. Is he wise? No, but he can still 
become wise. How will you reward me?  [ have nothing with which 
to reward you. What has happened? Theo was an earthquake yes- 
terday and our house tumbled down. Where is God? God is every- 
where. Where is Jesus Christ now? Jesus Christ is now in Heaven 
at the right of the Father. Who is happy? The man who is in 
the grace of God is happy. Where is Peter's house? It is in the 
middle of the cocoa-nut plantation. | With what did he sew his trowsers? 
He sewed them with a needle and some thread. With what shall I 
make this? Make it with an auger. Whose ships are these? They. 
are Wise & Company’s. Shall I write the letter in pencil? Yes, 
write the letter in pencil. How did he kill the wild boar? He 
killed it with a spear. What houses are those in your town? All 
of them but three are nipa houses, Have you bought any gold ear- 
rings? No, I have bought three wooden images. From where have 
those pieces of furniture come? They are Vienna furniture. What kind 
of shell is that? It is Cavite shell. How many pecks of rice did 
you sell? I sold three pecks of rice and two bottles of wine. | Where 
is the rice-pot? The rice pot is at the corner of the table. Which 
cat is your friend looking for? The three-legged one. Which is 
the most courageous among you? The most courageous is Henry's 
friend. Do you wish to go by this pirogue? I do not wish to, it is 
a pirogue where many embark. Is there anything more horrible than 
an earthquake? An earthquake is, indeed, a horrible thing. Is John’s 
house high? It is very high. How many houses has your father 
built? He has built three. Are they nipa or stone-houses? Two of 
them are stone, the other is a wood house. Do you like to live in a 
nipa-house? Yes, indeed, how delightful it is to live in a nipa house! 
When do you go to your friend's? TI will go to him next Sunday. 

“ FIFTY-SEVENTH LESSON. 

YCALIMANG POUO,T, PITONG PAGARAL. 

THE CONJUNCTION. 

Many words and particles which we are already acquainted with 
as adverbs or prepositions are likewise used as conjunctions for con- 
necting two sentences or words in various ways, only their function 
in the sentence or clause serves to distinguish which part of speech 
they are 

The following may be classed as. 

Copulative conjunctions. 

And. At, ay, ni, nang, saca. 
As well as, both, likewise, even. Patt, sampon, saca, sabay, casama 
Also, even, likewise, besides, more- 

over, furthermore. 
Not only.....but. Hindi lamang.....cundi bageus. 

Naman, pa. 
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At is well known as a copulative conjunction serving to link- 
two nouns or independent sentences to each other. 

Heaven and Earth. . Ang langit at ang lupa, 

Angels, men, and animals, all a Ang manga Angeles (Sp.), ang manga 
them were created by God. taud, at ang manga hayop ay para. 

parang quinapal nang Dios. 
She plays and sings. Tungmotogtog at nagaauit siya. 

At is used much in the sense of a conjunction of cause. 

Do not give credit to any such : 
thing, for it will not come to | Tete bag aaa NG 
pass. ( 

Tt has also the force of a coordinate copulative conjunction. 

aaa and behold that the whole baga b Hi 
herd rushed down the steep into ( 7" +": at narito, at ang boong cduan nang 
the sea. (St. Math., chapt. 8 manga babuy ay tungmalon sa ba- 
mere 32) ; @ aaa ngin sa digat. 

Ay--i, the verbal ligament, may be used as a copulative con 
junction at the beginning of an interrogative sentence, as connecting 
the sense to a mental reflection or to something previously said or 
understood. 

Well now, why does he refuse? éAy baquit nanaydao siya? 
And then, what? éAy sacd, and? 

As has been already said in foregoing lessons, it is a peculiarity 
of the Tagalog language, found enly in Malagasi, that two nouns, 
two pronouns, or a personal noun and a pronoun may be linked by 
the particle of the possessive case. In the latter case the pronoun, if 
in the singular, should be put in the plural. In the case of two 
pronouns coming together, the order of first, second and third person 
should be kept, by naming first (in the plural) that which stands first 
in rank, although they may be differently constructed in English. 
These forms are however becoming obsolete and replaced by the more 
natural ones used in Spanish. 

Henry and Mary. Enrique ni Marfa. 
I, John and even my father.. Camf ni Juan at ang ama co pa. 
You and George. Cayo ni Jorge. 
He and I. Cami niya. (not sila co). 
Ye and they. Cay6 nila. (not sila ninyd). 
Mary and I. Cami ni Marfa. 
He and his father. Sili nang caniyang ama. 

; Sacd is used at the end of a third noun or sentence when stress 
is laid on the time elapsed. 

ba) ( Cami nang ama co,i, dungmating nang 

At six o'clock my father and TI) 4 las seis, sac’ nang 4 las nueve ay 
arrived, and at nine, the judge. | dungmating ang hocom. 
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ee 3 . ( Nanganac siya noong 1885, nanganac 
She bore a child in 1885, another in § pa noong 1886, sacd nang cahuli- 

1886, and the last in 1900. ( huli ay 1900. 

Pati, sampon, casabay, as copu'ative conjunctions, are more 

emphatic than at and denote an idea of a closer connection of the 

words or sentences they serve as a link to... They are sometimes used 

to avoid repeating at, and for the sake of euphony. They govern the 

nom native case unless the noun they link be preceded by the article, 

in which case they generally govern the possessive. The n of sampon 
may be dropped before a word beginning with the same consonant. 

| Caloloua pati cataouan. 
aaa LG BG tCaloldua sampo nang cataoudn. 

5 Ang guinté sa simbaban pati nang 

Paba polo LE nEh and | pilac sa bahay. Ang guinto sa sim- 
the Silat Bk. the: DOSE ( bahan sampo nang pilac sa bahay. 

Even what he eats, he borrows. Pati nang quinacdin inootang niya. 
The coward and even the brave, Pati nang manga matapang sampo nang 

all of them fled. manga douag ay nagtacbohan. 
The night is still, and the sea is Tahimic ang gabi, ang dagat ay pa- 

calm, and the breeze is mild. yapa, sampo nang hangi,i, amihan. 

Namin and pa are postpositive conjunctions and pa is sometimes 
used for expressing surprise or reluctance to do something. Naman is 
largely used where it would appear to us redundant. (1) 

Also you shall be punished. Icdo namda,i, parurusahan. 
And still I am to go there? cAco pa ang paroroon? 
I could not do it and you can? Di co nagaua, gicdo pa? 

Alternative conjunctions. 

Or. O, (Sp.) caya, dili, cun. 
Whether. Man. 
Kither...... or Maguin...... 6. | 
Tomorrow or the day after to- Bucas 6 sa macalaua ay magbabayad 

morrow I will pay. aco. 
You or I. Icdo 6 aco. 

Caya should be used at the end in alternative sentences. It 
denotes doubt. 

This month or perhaps in June. Ngayong bduan, sa Junio caya. 

Dili, as an alternative conjunction, is also p'aced at the end. It 
includes the conjunction and the negative adverb and is generally em- 
ployed in interrogative sentences putting forth a dilemma. 

Do you wish, or not? élbig mo, dili? 
Shall T accompany you, or not? 7 Sasamahan quita, dili? 

... Man is always a postpositive particle, which only differs from 
dili in the latter being used interrogatively. 

Whether he goes or not Pardon man siya di man siyd pardon. 
Whether he says it or not what is Sabihin man di man niya sabibin gay 

that to you? anhin mo? 

(1) See Tenth Lesson, 
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_ Maguin(g) is used in the manner already explained, for the cor- 
relative conjunctions “either....or.” 

Fither at my house or at yours we (, Maguing sa aquing bahay maguing sa 
shall speak about that matter, ( oe tayo tongcol sa bagay 

n. 
Either at Manila or New-York, | Maguing sa Maynila moguing sa 

I shall print this work. } oe ypalilimbag co itong 
g itd. 

Adversative conjunctions. 

But Ngunit, cundi, datapdua, subali, alin- 

Neither, nor, Man, hindi, rin, at hindi rin. 
Rather ........ than. Cundi bagcus, mona, bago. 

[Hoa bagaman, bisté, matdy man, Though, although. cahit, cahiman. 
‘ Ki Man, gandon man, gayon man, gani- In Sue of, with all that. ! yan man. 

Whereas. Palibhasa,i,. 

Nevertheless, however, notwith- 
standing, yet, still. 

Although if. Sucdan, maydpat, matay. 
Ur else, otherwise. Cundi. 

Subali, datapdua. 

All the adversative conjunctions ending in a vowel, cundi and 
palibhasa excepted, take the contracted form of at after them. Pa- 
libhasa is followed by y=, the contraction of the verbal ligament ay. 

Nguni, cundi, datapbua, subali, alintana are all used for every 
sense of the English adversative conjunction “but.' Ngunit is used 
in the subordinate sentence, generally in answers, and is not proper 
to start a sentence. 

I should like to eat, but I can- Ibig co sanang cumain, nguni,t, hindi 
not. aco mangyari... , 

I saw him, but I did not speak Naquita co siya, nguni,t, hindi co 
to him. siya inosap. 

Cundi is also for the subordinate sentence and generally requires 
that the principal one be ne,ative. 

It is not a male, but a female child. Hindi lalaqui, cundi babaye ang bata. 
This is not a fib, but the very Ito,i, hindi casinongalingan, cundi ca- 

truth, totohanang ganap. 

Datapoua is somewhat emphatic and is used to make the con- 
trast more noticeable. 

He is rich, but unhappy. a siya, datapdua,t, culang pa- 

Houdg cang magpaualang halaga sa 
manga magulang, datapdua,t, pu- 
rihin mo sila. 

Do not despise old people, but honor | 
them. 
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Subali ant alintana have a somewhat conditional import as 

“but for,” “except,” in English. 

for my not having any money: *subali,t, ualé acong salapi 

Hewascured, but withallthathedied Guinamot siya, alintana,t, namatay. 

I would buy some clothing, bnt Tig co sanang bumili nang damit, 

Man and hindi rin are correlative conjunctions used postpos- 

itively; man, generally, in the first member; and hindi rin, in the 

last, it being employed as correlative of man and for the sake of a greater 

emphasis. 

Neither I nor even he. Aco man, siya man hindi rin. 

We have neither betel nor even Uald caming mamin = hicho man. taba- 
tobacco. co man, 

Hindi rin may come at the beginning of a sentence when used 
as an emphatic negative adverb. 

How wise soever we may be, we Cahit andng marinong cami ay hin- 
cannot conceive (sound) the es- di rin natin mataroc ang pagcadios 
sence of God. nang Dios. 

Cundi and bagcis, more especially the latter, are used in the sense of 
“rather,” and both of them may join in the same sentence. 

Whatever your condition may be Cahit and a'g pagcalagAay mu, hindi 
do not give yourself up to despair, mo pagpatiuacal, cundi bagcis ma- 
but rather trust in God. niuala sa Dios. 

Not only he does not gain (earn), Hindi lamang di naquiquindbang, 
but rather he loses by the trade. cundi nangungulugui pa siya. 

. Hindi lamang magaling, bagcus nag- 
Not only not sound, but rather ill. 3 

cacasaquit 

Bagaman, bista, matéy man, cahit=cahi,t, and the compound 
cahiman or cahima,t, come before, man, after the word they refer to. 

John, though poor in money is rich Bagaman si Juan ay duc-ha, sa puri 
in honesty. nama,i, mayaman siya. 

Bista, bista,t, bistat, is more formal and its useis rapidly dying away. 

, , Bista,t, siya.i, nagdadalan dot sa 
Though he is angry with me, he | pa: BAG a ON oe 

will give me the money. ( rn aa din niya aco 

Matay man is emphatic and may stand for “ever so much," 
with a verb. 

Think I ever so much about it,I Matay co man isipin, hindi aco nacata- 
cannot understand it. talastas. 

Though my earnest desire was to ) 
come here, I could not gather 
strength enough, j 

Matay man acd nacaibig paritd--pu- 
marito, ay di co macayanan. 
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Cahit and its compounds are used in the same way as matdy man. 

Although I be whipped I will say (ahit aco,i, hahampasin, uala acong 
nothing. sasabihin. 

I will go though he may not consent Cahima,t, di mayag siya, parordon din 
to it. aco. 

Though he is rich, he is a miser Mayaman man siya, siya,i, maramot 
nevertheless. naman, 

I will not pay you in spite of that. Aba magbabayad sa iyo, ganoon 

Palibhasa is used for “since,” ‘whereas.’ It is followed by 
y=t and shares somewhat of the nature of a causative conjunction 

Whereas my neighbour trespassed, Cun ang capoua co taud ay nacasasala, 
] may also trespass, since I am as macasasala naman aco, palibhasa,i, 
frail as he. aco,l, taudng mahina para rin niya. 

Whereas He is God, Ne can do Nacapangyayari sa lahat palibhasa,i, 
everything. siya,i, Dios. 

Sucddn = socddn is used in the sense of “no matter that,” “be 
that as it may.” 

Be I first satiated, no matter if I Nagpapacabusog mona acd, sucdan 
get ill. acd,l, magcasaquit. 

I fire, no matter whatever that Babaril popotoc aco, sucdan andng 
may happen. mangyayari. 

Mayapa mayapa,t is rarely used in a sense of surprise and 
reluctance. - 

What, because I drank I must Mayapa,t, aco,i, ungminom, gcaila- 

pay? ngang na aco,i, magbayad? 
Go, or else I will say it. Pardon ca, cundi sasabihin co. 

Vi 

Causative conjunctions. 

Why? what for? eBaquit? gbaquin? gano,t,? 
Therefore, as, so. Palibhasa, baquin, di baquin. 
Since, whereas. Yamang, bAamang, yayamang, at.. 
Why not Baquit hindi, di. 
Because, for, as. Sa pagca,t, at, ang, baquit. 
Hence, whence. Manda. (lit. behold !) 
By reason of, for the sake of.  Dahil(an) sa. 

The interrogative adverbial conjunction “why” is expressed either. 
by baguit- baquin, or by and followed by the contraction of the copu- 
lative conjunction, 

: :Baquit nagpadala siya nan ayon 
W = Fe gbaquit nagp bii g gayong hy did he send so many books? , aan (snot 

( ¢And,t, hinahanap mo ang inahing 
Why do you look for the black hen? maitim? 
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If the sentence is both interrogative and negative, and the form 
with ano is employed, the latter may be suppressed. 

Why did he not come? cAt di siya naparito? 

At ano, ay at, ay and are inquisitive expressions for “what of?” 
“what about?” “how is it about?” 

What about your law-suit? cAt and ang osap mo? 
And as to the marria.e, what? At ang tungcol sa pagcasal, gay and? 
How is it about the money? cAy and ang salapi? 

Biquit +lso denotes “as,” “how.' 

As you are also a rogue. Baquit icdo ay tampalasan naman. 
And so, how do you not do it? gAy baquin di guinagaud mo? 

Now, do you not see it is nonsense? : eee mo naquitang 1ya,i, 

Since (whereas) you broke the plate, Yamang - yayamang binasag mo ang 
pay for it pingan, iydng bayaran. 
Because I laughed, he became Sa pagca,t, acd,i, napatdua, nagalit 

angry. siya. 
I cannot go, for I am sick. agn nacapaparoon, at acd,i, may 

She refuses, because he is old. Nanayao siya, ang siyd,i, matanda na. 
He does not pay, for he is poor. Di siya nagbabayad at siya,i, mahirap. 

You did not believe me, hence your Di mo aco pinaniualaan, manda ang 
misfortune. cahirapan mo. aapakan 

Sa may also be a causative conjunction. 

As he did not come, 1 went there. Sa di siyA naparitd, naparoon aco. 

Conditional conjunctions. 

If. Cun. : 
Provided. Cun: lamang, houag lamang. 

Unless. Cundi lamang, liban sa, cun diri la- 
mang.. 

" Lest. Were it not for. Maca, baca. Dangan, cundangan. 

Cun and cundangan etc. generally come before the nominative case. 
z 

If he scolds you, do not become Cun icdo ay auayan niya, houag cang 
angry. magalit. 

If he looks for you. Cun hanapin ca niya. 
Were it not for him, I should have Cundangan siya, hahampasin sana 

beat you. cata. 
Were it not for sur Lord Jesus 

Christ having redeemed us, all 
of us would certainly have been 

} Cundangan ang ating Pangindon si 
Jesucristo ay sungmacop sa ating, 

damned. tayong lahat ay napacasama rin. 
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In addition to the above mentioned conditioned import, cun is 
used too in the following ways: — 

With the force of a relative pronoun. 

And they shall call his name A : : 
Emmanuel, which is being in- b ang pangalang ytatduag sa ca- 
terpreted, God with us. (St. niya,i, Emmanuel, na cun sasaysa- 
Math., chapt. 1, vers. 23), yin ay sungmasaatin ang Dios 

It is frequently used expletively at the beginning of tbe sentence, 
or it may be considered that it connects what is said in the sequel 
to some unspoken thought. 

Whosoever may be in, need of ., let 
him say so. (If any one etc.) 

He who may be in want (if any one Cun sinoman nagcacailangan nang 
bein want) of a Tagalog gram- isang gramaticang (balarila) tagalog, 
mar, let him come to me, or let ay pumarito siya sa aquin, 6 pumaro- 
him go to Edgar's for it. on siya cay Edgar, at siya,i, bibig-yan. 

Cun sinoman ang (ibig... ay magsabi. 

It is sometimes used as an alternative conjunction. 

Plural is the number of either two Ang plural ay ang bilang cun dalaua 
or more (many) persons or things. 6 maraming taud 6 bagay caya. 

Sometimes, too, the clause or the sentence depending on a, pre- 
cedent one with a verb, either expressed or understood, setting forth an 
act of cognition by the mind is introduced by cun if inquiry, doubt 
or 'the result of any such mental activity is to be indicated. 

(As to) who composed “The Flo- Cung sino ang cumatha nang Flo- 
rante.” (a poem). rante. 

I do not know who has told it. Diacd nacacadlam cun caninong sinahi. 
I now know quite well who is Nalalaman co nga ngayon cun sino 

the thief. ang magnanacao. 

The conjunction corresponding to the English “as,” which is 
” 

used in the first of two comparative clauses correlative to “so,” may 
be preceded by cun in Tagalog. 

As the master so the servant. a err haus ny kayan 

.... as in heaven so on earth. ... cun paano sa langit gayon din 
(St. Math., chapt. 6, vers. 10). naman sa lupa. 

1 The following illustrations will show the use of the other con- 
Junctions of this group. 

I shall give it to you, provided you Bibiguidn cata, houag lamang sabi- 
do not say it. hin mo. 

He will not go, unless I order Hindi siya paroroon, liban na sa 
him so. siya,i, otogan co. 

Houag cang tumacbd, macd mahdlog 
DO 0GP won, dest Se ae ca, or, maca icdo ay mahdlog 
Go quickly, lest dark surprise Parodn cang madali, macd magabihan 

you on the road. ca sa daan. pr 
4p 
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Illative conjunctions. 

Well then, that is the reason why. Cayd, caya nga, yayamang. 
Consequently. Diyata, sa macatouir. 
Inasmuch, in so far as. . Yayamang. 
That, in order that. That. Nang, upang. Na, 
You have been called, since you Tinduag ca, yamang icdo ay magaling, 

are well, go. paroon ca. 

As he has no farm, he leases one. Aa ae Hiyang one "o 

I saw him yesterday, consequently Naquita co siya cahapon, sa macatouir 
(therefore) he did not embark. hindi siyA sungmacaAy =nacasacay. 

He can do it inasmuch as he is Mangyayaring gaoin niyA yayamang 
king. siya,i, hari. 

The most important conjunctions of this group are nang and na. 

He says that I slept. Nagsasabi siya na aco,i, natolog. 
Endeavor to be virtuous that you Magpacabhaval cayo nang--upan mag- 

may be happy here and in the life capalad cayo dito sa lupa at saca sa 
to come. cabilang buhay. 

Allow yourself to be cured in Magpagamot ca, nang icdo ay gu- 
order that you may recover. maling. 

A, the contracted form of the article ang, is prefixed to the 
possessive case of nouns or personal pronouns and used, the' same 
as uica, when quotation of or reference to the words or sayings of 
such persons or texts as indicated by the word to which is prefixed 
are to be expressed. It somewhat compares with the defective “quoth” 
in English. 

God says, or said. Anang Dios. 
Peter says, or said. Ani Pedro. 
The Holy Scripture says. Anang Santong Silat. 
Says, or said he. Aniya. 
Jesus Christ says, said. Ani Jesucristo. 
Says, said the Apostle. Anang apostol. 
I say, said. They say, said. Anaquin. Ania, 
We say, said. Anamin, anatin. 
Issue, result, consequence. Casapitan. 

N is inserted for euphony's sake when the possessive begins 
with a vowel, as seen in anaquin, etc. 

FIFTY-SEYENTH EXERCISE. 

Who went to school? Clara and Matilde went to school. Did 
you taste the wine I sent you? Yes, I have already tasted it And 
what, do you think it good? No, I think it bad. Where do you 
go? I am going down to the garden, if you give me permission. 
Do you permit me to go? Yes, but do not gather any fruit, for 
it is still green; lest you feel pain in your teeth. Where shall I sit? 
Do not be seated on that chair, for it is broken. How did Lincoln 
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die? He died assassinated by a fanatic. A sad and terrible thing the 
death of so great a man was.! Does he commit sin? He would rather die than sin. What do you want that chair for? I take it for my 
friend to sit on. Why does he affect to practice virtue? He affects 
to be virtuous that he may be praised. What did you order me to do 
just now? Run for the priest. and in case you should meet any 
acquaintance on the street do not stop to converse. Do the trees you 
planted fructify already? They do not fructify yet, but they already 
blossom. What does your father say to you? “He says, do not go 
to the forest, lest you be assaulted by highwaymen? What? Do not 
go up into that house, lest there are some people upstairs. | What? 
Do not run, lest your mother whip you. Why was he afraid? He 
was afraid, lest he should be heard. Will she write to me every 
month? She will write to you provided she is not busy. Who is 
mad? kither her father is mad or she is fool. Will he come or 
not? Whether he comes or not it is nothing to me. Did they both 
yo? Neither the one nor the other went. Will you also go? I 
would rather pay a fine. Did you learn your lesson by heart? 
Though I study much I cannot learn it by heart. Would they, come if 
I offer them some money? They would not come even in spite of 
that. Are you resolved to fight him? I will fight him, though I 
be killed. Do you know that I have been beaten at play? You 
did not mind me, behold the issue now. 'Will you visit my mother, 
since (whereas) you are here? Since J am here, I will visit her. Why 
did not the servant bring my horse? Because you said nothing to 
him about it. 

FIFTY—EIGHTH LESSON. 

YCALIMANG POUO,T, UALONG PAGARAL 

THE INTERJECTION. 

Among the Tagalog words serving as interjections abd, aréy and 
ina co (the latter contracted into naco--nacit), which natives profusely 
employ, are the most important. Abd is used for wonder, surprise, 
cheer, pain, warning, etc., and it would be difficult to exhaust its meanings. 

O dear me! jAba! (1). 
Alas! jAba! 
Alas, poor me! jAba co! 
Alas, poor thee! warn thee! jAba mo! 
Let us go! jAba tayo! jaba tayo na! 
Well!, did I not say to you not to jAba! gdi co uica--sinabl sa iyd na 

go there? houag cang pardon? Mo 
i ili y 6 In] 0 

How!, did I not say so to you? eae gayon nga ang Wns 6 

What! what is the matter? Aba! gand? 

(1) The Malagasi ha-ba. 
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Arbyz-ardy is exclusively for sudden or intense pain. 

jAroy! aray! Oh woe! 
jAroy! jmasaquit! Oh this pain! 

Ind co is an exclamation importing surprise or wonder. 

Oh mother! jIna co! 
Oh mother,! the rain. (how hard it | ISA eal bas alan 

rains!) ji Ban Aa 

Among other exclamations, the following are frequently used 

Ohhow..... | jAyda!. (always postponed) 
Oh, how pretty! jButi ayaa! 
It is a pity! jSayang! 

jSayang ang salapi gayong marami! What a pity, so much money lost! 
jCahimanauari! jnaud! jmAanong! Would to God! 

Cahimanauari and maanong are used before, naud after the verb. 

Cahimanauari macamtan niya ang 
langit. 

Maanong siya,i, mamatay. 
Dumating siya naua. 

Would to God he might attain 
Heaven. 

Would to God he would die. 
Would to God he may cume. 
Be quick! Away! Dali! jsulong!, 
Back! Beware! jOrong! jTabil pesos. 
Hush! silence! jHouag maguingay! 
Be silent! jHouag cang mag-ingay! 
Bravo! Poor thing! (Buti nga! jCadua dual, 
Oh God! Fury! jAy Dios co! jLintic! 

Ayda and bapda have rare use nowadays and are postpositive 
interjections proper to express wonder. Ayda is more in use by 
women, bapda by men. Both of them may concur in the phrase, bapda 
preceding, to render the expression more emphatic. 

How pretty! 
How great! 
How beautiful to see! 

When the thing object of wonder is expressed, the second a of 

jDiquit aya! 
jLaqui bapaa! jlaqui bapaa ayda! 
jGanda bapaa panoorin! 

bapda, and ayda is transferred to the end of the admirative clause. 

Oh how good this is! 
Oh how sweet that is! 

(Galing bapa nitd a! 
iTamis aya niyang a! 

Hyperbolical expressions can be made with pagca, and, and ca 
put before the root in the possessive case. Ca and pagca are prefixed. 
The root may be repeated for the sake of greater exaggerative sense. The 
tone of the voice and even the gesture serve sometimes to render the 
interjection. 

jPagcalaqui nang dagat! 
ee aoa nitdbng manga bu- 

laclac! R 
jAnodng pagcaningning nang manga 

bitoufn sa isang gabing tahimic! 
jCaraming tauo! 

How immense the sea is! 

How pretty these flowers are! 

How the stars shine in a still night! 

What a crowd! 
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6 As exclamative expressions may also be considered those formed 
with the prefix ca and the reduplication of an ladjective or verbal root 
expressing an action of an affective kind, 
in subsequent lessons. 

How tall! How long! 
How pitiful! How gloomy! 
How amiable Jane is! 
How horrible is death! 

Imprecations are greatly in fashion among natives. 

in the way to be explained 

jCataastdas! j|Cahabahaba! 
jCaauadua! jCalunoslunos! 
jCaibig-fbig si Juana! 
jCaquilaquilabot ang camatayan! 

Every tense, 
but especially the past or the imperative, is used for the purpose. 

May a caiman swallow thee! 
May the sea swallow him! 
May a flash (thunderbolt) strike you! 
Would to God they would die! 
May a snake sting thee. 

To bury. Burying 
Coffin, sties’ kia 
To thrust in, to drive into. 
To carry on one’s back. 

. To endeavor, to force. 
To melt away, to melt. 

place. 

" Melted lead, &+« -»..- Ge 
Decrease of the moon. 
To open, to lay open, to uncover. 

- Order that I be admitted in. 
Order them to uncover the image. 
To join, to collect, to put together. 
To amass, to put on over again. 
To mix, (certain substances to make 

up a beverage called salabat). 
An amassment of misfortunes. 
A medley of curses and foul words. 
To bend, to bend back. 
Twisted horns. 
To twine, to twist, to curl up. 
Winding way or passage. 
Twisted thorns. 
Miscelaneous things. 
Variety of colors. 
Trap, snare, slipknot. 
To lay traps for. 

To walk for amusement. 

The public place for walking. . 
Substitute, delegate, successor. 
The priest is the delegate of God. 
Tosubstitute, to actin behalf of other. 
To plead for. 
intercessor, mediator. 

jCanin ca nang boaya! 
jLamonin siya nang dagat! 
j Tinamaan ca nang lintic! 
jMaanong mamatay sila! 
jTuquin ca nang ahas! 

Maglibing, magbaon. Pagbabaonan. 
Cabaong. 
Tumiric, magtolos. 
Mamas-an, mapas-an. 
Pumilit, magpilit. 
Matunao, tumunao. 
Tunao na tinga. 
Tunao na bouan. 
Mamucas, magbucas. 
Pabucasan mo aco. 
Pabucsdn mo sa canila ang larduan. 
Magtipon, mag-ipon. 
Magsosom. 

| Magsalabat. 

Susonsusong cahirapan. 
Salasalabat na sumpa,t tungayao. 
Mamaloctot. 
Balobaloctot na sungay. 
Maglicao. 
Licolicong daan. 
Licaolicao na tinic. 
Sarisaring bagay. 
Sarisaring culay. 
Silo. 
Manilo. 
Pain. 

( Magpasial. (corr. of Sp. word pasear, 
! “to take a walk”). 
Pasialan. 
Cahalili. a 
Ang pare,i, ang cahalili nang Dios. 
Humalili. 
Magpintacasi. 
Pintacasi. 
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The patron saint. 
To feign, to personate others. 
To dissemble, to counterfeit. 
To please. 
To despise, to scorn. 
To augment. 
To elate, to become proud. 
To exalt oneself. 

Ang pintacasi. 
Magpangap. 
Magbalintuna. 
Magbigay loob. 
Magpaualang halaga, magaliposta. 
Magdagdag. 
Magpalalo. 
Magmalaqui, magmataas. 
Ang taudng ungmiibig magbigay 1bob 

sa Dios dapat magpumilit umilag sa 
pagcacasala. 

Macaaua. 
Cumusy4pit, manguydpit. 
Cumapit, mangapit. 

He who wishes to please God must J 
endeavor to shun sin. 

To inspire compassion. 
To cling to. 
To cling to, to grasp at. 
To be downcast. To transpire. Mangolila. Manganinag. 
Bush. Sickle. Siit. Lilic, pangapas. 
Tomow. To mow rice. Gumapas. Mag-ani. 
To clear a wood. Magcaingin. 
To transport, to carry. Humacot. 

Tumuca, manuca. 
Sumiguid, maniguid. 
Cumibit. 
Acé,i, tinuca nang ahas. 
Naniniguid ang manga lamoc. 
éSinisiguid ca nang manga lamoc? 
Oo, at aco,i, sinasactan. 

To bite, to sting, to peck. 
To sting by gnats. 
To nibble. (by fish at the bait). 
A snake stung me. 
Gnats are going about stinging. 
Do mosquitoes sting you? 
Yes, and they hurt me. 
Tortoise shell. Sea tortoise. Cala. Pauican. 
To tuck up the sleeves or petticoats. 8 Maglilis. 
Why doyoutuckupyourpantaloons? ,¢Baquit ca naglililis nang salaual? 
To break through, torun over, down, Sumagasa. 
To hold, to wield, to handle. Humauac. 
To trample, to tread on. Tumongtong. 

FIFTY-EIGHTH EXERCISE. 

Who are there? 
admit them? Away! 
Beware ! 
the work? 
No, what? 
he is dead. 

They have. 

people, be silent ! 
my plants.! 
and how modest she is too! 
the stakes for the enclosure? 
did you bury your child? 
bore the coffin? 
men is melting there? 
your chest open? Not yet. 

come the judge 
that spear? 

The children of our neighbour. 
my master is angry, back! be quick ! 

the buffaloes are coming on. 
Bravo ! 

His schoolmates bore it. 
He is melting was. 

Why did you 
How ! 

Have they already finished 
Do you know what has happened? 

The Chinaman’s horse ran over your friend’s child and 
Poor thing! what a pity not to have my gun at hand. 

Where are the children roaming about? In the corral. 
Drive them out, fury ! 

Did you notice how beautiful his female-cousin is? 

You, naughty 
they are trampling upon 

Yes, 
Have the labourers already planted 

They are still carrying them. 
This is the place where we buried it 

What is that the China- 
Have you already laid 

Order it to be laid open immediately. 
Why are so many people gathering together? They assemble to wel- 

Why does the blacksmith bend down the point of 
He bends it down to make a sickle out of it. 

Where 
Who 

Where 
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did they buy the thimbles? They bought them at a shop of misce- 
laneous things. What have you in your garden? JI have a variety of trees and flowers of various colors. What do you set traps for? I set traps for the monkeys. What bait do you employ to earsnare 
them? I employ cocoa-nuts as bait. For’ whom is your son a 
substitute? He is a substitute for his cousin. What saint do you pray to as an intercessor with God? Saint Patrick is my intercessor. 
When is the commemoration of the patron saint of this village? Saint John is 
the patron saint and the commemoration is on the 24th of June. Whom 
did the thief impersonate? He impersonated an officer. Whom did he 
deceive by artful contrivances? He deceived many people. Is riding 
pleasant to you? Riding and swimming are very pleasant to me, Does 
he despise her? He does not despise her. Are priests despised by 
everybody? They are honored by worthy people and despised by the 
wicked. Why did that man become so proud? Because his fortune 
has been increased by au inheritance. Is it on account of it that he 
exalts himself? It is on that account. What is the matter? There 
is a man being drowned in the river. What shall we do to save 
him? Throw that log out to him for him to cling to. Has he 
grasped it already? No, but he 1s going to grasp it. Did the 
business transpire? It did not transpire. Where is the deer? It 
got into the bush. What is that sickle for? It is for mowing rice. 
Is it not to mow grass or to clear woods? No. Where does he 
carry that straw (chaff)? He carts it to the enclosure. Have you 
been stung by a snake? No, but I was stung by gnats. Are there 
any tortoises in this river? There are a great many. Are their 
shells good for anything? They are good for many things. Why 
did Anu tuck up her petticoat on crossing the road? Because there 
there is a great deal of mud. 

FIFTY-NINTH LESSON. 

YCALIMANG POUO,T, SIYAM NA PAGARAL. 

RECAPITULATION OF PARTICLES. 

Although most of the particles have been noticed in speaking 
of the verb, yet, as there are some which still remain unexplained, 
and others which, over and above their use as verbal, enter in the 
construction of idioms and peculiar ways of expression, a separate 
study in alphabetical order of them all follows, their importance in 
the structure of the language giving them a claim to be cousidered 
as a part of speech. 

AN, 

An=han is always a suffix and the most important one. It is 
applied, conjointly with the prefix ca, to adjectival roots denoting 
a quality, to form the abstract noun of such a quality. (1). 

(1) It is to be noticed that the ca .roobyan compound has a signification 
More passive than both that of the root alone or that of the pagca+root compound. 
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Boy. Young people 
Christian. Christendom. 
Island. Archipelago. 
Earth. (material.) Earth, world. 
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ADJECTIVE. ABSTRACT. ROOT. ABSTRACT NOUN, 

Quiet. Quietness. Tahimic. Catabimican. 
Noble, dear. Nobleness. Mahal. Camahalan. 
Liar. Lie. Bulaan. Cabulaanan. 
Mad. Madness. Olol. Caololan. 

Bad, naughty, : Naugbtinoss, | Tampalasan. 2 Catampalasanan. 
cruel. \ cruelty. | 

Foolish. Foolishness. Hung-hang. Cahung-hangan. 
Industrious. Industry. Sipag. Casipagan. 
Firm. Firmness. Tibay. Catibayan. 
Strong. Strength. Lacas. Calacasan. 
Deep Depth. Lalim. Calaliman. 
Broad. Breadth. Lapad. Calaparan. 
Heavy. Heaviness. Bigat. Cabigatan. 
Light. Lightness Gaan. Cagaanan. 
Meek. Meekness. Amo. Caamoan, 
Round. Roundness. Bilog. Cabilogan 
Beautiful. Beauty. Ganda. Cagandahan. 
Large,long, great. Length,greatness. Laqul. Calaquihan. 
‘Lordly. Nobility. Guinod, Caguinoohan. 

Young. Youth. Bata, | Ha aa cha 

used to form collective nouns. 

Bata. Cabataan. 
Cristiano. (Sp.) Cacristianohan. 
Polo. Capoloan. 
Lupa. Calupaan. 

An=han, without ca, is appended to a.root having a nominal 
or verbal force to form the place, or the appliance or utensil on which 
the work is accomplished, and in the case of a root denoting a product 
or a commodity, the place where s 
The first syllable is repeated, as if 
admitting of contraction or beginn 

To bathe. Bath-room. 
To put into' a 

harbour. | Wharf. 
To spit. Spitting-box. 
To eat. Dining-room. 
To drink. Drinking vessel. 

Steel or instru- 
ment of strik- 

To strike fire by 
percussion or 
rubbing. ing fire. 

To lie down. Bed, couch. 
To put into. Store room. 
To worship Temple. 
To make cocks Gaal at 

fight. ock-pit. 

To pasture. Meadow. 
Mud, dirtiness. Quagmire. 
Sugar-cene, Sugar plantation, 

uch a product or commodity is found. 
for the future tense, with those roois 
ing with J. 

Paligo. Paligoan. 

Doong. Doongan. 

Lura, Luluran. 
Cain. Cacanan. bi 
Inom. Inoman. 

Pinqui. Pinquian. 

Higa. ‘Hihigaan. 
Silid. Sisidlan. 
Simba. Simbahan. 

> Sabong. | Sabongan. 

Sabsab. Sabsaban. 
Pusali. Pusalian. 

Tubo. Tubohan, 
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Bamboo. proc eros. Cauayan. Cauayanan. 

| Cocoa-nut planta-) ,,. E Cocoa nut. on. P. oe a | Niog. Niogan. 
Banana. Banana plantation. Saguing. -” Saguingan. . 
Head. Pillow, bolster, Olo.” a Olaaka” (eph.). 
Foot (Pedestal, foot- Pai : ; stand. ah. Paahan. 

First, anterior.  Fore-front.. Una. Unahan. 
Last, pos:erior. j gi eee | Huh. Hulihan. ..” 
To wrap up. Bundle. Balot. Balotan. 

L 

The reduplication also takes place with such nouns as indicate, not 
a actual, but the assigned places for the actions to be performed 
thereon. 

To baptise. Baptistery. Binyag. Pagbibinyagan. 
To preach. " Pulpit. Pangaral. Pangangaralan. 
To sentence, to Hall where a court) Mach i 
pass judgment. or a judge sits, f ~ ®8n0com. Paghohocoman. 

3 Slaughtering- , 
To kill. nln. 8 } Magpatay. Pagpapatayan. - 

To hang. Gibbet. Magbitay. Pagbibitayan. 

But if the verbal root is intransitive, ca should be used and 
the first syllable of the root repeated. 

Stumbling-place 

To tumble. KO Matisod. Catitisoran. 

stacle. 
Place where 3 

To baya Cd. fall can fee ! Maholog, _ Cahologan. 

fo pilak tor sip | Slippery place. Marulas Carorolasan. 

The student should notice that in most nouns thus formed from 
a verbal root, the stress of the accent is on the last vowel. This 
is, in many cases, to draw a distinction between the person and the 
place. Thus, pangangaralan means “the person or persons to whom 
something is to be preached” (the audience); while pangangaralan 
means “the place,” that is to say, “the pulpit.’ 

An comes at the end of a diminutive noun, or of those .things 
being not real but represented by any graphic means, or of which 
one speaks in contempt. 

Little bird, or a drawn or painted 
bind. Ibonibouan. 

Human figure painted, or despicable ) O 
person. j | 

Petty king or person who plays the Hajibariah 
role of a king. ; 

Canopy, ceiling. Langit-langitan. 
Quack, empiric in physic. ” -- - Medimedicohan, medimedicohan. 
God, idol. - . . - Diosdiosan. 

* 45 
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Sometimes an applied to a nominal root converts it into an 

adjective of a characteristic quality, in a somewhat despective sense. 

Head Club-headed. Olo. Olohan. 

Nose. a ko : Ilong Ilongan. | 

Snout. Long-snouted Ngoso. Ngosoan. 

Shoulder. Broad shouldered.  Balicat. Balicatan. 

Large-mouthed,| py: an 
Mouth. alitan. ( Bibig. Bibigan. 

CA. 

Ca, is an important prefix word-building particle. 

Ca, as has been said, comes before roots importing companion- 

ship, likeness, reciprocity or conformity, to indicate one of the correspond- 

ing parties. 

Companion. guest. (at a meal). Casama. Casalo. 
Fellow- passenger. Casacay. 
Inmate, one of the persons living | 7 

at the same house. | Gasangbahay. 
Contrary, foe, one of the quarreling ; | Caduay. 

parties 
Assistant, aiding party. Competitor. Catdlong. Catalo. 
Playing-fellow. Calaro. 
Equal, fellow officer, officer of the | Gu nara 

same rank. e Pa 
Namesake. Cangalan, casangay 
Face-resembling person. Camuc-ha. 
Equal, similar. Capantay, cahalimbaua. 
Resembling thing or party. Sg eee cahambing, ca- 

Fellow-passenger. (on a journey).  Calacbay. 
Contemporary, of the same age. Capanahon. 
Drinking party. Cainom. 
To scorn, scorning-party. Tumuya, catuya. 

The first syllable of the root is. sometimes repeated. 

Fellow-villager, compatriot. Cababayan. 
Scorning party. Cabibiro, cabiro. 

_ Ca is used in connection with ga before the root of quality, the 
object of comparison, if it is put at the end in comparative sentences. 

As hard as stone. Gabatd catigas. 
As long as this. Ganitong cahaba. 
As tall as that. As sweet as sugar... Ganiydn catdas. Gaasucal catamis. 
How old is he? gGaand siya catanda? 

Ca is also used as a particle expressing past time with some 
roots importing time. 

Yesterday. Last night. Cahapon. Cagahi. 
The day before yesterday. Camacalaua. 
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Ca has a limitative force when applied to roots of numerable things. 

One handful. 
One piece, only one piece. 
Only one palm. (length measure). 
One drop only. One person only. 
In a word. 
One load only. 
Only two persons. 

Caracot. 
Capotol. 
Carangcal. 
Capatac. Cataud. 
Sa catagang uica. 
Cadalhan, cadalahan. 
Dalauang cataud. 

.Ca may be repeated to express a greater degree of limitation. 

Absolutely one piece. 
Absolutely one person. 

Cacapotol. 
Cacataud, 

This limitative force of ca is also applied to actions which 
require time for their accomplishment. The sense imparted by the 
English verb “to have just’? may be expressed by ca in Tagalog. The 
first syllabe of the root should be repeated and the subject put in 
hk possessive case in this kind of expressions, for they are passive 
clauses. 

He has just come down. 
I have just arrived. 
They are just gone out. 
We have but come upstairs. 

Capapandaog pa niya. 
Cararating co pa. 
Caalis lamang nila. 
Capapanhic lamang namin. 

This same construction may also be made to mean: “no sooner 
than,” “as soon as,” “immediately,” etc. 

No sooner did he start speaking 
than he was confused. 

As soon as I arrived there, 
given food. 

Immediately that he left, he saw you. 

! Cauiuica niya,i, nagcamali na siya. 

I was Casasapit co déon ay pinacain aco. 

Capanao niya dito ay naquita ca niya. 

The same construction (that of ca and the repetition of the 
first syllable), with the subject in the nominative case serves, in actions 
admiting of intension, to exhort, to urge to do the work in an earnest 
manner. a 

Pray most devoutly to the Holy 
Virgin. 

Beware,! be careful, be cautions. 
Behave most judiciously. 

Cahihingi cay6 sa mahal na Virgen. 

Caiingat cayo. 
Cababaet cayo. 

It was seen in the preceding lesson that if ca is prefixed to 
an adjectival root and the latter is repeated, exclamative adjectival 
expressions are formed. 

How amiable! How pitiful! 
How disgusting! 0.2 °° (+ 
How admirable, wonderful. 
How prodigious. =. 6.1. 

Caibig-ibig. Cahabaghabag. 
Cadumaldumal. 
Catacataca. 
Caguilaguilalas. 
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This same arrangement forms certain adverbs or adverbial expres- 
sions of time. 

Suddenly. All at once. Caalamalam. Caguinsaguinsa. 
Off hand. Caracaraca. 

Ca, thus employed, denotes intension in a high degree, and 
it is even applied to some roots of things, as in cataloctaloctocan, 
which means: “the very summit of the mountain,” “the peak,” “from 
taloctoc, “the summit.” 

Is there any spring yonder at the Doon sa cataloctaloctocan nang bon- 
summit of that mountain? doc na yadn, gmay batis baga? 

Ca, with the suffix an=han forms the superlative degree of 
adjectives, the root being repeated, as already explained. I 

This is very precious. Very savory. Camahalmahalan itd. Casarapsarapan. 
Very obscene. Very good. Cahalayhalayan. Cabutibutihan. 

Some adverbs of time are formed in the same manner. 

Lastly. Finally. Catapustapusan Cauacasuacasan 

The repetition of the root may be dispensed with if some adverb 
or word importing time comes in the sentence. Note the following 
expressions, 

To leave for, to go away. Panao, mamanao, 
To carry away. To exile. Magpanao. Magpapanao. 
This. very week I -shall leave. Capanaoan co itong lingo. 
When he was on the pointof dying. Niyéug camatayan na niya. 
When he was about to kill them. Niyong capatayan na sa canila. 

FIFTY-NINTH EXERCISE. 

Do you wish to accompany me? Yes, I will accompany you. 
Where do yau go? I am going to fish with a rod. Why do you 
scorn at.-your fellow citizens? I do not scorn at them. But you find 
fault with them, do you not know it is improper to find fault with 
other people? What do you admire most? I admire the marvelous 
things made by God, and especially I admire the beauty of the 
stars in the skies. Can they be trusted? They cannot be trusted 
May they not then be intrusted with that business? I do not know. 
May I yet recover? You may yet recover. Can you go to 
Manila? I cannot go to Manila, for I am sick. Can your brother 
go to Manila? He cannot go to Manila, because he is very busy. 
May this medicine: alleviate the suffering of the patient? It may 
alleviate him. Where is the nobility (aristocracy) of this town? They 
are at church. Has this house any bath-room? There is here a 
bath-room for grown up people; young people bathe at the river. What 
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do natives use for drinking?  Natives use cocoa-nuts as drinking 
vessels. Where is the pedestal of this image? It is in the cell. 
Where do native people assemble? They assemble at the cock-pit. 
Does your friend own any sugar plantations? He does not own an 
sugar plantations, but he owns two cocoa-nut farms. When did you 
arrive? I have just arrived. Where is your master? My master is 
just gone out. Did you see her husband? He had just got into 
the house when I saw him. Do you wish to dine with us? No, I 
have. just dined. What shall we do? Think on it carefully and be 
on your guard. What has happened to you? No sooner did I start 
walking than I stumbled Where did you slip down? There, there 
is a slippery place and I came across a place full of stones. Did 
you find the book? As soon as I started looking for it I found it. 
How long is it? It is as long as this. Is that wood hard? It is 
as hard as stone. What is a bat like? It is like a bird when flying. 
With whom are you conversing? [am conversing with my fellow inmates. 
Whom are you going to take as a companion for the journey? Your 
enemy. Are they orphans? They are, how sad it is to be an orphan. ! 
Did you taste pine-apples? Yes, how sweet they are! What do those 
people do at the beach? They are bathing, how indecorous to see 
male and female people bathing together.! Did you swim? Yes, I 
did, how amusing swimming is. ! : 

SIXTIETH LESSON. YCAANIM NA POUONG PAGARAL. 

RECAPITULATION OF PARTICLES. (continued.) 

IN. 

In is a prefix, a suffix or an infix, hin is always a suffix. — 
In is prefixed to, or inserted in, nominal roots to form participial 

nouns denoting resemblance or sharing of the properties expressed by 
the root. 

Anything cut u - 
oa ni nota Pa eight-sided > Balingbing. Bipalingbing. 

Night scenting Anything resemb- , : 
flower. ling such a flower. | Sampaga. sinamipaga. 

Verdure, culin- Anything sharing 
ary vegetables, in the green; Gulay. Guinulay. 

. garden stuff. colour... 

Needle. ab Hormted | Cardyom. QuinarAyom. 

To boil rice. Boiled rice food. Saing. Sinaing. 

To spin... Yarn. Sulid. Sinulid. to 9 
To boil meal, A sort of fritters, ) : 

flour. -. any soft pap. =‘ Logao. Haba ia 
To knead... . . Bread, - Tapay. Tinapay. -- 
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If the condition thus acquired is to be represented as permanently 
incorporated, the first syllable of the root should be repeated. 

Father. Godfather. Ama. Inaama. 
Mother. Godmother. Ina. Iniina. 

Son or daughter. | teers soap Anac. Inaanac. 

Brother or sister. a” ara } Capatid. Quinacapatid. 

Some woman who p ; 
stands for an aunt Ali, Inaali. 

Sister-in-law. | o Ka 5 Hipag. Hinihipag. 

In, either prefixed or inserted, is the well known particle forming 
that past participle which generally refers to the direct object of the 
verb. 

The sweetheart or the beloved person. Ang sinisinta. 
The esteemed person. Ang minamahal. 
The already known person. Ang quinocoan. 
My property, what is held as mine. Ang inaaquin. 
Others’ property, their property. Ang quinacanila, 
What is yours. (plur.) Ang iniinyd. 

The same arrangement is also used to indicate the passive effect 
of some destructive agent. 

What is destroyed by mice. Ang dinadaga. 
>» o » » ants. Ang linalangam. 

Bananas are destroyed by crows, ) ‘ 
reverie. y y ( Tnoouac ang saguing. 

Every present or past stage of a bodily complaint is expressed 
by the root indicative of the latter with ix either prefixed or infixed. 

Itch, mange. | i ba Kag aaa: Galis. Ang guinagalis. 

Person who has ) 
Small-pox. | suffered from ; Boldétong. Ang binolotong. 

small-pox. J 

The same is the case with roots expressive of any limb or part 
of the body capable of its being affected with disease. 

Stomach. Sicmura. 

John suffers from the stomachache. Sinisiemura si Juan. 
Breast. Dibdib. 
I suffer from pain in my breast. Dinidibdib aco. 

In=hin is sufixed to roots of the above complaints to express 
the person who for a long past time has endured them. 

Person who will be, 
Gout. or is permanently , Piyd. Pipiyohin. 

afflicted with gout. 
Itch. Itchy, scab. Galis. Galisin. 
Asthma. Asthmatic. Hica. Hicdin, 
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The same may denote a defect. 

Pitted by th - , Small-pox. } oe ganaamall | Bolotong. Bolotongin. 

Lippitudo.....P0B00, Dearing} Mota Motain. 
Belly. Portly person. Tiyan. Tiyauin. 

In=hin, suffixed to verbal transitive roots, forms the term for 
the thing or work which is the result of the accomplished action, if 
the verb admits of the in passive in reference to the direct object. 

To sew. Needle work. Tumahi. Tahiin. 
To eat. Food. Cumain. Canin. (cont ) 
To drink. Drink. Uminom. Inomin. 

But if the ultimate effect of the application of the action is to 
be meant, the particle an should be used in connection with in. 

To embroider Mat with twisted . 
‘nate, drawings on. Sabat. Sinabatan, 

Cake made with : 
Honey. | h oney. . Polot. Pinolotan. 

Egg. Pie with eggsin.  It-log. Init-logan. 

This arrangement is also employed for what is left behind as 
refuse by the effect of some elaborative actions. 

To mow, toreap. Stubble. Gapas. Guinapasan. 

Tocull,to choose Refuse, offal, dregs. Pili. ) PH pinagpi- 

Pa cut nag stuffs. Cuttings,clippings. Tabas. Pinagtabasan. 
o pick rattans : : Quinayasan,  pi- 
quite clean. } Peelings, shavings. Cayas ! nagcayasan. P 

If the root denotes a passion, an act of the mind, or an 
involuntary action, the root should then be prefixed by ma, the particle 
forming adjectives, with in-hin suffixed. Frequentative qualitive nouns 
are thus formed which, for the most, are accented on the last syllable 
to distinguish them from the corresponding tenses of the verb. 

- 4 Tender hearted Compassion. Tann j | Aua. Maauain. 

Kage ae affection: ( Sinta. Masintahin. 
" ate. Irog. Mairoguin. 

Inclination,liking. Amateur. Vill. Mauilihin. 

Desire. { Longing, a Ibig. Maibiguin. 
Wrath. Trascible. Galit. Magalitin. 

: Smiling, pleasing, ) --. Laugh, smile. j eeceen ble, | Téua. Matauanin, 

Weeping. Mourner. Tangis. Matangisin. 
Obeying. Obedient. . Sonor. Masunorin. 

A dull sleepy per- ' Tolog, Matologuin. \ Sleeping...” ; Sati 
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If the root admits of being contracted, begins with J, or if an 
intensive degree is to be denoted, the first syllable of the root may 
be repeated. 

Forgetfulness. iN Na 7 f Limot. Malilimutin. 

Joy. Joyful. Logod. Malologdin. 

Fear. Faint-hearted. Tacot. Matatacotin. 

Sickness. Infirm, sickly. Saquit. Masasactin. 
Person liable to 

Fever. frequent fits of Lagoa Malalagnatin. 
( fever. 

Bashfulness. Bashful, diffident. Hiya. Ma. ihiyin. 

MA, 

Ma is the well known prefix which forms adjectives. of those 
roots. that are not adjectives by themselves. 

Bravery. Brave. Tapang. Matapang. 
Wisdom. Wise. Dunong. Marunong. 
Soundness. Sound. Galing. Magaling. 

The adjectives thus formed may be made verbs with mag to in- 
dicate the affecting or boasting by the subject of such quality as the 
adjectives denote, the compound being rendered oxytone for the purpose. 

Anthony affects to be brave. Nagmamatapang si Antonio. 
John boasts of wisdom. Nagmamarunong si Juan. 

If they are made verbs with um and are used in the #n passive, 
the sense is that of holding or reputing the object as possessing the 
quality expressed by the adjective. 

I consider that good. Minamabuti co iyan. 
TINA aao heen ei. { Minamasama co ang masamang qul- 

naogalian. 
He reputes as judicious what Peter Minamagaling niya ang sinasabi ni 

says. Pedro. ‘ 

Ma is also joined to a. nominal root indicative of a thing ca- 
pable of being made an object of possession, having then the meaning 
of the subject abounding in such commodity as is denoted by the rvot. 
Ma, in this case, is but the contraction of may. 

There is plenty of rice in this town. Mapalay itong bayan itd. 
Henry possesses a great deal of gold. Maguinto si Enrique. 
This house is provided with many sigh 
ent: | Masilid itong bahay. 

Ma, as the particle denoting potentiality, comes before a verbal 
root and forms adjectives indicative of the possibility or capability of 
the action being performed. English adjectives ending in “able” “ible,” 
and the Latin in “bilis” may be expressed in this way. 

Sufferable. Pronounceable. Matiis, mabata. Mauica. 
Feasible, practicable. Magaua, maari. 
Easy. Eatable. Madali, magaan. Macdin. 
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. The repetition of the first syllable of the root (as for the passive future tense of maca verbs) may be employed, especially it an idea of futurity is meant, both forms being used almost indifferently, 

Feasible. Magagaua, man rari i 
Eatable. Potable, drinkable. Mo Manon moe 
Possible. Mangyayari. 
Visible, perceptible at sight. Maquiquita. 
Speakable. Masasab). 

But if negation or inversion of the meaning of the root is to 
be expressed as.when the Latin prefixes “in,” “dis,” or the Saxon “un” 
are used in English, the sense is made by the simple root (as for 
the imperative) prefixed by ma and preceded by the negative adverb. 

Insufferable. Untolerable. Di matiis. Di mabata. 
Incomprehensible. Di matingcala, di maabut nang isip. 
Indissoluble. Di macalag. 
Inaccessible, unapproachable. Di malapitan. 
Interminable. Unserviceable. Di matapus. Di magamit. 
Uneatable. Impossible. Di macain. Dili mangyayari. 
Inexplicable, unexplainable. Di masaysay. 

If the capability is expressed by an adjective or an adjectival 
clause, the verb should be put in the proper passive. 

Easy to be done. Diffiicult to say. Madaling gaoin. Maliuag sabihin. 
Difficult to be attained. Mahirap camtan. 
Unapproachable. Di malapit. 
Fasily pronunceable Madaling uicain. 
Susceptible, punctillious. Di mauicaan. 
It is easy to say it, but difficult ) toda ik Madaling sabihin, mahirap gaoin. 

MACA. 

Maca may be assimilated to ma as a particle forming adjec- 
tives, if prefixed to verbal roots. What ma is for the potential sense, 
maca is for the causative one. (1). 

Agreeable, what causes pleasure. Macatotoua. 
Causative of shame. Macahihiya. 
Mortal, destructive of life. Macamamatay. 
Laughable, causing laughter. Macatataua. 

Maca is also prefixed to the cardinal numbers to form the ad- 
verbial numerals of time, the first being wholly, and the “second and 
third partly, irregular, as already explained 

Once. Twice. Minsan. Macalaud. 
Thrice, three times. Macaitlo, macatatlo. 
Five times. A hundred times. Macalima Macasangdaan. 

,_. () Maca and ma, may be compared, respectively, with the German suffixes 
‘bar and sum, in “furchtbar,” macatacot; “ furchtsam,” matacotin. “ae a 
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Spark. 
To cause weariness. 
To disgust, to cause disgust. 

To inflame, to cause to be inflamed. 

To produce anxiety. 
To produce nausea. 
To cause the disgust of satiety. 
If cannot be. 

I can but go. 
It may be 
It may not be. 
It may be, happen. 
It can hardly be, happen. 
To examine, to look into the qual- 

ifications of some candidate. 
My brother passed examination be- 

fore the master and came out 
qualified. 

Nobody knows it. 
Nobody understands it. 
Do you understand it. 
He feels warm. 
He was swayed (blind) with wrath. 
Lest. 
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Quislap, alipato, pilantic. 
Macayamot. 
Macasaua. 
Macasonog. 
Macabalisa. 
Macasuclam, macarimarim. 
Macasuya. 
Hind{ mangyayari. 
Hindi mangyayari di.. 
Hindi mangyayari di acé pumaroon. 
Mangyayari din. i 
Hindi mangyayari. 
Sucat mangyari. 
Di sucat mangyari. 

| Sumulit. 

/ Sinulid ang capatid co nang maestro 
at siya,i, nacasulit 

Ualang nacacadlam. 
Ualang nacatatalastas. 
éNatatalastas mo baga? 
Siya,i, naiinitan. 
Nabulagan siya nang galit. 
Maca, sacali, maca sacali. 

SIXTIETH EXERCISE. 

Shall I do it? 
out then? 
Shall I go upstairs? 
there. 
I can hook some fish. 
whether he can lift it 
did and they shot down some. 
but I could not overtake him. 
Do not go out at present, 
and feel warm. 

to them? 
at sea. 
What has happened? 
your brother-in-law? 
mind, darkened, his breath was 
How was it? 
Wiy do you laugh? 
down. Shall I lead him on? 
may slip. Do you fear? 

Do not do it, lest you be damned. 
Go out and beware; do not fail to do what I told you. 

Do not go upstairs, lest there may be some people 
What are you going to do? I am going to fish and see whether 

Why does he not lift the bag? 
Did they shoot arrows at the birds? 

Did you run after him? 

lest you may be 
Shall I stay here any longer? 

you may be overtaken by darkness in the wood. 

Yhe thread parted. 
His strength failed, his senses vanished, and his 

cut short and he breathed his last. 
His walking-stick split and his ankle was sprained. 

I laugh, because that fellow stumbled and fell 
a No, make him walk slowly, lest he 

es, 

Shall I go 

He is going to try 
Yes, they 

I ran after him, 
Do you wish me to go out now? 

affected by sunshine 
No, begone, lest 
What happened 

They were sailing and they were overiaken by a storm 
What has happened to you? Our house was burnt down. 

What has happened to 

I do. What are you afraid of? 
I am afraid of the souls of the dead. Why do you fear the ghosts? 
Fear God and do not fear ghosts, as 
Where did you stumble? 
house did your mother die? 
she die of? She died of fever. 

I stumb'ed against this stone. 
In our grandfather's house. 

they will do nothing to you. 
In which 
What did 

Why does that woman weep? Be: 
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cause death deprived her of her infant child. I do not see your sister 
where is she? She is there kneeling down near the altar. And your 
brother, where is he? There he is standing near the pillar. Is he 
not that one who is seated on the bench? No, he is that one who 
is by him. Who is your godfather? My godfather is my friend 
Charles’ father, and my godmother, his sister. Do you take that as 
yours? No, I take it as theirs. How is your rice field? It has 
been destroyed by lucusts. Is your servant afflicted with itch? No, 
he is afflicted with asthma. Does his stomach pain him? No, he 
has a handache. Is his father a portly man? No, he is big 
headed. Where did you put the thrashings? I have put them by the 
side of the sweepings. Is your servant obedient? No, he is, on 
the contrary, obstinate. Is there any money in the safe? There is 
plenty of money in the safe. Is this letter pronounceable? Yes, 
it is easily pronounceable. Is seawater drinkable? It is not drink- 
able. Is poison destructive of life? Poison is destructive of life. 

Is the priest an asthmatic? No, he is a gouty man. Are sparks 

dangerous? They are, a spark can set a town in flames. Is the sweet 

potato eatable? Yes, but it sometimes causes satiety. Did you come 

out well from your examination? No, I was disqualified. 

SIXTY-FIRST LESSON. 

YCAANIM NA POUO,T, ISANG PAGARAL. 

RECAPITULATION OF PARTICLES. (continued) 

MAG. 

Mag, as a particle forming nouns, is the antonym of ca Ca 

contracts the sense to one party, mag indicates two at least. 

Mag comes before those nouns which are conceived only in 

couples to indicate both parties, and denotes the plural without the 
employment: of the pluralizing particle being necessary. 

The two sisters-in law. Ang maghipag. 
The married couple. Ang magasdua. 
Both quarrelling parties. Ang magauay. 
The engaged parties. Ang mag-ibigan. 
The parents. Ang magiilang. 
The two brothers-in-law. Ang magbaydo. 

If the parties are of such a kind as to ba conceived in a 

Number greater than two, ca should be used after mag. 

The two brothers. Ang magcacapatid. 
The two companions. Ang magcasama. 
The two friends. Ang magcaibigan. 
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If the parties are more than two, ca should be repeated, 

More than two brothers. Magcacacapatid. 
» 9 » companions. Magcacasama. 
po 3 » friends, Magcacaibigan. 

Correlative nouns are expressed by mag prefixed to the noun of 

the principal correlative party. 

Father and child. Magama. 
Mother and child. Mag ina. 
Father or mother and son Orly: 

daughter-in law j Magee 
Master and servant, Magpangindoon. 

Hence these compound nouns may be made verbs in reference 
to the secondary party. 

Paul is a devoted son. (that is ) 
to say, he knows how honor , Si Pablo,i, marunong magama. 
his parents.) ) 

Patrick is not a devoted son sa 
his mother. 

To keep up with a mother in-law is 
a difficult thing. 

Hindi marunong mag ina si Patricio. 

| Maliuag ang magbianan. 

If the second correlative is named conjointly with the principal one, 
the latter is prefixed by mug ang the former put in the possesssive case. 

Jesus and His Mother. Mag-ina ni Jesus. 
Flora and her father in-law. Magbianan ni Flora. 
Peter and his father. Mag-ama ni Pedro. 

Mag denotes totality with some roots importing time 

The whole day, throughout the day, / 
all the day long. | Magnupen: 

All the night long, the whole night. Magdamag. 

Mag is prefixed to um and mag roots to form the verbal noun 
indicative of the agent or doer of the action expressed by the wm or the mag 
verb. The first syllable of the root shou'd be repeated as if to form 
the future tense. 

Farmer, laborer. husbandman. Magsasaca. 
Robber. Magnanacao. 

" MAN, 

Man is another important prefix. Man drops the n and causes 
the initial consonant of the root to undergo the same changes as 
have been explained for it as a verbal particle. 

Man, as already said, if joined to a root denoting a unity 
of measure, forms distributive expressions of the standard unity. 

Twenty five cents’ money piece. Cahati. 
Twenty five cents each, at twenty five Mankahati 

cents each. } eH gana, 
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Dollar. One dollar each. Piso. Mamiso. 
Real. Sicapat. 
One real each, at one real each. Manicapat. 
Half real. Half real each. Sicold, sicauald Manicolo. 
Yard, ell. Bara (corr. of Sp. word vara). 
One yard each. Mamara. 
Peck, ganta. One peck each. Salop. Manalop. 
Bushel. One bushel each. Caban. Mangaban. 
Palm. (a measure of lengih from the D, 1 

thumb to the little finger extended). | “278° 
One palm each. - Manangeal. 
Fathom One fathom each. Dipa. Mandipa. 
Inch. One inch each. Sandali. Manandali. 
Hundred. One hundred each. Daan. Manaan. 

Man is more proper and usual than mag to express the agent or 
doer, especially if trade or habitual engaging in the action is to be meant. 

To sew. Tailor. Tahi. Mananahi. 
To write. Writer. Sulat. Manunulat, 
To weave. Weaver. Habi. Manhahabi. 
To redeem. Redeemer. - Tubos. Manonobés. 
To spin: - Spinner. Sulid. Manunulid. 

To solder. GL SA gold-bea- Hinang. Manhihinang. 

na DON Aa | Sooth-sayer. Hola. Manhohola. 

-To reap, tomow. Reaper. Gapas Mangagapas, 
To tempt. Tempter. Tucso. Manunucso. 
"To conquer Conqueror. Talo. Mananalo. 

Man also comes before a root denoting the instrument through 
which something is obtained or before that of a thing to be obtained. 
in a customary or mercenary way, forming the verbal noun indicative 
of the person engaged in the trade. 

Saw. Sawer, sawyer. Lagari. Manlalagari. 

Naa merchan- Tradesman.. Calacal. Mangangalacal. 

Sea. Seaman. Dagat. Mandaragat. 
Fish. Fisherman. Isda. Mangingisda. 
Dog. Hunter witha dog. Aso. Mangangaso. 

Hala ey sot Quack, physician. Gamot. Mangagamot. 

MAPAG. 

Mapag adheres to a verbal root to form, like man, the verbal. 
noun indicative of the agent or doer, if the action is represented as 
occasional, or is of such a nature as not to appear as mercenary or 
life-supporting. : 

To draw interest 
from, to invest 

money on in- 
terest, 

Usurer, griper. Pagtubd. Magpatubo.. 
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To grant, grant- Bountiful, liberal, 
ing. frank. 

Respecting, hon- Okeihanl 
oring. 

To elate. Overbearing. 
Destroying. Destroyer. 
Scoffing. Scoffer, jeerer. 

.. Jesting. Jester. 
...Lavishing. Squanderer. 

Observing. Observer. 
Grudging. Detractor— | 

To get a morsel stopped in the throat. 
He had afin (thorn) stuck in his throat. 
To become, to be proper. 

Do you think is it proper for a girl to 
go alone about the streets? 

To hold, to be sufficient. 
To mistake, to err, to make a mistake. 
Will it be perchance true? 
Why might not that be true? 
After a certain number of days. 
When one month may be elapsed. 
To meddle with. 
Why do you meddle to look intu other 

people’s business? 
To laugh again and again. 
He prays again and again. 
To walk and walk over again. 
Read on and on. 
Repeat constantly the name of God. 
They constantly call for me, as if 

were no other but me. 
I mean, I say. 

The Almighty, that is to say, God. | 

So to say, as it were. 

The soul, the vital principle as it were. t 

The diversity of meanings which the 
is illustrated in the following phrases. 

What? 
What is your business here? 
What is his business there? 
What is the matter with Peter that 

he cries so much. 
They do nothing to him. 

And what does that matter to you? 

LANGUAGE. 

Biyaya. Mapagbiyaya. 

Pitagan. Mapagpitagan. 

Palalo. Mapagpalalo. 2+... 
Sira. Mapagsira. 
Libac. Mapaglibac. 
Biro. Mapagbiro. 
Acsaya. Mapagacsaya. 
Masid. Mapagmasid. 
Bolong. Mapagbolong. 

Mahirin. 
Mahirinan siya nang tinic, 
Mabagay. 
gAng {sip mo baga ay nababagay sa 

isang dalaga, ang paglalacad na 
mag-isa sa manga lansangan? 

“Magcasiya. 
Magcamall. 
gMaguiguingtotod caya iyang? 
(Saan di maguiguingtotod nga iyan? 
Nang maguing-ilang Arao 
Cun maguing-isang bouan na. 
Manhimasoc. (from pasoc). 
eBaquin mo pinanhihimasocan ang 

buhay nang ibang taud? 
Taua nang taua. 
Dasal nang dasal siya. 
Lalacad nang lalacad. 
Bumasa ca nang bumasa. 
Ang Dios nang Dios ang uicdin m5. 
Acé nang aco ang tinatduag nila, 

diua,i, ualang iba cundi aco. 
Sa macatouid. 
Ang Macapangyarihan sa lahat, sa 

macatouir, ay ang Dios. 
Alalaong, alalaong. 
Ang caloldua, alalaong ang dili baga ~ 

nang buhay. 

pronoun and may embody 

¢And? gand baga? 
¢And ca rito? gungmaand ca ritd? 
éAand siya roon? 
ginaand baga si Pedro, at nag-iiyac 

siya paganoon? 
Hindi siya inaanod. 

| gAnhin mo baga iyan? gandng ma- 
( 

What do I need that book for? “What ) 
1s that book to me? ) 

saquit sa iyd. 

gAnhin co iyang libro? 
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How? — éPaand? 
What will become of me when I have gMapapaanb baga aco cun ac6,i 

no money. ualang salapi? a 
What has happened to him on his Are . 

falling down, what was the outcome / eNapaano baga siya sa caniyang 
of his fall? | pagcaholog. 

See whether he was hurt, inquire ) 
as to whether anything has been the - Alamin mo cun napaand siya. 
matter with him. 

Naalaman mo baga cun papaand Do you know how his handwriting is? é 5 Ct 
ang caniyang pagcatitic? 

To what purpose more comment? gPaganhin saysayin? 
Well then, as I was saying...... Ayanbd,i,...... 
What else? what more?, éAnd pa nga? 

SIXTY- FIRST EXERCISE. 

Who are those two women? They are sisters-in-law. Who are 
those people? They are the parents of this child. Who is that 
couple sitting there? They are wife and husband. Are those two 
people brothers? They are brothers. Are those three boys compa- 
nions? They are companions. And these two, are they friends? They 
are friends. Did the father and the son go to church? The father 
and the son, the master as well as the servant went to church this 
morning. Are John and his mother here? It is Mary and her fath- 
er that are here. Did you take a walk yesterday? I was walking 
all the day long. Were you at the neighbour’s last night? I was 
there the whole night. Has the husdandman come? He has. Has 
the robber been made known? No. How much shall I pay these 
weavers? Pay them at one dollar each. How much cloth did he give 
them? He gave one yard each. How much rice did every one of them 
receive? They received a bushel each How many pecks of rice did 
he sell to every reaper? He sold them one peck each. Is your 
friend a tailor? No, he is a writer. Who was the redeemer of man- 
kind? Jesus Christ was the redeemer of mankind. Did you see the 
spinner? No, I saw the solderer. Where is the sawyer? ‘The saw- 
yer is at the tradesman’s. Is he a fisherman? No, he is a hunter 
with dogs. What has the physician said? He ordered the sailor to 
take a hot bath. Is this man a usurer? Heisa squanderer. Is our 
neighbour's son obedient? He is not obedient, but rather overbearing and 
a detractor. Are you tben a mocker? I am not a mocker, but an obser- 
ver. Can that bottle hold one pint? It cannot hold one pint. What 
has happened to the priest? He made a mistake. Will what the 
American tells us prove true? It may perhaps be true. Why do 
you meddle to gossip with my neighbour's servants? Because they 
do nothing but to call constantly for me. Why does the tradesman 
do nothing but walk? Because he is a wanderer. What do 
you order me to do? Read on and on. Why do you not pray? 
Because my master is constantly calling for me. What is done to you? 
I am always laughed at by these bakers. What do you want that 
pin for? I want it to clean my teeth. How is the daughter of the 
writer? She is already well. 
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SIXTY-SECOND LESSON. 

YCAANIM NA POUO,T, DALAUANG PAGARAL. 

RECAPITULATION OF PARTICLES. (continued). 

PA. 

Pa is prefixed to a nominal or verbal root indicative of such 

thing or action as can be assigned to a person, to form verbal nouns 

denoting contents, or tha portion thus assigned to, or handed over, 

by an agent. The change or dropping of the initial consonant of 

the root also takes place sometimes with this composition. 

Punishment, | Penalty inflicted. Dusa. Parusa. 
_ penance. f : 
Inheritance. Legacy. Mana. Pamana. 

| The contents, what ) 
Kon Batan is written on a, Laman. Palaman. 

|. paper. | 
Tumor, abscess. Swelling. Baga. Pamaga. 

Offering of the first A New. | fe kike. sa { Bago. Pamago. 

Food kept from 

mia t a, ki Breakfast. Bahao. Pamahao. 

morning. 
Household furn- : 

House. ‘ture, chattels, Bahay. Pamahay. 

Note, registry. ! gar kn pik i Tanda. Pamanda. 

To carry. a ie Ps Dala. Padala. 

To conceal. Thing concealed. Tago. Patago. 
Toborrowthings. Thing borrowed. Hiram. Pahiram. 

As for the government of sentences in which a compound of this 
kind enters, the agent should be put in the possessive case, the thing 
object of the action, if expressed, in the nominative, and the person 
to whom it is a apportioned, in the dative. The following examples 
will illustrate the rule. 

I bequeath this to my nephew. Pamana co itd sa aquing pamangquin. 
This was bequeathed to me by my / Itoi ‘ 
- father. ( td,i, pamana sa aquin nang ama co. 

What I do is a penance imposed to Ang guinagaua co,i, parusa sa aquin 
me by the priest. neng pare 

This book I borrowed from my mother. Itong libro,i, pahiram sa aquin ni ind. 
That is what I made him carry. Ya6,i, ang padala co sa caniya. 

~ NAA 
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_ If pa is prefixed to a root expressive of a certain manner of 
placing, the posture, without any reference to the cause, is expressed. 

Seated. (status) Standing. Paupo. Patindig. 
Lying down. Lengthwise. Pabiga. Pahaba. 
Sidewise, incidentally. Cross-wise. Pataguilid. Pahalang. 
Knelt down. Face downwards. Palohod. Pataob. 
Face upwards. Patihaya. 

But if such a posture isrepresented as the effect of some cause 
and stress is laid on the latter, pa, then, should be prefixed by na. 

He fell and remained face-downwards. Naparapa siya. 
I fell down and remained seated. Napaupo aco. 

PAG. 

Pag has already been fully treated as the proper prefix to form 
the verbal nouns expressive of the action in wm and mag verbs, the 
first syllable of the root for the latter being repeated, as already stated. 

The eating, the action of eating. Ang pagcain. 
The killing. The weeping. Ang pagpatay. Ang pagtangis. 
The weeping much, the action of 

weeping a good deal. 
The giving. The throwing away. Ang pagbibigay. Ang pagtatapon. 

Ang pagtatangis. 

Pag, as a particle forming either alone or with sa preceding, 
adverbial expressions of time, has also been so fully treated in fore- 
going lessons as to dispense with the need of further explanations. 

On his writing. Sa pagsulat niya. 

After my reading the book. aa NG NANG LUTO 0A PABO 

On my finishing working. Pagtapus co nang trabajo. 

By na prefixed to the an passive with pag of a verb denoting 
an action capable of yielding a return, expressions indicative of the 
way by which the earning has been obtained are formed. 

This money I secured by serving. 
(rendering menial services.) 

This money he got by his selling 
rice. 

t Napaglicoran co itong salapi. 

| Napagbigasan niya itong salapi. 

PAGCA. 

Pagca is for instransitive involuntary actions what pag is for 
transitive, or for intransitive, but voluntary ones. 

The dying The falling. Ang pagcamatay. Ang pagcaholog. 
The stumbling. The slipping down. Ang pagcatisod. Ang pagcarulas. 

The sleeping. Ang pagcatulog. 
47 
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When pagca is prefixed to an active verbal root or to a verb 

denoting a voluntary action, it indicates manner, mode, fashion. 

Your fashion of walking. Ang pagcalacad mo, 

Your manner of pronouncing Ang pagcauica mo. 

Their manner of expression. Ang pagcasabi--pagcasalita nila. 

Her handwriting, penmanship. Ang pagcasulat--pagcatitic niya. 

Pagca forms abstract nouns expressive of what constitutes the 

essence of a thing or a quality, the compound thus formed bearing 

a closer reference to the action than the one formed with ca and an. 

Divinity. Ang pagcadios. 
The attributes of God. Ang pagcadios nang Dios. 
What is inherent in mankind. Ang pagcataud 
Manhood. Womanhood. Ang pagcalalaqui. Ang pagcababaye. 
Philosophy. Ang pagcadunong. 

PALA. 

Pala is prefixed to a verbal or nominal root denoting an action 
or a thing capable of being converted into a habit or vice, and forms 
the compound expressive of the person indulging in the habit, 

Idol. Heathen. Anito. Palaanito. 
Curse. Curser,mordacious. Sumpa. Palasumpa. 
Litigation, law : Bani } Barrator. Osap. Palaosap. 

Drinking. Drunkard. Inom. ai Hang 

Eating. Glutton. Cain. Palacain. 
Love. Wooer. Sinta Palasinta. 
Chat, speaking. 8 Chatterer. Osap. Paladsap 

Quarreling. | gp hy quarel- ! Auay. Paladuay. 

PAN. 

Pan is prefixed to verbal or nominal roots to form nouns of 
the instrument with which the action or the thing is - effected. 

Pan, being the passive particle for man, drops n and causes 
the initial consonant of the root to undergo the same changes which 
have been noted in the conjugation of man verbs. If is by paying 
attention to the signification and character of the root that derivatives 
with pan can, in some cases, be distinguished from those formed 
with pa. 

To seal. Seal. Tatac. Panatac. 
Hole. Auger. Butas. Pamutas. 
To mow. Sickle. Gapas. Pangapas. 
To shave. Razor. Ahit. Pangahit. 
To dig. Pickax, hoe. Hucay. Panhucay. 
To cart. Pannier, basket. Hacot. Panhacot. 
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Stick, club. Cudgeling-stick. Palo. Pamalo. 
To rub. Dishclout. Pahir. Pamahir. 
To cling. Hook. Cauit. Pangauit. 
To Pia R Pincers. Sipit, Panipit. 

rinkle, to : kap ener Water-sprinkler. Uisic. Pangiiisic. 

To sound. Sounding lead. Taroc. Panaroc. 
To scratch. Scratcher. Camot. Pangamot. 
To strike. Hammer. Pocpoc. Pamocpoc. 
To write. Pen. Sulat. Panulat. 
To tie. Tying rope. Tali. Panali--pantali. 
Dash, line drawn Ruler for drawing ) Guhi oe 

with a pen. a straight line, | QUbit. Panguhit. 

If pan is prefixed to a root which by itself denotes an instrument, 
pan, then, has the same import as pinaca that is to say, the noun 
of what substitutes for that instrument is formed. 

Auger. l Wa Na ars Licop. Panlicop. 
} ) 

Saw. | What a AN ( Lagari. Panlagari. 

Prime, the most excellent or valuable 
part of a thing; intensity, the cul- ( Salocoy. 
minating point of an action. 

Do dodo. (abstract.) Casalocuyan, 
In the prime of. Sa casalocuyan, 
To be in the prime of youth Na sa casalocoyan nang cabataan. 

getter oo me penning ane | Casalocuyan nang pagtatanim. 

The same for thrashing. Casalocoyan nang pag-guiic. 
Your child is now at the point of Ang anac mo,i, na sa casalocuyan 

growing. ngayon nang paglaqul. 
Ang caniyang capatid na babaye ay 

na sa casalocuyan ngayon na ng 
cabataan. 

His sister is now in the prime of 
life. 

SIXTY-SECOND EXERCISE. 

What penalty did the judge impose upon you? I have been fined 
twenty dollars. What legacy did you receive from your uncle? He 
bequeathed me a thousand dollars. Is that true? These words were 
the contents of his letter. What kind of food is that? This food 
is for my breakfast. What has Mr. Such-a-one sent? This is what 
he sent. Is that auger yours? No, I have borrowed it from the 
carpenter. How shall I do the work? You shall do it sitting. (seated). 

How should this be cut? Cut it lengthwise. How shall I pray? You 

should pray kneeling down. Is he up or lying down? He is lying 
down. How is his manner of speaking? His manner of speaking 

is that of a stutterer. How is the essence of God? The essence of 
God is incomprehensible to man. Is he a believer? No, he is an 
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idolater. Is your friend a drunkard? 8 He is not a drunkard, but 
he is a glutton. Is your cousin a wooer? He is a wooer and a 
chatterer. Is he also peevish? He is peevish and a barrator. What 
is that your writer has in his hand? It is a seal. Is it not an 
auger? No, it is a razor. Where did the servant pui the dishclout? 
He has put it with the pincers. What are you going to do 
with this sickle? I am going to mow grass. Who has found the 
carpenter's hammer? Peter found it in the basket. Who has the 
sounding lead? The sailor has it and the scratcher as well. Where 
is my pen? Your pen and the hook have been carried away. Have 
you no ruler for ruling this paper? I have one. Where is the 
tying rope for these logs of wood? The tying rope is in the house. 

SIXTY- THIRD LESSON. 

YCAANIM NA POUO,T, TATLONG PAGARAL. 

RECAPITULATION OF PARTICLES. (continued). 

PINACA. 

Pinaca is prefixed to nominal or adjectival roots forming compounds 
expressive of what serves as a substitute or is reputed to stand for 
the thing or quality denoted by the root. The use of the particle 
in the following phrases will better illustrate the matter. 

Boiled rice stand for bread with Ang canin ang siyang pinacati 
natives. napay nang manga tagalog. 

We consider you our leader. Icéo ang pinacapono namin. 
The lion is considered the king Pinacaharl ang lebn (Sp) halimao 

of animals. (Tag.) nang manga hayop. 
ng pinacamalaqul sa lahat na 
casamaa,i, ang casalanan. 

What accidentally serves as a broom. Pinacaualis. 
He who stands for one of the parents. Ang pinacamagulang. 
He whom somebody reputes as his 

Sin is reputed to be the greatest evil. | 

lag Pinacapangindon. 

What serves as a pen in case of need. Pinacapanulat. 
Anybody acting as a servant. Ang pinacaalila. 
The mistress, the minion, anybody ) 
whom one reputes as husband or | Ang pinacaasaua. 
wife. 

SANG. 

Sang is but the form which the numeral isa takes before a 
noun. Isa may stand alone, sang is always joined to the thing or 
unity determined or counted. 
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It precedes the denaries 
numbers. 

A denary. A hundred. 
A thousand. A ten thousand. 
A bundred thousand. 
A million. 

373 

and the other expressions for round 

Sang poud. Sang ddan 
Sang libo. Sang lacsa. 
Sang yota. 
Sang pouong yota, sang angao-Angao. 

It expresses totality, length of time. 

He came one day. 
All the day long. 
For a whole hour. 
Throughout the week 
All the month round. 
The length of the year. 

Naparito siya isang drao. 
Sang Arao. 
Sang oras. 
Sang lingo. 
Sang bouan. 
Sang taon. 

It denotes the contents of some thing, not the vessel or container. 

A tinaja (large earthen pot) of, or, 
for water. 

One tinajaful of cocoa-nut oil. 
One bottle of arrack. 
One spoonful of honey. 

‘Tsang tapayang nang--sa tubig. 

Sang tapayang langis. 
Sang boteng #lac. 
Sang cucharang (Sp.) polot. 

Sang precedes nouns of towns, meeting-places or resorts to in- 
dicate the whole population or attendance. 

All the inhabitants of Manila. 
The whole population of Cebu. 
The full attendance at church. 
The spectators of a play. 
The whole offspring. 
The litter, the number 

farrowed at once. 
Brood of a she-dog. 
The whole crew of a ship 
The people sailing on a pirogue. 

Sang Maynila. 
Sang Sebu 
Sang simbahan. 
Sang teatro. 
Sang anacan. 

of pigs | Sang anacang babuy. 
N 

Sang anacang aso. 
Sang dauong. 
Sang bangca. 

Collective nouns formed with or without ca prefixed and an--han 
suffixed admit of sang before them to indicate totality. 

The full house, all the tenants. 
The whole tuwn, all the villagers. 
All the heavenly legions. 
The whole of mankind, 
All the world. (people). 
The whole Christendom. 
The whole Archipelago. - 
All the Saints in Heaven. 

Sangbahayan. 
Sangbayanan. 
Sangcalangitan. 
Sangcatauohan. 
Sangcalibotan. 
Sangcacristianohan. 
Sangcapoloan. 
Sangcalangitan santos. 

a a 
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TAG. 

Tag is but a contracted form of taga. It serves to form the 
seasons, monsoons or the designations for the prevalent atmospherical 
occurrences. 

Spring. Summer. Tagarao. Tagbisi, tagarao, tag-init. 
Autumn. Tagolan. (rainy season) 
Winter. Tag-guinao, taglamig. (cold season). 
Prevailing time of the south-west | Taghabagat. 

wind monsoon. ] 
The portion of the year during which 

north-east winds prevail. 
Space of time during which typhoons 

are prevalent. 

t Tagamihan. 

| Tagbaguio 

TAGA. 

Taga, besides the sense of origin ani the others which have 
been already explained, forms, like man, frequentative verbal nouns, 
generally indicating the trade the person is engaged in for a salary, 
and is put before verbs. 

Bon ko bi tend- | Tanod. Tagatanod. 

A maba Cook, man charged 
LO nie 105 with boiling the | Saing. Tagapagsding. 

I rice. 
To watch over, to 

be on the look } Sentry. Bantay. Tagapagbantay. 
out for. 

ae kaan L sa Overseer. Ingat. Tagapag-ingat. 

To haunt. . Haunter. Ligao. Tagaligao. 

Herdsman, swine keeper. (for other , people's herd). | Tagatanor nang babuy. 

TIG. 

Tig forms, with the cardinal numerals, the distribute numerals, 
the first syllable of the cardinal being repeated from five upwards in 
the way wich has already been explained. It differs from man in 
the latter being only applied to unities of measure, while tig is used 
with cardinal numerals. 

One each. Two each. Tig-isa. Tigdalaua, tigalaua. 
Five to every one. Tiglilima 
Ten to each. Tigsangpoud, tigsasangpoud. 
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YCA, 

Yea=ica if prefixed to cardinal numerals 
ordinals, the formation of he first three being mor 

The first. 
The second. 
The third. 
Four. Fourth. 
Five. Fifth. 

Ten. Tenth. 

Twenty-three. Twenty-third. 

Man, my friend. (expression used to 
attract attention). 

Woman, madam (do do do). 
Good fellow, come here, please. 
Good woman, madam, stop, please. 

My boy, my child. 

My girl, my child. 

Colloquial term, pretty name. 
Lineage, race. Nobility, race. 
Come here, my girl. 
Uncle Tom. 
Aunt Emma. 
In or at the Autumn, in or at the Sa tagolan 

rainy season. 

When do you sow your rice? 

At tbe rainy season, we are now still 
in the dry season. 

Where are you from? 
I am from Malabon. 
Where are these men from? 
They are highlanders. 
Is your servant from Ilocos? 
No, my servant is from here, from 

Manila, 

converts them into 
e or less irregular, 

Ang ona, ang naona. 
Ang ycalaua. 
Ang ycatlbd. 

Apat. Ycadpat-ycapat. 
Lima. Y ccalima. 
g 3 | Ycap6uo-yca- 
a AR sangpduo. 

Dalauang pouo,t. Ycadalauang po- 
tatlo. uo,t, tatlo, 

(colloquial name given to 
Mama. Jang male person, generally 

older than the speaker) 
Ali (do do do to female persons). 
Mama, hali nga cayo. 
Alt, hintay nga po cayo. 
Bungso. 
Itoy. 
Otoy. 

| (colloquial names for 
j male children). 

TU” (dodo for female children). 

Palayao. 
Angcan. Lahi. 
Ining, hali ca nga. 
Si mamang Tomas 
Si aling Ilay. 

( gCailan ytinatanim ninyo ang inyong 
palay? 

Sa tagolan, ngayon tayo,i, na sa tag- 
Arao pa. 

éTaga saan ca? 
Taga Malabon aco. 
g Taga saan baga itong manga taud? 
Taga bundoc sila. 
éTaga Iloco baga ang iydng alila? 
Hindi, ang aquing alila,i, taga rito, 

taga Maynila. 

SIXTY-THIRD EXERCISE. 

What stands for bread in the meals of natives? 
is for them what bread is for us. 
now? We will take the priest as our leader. 

Sin is to be reputed as puted as the greatest evil? 

Boiled rice 
Who will stand for your leader 

What should be re- 
the greatest 
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evil. What did your servant make use of as a broom to sweep 
the door sill? He made a cane serve as a broom to sweep it Why 
do you respect your uncle so much?  I respect him so much, because 
he stands as a father to me. What stands for forks in the manner 
natives swallow food. Their fingers stand for forks. How did you 
write the letter? I had no steel-pen at hand and made this quill 
serve as a pen. In what condition did he hold his nephew? He 
considered him as a menial servant. How long were you at Manila? 
I was there a whole day. Have you waited for me a long time? I 
waited for you a full hour. How long is he going to stay with us? 
He is going to be here one entire week. How many years’ rent is 
our farmer going to pay? He is going to pay one year's rent. 
What did the population of Manila do many years ago when they were 
visited with an earthquake? The whole of population Manila went away 
to the open country. How many puppies does the brood consist of? 
It consist of seven puppies. Where is the ship? The ship sank, all 
the crew were drowned. How many passengers of the pirogue came 
on shore? All the passengers came on shore. Are there no inhabitants 
in this town? All the villagers are now attending mass. Has this 

- house no tenants? All the tenants died. Who redeemed mankind? 
Jesus Christ redeemed all mankind and he is revered by all christian 
people. Did the plague spread largely? Plague spread over the whole 
Archipelago... What season are we now in. We are now in summer time. 
Do you like winter? I do not like winter, it is a very cold season. 
In what months of the year do the north-east monsoon winds prevail? 
North-east winds prevail in the Philippines from November to June. In 
what part of the year do typhoons occur most frequently in Manila? 
From the middle of October until the end of December. How much 
salary does he pay to the herder of his cattle? He pays his herder 
ten dollars monthly. How did he distribute the candles? He gave 
one to every man, two, to every woman, and three, to every child. 
Who was the first man? Adan was the first man and Eva the first 
woman. What book is that? It is the third volume. 

SIXTY—FOURTH LESSON. 

YCAANIM NA POUO,T, APAT NA PAGARAL, 

HOW TO EXPRESS IDEAS NOT HAVING NATIVE TERMS. 

The student must not by this time have failed to notice the 
absence of terms for such abstract notions and delicate feelings as 
accompany the attainment by the human mind of a high degree 
of civilization and refinement, and it may perhaps appear superfluous 
to say here that the language affords no native words for the expression 
of notions of this kind. Spanish has been hitherto, and is still, drawn upon 
for terms designating such material things and such objects of thought 
as natives were not and could not be acquainted with in their isolated 
condition of life before the conquest; but this source seems now liable to 
be discontinued and superseded by that of the English language, when the 
latter comes to. be spoken as extensively as Spanish is now, a thing 
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which, under the present educational system and official inducements 
can but occur within a comparatively short space of time. 

In the meantime, the learner is to select from the vocabulary 
at his command such word: and expressions as may best ‘tally with’ 
the characteristics of the thing or action the notion of which he wants 
to convey. If he is conversant with Spanish, he will do well first 
to try whether by using the proper Spanish word he succeeds in making 
himself understood. If he fails, he must then tax his own resources for 

_ the most intelligible possible description or definition of the term or thing 
and manage in the same manner as if to convey a notion to a pupil which 
the latter is having for the first time 

Among the Spanish words adopted in Tagalog, the following 
seein to be entitled to special mention, in view of the fact that they. 
are frequently made use of by natives and that, to all appearance, 
they bave been permanently incorporated in the language: demonio, gusto, 

"loco, masque, para, puro, seguro, and sigue. 

Demonio is the Spanish word for “demon,” “devil,” “an evil 
gpirit,” which is used by natives as an interjection in the sense of a. 
contemptuous reproach. 

The devil with theel jDemonio ca! 
What a devil of a cook this here. Ang demonio nang cosineros itd. 

Gusto stands in Spanish for “liking,” “pleasure,” etc. 
tives use it as a synonym for the impersonal ibig. 

, but na 

What is your wish? gAnong ibig=gusto mo? 
My wish is, it is my wish. Ibig co=gusto co. 
If you like. Cun ibig=gusto mo. 

Loco means: “mad,” “crazy” (masculine singular), but it is used by 
the lower classes for “fool,” a meaning which it has only secondarily 
in Spanish, and is intended as an affront which natives greatly resent. 

Thou, fool. Loco: locd ca. 

Masque, the Spanish mds que, an improper expression for aunque, 
is used by natives in the sense of “though,” “although,” “even so,” 
“no matter,” etc. i 

Though ‘thou be wealthy. Masque mayaman ca. 
.... thou shalt be killed by me. I 

will kill thee. Even so! ; 
No matter whether he dies or not. Masque mamatay siya, masque dili. 

.... papatayin cata. jMasque! 

Para (1) is the Spanish preposition for “for,” “to,” “in order 
to,” “towards,” etc., used in connection with the dative case, when 
the latter denotes the purpose for which sometbing is intended. Its 
adoption in Tagalog has been rather a matter of necessity than of 
choice, in view of the different, and in part contradictory meanings, embodied 
in its Tagalog counterpart sa and the impossibility of thereby discrim- 
inating between the giving-to and the intending-for action without a 

: (1) Students: should not confound the ‘preposition para with the imper- 

ative para, “stop,” a word also frequently used by natives. 46 
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change in the form of the verb or the employment of other words being 
made. Thus, bilhin mo sa aquin, may equally mean: “buy it from 
me,” or, “buy it for me,” and if the latter sense is meant with this 
form of the verb, it becomes necessary to say: bilhin mo para sa 
aquin; or else, ybili mo aco. Ang ddan sa Pasig ay bucds na, means 
strictly: “the road at Pasig is open already.” To say, “the road to 
Pasig is open already,” would require either, ang ddan patongd sa 
Pasig ay bucds na, or, ang ddan para sa Pasig ay bucds na. 

Puro is the Spanish adjective for “pure” in the singular mas- 
culine form, but is used adverbially in Tagalog for “merely,” “absolutely, ” 
“wholly,” “altogether,” “all along,” and generally where an idea of 
resemblance or continuance is to be denoted. 

All of them are wealthy. Puro sila mayaman. 
The cocoa trees are utterly destroyed. Puro sira ang manga punong niog. 
The workmen were all still young Puro manga bata pa ang manga 

boys. mangagaua. 
There is no rest for them, but work Uala silang descanso, cundi puro 

and work continually. nagtatrabajo. 

Seguro, the Spanish “sure” in the masculine singular, has also 
in Tagalog the adverbial sense of “certainly, “surely,' with the ac- 
cessory meanings of “likely,” “perhaps,” “it may be,” “it my happen.” 

Will you go'to the cook-pit? eParoroon ca baga sa sabongan? 
Certainly. Seguro. 
It may be that he stole it. Ninacao niya seguro. 
I may perhaps come. Pariritd aco seguro. 

Sigue is the imperative of the Spanish verb seguir, “to follow,” 
“to proceed,” “to go on.” It is in this latter sense that sigue is 
used in Tagalog. 

Go on (proceed) with the work. Sigue ang trabajo. 
Go on as far as Cavite. Sigue sa Cavite. 

There are other Spanish words frequently used in Tagalog and 
apparently also permanently incorporated in the language, but they are 
of such a nature that it will not be convenient that they should appear 
in this grammar, . 

As hinted elsewhere, this lack of ethical terms on one side, is 
coupled on the other, to a profusive vocabulary of such other words as 
the meaning of which has to do with every shadow of natives’ food, pursuits, 
favorite sports, etc. Sets of words and expresions follow purporting 
to show this copiousness as well as scantiness, and, in the latter case, the 
words or descriptions which may be used as substitutes therefor, An 
English translation, as literal as it can be, of the Tagalog words is given 
on a third column, in which the rules of syntax and the propriety of 
expression are sometimes disregarded that the student may thus derive 
more valuable information. 

In the Tagalog exercise, too, the form is given in which, most 
probably, the English words used in the vocabulary will come to be 
tagalized when they are eventually adopted by the language. 
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Profusion. 

Rice. (generical term). Bigas. 
Do. (containing a great deal of : 

starch). Malagquit. 

Do. (coming early in the season). — Pauna, paaga. 
Do. (when it has not yet attained a ) M 

state of maturity) JU alagatas, 
Do. (coming last in the season). Pahuh. 
Do. (coming from or resembling 

that of Camarines). Quinamalig. 

( 
( 

(having agglutinant properties). 8 Pirorotong. 
Do (resembling in shape certain : Di 

little fish called dolong), | Dinolong, 
(black in colour). Tininta. 
(the ear of which somewhat 

resembles a flower named  Quinandi 
canda). | ; 

Do. (very point shaped). Quinardyom (from cardyom,needle.”) 
Do. (having a downy matter that Boloh 

envelops it). | olohan, 
Do. (a kind of rice, the ear of ! Galib 

which abounds with grain) | V0. 
Do. (a kind of rice the seed Fly 

which came from Macan), j Macin. 
Do. (a kind of rice very white] 

and savory) j Quinastila. 

.Do. (a kind of odoriferous rice the 
grain of which resembles ? Sinangqut. 

"anis seeds). 
‘Do. (a kind of rice resembling in 

shape a fish named som: ( Sinumbilang. 
bilang). ; 

Do. (a kr of rice flavoring of Outnastall. 

Do. (the grain of which is licelike). Tinoma. 
Do. (the plant of which bears | 

resemblance to common , Tinalahib ! 
| reed grass). 

Do. (big-eared rice). Binatad. 
Do. (a kind of rice of a metallic Tinumbaga. 

glitter). 
Do. (a kind of rice, the stalk of | 

which resembles an herb : Binambang. 
called bangbang). J 

Do. (a kind of rice having a Bontot pusa. (cat-tail). Bontot cabayo. 
bearded head). (horse-tail). 

Do. (roasted rice). Sangag, sinangag. 
Do. (unclean rice for pigs). Pindua. 
Do. (food, boiled rice). Canin, #inding, morisqueta. 
Do. (void rice, empty husk of rice). Ipa. 
Do. (pounded and roasted green ! Pinint 

rice). pig. 
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To give. (generical term). Bigay, magbigay... 
Do. to grant permission. Pahintolot, magpahintolot. 
Do. the first fruits. Pamago. 
Do. an account, lesson. Sulit, magpasulit. 
Do. money on interest. Magpatubo. 
Do. pledge. Magsanla. 
Do. a salary. Magopa. 
Do. warning. Umalam. 
Do. satisfaction. Magbigay loob. 
Do. earnest money in token that 

a bargain is ratified. Lumampa, magpaunga. 
Do. word, promise. Pangaco, 
Do, on credit, to loan. Magpautang. 
Do. bountifully. Magbiyaya. 
Do. freely, willingly. Magcaloob. 
Do. to present with. Maghandog. 

Scantiness. 

ENGLISH, TAGALOG. LITERAL TRANSLATION, 

Accident, fit. Biglang saquit. Sudden complaint. 
Sa panahong haharapin, ( At a time which will be 

In future. or, sa panahong darn) present, at a time to 
ting. come. 

Isolated. Napaisa. Left alone. 

Common sewer, gutter, J nang manga dumi, at 4 serves for the filth and 
gully. pinaghugasan. dregs to be drained. 

asa batd, mangaga- Stone-artist, maker of 
ua nang babay na bato. stone houses. 

What is considered as 
the Holy Scripture of 
the Turks, or, book in 
which the command- 
ments of Mohamed are 
contained. (printed.) 

Bangbang na inaagosan | Trench, the place which 

Stone mason. 

Ang inaaring santong su- 
lat nang manga turco, | 

The Koran. o, librong quinapapa- 
lamnén nang manga 
cautusan ni Mahoma. 

Knocking, rap given : Sonorous striking at 
with the knocker. Pagtogtog sa pinto. the door. 
1 ie can RA | Pinagtitiponan nang tu- Place where rainy water 

‘? big sa olan. is gathered. 
Bahay 6 camalig na pi- House or construction, 

Warehouse. nagtatagoan nang sari- the place where a varie- 
saring calacal. ty of goods is concealed. 

Auction, judicial sale of Pagbibill sa cahayagan Sale in public of pro- 
: nang pagaari na catd- perty with the assist- 

long at cadlam ang ance and knowledge of 
Justicia (Sp ) the courts. 

GG Pananaisay, 6 pahayag, 
Oration, address, har-) nadi malauig, nang po- 

property by public 
auction. 

Account or explanation, 
not long, from a chief angue. no sa caniyang manga to his subordinates 

sacop. : 
Highness, (kind of ad: Galang at pagbati sa Honoring and salutation 
dress.) "manga dugong hari. to those of royal blood. 

Butas na quinatatamndn Hole which holds the Socket of the teeth. nang ngipin. teeth. 
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ENGLISH, TAGALOG. LITERAL TRANSLATION. 

. a Left and right, person 
Aniidevtreus Caliua ie ap tet (with whotn) the left 

: pee Baa ae hand and the right 
oe hand are alike. 

Patauad o paglimot nang ( oe ee ma Nag 
harf nang caniyang ga- 

Amnesty. lit sa isang bayan o sa os a oe (a ee 
maraming tauo. munity) or towards 

many people. 

. : Expulsion from the 
Patatacuil sa Yglesia sa Church of (to) the per- 

y taudog souail na hung- z Pa 
Anathema. mabisa mano Gane. Soe who is rebellious, 

5 or who scorns at Her 
yang cautosan. 

commandments. 
Pagbabahagui nang Division of a cadaver 
isang bangcAy nang ma: that the parts of the 

Anatomy. quilalaang casangcapan body may the kuown 
nang cataudn upang and the remedy may 
tamaan ang pag-zamot. be adjusted. 

AAP ence na nabubuhay sa Animal that lives in the 
Amphibious, ee at sa cati. water and on land. 

Ante avian. | Nang di pa nagcacagé- When there has not yet 
nao. been inundation. 

, : : Person who refuses to 
Atheist. AA maaga own (trust) that there is 

one God. 
| Anac sa calupaan, anac Son from lecherousness, Bastard. : aa 
( sa ligao. adventitious son. 

To baptize. Magbinyag. ki ka water FFOI 

Bible. Santong Sulat. Holy writing. 
Library Lalaguidn nang mara- Place for many books to 

j ming libro. be placed. 
Marriage of a person 

Bigamy. io: Sugong pn Me | having been married 
‘ . | already. 

: Salita nang buhay nang Account of the life of 
Biography. iisang tauo. only one person. 
Vault. (arched ceiling) 8BLangit-langitan. Little sky. 

Caronongang naodcol sa Knowledge that looks 
Botany. pagquilala nang pana- forward to the acquaint- 

nim. ance with plants. 

: Librong dasalan nang )Book of prayers of 
Breviary. manga Pare. clergy. 

Bull. (an instrument dis- Bula (Sp.) Sulat na ga- Writ arising from the 
ling sa Papa na quina-”78Popein which his mer- 

paang from the papal lalamndn nang cani-  cies or advices are con- 
cary.) yang caloob 6 hatol. tained. 

Butas na pinaghoholo- Hole through which let- 
Letter-box. gan nang sulat sa co ters are dropped into 

rreo. (Sp) the post-office. 
Cavalry. Hocbéng sacdy. Mounted army. 
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ENGLISH. TAGALOG. LITERAL TRANSLATION. 

Taudng nangangaslua sa 
pagsasama,t, paghaha- 
nay nang manga letra 
(Sp.) sa limbagan. 

Compositor. (in print- 
ing.) 

Munting librong quina- 
papalamnan nang ma- 
nga Santo na may capis- 
tahan Arao Arao at nang 
pagsicat, pagbilog at 
pagcatinao nang bouan 

Calendar, almanac. 

Copang (Sp.) guinto 6 pi- 
lac na guinagamit sa ca- 

Chalice. — galang-galang na sacri- 
ficin (Sp.) nang misa, 
0 pagadlay sa Dios. 

Ang ungmadgao sa ca 
Antipope. tongcolang pagcapapa. 

Catalo 4 cadgao nang 
Papa. (Sp.) f 

Taudng patiuaric sa atin 
Antipode. 6 tungmatahan sa ca- : 

bila nang lupang ating 
catapat. 

Cannibal. Ang cungmacdin nang 
capua tauo. 

Wardrobe. Tagoan nang damit. 
Surname. Yealauan é g pangalan. 
Appendix. Dagdag sa libro. 
Apoplexy. Himatay. | 
Apostasy. f Pagtalicod sa ating Pa- 

| ngindon Jesucristo. 
Apostle. Anostol (Sp.) Alagad ni 

Jesucristo. 
: Talaan nang opa, bayad 

Tariff. 6 halagang taning 6 tad- 
( hana nang manga puno 

Archipelago. j Bapinanan nang mara- 
ming polo. 

Archives | Tagoan nang manga 
lt mahalagang casulatan. 

Rain-bow. Bahag-hari. j 

| Bahay 6 camalig na pi- 
Armory. nagiingatan nang sari- 

saring sandata. 

( Cariquitan nang togtog; 
Harmony. ) pagcacaayonayon nang 

togtog 6 tinig. 

Person in charge of the 
joining and combin- 
ing of the letters in the 
printing-plant. (place.) 
Small book where the 
day of the commemo- 
rationof the Saints and 
the (time of the) ris- 
ing, full (rounding), 
and waning moon are 
contained. 

Cup (glass) of gold or 
silver, used in the sub- 
lime sacrifice of the 
mass, or offering to God. 

He whoarrogates to him- 
self the dignity consti- 
tutive of Papacy. Com- 
petitor or rival of the 
Pope. 

Person lying in an in- 
verse position to ours, 
or living at the other 
side of the Earth facing 
ours. 

He who eats his fellow- 
creatures. 

Cancealing place for gar- 
ments. 
Second name. 
Addition to a book. 
Fit, the resemblance of 
death. 

Turning the back on Our 
Lord Jesus Christ. 

Disciple of Jesus Christ. 

Register of salary, pay, 
task or price fixed or 
euacted by the rulers. 

Assemblage of many 
islands. 

Hiding-place for val- 
uable writings. 

King hood. (muffle, king 
loing-cloth). 

House or construction, 
the place where weapons 
of various descriptions 
are taken care for, 

Beautifulness of sound: 
conformity of sound, 
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ENGLISH. TAGALOG. LITERAL TRANSLATION. 

Architect. 

Promotion. 

Astronomy. 

Canon. (Eclesiastical). 

Chaos. 

Cardinal. 

Charity. 

Chastity. 

Catechism. 

Catechumen. 

Christendom. 

Onion. 

Zenith. 

Rye. 

Ceremony. 

Beer. 

Science. 

Circulation. 

Civilization. 

Chimney, funnel. 

Code. 

Maestrong marunong na 
gumaua nang manga 
simbahan at bahay na 
bato. 

Pagcataas, pagcasulong 
t nang catongcolin. 
yCaronongang col sa 

manga bitouin 
Pasiya nang Santa Igle- 
sia 6col sa pagsampa- 
lataya,t, magali g na 
ogali. 
Ang pagcacahalohalo 
nang lahat na bagay 

- bago linalang at pinag- 
bobocodcod nang Dios. 

Mataas na pareng casan- 
goni nang Papa. 
Pag-ibig sa Dios at sa 
capoua taud. 

Pag iingat sa cahalayan. j 

Librong quinasusu'atan 
nang dasal 

Master who knows how 
to make churches and 
stone houses. 

Rising, forwarding in 
office. 

Knowledge about the 
stars. 

Decision from the Holy 
Church as to Faith (the 
believing) or sound 
customs. 

The confusion (medley) 
of all things when not 
yet created and separat- 
ed by God. 

Congpicuous (high) priest 
counsellor of the Pope. 
Love unto God and unto 
our neighbour. 

Caution against obscen- 
ity. 

Book on which doctrine 
is written. 

Taudvg nagadral nang Person who learns 
dasalan. 

Catiponan 6 capisanan 
nang sangcacristiano- 
han. 

Sibuyas. 

Daco nang langit natata- 
{ pat sa at'ng old. 
Isang bagay na ae 
| nim 6 binhi. 

Caasalan, seremonia. 
(corr. a Sp. word ce: 
bangaan 

( Isang alac na ganito ang 
ngalan, serbesa. (corr. - 
of Sp. word cerveza). 

Dunong. 

| Pag cacabago bago sa | 
/ iba,t, ibang camay. 

( Pagcastilong nang ma- 
nga baya,t, manga taud 
sa carunungan. 

Ang pinagdadaanan 

nang aso. 
Catipunan nang manga 
caotosan at pasiya nang 
hari. : 

doctrine. 

Gathering or assemblage 
of the whole Christen- 
dom. 

(Corr. of Sp. word ce- 
bolla). 

Point of the sky right 
opposite our head. 

A sort of plant or seed. 

| Customs. 

A liquor thus called. 

Learning, 
The state of passing 
continually from one 
hand to other. 

| Kdrancamant of towns 
and people in wisdom. 

The through passage for 
smoke. 

Collection of laws and 
regulations of the 
king. 
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ENGLISH. TAGALOG. LITERAL TRANSLATION. 

R | Isang bagay na gulayin, ° 
Cabbage. | coles (Sp.) _ A sort of vegetable. 

Assemb!y of persons 
Capisanan nang manga | lodging at the same 
taudng tungmatahansa | house and who are 

College. isang bahay na natata- | devoted to the teaching 
laga sa pagtuturo,t, pag- | or learning (acquiring 
aaralnang carunungan. | or imparting) of know- 

: ledge. 
Capisanan nang manga Assemblage of persons 
taudng ipinadadala sa. whoaretakentoanother 
ibang lupain nang ma- land, there to settle in 

Colony. capamayan d6on, 6, towns, or also the place 
ang lugar (Sp.) namang where they settle in 
pinamamayanan. towns. 

To cortolahicata, bo Tex } Maquinabang. To receive benefit. 
ceive Holy Communion. | 

Pagquilala nang maga- Knowing. of the good 
H ling na dapat sundin at ~— which should be follow- 

Conscience, nang masamAng sucat ed, and of the evil de- 
| pangilagan. serving to be shunned 

Pinagcasondoan nang Covenant made by the 
Concordat. | Papa at nang Hari. Pope and the King. 

Meeting of cardinals to 
| Capolongan nang manga 

Conclave. cardenales (Sp.) sa pag- | 
( halal nang Papa. elect the Pope. 
Taubng may carangalan ) P 

E a erson who has the Earl t. na gayong ang tauag: be arl, coun | ng ni Sp) B suas | dignity thus called. 
Guntoct Tindahan nang sarisa- Shop of various sweet 
ONY: ring matamis. meats. 

SIXTY-FOURTH EXERCISE. 

What does a fit mean? A sudden illness. What does isolated mean? 
Left alone. What is a mason? A maker of stone houses. What is the Koran? 
The Koran is what is considered as the Holy Scripture of the Turks, a 
book containing the doctrine and laws of Mohammed. What is a warehouse? 
A house or construction for several things to be concealed in. What is a 
public auction? The sale in public of property with the assistance and 
knowledge (advice) of the court. What is a harangue? A short address 
from a chief to his subordinates. What is an amnesty? A pardon 
or forgetting on the part of the king towards rebellious people. What 
is anathema? The expulsion from the Church of the person who 
scorns at her commandments. What is Anatomy?  A science treat- 
ing of the different parts of the body. What does amphibious mean? 
Amphibious means an animal that can live both in water and on 
land. What does antidiluvian mean?  Antediluvian means what 
existed before the deluge. What is an Antipope? He who assumes 
unlawfully the dignity of Pope. What is an antipode? The inha- 
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bitant living at a point of the Earth opposite ours. Who is a 
cannibal? He who eats his fellow creatures. What is a wardrobe? 
It is the concealing place for clothes. What is an appendix? An 
addition to a book. What is apoplexy? The resemblance of death. 
What is apostasy? The turning of the back on our Lord Jesus 
Christ. What is an apostle? An apostle is a disiple of Jesus Christ. 
What is a tariff? Salary, pay or price fixed by the Authorities. 
What is an Archipelago? A portion of sea containing many islands. 
What kind of things are archives? ‘The concealing places for papers 
and valuable writings. What is an armory? House or construction, 
the place where a diversity of weapons is kept. What is harmony? 
Beautifulness or conformity of sounds. What is an architect? An 
artist knowing how to make" churches and houses. What is astro- 
nomy? Knowledge about the stars What is an atheist? Person 
who refuses to acknowledge the existence of God. What is a bastard? 
A child not born from marriage. What is the Bible?  A book 
containing the Holy Scriptures. What is a library? The place where 
many books are collected. What is bigamy?  A second unlawful 
marriage. What is a biography? An account of the life of one 
person. What is a vault? A little sky. What is botany? The 
science of plants. What is a breviary? A book containing prayers 
for clergy. What is a bull? A writ dispatched from the Pope 
making his mercies or advices known. What is a letter-box? A hole 
through which letters are dropped into the post office. What is 
cavalry? A mounted army. What is a compositor? Person who 
joins and combines letters in a printing house. What is an almanac? 
A small book containing the dates of the commemoration of every saint. 
What is a chalice? A gold or silver cup used in the mass. What is a canon? 
A decision from the Holy Church bearing on matters of Faith. What 
is chaos? The confusion of all things before their being created by God. 
What is a cardinal? A high priest counsellor of the Pope. What 
is charity? Love unto God and unto our neighbour. What is 
chastity? Care against obscenity. Who is a  catechumen? A 
person who learns doctrine. What does zenith mean? The point 
of the sky right opposite our heads. What is beer? A sort of 
liquor. What is science? Science is wisdom. What is civilization? 
Advancement of nations or people in science What is a chimney? 
A conduit for the smoke. What is a code? A collection of laws 

and regulations by the king. What is a cabbage? A sort of veg- 
etable. What is a college? An assembly of persons living at the 
same house and who devote themselves to teaching or to the acquiring 
of knowledge. What is a colony? Assemblage of persons who are 
taken to another land, there to settle in towns. What is conscience? 
Knowledge of the good to be followed and of the evil to be avoided. 
What is a conclave? The meeting of cardinals to elect a Pope. What 
is a count? A person bearing the dignity thus called. What is a 
confectionery? Shop of various sweet meats. 

49 
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SIXTY FIFTH LESSON. 

YCAANIM NA POUO,T, LIMANG PAGARAL. 

HOW TO EXPRESS IDEAS NOT HAVING NATIVE TERMS. 

Scantiness. (Continued.) 

ENGLISH. TAGALOG. LITERAL TRANSLATION. 

3 (Corr. of Sp. word con 
To confess. Compisal. | fesar). 

: Pagcacatipong lihim sa “Secret meeting to oppose 
Conspiracy. paglaban sa pono. a ruler. 
Commemoration. Pagaalaala. Action of remembering. 

Catiponan nang manga 
Constellation. | clita hindi paba- pa Ng fr Biag mot 

Contraband. Calacal na baual. - Prohibited commodity. 
Tahanan nang manga Lodging-place of friars 

Convent. | Fraile 6 monja. (Sp.) or nuns. 
Lugar na pinagtitiponan 5 

pagdadasal. prayer, 
Catiponan nang manga “Meeting of persons who 

Chorus. . taudng nagaauit. sing. 

Colonel. Isang pono nang manga | 4 chief of soldiers. 
Carunungan naodcol sa Knowledge pertaining to 
pagquilala nang lagay the acquaintance with 

Cosmogony. at pagcayari nitong the position and shape 
mundo. (Sp.) of this world 

: Explanation of the loca- 
Cosmography. Ko Sees Paul a tion of the parts of this 

Bay 8 m) "C world. 
Bibig 6 butas nang Mouth or hole of volca- 

Crater. } manga volcan. (Sp.) noes. 
Pagialang.Pagcohasaua- Act of creating. Snatch- 

Creation. lanang Panginoon Dios 7 ing of the things from 
| nang manga bagay. Chaosby OurLord God. 

Creed. (the Apostles’). Sungmasampalataya. (I) believe. 
LAng lahat na linalang [Every (any) thing creat- 

Creature. nang Dios. ed by God. 
1 mo The image of Christ in 

Crucifix. } ee a posture nailed to the 
Ta ha PP) cross. 

Pagcacatiponat pagsust- | P 
N Asm long nang hocbong la- Teeting and marchofthe 
army against heathens. 

ban sa manga di bin- (those not baptized). yagan. 
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ENGLISH, TAGALOG. LITERAL TRANSLATION. 

Pocket-book, pamphlet. 

Quadrant, 

Lent. 

Birth-day. 

To tan leather. 

Decalogue. 

Deicide. 

Dentist. 

To thaw. 

Pantry. 

Dictionary. 

December. 

. Deluge. 

Divinity. 

Dynasty. 

Diocese. 

Divorce. 

Selfishness. 

Heap of papers folded 
and stitched together so 
as to be made appear 

Soson-sosong papel na 
ticlop at tinahing ana- 

quing hbte like a book. 

Ycadpatnabahaguinang Fourth part of what is 
mabilog. circular. (round.) 

Cuaresma. (Sp.) Ang pa- Easter. The time (space) 
nahong nauuna sa Pasco P 
(corr. from Sp. word Pas- ga the = GF 

( cua) nang pagcabuhay, lary inn NG 
na ypinagotosnang San- ens ue ped OMEGA 
ta Tplesiang houag cu- ayain to refrain from 

main nang lamancati. Pagg IGAN, 

Arao na caganapan nang Day ofthe year in which 
tabon capanganacan sa the birth of a person 
isang taud. is accomplished. 

(at a nang manga | Cooking of hides out of 
balat na guinagaudng which shoes are made. 
sapin. 

Ang sampouong utos The ten commandments 
nang Dios. of God. 

Casalanang pagpatay sa Sin, the act of killing Dios na para nang gui- 
naud nang manga Ju- God, Ab amn Kaha 

dio (Sp.) sa ating Pa- Christ 
nginoon Jesucristo. 7 

Mangagamot, say. mang rs cleaner and ar 
at manhubusay nang? ...n ger of teeth. 
ngipin. 

Magtunao. To melt, to dissolve. 
Tagoan nang manga pag- Concealing place for 
| cain. victuals. 
Librong parang tandaan Book like a registry 
naquinasusulatannang where all the words are 
lahat na uica. written. 

Diciembre. (Sp.) Panga- 
lan nang Nas ba cata- 
pusan nang taon. 

Name of the month of 
the end of the year. 

Inundation. (occuring 
yano. once only.) : 

Pagcadios. Essence of God. 
Orderly succession (con- 
catenation) of kings of 

nang manga hari na| ine same (only one) 
iisang lahi. lineage. 

| Pagcacasonodsénod 

Lupang nasasacopan at Land belonging to, and 

| pinagpoponoan nang Within, the jurisdiction 

isang obispo. of a bishop. 

| Paghihiualay nang mag- Separation of both mar 

asdua. ried parties. 

Cai na pagibig sa ca: Excess of love for (one's 

niya lamang. self) himself. (only.) 
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Elasticity. 

Emigration. 

To pave. 

Incarnation. 

Encyclopedia. 

To bind books. 

January. 

Epiphany. 
Epoch. 
To ride. 
Foreigner, stranger. 

Gospel. 

Extreme-unction. 
Faith. 

February. 

Parishioners. 

Feminine. 
Fermentation. 
Fervidness. 

Fetus. 

Philanthropy. 

Frenzy, distraction. 

Frontier. 

To smoke. 

General. 

Giant. 

Glory, bliss. 

Tar TagaLog LANGUAGE. 

| Urong solong. Umicsi,t, | 
humaba. 

Pagalis nang taud 
caniyang bayan. 

Maglatag nang bato. 

Cagalang-galang at ma- 
taas na misterio (Sp). 
nang pagcacataouan 
taud pee Verbong (Sp.) 

ta nang lahat 
na carunungan. 

Balatan ang libro 

Enero. (Sp.) Pangalan | 
nang unang bouan 
nang taon. 

| 

| 
| 
Piesta nang tatlong hari. 
Panahdn. 
Sumacay sa cabayd. 
Taga ibang lupa. 

{ Casulatan quinasasaysa- 
yan nang caguilaguila- 
las at cagalang-galang 
na buhay ni Cristo. 

Santong lana. 
Pananampalataya. 
Pangalan nang isang 
| bouan. Febrero. (Sp.) 

| Mangataudng nasasacop 
nang isang cura tungcol 
ca caloloua. 

Naodcol sa babaye. 
Paghilab. 
Caningasan nang loob. 

Anac na na sa tiyan pa. 

Pag (big sa cApoua taud, 

| Golan mabangis na 
may halong lagnat. 

| Hanganan nang isang 
 caharfan. 
Manabaco. (Sp. word 
tabaco verbalized with 
man). Manigarrillo, (Sp. 
word cigarrillo verbal- 
ized with man.) 

( Backward and forward. 
To stretch in and to 

stretch out. 

people (man) from their 
(his) town. 

To spread stones. 

| Most venerable and lofty 

a! peop away (exit) of 

mystery of the Incarn- 
ation (the act of assum- 

- ingabody)ofthe Word. 
(second person of Holy 
Trinity). 

Collection of all the 
sciences. 

To (apply) skin to books. 

| Name of the first month 
| of the year. 

Feast of the three kings. 
Time, weather, 
To embark on (a) horse. 
Native of other land. 

Writing in which the 
admirable and vener 
able life of Christ is 
explained. 

Holy oil. 
Belief. 

| Name of a month. 

Persons under of a cur- 
ate in what refers to 
the soul. 

Pertaining to woman. 
Swelling. 
Inward blaze. 

ee (child) still in the 
womb. (belly). 

ee unto our neigh- 
bour. (fellow creature) 

Furious madness with a 
mixture of fever 

! Boundary of a kingdom. 

4 

To use tobacco. To use 
cigarettes, 

Pono sa hocbo. Army-chief. 
Taubng sacdal nang Person, the pith of tall- 
laqui. ness, 

Loualhati. Rest. 
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Waning moon. 

Crescent. 

March. 

Masculine. 

Maternity. 

May. 

Metaphor. 
Metamorphosis. 

World. 

October. 

Pigeon-hole. 
Womb. 
Bread. 

Pope. 

Parable. 

Paradise. 

ENGLISH. TAGALOG. LITERAL TRANSLATION. 

a Acknowledgment of the 
Pagquilala pagpahalaga 5 

Gratefulness. nang dlang na Idab. worth of a debt from 
tbe earth. 

Ang capisanan nangma The collection of rules 
Cialumar nga panotong casang- necessary to speak and 

i capan sa mahusay na to write in an orderly 
pagsasalita,t, pagsulat, manner. 

Infantry. Hocbong lacad. Walking army. 
:Tmprobable. Malayo sa catunayan. Far from being real. 

Irremediable. Ualang daan ycahusay. Packing abe way 0k possible repair. 
Pony. Cabayong munti. Small horse. 

Pangalan nang bouang Name of the seventh 
July. ycapitd sa lacad nang month in the way (cour- 

taon. Julio. (Sp) se) of the year. 
Junio (Sp.) Yeadnim na ) a. : 

June. bouan sa ldcad nang Sixth pee he the way 
a (course) of the year. 

New moon. Bagong bouan. New moon. 
Full moon. Cabilogan nang bouan. 8 Roundness of the moon 

Melting-dissolving. 

Tunao. Ycadpat sa pag- ) Fourth part towards the 
liit. growing less-minimi- 

| zing. 
Fourth part towards the 

Ycadpat sa paglaqul. cone up. 

Marzo. (3p.) Pangalan Name offhemonth, third 

nang bouang yeatld sa in the way (course) of 
lacad nang taon. the year. 

Naoocol sa lalaqui. Pertaining to the male. 

Pagcaina. (Essence of) motherhood. 

( Mayo. (Sp.) Pangalan Name of the month, fifth 

nang bouang ycalimA in the way (course) of 

| sa lAacad nang taon. the year. 

Talinghaga. Mystery. 

Pagbabago, pag-iiba. Renewal, changing. 
The whole surrounded 

ag sangtinac- (space). The whole 

pee matter covered. 

Octubre. (Sp.) Pangalan Name of the month, 

nang AG ycasang-  tenth in the way (cour- 

pouosalacad nang taon. se) of the year, 

Bahay lapati. Pigeon house. 

Bahay bata. Child house. 

Tinapay. Kneaded. (thing). 

Papa. (Sp.) Cataastaasan Highest Pontiff in Rome, 

Pontifice (Sp.) sa Roma | representative of our 

na cahalili nang ating | Lord Jesus Christ on 
Panginoon  Jesucristo| Karth. 
sa lupa. 

Talinghaga. are Mystery. 

Caguinhauahan, caloua i 
bataw Resting-place 
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ENGLISH. TAGALOG, LITERAL TRANSLATION. 

ee ea Farner (Lupang tinoboan. Soil the place of growth. © © 

Pallatiain Pag ibig sa caniyang Love for (one's) his 
bayan. town. 

Pedestal. Tontongan, paahan. Foot standing place. 
To petrify. Maguingbato. To convert into stone 
Pillar. Haliguing bato. Stone column. 
Silver-smith. Panday pilac. Silver-smith. 
Door-keeper. Bantay pinto. Door-guard. 

Profane. 

To profane. 

Prophet. 
To progress. 

Inch. 

Hostage. 

Qaeen. 
Watch, clock. 
To tow. 

To apostatize. 

Repudiation. 

To resuscitate. (trans.) 

Priest. 

Sacrilege. 

Sacrilegious. 

Sacrament. 
Sacred. 

Psalm. 

Psalmody. 

Salvation. 

Saviour. 

September, 

Bagay na di naodcol sa Eine, which does nob 
| Do 6 sa simbahan akan NA 

i the Church. 
Pag-gamit sa dili dapat Theusing to same undue 
| nang manga bagay na purpose of the things 

naoocol sa Dios. pertaining to God. 
Manhohola. Diviner. 
Magsolong. To get (pusb) forward. 

The whole space (con- 
tents) of a finger. 

| Sanla nang isang mahal Pledge of a conspicuous 

Sangdali, sangdaliri. 

na tauo. person. 
Haring babaye. Female-king. 
Orasan. Place for the hours. 
Hila, Dragging. 

jTumalicor sa ating Pa- To turn the back on our 
t nginoon Jesucristo. . Lord Jesus Christ. 

a an of dismissing of Pagtatacuil sa asdua. (to) a spouse 

Buhaying olf, buhayin To render alive again, to 
panibago. render alive anew. 

Cahalili nang Dios, ama Representative of God; 
nang caloloua. father of the soul. 

Audacity in the things 
noe Sigay a naobed! which pertain to God. 

Calapastanganan sa ma- 

sa Dios. 

Audacious person to- 
wards God or towards 
things pertaining to 

Taudng lapastangan sa 
Dios 6 sa manga naod 
col sa Dios. G 

| od. 

Gamot sa caloloua. Medicine for the soul. 
Naodcol sa Dios. Pertaining to God. 

{ Auit sa pagpupuri sa t Diet: ! Song for praising God. 

Catiponan--ca pisanan : nang ising déa,t, li- Collection of thehundred 
mang” pouens: :salito and fifty psalms com- 

(Sp.) ariinaihani David. | Posed: by David. 
Pagcacamit nang caga: Attainment of sound- 
lingan. ness. 
Manonobos, mananacop. Redeemer, redemptor. 
Septiembre. (Sp.) Panga- Name of the month, 
lan nang bouang ycasi- ninth in the order 
yam salacadnang tabdn. (course) of the year. 
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ENGLISH. TAGALOG. LITERAL TRANSLATION. 

. Century. Sangdian taon. | Space of one hundred 
| years. 

Pagbibili nang manga Selling of the gifts or 
Simony. biyaya 6 bagay na na- things pertaining to 

odcol sa caloldua. the soul. 

Sinagogue. | ao pak ee Temple of the Jews. 

Syntax. | co nae eee Twisting of speech. 

Dream. Bongang tolog. Fruit from sleep. 
Subsistence, livelihood. Pagcabuhay. The essence of life. 

Bas k : Act of, allowing one's 
Suicide, self-murder. Pagpapacamatay. | nalito: We TAHO. 

Substance. Laman. Contents, inside. 

Maintenance. Yquinabubuhay W hat causes life. 
Tactics " { Caronongang magtalatag Science for the placing 

; nang hocbo. of an Army in order, 

Paraan nang pagsulat 

Shorthand writing. na casingtulin nang pa- as ia EG asrswittly 
ngungosap. P 8: 

Tel Paninging totodng mala) Looking instrument 
elescope. yo ang abot. reaching very far. 

a ( Pabing nang “comedia- Curtain of the play- 
Drop curtain. kun. lwoiied. 

, p ‘ 
ae naodcol sad ty the acquaintance 

pagquilala sa Dios. with God. 

; Science looking forward 

Theology, divinity. 

Things which will be 
Table service, crockery. Manga a broken, (fragile things). 

Virginity. Cabooang cataouan. Entirety ei the body. 

Mare. Cabayong babaye. Female horse. 

Pagcaquilala nang ma- Acquaintance with 

Theory. nga bagay sa pag-iisip a by the thought 

lamang. only. 

Tiara. Potong nang Papa. Crown of the Pope. 

a {Copying into other 
Translation. Pagsasalin saibang uica. | Jan guage. 

pa Catatlohan. Ang Caga-( Trinity. The venerable 
Trinity. lang- maa na taildug ¢ “rec Persons, 

persona. 

SIXTY-FIFTH EXERCISE. 

What is a conspiracy? A meeting to oppose a ruler. What 

is a commemoration? An action of remembrance. What is a con- 

stellation?  A cluster of stars not changing place. What is a contraband 

article? A prohibited commodity. What is a convent? A lodging- 

house for friars or nuns. What is a choir? The place where priests 

assemble for prayer. What is a chorus? A number of persons 

singing together. What is a colonel? A chief of soldiers. What 

is cosmogony? The science acquainting us with the position and 
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shape of this world. What is cosmography? An account of the 
formation of the different parts of this world. What is a crater? 
The mouth of a volcano. What is a creature? Any thing created 

by God. What is a crucifix? The image of Christ nailed to the 

Cross. What is a quadrant? The fourth part of a circumference. 

What is Lent? The space of time preceding the Resurrection feast- 
day and during which the Roman Church forbids to eat meat food. 
What is a birth-day? The day anniversary of the birth of a person. 
What is the Decalogue? The ten commandments of God. What 
is a dentist? A curer, cleaner and arranger of teeth. What is a 

pantry? Concealing-place for victuals. What is a dictionary? Book 
in the way of registry where all the words are written. What is 
a dynasty? The orderly succession of kings of the same lineage. 
What is a Diocese? Land within the jurisdiction of a bishop. What 
is Divinity? The attributes of God. What is selfishness? Excess of 
love for the self (one’s body). What is emigration? Exit of people 
to another land. What is to pave? To stretch out stones. What is 
a foreigner? A person from other land What is Gospel? Book 
in which the life of Christ is exposed. What is femenine? What 
refers to woman. What is a fcetus? Creature still in the womb. 
What is Philanthropy? Love for our fellow creatures. What is to 
smoke? To use tobacco or cigarettes. What is a general? An army 
chief. What is bliss? Rest. What is gratefulness? Acknowledgment 
of a debt from the heart. What is grammar? The collection of 
rules to speak and write properly. What is infantry? Army march- 
ing on foot. What is a pony? A small horse. What is masculine? 
What refers to the male. What is a pigeon-hole? A lodging for 
pigeons. What is the womb? The child house. Who is the Pope? 
The highest Pontiff at Rome. What is a parable? A mystery. What 
is Paradise? A resting place. ‘What is patriotism? Love for one’s 
country. What is a pedestal? A foot-standing place. What is a pillar? 
A stone pole. What is an inch? The lengthspace of a finger. What 
is a queen? A female-king. What is a sacrament? A medicine for 
the soul. What is sacred? What refers to God. What is a century? 
A hundred years’ space of time. What is syntax? Twisting of words. 
What is a tiara? The Pope's crown. 

SIXTY-SIXTH LESSON. 

YCAANIM NA POUO,T, ANIM NA PAGARAL. 

FIGURES OF DICTION, 

As the student has had occasion to notice throughout the 
grammar, the last vowel of a root is frequently dropped in the 
compound before the suffixes in and an, and the contraction attended, 
too, with a change of the radical accent which then, generally, comes to 
bear upon the last syllable in the contracted compound. In some cases 
the contraction affects not only the Jast vowel, but the final consonant 
as well, both of which are dropped before the aforesaid suffixes. 

oe 
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There are a few instances of paragoges, epentheses and inversions 
of a letter or syllable, without any fixed rule, and merely, it seems, for 
the sake of thus having what 1s considered a more euphonious compound. 

The following compounds are examples of 

Paragoges, Epentheses and Inversions. 

ENGLISH. ROOTS. IRREGULAR COMPOUNDS. INSTEAD OF. 

Uneasiness. Balisa. Cabalisanhan. Cabalisahan. 
Certain. Totoo. Catotohanan. Catotoohan. 
To roof. Atip. Aptan, aptin. Atipan, atipin. 

hr Blalan. Bilinan. 

Pinch, pinching. Corot. | kaaa ae Ba Corotan, corotin, 

Deposit. Habilin. Habinlan. Habilinan. 
Cell, apartment. Silir. Sidlan. - “Siliran. 
To pass through, ) 

to pierce. f Talab. Tablan. Halabari 

To plant. Tanim. Tamnan. Taniman. 

TO Sts KG RU? OP nilike Bisan, bisin. Bihisan, bihisin. 
To spill. Bohos. Bosan. Bohosan. 

To blow. Hihip. Hipan. Hihipan. 

eae we ee aa Lisan. Lihisan. 
To fail, to err, not I Sala 

to hit the mark. | Sala, oe a na ; 
: ;Bihasnan, bihas- Bihasaan, biha 

To accustom. Bihasa. 3 ga. pang 

‘ : a a Halican, hali- 
To kiss. Halic. Hagcan, hagquin. | quin. 

To substitute, to | Halih. Halinhan, halin- Halilihan, halili 

act for. f ci hin. hin. 7 

To take. Coha. Conan, cunin. Cohaan, cohain. 
| Datingan, dati 

To arrive. Dating. Datnan, datnin. 1 ngin. 

se ad t0). N0 | Agad. Agdan, agdin. Agaran, agarin. 

3 | Caalipnan,alipnan, Caalipinan, alipi- 

Blave. Alipin. | alipnin. nan, alipinin. 

Chilblain. Aliponga. Aliponghan, Alipongaan. 

Contractions. 

: : Alagaran, alaga- 
Disciple. Alagad. Alagdan, alagdin. a 5 

What. Ano. Anhin. Anohin. 7 

To cohabitate. Apid. Apdan, apdin. Apiran, apirin. 

To pound (rice, ete.) | a gaa, Asdan, asdin. Asoran, asorin. 
in company. 

Salt, to salt. Asin. Asnan, asnin. Asinan, asinin. 

Spouse. : Asaua. Asaoin. Agauain. 

Low, meek. Baba. Baban. Babaan. 
50 
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ENGLISH. ROOTS. IRREGULAR COMPOUNDS. INSTEAD OF. 

To bear on one's 
shoulders. } Baba. 

Tumor. Baga. 
To wet. Basa. 
To suffer, to bear. Bata. 
To pound rice. Bayo. 
To give. Bigay. 
To buy Bili. 
To except Bocod. 
To lay open, tO) Buea 

uncover. | " 

To open. Bucas. 

The other side. Cabila. 

To itch. Cati. 
To cloak, to deny. Caila. 
To bite. Cagat. 

Left. Caliua. 

To loose, to untie. Calag. 
To attain,toobtain. Camit. 
To eat. Cain. 
To grope for. Capa. 
To grasp, to em-) : 

nies Capit. 

To apprehended, to i Daquip. 
seize. 

To clothe. Damit. 
To bring, to carry. Dala. 

To touch. Dama. 

Road, to pass. Daan. 
To prostrate. Dapa. 

To stick, to adhere. Dicquit. 

To hear. Dingig. 

To stretch out one's ) Dipa 
arms. J pa. 

Blood. Dugo. 
To do one's duty, G 

to fulfill. kant 4 
Work, to do, to! eave 

work. | 
To awake. Guising. 
To pull down, to? : 
ae i GMa, 

To repair to, to run | 
to the assistance | Guibic. 
of somebody. 

To conjecture, toi 
note, to guess. 3 Halata. 

. Basan, basin. 

Babhin. Babahin. 

Bagan. Bagaan. 
Basaan, basain. 

Bathan, bathin. Batahan, batahin. 
Bayan, bayin. Bayoan, bayoin. 
Big-ian. Bigayan. 
Bilhan, bilhin. Bilihan, bilihin. 
Boedan, bocdin. Bocoran, bocorin. 

Buc-hin. Bucahin. 

Bucsan. Bucasan. 

: BY | Cabilaan, cabi- Cabilan, cabilin. ) lag 

Cathan Catihan. « 
Cailan. Cailaan. 

Cagatan, cagatin. Cagtan, cagtin. 
| Caliuaan, cali- 

Caliuan, caliuin. Hain. 

Calgan, calguin. Calagan, calaguin 
Camtan. Camitan. 
Canan, canin. Cainan, cainin. 
Capan, capin, Capaan, capain. 

Captan, captin. Capitan, capitin. 

Dacpin. Daquipin. 

Damtan, damtin. Damitan, damitin 
Dalhan, dalhin. Dalahan, dalahin. 

Damhin, damhin,  Damaban, dama- 
; “tl hin. 

Danan, danin. Daanan, daanin. 
Dapan. Dapaan. 

Dictan, dictin. Dicquitan, dic. 
quitin. 

R R : Dingigan, dingi 
Dinggan, dingguin. { guin, 

Diphan, diphin. 

Dugan, duguin. 

Dipahan, dipahin. 

Dugoan, dugoin, 

Gampan. Ganapan. 

Gauan, gaoin. Gauaan, gauain. 

Guisnan. Guisingan. 

Guiban, guibin. Guibaan, guibain 

Guiban. Guibican. 

| Halataan, hala 
Halatan, halatin. 

( taan. 
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ENGLISH. ROOTS IRREGULAR COMPOUNDS INSTEAD OF. 

To send, to remit, 
to take along, to Hatir. Hatdan. Hatiran. 
accompany. 

Ribbon, band, F : 
hae ! Hapin. Hapnan. Hapinan. 

To: dow, 1G Eoatter \ Hasic. Hascan. Hasican. 
seed. 

To borrow, to lend f 
(things). | Hiram. 

To lie down. Higa. 
Shame, bashful- | Have. 

ness. 
To complain. Hinanaquit. 
To ask for. Hingi. 
To wait. Hintay. 

To clean from lice. Hinguto. 

Other, to change. Iba. 
To go for water. Iguib. 
To make water. Ihi. 
To unload, to 

alight, to light ¢ Ibis. 
from. ) 

Large, great, to arti 
grow. 

Strength. Lacas. 
Inside, inward | Ta 

contents. 
To soften. Lata. 

Far, distance. Layo. 
Five. Lima. 
To put, to place, ) 

to range. | 1084: 
To make merry. Logod. 
To spit. Lura. 
Nit. Lisa. 
By and by. Mamaya. 
To mistake. Mali. 
To observe, to pa Masid 

perience. | 
To begin, to com- Mold 
i mence, | " 
0 open one’s) wa ka kaling } Nganga. 

To make thin. Nipis. 
To chew. Nguya. 
Toreturn,to repeat Olt. 
To settle, to ap- 

pease, Palagay. 

To contain, to in- a 
clude, to print. ( Palaman. 

To dream, Panagutnip. 
To name, Pangalan. 

——~ 

Hirman, hirmin. 

Higan. 

Hiyin. 

Hinanactan. 
Hingan, hingin. 
Hintin (or regular). 

hingu- Hingutan, 
tin. 

Ibhan, ibhin. 
Igban, igbin: 
Than. 

Tbsan, ibsin. 

Lac-han, lac-hin. 

Lacsan. 

Lamnan. 

Latan, latin. 

Layan. 
Limhan. 

Lag-idAn--laguian. 

Logdan, logdin. 
Luran. 
Lis-4n, lis-in. 

Mamayin. 
Malan, malin. 

Masdan. 

Molan. 

\ Nganghan, ngang- 
( hin. 

Nipsan. 
Nguyin. 
Ol-An, ol-in. 

Palag-idn. 

Palamnan. 

Panaguimpan. 
Panganlan. 

(Hiraman, hira- 
t min. 
Higaan. 

Hiyain. 

Hinanaquitan. 
Hingian, hingiin. 
Hintayin. 

Hingotoan, hi- 
ngotoin 

Ibahan, ibahin. 
Iguiban, iguibin. 
Ihian. 

Ibisan, ibisin. 

Laquihan, laqui- 
hin. 

Lacasan. 

Lamanan. 

Lataan, latain. 

Layoan. 
Limahan. 

Lagayan. 

Logoran, logorin 
Luraan. 
Lisaan, lisain. 

Mamayain. 
Malian, maliin. 

Masiran. 

Molaan. 

Ngangahan, nga- 
ngahin. 

Nipisan. 
Nguyain. 
Olfan, oliin 

Palagayan. 

Palaman 

Panaguinipan. 
Pangalanan. 
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"ENGLISH. ROOTS. IRREGULAR COMPOUNDS.” INSTEAD OF. 

To itch. Pangati. Pangathin. Pangatihin. 
7 sau ee Paquinig. Paquingan. Paquinigan. 
Pinay. o spit, to Patidl Patdan, patdin. Patiran, patirin. 

ae aa : Piga. Pigan, piguin. Pigaan, pigain. 
o throw a ker- 
a one's aaa Pinghan. Pingihan. 
ead. 

To crush, to crack. Pisa. Pisan, pisin. Pisaan, pisain. 
Di into the Pisil Pislin. Pisilin. 

To fill. Pong Ponan, pontn. Ponoan, ponnin. 
pi cut. koa P6otol Potlan, potlin. Potolan, potolin. 

o sweat, to pers- 3 | , 
pire, HABA On. | Pauis Pausin kanan 

White; to whiten. Puti. Putin. Putiin. ae 

To nibble. Quibit. Quibtan, quibtin. } AG qui 
To cut off with the nis mag sani 

fingers. 6 Quitil. Quit-lin, quitlm.  Quitilan, quitilin. 

To embark, t 
ae ae a Sacay. Sac-yan. Sacayan. 

Pain, to pain. Saquit. Sactan, sactin. a a 

Ma Ga oS Salitan, salitin. a Naa 
arm, to harm. ama. Saman, samin. jamaan, samain. 

Branch, to branch. Sanga Sanghan, sang- pa sanga: 
' ; : hin. ID, 

To come back, t i F H 
give Ba o ! Saoli, Saolan, saolin. Saolian, saoliin. 

ne kn Na Siquip. Sicpan, sicpin. Siquipan. 
ings, garbage | Siga. Sigan. Sigaan. 

To eat, to devour. Sila. Silan, silin. Silaan, silain. 
To follow, to obey. Sonod. Sondin. Sonorin. 
To wonder, Taca. Tac-han. Tacahan. 
To cover. Taquip. Tacpan. Taquipan. 
To hew, to cut! Paa 

sharply. | Taga. Tag-in. Tagain. 

ec one's back Talveod: Taliedan. Maa 

To hold, to grasp. Tangan. Tangnan. Tanganan. 
To stand. Tayo. Tayan. Tayoan 
To taste, to test. | Tiquim. Ticman. Tiquiman. 
Purposely, to do | : : br ais 

purposely, Tiquis. Ticsin. Tiquisin 

To look. Tingin. Tingnan. Tinginan 
To Save, 40 WOU ace « : ; ae ore 

Fraga: | Tipid. Tipdan, tipdin. Tipiran. tipirin 

To redeem. Tubos Tubsan, tubsfa Tubosan, tubosin, 
To leave behind as ,,. ; 3 " 

a surplus. | Tira Tiran Tiraan. 

ah hh TEE? pe a 
HATOL NO BU a Tisdan. Tirisan the nails ) 
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ENGLISH. ROOTS. IRREGULAR COMPUONS. INSTEAD oF. 

na peck, to sting. Ca Toc-an, toquin. Tocaan, tocain © ry oyo. Toyan, toyin. Toyoan, toyoin. 
Nothing, to lack Vala. Ual-an, uakin. Ualaan, tala 

SIXTY-SIXTH EXERCISE. 

Truth. Pinch that child. Slavery. Salt the fish. Bear the 
log. Suffer the punishment. Pound that rice. Give me bread. Buy 
the oil. Lay aside two for me. Lay open the chest. I can 
not attain to it. This is boiled rice. Grasp that knife. Seize the 
thief. Put on this shirt. Clothe that child Bring that. Take 
it to your father Lie down on your face upon this mat. Stick 
this paper to the wall. Whom have you heard it from?  Kneel 
down and stretch out your arms before this image. Do it. John 
perceived that I was angry. String that harp. Sow this rice in the 
garden. Borrow this Lie down on the floor. Complain of your 
friend. Ask (for) a dollar from John. Wait for your mother. Clean 
that poor man from lice. Change the word. Go for water to the 
well. Lighten (free) the servant from the load. Raise my wages to 
eve dollars. Place that on the table, Amuse this child. Spit on 
him. Clean him from nits. Leave that off for a little while. Make 
fi mistake in writing. Watch closely whether the dog is rabid. 
Commence the work. Make this stick thinner. Repeat the word. 
Pour beer into the glass. Write a good advice in the contents of 
the letter. Impose a name on your godchild. Listen to me. Part 
with that bad habit. Squeeze that lemon. Tie the kerchief round 
your head. Crack that egg. Press my hand. Fill up that vat. He 
is in perspiration. Cut out one yard of that stuff. Whiten those 
trousers. Nibble at the sugar. Break off that flower with your fingers. 
Mount on that horse. Tell what he said. Cut off some branches of 
the mango tree that there may he plenty of fruit. Restore the money 
to Frank. Do not make your heart narrow. Set that garbage on fire. 
Eat that meat. Follow your father. Admire the greatness of God. 
Cover that plate. Hew that tree. Turn your back on him. Hold 
the candle. Stand on the border. Taste this banana. Do it on 
purpose. Look at it. Save your money. Leave him some food. 
Crush that louse on the comb. Redeem your pledge. Put those clothes 
to dry. Strike out (cancel) what I owe you. 

SIXTY-SEVENTH LESSON. 

YCAANIM NA POUO,T, PITONG PAGARAL. 

SYNTAX.—REGIMEN. 

Most of the rules of syntax have been noticed already in treat- 
ing of the different parts of speech to which they have reference, but 
for the purpose of rendering the exposition of this subject as synoptic and 

complete as possible, the same and other rules are here repeated, together 
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with some hints on Tagalog construction not previously noted. Some 
examples are also given which, it is believed, will make the rules clearer 
than would be the case if long definitions were used. 

These rules must necessarily be few and simple, for where there 
are no inflections to denote case, gender, number, person and mood, 
and the conveyance of perspicuous thought generally depends more on 
the form and independent meaning of words than in their relative 
position in the sentence, there can be no agreement or concord and 
scarcely any regimen in the sense in which both these things are 
understood by Latin grammarians. 

The rules on the government or relation between the various parts 
of speech follow, while those relating to the construction of sentences 
together with expressions exhibiting peculiar features of syntactical 
arrangement will be given in the next lesson. 

The two articles are placed as follows: that of personal names 
just before the name, that of all other nouns, either immediately 
before the noun, or before it, but with some other word or words 
intervening. 

Peter. Si Pedro. 
John the physician. Si Juan mangagamot. 
Salaya's family. Nina Salaya. 
The heart of man. Ang puso nang taud. 
The true religion. Ang tunay na religion (Sp.). 
My child's toys. Ang manga laranan nang anac co. 
The precious rings. Ang manga mahal na singsing. 

The same is the position of the common article with a noun 
in the singular, if the latter is qualified by a possessive adjective 
pronoun used in the prepositive form or by an ordinal adjective. 

My house. Ang aquing bahay. 
The second book. Ang ycalauang libro. (aclat.) 

If the noun is in the plural, it is well then to insert the posses- 
sive or the ordinal adjective between the sign and the pluralizing 
particle 

Thy farms. Ang iydng manga buquid. 
The first days. Ang manga unang Arao. 

The indefinite article (or rather what is considered to stand in 
Tagalog for the English indefinite article) in the singular, may be 
used with or without the sign or article of common nouns. 

A woman. Ang isang babaye, or isang babaye. 

Ang isi may be made to express the plural, the use of the 
pluralizing particle being then required; but it is better to use dan 
in this connection i 

Some houses. Ang isang manga bahay, or, ilang bahay 
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The other numerals, if used indeterminately, dispense with the 
article, and they take then the same position that the latter would 
take before the noun. 

Two shirts. Dalauang baro. 
Three good horses. Tatlong mabuting cabayo. 

When used determinately, they conform to the ru'e for the 
position of the article employed in reference to any other prepositively 
qualified noun. 

The four dollars I paid to the Ang dpat na pisos na binayaran co sa 
servant. alila. 

The three young trees I have Ang tatlong sarfuang ponong ytinanim 
planted in my orchard. co sa aquing halamanan. 

When the nouns refer to the identical person or thing, that is 
to say, when the one is the qualificative complement of the other, they 
are generally put in immediate succession, that which is qualified 
coming first, without any ligament intervening. 

The prophet Jeremiah, Ang profeta Jeremfas. 
The river Pasig. Ang ilog Pasig. 

Sometimes the noun of the person is found in combinations of 
this kind used with the article, the noun and the article being then 
considered as only one word. 

The king Herod. Ang hari si Herodes. 

When the two nouns have different meanings, the use of a 
preposition is required: 

If possession is to be denoted, the two nouns are put in relation by 
means of the prepositions nang, ni, or nind, if the object of possession 
is named first, and by sa, cay and cand--quind, according to whether 
things or persons are spoken of, when this order is inverted. 

The treasure of the king, or, the Ang cayamanan nang hari, or, ang sa 
king's treasure. haring cayamanan. 

The house of Peter, or, Peter's Ang bahay ni Pedro, or, ang cay Pe- 
house, drong bahay. 

The estate of the friars, or, the Ang hacienda (Sp.) nang manga praile, 
friars estate. or, ang sa manga praileng hacienda. 

The farm of the Wallaces, or, the Ang buquid nina Wallace, or, ang ca- 
Wallaces’ farm. ndng=quindng Wallace na buquid. 

The same is the case when, speaking in reference to things, one 
of the two nouns is used as the determinative of the other. 

The summit of the mountain, or, Ang taloctoc nang bondoc, or, ang sa 
the mountain's summit. bondoc na taloctoc. 

The staircase of the house, or, the Ang hagdan(an) nang bahay, or, ang 
house staircase sa bahay na hagdan(an). 

To this rule certain combinations of two nouns, considered in 

Tagalog as forming only one entirety, are an exception. 

Gratitude. (literally in Tagalog, ; 
“heart debt”). | oe lab 

Bestiality. (lit. “beast custom"). Asal hayop. 
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But if the second noun has the sense of a true adjective, .the 
ligament should be used. 

Male child. Anac na lalaqui. 
Female ruler. Haring babaye. 

The ligaments are likewise employed if one of the two nouns 
denotes the matter of which the other is made, that of the object thus 
determined preceding. 

Stone (masonry) house. Bahay na bato. 
Steel. Plumang asero. (Sp.). 

And this too is the case if the relation of the two nouns is 
one of container and contents. 

One, or a bottle of wine, Isang boteng #lac. 
Two pecks of rice. Dalauang salop na bigas. 

Two nouns one of which denotes the source from which the 
other comes have the preposition sa between them. 

Tayabas copra. (the dried pulp of 
the cocoa nut shell). 

Catanduanes rattans. Ouay sa Catanduanes. 

Calisquis sa Tayabas. 

The source from which the product comes is emphasized by 
using galing before sa, the agency of a verb being then understood. 

Albay hemp. (hemp coming from ee 
Albay). | Abaca galing sa Albay. 

Cavite mangoes. Manga galing sa Cavite. 

Taga comes between the noun of a human being and that of 
a place or tract to indicate origin, the person's place of birth. 

Woman from Ilocos. Babaye taga Ilocos. 
Student (a native) from Sorsogén. = Estudiante (Sp.) taga Sorsogon. 

Adjectives, whether attributive or predicative, may come before 
or after the noun, if used attributively with the nominal, if predi- 
catively, and after the noun, with the verbal ligament; intervening. 

Good fellow. Mabuting tauo, or, taudng mabuti. 

Clear day. La maliudnag, or, maliudnag na 

The tree is high. Mataas ang cdhuy, or, ang chuy, ay 
mataas. 

Banutital birds: Manga mari(rf)quit na ibon, or, manga 
ibong mari(ri)quit. 

The sweet fruits. Ang manga mata(ta)mis na bonga, or, 
ang manga bongang miata(ta)mis. 
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The rule holds good also in the case of a Tagalog adjectival 
clause. 

The eternal life and the eternal Ang buhay na ualang hanga,t, ang 
punishment. ualang bangang caparusahan. 

The demonstrative adjective pronouns, in the singular, take the 
same positions as the other adjectives in regard to the noun. When 
used prepositively they may, both in the singular and in the plural, 
be rendered emphatic by being repeated, in the nominative, at the 
end, and when used after the noun, the latter must be preceded by 
the article. 

Wie Farm: hare ee buquid (na itd), or, ang buquid 
i na itd, 

That house, that there. ian” koa Iyan), ox, ang bahay na iyan. 

That forest, that yonder. Hota gabat (na yaon), or, ang gubat na yaon 
Ang may ari nitong bahay (na itd), 

The owner of this house or, ang may ari nang bahay na ito. 

In the plural, if used before the noun, the pluralizing particle 
must intervene. 

Itbng manga buquid (na itd), or, ang 
manga buquid na itd. (but, neither 
manga itbng buquid, nor, buquid 
manga itd). 

en may ari nitong manga bahay (na 

These farms, these here. 

itd), or, ang may ari nang manga 
bahay na itd. 

The owner of these houses. 

The same is the case when the, demonstrative. is accompanied 

by a qualitive. 

Itong magandang dalaga, or, itdng 

dalaghng magandang ito, or, ang dala- 

gang magandang itd, or, ang dala- 

gang itong maganda. 
This beautiful girl. 

Still the case would be the same if a possessive adjective in 

the prepositive form be added. 

This my judicious child, this Itong mabait na aquing bata, or, itong 

judicious child of mine. aquing mabait na batang 1td. 

These same demonstrative pronouns may be used substantively, 

and they are then immediately preceded by manga. 

These, the latter ones. Ang manga ito. 
Those, the former ones. Ang manga yaon. 

As to the possessive adjective pronouns, the fact that they 

have two forms, the one prepositive, the other postpositive, and that of 

t 
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their respective use in relation to the noun, have been so fully explained, 
that further consideration here is believed to be unnecessary. It is 
only well to note that the position of the pluralizing particle with these 
pronouns is the same as with the demonstrative adjective pronouns, 
that the construction in other respects is the same in both, except in 
that the demonstratives reject ang, and in that the construction with 
the postpositive form of the possessive drops the ligament between the 
noun and the possessive. 

Ang canilang manga libro, or, ang ma- 
AN nga libro nila. (but neither, ang 

Their books. manga canilang libro, nor, ang libro 
manga nila). 

If the qualitative adjective takes a noun, a pronoun or a verb 
for its complement, it should then precede. 

Good for women. Mabuti sa manga babaye. 
Bad for sick persons. Masama sa manga may saquit. 
Richer than he. Mayaman (pa) sa caniya. 
A horse fit for running. | Cabayd may dcol sa pagpatacbo. 
Obscene to look upon. Mahalay tingnan. --- 
How agreeable to hear the singing Caligaligayang dinguin ang huni nang 

of birds. ibon. 

The cardinal numbers are put before the noun, either immediately or 
with some other word intervening. 

Two pesos. : Dalauang pisos. 
Six large houses. Anim malaquing bahay. 

The ordinal numerals may, as the qualitative, either precede or 
follow, but in the regular construction they generally precede. 

Second book. Ycalauang libro =aclat. 
Tenth day. Ycapduong drao. 

In imitation of numerals, with which they are so closely allied, 
collective adjectives usually precede. 

All the bystanders. Ang lahat nang manga cahadrap. 
They are all in good health. Pauang magagaling sila. 
All the wisdom of men cannot Tanang carunungan nang taud ay di na- 

fathom God's wisdom. catataroc sa carunungan nang Dios. 

The interrogative pronouns ando and alin, having attributive 
qualities, naturally precede the word which constitutes the subject 
of inquiry. Sino, too, usually comes at the beginning, but it is used 
sometimes at the end. 

What fruit is that? gAnong bongang iyan? 
Which of us two? éAlin sa ating dalaua? 
Who is dead? g3inong namatay? or, ang namatay, 

gsino? 
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Sino comes before the word connected with it in meaning when 
used in the possessive case. 

Whose house is this? gCaninong bahay itd? 
Whose saying is it? (who says it?) Caninong sabi? 

As the ligaments are used in the way of relatives, they 
must, of course, adhere or immediately follow the word in the clause 
to which it is intended to make reference, which in English is called 
the antecedent. But when ang is used as a pronoun and is considered 
to include both the relative and the antecedent, itis, then, to be 
put at the beginning of the clause. 

What I honor above all is virtue. aa a cong lalo sa lahat ay ang 

‘Ang yguinegdlang co,i, ang aquing 
Whom I honor is my father. ama, or, ang aquing ama ang ygui- 

nagdlang co. 

No other instructions are here given as to the regimen of the 
verb than those relating to the place it takes in regard to verb mo- 
difiers, for, being itself the principal element in the “sentence, it is 
believed. that the matter of its position therein may properly be referred 
to that,of the construction of sentences in the following lesson. 

The rules for the position which adverbs in Tagalog may take 
with regard to the verb the action of which they modify are analo- 
gous to those of adjectives in regard to the noun they qualify. 

Of the simple adverbs of manner, the comparative lalo and the 
interrogative maano and paano generally come before the verb, ma adjectives 
used adverbially, after it, all others may come either before or after. 

He worked more than us. Lalo (pa) nagtrabajo siya sa amin. 
How did the girl dance. ¢Paand (baga) sungmaydo ang dalaga? 
Whip him hard. Hampasin mo siya nang malacas. 

- "Those of place may all precede or follow the verb, except the 
' interrogative sdan which is generally put at the beginning. 

Sit down here. Umopob ca ritd, or, ditd ca umopo.. 

K Tingnan mo sila,i, doon nacatayé, or, 
See them there standing. | nacatayé déon. 

¢Sdan naroon ang ypinanganac na hari 
the Jews? (St. Math., chap. 2, nang manga judio? 

Where is he that is born King 2 

vers. 2.) 

Simple adverbs of time may precede or follow the verb; but 

cailén is used at the beginning, na, in the affirmative sentence, and 

pa, always, are used after the verb. The compounds hindi=di pa, and 

hindi--di na must precede. 

When did you arrive? ¢Caildn ca dungmating? 
I have finished it already. Natapus co na. — 
He is still working. Nagtatrabajo pa siya. 

They have not paid yet. Hindi=di pa sila nagbayad. 

He can no longer walk. Di-hindi na siyé nacalalaced, 
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Of course, the conjunctive adverbs of time ca, pagca, pag, 
capag, cun, nang, toui and bugd must precede the verb and be used 
in the way and for the purposes which have been explained in the 
proper place. 

Adverbs of degree are frequently applied to adjectives and 
generally come before the latter. 

Very rich. Lubhang mayaman. 
Nearly. as aged as my father. Halos magulang pares nang ama co. 

Affirmative adverbs, although they refer to the action of the verb, 
usually stand alone and are considered as elliptical sentences. Nega- 
tive, prohibitive and dubitative adverbs generally precede the verb. 

I will not pay. Hindi=di aco magbabayad. 
Houag cang magcasala, macd icdo ay 

Do not sin, lest you be damned. | mapa(pajcasama. 

Compound adverbs generally follow the verb. 

He did it secretly. Guinaud niya sa lihim. 
I sent it above. Y pinadala co sa itaas. 
Walk behind. Lumacad ca sa licod. 

In regard to 'the regimen of prepositions or directives serving 
to denote the course of the action as respects the object, either to 
it, from it, by it. etc, the student has already had occassion to notice 
that these relations are frequently indicated by some of the passive 
forms of the verb. When this is not the case, or in the case: of 
prepositions establishing other relations, in the regular construction, 
they usually take their place between the verb and the noun its 
complement. 

Let us look at tbe sky. Tumingin tayo sa langit. 
Gather some flowers. Pumitas ca nang bulac lac. 
To sin against God. Magcasala laban sa Dios. 
He ran as far as the bridge. Tungmacbd siya hangan sa tulay. 
He stood by my mother. Nacatayo siya sa piling nang aquing ina. 

Put this out in front of the door. | Misgay mo itd diyan sa labas sa harap 
/ nang pintuen, 

Some of the relations established by conjunctions are likewise 
to be found included in the signification imparted to the action of 
the verb by the passive particles. 

Of the indirect conjunctives, those which affect the verb in its 
conditional mood precede, except man which follows, aud sana and 
disin which may precede or follow, it. 

Whether he be willing or not. Ibig man, aydo man siya. 
I would like. Ibig co sana. 
Woe unto thee Bethsaida! for if Sa abd mo Bethsaida! sa pagca,t, cun sa 

the mighty works had been done Tiro at sa Sidon sana guinaud ang 
in Tyre and Sidon which were manga gaudng macapangyarihan na 
done in you, they would have gungmaua sa iyd, malaon na disin na 
repented. (S# Math., chapt I, nangasisi--(malaon nangasid sila 
vers 21.) disin.) 
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Of the directive conjunctives, at, saci and the alternative o=cun, 
according as their use requires, stand between the parts of the sen- 
tence which they are intended to connect or to separate. 

The happy and the wretched. Gp man at ang manga 

To work and to eat. Gumauad at cumain. 
Go first to the market and then Pumardon ca muna sa tiangui--pami- 

to the church. lihan, sacé pumaroon ca sa simbahan. 
Male or female. Lalaqui 6=cun babaye. 
To kill or to die. Pumatay 6- cun mamatay. 

_ Pati and sampon take the same place, but they generally re- 
quire the possessive case after them. 

And the men marvelled saying, what At ang manga taud ay nangagtaca na 
"manner of man is this, that even sinabi: gandng taud itd, na pati nang 
the winds and the sea obey him? manga hangin at nang dagat ay siya 
(St. Math., chapt. 8, vers. 3.) sinosonod? 

And when Herod the king heard it, AGAD PAY? og 
ha wwe troubled aad ice Nang maringig itd nang hari si Herodes 

with him. (St. Math., chapt. 2 ay nagulomihanan at sampuo nang 

vers. 3.) 7 pot a sang Jerusalem. 

Naman and pa, and the alternative dili, come at the end. 

Not only I, but you too. Hindi lamang aco, cundi icdo naman. 
I provided him with food, clothes PinaramtAn, pinacain at pinagamot co 

medical assistance, and still am I siya, at acd pa ang magbabayad sa 
to pay his debts? caniyang manga utang? 

Wilt thou come or not? éPariritd ca dili? 

The other conjunctions mark the beginning of sentences and 

clauses, but as their position in the sentence does not, as a rule, 

differ from the position they take in English, and, as sufficient 

has already been said on the matter, it is not considered necessary 

to go beyond the few examples following in explaining their use. 

Blessed are they that mourn; for 
they shall be comforted. (St. 
Math., chapt. 5, vers. 4). 

Ye are the salt of the earth, but Cayd,i, siyang asin nang lupa, ngu- 

Mapapalad ang manga nahahapis, sa 
pagcat, sila,i, aaliuin. 

if the salt have lost its savor... ni,t, cung ang asin ay naualang 

(St. Math. chapt. 5, vers, 13). bisa... 

... neither do men light a lamp, ... at hindi pinaniningasan ang isang 

and put it under the bushel, ilaudn at ynilagdy sa ilalim nang 

but on the stand. (St Math, isang tacalan, cundi sa lalag-yan 

. chapt. 5, vers. 15). nang ilao. 

Interjections are not considered the subject of grammatical regi- 

men, for they neither govern nor are governed by ang other part of 

“speech. There are, however, some which, being considered as detached 
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portions of exclamatory sentences, and, therefore, as having a verb 
understood, are, both in Tagalog aud in English, connected with the 
possessive case. 

Oh mel. Abia col. 
Woe unto the world because of jSa abda nang sanglibutan, dahil sa 

occasions of stumbling.! (St. manga cadahilanan nang pagca- 
Math., chapt. 18, vers. 7). tisodl. 

SIXTY-SEVENTH EXERCISE. 

THE LORD'S PRAYER, 

Our Father who art in heaven, hallowed be Thy name; Thy 
kingdom come; Thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven; give 
us this day our daily bread, and forgive us our trespasses as we forgive 
them who trespass against us; and lead us not into temptation; but 
deliver us from evil. Amen. 

THE ANGELICAL SALUTATION. 

Hail Mary, full of grace, the Lord is with Thee, blessed art 
thou among women, and blessed is the fruit of thy womb, Jesus. 

Holy Mary. Mother of God, pray for us sinners, now and at 
the hour of our death. Amen. 

THE APOSTLES’ CREED. 

I believe in God the Father Almighty, creator of heaven and 
earth; and in Jesus Christ, His Only Son, our Lord. who was con- 
ceived of the Holy Ghost, born of the Virgin Mary, suffered under 
Pontius Pilate, was crucified, dead and buried; He descended into hell; 
the third day He arose again from the dead; He ascended into heaven, 
sitteth at the right hand of God the Father Almighty; from thence 
He shall come to judge the living and the dead. I believe in the 
Holy Ghost; the Holy Catholic Church, the communion of Saints; the 
forgiveness of sins, the resurrection of the body; and life everlasting. 
Amen. 

SIXTY-EIGHTH LESSON. 

YCAANIM NA POUO,T, UALONG PAGARAL. 

SYNTAX. (continued)...CONSTRUCTION OF SENTENCES. 

The flexibility which characterizes the Tagalog syntatical arrange- 
ment is a feature which can not have escaped the attention of the 
student prior to reaching the present stage in his task. 

The fregdom that the speaker or writer enjoys in the construction 
of Tagalog sentences does not exist in any other of the various 
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languages of the Malay Archipelago. This freedom permits t i 
by natives of that instintive care they take in avoiding eee a daa 
by enabling them to have recourse to that pleasing combination of sounds 
which causes Tagalog to appear even more agreeable to the ear than other 
kindred languages supposed to possess a more highly elaborated phonetic 
character. 

To this sweetness of speech, the latitude afforded by the per. 
sonal and possessive pronouns and the abundance of particles contribute 
most, in that they allow great freedom in the ‘selection of those forms 
of expression which can best suit euphony or enliven the narrative; 
while, on the other hand, the inflexions of articles and pronouns, the 
prepositions and verb-building particles practically prevent obscurity or 
ambiguity as to the sense intended. 

It is not proposed here to go into a further analysis of the 
rules of construction than that which is necessary to show the various 
positions which every one of the principal parts may take in the sentence; 
for a more minute account would probably lead to much perplexity in the 
student's mind, in view of the laxity, not to say the arbitrary use 
which prevails on this point. In the sentences added for the purpose 
of showing peculiar turns of construction, some of the licenses of 
speech indicated above will be found. 

The verb in the active voice of the independent affirmative 
sentence may come: 

At the beginning, either immediately before the subject or its 
adjuncts, or with some verb modifier intervening. This position it 
most frequently assumes in the imperative, and when the agent is 
represented by ca, the postpositive form of the second person pronoun 
in the singular. 

He is the King of Israel; let him 
now come down from the cross. 
(St. Math., chapt. 27, vers 42). 

| jSiya ang Hari sa Israel, manaog siya 
| 
) 

I will return into my house whence 

( 

ngayou sa cruz.! 

Babalic aco sa aquing bahay na linala- 
I came out. (St. Math., chapt. 12,¢ Hasan co 
vers. 44). 

....and his garments became 
white as the light. (St. Math, 
chapt. 17, vers. 2). 

And Joseph arose from his sleep. At nagbangon si Jose sa caniyang pag- 

(St. Math., chapt. 1, vers. 24). cacatulog. 

Repent ye; for the kingdom a 

.... at pungmuting parang ilao ang 
caniyang manga damit. 

Mangagsisl cay6, sa pagca,t, malapit na 
heaven is at hand. (St. Math., ang caharian nang langit. 
chapt. 3, vers. 2). 

Arise, take up thy bed, and go into Magtindig ca, tangnan mo ang iydng 

thy house. (St. Math., chept. 9, hihigAn, at pumaroon ca sa iydng 

vers. 6). bahay. 

Before the subject with the indirect object or some of its di- 

visions intervening. 

And the demons besought him say- At namanhic sa caniya ang manga de- 

ing: (St. Math., chapt. 8., vers. 21). monio, na sinabi: 

And the blind and the lame came 
to him in the temple. (St. Math., 
chapt. 21, vers. 14). 

At nangagsilapit sa caniya sa templo 

| ang manga bulag at manga pilay. 
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And behold there appeared unto 
them Moses and Elijah talking 
with him. (St. Math., chapt., 17, 
vers. 3). 

At narito, napaquita sa canila si Moi- 
ses at si Elias na naquipagosap sa 
caulya. 

Immediately after the simple or the enlarged subject. This is 
the regular position of the verb in the independent sentence, when 
the form icdo of the second person pronoun in the singular, is used 
as the subject. 

Marami ang magsasabi sa aquin sa Arao 
Lord, Lord. (St. Math., chapt. 7, na yaon: Panginoon, Pangindon. 
vers. 22). 

Even so every good tree capt 

Many will say to me in that wnt 

Gayon ang lahat nang mabubuting ca- 
forth good fruit. (St. Math , chapt. huy namomong’ nang mabubuti. 
7, vers. 17.) 

At sinabi sa caniyaA ni Jesus: Icdo 
And Jesus said unto him, Thou 

| ang nagsasabi. 
sayest: (St. Math., chapt. 27, vers. 
IL.) 

Even in the second persons of the imperative of the active voice, 
the verb is used sometimes with the subject preceding. 

Ye therefore shall be perfect. (St. / 
Math., chapt. 5. vers. 48.) 

... or to say, Arise and walk. (St. ...6 sabihin: Magtindig ca, at icdo. 
Math , chapt. 9. vers. 5.) ay lumacad. 

Cayo nga,i, magpacabanal na lubos. 

The verb too, both in the affirmative and in the negative sen- 
tence, generally comes after the subject when the latter is represented 
by the indefinite pronoun sinoman. 

But whosoever shall deny me before Datapoua,t, sinoman sa aquin mag- 
men, him will I also deny ... (St. tatatua sa harap nang manga taud, ay 
Math., chapt. 10, vers. 33.) ytatatia co naman siya.... 

Whosoever therefore shall break one ) gi 7 at 
of these least commandments ... pacers Ngang caret bear BABAE 
(St. Math., chapt 5, vers. 19.) | UU ee BOT Mets 

No man can serve two masters. (St. Sinoma,i, hiadi macapaglilingcod . sa 
Math., chapt. 6, vers. 24.) dalauang panginoon. 

After the subject and the indirect object. 

He maketh her an adulteress. (St. Siya ang sa caniya,i, nagbibigay ca- 
Math., chapt. 5, vers. 32.) dahilanan nang pangangalunya. 

He shall give his angels charge con- 
cerning thee. (St. Math., chapt. 4, 
vers. 6.) 

) Sa caniyang manga angel siyd,i, mag- 
j bibilin tungcol sa iyo. 

In the negative sentence the verb in the active voice may 
practically take the same position as in the affirmative. It is well, 
however, to remark that whatever this position may be, it must 
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always be preceded, either mediately or immediately, by the negative 
adverb, and that in the second persons of the imperative the subject 
comes more frequently before the verb than is the case when the 
latter appears in the affirmative. 

This generation shall not pass away, 
till all these things be accom- 
plished ... (St. Math., chapt. 24, 
vers. 34). 

...this shall never be unto thee. 
(St., Math., chapt. 16, vers. 22.) 

.. do not even the publicans do 
the same? (St. Math., chapt. 
5, vers. 46). 

Ye shall in no wise enter into 
the kingdom of heaven. (St. 
Math., chapt. 18, vers. 3). 

I came not to call the right- 
eous, but sinners. (St. Math.) 
chapt. 9, vers. 13). 

Heaven and earth shall pass away, 
but my words shall not pass away. 
(St. Math., chapt. 24, vers 34). 

. hindf lilipas ang manga taud nga 
yon, hangang maganap ang lahat 
nang manga bagay na itd. 

cailin man ay hindi mangya- 
yari ito sa iyo. 

éHindi baga gungmagaud nang gayon 
din ang manga maniningil nang 
bouis? 

Sa and man paraan hindi cayo papasoc 
sa caharian nang langit. 

Hindi aco naparitb upan tumduag 
nang manga banal, 
manga macasalanan. 

cundi nang 

Ang langit at ang lupa ay lilipas, 
datapoua,t, ang aquing manga uica 
ay di lilipas. 

When the verb, both in the active and in the passive voice, 
is used in what is considered the prohibitive imperative with hwag, 
it generally precedes the agent, if the latter is represented by a 
pronoun; and follows it, if represented by a noun. 

Pagca icdo nga,i, naglilimos, ay houag 
sound not a trumpet before thee. cang tutogtog mang pacacac sa 

(St. Math., chap. 6, vers. 2). harap mo. 

Get you no gold, nor silver, nor Houag cayong magbaon nang guint, 

brass, in your purses. (St. Math., cahi,t, pilac, cahi,t, tansd sa inydng 

chapt. 10, vers. 9). manga supot. 

And bring us not into temptation F F 
(St. Math. chapt. 6, tae 13). At houag mo caming dalhin sa tucsb. 

Tell the vision to no man, until 

the son of man be risen from 
the dead. (St. Math. chapt. 
17, vers. 9). 

When therefore thou doest alms, 

Houag ninyong sabihin sa canino man 
ang naquita, hangan sa ang Anac 
nang taud ay macapagbangon sa 
manga patay. 

What therefore God hath joined NN 

together, let mot man put Ang pinapagsama nga nang Dios ay 

asunder. (St. Math., cbapt. 19, / houag papahiualayin nang taud. 

vers. 6). | 
But, lest we cause them to stumble... 

(St. Math., chapt. 17, vers. 27). 
Datapoua,t, upan houag tayong cati- 

suran nila... 

In the regular construction the direct complement of the active 

sentence does not come before the verb, for, as already stated, the 

reference to a determinate direct object generally requires the verb in the 

passive voice. If, however, for purposes of syntax, the consideration of 

a real direct complement is extended to sentences and a to the 
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partitive genitive of a noun in the accusative case, or to that emphatic 
object which in Tagalog is strictly a nominative case to the substantive 
verb understood, such members may then precede. 

Concerning thee, I will give charge Tungcol sa iyd magbibilin aco sa 
to thy father. iyong ama. 

: Sa lahat niyaong manga bulac-lac ay 
Of all those flowers, I shall not hindi acd tatangap nang ish man 

accept any. lamang. 

It is of those fruits that I have Dito sa manga bongang itd ang na- 
gathered some. muti aco. 

The various relative positions which the verb in the active voice 
may assume having thus been specified, the position of the other elements 
of the sentence comes to be thereby incidentally determined, and it 
is believed that no further exemplification as to their respective places 
is required than that which has been given in the foregoing sentences. 
It seems only pertinent to mention again here the privilege which the 
monosyllabic forms ca, co, and mo of the personal pronouns enjoy of 
preceding the adverb and the intensive, over and above that which 
they enjoy with the prepositive forms of all the other personal pronouns, 
of preceding the verb in interrogative, negative and prohibitive sentences 
when the latter begin with an adverb or a conjunction. 

Agree with thine adversary quickly... . .maquipagcasungd6 ca agad sa 
(St. Math., chapt. 5, vers. 25). iybng caauay. — 

If I do but touch his garment. (St. Cun mahipo co man lamang ang 
Math., chapt. 9, vers. 21). caniyang damit. 

Thou hypocrit cast out first the ) 
beam out of own eye. (St. Math., - 
chapt. 7, vers. 5). j 

And why beholdest thou the mote 
that is in they brother's eye, but 
considerest not the beam that isin 
thine own eye? (St. Math., chapt. 

Mapagpaimbabdo! Alisin mo muna 
ang cahoy sa iydng sariling mata. 

At baquit mo tinitingnan ang pouing 
na na sa mata nang iyong capatid, 
at hindi mo dinilidili ang cahuy na 

7, vers. 3). | na sa iyong sariling mata? 

And then will I profess unto them, At cung magcagay6,i, sasabihin co sa 
I never knew you. (St. Math., canila: cailan man hindi co cayo 
chapt. 7, vers. 27). naquilala. 

... and carest not for any one. (St. ....at hindif ca nangingimi canino 
Math., chapt. 22, vers. 16). man. 

Verily I say unto thee, thou shalt Catotohanan sinasabi co sa iyd na 
by no means come out thence, hindi ca aalis doon hangang hindi 
till thou have paid the last farth- mo mapagbayaran ang catapus- 
ing (St. Math., chapt, 5, vers. 26). tapusang belis. 

Lord when saw we thee hungry Pangindéon, gcailang ca naming na- 
and fed thee? (St. Math., chapt. quitang nagugutom at pinacain ca 
25, vers. 37). namin? 

But Jesus answered and said, ye Nguni,t, sumagot si Jesus at sinabi: 
know not what ye ask. (St. Math., Hindi ninyo nalalaman ang inyong 
chapt. 20, vers. 22). hinihingi. 

Fear them not therefore. (St. Math., } HAO Aa Kind BI ealaouk 
chapt. 10, vers. 26). j 5 ng yo sila catacutan. 
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In the passive sentence the syntax allows even more freedom for 
the arrangement of the elements which correspond logically with those 
of the active sentence which have just been considered, inasmuch as the 
grammatical subject or noun of suffering, generally corresponding to 
the direct complement in the active voice, comes frequently before 
the verb. This liberty for the construction of the passive sentence 
acknowledges but one limitation: that of the verb never following its 
agent if the latter is represented by a noun, or by a clause. (1). 

Examples follow showing the various orders in which these 
elements may be arranged in the passive sentence. 

Verb, agent, and subject. 

This is the most common construction, especially with the im- 
perative, and the one necessarily to be employed if the agent is 
represented by a noun or a clause. In the first example of those im- 
mediately following, this arrangement may be seen applied in the 
imperative with all the passive forms, the agent in every care being 
the second person pronoun in the singular. 

... go thou to the sea, and cast a 
a hook, and take up the fish that 
first cometh up, and when thou 
hast opened his mouth, thou shalt 
find a shekel: that take and give 
unto them for me and thee. (St. 
Math , chap., 17, vers 27.) 

Then was Jesus led up of the Spirit 

... pumaroon ca sa dagat, at yhulog 
mo ang cauil at cunin mo ang 
unang isdang lumitao, at pagca 
maybuca mo na ang caniyang bibig 
ay masumpongan mo ang isang 
siclo; cunin mo at ybigay mo sa 
canila sa ganang aquin at iyo, 

into the wilderness . . . (St. Math., ! Nang magcagayd,i, ynihatid nang Es- 
chap. 4, vers. I.) 

But the publicans and the harlots 
believed him. (St Math., chapt. 
21, vers. 32.) 

Agent, verb, and subject. 

piritu si Jesus sa ilang.... 

Datapoua,t, pinaniualaan nang manga 
maniningil nang bouis at nang ma- 
nga dalahira siya. 

This being the order which we may conceive to belong to the 
natural course of the ideas in the human mind, we may Consider it as 

the regular construction. The fact that it is not so frequently met with 
as the preceding one is due to the inability of the agent noun to come 
before the verb in the passive sentence. 

... lest happly while ye gather 
up the tares, ye root up the 
wheat with them. (St. Math., 
chapt. 13, vers. 29). 

... For we saw his star in the east. 
(St. Math., chapt. 2, vers. 2). 

bacA sa pagcuha nang manga 
pangsirang damo ay inyd namang 
mabunot na casama nila ang 
trigo. 

..sa pagca,t, aming naquita ang ca- 
niyang bitouin sa silanganan. 

Although the two preceding paragraphs show the prevalent forms 

of construction, the following transpositions however are also of fre- 

quent occurrence. 

Agent, verb, indirect object, and subject. 

... and learned from them exactly 
what time the star appeared. (St. 
Math , chapt. 2, vers. 7.) 

...at caniyang siniyasat sa canilang 

mainam ang panahon nang pagsilang 

nang bitouin. 

(1) Once at least in the Bible, the agent noun is found before the 

verb. Ni Raquel na tinangisan ang caniyang manga anac, “Rachel weeping for her 

children,” but, if not an error, it is a license not to be recommended, 
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Agent, subject, and verb. 

... come, let us kill him and take ait ena eee favs 
pasa a pm yo, atin siyang patayin at 
ng nakang (St Math., chapt. \ cunin natin ang caniyang mana. 

... naked and ye clothed me; I was ... hubad at iyo acong pinaramtan, 
sick and ye visited me. (St Math., acé,i, nagcasaquit, at inyd acong 
chapt. 25, vers. 36.) dinalao. 

Verb, subject, accusative of thing, and indirect object in the 
ablative, the agent being understood. 

And he spake to them many things At pinagsalitaan sila ng maraming 
in parables, saying: (St. Math, bagay sa manga talinghaga, na 
chap. 13, vers. 3.) sinahi. 

Verb, agent, subject, and direct object. 

Tinugtugan namin cayo nang flauta, 
...and say, we piped unto you, and 

aa (pu Mah. at hindi cayo sungmaydo. 

Verb, agent, and indirect object. 

... he inquired of them where the 
: : us ytinanong niya sa canila cun 

om Aba Pan St Math. | sian caya ypinanganac ang Cristo. 

o Kanila Halina At sinabi nila sa canila. 

Subject, agent, and verb. 

... and are come to worship him. .. at naparitb cami upang siyd,i, 
(St. Math., chapt. 2, vers. 2.) aming sambahin. 

.. that I also may come and wor- 
ship him. (St. Math., chapt. 2, | 
vers. 8.) 

|... upan aco namayi, pumardon at 
| siyai, aquing sambahin. 

Subject, indirect object, agent, and verb. 

.. all things therefore whatsoever 5 ign Hl sae die ae ... lahat nga na sa inyd,i, canilang 

observe. (St. Math., chap. 23, npapulos ty BATapia BINGO Ai 
vers. 3.) a 

Indirect object, and verb, with the agent understood. 

+ tnd he poo hare good Uge gao manga due ang ramp 
chapt. II, vers. 5.) ") ay ybinabalita. 

Indirect object, verb, and agent. 

And they asked him saying. (St At sa caniya,i, ytinanong nila na si- 
Math., chapt. 12, vers. 10.) nabi, 
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Indirect object, verb, and subject. 

Out of Egypt did I call may son. Sa Egipto tinduag co ang aquin 
(St. Math., chapt, 2, vers. 15). anac. a aang 

Although the verb in the clause, in the same way as in the 
sentence, may come before or after the agent, the latter construction 
is, however, prevalent. 

Verily I say unto you, Except ye Catotohanan sinasabi co sa inyo na 
turn and become as little children cun hindi cayo magbalic loob at 
(St. Math., chapt. 18, vers. 3.) maguing parang maliliit na bata. 

... he rejoiceth over it more than ...na siya,i, magagalac pa nang hi- 
over the ninety-nine which have guit sa isang yaon, cay sa siyam 
not gone astray. (St. Math., chapt. na pouo,t, siyam na hindi nanga- 
18, vers. 13.) ligao. 

Wilt thou then that we go and glbig mo baga na cami pumardon at 
gather them? (St. Math., chapt. aming cunin ang manga pangsirang 
13, vers. 28.) damo? 

... butif the salt have lost its savor, 
wherewith shall it be salted? (St N 
Math., chap. 5, vers. 13.) 

And if thy right eye causeth thee At cun ang canan mong mata ay 
to stumble, pluck it out... (St. macapagpapatisod sa iyd, ay du- 
Math., chapt. 5, vers. 29.) quitin mo... 

.. nguni,t, cun ang asin ay naualang 
bisa, ay gand ang ypagasin? 

But most frequently, however, the agent in the clause is left 
understood if it has been expressed in the sentence. 

...forit is profitable for thee that ... sapagca,t, may mapapaquinabang 
one of thy members should perish ca pa na mauala ang isa sa manga 
... (St. Math., chapt. 5, vers. 30.) sangcap nang cataoudn... 

Of course, if the agent of the passive verb is a noun, the verb, 
then, must precede, in conformity with the rule referred to above. 

But if God so clothe the grass of Nguni,t, cun pinararamtan nang Dios 
aa (St. Math., chapt. nang ganito ang damo sa parang. 

There is no obligatory construction for the interrogative sen- 
tence in Tagalog. There exists only a tendency to construct in the 
same order as in English by using the verb before the agent. 

May ilan tadn ca na? 

Ilan ca nang taon? 
IlAn taén ca na? 

How old are you already? ilan nang taon? 
(How many years have you already?) ) Icdo ay 

ilan tadn na? 
| Icdo ay mayroon ilan tadn na? 
Ilan tabn mayroon ca na? 
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The interrogative adverbs baga-ba, cay4 may be placed at any 
part of the sentence, except at the beginning, with the condition, 
however, that they must immediately follow ca, co, mo or any other 
monosyllabic word, and that they cannot be immediately preceded 
by may. 

éMayréon baga---caya silang a 
' iMayréon bulac-lac baga =caya sila? 

Have: they Some: NONA Mana bulac-lac sila baga? 
| éMayroon silang bulac-lac baga? 
) gMay--mayroong damit ca baga? 
gMayroon ca bagang damit? 
éBabasaguin mo ba--baga ang aquing 

manga pingan? 
gAng manga pingan co,i, babasaguin 

mo caya? 
gMay maraming singsing na guinto baga 

ang inydng capatid na babaye? 
gMay maraming singsing na guintdé ang 

capatid ninydng babaye caya? 
Ang inyong capatid na babaye baga 

gmay maraming singsing na guinto? 7. 

Have you some clothes? 

Will you break my plates? 

Has your sister many gold rings? | 

As mayroon, may and ualé are so frequently used, something 
more here is said with regard to their place in the sentence. 

In affirmative sentences mayréon may be put at the beginning, 
with either the subject or the object of possession following; or in 
the middle between the subject and the object of possession. 

Mayroong salapi sila. 
Mayroon silang salapi. 

They have money. 
Sila,i, mayroong salapi. 

May can assume one of the last two positions only, for it 
cannot be immediately followed by the subject. 

Peter has money. May salapi si Pedro. 
Thou hast many books. Icdo ay may maraming libro. 

Uald takes in the negative sentence the same positions as may- 
roon in the affirmative. 

Ualang salapi sila. 
Uala silang salapi. 

They have no money. 
Sila,i, ualang salapi. 

_ This privilege may be extended so as to include adverbs or 
adjectives used adverbially, if it is intended to render them prominent 
in the sentence, or to draw attention thereto. 

Mahal magbih ang insic na manganga- dear. (Dear sell Chinese merchants nG ki 
lacal ang canilang manga calacal. 

Chinese merchants sell their goods 

their goods). 
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_.. When an interrogative word is used to begin the sentence, the 
indirect complement frequently comes before the verb. 

Who warned you to flee from the bin, ad 
gSino ang sa inyd,i, nagsabi upan tu- th t 

Kanto o comer (at Math, capi macas sa galit na darating? 3, vers. 7). 

If the order in which elements other than the verb may be 
arranged in the sentence is to be determined by considerations of 
euphony and not of emphasis or perspicuity, the rule wbich seems 
to prevail is that of the shortest 

Iwill reply to him... Sasagutin co siya. 
Then shall therighteousanswer him. Cun magcagay6,i, sasagutin siya nang 

(St. Math., chap. 25, vers. 37). manga banal. 

Ha The emphatic qualificative predicate takes its place at the be- 
ginning between the article and the verbal ligament with the subject 
at the end of the sentence. 

The powerful is God. Ang macapangyayari ay ang Dios. 
It is ye that are wise. Ang marurunong ay cayo. 

An empbatic objective case of a noun or pronoun may have 
cay before it. 

... but he that cometh aftermeis .. datapoua,t, ang pungmaparitd sa 
mightier than I. (St. Math., chapt. aquivg huliha,i, lalong macapangya- 
3, vers. 11). rihan cay sa aquin. 

Is not the life more than the food, gHindi baga mahiguit ang buhay cay 
and the body than the raiment? sa pagcain at ang catauoan cay sa 
(St. Math., chapt. 6, vers. 25). pananamit? 

A subordinate sentence, with or without the conjunction or di- 
rective, may be the subject of the passive verb in the principal one. 

And Joseph arose from his sleep, At nagbangon si José sa pagcacato- 
and did as the angel of the Lord log, at guinaud niya ang ayon sa 
commanded him. (St. Math., ypinagutos sa caniya nang angel 
chapt. 1, vers. 24). nang Pangindon. 

Give to him that asketh thee, and 
from him that would borrow of 
thee turn not thou away. (St. | 
Math., chapt. 5, vers. 42). | 

Big yan mo ang sa iyd,1, hungmihingi, 
at houag talicdin ang sa iyd,i, na- 
néungutang. 

In the same manner a clause, together with the preposition, 

may be the direct complement of the active verb of the sentence, 

. .. .datapoua,t, houag cayong gumaua 
.... but do not ye after their works. ( TANA aba bo maga 

(St. Math, chapt. 26, vers. 3). | kaa aiunGunBa. BA. PARINIG 5 

The agent and the subject of the determining passive verb may 

serve for that which is determined by it in the sentence. 

What are ye willing to give me And ang ibig ninyong _ybigay sa 

and will deliver him unto you? aquin at siya,t, ybibigAy co sa 

(St. Math., chapt. 26, vers. 15). inyo? 
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In the foregoing examples and and mninyd, it will be noticed, 
serve both for ibig and for ybigdy. This may be the case too even when 
the determining and the determined verbs are in different passives, 
as, for instance, in the following example, where the above mentioned 
pronouns serve both for linabas and for mamasdan. 

But what went ye out to see? (St. Datapdua,t, gand ang linabas ninyong 
Math., chapt. 11, vers. 8). mamasdan? 

That which is the grammatical subject of the determining verb 
in the passive sentence may serve as the agent of the determined 
verb in the active clause. 

Suffer the little children, and forbid Pabayaan ninyd ang maliliit na bata 
them not to come unto me. (St. at houag ninyo pabaualan lumapit 
Math., chapt. 19, vers 14). sa aquin. 

And, conversely, the logical subject, be it a noun or pronoun, 
of the active verb in the sentence may become the grammatical 
subject of the passive clause. 

Why do you not answer when you 
are called? 

Servants should answer quickly Ang manga alila,i, dapat sila sungma- 
when they are summoned. sagot agad cun tinatauag. 

Baquit di ca sumagot cun tinatauag? 

The agent may be the same for the determining and for the 
determined passive verb. 

Are you willing to say it? élbig ninyong sabihin (baga)? 

The above instances show that where the subject or the agent 
in the sentence is the same as in the clause, it may be omitted in 
the latter. The same may be the case in the second of two passive 
sentences having mutual relation. 

Not all men can receive this saying, | 
but they (those) to whom it is 
given. (St. Math., chapt. 5, 
vers. 11). 

Hindi matatangap nang lahat ang sali- 
tang itd, cundi niyaong manga pi- 
nagcalooban. 

Very frequently the verb in the active voice takes another verb 
for its complement. 

. cc i Aral Po ma eh ... natacot siyang pumardon déon. 

And so, too, in the case of the verb in the passive voice. 

Ye have heard that it was said.. 
(St. Math., chapt. 5, vers. 22.) 

The clause in which the English :gerund is used to represent 
a subordinate action, present or past, as occurring simultaneously with 
the principal one may have in Tagalog the verb in the finite form 
with na preceding. 

... that it might be fulfilled which 
was spoken by the Lord through 
the prophet, saying. . . (St. Math., 
chapt. I, vers. 22.) 

Naringig ninyong sinabi... 

.. upan maganap ang sinabi nang 
Pangindon sa pamamaguitan nang 
profeta na nagsabi... 
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And Jesus went about all the cities At linilib ; ; 
and the villages teaching in their inilibot ni Jestis ang lahat nang 
synagogues... (St. Math., chapt. manga ciudad at manga bayan, at 

_ 9, vers. 35.) nagtuturo sa manga sinagoga nila... 

Other peculiarities of construction besides those here given will be 
found, but as several of these have already been mentioned in foregoing 
chapters, and as practically all other peculiarities are so in keeping with 
the way of casting thought in the language as to be readily understood 
by the student, further examples are deemed unnecessary. 

SIXTY- EIGHTH EXERCISE. 

THE CONFITEOR. 

I confess to Almighty God, to blessed Mary ever Virgin, to 
blessed Michael the Archangel, to blessed John the Baptist, to the holy 
Apostles, Peter and Paul, and to all the Saints, that I have sinned 
exceedingly, in thought, word, and deed, through my fault, through 
my most grievous fault. Therefore, I beseech the blessed Mary, ever 
Virgin, blessed Michael the Archangel, blessed John the Baptist, the 
holy Apostles Peter and Paul, all the Saints, to pray to the Lord our 
God for me. 

May the Almighty God have mercy upon me, forgive me my 
sins, and bring me to everlasting life. Amen. 

May the Almighty and most merciful Lord grant me pardon, 
absolution and full remission of all my sins. Amen. 

THE SALVE REGINA. 

Hail holy Queen, Mother of Mercy, our Life, our Sweetness, 
and our Hope; to thee do we cry, poor banished sons of Eve; to 
thee do we send up our sighs, mourning and weeping in this valley 
of tears. Turn, then, most gracious Advocate, thine eyes of mercy 
towards us, and after this our exile, show unto us the blessed fruit 
of thy womb, Jesus, O clement, O loving, O sweet Virgin Mary. 

SIXTY-NINTH LESSON. 

YCAANIM NA POUO,T, SIYAM NA PAGARAL. 

THE COLLOQUIAL LANGUAGE. 

- To the rules of syntax given in the two preceding lessons it 
will be well to append a few notes on colloquial Tagalog, which are 
suggested by a consciousness of some of the common errors into 
which Europeans are apt to fall. 

First. Do not regard every utterance from the native mouth 

as a-rule in the language. The average native's speech i, through 
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ignorance and laziness, liable to much impropriety, while that of his 
fellow-countryman, the ilustrado coxcomb, is, through affectation, distorted 
into extravagant flights and senseless neologisms in his vain attempt 
at a display of originality. In fact, the language proves to be too 
elaborate for both the one and for the other. 

This warning seems the more timely on the present occasion, 
when the craving for novelties has reached a point that threatens to 
shake the foundations of the language. and the student, therefore, 
needs not feel too much surprised if after having, in his opinion, a 
full command thereof he finds that children and country people speak 
a language more genuine and grammatical than other sections of the 
community. If he cannot secure the aid of some unbiased native 
authority |(and true native authorities he will find very few), he 
will do well to trust to his own judgment, rather than allow himself 
to be guided indiscrimivately by whatever he hears in the society 
around him. 

Second. Use the verb in its primary meaning, and the simple 
verbal particle, if the use in a modified meaning, or that of the 
modificative particle is not well understood, and the i passive or 
that referring to the direct object of the verb, instead of the other 
passive forms, in cases where no complete assurance exists as to 
the proper use of the latter. Instead of saying, for instance, mag- 
hinay ca, say: gumaud cang hinay-hinay, instead of, hindi acd na- 
cacalacad, say: hindi: aco maaring lumdcad, instead of, pinaparitd aco, 
say: inotusan acing parito, instead of, ybili mo acd, say: bilhin mo (para) 
sa aquen; instead of, bigyin mo siyd, say: ybigéy mo sa caniya: etc. 
Or it may be found easier to use the adverb as determining, and the 
substantive term as the determined verb, saying: tiniquis niyd guinaud 
instead of, guinaud niyang tiquis, “he did it on purpose,” pagcosaan 
mo ybigdy, instead of, ybigdy mo nang cusa, “give it willingly,” etc. 
As almost every word in the language can be used as a verb, there 
is scarcely any instance where the speaker does not enjoy the priv- 
ilege of using the one or the other kind of expression. 

Third. Get rid of the notion that it is necessary in Tagalog 
to express invariably by nouns or pronouns the agents and objects 
of the actions spoken of. Sentences in Tagalog are arranged in a 
more impersonal and elliptical manner than in the civilised languages 
of Europe. 

Give me. Big-ian aco. 
Tell him Sabihin sa caniya. 
Read it. Basahin. 
Do not say it. Houag sabihin. 
Give it back. Ysaoli mo. 
Let us give them back to him. Saolian natin. 
I think, I believe. Acala co,i,... (my guess is,) 
He wishes, he is willing. Ibig niya,i,. .. (his desire is). 
It seems. D{ua,i,. . . (the appearance is). 
They say... a sabi, ang balita,i,... (the report 

I am told, people tell me. .. ap sabi nang manga taud sa aquin 

I hear that she is going tobemarried. Ang sabi,i, na siya,i, magaasaua. 
Mabuti pa ang paglacad sa panganga- 

I like walking better than driving. rruage. (from Sp. carruage) (Lit. 
walking is better than driving). 
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a Even in scolding others, natives, frequently, adopt such an 
indirect mode of address as to dispense with the Tagalog equivalent 
for the pronoun “you,” used in similar English sentences. 

gPipi baga itong bata? gat di siya 
ee why do you not f sungmasagot? (Lit. is this boy mute? 

why does he not answer?) 
jAbaa! itdng taubng itd. gDi niya na- 
mamasdan na ang quiso,i, pinupusa? 
(Lit. Oh! this boy! and he does not 
give any attention to the cheese being 
nibbled at by cats?) 

jAyda, j(ma)tamad na (ma)tamad itdng 
| taud! (Lit. what a lazy fellow this!) 

How stupid you are! can you not see 
the cats eating the cheese? 

What a lazy fellow you are! 

Fourth. Learn to employ the various passive forms of the verb 
and try to overcome the difficulties of construction peculiar to these 
forms. 

The rats ate up the candles. Ang manga candila,i, dinaga. 
Wild boars uproot hemp-producing Ang manga ponong abacd,i, inoongcal 

trees. nang babuy damo. 
The officers of Board of Health set Pinasonog nang manga sanitario (Sp.) 

fire to the nipa houses and pre- ang manga bahay na pauid at hina- 
vented the plague from spreading. harang ang salot na cumalat. 

Fifth. Bear in mind the distinction between the sense given to 
an intransitive verb by the particle um and that which is imparted 
by mag. Um denotes how the subject is affected by the action, mag 
what use the action is put to by him. Such verb, for instance, as 
“to swim’ may be considered either as descriptive of the condition 
of the person who swims, or as of some circumstance or purpose 
attending the action of swimming. Hence, lumangoy, “to swim,” mag- 
langoy, “to take along with in swimming,” “to swim for.” On 
the other hand, to say tumangis is to put more stress on the person 
who weeps, while magtangis, is more in reference to the cause of 
weeping; sungmusilat siya, refers more to the manual action, to his 
penmanship; nagsusilat siyd, lays stress on the thought he conveys to 
others by writing. Bumauas=mauas, “to waste, to lessen by taking 
a portion out of a heap, for the subject,” magbauas, “to diminish by giving 
a portion to others,” but practically, the difference here is not great. 

The following verbs will add to the illustrations given above. 

To walk. Lumacad. 
To carry along something inwalking Maglacad. 
To fly. Lumipad. 
To fly to and fro. .Maglipad. 
To leap. Lumocs0. 
To rush on, to leap along with. Maglocsd. 
To fall back. , Umorong. 
To withdraw, to take back. Magorong. 
To dive. To dive for. Sumisid. Magsisid. 
To sit down. To sit down. (many) Umopd. Magopo. 
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Sixth. Try to employ the specific instead of the generic term 

for the action to be described, when, as it is generally the case in 

Tagalog, there isa verb for that particular manner of action. It may 
be possible to make oneself understood by using gaud and adding 
the complementary word for the special kind of work, but it is better 
to employ the appropiate term for the particular manner or object of 
working, by using some of the specific terms given in the following lists: 

Work. Gaua. (rood-word) (generic). 
To make (something) speedly. . Magmadali. 
To make, to do something superfi- | Umapao. 

cially. j 
To do carefully. Lumanay. 
To make carefully. Maglanay. 
To do, to practice, to train, to Magsanay. 

exercise. 
To make something slowly or little , Maghinay-hinay, mag-inot-inot, mag- 

by little. otayotay. 
To work by night, to wake. Lumamay. 
To make something by night Maglamay. 
To do at random. Magpasumala. 
To do something willingly. Magcusa. 
To make something. (many at the | Mangagsabay. 

same time). o 
To do, make something again. Bumago. 
To work manually. Cumimot. 
To make a retraction. Tumaliuacas. 
To do harm. Magpanganyaya. 
To work earnestly. Magsaquit, magsumaquit. 
To work by the job. Magpaquiao. 
To make salt. 

To break, to fracture, to smash. 
To destroy. 
To split, to cleave. 
To rip, to unseam. 
To rend, to tear. 
To break, to divide, to separate by 

using one's teeth. 
To break some metallic object. 
To break asunder 
To break asunder (rattans). 
To crush, to break by collision. 
To crack. (as a nut or an egg-shell) 
To pound unhulled rice. (palay). 

| 

To part. (a line), to disunite. (trans) 

To part (intrans.), to be disunited. 

To strike. 

To strike, to beat, to cudgel. 
To knock about, to deal out blows 

with a stick. 
To strike with the open hand, to slap. 

To strike with the fist, to box. 

Magtasic, magasin. 

Bumasag, masag, magbasag. 
Sumira. (generic.) 
Mali, magbali. 
Tumastas, magtastas. 
Gumisl, 

Ngumalot. 

Bumingtal. 
Bumiac. 
Manhimatir. 
Magpocol. 
Magpisa. 
Bumayo. 
Pumatid, matir, magpatid, lumagot. 

maglagot. 
Mapatid, malagot. 
Pumocpoc, mocpoc, magpocpoc (gen- 

eric). 
Pumalo, humampas. 

Humambalos. 

Tumampal. 
Sumuntoc. 
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To strike, to beat (as wool, cotton 

etc.) for cleansing or fulling: 
shake clothes clean. 

To flap, to applaud, to clap. 
To strike, to pound. 

To throw away, to cast off. 
To throw something to the ground, 

to dash. 
To throw up into the air. 
To thrust, to dart a spear. 
To pelt, to throw stones at, to hurl. 
To throw about, to scatter, to emit. 
To cast up, to vomit. 
‘To throw splints at. 
To shoot at, to aim at. 

To look at. 
To look at for. 
To look back. 
To look at sumething in astonish- 

ment, to behold, to gaze at. 
To look sideways at. 
To look upwards. 
To look at from afar, to sight. 
To stare, to look at fixedly. 
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to p Pumagpag; magpagpag. (intensive). 

Pumacpac, magpacpac, magpalacpac. 
Pumitpit, magpitpit. 

Magtapon. (generic). 

i Magholog. 

Magtalang. 
Magborlong, sumibat. 
Humaguis, maghaguis. 
Magbulagsac. 
Sumuca, magsuca. 
Magbalibang, magbalibat. 
Tumurla. 

Tumingin. (generic), 
Cumita. 
Lumingon. 

! Pandor. 

Sumuliap. 
Tumingala. 
Tumanao. 
Tumitig. 

Seventh. Try to get accustomed to the use of the radical alone, 
or the radical with the passive particle in the second persons of the 
imperative, leaving tone or gesture to complement the meaning. 

Run. Tacbo. 
Finish. Tapus. 
Take. (it, them, { (what is near at ; 

some]. hand orin sight). ni 
Kill. (it, them). do. Patayi. 
Cast. (it. them). do. Ytapon--taponan. 
Look at. (it, them, him, her). 
Buy. (it, them). Seize. 

Tingni, tingnan. 
Bilhin. Daquip. 

SIXTY-NINTH EXERCISE. 

What shall I buy for his children? Buy some toys for them. Shall 
I send the servant for bread? “Send him. Shall I kill the big cock? Kill 
it. What should he do with that money? Let him return it to him. 
Do you believe there will be money enough? I think there will not be 
sufficient. What does he wish to have? He wishes to have something 
to drink. How does he feel? He seems to be very ill. What did your 
sisters tell him? They told him that they will come by six o'clock. 
What about Mr. Reynolds? I hear that he is going to start a rice-hull- 
ing business. Why do you go on foot? I like better to walk than (to) 
ride. What do you bring me there? I bring you some oil What an 
idiot you are! I told you to bring water, and you bring oil. You are 
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behaving badly and it will serve you right if you get a drubbing. Why 
are these clothes thus destroyed? Because they were eaten up by white ants. 
Where is the fruit that has been destroyed by ravens? I threw it to 
the swine. What has been spoiled by ants? The plants of my garden 
have been all of them spoiled by ants, and the trees dug up by swine. 
What does he carry along in walking? He carries along some food to eat 
on his way. (journey) What do kites carry off? Kites carry off chickens. 
Why is the food so badly cooked? Because the cook has cooked it in a 
hurry. Did you read the paper I lent you yesterday? I did superficially. 
(perused, looked over). How shall I make this translation? Make it slowly. 
Do you engage in prayer the whole night? I pray the whole night. Did 
she do it willingly? She did. Is this letter well written? No, write it again. 
Did he use a tool to make that? No, he made it with his hands. Does the 
carpenter work on wages or by the job? He works by the job. Did you rip 
your shirt? No, I have not yet ripped it. Did Peter tear out the book leaves? 
He did. How does your grandmother break the betel nut? She always 
cracks it with her teeth. Will your sister break the ring? She will. Is the 
rope parted? It is. Whom did he slap? He slapped his servant. Why did 
not my 'brother shake (flap) his clotbes clean? He had to pound the rice. 
Why does your child throw away fruits? He is amusing himself by throw- 
ing some in the air. What are those boys doing? They are hurling stones 
at your horse. May I take that book? Take it. Where shall I put these 
papers? Throw them away. Where are the birds? Over there, look at them. 
Do you wish your friend to buy the horse? Let him buy it. What are you 
looking at? Iam looking at the stars in the sky, they shine very brightly. 
Whom are you looking for there at the window? I am trying to see 
my child who was just a while ago playing with his schoolmates, but I no 
longer see him. Whom is Peter looking back for? He is looking back for 
Mary who remained at the well. What were the lovers doing? They 
were looking sideways at each other. From where did you sight the ship? 
I sighted her from the summit of that mountain. 

SEVENTIETH LESSON. YCAPITONG POUONG PAGARAL. 

THE LIGAMENTS. 

To what has been said in the part devoted to Prosody and in 
the Fourth Lesson about the ligaments, we now append some additional 
remarks on the same subject, one likely to tax the learner's patience. 

G, ng, and na, as ligaments, require two different terms to be 
linked, and, therefore, nouns referring to the very same person or entity 
are not linked together. 

Father Charles. Si Pare Carlos. 
Saint John Chrysostomus. Ang poon si San Juan Crisdstomo. 
The Rodriguez family. Sina Rodriguez. 

In the same way and for the same reason, nouns in the voc- 
ative case are not linked either. 

You, Americans. Cay6, manga americano. 
You, natives. Cayé, manga tagalog 
Listen, my brethren. Paquingan, manga capatid co. 
Ye, sinners, bewarel Mag-ingat cayé, manga macasalanan, 
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If, however, a characteristic predicate is added to an historical 
name, or an adjective or numeral is used as an epithet to a noun, 
the ligament or the article should be employed, as it is also the 
case with the latter in English. 

King Ferdinand the Saint. ) a ea Santo, or, 

Pater the learned. o or, si Pedro 
ng. 

Leadon PAPA oe ea na ycalaua, or, ycalauang 
pagaaral 

The same takes place with any adjectival clause. 

| Si Juanang anac nang aming alila, 
Jane, the daughter of our servant. or, si Juana, ang anac nang aming 

alila. 

As for the use of na after words ending in two different vowels, this is 
generally the case with such words as are accented on the antepenultimate 
syllable. If the word is otherwise accented, ng is to be preferred. 

Limpid water. Malinao na tubig. 
Clear day. Arao na maliudnag. 
Stealing fellow. Magnanacao na taud. 
Good fellow. Tauodng mabuti. 
Tenth exercise. Ycasangpouong pagsasanay. 

Copulative and alternative conjunctions, whether polysyllabic or 
not, cause the preceding word to drop the ligament. Thus, nouns 
or sentences put in relation by means of any such conjunctions, either 
expressed or understood, are not linked together. 

Life and death. Ang buhay at camatayan. 
John, Peter and Frank. Si Juan, si Pedro,t, si Quicoy. 

The water and arrack. Ang tubig pati dlac. 

Body and soul. Ang cataoudn sampong caloldua. 

The Cruz family and Jane. Sina Cruz ni Juana. 
Little birds feed on worms and Ang 6od quinacdin nang (mu)mun- 

the former are eaten (devoured) ting ibon at ang munting ibon 

by kites. ay linalamon nang lauin. 

This or that. It} 6-cun iyan. © 

Whether long or short. Mahaba man, maicli man. 

Be it true or false. Maguing totod, maguing cabulaanan. 

Shall you come or not? gPariritdb ca dili. 

Any pause in the speech, generally indicated in English by 

the comma or a similar sign of punctuation, is in Tagalog indicated 

by dropping the ligament. 

You, Sir, are wealthy; I, a poor Cayé po,i, mayaman, aco,i, mahirap 

man. na tauo... ; 

Do not say that, you may be Houag sabihin iyan, icdo ay haham- 

punished. pasin. 
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The articles of Faith are fourteen, Ang manga punong sinasampalataya- 
seven of which refer to the divin- nan ay labing Apat, pito sa canila,i, 
ity of Jesus Christ. naodcol sa pagcadios ni Jesucristo. 

In the same way and for the same reason, explanatory phrases 
introduced in the sentence by way of parentbesis, and words of a 
digressive character are not linked to either the word preceding or 
following them. 

The soul.i, e., the vital principle. Ang caloldua, diua baga nang catauoan. 
Religion, I say, not only is the Ang Religion, anaquin, hindi lamang 

word of God, but also.. uica nang Dios, cundi naman..... 
Pay forthwith the debt, he says. Bayaran mo dao capagdaca ang utang. 
The servant, it seems, lacks pru- 

dence. 
The priest, he says, is dead. Ang Pare, uica niya,i, namatay na. 

Faith, the a Fathers say, is like | ANg pananampalataya, HAD! nang a torch that . manga Santong Pare, ay parang 
isang tanglao... 

Ang alila, anaqui, ualang cabaitan. 

If between a noun and its qualifying word or vice-versa, some par- 
ticle or intensive adding to the sense is inserted, the ligament incumbent 
on the first of the two passes over to the particle or intensive. 

Tall person. Taudng mataas, or, mataas na tauo. 

Taud nang mataas, or, mataas nang 
taud, or, taubng mataas na. 

She is likewise a wealthy woman. _ Siya,i, babaye namang mayaman. 

Old person still strong. errs Har or, matanda 

Much money indeed. Marami ngang salapi. 

Person already tall. 

If two or more of such particles or intensives are inserted, the 
ligament adheres to the last particle or intensive. 

A girl who is already also a! Dal ‘ ee t 
school-mistress. | O aaa 

Saint John, the disciple always Si San Juan, ang alagad na parati 
most beloved by Jesus Christ. at lalo pang iniibig ni Jesucristo. 

This rule holds good also for the monosyllabic pronoun ca. 

You are a good boy. Bata cang mabait. 
You are, certainly, a scoundrel, Taud ca nganing tacsil. 

As indicated elsewhere the rule is not applicable to negative 
adverbs. 

You did not write. Hindi ca sungmulat. 
I will not say it. Di co sasabihin. 

You did not stop, that is the 
reason why you did not see it, Di ca tungmaban, caya di mo naquita. 
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The prohibitive houag is excepted, for it causes the pronoun 
or the particle to be linked to the verb if the former is inserted, 
but not if put after. 

Let Peter be cudgeled no longer. } ee na as M pa ED ar, 

Houag cayéng tumacbd, or, houa Do not ma (pira). a | tumacbd cay6. 8 
Do not buy it. (sing). Houag mong bilhin. 
Let them not come here Houag silang pumaritd. 
Let him not kill the pig. Houag niyang patayin ang babuy. 

Two verbs, one of which is as a direct complement of the 
other are linked together if the first of them ends in a vowel: but 
not if it ends in a consonant, n excepted. 

We desire to learn. Tayo,i, nagnanasang magaral. 
They endeavour to learn. Sila,i, nagsusumaquit magaral. 

The same is the case with phrases where an adjective governs 
the infinitive with the verb “to be" understood. 

Beautiful to see. Magandang tingnan. 
Easy to be made. Magaang gaoin. 
Hard to be broken. Matigas biaquin. 
Light for running. Malicsing tumacbo, 

or if the past participle is governed by an adverb. 

Newly made. Bagdng guinauad. 
Written on purpose. Tiquis sinulat. 

Neither adverbs of place and negation nor the words following 
them take the ligament. 

Write here. Dito ca sumulat. 
DiyAn siyA cungmain, or, cungmain 

He ate there. siya diyan. 

: Doon si ama namatay, or, namatay 
There my father died. | rer pasang 

I do not wish to go out. Di co ibig umalis. 
Heis not willing to drink any liquor. Hindi siya ibig uminom nang @lac. 

Of the causative and adversative conjunctions, sa pagca, nguni, data- 
poua, are linked by means of t, palibhasa, by means of 2, as explained in 
foregoing lessons, the other are used without any ligament at or before them. 

A man should be Lonest although Ang taud,i, dapat magmabuting Asal 
he be poor. bagaman siya,1, duc ha. 

This is not yours, but mine. Itd,i, hindi iyd, cundi aquin. 
Buy it, since you have money. Iyong bilhin, yamang icdo may salapi. 
Not a scoundrel, but ratber a saint. Hinditacsil, cundibagcus santo--banal. 

54 
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Interjections reject the ligament, unless they be used as a noun. 

Would to God he would come.  jCahimanauari pumarito siya! 
What a pity, so much money! (Sayang! ganiyan caraming pilac. 
What does this (word) add mean? Itong abdng itd, gand ang cahulugan? 

The interrogative pronouns excepted, any other interrogative word 
may be used without any ligament. . 

How many days? éllan arao? 
Where are they going towards? Sadan sila napatotongo? 
Why did you read it? éBaquin mo binasa? 
When will you (plur) pay? gtuailan cayd magbabayad? 

Ay--i is employed when the verb is used in merely the ver- 
bal sense or stress is laid on the action, ang when it is used in 
the participial sense or stress is laid on the agent. 

He stole. Siya,i, nagnacao. 
It is he who stole. Siya ang nagnacao. 

Notwithstanding all that has been said on the ligaments, the- 
student should remember that Tagalog is hardly yet fixed on this 
and other points nor is it likely to be so for years to come, and that, 
as a consequence thereof, he will probably find these rules disregarded 
in practice. ‘lhe fact is that the language has not yet been developed 
to a point where tneory and practice can be made to coincide with 
any great degree of accuracy, and thus the rules laid down should be 
considered as being only approximative 

SEVENTIETH EXERCISE. 

FIRST VISIT TO THE MOST HOLY SACRAMENT. 

Behold Jesus in the Holy Sacrament, the source of every good, in- 
viting all to visit Him. “Let him that thirsts come to me.” --Saint John— 
Oh! what waters of grace have the Saints continually drawn from this 
fountain, where, according to the prediction of Isaias, Jesus dispenses 
all the merits. of His passion! ‘You shall draw waters of joy from 
the fountains of your Saviour”--Isaias XII..-From her long and fre- 
quent visits to Jesus Christ in the Holy Kucharist, the Countess of 
Feria, that illustrious disciple of the venerable Father M. Avila, was 
called the Spouse of the Sacrament. Being asked how she was em- 
ployed durirg the hours which she spent at the foot of the altar, 
she replied: “I would remain there for all eternity; for the Holy 
Sacrament contains the essence of God, who will be the food of the 
blessed. Good Gud! I am asked what I do in the presence of my 
Saviour. Why am I not rather asked what do I not do? I love 
Him, I praise Him, I thank Him for His favours. I suplicate His 
mercy; I do what a beggar does in the presence of a rich man, what 
a sick man does in the presence of his physician, what a person 
parched with thirst does before a clear fountain, or what a man faint- 
ing from hunger does before a splendid table.” 
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O my most amiable, sweet, and beloved Jesus, my life, my 
hope, my treasure, and the only love of my soul. How dearly has 
it cost Thee to remain with us in this Sacrament! To dwell on 
our altars, and to assist us by Thy presence, Thou hadst first to die 
on a cross, and aflerwards to submit to numberless injuries in the 
Holy Sacrament. Thy love and Thy desire to be loved by us, have 
conquered all difficulties. 

Come, then. O Lord!. Come and take possession of my heart. 
Lock the door of it for ever, that no creature may ever enter, to 
share in that love which is due to Thee, and whieh I desire to give 
entirely to Thee. O my dear Redeemer, mayest Thou alone possess 
my whole being, and should I ever be wanting in perfect obedience 
to Thee, chastise me with severity, that, for the future, I may be 
more careful to please Thee in all things. Grant that I may never 
more desire or seek any other pleasure than that of pleasing Thee, 
and of receiving Thee, of visiting Thee, and of receiving Thee in the 
Holy Sacrament. Let others seek earthly goods, I love and desire 
only the treasure of Thy love. This gift only do I ask of Thee 
at the foot of Thy altar. Grant that I may forget myself to re- 
member only Thy goodness. Ye, blessed seraphin, I do not envy 
your glory, but your love for your and my God. ‘Teach me what 
I must do to love and please Him. 

END OF THE GRAMMAR. 





APPENDIX. 

PROVERBS. 

In no better way is natives fancy displayed than in proverbs, 
adages, riddles and paradoxes, which, one might say, constitute the 
very pith of their speech and are considered by them the highest form 
of wit. 

We give hereafter some Tagalog proverbs which have fairly 
exact counterparts in English. A translation as literal as it can be 
of the Tagalog words is offered opposite on a third column. This 
translation will be found in many cases to trample upon English 
syntax and accurateness. It is needless to say here that this has 
been done on purpose and with the view that the learner may thus derive 
more useful information. 

ENGLISH. TAGALOG. LITERAL TRANSLATION. 

The thread will eet 
where it is weakest. 

A man’s word should be 
as good as his bond. 

We see the mote in our 
neighbour’s eye, and 
not the beam in our 
own, 

A word is enough to 
the wise. 

are silent. 

And mang tibay nang 
torseng abaca, capag- 
nagsosolo (1). uala din 
puersa(2). (catibayan). 

Cun sinong umaco, si- 
yang napapaco. 

Marunong cumita nang 
sa ibang uling, bago,i, 
sa muc-ha niya,i, nag- 
lauit ang aguiu. 

Sucat ang catagang sabi 
sa marunong umin- 
tindi. (3). 

Ualang mabuting sacsi 
para nang sa papel 
sabi. 

However strong the 
hemp fiber may be, as 
soon as it is left alone 
has no strength at all. 

He who promises, he 
becomes nailed. 

One knows how to see 
others” charcoal stain, 
while one's (his) face 
hangs with soot. 

A single word suffices 
to a wise under- 

stander. 

There is not so good 
a witness as what is 
said in a paper. 

Paper speaks when men 

(1) Spanish word solo, “alone.” . a 
(2) Corr. of Sp. word fuerza, “strength. bo "aa 
(8) Umintindi is the Spanish verb entender, “to understand,” tagalized an 

conjugated with wm. 
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LITERAL TRANSLATION. 

Pag may salaping titic, 
pusa ma,i, tatalic. 

Money makes the mare 
go. 

Ang hindi magsaman- 
tala; magcamit ma,i, 
mahirap na. 

Opportunity lost is sel- 
dom regained. 

Ang di magsapalaran = 
Nothing venture, noth- macapangahas, hindi 

ing have. macatauid nang cara- 
gatan. 

t Pag ang taud nasosocd 
tinatandaan ang pag- 
tongo. 

The scalded cat dreads } 
even cold water. 

Ang nagtiiuica nang 
tapus ay siyang na- 
cacapus. 

No one can tell what is 
to happen to him. 

He that flatters you 
more tban he was 
wont to do, either in- 
tends to deceive you 
or needs your assis- 
tance. 

Ang mapanuyo,t, maga- 
lang may masamang 
tinatacpan. 

Ang sa cabayo pagta- 
ba,i, ang mata nang 
may alaga. 

The master's eye fattens 
the horse. 

Ang naghahangad nang 
caguitna, sangsalop 
ang nauauala 

Covetousness brings 
nothing home. 

Ang calabao na di man- 
guiguiba, cung suma- 
ma sa manguiguiba,i, 
manguiguiba na pati. 

Tell me your company x 
and I will tell you 
what you are. ( 

Tell me your company Pagsumonod sa calabdo 
and I will tell you na may putic, magca- 
what you are. caputic na pati. 

As you live you shall die. (yang camatayan. 
| Cun and ang buhay si- 

There being ready mon, 
ey, even the cat wil 
dance. | 

He who does not avail 
himself of an oppor- 
tunity, though he 
may succeed, finds 
himself in trouble. 

He who does not put 
himself to some risk, 
will not cross the 
seas. 

When a man has but!ed 
his head, care is taken 
by him to bend it. 

He who speaks of suc 
cess, is Just he who 
fails. 

He wbo is officious and 
flattering conceals 
(covers) evil. 

What makes a horse 
grow fat is the attend- 
ant's eye. 

He who longs for half 
a peck, one ganta will 
he be deprived of. 

The buffalo that is not 
destructive, if it joins 
to the destructive will 
become destructive too. 

In following a buffalo 
| besmeared with mud, 

one will get filled with 
mud as well. 

i As the life so the death. 
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ENGLISH. TAGALOG. LITERAL TRANSLATION, 

“If food (boiled rice) when 
taken to the mouth 
crumbles, how much 
more will be the case 
with that which is not 
yet in the hand. 

( Cun ang caning yisinu- 
There is many a slip bet- suboay nalalaglag pa, 

wixt cup and lip. | edi lalo pa cayd ang 
uala sa camdy? 

Ang isip ni Capaho (1), 
ang maguasdua,i, biro, 
mamin baga,t, ysubo,i, 
lua cun mapaso. 

is a matter of pastime, 
something as to chew 
betel that when put 
into the mouth is cast 
out if burning. 

Look before you leap. | 

/ 

| Jack thinks that to marry 

He who gets under a Anglumapit sa batis na He who approaches a 
good tree has a good quiquinabang nang stream shares in the 
shelter. lamig. benefit of (its) coolness. 

‘The stone is pierced 
by the continuous 
droppping (drop by 
drop) of water. 

Perseverance overcomes every difficulty. pinatac-patac nang tu- 
Ang batd,i, naodquit sa 

big. 

P: bie aaa | After sun-beams have 
. | AGA DANG AHE been extinguished, 

Atnight a: cats are grey. | ualang pintarong (2) | ham ja na rey | 
bayauac. iguana (a lizard.) 

Ang bibig na ualang The mouth that is with- 

ka cloned mouth catches } imic, sino ma,i, ualang out speech hurts nobo- 

no Map. babangit. dy's feelings. 

He who buys cheap 
things, is just to whom 
they are dearest. 

Cheap things are dear- Ang bumili nang mura, \ 
est. siyang namamahalan. / 

The more we have, the Angbolsa(3)nangmaya: The wealthy (man's) 

more we want. man parating colang. purse is always short. 

It will happen when two ) Bucaw cun Masalipds, sa. | To-morrow if yet to pass, 

. terd Sunda 
Sie Cerne Ce lingocun macalampas / Amar fon y) 

Ang cabayd,i, big-ian You may give a horse 
man nang asucal at ti- sugar and bread, he 

napay, hindi cacanin, ) will not eat any, for 
ang gusto (Sp.)ay ang he likes grass only. 
compay. ' 

It is not for asses to lick | 

honey. | 

(1) Capaho is an imaginary uame used to avoid the possibility of a rea 

person being alluded to. N 7 

(2) Pintarong, corr. of Sp. pintado, “colored. 

. (8) Bolsa. (Sp') “purse.” 
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ENGLISH. TAGALOG. LITERAL TRANSLATION. 

' Di man maquita ang Although the flame may 
No smoke without fire. ningas, asd ang mag- not be seen, the smoke 

papahayag. will disclose it, 

To jump out of the fry- Ang umilag sa baga, sa He who shuns live coal 
ing pan into the fire. ningas nasusugba. falls into the fire. 

It is a hard thing to 
change. a whole year 
(passes in going) here 
and there. 

i Mahirap ang magbago, 
A rolling stone gathers sangtaon pardo,t, pa. 

no moss. rito. 

| May tainga ang lupa, The soil has ears, news 
Valls Deve: Sans ‘may pacpac ang balita. has wings. 

g3: ira oe a ) He who lends in winds 
ae ng \ will reap in storms. 

He who sows winds may 

aanihin. 
reap storms. 

He ho ae eh es He who was before ac- 

omed to shoes will | Ang dati sa bahag, mag- | UA sa By. f ja mo 
have corns if he wears salaual ma,i, alisuag. | ; ara 

| on trousers (will feel) 
them. 

uneasy. 

Half aloafis better than Ang bigas na basa gba- Moist rice why not to 
no bread. Something quit di ysding sa pa- cook it in time of 
is better than nothing. nahong uala? scarcity? 

. , Ualang marunong at There is no wise and 
A man is not wise at | batid sa gaua,i, hindi expert man who never 

all times. aa : 
nalihis. failed. 

The earthen pot though 
it may be cold (slender), 

Ang caualing lupa, ma | if heated, preserves the 
lamig ma,i, paginit | heat longer than the 
ay daig ang caualing | kettle. (more literally) 
bacal. The earthen vessel sur- 

passes the iron pot in 
becoming hot. 

Still waters run the deep- 
est, or, Save me from 
a snake in the grass. 

Ang malinis na cuenta 
(Sp.) mahaba ang pag: | 
sasama. | 

| Clear accounts, long 
company. 

Short reckonings and | 
long friends. 

Pag ang taud ay naghi- On a man being in 
hirap, casabdy ang trouble, suffering also 

. pagdadalita. comes in the way. 

| ine sa mayaman | 7; is har
d to the weal- 

Misfortune never comes | 
alone. 

Birds of a feather flock 
together. 

ang duc-ha,i, paquisa- mae ; 
mahan; mahirap sap thy to join the poor; it 
dnetd aaa ka ma | is also hard to the poor 

{ yaman maquipisan. to join the wealthy. 
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ENGLISH. | TAGALOG. LITERAL TRANSLATION. 

Ang taudng gahamga- The covetous man who 
Covetousness brings haman ninanasa,i, di desires and cannot 

nothing home. camtan, lungmayo obtain, (his) happiness 
ang capalaran. keeps away from him. 

5 24 ( Hindi ang lahat nang : : 
Gi is not gold that glit- \ cungmiquinang ay Not all that glitters is 

ers. ( wo Da gold. 
guinto. 

Sooner arouses he who 
is deeply Asleep than 
he who, being awake, 
feigns to sleep. 

No one is so deaf as he ang natotolog nang 
that will not hear. mahimbing, 68aBag 

totologtologan nagui- 
guising. 

Spare the rod and you ( Ang totobng minama- a who is truly esteemed 

Madali pang PE 

will spoil the child. | bai a a de lass tions who is 

Vicious babits are ae vio (1) st natural ) Vice and temper will eee. ae 

dom thrown off. ace ag Kia | transpirenow and then. 

He measures every Ang isip nang magna- 

man's corn by his nacao, magnandcao 

own bushel. ang lahat. | 

YA thief thinks every 
body to be a thief. 

What can be reached 
from the seat, do not 
(reach it) standing. 

A bad agreement is Ang macocoha sa paopo | 

better than a law-suit. houag nang patindig. | 

Ang magalila nang ouac He who takes care of 

gallows and he will mata ang binubulag. —_ crows will become blind. 
Save a thief from wil 

cut your throat. 

Ang panday bacalsiyAng . Just the blacksmith has 

than the shoemaker's ualang sundang. no knife. (cutlass.) 
No one goes worse shod | 

wife. 

All keys hang not at Ang isang pintong Ma- ) One door closed, ten will 
F sarhan, sangpouo ang 

the same girdle. aaa | be open. 

apag nagpoldopoldo After (by) wrapping and 

nagboboo ang si- wrapping the cigar is 

garo. (2) completed. 
Many brooks make ai 

river. 

Knowledge is preferable 
PAA a cos nang mabuting is surpassed by an 

Daig ang may tinong- He who has money-bags 

hinocod. eppert 

who does not look 

orward will be left Ang di tumingin sa ona, ba 

alone behind. Look before you leap. | sa huli mapag-isa 

(1) Visio, corr. of Sp. word vicio, “vice”. Natural, (Sp.) “natural disposition.” 

(2: Sigaro, corr. of Sp, word cigarro, ‘‘cigar.’ ne 

, 
55 
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ENGLISH. TAGALOG. LITERAL TRANSLATION. 

, If you fall down let it Cun mahdlog ca,i, d6on bo froma high place, 
In for a penny, in for a sa layogan, houag sa not from a low one 

pound NA nang di Cal that you may not be 
i laughed at. 

A quail already caught 
is different from a horn- 
ed head of cattle (a stag) 
to be taken hold of yet. 

A bird in the hand is Iba ang pogon huli na, 
worth two in the sa sungayang dadac- 
bush. pin pa. 

A hog in armour is still hayop na machin clothed he will always 
but a hog. magpacailan ma,i,ma- be called a monkey. 

chin cun tauaguin. 

Ang machin ay tungma 
To see the mote in our} tduasahabanangbun- 

neighbour's eye and tot nang baca, bago,i, 
not the beam in ours. | hindi naquiquita ang 

haba nag buntot niya. 

The monkey laughs at 
the cow's long tail, 
and he does not see 
the length of his own. 

Cahima,t, paramtan a Though the monkey be 

: : Tho' many (and) if at 
Better alone than in bad Marami man at di tono, | alina batter de he 

company. mahanga,i, nagsosolo. alone 

Pag ualang tubig na li- 
a 8 id water even the 

nao linumin labo man. P 
turbid will be drunk. 

There not being any lim- 
Hunger is the best sauce. 

Wah some: Ash carved: Ang licsl ay daig nang Caution overcomes 
agap. swiftness. 

nf Ang isan asama 
One scabby sheep = a eet SANA AO A bad sheep can drag 

the whole flock. hala. the others along. 

There is a great differ- | 
ence between saying | Nasa uica,i,ualasagaud. In speech, not in work. 
and doing. 

worth and I will tell nan, culang ca na ca- you lack dignity. 
Tell me what you are Pag uala cang cayama- On your lacking wealth 

you what you are. mahalan. 

You must never look Ang cabaydng bigay 
a gift horse in the ang ngipin ay houag paa kaa the seek 
mouth. mong titingnan. | 5 a 

: ‘ Ang sa cabataa,i, ualang He who does not work in 
aba karla peng gaua, mahihirapan youth will bein distress 

Be cun tumanda. when (become) old. 
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Out of sight, out of 
mind. 

Better to be the head of 

a mouse than the tail 

of a lion. 

Silence gives consent. | 

Cocks crow well upon 
their own dunghills 

He that does his best 
should not be cen- 

sured. 

Bought wit is the best. 

A foolish question re: | 
quires no answer. 

Beggars must not be 
choosers. 

Help yourself, and God 
will help you. 

A liar should have a } 
good memory. 

Passed waters grind no f 
mill. | 

When the cat is away 
the mice will play. 

A good shop wants no 
sign. 

To close the stable door 
when the horse is run 
away. 

Sloth breeds poverty. 

Ang sa malayo,t, patay 
ay uala nang caibigan. 

Mabuti pa ang munting 
aquing sa malaquing 
habilin. 

Ang hindi ungmiimic 
ay ungmaaco. 

maamo sa ibang ba- 
yan. 

Jom sa sarili matapang, 

Ang gungmagaua nang 
macacayanan ay uala 
nang casalanan. 

Sa manga nadadala nan- 
gagaling ang nangag- 
tatanda. 

Ang manga uica nang 
hunghang di dapat 
paquingan. 

Ang manhihingi di da- 
pat mamili. 

Cun ibig mong gumin- 
haua ay magpacapa- 

god ca. 

Ang taubng sinonga- 
ling, cailangan ma- 
guing matandain. 

Ang patay ay patay na, 

ang buhay ay ypag- 

adya. 

Paguala ang pusa, piesta 
nang manga daga. 

Ang cayo cun mainam 
nagbibili na sa caban. 

Cun ang cabayd,i, patay 
na, ang cumpay ay 
gaanhin pa? 

Ang taudng matamad 
cailan ma,i, salat. 

Absent and dead persons 
have no friends. 

Better the little mine 
than the much that 
is put in (our) cl arge. 

He who is silent admits 
of. (concurs in). 

He who in hisown (land), 
is brave is meek in 
other town. 

He who does what he 
can is not to he blamed. 
(bas no blame). 

From those tutored by 
experience the cau- 
tious come. 

The words of a fool 
should not be listen- 

ed to. 

Those wto beg should 
not go about choosing 

If you are willing to 
become well off make 
an earnest effort. 

A (the) liar needs to be 
keen. 

The dead are already 
dead, the living are 
(is) to be cared tor. 
(protected). 

On the cat going away, a 

holyday of the mice. 

The stuff if good is sold 
in the chest. 

If the horse is already 
dead, to what purpose 
the forage? 

The lazy fellow is always 
in destitution. 
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The rich and the poor 
are alike in the grave. 

Between honest friends 
compliments are use- 
less. 

Great talkers are little 
doers. 

Cut your coat according | 
to your cloth. 

Beware of the silent 
man, and of the dog 
that does not bark. 

A fault once denied, is 
twice committed. 

He that does evil must 
expect the same in 
return. 

Spare the rod and you 
will spoil the child. 

Give a dog an ill name 
and he will soon be 
hanged. 

He deserves not the 
sweet who will not 
taste the sour. 

Opportunity makes the 
thief. 

A wise man will change 
his mind, a fool, never. 

Time brings truth to 
light. 

Skill is better than 
strength. 

Ang duc-ha,t, cardenal 
magcaparis cun ma- 
matay. 

Sa tunay na magcaibi- 
gan uala nang mara- 
ming cabulaanan. 

Capag ang tubig ay 
maingay asahan mong 
mababao. 

Houag cang mangahas 
lumipad cua culang 
ca pa sa pacpac 

Pag-ingatan mo ang ta- 
udng ang bibig ay 
hicom at ang asong 
di tungmatahol. 

tinatanguihan dalaua 
ang quinacamtan. 

Cun and ang iyong yta- 
nim siya mong aani- 
hin. 

Ang laqui sa layao ca- 
raniua,i, hubad. 

Cun magaling ang isang 
sugat, ang masamang 
wica,i, di cungmucupas. 

Ang pulot ay lalong ma- 
tamis cun  macati- 

quim nang mapait. 

Ang bucas na caban na- 
catotocsd sa banal. 

Ang catigasa,i, sarili 
nang hunghang. 

Ang gauang lihim sa ca- 
launa,i, napapansin. 

Ang calacasa,i, daig 
nang paraan. 

The poor man and the 
cardinal (are) alike 
when they die. 

Among true friends 
there is not much 
simulation. 

If (on) the water is 
noisy be sure it is 
shallow. 

Dare not fly if you lack 
wings yet. 

Beware of the man whose 
mouth is closed and 
of the dog that does 
not bark. 

Cun ang isang sala,i, Ifa fault is granted im- 
munity, two (faults) 
are incurred in. 

As you sow (plant), just 
you will reap. 

He who has grown up in 
indulgence, generally 
(is) naked. 

A wound heals; a foul 
word does not fade 
away. 

Honey is (the more) 
sweeter if bitterness 
has been tasted. 

An(the) open safe tempts 
an honest man. 

Obstinacy is the char- 
acteristic of the fool. 

The secret work in the 
long is discovered. 

Strength is overcome 
by skill. 
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pg! 2a Mabuti ang isang ybini- 
One gift is better than | G 8 BY Bett feted tt 

two promises. ( bigay na sa dalauang } 7° (CT One, given than 
ybibigay pa. two “to be given.” 

The foolish and head- Hunghang at caviloso ) Fool : 

strong make lawyers (Sp) nagpapayaman | * °° ba se ie a 

rich. sa abogado (Sp). | people enrich lawyers. 

All truths are not to be Hindi lahat nang totod Not all that is true may 

told at all times. ay masabi. be said. 

: Bayaran mo ang otang Pay v debt d 
f IL not 5 8 g Pay vour debts and you 

pay |” man ang ganang iyo. belongs to you. 

Ualang pangit sa isang There is nothing ugly 
ms handsome to ae a ungmiibig. to a lover 

Whatever one to] 

him. 

jai the talk is long, the 
mistakes (will be) 
many. 

Who speaks much, often Pagmarami ang salita, 

blunders. marami ang sala. | 

Lend to your friend, Ang nagpapadtang sa 

and you will make caibigan ay cungmi- 

him your enemy. quita nang caduay. 

He who lends to a friend 
gets an enemy. 

When sumething can be 
done and is not done, 
it can no longer be 
done at will. 

He that las time and Cun magagaua at di ga. 

waits for more, loses oin, di na magagaua 

both. cun ikiguin. 
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READING AND TRANSLATING EXERCISE. 

It would have been highly satisfactory to close here the book 

with an extensive and lively chrestomathy of the language for the 

gratification of the learner after so much toil as he has had to go through 

in acquiring those principles which will Jead him to a thorough acquantance 
with its idioms. The author has, with this aim in view, gone over 
some of the literature purporting to be fiction compositions which 
appeared in the last ten years, and has found it unfit and misleading 
for teaching purposes. It is not, therefore, through choice, but through 
necessity that he has had recourse to the books on religious doctrine 
composed by the Spanish friars in the past, which, although not perhaps 
morsels of highly finished literary work, are, at least, sound and grammatical 
throughout. 

Hereafter a sermon taken from one of the above mentioned books 
is offered for the student’s practice in reading and translating. 

The arrangement is in the gradation plan which is believed 
to offer the reader the greatest assistance in his efforts to translate. 
In the first part every Tagalog word or phrase is marked by a number 
placed above it, and so also is marked the corresponding one of the 
English text over against it on the second column. In the case of 
phrases where two or more words in Tagalog have a meaning to be 
expressed by a single word in English, the former have been inclosed within 
a parenthesis, the same having been done for English words and phrases 
in a similar case. When this could not be done, as, for instance, 
when a Tagalog word or phrase is to be rendered by two or more 
English terms requiring the use of a third word between, the words 
bear separately the same number on the English side. 

In the second part this numeration is used over such phrases, 
sentences or periods as are inclosed within parentheses on both the 
Tagalog and the English sides. In the third and last part the Taga- 
log text stands alone and the student should try to translate it himself, 
only consulting the English translation which is given in the key, for 
anything which his own previously acquired knowledge or the references 
in the foot-notes does not enable him to understand. 

The rendering in the first part is as literal as it can be, the 
proper rules of English syntax being sometimes disregarded for the 
purpose, the second part is somewhat less literal, but not so idiomatic 
and free as the closing portion which is found in the key. 

nl 2 3 4 1 3 2 4 
Touing inifsip co, (ang uica ni) Whenever I think, (says) 

5 6 7 8 5 6 7 8 
(Pdon Santo) Tomas de (1) Villanueva, (Saint) Thomas of Villanueva, 

9 10 11 12 9 1k 10 12 
touing inifsip co (sa aquing ldob na whenever I consider, (all alone by 

1 14 13 14 
mag-isa) ang (manga hamac na toua) myself) the (frivolity) (1) 

(1) De, Spanish preposition for “of.” (1) Literally in Tagalog, the vile re- 
The saint's name is also in Spanish. joicings. 
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15 16 17. 18 
nang (manfa taud) sa mundo, (1) 

19 20 
(ang canilang manga) panimdin 

21 22 
na ualang cabuluhan,) (ang canilang 

23 24 25 
manga) masasamang pagnanasa at 

26 27 28 
(ang canilang) capangahasan na 

29 30 — 31 
(anaquin), (di mahiyang) 

32. 33 34 35 
(ibiguin nila) ang (manga gaua) 
36 37 38 39 

nang Dios (2) (lalo pa sa) inibig 
40 41 42 43 44-46 
nila (sa Dios) din, na (may gaua) 

45 47 48 
(sa canila), (aco,i,)) 8 pinapasocan 
49 50 51 52 

nang isang malaquing calumbayan 
53 54 55 56 
at (ang luba), (i, tungmutulo) sa 

57 58 59 60 
aquing mata, (sapagca,t,) ¢(sino cay4) 

61 62 63 
(anang Santo) (3) ang (di malulubay) 
64 65 66 67 
cun maquita niya (ang ganoong) 

68 69 70 71 
daming taud na bagaman 

72 
(sila rin ang yguinaud nang Pangi- 

13 74 
noon Dios) (nang langit), (nang lupa) 

75 76 77 78 
at (nang lahat) na naquiquita 
79 80 81 82 
nati,t, (di naquiquita) (ay nacalilimot) 
83 84 85 86 

sili (sa dilang) (magagaling) at 
87 

(hindi nila naalaala) 
69 88 

(ang yguindud nang Pangindong 

Dios sa canila?) 
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15 16 1f a 18 
of (men) (here in the) world, 

19 21 20 
(their) (futile) (1) designs, 
22 

(their) 
23 24 25 

wicked desires and 
26 27 28 

their impudence, for 
29 30 — 31 

(it seems as if) (they are not ashamed) 
33— 32 34 35 

(of their loving) the (works) (2) 
36. 37 38 40. 39 
of God (better than) they love 
H 42 43 44 

(God) himself, who is 
45 46 47 48 

their Creator, (I become) pervaded 
49 50 51 52 
by a great affliction 
53 54 55 56 
and tears (flow) from 
57 58 59 60 
my eyes, for who, 

61 62 63 
(says the Saint,) (is he who) (will not 

61 66 6b. 67 
feel sad) when he sees so 

68 69 TO 71 
many people who, although 

72 
(it was just for their sake that 

73 74 
God created) (Heaven), (Earth) 

75 76 GT 19 78 
and (everything) that we. see 

80 81 83 82 
and (we do not see) they forget 

84 85 86 
(all that) good and 

87 
(they do not remember) 

88 89 
(what God made them 

for). 

(1) Mundo, (Spanish) “world,” 

(2) Dios, Spanish, “God.” 
(3) Santo, Spanish, “Saint.” 

(1) Literally in Tagalog, “not worth a 
down bair.?” 

(2) That is to say: “the creatures, the 
things made by God.” 
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1 
(Ang houag ninyong acalain na) 

2 
(ang manga moros, judios, herejes (1) 
caya 6 manga hindi binyagan) (2) 

3 
(ay sila lamang ang pangungusapa,t, 
pinangangaralan ni Poong Santo To- 
mas,) 

4 
(hindi, manga capatid co,) 

5 
(cundi ang pinangungusapa,t , pinata- 
tamaan niya,i, ang lahat na nasasa: 
copan nang Santa Yglesia,) (3) 

6 
(ang manga cristiano (4) baga, na 
sungmasampalataya sa isang Dios 
na totod,) 

7 
(ang manga cristiano na hindi da- 
pat turang cristiano, cundi sa panga- 
lan lamang,) 

8 
(at ang maraming taud) 

9 
(na ang canilang hinahabol ditd sa 
mundo, ay ang manga cayamanan;) 

10 
(ang canilang ninanasa ay ang ma- 
nga pinipita nang canilang cataodng 

lupa;) 
11 

(at ang canilang hinahangad ay ang 
matataas na catongcula,t, caranga- 
lan.) (5) 

12 
(Itong lahat na itd at ang iba pa 
ganito rin) 

18 
(ay silang pinangungusapa,t, pi- 
nangangaralan niyong mahal na 
Santo) 

14 
(at tinatangisan pa niya ang cani- 
lang buhay at caogalian (6) na ualang 
cauculan (7) munti man) 

Tue Tagatoa LANGUAGE. 

il 
not 

2 
(it was the Moors, the Jews, the 
heretics or the Gentiles) 

8 
(only those to whom Saint Thomas 
in his narrative and preaching made 
reference;) 

4 
(no, my brethren,) 

5 

(it was rather all who were subjects 
of the Holy Church that he addressed 
and aimed at,) 

(And = do think that) 

6 

(those very Christians who believe 
in one true God;) 

7 

(those Christians who deserve to 
be called so but in name,) 

8 
(and the crowds,) 

9 
(whose sole pursuits here in the 
world the riches;) 

10 
(their only desires, the gratification 
of the brute appetites of their earthly 
bodies;) 

11 

(and their longings high offices and 
dignities). 

12 
(All these and others of the same 
kind) 

13 
(were just those to whom the words 
and preaching of that virtuous man 
[Saint] made reference) 

14 
(and he even wept over their be- 
havior (lives) and customs, that paid 
no regard, however little,) 

Root, binyag, “to baptize,” 

Cristianos, (Sp.), “Christians.” 
From dangal, “fame,” “dignity,” 
From ogali, “custom,” “habit,” 

Moros, judios, herejes, (Sp.). “moorg,”" 

abst., caogalian, 
From ucol, “'to suit,” cauculan, “conformity.” 

“jews,” “heretics.” 
binyagan, “baptized.” 

Santa Yglesia, (Sp.) “Holy Church.” 

carangalan, abst. 
“inclination.” 
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15 
(sa mahal at mataas na caloualhatiang 
(1) ynilalaan (2) nang Panginoon Dios 
sa manga namimintuho (3) sa Caniya.) 

16 
(,And pa ang sucat cong ydugtong sa 
manga sinasabi ni P6on Santo Tomas 
de Villanueva?) 

17 
(#Di nga cahabag-habag tingnan ang 
masamang Asal nang manga bata,) 

18 
(ang di pagaalumana nang manga 
matatanda sa canilang caloldua, ga- 
noong calapit na sila sa hucay? (4)) 

19 
(gDi calumbay-lumbay tingnan ang 
pagmamalibog (5) nang manga ba- 
baye sa pananamit, (6) sa manga 
quilos nang cataoudn at sa iba pa), 

20 
(at ang paglililuhan nang manga 
may asdua?) 

21 
(gDi cahabag-habag tingnan ang ga- 
yong caraming taudng nabubuhay sa 
canilang pagnanacao) 

22 
(at ang hindi mabilang na manga 
cristiano na ang pinagcacasipagan 
(7) nila gabi,t, arao ay ang paguusap- 
usap (8) nang buhay nang iba at ang 
pagsira nang pur) nang capoua taud?) 

23 
(Itong lahat na itd,i, siyang tinatangi- 
san (9) ni Poon Santo Tomas, nang 
siya,1, nabubuhay pa,t, nangangaral sa 
manga taud,) 

24 

(at siya nga naman ang sucat ycata- 
ngis nang manga may tacot sa Dios 
at ypaguicang casama ni David!) 

25 
(“Notum fac mihi, Domine, finem 
meum.” Sa macatouid, ‘“ypatalastas 
mo sa aquin, Panginoon cong Dios, 
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15 
(to the great and lofty glory that 
our Lord has prearranged for those 
who profess to obey Him.) 

16 

(What else should I add to what Saint 
Thomas of Villanueva says?) 

17 
(Is it not a pitiable thing indeed to 
witness [see] the children's bad habits,) 

18 
(and old people's disregard for their 
souls, they being already so near 
the grave?) 

19 

(Is it not sorrowful to witness [to see] 
the impudence of women in dressing, 
in waddling, and in other ways,) 

20 
(and the infidelity [treachery] among 
[of] married people [marriages]?). 

21 
(Is it not a sad thing to witness [to 
see] so many people who live upon 
their robberies) 

22 
(and the numberless Christians whose 
most eager pursuits, day and night, 
are their back-biting at other people's 
lives and the destroying of the 
characters of their fellow creatures?) 

23 

(All this was what Saint Thomas wept 
over when he was still alive and was 
preaching to men,) 

24 
(and just this, too, is what God- 
fearing men ought to mourn over, 
and also what [ought] to make them 
say with David:) 

25 
(“Notum fac mihi Domini, finem 
meum”: that is to say, “make known 

to me, my Lord God, 

(1) Root, loualhati, “glory,” “rest,” calouathatian, “bliss.” 

(2) Root, laan, “to make readv,” yzilalaan instead of ylinalaan, 
(3) Root, pintoho’ or mintoho, “to obey.” 
(4) Hicay, “grave.” 
(5) From libog, “lecherous; pagmamalibog, “lusting.” 

eagerly striving for.” 

4 NAK. 
From damit, “clothes,” pananamit, “manner of dressing.‘ 

(7) Root, sipag, “care,” “watchfuloess“, hence, pinagcacasipayan, “what one is 

(8) Diminutive verb meaning “to speak idly.“ 

(9) Tinatangisan, present tense for tinangisan, past tense. 
56 
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ang Maguiguing cararatndn (1) nang 
bihay co,) 

26 
(sa pagca,t, gayong carami ang manga 
casalanang naquiquita nang mata co 
ditd sa .nundo at gayong carami ang 
manga escandalong (2) nacacalat (3) sa 
manga ciudad (4) at sa manga bayan,) 

27 
(na halos di co naalaman cun and,t, 
ypinanganac (5) ni ina sa aquin, ha- 
los di co naalaman ang yguinaua Mo 
sa aquin.) 

28 
(CayA, manga capatid co, ang punong 
(6) pacay (7) at sadiyang (8) yguinaua 
nang Dios sa taud) 

29 
(ay siya binabanta (9) cong saysayi,t, 
ypagsermon (10) sa inyd ngayon.) 

30 
(Paquingan ninyd:) 

31 
(Sa lahat na quivapal nang Pangi- 
noon Dios eng taud lamang ang pi- 
nacamasouain.) 

32 
(At totod nga, manga capatid co,) 

33 
(sa pagca,t, ang ibang guinaud nang 
Panginoon Dios ay paraparang sung- 
mosonod at tungmutupad (11) nang 
manga ytinucoy (12) nang Dios sa 
canila, at ang taud,i, hindi.) 

(Ang Arao, ang bouan, at ang ibang 
manga astro (13) nagsisipihit (14) at 
nacaliliudnag (15) Arao,t, gabi ditd sa 
sanglupaan.) 

Tue Tagalog LANGUAGE. 

what the destination of my life will 
be,”) 

26 
(for so many are the sins my eyes 
[eye] see here on earth and so many 
the scandals spreading over cities and 
towns) 

27 
(that I can hardly understand what 
my mother brought me forth [into 
the world] for, and scarcely know 
what Thou createdst me for.) 

28 
(Therefore, my brethren, the main 
purpose and final destiny God made 
man for,) 

29 
(will be the topic I intend to develop, 
and the subject of my sermon to day.) 

40 
(Listen:) 

31 
(Of all things that have been created 
by God man is the only one considered 
as reluctant.) 

32 
(And it is certainly so, my brethren,) 

33 
(for the other things created by God, 
our Lord, obey and fulfill all of them 
the task assigned by God to them, but 
man does not.) 

34 
(The sun, the moon and the other 
stars turn around and impart bright- 
ness, day and night, here to the 
[whole earth.]) 

© 
and conversion. 

Root, dating, ““to reach,” cararatnan, contracted future verbal noun meaning 
“halting place,” “goal,” “end.” Maguiguing imparts a sense of doubt 

(2) Escdndalong, (Sp. w.) escdndalo, ‘‘scandal.’’ 
(3) Root, cdlat, ‘‘to spread,” “to propagate.” 
(4) Ciudad, (Sp. w.) “city.” 
(6) From anac, “son or daughter,” manganac, ‘‘to bring forth.” 
(6) Pono, “main,” “principal,” “trunk of a tree,” “stock.” 
(7) Pacay; “purpose,” “aim.” 
(8) Sadiya, “object,” “goal,” “aim.” 
(9) Bantd, “to intend,” “to purpose." 

“to fulfil one's promise.“ 

Root, sermon, (Sp. w.) for “sermon.” 
Root-word tupad--tupar, or, topad--topar, “to discharge one's duty," 

Root, tocoy, “prearra ged thing,” ytinucoy, “what a thing or an action 

Magsi is in reference to 

(12) 
is intended for.“ 

(13) Astro, (Sp. w.) “star, “any luminous body.“ 
(14) Koot, pihit “to turn around,“ “to rotate.‘ 

the great number of stars. 
(15) Root, liudnag, “clearness, 
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35 
(Ang lupa, nama,i, tinutubuan nang 
palay, mais, (1) at nang sarisaring 
gugulain at nang manga cdhoy na 
parapara,i, namumulac-lac at namu- 
munga sa canicanilang (2) tacdang 
panahon,) 

36 
(at uala isa man nangangahas sumudy 
sa ypinatutungcol (3) nang Pangi- 

" n6on Dios sa canila.) 
37 

(Ang manga hdyop ay gungmaganap 
(4) din nang manga yniotos nang 
Pangindon Dios sa canila at nama- 
manginéon (5) pa sa taud.) 

38 
(Ang calabao, sa halimbaua, ay gung- 
magaud sa lupa, hungmahacot nang 
batd, lupa,t, bubangin, hungmihila 
nang manga cdhoy at cauayan, at 
dinadala niya sa manga parian ang 
inydng palay, mais at balang nang 
ynilalaco ninyo.) 

39 
(Ang cabayo,i, nagpasasacdy sa taud 
at ynihahatid niya ang caniyang 
pangindon sa balang paroroonan. (6)) 

40 
(Ang aso,i, nagbabantay sa bahay, 
sungmasama sa caniyang pang indon 
sa bundoc, s3 buquid sa pangangaso, 
(7) nagaalaga (8) pa nang catauoan at 
manga pag-aari nang pinacapangi- 
n6on niya.) 

41 
(Ang topa,i, nagpaparamit sa taud at 
nagpapacain pa sa caniyang masarap 
na carne (9) 6 laman (10).) 

42 
(Ang manoc, ay, ungmiitlog sa bahay 
at nag-aanac nang maraming s{siu na 
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35 
(The soil, too, produces rice, maize 
and a variety of vegetables, and trees 
as well, all of which alternately 
blossom and bear fruit in their 
respectively appointed seasons) 

36 
(and not even one [of these things] 
dares revolt against the task imposed 
by God on them.) 

37 
(Animals do carry out the commands 
of God to them and they, too, ack- 
nowledge man as [their] master.) 

38 
(The buffalo, for instance, works the 
soil, carts stone, earth and sand: 
drags along timber [lumber] and 
reed cane, and carries to market- 
places your unhulled-rice, maize and 
anything you deal in.) 

39 
(The horse allows himself to be 
mounted [ridden] by man and he 
carries his master to whatever place 
he is bound for.) 

40 
(The dog keeps watch at home, 
accompanies its master to the woods, 
to the farm, to hunting [with a dog], 
and besides looks after the person 
[body] and property of him whom he 
considers as its master.) 

41 
(The sheep yields clothing to man 
and feeds him too with its tasteful 
meat.) 

42 
(The hen lays eggs at home and 
brings forth many chickens, which 

(1) Mais, corr. of Sp. w. maiz, “maize" : 
(2) Canicanila is an instance of a double plural; it refers both to the trees 

and te the different seasons. 
(3) Root word, tongcol, “to impose a task.“ 
(4) Ganap, “to ‘fulfill. 
(5) From pang-indon, “lord,” mamang-indon, “to ackuowledge as a master,’ 

“to serve as a slave.“ 
(6) Paroroonan, “reaching-place and also the thing or person gone for,” from 

pardon, “to go there," 
(7) From aso, “dog,” pangangaso, “the hunting with a dog,“ R 
(8) Alaga, “to take care of,” “to look after; generally living things. 
(9) Carne (Sp. w.) “meat,” “flesh.” 3 
(10, Laman, “the inside. “the pith of anything.” Here it is used redun- 

dantly so as to avoid misunderstanding on the part of those wro 

might not have been acquainted with the Spanish-word carne, 
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siyang yquinahahanap (1) nang taud 
nang caniyang pagcabuhay.) 

43 
(At ang lahat na hayop ay paraparang 
sungmosonod sa catongcolan ynihalal 
(2) nang Panginoon Dios sa canila.) 

44 
(Ang taud lamang ay siyang maso- 
uail (3) sa lahat, sa pagca,t, siya nga 
lamang ang nangangahas lumaban at 
sumudy sa may gaua sa caniya.) 

45 
(Anaqui hindi niyanaalaman ang yqui- 
napal nang Panginbong Diossacaniya,) 

46 
(na ualang dahilang iba cundi ang 
quilalanin niya ang Dios din, alaala- 
hanin, ibiguin,t, sundin dito sa buhay 
na itd) 

47 
(nang mapanood niya,t, calugdan (4) 
sa caloualhatian sa langit.) 

(#Di nga baga itd ang yguinaua nang 
Panginoon Dios sa inyd?) 

(At diitd rin ang hindi iniisip at 
inaalaala nang caramihang taud na 
nagbabansag (5) anac nang Dios?) 

50 
(jAng di pagsisimba baga cun do- 
mingo at piestang (6) pangilin!) 

51 
(jAng di pagcocolasidn (7) sa manga 
Arao na ypinaguutos!) 

5) 

(|Ang pagcocompisal at pagcocomul- 
gar na hindi tapat at mahusay!) 

53 

(Ang madlang (8) inaacala,t, pina- 
pacsa (9) nang taud na may cahalong 
hangin (10) nang capalaloan!) 

‘Tue Tacatoa LANGUAGE. 

are to man as a means’ to earn his 
livelihood.) 

43 
(And all animals conjointly fulfill the 
tasks which were prearranged for 
them by God.) 

44 
(Man is only the most rebellious 
creature of the whole, for it is only 
he who dares face [stand] and disobey 
his Creator) 

45 
(It seems as if he did not know the 
end for which he was created by God,) 

46 
(which was for [no] other purpose but 
that he might know the true God, 
remember, love and obey Him here 
in this life) 

47 
(that he may behold him and enjoy 
Glory in Heaven.) 

48 
(Is it not this, just, then, the purpose 
God created you for?) 

49 
(And is it not just this that most men 
who boast to be sons of God neglect 
to think upon and remember of?) 

50 
(Not to hear mass, therefore, on 
Sun-days and holidays! [feast-keeping 
days.]) 

51 
(Not to fast on the appointed days! 
[the days in which it is ordered.]) 

52 
(The confessing and receiving of Holy 
Communion unscrupulously and un- 
deservedly!) 

53 
(The numberless thoughts and fore- 
thought contrivances [designs] of the 
man who is moved through the vain 
wind of pride!) 

(1) Yquinahahanap, “what serves as an instrument in seeking. 
(2) Root, halal, ‘‘to prepare before hand,” ynihalal for yhinalal. 
(3) Masouail, “grudging fellow.“ 
(4) From logod, “gayety,‘‘ ‘rejoicing; calugddn, contracted second derivative 

abstract noun. 

(5) Bansag, “to boast.‘ 
(5) Corr. of Sp. w. fiesta, “feast,” “holyday.** 
(7) Corr. of Sp. w. colacién, “diet to be kept in fast days.” 
(8) Madld--marla, indeterminate or spread multitude of things, in contra- 

distinction to marami which denotes things capable of being counted. 
(9) Pacsd and pdcay express what is done consciously and purposely. 
(10) Cahalong hangin, “wind trifles,“ “vain frivolities.“ 
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54 
(Ang malaquing capanaghiliang naca- 
dadalamhati (1) sa maraming taud 
na ualang bait). 

55 
(Ang pagsisilve (2) nang manga ma- 
ngangasaua (3) nang isd, dalaua 6 tat- 
long tadn sa canilang bibiyananin (4)) 

56 
(na laban sa catouiran, palibhasa,i, 
itong ogali ninyd itd,i, baual nang 
Panginéon Dios at baual naman nang 
manga pono natin.) 

57 
(Itong lahat na itd, anaquin, at ibang 
-ganganitd,i,) : 

58 
(gmanga gaud cayA nang manga 
taudng nacaiibig mamintuho sa Pa- 
ngindon Dios ditd sa buhay na itd, 
nang macamtan nila balang Arao ang 
caloualhatian sa langit?) 

jAy manga capatid co! 
nga gaud ninyong iyan! 
inyong manga gaud! 

445 
b4 

(The great envy [that] many fickle 
men [lacking wisdom] brood:) 

55 
(The serving of the male-betrothed 
parties for one, two, or three years 
[to] their future parents-in-law,) 

56 
(which is against right, for this 
custom of yours is forbidden by the 
Lord God and is also prohibited by 
the Authorities), + 

57 
(All of this, I say, and other things 
of the same kind) 

58 

(are they, then, the actions [acts] of 
men professing to obey God the 
Lord here in this life, that they may 
some day attain Glory in Heaven?) 

jPauang ualang capapacanan iyan ma- 
iCundi ninyo ytungd sa Panginoon Dios ang 

iCundi ang Pangindon Dios ang tungd ninyo, 
ang carongsolan (5) nang inydng Idob, at ang cararatndn (6) hinaha- 
ngad ninyd,t, pinapacsd!  jCundf iudn ninyo ang alin man ibang 
pagnanasa! jCundi, anaquin, lisan (7) ninyo,t, talicoran (8) ang ano- 
and (9) man quinacapalaran (10) ninyo ditd sa lupa, liban sa Dios! 
jAy pduang ualang caboluhan ang inyong manga gaud at hindf mandin 
mangyayaring maguing daang ycapapasalangit (11) ninyo! 

Napadral cay Moises ang iilan manga taud na lubhang ninanasa 
nilang maalaman ang magaling na dral na ycapapasalangit nila. 
jManda! ang sagot sa canila niyong banal at santong si Moises, 
naalaman ninyd na ang lahat na gaud nang manga taud ditd sa 
mundo, ay mayroon din quinapapatunguhan. 

Maraming hirap ang tinitiis nang isang sondalo .sa panahon 
nang pagbabaca: tinitiis niya ang gotom, ang ohdo, ang pagod, at 
lumulusob (12) pa siya sa manga caduay, marami man sila at mala- 

(1) Dalamhati, “to fret,” “to take pains for,” “to brood envy.” 
(2) Silve--silvi, corr. of Sp. w. servir, “to serve,“ “to wait upon.” 
(3) From asdua, “either of the married parties,“ pangangasaud, (note the 

accentuation “to pay addresses with a view to marry.“ 
(4) From biandn--biyandn, “father or mother-in-law: bibiyananin, future 

father or mother-in-law. This refers to a widely-spread native 
customs of bride-parents exacting personal services from their future 
sons-in-law before the former give up their daughters in marriage. 

(6) Root, dongsol, “to level at,” hence, carongsolan, “the place looked at," 
“the thing leveled at.‘ 

(6) Root, dating, “to arrive,” “to reach,” cararatndn, contracted abstract 

noun referring to the place to be reached, the thing aimed at. 

(7) Lisan, “to give up.“ 
(8) Talicod, “back, talicoran, “to turn one’s back on,” “to renounce.‘ 

(9) Anoano, plural, F re 

Root, pdlad, “happiness,” quinacapalaran, “what causes happiness. 

Yeapapasaldngit, “what has the power to lead,“ (cause to go) into Heaven, 

Lumusob, “to .break through." 
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qui man ang panganib na ycamamatay niya, at cayA gayon sa pagca,t, 

siyang ynihihintay niya nang malaquing ganti nang caniyang Hari. 

Hindi ynaalumana (1) nang magsasacaA ang cainitan nang 4rao, 

ang casamaan nang panahon, ang capagalan, ang pauis at ang ibang 

dahilang sucat ycaliuag nang caniyang gaud, sa pagca,t, ang gayong 

pagsasaquit niyang gumaud,i, siyang ynihihintéy niya nang magaling 

na pagaani. (2). 
Ang mangangalacal ay hindi natatacot tumauid (3) nang dagat, ma- 

lacds man ang hangin, malaqul man ang daluyon (4) at ang pa-nganib ay 
malaqui rin, cun inaacala niya na ang gayong pagtauid ay siyang ycasu- 
sulong :5) niya nang caniyang laco sa mabuti at mataas na halaga. 

Ang may saquit ay hindi naadua sa caniyang cataoudn, cundi 
bagcus tinitiis niya nang magandang l6ob ang pait nang purga, (6) 
ang hapdi nang parapit, (7) ang antac (8) nang sigat at ang balang 
mamatapating (9) gaoin nang medico sa caniyang cataoudn, cun ang 
manga gaudng itd,i, siyang ycagagaling at ycababangon (10) niyang 
maloualhati (11) sa caniyang saquit. 

CayA, ytinatanong co sa inyd: gSaan cayd ypinatutungd ninyd 
ang inyong manga gaud? (Saan di po, (12) ang ysasagot ninyd, si- 
guro, (13) sa aquin gsdan di po cundi sa pagcapacagaling (14) namin 
sa langit, sa pagcacamit namin bagd nang mapalad na cararatna,t, 
caloualhatiang ynilalaan nang Pangindon Dios sa atin? Cun gayon, 
ang uica co sa inyd, cun gayon, ay gayahan ninyo ang sondalo, ang 
magsasaca, ang mangangalacal at ang may saquit. Sa macatouid, mag- 
casipag (15) cayong humanap nang ycagagaling sa inydng caloldua para 
nang pagpapacasipag nang manga naturan (16) cong taud sa paghanap nang 
ycalalaqui sa canilang cayamana,t, ycagagaling sa canilang catauodn, 

Tungmatama ditd sa lugar na itd ang manga tanong nang 
Santong Hari si David, na ang uica: jQuis ascendet in montem Domini? 
idut quis stabit in loco sancto ejus? Sa macatouir, ani David. “4Sino . 
cayd ang mapilad na taudng macaacquiat at macarating sa mataas at 
mahal na calalaguidn (17) nang ating Panginbon Dios? gSino cayd 
ang mamalagui (18) sa caniyang Santa Gloria? gSino baga ang mapd- 
lad na taudng macapagcamit nang magaling na cararatning ynilaan 
nang Dios sa atin? At ditdD sa manga tanong na itd,i, siya rin ang 
sungmasagot na ang uica: Innocens manibus et mundo corde, qui non 

(1) Alumana, “to be of moment.” 
(2) Ani, “rice harvest, ' pagaani, “the gathering in of rice." 
(3) Tumaui(d--r), “to ford," “to cross.” 
4) Daluyon, “wave,” “billows. , 
) From sulong, “forward,' ycasusulong,“ “what will cause promotion, 

or advancement.” 
) Purga, (Sp. w.) “purge,” “medicine.” 
7 Parapit, “caustic-plaster.” 
8) Antac, “rack,” “anguish," “ache," 
) From matapat, “just,' “fair,” mamatapatin, “what will be reputed as 

convenient.‘ 
(10) From bangon, “to lift,” “to rise.” 
(11) Maloualhati, “reat,' “alleviation," “recovery.” 
(12) a has here the sense of “of course, sdan di po, “where, of course, 

ut to? 

(13) Seguro, (Sp. w.) for “sure; tagalized into “perhaps,” “no doubt,” 
(14) Pagcapagaling, “salvation.” 
(15) Magcasipag, “try,” “endeavor,” “toil.“ (imp.) 
(16) Naturan, “named,” “said,” “above mentioned,” “aforesaid “ 
(17) From the root lagdy, “putting,” placing, &; calalaguidn, contracted 

abstract noun meaning “place,” “position,” 
(18) From palagui, “always,” “constantly,” mamalagui, “to stay, to be for- 

ever ut a place." 
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accepit in vano animan suam. Sa macatouid; Ang manga tawi | 
linis na camay at malilinis na léob, at ang nats dione Na a 
sa caniling calolboua, na, cun sa bagay, (1) ay itd ang cahulugan: an 
manga taudng ualang casalanan ay sila lamang mapapacagaling sa langis 

. Diyata, (2) ang tanong co ngayon: gMayrdon baga manga taudng 
hindi marinong magmahal sa canilang calolbua 6 inaari (3) ma 
nilang hamac ang canilang calolbua? Mayroon din, ang sagot co ae 

_ Ang ating caloldua,i, sicat ninyd ypara sa manga casangcapang (4) 
guinagamit nang taud sa caniyang pamamahay (5) cun sa paghana 
nang caniyang pagcabuhay. cAy ano, ang ararong hind{ guinagamit a 
pag-aararo (6) gdi parang inaaring hAmac nang nagpagaua niyon? 

Ang saya (7) ang tapis, (8) ang baro, ang salaual at iba pa 
ganitd na binibili ninyd,t, ypinatatabAs (9) at ypinatatahi sa marunon 
ay, edi parang inaari ninydng hamac cun pagcayari, (10) at saca via 
tago ninyd sa cabén at hindi ysusuot (11) sa catauodn. 

Ang itac na ypinagaud ninyd sa panday at talagang gagamitin 
sa bahay cun sa pagtaga nang caouayan 6 sa ibang cailangan ay 
gdi parang inaari ninydng hAmac cun sacali,t, iningatan ninyo KA 
caloban (12) 6 ysinusucsoc (13) ninyd sa dingding. 

gDi parang inaari cong hamac itong lampara (14) nang simbahan 
cun sacali,t, di co paiilauan sa manga sacristan? (15) jAy! gayon din 
manga capatid co, ang aquing masasabi tungcol sa ating caloloua. ' 

aDi caya parang inaari hamac nang taud ang caniyang caloloua 
cundi gamitin niya ang manga pinangangalan potencias, (16) ang alaala 
baga, ang bait at ang loob sa manga bagay na ytinucoy nang Pangindon 
Dios sa canila? 

gDi hAmaec, anaquin, ang alaala cundi gamitin nang taud sa 
pag-alaala niya sa Dios, sa caniyang manga biyaya, sa macatouid, sa 
pag-alaala nang taud na siya,i, guinaud nang Pangindon Dios calarauan 
(17) niya,t, tinobos ni Jesucristo nang caniyang mahal na dugo at pag- 
camatay sa Cruz, dua niya lamang sa caniya? (18) 

gDi hémac, anaquin, ang bait cundi gamitin nang taud sa pag- 
quilala sa Dios at sa pag-iisip na ang carunungan, catouira,t, capang- 
yarihan nang Dios din ay ualang hangan, at Siya nga nama,i, punong 
pinangagalinga,t, quinaoulan nang lahat? (19) 

gDi hamac ang ldob cundi gamitin nang taub sa pag-ifbig niya 
sa Dios na parang amé,t, macapangyayarl sa lahat, sa pag-iibig sa 

(1) Na, cun sa bagay, “which means, “that is to say.“ 
(2) Diyata, “wherefore." 
(3) Inaari, “values,” “considers, ‘‘reputes,‘‘ (pres ind. 3rd. pers. pasa,) 
(4) From sangcap, “tool.” ‘piece of furniture; casangcapan, “fixtures,” 

“utensils,” “furniture.” 
(5) From bdhay, “house, “nest,” pamamdhay, “dwelling.” 
(6) Araro, corr. of Sp. w. arado, “plough, pagaararo, “the ploughing.‘ 
(7) Saya, (Sp. word.) “upper petticoat.‘ 
(8) Tapis, “apron worn by native women “ 
(9) From the root fabds, “'to cut out stuffs with scissors,' ypatabds, “to 

have stuffs cut out." 
(10) Pagcayari, “finished, “already made." 
(11) From suot=soot, “to put on clothes" 
(12) Caloban, “sheath, “@cabbard." 
(13) From sucsoc, “'to encase,“ “to infix.‘ 

(14) Ldmpara, (8p. w.) “lamp,” “lustre,” “cresset.“ 
(15) Sacristan, (Sp. w.) “sexton, “church clerk.‘ 
(16) Potencias, (Sp. w.) ‘‘the powers of soul, memory, understanding and will,” 
(17) From larduan, image," ‘‘pattern;‘‘ calarduan, “one pattern, model.” & 
(18) Aua niya limang sa caniyd, “only for his sake.” (man’s). 
(19) Punong pinangalinga,t, quinaouian nang lahat, “the source which every- 

thing flows from and comes again back into.” 
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cApouang taud at sa pag-ibig at pagsunod nang dilang cabanalang Asal 
na ycapapasalangit nang caniyang caloldua, at sa pandidiri (1) nang 
dilang casalanan ycapapacasama (2) niya sa infierno? 

Caya, manga capatid co, ypalaman inyd sa loob itdng Aral na 
ypinangangaral co sa inyd. Inyong pacatantoin (3) na ang yguinaud 
nang Panginoon Dios sa inyo ay ang siyd,i, alaalahanin, quilalanin, 
ibigui,t, sundin ninyd ditd sa lupa, nang macamtdn ninyd ddon ang 
buhay na ualang hangan. 

Ang pananampalataya (4) ninyd,t, pagcatalastas (5) nitdng Aral 
na itd,i, siyang ycapag-igui (6) ninyd sa inyOng masasamang gaud, at 
siya rin namang ycapagbabagd ninyo sa dating Asal na masama. 

Ang pananampalataya ninyd,t, pagcatalastAs nitong Aral na ito,i, 
siyang ycasusuilong sa inyong loob sa pagtitiis nang manga cahirapan 
alang-alang (7) sa Dios para nang pagtitiis nang sondalo nang di 
masabing (8) hirap alang-alang sa caniyang Hari. 

Ang pananampalataya ninyo,t, pagcatalastas nitong aral na itd,i, 
siyang ypagsasaquit (9) manalo sa manga caduay nang inyong calo- 
lbua, para nang pagsasaquit nang manga magsasaca sa paggaud sa 
canilang buquid, magaling man di man (10) ang panahon, nang 
macamtan nila ang mabuting pagaani. 

Ang pananampalataya ninyo,t, pagcatalastas nitong aral na ito,i, 
siyang ycapag-aalis (11) ninyd sa inybng cataoudn nang catamaran (12) 
sa pagsimba at sa pagcocompisal at nang lahat na dinadahilan ninyd 
sa di pagsunod nang otos nang Dios at nang Santa Yglesia. 

At sa catagang uica, ang pananampalataya ninyo,t, pagcatalastas 
na maigui nang punong pacay at sadiyang yguinaud nang Pangindon 
Dios sa inyd ay siyang ycapagsisipag gamitin sa magaling ang manga 
potencias 6 cabagsican (13) nang caloldua, ang alaala baga,i, gamitin 
sa pag-aalaala sa Dios at sa manga biyayang ypinagcacaldob niya sa 
inyd; ang bait, ay sa pagquilala sa Dios at nang caniyang capang- 
yarihan, at ang loob ay sa pag-ibig sa Dios nang lubos na pag-ibig 
dito sa bubay na ito nang macamtan ninyo doon ang bubay na 
ualang bangan. Siya naua (14). 

(1) Diri, “to loathe,” “to abhor,“ 
(2) From sama, “idea of wickedness;‘‘ magcapagpasamd, “to incur eternal 

punishment.‘ 
(3) Pacatantdin, a endeavor to understand." (imp.) 
(4) From sampalataya, “'to believe" “to give credit to. 
(5) From talastas, “to comprehend,“ 
(6) Root, igur, “idea of goodness,” ycapag-igui, “what causes improvement.‘ 
(7) Alang-dlang sa, ‘‘for the sake of.‘ 
(8) Di masabi, “unutterable,“ “untold.” 
(9) From saquit, “pain, “toil,” ““hardship,' magsaquit, “to endeavor,“ 

ypagsasaquit ninyo, “will assist you in.“ 
0) Magaling man, di man (magaling) understood. (1 

(11) From pag-alis, “taking away,” 
(12) Root, tamar--ldmad, “lazy,” catamaran, "laziness.” 
(13) From bagsic, a root meaning “power,” “tyranny,” “swell; cabagsican, 

abstract noun. 
(14) Siyd naud, “amen,” 

THE END. 
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An attempt has been made to list in this index all important matters and 

Aa Tagalog words treated in the Grammar. 

Aba, interjection 34T. 
Accent. ap sana sa (002 
Accidental actions, indicated 

with ma. . Re rs 161. 
Acé, pers. pron. ‘decl of. . 49, 
Action completed, indicated 

with in, ? ? 359, 
Active voice, usage. 195-196. 

Conj. of with man pan. 201, 206; 

maca— 215; magpa-pa, 222; ma- 

qui-paqui 232, pa pa, 238, magca- 
pagca, 247; maguin-paguin, 252, 
magsi-pagsi, 259; magsa-pagsa, 264; 

peepee 
paca, 

985: mag 

manhi-panhi,2T1, mag-paca 
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iiphabet—Soanteha. pa 83 
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Alin, Interrog. pron. 98, 44,45. 
Alintana, as conjunction, . 341, 
Alisin, conjugation of. 115-116. 
An, in exclamative expressions, 349. 
An-han, usage . 351 354. 

An passive, usage. 189-194. 

Con}. of with man-pan 203, 210; 
ca 

MAGA a 217, 220, magpa pa, 224, 

maquipaqui, 233, pa-pa, 241, 
magca-pagca, 248, maguin-paguin, 
251, magsa-pagsa, 266, manhi- 

panhi, 273; magpacal 292" 979, 
paca 

magpati-pagpati, 286; magcapa- 
pagcapa, 293, magcan-pagcan, 298. 
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Ang, article .27,32.5T. 
Relative pronoun, . 21,59,60. 
Conjunction 236. 
Usage in respect to ligaments, 426. 

And, diversity of meanings, 366 367. 
Interrogative pronoun, 28,44 45. 
Usage, . 5 244, 
To render “hyperbolical ex pres- 
sions , . . 24b. 
AS conjunction, 343. 

Ano ano, usage, 249, 

Apparel, wearing of expressed with 
man, . a a EDP 

Aral with verbal particles. 88-98. 

Article, the . 27,69.70,398. 
Ang: 27,3257; St 30, 32, pre- 
cedes antecedent, So 59. 

Assemblage, denoted by magca, 249. 

At-t, verbal connective 24, 38. 

Con]. 236, 239, 405, ligament, 236. 

At and, conjunction. 344, 

Attainment, AT with 

maca, 320. 

Atmospheric Soa indicat. 

ed by magpa, 227. 
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Ayaa, interjection, a 348. 
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Conjunction, 339, 

Ay at, conjunction, 344. 
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Intensive,. - - . 63. 
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Bagay, usage of, 250. 
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Bagcis, as conjunction, 342. 
Bago, adv. of time, 251, 329. 
Bajda, interjection, ‘ 348, 
Baquit, as conjunction, 343,344. 
Begging, acts, denoted with 

magpa, 227 
Beneficial acts denoted with 

magpa, ‘ 227, 
Biguidn, conjugation of, 130, 
Bista,t, as conjunction, 342. 
Bodily actions of the sub- 

ject denoted by mag, 149. 
Bodily cleansing, expressed by 

manhi, 274. 
Borrowing, expressed with maqui, 255. 
Ca, usage, 354 356, 424, 
Cahimanuari, interjection, 348. 
Cahit, as conjunction, 343. 
Caildn, adv. of time, 326. 
Calonoran, conjugation of, 163. 
Camaca, plural prefix, . . 61. 
Cami, pers. pron., plural, 35, 50 
Capability, denoted with ma, 361. 
Capag, adv. of time, 327. 
Capagca, adv. of time, 327. 
Capares, comparative of equality, 77. 
Cardinal numerals, . 68-69. 
Casabdy, as conjunction, 310. 
Casi, usage of, ... . 261. 
Casing, to denote equality, . 11. 
Causative sense, denoted with y pas- 

sive, 187; with magca, 249; with 
magpa, 222, 227; with maca, 361; 

Catd-quita, pers. pron. (dual) 35; 
declension of, 50, usage of, 276. 

Cay, prep., denotessuperiority, 80 
Cayé, pers. pron. (plural), . . 50. 
Cayd. as interrogative, 28, intensive, 

63, noun, 256, verb 257, ad- 
verb, 257, conjunction 63, 257, 340 
With nga, ngani, 257. 
Position in the sentence, 414. 

Coan, usage, , 258. 
Célang, adv. to denote inferiority, 81. 
Collective nouns, formed with mag, 

150; an-han, . . 352. 
Colloquial language, . 417-421. 
Colloquial names of persons, 85, 
Comparison-degrees of, . 16-83, 
Compound nouns, 31, 48. 
Conjugation, consideration of, 91-92. 

General Rules for, . . . 92. 
Examples of: umdral, 94, sumilat, 
96, magaral, 100, magbili, 100, ma- 
matay, 104, matilog, 104, ibignin, 
110, gantihin, 112; alisin, 114: pag- 

Conjugation, (continued): 
samahin, 116: idaquip, 123, itapon, 
124; ipagbalita, 125; otangan, 128; 
biguidn, 130; Hagkagutang 131; 
tacpan, . 132. 

Conjunction — the, 338 346. 
Usage as to syntax, . 404-405. 

Conscious acts of subject perform- 
ed on himself, indicated with 
magpa , 3 228. 

Consonants--native hie BS» Do a 6. 
Pronunciation of, . 10 15. 

Construction of sentences, 406-417. 
Contempt, denoted by an, 353. 
Contents, expressed by sang, 373. 
Contractions, . 393-396. 
Copula, expressed with ay, 39, na, 

39, nga, bagi, g, ng) 39, ma- 
guin, . f 256. 

Correlation denoted by mag, 
Cumaon, conjugation of, . 
Cun, as conjuuctton, 344, 345, 405 

Relative pron. 345, expletive, 345. 
Adv. of time, 328. 
To translate the gerund, 304. 

Cundangan, as conjunction, . 344. 
Cundi, as conjunction, . 341, 342. 
Customs or manners, sharing in in- 

dicated by maqui, 234. 
Dald, usage of, . . . . 321, 
Dao, usage of, 314. 
Dipat, usage of, 315. 
Datapoua, as conjunction, 341. 
Dative case, . . xo wo SOL 
Degree, adverbs of, 331. 

Position in sentence, 404, 
Demonstrative pronouns, 41, 43. 

Usage as to syntax, 401. 
Deponent verbs, with magpa, 228. 
Destruction, deno'ed with ma, 162. 
Di, usage of, . . .-. . . 261. 
Dili, usage, 262, neg. adv. 331. 

" Conjunction, . . . . 340,405. 
Diminutives, 84 86, 353, 154, 316-317. 
"Din, intensive particle, . . 86. 
Dini, adv. of place, . . . 53. 
Dipthongs and tripthongs, . 19. 
Distributive numerals, .13 14. 
Distributive expressions, formed 

with man, . . . . 864. 
Dito, adv. of place, sus o b3. 
Diva, impersonal verb, 262. 
Division of Tagalog verbs, 184. 
Diyan, adv. of place, . . 53. 
Doon, adv. of place, 53, usage, 262, 
Farnestness, denoted by mag, 155, 
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Earning, indicated with pag, 369. 
Efficiency, indicated with magpa- 

7) a so a BB 
Emphatic words, place, . 415: 
Enterprise, denoted by mag, . 155. 
Epethenses, (figures of diction), 393 
Equality, comparative of, . 76-78. 
Exclam. expressions, . 348-349, 355. 
External actions, denoted by 

mag, . 147, 149. 
Figures . 392 396. 
Foreign verbalized with 

mag, 150. 
Fortuitous action, denoted by mag- 

of Diction. 
words, 

paca, . . 282. 
Usage of participle for, 176. 

Frequentative verbs, formed with 
man, 200. 

Future perfect tense, how expressed, 
93, 99; formed with ma, 109. 

Futurity, denoted with ma, 361. 
Ga, comparative of equality, . 78. 
Giling, usage of, . . . . 315. 
Ganga, comparative of equality, 18. 
Gantthin, eae of, . 112113 
Gender, . 3031. 
Gerund, comparison with gerund 

in English, and usage, . 302 305. 
Use of infinitive, 305. 
Grave accent, 21-22. 
Grave words, . ? 23. 
Habitual action, denoted with man, 

200, 212, 213; pala, 370. 
Hindi rin, as conjunction, 342. 
Houag, prohibitive, 409, 
Hyperbolical expressions, . 348. 
Iba, usage as adjective, verb, adverb, 

noun, . . mo Wa. 
Ibig, usage of, : . . 81b. 
Ibig in--ibiguin, conjug. of, 110-111. 
Ica,=yca particle for forming ordinal 

numerals, . . . . WU. 
Usage of, 187, 188; 375. 

leamatdy, conjugation of, . 162. 
dicho, personal pronoun, 49, 268. 
Idaquip, conjugation of, 123. 
Ideas not having native 

terms, . . . 376-391. 
Ideas of profusion, . 379-380. 
Ideas of scantiness, . 380 391. 
Iholog, conjugation of, 145-145. 
Ilan, as ordinal, 71, indefinite pro- 

noun, 268, interrogative, 268. 

Imperative, absolute, 316. 
Prohibitive, with houag, 409. 

Imprecations, Mg 319. 

In=hin, usage, 
Ina co, interjection, 
Indi, negative adverb, . . 269. 
Individuals, indicated by lahat and 

tanan, . 107. 
Inferiority, comparative of, 

colang, alangan, . . 81. 
Infinitive-the, usage, to render the 

gerund, . . 803. 
To render the past ‘participle, 166. 

In passives: ma verbs lack, 162-176. 
With most active verbs, 178. 
With ma adjectives, 181. 
With some intransitive verbs, 182. 
With all causative verbs, 182. 
Construction of sentences, 182. 
With magcapa and magcan verbs, 
235, 291, 296. 

In passive, conjugation of, 

207; 
na, 

magpa-pa, 223, pa-pa, 239, 244: 
maguin-paguin, 253, magsa-pagsa, 
261, manhi-panhi, 212. 

Instrument, with y passive participle, 
115, 186 187, denoted by magpaca, 
281, man, 212, 213; pan, . 370, 

Intensive sense, . . . 6366, 86. 
Indicated by reduplication, 63, 70. 
Rendered with particles: pagcaca, 
106, wm, 142; mag, 152, 153, 155; 
pag, 157; man, 200; ee, a 
maqut, 

21, 43, 357 360. 
. 348. 

with 
ca 

man pan, 201, mac 

Interjection the, 289, 347. nag 
Usage, as to syntax, . 405-406: 
Rejects ligaments, 426, 

Interrogative the, 28-29, 44-45, 244, 

269. 
Usage, as to syntax, 402. 
Position in sentence, 414. 

Usage with ligaments, 426. 

Interrogative sentences, 196. 

Intransitive verbs, formed with 

ma, 103. 

In active voice, 196. 

Inversions, (figures ii diction), 393. 

Involuntary actions, indicated with 

ma, 92, 160165, maca, 219, mag- 

a, 228, magpati, 28T, in, 359, 

paged, 369. 

Ipagbalita, conjugation of, 125. 

Itapon, conjugation “of, . 124. 

Ito, declension of, . . .- 41. 

Itong isa, usage of, . . + - 61. 

Iyan, declension of, . .-- 41, 
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Labi, usage, to form denaries, 68 69. 
As adverb, verb, noun, 269. 

Labis, adv. used to denote superior- 
ity, 80; superlative, . . . 41. 

Lahat, adv. to denote superlative, 81. 
Refers to individuals, 107. 

Lalo, adv. to denote superiority, 80. 
Limang, to restrict numerals, 69, 73. 
Loob, usage, as noun, verb, adv. 275. 
Ligaments—the, 37-39, 400, 4224 6. 
Limits of action, expressed by, 

magcea, . mm 250: 
Lub-ha, Adv. ‘to. denote superlat- 

ive, . so 81, 
Ma Rule for usage, os 02. 

To form intransitive verbs, 103. 
To form future perfect tense, 109. 
Used in passive of um, 140. 
Usage as verbal particle, 160-165. 
To indicate involuntary ac- 
tions, 160. 
To indicate uncontrollable pass- 
ional states, : 161. 
To indicate accidental actions, 161. 
To denote state of destruction, 162. 
To form adjectives, 360. 
Ma adjectives with mag, um, 360. 
To denote plenty, 36 , potent- 
iality, 360, futurity, 361, nega- 
tion, 36i, capability, 361. 

Maanong, interjection, 348. 

Ma. verbs, usage 103 106 
ma 

Maca, for aaa future perfect 
tense, 93, 99 
Analogous to ma 162. 
To denote causative sense, 361. 
To form adverbial numerals, 361. 

Maca. verbs, usage, 214-221. 
ma 

Mag, rules for usage, . . . 92. 
Usage of verbal particle 147 155, 
363 364. 
To denote action outside the 
actor, 0... . . 147, 148. 
Denote subject losing control, 149. 
Denote motion applied to exter- 
nal object, . . xa TAS, 
Denote bodily actions by sub- 
ject, 140. 
To verbalize foreign words, 150 
To indicate collective actions, 150, 
Todenotereciprocal sense, 150, 152. 
To denote intension, 152, 153, 155. 

To denote unsteady motion, 153, 

Mag, (continued): 
Combined with adjectives, 154, 360. 
When used only in infinitive, 154. 
To impart diminutive sense, 154. 
With abstract nouns, 154. 
To indicate selling or making, 155. 
To denote enterprise, earnest- 
ness, . E 155. 
To denote plural, . 363 
To verbalize nouns 363. 
To limit to two, 363. 
To denote more than two, with 
ca,. . 364. 
To form correlative nouns, 364. 
To denote totality, 364. 
Agent or doer, 364. 

Mag pag verbs, usage 99. 102; passive 
114-117, 

Magaral, conjugation of. 100. 
Magbili, conjugation of,. . 100. 
Magca pagca verbs . . 246-250. 
Magcan-pagcan verbs, . . 296. 
Magcapa-pagcapa verbs, . 246-250. 
Magcasing, compar. of equality 77. 
Magcapares, compar. of equality 77. 
Magpa pa verbs, « 222-230; 

Magpac aes verbs. 277-282. 
Magpate HAHA verbs. . 284-297, 
Magsa-pagsa verbs . . 263-267, 
Magsi pagsi verbs . 263-267, 
Maguin as conjunction, . 341, 
Maguin-paguin verbs . 252 256. 
Mamatay, conjugation of 104, 
Matélog, conjugation of. 104. 
Mamed-mamayd adv. of time, 326, 
Man, as to form distributives 264, 

To express agent or doer, 265, 
To denote occupation or profess- 
ion, : . . 265, 
Conjunction, .'. . 340, 342, 
As verbal particle,. . 364 365, 
Usage as to syntax . 404, 

Man pan verbs, . 200.213. 
Mandin, intensive particle, . 64. 
Manga, pluralizing particle, 33 35; 

161. 

Manhi-panhi verbs . 270-274. 
Manner, adverbs of, . 323 324. 

Indicated with pagca, . 370, 
Position in sentence, 403. 

Manners or customs, sharing in 
indicated by maqut, 234. 

Mapag, usage. . . 265, 
Maqui-paqui verbs, . 231-235. 
Maualaan, conjugation of, 164, 
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Masiquit, adv. to denote absolute 
superlative, . . . so hn BA. 

Matdy man, as conjunction, . 842, 
May, usage, 28,32 33,43, 86,313, 314. 

Position in sentence, . . d11, 
Mayroon, usage, 28, 32.33, 313,314. 

Position in sentence, 414, 
Mayapa, as conjunetion, . 343, 
Meddling, denoted with maqui, 235. 
Mercenary action, denoted with 

man, 212. 

Modernisms refered to, list of, 15 16. 
Modificative verbal particles, man- 

pan, 200-213. 214 291; 
magpa-pa, 222-239; maqui-paqui, 
231235, pa-pa, 237 244: magca- 
pagca 216 250; maguin-paguin 252- 
256, magsi pagsi, 259-261; magsa 
pagsa, 263-267, manhi panhi, 270- 

PAT... ORTIBD: 
pagpaca 

magpati-pagpati 284-288: magcapa- 
pagcapa, 291-293, magcan-pagcan, 
296-299. 

Mona, intensive particle, . . 64. 
Adv. of time, . . 64, 329 

Moral acts, indicated by magcan, 299. 
Na, as ligament, 27, 38, 422, 423; as 

copulative verb, 39; to form plu- 
a 109; illative conjugation, 

46. 

maca—<; 
ma 

215, magpaca- 

Naca, for expressing pluperfect 
tense , xx 98,99. 

Naman, intensive particle, 64, as 
conjunction, . 840, ‘405, 

Nang, to express the English gerund, 
304, in objective case 319, 320, 
321, as illative conjunction, 346. 

Nanga, intensive particle, . 64. 
Naud, interjection, 348, 
Negation, adverbs of, 331. 
Negative sentence, verb in, 408. 
Niyon, adv. of time, 329, 
Niydon, adv. of time, 329. 
Noon, adv. of time, 329. 
Nga, intensive particle, 35, 64. 
Ngani, intensive particle, . 64. 
Nguni, as conjunction, 341, 
Nouns, 54-57; abstract nouns, 55; 

verbal nouns, 56, 102, 364. 
Number, plural, ways of expres- 

sing, 5 33 34, 45. 
Dual, expressed by quita- cata, 35 

Numeral adjectives, . . 28, 69 75, 

Numerals, . 68 74, 
Usage as to syntax, 402. 

Occupation or eee denoted 
by man, : 365. 

Ocol, as noun, 275; as verb, 276. 
Objective case, use of nang and 

sa, . a B19 32L 
Optative mood, ‘traces of, . » 98. 
Ordinal numerals, 10 71. 
Orthography, : 3 16. 
Otangan, conjugation of, 129. 
Pa, intensive particle, 64, con- 

junction, 340, 405: forms verbal 
nouns, 368: denotes posture, 369. 

Pa-pa verbs, . 237-244. 
Pag, passive particle, usage, 114. 

To render the gerund, . 3804 
Adv. of time, . 326, 328. 
To form verbal nouns ot um and 
mag verbs, 369, 
To form adverbial expressions of 
time, 369. 
To indicate earning, : 369. 

Pagca, to form verbal nouns, 106. 
To render the gerund, 304, 
Adv. of time, . . 7 321, 
To render 'hyperbolical expres- 
sions, . . 348. 
For involuntary actions, 369 
To indicate manner, 370. 
To indicate quality, 370. 

Pagcaca, to impart intensive 
sense , 106. 

Pagsamahin, conjugation of, 116-117. 
Paglaguidn, conjugation of, 131. 
Pali, intensive particle, . . 64 

Used to denote habit, 
Palibhasa, as conjunction, 343. 
Pan, passive verbal particle, 370 

To denote instrument, 370. 
To. denote a substitute for the 
instrument, 371. 

Panalo, conjugation of, . 144. 
Paragoges, (figures of diction), 393. 
Pares, comparative of equality, 77. 
Participle the, discussion of, 166 167. 

Illustrations of, . . 167-170. 
Past participle, usage of, 170-117. 
Past ,, formed within, 358. 

Particles, transcendental and sub 
ordinate, G . 90-91. 

Primordial active, . . . 92. 
Particles and words offering peculiar 

features: Ang, at, 236; and, 244, 
ano and, 245, bigay, 250; bago, 251; 

cayd, 256- 257; cast, di, 261, dili, 
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Particles, (continued): 
diua, doon, 262; iba, icdo, ilan, 
268: indi, labi, 269, loob, ocol, 275; 
pono, quité catd, 276; shan, 282; 
sana, 283, sila, siya, 288; sitcat, 
289: tabi, 
bing, 294; tapat, 299, tila, toloy, 
300, tongcol, 301; tout, wala, 305; 
yari, . . . . 506. 

Particles, recapitulation of, 351-375. 
An, 351-354, ca, 354-356; in, 357- 
360; ma, 360 361; maca, 361, 
mag, 363 364, man, 364-365; ma- 
pag, 365-366; pa, 368-369; pag, 
369, pagca, 369370; pala, 370; 
pan, 310371, pinaca, 372; sang, 
372 373; tag, 374; mae 314, tig, 
314, yea, F .. . 3875. 

Partitive numerals, 1314. 
Passive voice: 

Discussion of,. . 108119. 
Instrumental passive middle voice 
119-126. 
Local passive middle voice 128-133. 
Construction of sentences in the 
passive, . 196, 441-413. 

Conjugation of: 
With an, 128-133, 203, 210, 217, 
220, 224, 233, 241, 248, b4, 
266, 273, 279, 286, 293, 298. 
With in, 110, 112, 115, 116, 
201, 207, 216, 223, 239, 244, 
253, 264, 272. 
With pa” . . 116, 125, 131. 
With y, 123-126, 202, 209, 217, 
224, 233, 240, 243, 247, 254, 
265, 272, 279, 285, 293, 297. 

Passive form, largely used in co- 
Noquial language, 419. 

Past participle, discussion and usage 
Of, www sg a1T10:117, 

Pati, as conjunction . 340, 405. 
Pause, how indicated, . 423. 
Pedantry of natives . .1516. 
Personal pronouns, singular, 29, 49. 
Personal pronouns, plural, 49; 50. 
Physical acts, with magcan, 299. 
Physical condition, with magpa, 226. 
Pinaca, usage, . . . 3892, 
Place, denoted with. mage 249; ma- 

guin 255, magpaca, 281; magpati, 
287. 
Adv. of, place, 53, 324, 335; posit- 
ion in sentence, 403. 

Plants, reference to flowering or fruit 

bearing with man, 212; 

293; taga, talaga, tam- 

Plenty, denoted with ma, 360, 
Pluperfect tense, how expressed, 93; 

formed with naca, 93, with na, 109. 
Plurality, denoted hy manga, 33 35; 

161: by magca, 149; by magsi, 260, 
by man, 200; by mag, 363. 
Usage as to syntax, 491. 

Po, intensive particle, . . . 64. 
Pouo, to form cardinal numerals, 

above nineteen, 68, as a noun, as 
averb, . . . 276. 

Possessive case 99, 31, 50 51, 53, 55. 
Possessive pronouns, . 29, 51, 401. 
Potentiality, denoted with ma, 360. 

maca, 214-216. 
Prayers, repetition of indicated with 

magpa, su. B28 
Preposition the, ‘usage . 334-337, 

Usage as to Synrax, 404. 
Present participle, to render the 

gerund, . 302, 303. 
Profession, or ocupation, denoted 

with man, h . . 363. 
Profusion: ideas of, . . 379-380. 
Prohibitive mood, 98: with houag, 409. 
Pronunciation . . 9-16. 
Pronouns: Demonstrative, . 41:43. 

Indefinite, . . . . . . 268. 
Interrogative, . . . 44,45, 214. 
Personal, . . . . 29. 
Possessive 29, 50, b1. 
Relative, . 84d. 
Usage as to syntax, 401, 402. 

Prosody . . a 17-26 
Proverbs, Appendix: a 429 437. 
Quality, 'denoted with an-han, 351. 

Expressed with ma verbalized 
adjectives, . . 360. 
Denoted with paged, . 3870. 

Quité cata, pers. pron. (dual) 35; 
declension of, 5U; usage of, 276. 

Reading and Panong exer- 
cise . 24 25, 

Reason or cause, denoted with the y 
passive participle, 173, magca, 249, 
maguin, 255; magpaca, . 281: 

Reciprocal verbs, formed with mag, 
150, 152, 155, 158. 

Relationship, denoted with in, 358. 
Relative pronoun, 27, 59:62, 
Resemblance, denoted with in 357. 
Residence, indicated with man, 212. 
Respect, indicated with magpa, 228. 
Root -the,. . ‘ . 45, 87. 
Round numbers, denoted by sang, 

373, 
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Sa, prep. used to denote superio- 
rity. : SD, BL. 
To translate the gerund, 303. 
Usage with objective case, 319, 
320, 321. 
Adv. of time, . 324, 326. 
As conjunction, . . . . 344, 

Sdan, adv. of place, 282; verb, 383 
Sacd, conjunction, 339, 405, 
“Said” or “quoth,” 

ed. Gels car Bo a a. Le Oa, 
Sampon, as conjunction, 
Sana, usage, : 
Sang, usage, 43, 372-373. 
Sarili, intensive particle, . 65. 
Scantiness, ideas of, 380-391. 
Selling denoted by mag verbs, 155. 
Sentences, construction of, 406 417. 
Si, article, . . . . . 30. 
Sila, pers. pron, plural, . 50, 288. 

Vocative, and verb, . . . 288. 

Sind, declension of,. . . . 3. 
Sing, comparative of equality, 77. 
Sino, interrogative pronoun, 44, 45. 
Siyd, pers. pron., singular, . 49 
Siya,as verb, adv , orinterjection, 289. 
Siya nga, intensive particle . 65. 
Siyd naud,  ,, mg os Ja 08: 

Spanish accent used, . . 20-21 
Subali, as conjunction . 341, 342. 
Subject, usage, see all of Syntax- 

Construction of sentences, 406 417. 
Subjunctive, the . s OT, BOY, 
Subordinate sentences, . . 415. 
Substantives, . 54 57, 
Sicat, meanings and usage, 289, 315. 
Sucddn, as conjunction, 343. 
Suffering, willing, indicated with 

magpa, 224 
Sumilat, conjugation OL,» aw 89, 
Superiority, how expressed . 80 81. 
Superlative, comparison of, . SL. 
Surprise, how expressed . 347, 348. 
Syllables, discussion of, 17-18. 

. Syntax:—Regimen, .. . 397 406. 
Syntax:--Construction of sentences, 

406-417. 
With active voice, . 407, 408. 
With passive voice, position of 
different members of sentence, 
411-413. 
Position of mayrdon, 414. 

” » may, 414. 

ua'd, 414, n” 3) 

Adverbs come first when made 

now express- 

. 340, 405. 
283, 404, 

Syntax, (continued): 
prominent, 7 414. 
Indirect complement, 415, 
Emphatic words, place first, 415. 
Subordinate sentence subject of 
passive verb, 415. 
A clause may be direct comple- 
ment , 415. 
Grammatical subject, may become 
agent , . a 416. 
Logical subject may become 
grammatical subject, 416. 
Subject or agent may be omit- 
ted, : . . 416. 
A verb may be complement, 416. 
English gerund clause, usage, 416. 

Tabi, usage of, 293. 
Taga usage of, 294. 
Talaga usage of, 294, 
Tacpan, conjugation of, 132. 
Tag, to refer to seasons and 

weather, 374. 
Taga, usage of, HP, 314, 
Tambing, usage of, 294, 295, 
Tanan, refers to individuals, . 107. 
Tapat, usage of, 299. 
Tapus, usage of,. . . . . 315. 
Tayo, pers. pron. (plural), . 35, 49, 

Tenses, consideration of: 
Present indefinite, 307, 308. 
Past indefinite, . a 308. 
Pluperfect, : 308. 
Future indefinite, . 308. 
Future perfect, 309. 
Imperative, . a 309. 

Tenses, interchangeability of: 
Present indefinite for past,. 309, 
Future indefinite, for present, 309, 

Fut indefinite for imperative 310, 
Future perfect for pluperfect, 310. 
Imperative, for present, in ne- 
gative sentences, for past, for 
present participle, 310. 
Infinitive, for all other tenses 310. 

Tig,.to form distributive num- 
erals, . : 314. 

Tila, usage of, . . . 300. 
Time, adverbs of, 62 64, 325 329. 

Position m sentence, 403 404. 

Time, length of ae by 
sang, . . 5 2» B1, 

Toloy, usage of, 300. 
Tongcol, usage of, ‘ 301. 
“To say ' referred to by pa, 244, 
Totoo, adv. to denote superlative, 82. 
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Totality, denoted by ae Ha by 
sang, . ; 373. 

Tow, usage of. . 505. 
Transcendental and subordinate par- 

ticles, consideration of, 90-91. 
Triphthongs "aa 19. 
Tumocsd, conjugation of,. . 143. 
Uala, usage of, . 32, 33, 43, 305. 

Position in sentence, 114. 
Uica, as impersonal verb, 332. 
Um, usage of, 92, 99, 135-150. 

Restriction in usage. . . 140. 
Irregularities in con]. of, 141-146. 

Um verbs, consideration of, 93, 94. 
Conjugation of, 93-97, 142. 

Umadral, conjugation of . 94. 95, 
Umout, conjugation of 142. 
Uncertainty, sense of, imparted by 

maguin, 3 256. 
Uncontrollable passional state, indic- 

ated with ma, . 161. 

Verbs; how formed, 52: used as 
nouns 57, consideration of 87; 
conjugation of 91-92; tenses, usage 
O a a 92, 307-310. 
Usage as to syntax. 406 416. 

Verbal compounds, with man-pan, 

205: 

232 2, papa, 238, magca-pagca, 246, 
maguin-poguen, 252, magsi-pagsi, 

ca : g 
maca-, 215, maqui-paqui, 

ma 

259, magsa-pagsa, 263, manhi- 
pagpaca 

ha, 271: i panht, magpaca-— er , 279; 

magpati-pagpatt, 284; magcapa- 
pagcapa, 291, magcan pagcan, 29T. 

Verbal nouns, distinction between 
um and mag verbal nouns, 102. 
Denote agent or doer, with 
mag, : 364, 

Verbal partials consideration 
of, . 87-89, 
May combine, 90. 

ep KIA 
a 

Verbal, (continued): 
Transcendental and _ subordinate 
particles . es KAG . 9091. 
Primordial active particles um, 
Mag, na, . ‘ so we: 

Verbal peculiarities, 312 316. 
Usage of mayréon, may, 313, 314; 
dao, cond, aydo 314, ayuan, ibig, 
dapat, sitcat, tapus, yari, galing, 
315: verbal roots, 316, absolute 
imperative, 316, diminutive 
verbs, F na OT 

Verbal roots, . 7 62, 57, 316. 
Verb “to be” . 39 40, 61, 256. 
Voluntary acts of subject, indicated 

with magpa, 226; maguin, 256. 
magpati, . 287, 

Vowels—substantive o 3. 
Pronunciation of, . . 9 10. 

Warning, expressed by aba, 347. 
Willingness, denoted with pa, 244. 
Wonder, expressed ka aba, 34T, 

unt CO, . . 84 8, 
Yaon, declension of 41. 
Yari, decl. of 41, usage "806, 315. 
Fea--ica, usage of, 187, 188, 375. 
Ycamatdy, conjugation of, 162. 
Ydaquip, conjugation of, . 123. 
Yhélog, conjugation of, . 145-146. 
Ypaybalita, conjugation of, 125. 
Yon, declension of, . d1. 
Y passive usage . 183 188, 
Y passive, conj. of, with man-pan, 

202, 209, maca-“Z, 217, magpa 

pa, 224, ABOT a. 233, pa pa, 
240, 243: magca-pagca, 247; ma- 
guinpaguin, 254, magsa-pagsa, 
265, manhi-panhi, 212, magpa: 

pagpacan Et? pagpasa 279; 

pagpati, 985: magcapa-pagcapa, 
293; magcan pagcan, 29T. 

Ytapon, conjugation of, 

magpati- 

124. 
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